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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis is to identify the relationship between the use of schematic structures of
argumentative essays and the deployment of logical metafunction resources. In achieving the aim, first,
the study describes the schematic structure analysis of twenty final examination argumentative genre
essays (AEs) written by the three different groups of writers each namely, high-graded (HGE), middle
graded (MGE) and low-graded (LGE) in a Malaysian university entrance context. Next, it describes and
compares the logical metafunction resources employed by the three groups of essays. It then maps the
variation in schematic structures and logico-semantic resources onto each other to see how these
resources are employed by the writers at the different stages of the schematic structures. Finally, the
results of the mapping analysis are compared across the three groups of writers to see how arguments
were constructed in successful and less successful essays.
In achieving those aims, a Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) approach was employed as both
theoretical and analytical framework. In analysing the schematic structure of the argumentative essays, a
modified Sydney School ‘Write It Right’ argumentative essay model was used to investigate whether
essays conformed or not to an established set of expectations and to a certain extent to see if the
successful essays contained more delicate stages of the structure as set out in the model. The theoretical
framework and descriptive categories of the logical metafunction outlined by Halliday and Matthiessen
(2004/2014 based in turn on Halliday 1985/1994) were used as the analytical tool for examining taxis and
logico-semantic resources deployed in the essays.
In terms of the schematic structure, the weaker writers, i.e., all LGE and most MGE writers, had problems
in their essay structure, which appears to have directly affected the essay grade. A key finding was that
the presence of the ‘Deduction’ and the over-use of ‘Description’ stage in the ‘Argument Point’ coupled
with the lack of the use of referencing weakened their arguments. A related finding was that many of the
less or unsuccessful essays merely assembled texts instantiating a ‘Descriptive report’ genre instead of an
argumentative genre. Thus, the textual organisation is considered an important criterion in writing
successful argumentative essays. Additionally, argumentative essays can be approached either in the
problem-solution or cause-effect structure with some dependence on the topic. The study found that the
staging of a successful Elaboration stage is as follows: Evidence ^ Evaluation OR Evidence + Evaluation
^ Suggestion ^ Consequence, while the staging of a successful Reinforcement stage is Summary ^
Evaluation.
In terms of taxis, the paratactic clause complex is not a favoured one in comparison to hypotactic
complexing within the study group’s writing. In terms of logico-semantic relation, the most favoured was
the non-finite causal-conditional purpose relation, followed by finite causal-conditional cause relation.
The least favoured option was causal-condition cause negative. On the whole, the most used enhancing
relation was causal-conditional relation, while the least-used one was manner relation.
The mapping results suggest there is a strong correlation between the writer’s grasp of the schematic
structures coupled with appropriate use of logical metafunction resources on one hand, and the quality of
iii

AEs on the other hand. In other words, there are lexico-grammatical patterns that vary with the grade of
the essays which can be used to quite easily operationalise such intangible concepts as flow of argument,
method of argument development, and hierarchical ordering of logical ideas. For instance, ‘Thesis’ in
successful essays are constructed in simplex with the use of nominalisation to preview the Argument
Points in the body paragraphs. Next, ‘Argument Point’ is constructed in simplex with the deployment of
nominalisation to present claim or argument, while an ‘Elaboration’ stage should contain a mixture of
simplex, paratactic and hypotactic clauses; failure to use this pattern leads to written text that resembles
the spoken-mode rather than academic writing. Finally, ‘Summary’ should be constructed in simplex to
reflect the ‘Preview’ in the ‘Thesis’ stage.
The findings of this study, especially the differences between successful and less successful
writers in their use of logico-semantic resources and their control of schematic structure, suggest that
along with instruction on generic staging, the explicit teaching of the logical metafunction is necessary to
expose learners to different lexico-grammatical resources in argumentative and other genres. Future
research should address some of the limitations of this study, such as extending our scrutiny to writing
from non-examination conditions; analysing writing by students from a range of cultures; linking the
logical metafunction analyses to analyses of other metafunctions; adding an explicit semantic layer to the
analysis; and considering students’ general communicative competency, both spoken and written skills.
The primary significance

of

the present

study is its potential for improving ESL/EFL teaching in

Malaysia and other contexts, and in particular it is recommended that the findings be used in a ‘teachinglearning cycle’ approach. Future research as described above can help refine such interventions and
gauge their effectiveness.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
Introduction
This chapter provides a background to the study and outlines the research questions, significance of the
study, and limitations of the study. It includes a definition of terms and also briefly highlights the chapters
contained in the thesis. The background of the study focuses on the ESL setting in Malaysia, the
Malaysian University English Test (known as MUET), the reasons why writing is difficult among ESL
learners in Malaysia and the motivation for the study.

1.1

Background to the Study

This section offers a brief discussion on the importance of English in Malaysia particularly in the
academic context with an important reference to some historical development of English in the country.
The advent of English in Malaysia is clearly linked to the arrival of the British in the country as early as
in 1786, shortly after which English became the language of administration. English-medium schools
were introduced in the earlier nineteenth century in order to produce a local English-educated elite group
to fulfil the occupational positions previously staffed by the British themselves (Bautista & Gonzalez
2009, Hashim 2009, Ling 2010). In 1957, the year of independence for the Federation of Malaya, Malay
was declared the national language with a purpose “to ensure all the ethnic groups living in Malaya could
identify with and establish an emotional attachment to the language and from 1957 to 1967, both Malay
and English were assigned equal prominence” (Hashim 2009).
Article 152 of the Constitution of Malaya stated clearly that “Malay was to be the sole language and
official language, while English was given the status of an official language; however, the privileged
status of English was removed via the Language Act of 1967 and relegated to the position of a second
language” (Hashim 2009). In 1961, the Education Act passed a bill which made Malay the only medium
of instruction in secondary schools and the status of Malay was promoted further after the larger
Federation of Malaysia was formed in 1963. For example, the Language Act of 1967 ruled that all
English-medium primary schools had to become Malay-medium schools by 1976, and the secondary
schools by 1982. In 1971, the use of Malay as a medium of instruction was imposed at tertiary institutes
as well. In more recent years, Malay and English have juggled for prominence in education. In 2002, the
policy of Malay as the sole medium instruction was lifted when English was re-introduced as the medium
of instruction for the teaching of mathematics and science from Primary One, yet in July 2009, the
Ministry of Education announced the reversal of this policy with the teaching of mathematics and science
to revert to Malay in primary and secondary schools in 2012. However, at the tertiary level and at the preuniversity foundation level, mathematics and science will continue to be taught in English. Certain public
universities have taken another step to use English as the medium of instruction for almost all the courses
or subjects offered (Hashim, 2009).
The historical development discussed above has shaped the status of English in Malaysia as a second
language especially in its educational context. It is taught as a compulsory subject in all primary and
secondary curriculums and in fact, now, is the medium of instruction for the teaching of mathematics and
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science as well some other courses in all public universities in the country. The status of English language
as ESL in Malaysia fits in the description of it being one based on Kachru’s (1985, 2005) ‘three circles’
model (quoted in Bolton 2009, Kirkpatrick 2007):
The current profile of English may be viewed in terms of three concentric
circles… The Inner Circle refers to the traditional cultural and linguistic bases
of English. The Outer Circle represents the institutionalised non-native varieties
(ESL) in the regions that have passed through the extended periods of
colonisation… The Expanding Circle includes regions where the performance
varieties of the language are used essentially in EFL contexts.
The Inner Circle refers to the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, while The Outer Circle
refers to areas once colonised by the Inner Circle countries which one of them was Malaysia and finally
the Expanding Circle refers to those areas where English is an “international” language and traditionally
regarded as societies learning English as a Foreign Language (EFL) like China, Indonesia, Japan, Taiwan,
Korea, Greece and the USSR.
ESL in Malaysia also fits Crystal’s (1995, p108) definition of English as a second language which is
“English in countries where it holds special status as a medium of communication”. This definition is also
reflected in Hartmann and James’s (1998, p.50):
Those varieties of English are used by speakers for whom it is not the NATIVE
LANGUAGE, usually in a country where it is the endoglossic, or dominant
language, or in countries where it is has an acknowledged function.
As present, English is taught as a compulsory subject in both primary and secondary schools and tested in
all major public examinations (Tan & Miller 2007). First, at the end of primary school which is in Year
Six, students will sit for a public national examination called Primary School Evaluation Test (PSET).
Then they will enter secondary school and towards the end of the third year, they will sit for the Lower
Secondary School Evaluation (LSSE) and two years later, the Malaysian Certificate of Education (MCE)
respectively. As mentioned earlier, in each of these public examinations, English is one of the compulsory
papers.
The crucial point is after the MCE where students can either choose to further their studies or not to study
anymore and start to work. However, no private or public universities accept students directly from the
MCE into degree programs. Students have the option of doing a pre-university course known as the
matriculation programme offered by Ministry of Higher Learning, or taking up foundation or diploma
courses offered by some public and private universities or continuing secondary education to form six
(which consists of two more years in secondary school) before starting the first degree programme.
However, prior to 1999, English was not tested as a public examination at the sixth form or pre-university
or diploma level. Instead, upon entry into local public tertiary institutions, these students were required to
undergo courses in English language proficiency. It was with this dual purpose of filling the gap with
respect to the training and learning of English and that of consolidating and enhancing the language
literacy of the sixth form, pre-university and diploma students, that the Malaysian University English Test
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(MUET) was first introduced in 1999 (Malaysia Examination Council 2011) – a test that remains in place
today. Thus, it is of paramount important to discuss MUET in detail as it is a benchmark for university
entrance and a prerequisite for graduation.

1.1.1

Malaysian University English Test (MUET)

The MUET is a test of English language proficiency, largely for university admissions. The test is set and
administered by the Malaysian Examination Council (later referred to as MEC) and largely recognised
only in Malaysia. Most candidates who sit for MUET do so to apply for admissions to local public and
private universities and colleges.
The country too has attempted to become the regional centre for higher education both for the public and
private higher learning institutions. English, being a language essential for international communication,
has therefore been selected as the language of instruction in certain public and all private universities, and
at the same time language of communication in almost all private higher learning institutions (Gill, 2003;
Lee, 2003; Lim, 2004, Ling 2007). In meeting the nation’s pragmatic needs, the former Prime Minister of
Malaysia, Tun Dr Mahathir, reiterated the importance of mastering English language because that is “the
way to knowledge” (2003: 8). As Gill (2003) puts it, there is always a ‘pragmatic reminder’ of the crucial
need for people to be fluent in English. Thus, MUET is one of the ways to achieve the country’s
aspiration.
There are four components in MUET: Listening, Speaking, Reading Comprehension and Writing. The
maximum scores for these components are 45 each for Listening and Speaking, 120 for Reading
Comprehension and 90 for Writing, with an aggregate score of 300. The scores are then graded in six
bands, with Band 6 the highest and Band 1 the lowest. The band score descriptions are available in
Appendix E. Band 6 refers to highly proficient users, 5 – proficient users, 4 – satisfactory users, 3 –
modest users, 2 – limited users while 1 refers to very limited users.
Since the component of the test relevant to this study is the writing component, I will limit further
comments to this aspect of MUET. There are two questions for the writing component. From the
introduction of MUET in 1999 until May 2008, in the first question students were given a passage which
they were required to summarise in about 100 words while the second question was an essay question
where students had to write not fewer than 250 words. After 2008, the summarising exercise question was
replaced with a question where students have to write a short response not more than 150 words to a
given stimulus. The word length of question two was also increased to not less than 350 (refer to
Appendix G for samples of the writing test papers).
Although these writing tasks are still short, the essay writing mark is the second highest next to the marks
allocated for the reading component (refer to Appendix E). This shows how essay writing is given due
attention in determining students’ level of English language before entering universities in Malaysia.
Also, the changes in the question format and length of the essay distinctly show that writing has been
given paramount importance in preparing students for their tertiary education.
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With increased globalisation and internalisation, many institutions of higher learning have expressed
concerns about the writing ability of non-native speakers and their ability to meet university-wide writing
requirements and testing (Silva, Reichelt & Lax- Farr 1994). This situation highlights the need for
effective instruction for students in academic English or English for Academic Purposes (EAP) for ESL
or EFL classrooms as they tend to encounter numerous difficulties in completing their academic tasks.
They find themselves in a quandary where they not only need to learn academic English, but also content
subject matter and skills in English (Brandt 2009, Brown 2004). It is generally agreed that students need
to exhibit appropriate skills in order to succeed academically as well as in the professional workforce
after graduation; however, many are unable to effectively employ the necessary strategies entailed as they
are not equipped with those strategies through explicit instruction and more importantly the opportunities
to apply them (Arumugam 2010, Nor 2005, Lim 2004, Len 2009, Osman 2005, Ting & Law 2008, Ting
& Tee 2010, Ting, Raslie & Jie 2011) .
Despite Malaysia’s aspirations for a student body of local and regional students with excellent English,
MUET test results have historically been problematic. The Malaysian Examination Council's report on
“The Analysis of MUET National Results- Writing Component” (see Table 1-1), shows that for the years
of 2009 to 2011, not even 0.5% of the total candidates obtained Band 6 (the highest band) which means
“very good user”, while more than 72% of the candidates obtained Band 2 (the second lowest) which
means limited user and Band 1 (the lowest band) which means “extremely limited user” in Paper 800/4:
Writing.
Initially, from 1999 to 2004, it was a requirement that for an undergraduate to graduate from a university,
he or she must obtain at least Band 3 (Ministry of Higher Education 2008 (later referred to as MoHE),
Ramadas 2011, Sagap 2008). However, after much nation-wide criticism plus voices from educators,
especially those from the Malay-background stream, and concerned parents, the government has agreed
that students only need to sit for MUET before their graduation and no requirement will be placed
regarding the band obtained. However, if students sit for MUET and obtain a good band i.e. Bands 3 and
above, they will be given priority in the university application admission process as well as in applying
for scholarships. The new ruling on no specific MUET band requirement does not apply for all firstdegree intake, however, as entry to some degree programmes still require students to at least obtain Band
5. These include medical, dentistry, law and TESL programmes at University Malaya and Band 4 for
similar courses in other public universities (Ministry of Higher Education Malaysia 2008).
If the government adheres to the MUET requirement of Band 3 for university entrance, the result
indicates that only about 30% of the pre-university/diploma/foundation/form six students are eligible to
enter public universities in Malaysia. This is quite an alarming situation. This shows that there is a serious
problem in the teaching and learning of writing skills that needs to be addressed at the level of preuniversity/diploma/foundation/form six. It also gives rise to a whole range of pertinent question regarding
which writing skills are taught to students and what strategies students employ or fail to employ in their
essays that make those essays ineffective (Ramadas 2011, Saet 2004, Sagap 2008, Ting, Raslie & Jie
2011). As such, the writing skills learnt in school are often not adequate preparation for writing
requirement at university (Cullip & Carol 2001, Cullip 2009, Hie & Tee 2010, Saet, 2004).
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Table 1.1:

MUET National Result for Writing 2009-2011 (reproduced from
Malaysian Examination Council, 2011 with permission)
2009

BAND

Mid-Year

2010
End Year

Mid-Year

2011
Year End

Mid-Year

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

No

%

64

0.08

28

0.04

37

0.04

14

0.01

28

0.03

5

932

1.13

684

0.86

817

0.99

719

0.76

779

0.91

4

3,882

4.71

3,663

4.60

4,390

5.30

5,372

5.69

4,433

5.17

3

15,425

18.71

16,054

20.16

18,226

21.99

25,278

26.76

18,192

21.20

2

36,389

44.13

35,800

44.95

37,891

45.71

46,434

49.16

36,165

42.15

1

25,766

31.25

23,408

29.39

21,529

25.97

16,629

17.61

26,196

30.53

Total
No of
Students

82,458

100

79,637

100

82,890

100

94,446

100

85,793

100
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Essay writing, undeniably, is an essential skill usually learnt at school, especially at upper secondary level
in the case of Malaysia, which remains an indispensable writing skill at tertiary level. At university,
students are required to submit numerous written assignments, including essays, reports, projects, case
studies and research papers. Such tasks make many demands on ESL students, because they require a
high level of argumentative skills and writing proficiency as well as an understanding of the academic
writing conventions especially to write argumentatively because they face difficulties in switching modes
from spoken to written argument structure and switching from the generic conventions of persuasion in
their mother tongue to those of the second language (Arsyad 2000, Biber 2006, Briguglio 1998, Connor et
al. 1987, Cullip 2009, Hirose 2003, Hyland 2003, Knudson 1994, Lee 2006, Ramadas 2011, Sagap 2008,
Wong 2003).
Many teachers in Malaysia perceive writing to be ESL learners’ weakest skill (Musa, Lie & Azman 2012,
Subramaniam 2014). When they enter university, they are expected to be able to exhibit their
understanding of what they have learnt through writing assignments predominantly and to certain extent,
oral presentations. Teaching writing is then a definite challenge when dealing with adult ESL leaners
(Tan, Emerson, & White 2006). English language instructors in institutions of higher learning often
lament the inability of students to effectively plan and put their thoughts together in a coherent manner
when writing in English (Lee 2004, Michael 2013, Srinon 2011). In the Malaysian context, the problem
has come under greater scrutiny since the implementation of new policies several of which encourage
greater use of the English language at Malaysian tertiary institutions (Gill 2005, Gill, Nambiar, Ibrahim &
Hua 2010, Subramaniam 2014).
The greater use of the English language has been initiated by the policy of internalisation of higher
education in Malaysia (Sato 2005). The policy encourages universities to have an international faculty
and student body, which in turns requires that the medium of instruction at universities be English
(Ministry of Higher Education 2008). As a result, students in Malaysia who have undergone primary and
secondary school education in Malay (Bahasa Melayu) and continue their studies at Universiti Teknologi
5

MARA (UiTM) for instance, are expected to quickly improve their proficiency in English and rise to the
demands of learning environment. Unfortunately, this is not the case as several studies have indicated that
many students at tertiary level have been found to have a low proficiency in the English language (MoHE
2012).
At any level, writing is often assessed to gauge a student’s proficiency (Crusan & Matsuda 2018, Hirvela
2017). Thus, if we fail to address the issue of academic writing before students continue their studies at a
degree level, this will affect their performance later on in their undergraduate years. In the Malaysian
context specifically, the inability is evident in the statistics from the Analysis of MUET Writing Results
as shown in Table 3. The MUET writing component goes some way towards helping students to write
argumentatively (refer to Appendix D- MUET Test Specification). In general, the aims of the writing
component test are accuracy, appropriacy, coherence and cohesion, use of language functions and task
fulfilment. What is of interest is that under the use of language function, a number of sub-functions are
related to how to write argumentatively. They are:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

giving reasons
giving opinions
expressing relationships
making suggestions and recommendations
expressing agreements and disagreements
persuading
drawing conclusions
stating and justifying views
presenting an argument
(Malaysian Examination Council 2015, p.15)

The above sub-skills of writing skills measured in MUET indicate the importance of argumentative
writing in Malaysia. This shows the concern of policy makers in Malaysia in preparing students before
entering university so that students will be able to succeed in their studies and their subsequent career
(MoHE 2012, Sarudin 2013). Surveys have been conducted in Malaysia to assess whether graduates are
meeting industry needs indicate that local fresh graduates mainly, lack English skills, particularly in
writing predominantly and speaking (Azmi, Hashim & Yusoff 2018, Christopher 2017, Sarudin 2013).
Thus, it can be concluded that MUET’s writing aim is threefold, which are preparing students for tertiary
education, equipping them for workplace needs and meeting the policy of internalisation. The policy is
similar to that of other Western countries (US, UK, Australia and New Zealand) where academic writing
is a major concern especially among those ESL/EFL learners studying there. As claimed before, to argue
for and against a proposition is a common kind of assignment and academic writing can be seen as vital in
preparing students with core skills for many professional and public contexts after they leave university
(Connor et al. 1987; Dudley-Evans & St John 1998, Flowerdew & Peacock 2001, Jordon 1997, Knudson
1994, Pandey & Pandey 2014, Riazi & Murray 2016).
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1.1.2

The Difficulties of Argumentative Essays

One of the main reasons for the difficulties that ESL/EFL students encounter in arguing a case is
weakness in constructing and developing their arguments especially in the genre exposition which
includes argumentative essays (from here on referred to as AEs) (Dreyfus et al. 2016, Hirvela 2017, Len,
2009; Ramada, 2010; Riazi & Murray 2016, Sagap, 2008, Wingate 2012). Zappel (1986, p.219) adds,
“argumentation is present in discursive activity, it is linked to the specific socio-cultural context in which
a discourse takes place, and it is bound by linguistic and logical rules in order to be intelligible.”
This weakness is manifested in the two main linguistic difficulties that ESL/EFL students appear to
experience: (i) structural components at the discourse level of argument structure which includes
organizing ideas appropriately into recognizable rhetorical parts such as premises and conclusions (Coffin
2004, Lee 2006); and (ii) the ideational component of language which includes the logical aspect that
deals with the meaning in functional semantic relations between clauses that make up the logic of natural
language (Eggins 2004, Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, 2014). This latter component i.e. the logical aspect
deals with grammatical relationships between clauses, brought out by features such as conjunctions,
dependency relations, and nesting and embedding clauses (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, 2014). It is this
second group of language features that the thesis will focus on, known collectively in Systemic
Functional Linguistics (SFL) as logico-semantic relations.
One of the important features in good writing is that the learner writer must be able to produce a text that
conforms with the required text type, while at the same time distinguishing it from other text types or
genres (Ching 1998, Dreyfus et al. 2016, Ho 2009, Lee 2006, Len 2009, Lirola 2006, Macken-Horarik et
al. 2018, Riazi & Murray 2016, Srinon 2011, Szenes 2017, Theen 2013, Ting & Tee 2008). This is called
the recognition of the generic coherence of a text (Eggins 2004: 29) and by helping learners to be
conscious and aware of its generic coherence, students can be led to effectively convey the
communicative purpose of the text within a particular context.
As mentioned, the main focus of the thesis is on the logico-semantic function which deals with the links
between one clause and another clause or other clauses within a clause complex that makes sense or
meaning. An analysis of clause complexes not only tells us about the possible clause structure patterns of
a particular text type or genre, but also how the constructions of the clause complex seek to fulfil the use
of language in that particular context (Ching 1998, Ho 2009, Ping & Geok 2005, Srinon 2011). Halliday
and Matthiessen (2014, p.432) postulate that:
The various examples of clause complexes at work in the creation of text are all
based on the same general principle: clause complexes are formed out of
logico-semantic relations that link clauses, typically one pair at a time, as
interdependent on one another.

Thus, logical relations in a text can be unravelled, at least in part, by referring to the logical relations in a
clause and particularly in a clause complex, an important clause pattern if we are to help our student
writers to improve on linking their ideas clearly, coherently and succinctly on paper (Ho 2009). Ho (2009,
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p.226) further adds that “the link between a clause to another or other clauses within the clause complex
must make sense”. In other words, clause complexes involve “the logical chaining of experientially
related meanings” (Eggins 2004, p. 258), an area which students must be taught and made aware of if we
want them to be proficient writers in the language.
Clause complexes as well as logical relations, which are relations between clause complex or in the SFL
term is called logico-semantic relations, are a key aspect in meaning-making (Halliday & Matthiessen
2014). It is important that student writers are able to mobilise the resources of logical relations since they
are the means by which the interconnected “logic” of texts is built (Srinon 2011). This area of meaningmaking can be considered analytically manageable since it is relatively straightforward to identify,
classify and count the inter-clausal connections in any texts. The actual instances of the resources in the
student essays can then be qualitatively interpreted in investigating the students’ strengths (or
weaknesses) in AEs, which in turn help writing instructors identify any possible trends of deployment of
logico-semantic relations employed in successful (or less successful) AEs.
The main issues revolving around AEs have been the correct essay structure and stages, often discussed in
terms of text-type or genre, and also deployment of specific linguistic resources in meaning-making
(Brooks 2010, Colombi 2002, Srinon 2011, Woodword-Kron 2005). At the clausal level, language users
make choices that constitute their writing as more or less appropriate for the genre they are attempting.
The choices reveal them as more or less successful in adopting the appropriate register1 for a genre.
Research on ESL/EFL writing indicates that the writing is often drawn on informal, oral-like registers
frequently giving the appearance of immature writing (Colombi 2002, Cullip 2009, Schleppegrell &
Christie 2018). Thus, by measuring arguments through the analysis of students’ deployment of logical
metafunction strategies and examining how those strategies interact with the discourse organisational
demands of writing assignments, we can help students ease their difficulties in writing, particularly, AEs.
The following section will discuss in details why Malaysian students particularly face major difficulties in
writing.

1.1.3

Causes of Students’ Writing Difficulties in the Malaysian Context

As students make the transition from high school to a tertiary institution, they encounter many challenges.
One of these is the writing of coursework essays. Furthermore, most essays, particularly in the humanities
and social sciences, require sound argumentation. Most undergraduates both in L1 (English as a first
language) and L2 (English as a second language) still find it difficult to argue, discuss or evaluate
competently as well as persuasively (Grabe & Kaplan 1996). This form of writing is particularly
problematic for non-native speakers of English, who are often both linguistically and rhetorically
inexperienced when it comes to writing essays in the Exposition genre in English (Connor 1988, Srinon &
White 2010, Srinon 2011, Wong 2003) and it is claimed that ESL/EFL learners experience the most

1
Here I am using Halliday’s sense of register as a variety of language according to its use (e.g. Halliday
1985)
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severe difficulties in AEs (Arsyad 2000, Cullip & Carol 2001, Hirose 2003, Lee 2006, Swami 2008, Ting,
Raslie & Jie 2011, Wong 2003).
In Malaysian schools, the teaching of writing tends to be exam-oriented, and students are expected to
write their texts within time limits; as a result, they may not always find it possible to write multiple
drafts. Indeed, in the chronically large Malaysian classrooms, teachers find it difficult to conduct effective
writing conferences or to provide enough personalised feedback to all students (Samuel 1997). This
means that when the students begin their tertiary studies, they have difficulty in adjusting themselves to
any course that requires extensive writing. This is further elaborated by Samuel’s (1997) description of
the Malaysian context:
For example, writing conferences are top-down invocations from the teacher;
drafting resembles “doing correction” (and is viewed as punitive); feedback focuses
on surface features of text; in offering feedback teachers re-write student drafts;
and needless to say, the teacher takes ownership of the text, instead of allowing
students to appropriate the text they are composing.
To come to an appreciation of the difficulties that English as Second Language (ESL) students encounter
in writing, it would be useful to begin exploring not only the linguistic factors, but also the educational
backgrounds of ESL writers that may cause general problems in arguing a case. Cullip (2009: 192) is in
agreement with Samuel’s opinion on the teaching of writing in Malaysian secondary schools. According
to him,
Commonly in secondary schools, the ‘teaching’ of writing is reduced to a set menu
of bland, fast-food choices; an entrée of content discussion and vocabulary study
perhaps, followed by a main course of individual writing (often as a homework
take-away) and the detailed marking of learner text. And to top it all off, several
scoops of decontextualised, traditional grammar exercises. All washed down with
lots of comments such as ‘many grammar mistakes’, ‘poor spelling’, ‘could do
better’ and ‘disorganised’.
The reason the word ‘teaching’ is put in scare quotes is that based on his observation and experience, he
cannot see where the teaching is in all of the above. Though there is some teaching involved, it is
normally the ritual of oral questioning and answering, vocabulary teaching, grammar drilling and to some
extent, some oral discussion (p.193). He questions testing students in terms of composition writing
without learners first being taught how to construct meaning in written text—that is, how to construct an
argument. Thus, by measuring the resources of the logical metafunction quantitatively and qualitatively,
matching the results with the staging structures of AEs, and using the results to inform teaching, we can
begin to help students construct successful arguments.
In many Asian countries, students’ lack of critical argument construction is also partially attributable to
the traditional Asian educational systems, where many students experience ‘rote learning’ and ‘teachercentred’ methods and where learning strategies employed are ‘reproductive’ in contrast with the
‘analytical and speculative approach’ employed in Western cultures (Hyland 2003, 2004, Riazi & Murray
2016). The reproductive style employed by East Asian students (EAS) may lead this group to demonstrate
“a lack of critical comment in their writing” (Ballard 1984, Hyland 2015). Besides, they also have to
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write not only for the target culture, but also for a particular academic discourse community (Briguglio
1998, Lee 2006, Liddicoat 1997, Martin & Rose 2008, 2011, Riazi & Murray 2016, Swales & Feak
2004).
One of the reasons for the difficulties encountered by EAS can also be traced to the very nature of the
Exposition genre. Academic arguments are often seen as purely impersonal, objective and informative, as
faceless, voiceless depictions of reality where words deal directly with facts (Hyland 2015, Lee 2006). As
suggested by Kaplan and Grabe (1966, pp. 4-8) the Anglo-Saxon pattern of argumentation, often termed
‘linear’, places great value on the writer taking a stance, analysing evidence and finally arriving at an
evaluation. The Oriental pattern, on the other hand, is often described as ‘circular’, since the topic is
discussed from all perspectives, with no clear conclusion or recommendation made at the end of the
essay. This culturally influenced way of writing indicates a difficulty for EAS which is then compounded
by the fact that they have to present their arguments in an academic context (Ballard 1994, Ballard &
Clanchy 1991, Nesi & Gardner 2012, Wong 2003). An academic writing context requires a high level of
argumentative skills and writing proficiency, as well as an understanding of the writing conventions (Lee
2006, Promwinai 2010, Srinon 2011, Wong 2003). EAS ways of writing and the academic writing
requirement seem contradictory and when dealing with those contradictions, EAS’ arguments tend to be
weak because many EAS, when writing academic work, merely include citations from books or articles
without critiquing or commenting on them (Cortazzi 1990, Lee 2006, Wong 2003) and thus often fail to
fulfil the analytical task required of them. This further supported by Richards and Skelton’s point (1991,
p.40) that “overseas students (referring to non-English speaking students studying in English speaking
countries i.e. the West) evaluate less, and evaluate less critically.” This remark is further echoed by
studies conducted on Asian learners studying in Australia (Abdullah & Sulaiman 2010, Ballard &
Clanchy, 1991, Lee 2006, Riazi & Murray 2016). Wong (2003, p.18) further postulates that one further
reason that has not been suggested above is a learner’s poor language proficiency. Their non-critical
approach may reflect a lack of language rather than thought. This can be seen in the response by a
participant in Briguglio’s (1998) study:
[N]ot just [assistance] with writing, but expressing myself in intellectually mature
language, in academic language. Because sometimes, that’s what I think is a bit
difficult for non-English speaking background people, to make distinction between,
for example, academic language, non-academic language, and slang. (p6)
It is probably true that out of the four basic language skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing),
writing has often been regarded by teachers and learners alike as the most difficult and tedious skill to
teach, learn and acquire, for non-native as well as native learners (Kaur & Nordin 2004, Kim & Kim
2005, Rass 2001, Richards 1990). Many native speakers are known to leave school with a poor command
of writing and “never truly master this skill” (Murcia & Macintosh 1991, p.187). This shows that even
native speaker writers face writing difficulty as well, however it is more complex problem for the nonnative speakers. Thus, educators have to give more attention to learners having problems acquiring
writing skills to help them elevate their writing ability.
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In the case of ESL/EFL learners, writing in the classroom is not purely ‘knowledge-telling’ forms of
writing, where they learners just need to put down what they have grasped; instead, they have to move to
‘knowledge-transforming’, which approach encourages the learners to integrate sources of information,
and argument (Bereiter & Scardamalia 1987, Leki & Carson 1994, Riazi & Murray 2016). In fact, as they
write, they are expected to find and organise ideas while also considering many other issues such as
content, organisation, purpose, target audience, appropriate vocabulary and language structure and
mechanics (Kim & Kim 2006, Atkinson 2001, Rass 2001). The learners face not only the writing process
demands, but more severely, the language aspects of writing.
In terms of the Malaysian ESL classroom context, many learners cannot write well after 11 years of
learning English (Lim 2004, Len, 2009, Noor 2004, Ramadas 2010, Sagap 2008). The Ministry of
Education (MOE) has therefore, identified three main weaknesses in learners’ writing, namely the
inability to develop interesting and thoughtful ideas, present ideas clearly and coherently and plan
paragraphs or essays cohesively (Arumugam 2009, Len 2009, Noor 2004, Saet 2004). In other words,
ESL learners in Malaysia face problems in getting their ideas presented in a logical manner where the
ideas can easily be understood and also in shaping their paragraphs or essays in a correct and recognisable
form or structure. The former problem can be dealt with from the logical way the language is used while
improving the latter requires teachers to help students to use the correct generic structure of an essay. The
learners’ underdeveloped linguistic and rhetorical second language writing resources are often not
detected until learners enter an institution of higher learning. Given the above weaknesses, something
needs to be done to address this situation.
A lot of research has been undertaken (Brooks 2010, Emilia 2005, Hood 2004, Kongpetch 2003, Lee
2006, Nakamura 2009, Promwinai 2010, Srinon 2011, Szenes 2017, Ting, Raslie & Jee 2011, Wong
2003) on exposition/persuasive/argumentative writing from SFL perspectives, particularly on text
structure and interpersonal metafunction and within the interpersonal metafunction the emphasis has been
on evaluative language to help inform writing teachers how to go about improving ESL/EFL students’
writing. However, little has been done on mapping argumentative essay generic structure with the logical
metafunction resources in details. Although Srinon’s (2011) longitudinal research focusses on the
development of both exposition and discussion essays in terms of their generic structure and logicosemantic relations, the number of essays was small, the sub-categories of each logico-semantic relations
were not analysed, and no mapping between the essay generic structure and logico-semantic relations was
carried out. The present study will fill a gap which previous research has not dealt with, by examining the
staging of arguments via the deployment of logical metafunction resources. This will be discussed in
detail in the following chapter, the literature review.

1.1.4

What the present study hopes to achieve

In response to the above-mentioned writing problems and the missing gap in the relevant research, a
Systemic Functional Linguistics (from here on SFL) approach will be employed as both the theoretical
and analytical framework. SFL offers a detailed linguistic framework which sees language as a strategic,
meaning making resource, allowing us to relate lexicogrammatical forms to specific functions in certain
contexts that achieve particular purposes such as argumentative writing (Banks 2019, Coffin, Donohue &
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North 2009, Fontaine 2012, Schleppegrell 2000). Any SFL-based analysis of writing composition offers
detailed information on how writers use (in)correct lexicogrammatical features that characterise
(in)correct target genre reflecting particularly text organisational patterns they realise. In other words, the
grammatical features used by writers can demonstrate the extent to which writers make choices that
approximate the grammatical conventions of target or alternative text types (Halliday & Matthiessen
2014). Many scholars demonstrate how selecting different grammatical choices can make a text into
either a narrative, a report or a literary study (Christie 1986, Christie, Derewianka & Hyland, 2010,
Macken-Horarik et al. 2018, Martin & Rose 2008, 2011, 2012).
The present study will investigate AEs written by undergraduates in a Malaysian public university with a
view to exploring how the students utilise the logical aspects of English grammar and discourse in their
writing and the extent to which various aspects contribute to their relative success (measured by the
grades obtained). More specifically, hortatory essays were examined as these are typical of MUET
expectations and the Malaysian context more broadly. By identifying how the successful AEs are written,
these essays then can be used to create analytical pedagogical frameworks for ESL students on how to
write such essays not only in the Malaysian setting, but in other ESL settings. Providing effective and
functional descriptions of the lexical-semantic choices and organization of the texts will be helpful for
ESL students generally.
Another perspective for this study is that, based on my experience as an ESL and Linguistics lecturer for
the past 22 years at a public university in Malaysia and my small-scale research projects (Ibrahim 2010a,
2010b, 2012a, 2012b, 2015 & in-press) I usually find that my diploma students have problems when it
comes to constructing their arguments in argumentative/persuasive essays. They tend to construct their
arguments using clause simplexes, and if they have clause complexes only, the ideas tend to be choppy
and the relations between ideas tend to be weak. This appears to contribute to lowering their writing band
score in the MUET, the test they need to sit in order to continue their studies at the degree level as
explained above.
The description of the setting above shows the motivation for this research project to lie in investigating
and addressing the problem of current levels of achievement in the field of EAP writing by non-native
students. This present study can be considered as a focussed and problem-oriented project which is
positioned squarely in field of applied linguistics but paying close attention to linguistic patterning at
clause level. Widdowson (1996, p.125) defines applied linguistics as “an area of enquiry which seeks to
establish the relevance of theoretical studies of language to everyday problems in which language is
implicated.” This also reflects Brumfit’s (1997, p93) definition of applied linguistics as “the theoretical
and empirical investigation of real-problems in which language is a central issue.”
In a similar vein, Hüttner (2005, pp. 12-13) suggests that “the issue of students underperforming on a vital
task in their studies, EAP writing, is clearly a real-world problem for those involved, and central role of
language is apparent.” However, she cautions that although it is worth noting that applied linguistics aims
at a thorough investigation, it is not necessarily a clear-cut solution to these everyday, language-related
problems. The present study may contain a humble general aim, but it hopes to offer an accurate
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observation of the need for solid research findings along various lines before beginning to make changes
in the current situation. It also fills a significant gap in knowledge with regards to information on the
actual writing produced by non-native students in EAP contexts. It cannot be denied that many studies
have been carried out to investigate the more advanced ESL students’ writing, especially in ESL settings;
however, those ESL students who are at the difficult stage of moving from school to university writing
have so far not received much attention. Thus, I believe research in this group of students is important as
well as other ESL/EFL learners because “the findings on this less-focussed area seem the most vital steps
towards a better understanding of non-native academic writing and ultimately towards theoretically
informed teaching practice in this area” (Hüttner 2005, p.13).
In terms of the essay question of the MUET writing paper, the type of question students have to answer
has been either an argumentative or discussive one, where both types of question require students to be
able to construct a clear stand (refer to Appendix E- MUET Writing Component Questions from 20062011). The present study can offer further understanding of the linguistic demands of the MUET Writing
Test, as it will investigate the interaction between the discourse organisational demands of the writing test
and the deployment of logico-semantic resources in combination with the clause-combining strategies.
With the overall goal of improving ESL students’ preparation for tertiary study in the Malaysian context
and beyond, this research project offers a fine-grained account of argumentation patterns in persuasive
essays written for the MUET exam and variation in such patterns between grading bands. It uses a
functional model of language (SFL) to describe and evaluate students’ control of grammatical resources
that are important for successful persuasion/argumentation. As outlined above and will be discussed in
detail in the following chapter, relevant literature and considerable professional experience point to the
way that students combine clauses to express logical relations such as cause and effect, temporal
relations, conditional relations and so on, as very important resources for successful academic writing that
deserve closer scrutiny. Before presenting the specific research questions for this study it is necessary to
describe the systemic functional approach being taken.
In the present study, analyses of student essays are expected to show us how different lexical and
grammatical choices structure the texts. To achieve this goal, the staging structure of the essays will be
compared with the clause-complexing and logico-semantic relation resources to find out how these
resources are utilised in each stage to achieve the desired communicative purposes of the target genre.
The clause-complexing analysis deals with paratactic and hypotactic relations, while logico-semantic
relations deal with the resources of projection and expansion.
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) theory and descriptive categories will be used to analyse the AEs.
SFL is chosen because within this field, there has also been interest in developing descriptions of written
argument argumentation (Coffin 2000, 2004, Lee 2006, Martin 1989, Thompson 2001). Coffin (2004,
p.231) claims that “based on this tradition, linguistic analysis has been used to show how argument
structures vary according to the overall purpose of the writer.” Also relevant is the established application
of SFL genre theory in educational settings, which refers to the recontextualization of linguistic theory
into pedagogic practice (Martin & Rose 2008, Rose & Martin 2012) often known as the ‘Sydney School’
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approach to genre (Green & Lee 1994, Hyon 1996, Johns 2002). Among its principles is the integration of
pedagogy with a functional theory of language, which aims at using language functionally in education,
community and employment (Feez 2002).
Another important principle is its being interventionist rather than critical since, following Halliday,
linguistics is seen as (ideally) an ideologically committed form of social action (Martin & Rose 2008: 20).
In the context of education, intervention is built into what is known as the Teaching-Learning Cycle
(TLC) (Callaghan & Rothery 1988; Macken, Kress, Martin, Cope & Rothery 1989; Murray & Zammit
1992; Rothery 1994; 1996; Rothery & Stenglin 1994, 1997; Rose & Martin 2012), and involves the three
steps of Deconstruction (where the teacher models the target genre for students), Joint Construction
(where teacher and students produce instances of the target genre together) and Independent Construction
(where students produce target genre texts with minimal help from the teacher). What is hoped from the
present study is that the findings will better inform the TLC in the Malaysian MUET context and in the
teaching and learning of argumentative writing in ESL/EFL tertiary contexts more generally.
SFL is also employed for in this study for its meaning oriented rather than rule oriented description of
English (Systemic Functional Grammar or SFG). In analysing authentic language use, a comprehensive
theory is needed to explain and interpret the various possibilities that exist in any text as attested by
Matthiessen and Thompson (1988) whose research is considered to be one of the earliest to use an SFL
approach to investigate the structure and characteristics of the clause with respect to its discourse context
Since SFL is specially geared towards text analysis, an SFL perspective to a text analysis is able to show
“what the text reveals about the system of language in which it is spoken or written” (Halliday and
Matthiessen 2004, 2014). They further add that SFL theory is a functionally oriented theory of language
that systemises the choice of meanings in language. This theory emphasises how language is used to
realise meaning in texts and how the text is influenced by context. Rather than merely classifying writer’s
choices as correct or incorrect, SFL allows the researcher to treat lexical and grammatical choices as
strategies for meaning, and overall semantic choices as strategies for creating a text that meets its
contextual demands both synoptically and dynamically – i.e. as a series of ‘moves’ or phases that achieve
the social activity being undertaken through language Thus, I believe this theory is the right framework to
use to answer the research questions.
Systemic theory sees the theory of language as choice with sets of possibilities to choose from. The
choice could be conscious or subconscious, but there is always the possibility of choosing one structure
over another. When writers write, they make choices of how they should communicate their message,
from the choice of lexical items to the ordering of their argument. The patterns of their choices can be
quantified into probabilities of the choice. For example, in a particular context, or for a particular genre of
writing, a writer chooses, consciously or subconsciously, to use one structure over another and there
could be a pattern of common choices across all writers. Such a pattern when quantified will reveal the
probability of choice under certain conditions. Halliday (1991:42) noted that “a linguistic system is
inherently probabilistic in nature” and “frequency in text is the instantiation of probability in the system”.
Nesbitt and Plum (1988), who provided an early test of the probabilistic modelling of grammar, conclude
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that “language is at the same time a system of quantitative difference and a system of qualitative
difference” and “language varies according to context and the variation is systematic and predictable.”
Such quantitative differences in linguistic features are also indicative of qualitative differences – in other
words, probabilities vary not just between genres within a language, but also between ‘model’ exemplars
of a genre and instances that are problematic on some way or other (or occasionally those that are creative
and idiosyncratic but highly successful). The study will thus look at the frequency of occurrence of
linguistic features to establish the linguistic features correlate of quality. In other words, by investigating
and analysing in detail the occurrence of clauses (simplexes and complexes), taxis, and logico-semantic
relations, we can draw up a set of linguistic resources, which writers can choose from in meeting goals of
writing successful AEs. This is because the notion of genre in SFL is based on choice-making as Eggins
(2004, p.256) postulated:
Wherever there is choice, there is meaning. But what are the meanings being
made here? To understand why speakers and writers choose clause complexes
over simple complexes, and choose particular types of clause, we need to look in
detail at the system of clause complex in English.

The clause, according to Halliday (1985, p.66) is a “grammatical unit in which semantic constructs of
different kinds are brought together and integrated into a whole. The semantic constructs referred to are
the three metafunctions which combine to make up the clause:
i.

the ideational- the phenomena of experience featuring processes, participants and circumstances,
plus the phenomena of logical relations – cause and effect, etc;

ii.

the interpersonal- the exchange of goods, services and information; and

iii.

the textual- the organisation of the message

A clause is the highest-ranking unit in lexico-grammar. A clause, however, often does not stand on its
own. In discourse, clauses often combine into a clause complex. Halliday (1985, p.82) describes the
function of a clause complex as the grammar's way of showing (1) that and (2) how the processes going
together in a sequence are all related to each other.
Clause complex is the term that systemicists use for the grammatical and semantic unit formed when two
or more clauses are linked together in certain systematic and meaningful ways (Eggins 2004). When we
write clause complexes, either from speech or composed in written language, we generally show clause
complex boundaries with full stops. In other words, while the sentence is an orthographic unit of written
language, the clause complex is a grammatical and semantic unit, and it is a unit that occurs in both
spoken and written language. The opposite of this is clause simplex which refers to single clause units or
sentences of only one clause.
While the clause complex is a structural entity, it also describes the functional organisation of a sentence,
that is, it describes how the various clauses of a sentence are related logically and semantically. Halliday
calls this “the functional-semantic relations that make up the logic of natural language” (Halliday 1994,
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p.216). This logic is made up of the components of propositions and their constituents, and relations
between propositions (Ellis 1987: 108). In a coherent text, these propositions are semantically related, and
this relationship is inherent in the structure of the clause complex of interdependent clauses (as will be
demonstrated in a later example). Ellis calls it the “logical linguistic structure... relations between
propositions represented by clauses and sentences in parataxis and hypotaxis, with their conjunctions and
relevant adjuncts” (1987, p.124).
Since clauses are the highest-ranking unit in lexico-grammar and are essentially the structure which carry
a discourse forward, an investigation into clauses particularly clause complexes must surely reveal certain
features which characterise a text. This idea reflects the key broad questions addressed in the study: Are
there typical associations of taxis and logico-semantic relations for argumentative writing? Are there
quantitative patterns in clause complexing associated with degrees of success in argumentative writing?
Do these quantitative patterns reveal qualitative semantic differences in those texts? And how are such
patterns, if found, distributed across the stages of argument texts?

1.2

Research Questions

Drilling down from the above broad questions, this project seeks to answer three specific research
questions:
1.

What are the differences among High-Graded Essays (HGEs), Middle-Graded Essays (MGEs)
and Low-Graded Essays (LGEs) with regard to their schematic structure?

2.

How are arguments constructed through the clause complexing relations in student essays and
how are the patterns in clause complexing different among HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?
i.

How do systems of taxis and projection relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs,
MGEs and LGEs?

ii. How do systems of taxis and expansion relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs,
MGEs and LGEs?
3.

How does the schematic structure intersect with the clause complexing relations to construct
arguments in HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

In order to answer question 2(i) several elements of the realisations of logico-semantics will be
investigated separately. The following two sub-questions will be addressed:
i.

How do systems of taxis and idea relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs, MGEs and
LGEs?

ii.

How do systems of taxis and locution relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs, MGEs
and LGEs?

To answer 2(ii), the following questions will be answered.
i.

How do systems of taxis and elaboration relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs,
MGEs and LGEs?

ii.

How do systems of taxis and extension relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs,
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MGEs and LGEs?
iii.

How do systems of taxis and enhancement relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs,
MGEs and LGEs?

1.3

Significance of the study

In reality, research interest in clause-complexing has been very modest in comparison to research on the
other metafunctions namely experiential, interpersonal and textual and comments on its contribution to
and role in applied linguistics have been scarce (Ping & Geok, 2005, Srinon 2011). To the best of my
knowledge, there have not been any major studies done on clause complexing in relation to applied
linguistics of academic writing except Ching’s 1998, Ping and Geok’s 2005 and Srinon’s 2011 studies,
which will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. Although they are major studies on clause
complexing, the studies were mainly on clause analysis with little or no reference to academic writing.
These studies (Greenbaum & Nelson 1995; Nesbitt & Plum, 1998; Sriniwass, 2006) will also be discussed
in greater length in Chapter Two: Literature Review.
This research project’s outputs will include a description of each stage and its purpose in AEs as a whole.
A description of the features of the successful texts within a genre, particularly the descriptions of the
resources of clause complexing in constructing arguments, can serve as a model for both teachers and
students of English as a Second Language (ESL) in the future. The findings on generic structure will help
learners to become conscious and aware of AE generic identity and, from this point, they can be led to
effectively convey the communicative purpose of AE text within a particular context.
The findings of the research will give some insights into the teaching of AEs in a Malaysian context, and
will especially help students entering local higher learning institutions as one of the requirements for the
entry is students have to sit for MUET. Increased success in AEs among students would also reflect the
success of Malaysian higher learning institutions’ ESL writing syllabus specifically. The findings will
help teachers/tutors/lecturers in reshaping their teaching writing strategies as writing is seen as the most
difficult part of any second language learning. The findings will also describe the typical realisations of
contextual phases and semantic moves of language especially in an ESL context in the South East Asian
especially in Malaysia where little has been research done on SFL and academic writing. This is
especially important and represents a novel contribution, since the demands of academic writing tend to
interact with culture-specific thought patterns especially in the context of English for Academic Purposes
(EAP), which is taught locally but with expectations of preparing students to reach the world academic
community.

1.4

Limitations of the study

First, the present study focuses only on AEs written by Malaysian tertiary students who come from a
similar racial background, namely Malay, which can be termed as a “mono-cultural” background. In this
case, students share the same mother tongue which is Malay language and learn English as a second
language (Arumugam, Mello & Muthusamy, 2011). Thus, the findings reflect the capability of a single
racial background group and cannot be generalised to the other ethnic or linguistic groups in Malaysia
namely, Chinese, Indian and those ethnic groups in Sabah and Sarawak. Because of this racial and
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linguistic factor too, not all of the findings may be practical for other ESL/EFL learners outside Malaysia
and any generalisations about the typical patterns of argumentative essays and/or successful
argumentative essays in English must be taken as preliminary until further findings emerge from other
linguistic and backgrounds and regions of the world.
Next, this project’s main focus is on the logical metafunction of English as described in SFL. As such, the
findings cannot speak to the frequency, practicality and efficiency of the choices in the other
metafunctions, namely the experiential, interpersonal and textual functions, for producing good essays.
A further limitation is the absence of a systematic semantic-level analysis in this thesis. Rather, the thesis
relates contextual level descriptions (genre and generic phase) directly to lexicogrammatical choices. It is
felt that given how little research there is to build on in the area addressed by the thesis, offering depth at
the lexicogrammatical level is a significant contribution, which can be extended in further research by
adding a semantic layer.
Despite these limitations the thesis offers the first textually grounded account of the role of logicosemantics and taxis as resources for ESL writers in creating convincing argumentative essays.

1.5

Organisation of the thesis

This chapter has introduced the background, purpose and scope of the research. It also introduces SFL
and briefly discusses how this theory informs the research. This chapter also sets out the tasks to be
undertaken and the specific research questions. It also highlights the significance of this study as well as
the limitations.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on ESL writing, EAP, academic writing and SFL applications to writing
instruction. This chapter also details which dimensions of language have been given substantial attention
and which are considered understudied but with potential to inform interventions.
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical foundation for the analytical tools employed in the present research
focusing on the schematic structure and taxis and logico semantic relations in order to articulate the
integrated framework for exploring the mapping between text structures and clause complexing in
argumentative essays.
Chapter 4 describes the research methodology of the study in terms of the data collection procedure, stepby-step procedures used in data analysis with reference to the research questions and some sample
analysis to show how the data have been analysed.
Chapter 5 presents the findings on the schematic structures of AEs written by Malaysian students, and a
discussion of the findings in relation to Research Question One.
Chapter 6 presents findings on and discussion of a manual in-depth clause by clause analysis of how the
resources of taxis and logico-semantic were used to construct arguments in argumentative essays.
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Chapter 7 presents findings on and discussion of the mapping analysis of schematic structures of AEs
with the resources of taxis and logico-semantic relations.
Chapter 8 summarises and discusses the findings and the implications of these findings on discourse
analysis development and on pedagogy with some suggestions on how the findings can be implemented
in the classroom. It ends with suggestions for future research.
The next chapter then turns to reviewing the literature in some detail.
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature Review
2.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature about teaching approaches, language theories
and relevant previous studies that inform this research project. The chapter begins with a review of
major ESL teaching approaches that shape language teaching in Malaysia. The major part of the
chapter is devoted to an account of approaches to the teaching of writing in English, which provides
historical background for the development of the genre-based approach.
Since the genre-based approach draws on the principles of Systemic Functional Linguistics (hereafter
SFL), the chapter also provides a brief discussion of the SFL theory that underpins the genre-based
approach. The theory will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter on theoretical and
analytical frameworks. Subsequently, empirical research relevant to this study is also reviewed, to
position the present work in the existing body of research, as well as mapping out the gaps in research
which motivate this study. The final section of the chapter offers a summary of how existing literature
points to the need for the present study.

2.2

The Approaches to ESL Writing Instruction in Malaysia

Approaches to ESL writing instruction in Malaysia have been heavily influenced by those that have
been practised in ESL teaching and in other parts of the world (Arumugam 2010, Devi 2013, Noor
2004, Osman 2005, Ramlan 2009, Theen 2013). Modern research into second language writing began
with the oral approach of Charles Fries in 1945, which was implemented as an EFL language teaching
approach and the focus of this approach was very much on teaching international students in the US
and UK at the time, not so much on ESL learners in their home countries.
Instruction in second language (L2) writing began in 1966 (Raimes 1991, Silva 1990) and since then,
there have been four evident approaches to L2 writing in the last three decades. This development of
L2 writing research only began widely with the establishment of TESL/TESOL Association
(Teaching of English as Second Language/ Speakers of Other Languages) which was very helpful as it
initiated, and then stimulated, more L2 research not only in writing, but also in the other skills
(Matsuda 2003). Indeed, Silva (1990) and Matsuda (2003) claim that it was not until the 1990’s that
the concept of L2 writing expanded and became a legitimate area of concentration, distinct from EFL.
Historically, ESL learners refer to students who study English in a country where English is the
official English, while EFL refers to the situation which English is studied in a country that has a
native English other than English (Maple 1987, Snow 2006). However, as language evolves, the term
ESL now is referred to the situation which learners use their mother tongue on a daily basis, but in
addition to that, they use English widely in school education, workplace and even at home., and the
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use of English is spreading on a daily basis that even outside the classroom, using English is not
uncommon (Ling 2010). EFL, on one hand, is when the use of English in places other than classrooms
is limited. In Japan and China, for example, English is EFL because it is rarely used in Japanese or
Chinese common daily life and its use in places other than classrooms is limited (Oxford University
Press ELT 2011). Thus, ESL and EFL learners may employ different learning strategies and any
studies on either group may provide important information about the impact of socio-cultural and
educational context on learners’ language learning (Hong-Nam & Szabo 2012).
With the differences in terms of approaches to English language learning, particularly the writing
skills, the following section will examine the approaches of teaching writing in an ESL context
specifically because in Malaysia, English is ESL it is gazetted as a second official language (Hashim
2009, Ling 2010, Subramaniam 2014).

2.2.1

The Product Approach

The first approach was the product approach or grammar approach, which focused on form (Brooks
2010, Matsuda, 2003, Silva 1990, Silva & Leki, 2004). It began with the oral approach as writing
skills were considered secondary to speaking, which was the primary focus of language instruction
then (Harklau, 2003, Nunan 1999). Writing was basically taught at sentence level, which mainly
reinforced grammar rules. The writing component of the oral approach was about teaching and
learning language by focusing on errors and the end product produced by ESL students with an
emphasis on form and correction of each error (Silva, 1990). At that time, written language was still
viewed structurally as a product consisting of a system of grammatical rules and as a model of the
expected pattern of written work that was presented by teachers for students to imitate (Brooks, 2010).
This writing approach, which was also known as controlled composition, is a habit-forming theory
that emphasised learning sentence structure through imitation; however, in reality, although
composition was part of the title, no composing process was actually undertaken by ESL students
(Silva, 1990). Instead, they were taught how to manipulate grammatical forms and avoid errors (Silva
& Leki, 2004); thus, indicated that the concern was about grammar rules instead of using grammar as
a resource for meaning. Also, the approach was not concerned with the readers/teachers and how they
were likely to interpret what students wrote nor did they identify the purpose of the writing (Brooks,
2010), which indicated another flaw of it that was the lack of attention to context, which failed to
teach the learners that there are different grammatical patterns across the different types of writing and
phases of a text as it unfolded.
After some time, a more lenient version of guided composition, which focussed on text imitation, was
introduced and some researchers called it ‘free writing’. This free writing approach postulated the idea
that writers should have some control over what they wrote even though the majority of researchers
like Pincas (1965) still supported the focus on formal accuracy and error correction. Under free
writing, students wrote a composition based on a title given with a general idea of what was expected
in their composition and they proceeded writing the text independently within a limited time. Then,
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teachers marked it, but the focus was still limited to grammatical accuracy. Students were then
required to make changes in the composition based on the correction or comments made by the
teacher.
Those in favour of the product approach conceived of writing as a skill which was created in the
context of developing and perfecting good habits by reinforcing grammar and using well-formed
sentences as well as language patterns (Hyland, 2003). The view had led to criticism that assessment
of academic writing should be about context, not just how well ESL students could compose varieties
of sentence types namely, simple, compound and compound-complex sentences and how they were
able to use accurate grammar (Brown 2007). This is supported by Hyland (2003, p. 5) who claims that
“no feature can be a universal marker of good writing because writing is contextually variable.”
Another criticism of the product approach was that students taught using the approach did not know
their own learning progress and were unable to find out about the quality of their writing skills
because the approach did not support students to develop their writing skills (Couzijn 1995). In a
similar vein, Raimes’ (1983, 1991) criticism of the approach was that teachers teaching writing were
not teaching composition, but merely editing and imitation because the focus ignored the ideational
content of what the writers were composing. Eventually, there was a push to bridge the gap between
controlled writing and free writing taught in college composition courses (Silva, 1990).
In Malaysia, for the past few decades, the English language syllabi at the primary, secondary and
tertiary levels have been under the heavy influence of major English speaking countries such as the
USA, the UK, Australia and New Zealand, such that students have been taught and expected to write
as native speakers of English from these countries write (Curriculum Development Centre 2003a,
2003b, 2003c, 2003d, 2003e; Theen 2013). In the 1970s, the focus of writing instruction shifted to the
writer alongside a growing interest in what L2 writers actually did as they wrote (Raimes, 1991). This
marked the beginning of the second approach, which was the process approach.

2.2.2

The Process Approach

The process approach views the writer not only as a language learner but also as a creator of the text.
Students were allowed the time and opportunity to select topics, generate ideas, write drafts and revise
drafts. In a way, students could self-discover and self-express without dwelling on grammatical or
lexical errors; thus, they could create meaning that could be imparted to their readers (Flower 1989).
The approach was a “non-linear, exploratory, and generative process whereby writers discovered and
reformulated their ideas as they attempted to approximate meaning” (Zamel 1983, p. 165). In other
words, students were encouraged to focus on ideas and organisation and this focus took precedence
over grammatical accuracy (Raimes 1991). Very often, linguistic accuracy was left to the later part of
the instruction or even left out totally (Osman 2005).
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A so-called advantage of the process approach is that it ignited creative expression and offered a lessheavy workload on grammatical and lexical accuracy thus allowing the ESL writers to explore their
thoughts. However, not all experts and researchers in ESL writing agreed with such a theoretical
assumption. It was noted that focussing on the writer was not beneficial to ESL students’ acquisition
of writing skills because it did not address their cultural differences, social requirements and
communicative needs (Brooks 2010, Osman 2005). Hyland (2003) too is of the opinion that too much
attention was paid to the writer and their inner thoughts and this hindered the actual process of L2
writing development. In addition, Horowitz (1986b) argues that there was too much emphasis on the
writer’s meaning and that this approach did not focus on what was important to second-language
writers: the social relevance of the written texts, the role that language plays, and the organization of
the text to foster the acquisition of writing skills.
Another possible drawback of the approach is that it was seen as unsuitable for academic requirements
in ESL/EFL context (Hyland 2003, Raimes 1991). The reason was that ESL writers first needed to
learn that different grammatical and lexical forms are needed in performing different communicative
activities for different meanings before they could use this knowledge to respond to different writing
tasks (Raimes 1991). Likewise, Nunan (1999) observed that this approach had also been criticised for
over-emphasising narrative and recount writing to the exclusions of other genres such as factual
descriptions and argumentative writing, which is inadequate preparation for writing at higher levels of
education. This approach has not been implemented successfully in Malaysian ESL classrooms due to
time constraints in completing the given syllabus (Cullip 2003, Theen 2013).

2.2.3

The Content-based Approach

In the early 1980s, the focus shifted to the third approach which was content-based writing where
learners were supposed to get help from “the language of the thinking processes and the structure or
the shape of content” (Raimes 1991, p451). It was apparent that there was more interest in the content
of the writing and the topics students wrote than in form. The content approach was theorised by
Hymes (1972), who claimed that language could not be looked at in isolation as it needed to be
considered jointly with context. Mohan (1979) concurred with Hymes’ theory and also proposed a
similar approach. These researchers and others who followed them reasoned that “focus on product
alone, without consideration of the contexts of writing and the process through which a text is
developed, can result in formulaic responses that do not make the full range of meanings that the
student is capable of producing” (Schleppegrell 2004, p149).
Eventually, the content approach found detractors. It was seen as not always easy for ESL students
because of their lack of familiarity and experience with topical issues in content areas such as history,
science, and math. Also, students were not taught how to respond to the many required academic
written tasks (Hyland 2015), which were incorporated into syllabi in response to theoretical
priotisation of context variation. Because of student differences in task familiarity and experience, and
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different academic requirements, responses to the findings from studies of ESL students in content
areas seemed to be controversial (Matsuda, Synder & Daily 2017).
Raimes (1991) cautioned that an ESL class tied to content would be limited by the genre required for
that course, while an ESL class that was not tied to content would not be confined to one particular
style. For example, different content classes, such as history or science classes, had different
requirements for style and demanded different writing tasks; as a result, writing in the content areas
precluded an ESL student from learning any other writing styles than what was required for that class
(Brooks 2010). Ultimately, the approach was largely rejected because it favoured the subject matter of
the other fields that the ESL students were studying instead of the ways the students should write in
English language generally. Also, it took away the autonomy of ESL teachers and gave way to teamteaching (with subject teachers) and topic-centred modules (Hyland 2004, Raimes 1991), which has
largely continued up to present, under the practice of ‘embedded literacies’ (Hyland 2016).
Although some ESL teachers disagreed with the change in focus of the content-based approach that
was moving away from content, it did result in another form of approach within it- the product and
process approaches. For years, the product and process approaches had been viewed as mutually
exclusive (Brooks 2010, Schleppegrell 2004). However, Schleppegrell (2004) states that product and
process cannot be presented as if one is more important than the other because both are important for
L2 writing and need to be regarded as interrelated. Indeed, product and process complement each
other. In a way, the different theories of L2 writing should be working together and not separately
(Raimes 1991). The reason is the product approach focuses on the end product, while the process
approach values the process L2 writers go through in writing in producing a piece of work. Having
these two approaches working together should benefit L2 writers because to write a successful a piece
of composition, the process approach needs a focus; however, within this combined method there has
been little focus on form due to the fact that proponents of the process approach are not motivated to
examine the way language is used or to distinguish between language features consistent with oral
discourse and those of written discourse. Also, the approach fails to offer any guidelines on helping
L2 writers to understand the structure needed in their writing as well as to present sufficient models
for the writers to practise (Schleppegrell 2004, Tribble 1996).
Other criticisms of the approach were that it failed to help students to master important text types such
as reports, expositions and arguments which are essential for academic success at school and beyond
(Nunan 1991), denied the importance of factual writing, which could foster the development of critical
thinking skills (Martin 1985), ignored the context in which writing happens (Tribble 1996), and failed
to prepare students to write examination essays while at the same time, gave a false impression of how
university writing would be evaluated and that choice of topic, an important writing principle, was
irrelevant in most university contexts (Horowitz 1991). With the aim of academic success at school
and beyond, English for Academic Purposes then came into the ESL/EFL teaching and learning
scenario.
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2.2.4

English for Academic Purposes (EAP)

As linguistics and language studies shifted attention from defining the formal features of language
usage to discovering how language is actually used in real communication (e.g., Cicourel 1975,
Hymes 1972a, 1972b, Halliday 1970), researchers increasingly stressed the need for ESL approaches
to account for how language varies from one context to another (e.g. Widdowson (1978), an issue that
had also been gaining attention in ethnography and related fields. This focus on contextual variation
sparked the expansion of research into particular functional varieties of English (e.g. Selinker &
Trimble 1976, Swales 1971). One main domain for this work is the English for Specific Purposes
(ESP) movement, in which other relevant movements are rooted, such as English for Occupational
Purposes (EOP), English for Science and Technology (EST) and English for Academic Purposes
(EAP) (Celce-Murcia 1991, Hutchison & Waters 1987, Strevens 1977, Swales 1985).
ESP is defined as “the teaching of English for a clearly utilitarian purpose” (Mackay & Mountford
1978). The purpose, those proponents of ESP refer to, has been defined by the needs of learners,
which could be academic, occupational, or scientific. The different needs are one of the absolute
characteristics in ESP as in this approach, so-called special language takes place in a specific setting
by certain participants (Dudley- Evans 1997, Hutchinson & Waters 1987, Swales 1985).
EAP is the teaching of English with the specific objective of helping learners to study, conduct
research or write in that language (Flowerdew & Peacock 2001, Swales 1985, 2004). With a focus on
language items, EAP aims to prepare learners to read textbooks, listen to lectures, write essays and do
library research. The EAP approach focuses on the expectations of academic readers and is viewed as
an audience-dominated approach. The expectations of readers outside the language classroom
becomes the primary focus and the use of terms like ‘academic demands’ and ‘academic discourse’
makes it somewhat similar to the process approach. However, in the process approach, the teacher and
the classmates become the audience, while in EAP, the audience remains ‘outside’ the classroom.
EAP academic writing is widely offered in many English language proficiency courses in all public
and private tertiary institutions in Malaysia, including the site where the present research data was
collected, Universiti Teknologi MARA (Arumugam 2010, Devi 2013, Lim 2004, Noor 2004, Osman
2005, Ramlan 2009, Sze 2009, Tien 2009, Yap 2005).
By the time EAP academic writing had begun to take hold, research in the discipline of linguistics had
started to focus on the description and explanation of the use of linguistic codes as a medium in
different types of communication, giving rise to applied linguistics (Bhatia 1993a, 1993b, 1997, 1998,
2004, Davies, 1999) and helping to position the discipline of applied linguistics in the real world
context (Bhatia 1993a, 1993b, 1997, 1998, 2004, Mansfield, 1993; Raimes, 1998; Russell, 1997). This
development can be regarded as a new source of input in helping ESL/EFL and novice writers to
understand the challenges of acquiring the register features of academic texts and the forms that
construct the meanings of academic texts from both SFL linguists (Eggins 1994, 2004, Eggins &
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Martin 1997, Eggins & Slade 2005, Eggins, Slade & Martin 1993, Halliday 1961/2002, 1965/1981,
1969, 1970/1976, 1973/2003, 1975, 1982/2002, 1992/2002, 1993, Halliday & Hasan 1976, 1985,
Halliday & Martin 1993, Martin 1985a, 1985b, 1992a, 1992b, 1995b, 1996, 2002, 2007, 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016, 2017, Martin & Rose 2008, 2011, 2012, Matthiessen 2006, 2014, Rose 2008) and SFL
educational linguists (Billig 2008, Christie 1997, 1999, 2005, 2012, Christie & Derewianka 2008,
Christie & Dreyfus 2007, Christie & Macken-Horarik, 2007, 2011, Christie & Martin 1997, 2007,
Christie & Maton 2011, Coffin et al 2003, Coffin & Donohue 2012, 2014, Colombi & Schleppegrell
2002, Dreyfus, MacNaught & Humphrey 2008, Dreyfus et al. 2016, Drury 2006, 2011, Drury & Mort
2015, Gardner 2012, 2017, Gardner & Nesi 2013, Gibbons 2002, 2006, 2009, Hammond 2001,
Hammond & Gibbons 2005, Hood 2004, 2010, Humphrey & Hao 2013, Humphrey & Macnaught
2015, Jones 2004, Lee 2006, Macken-Horarik et al., 1989, 2018, Rose & Martin 2012, Rothery 1994,
1996, Rothery & Stenglin 1994a, 1994b, Schleppegrell 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2007 , Srinon 2011,
Tseng & Liou 2006, Wintergerst, DeCapua & Verna 2003).
Clearly, students will always need to acquire the linguistic resources that will help them to convey
their ideas in their writing because texts are made up of lexis and grammar - the resources for
meaning-making (Coffin & Donohue 2012, Gardner 2017, Macken-Horarik et al. 2018, Martin &
Rothery 1993/2012). It is not that they, weak or good writers, do not have ideas; they often lack the
lexical and grammatical resources, as well as discourse strategies, that can help them improve their
writing (Brooks 2010, Colombi 2002, Dreyfus et al. 2016, Lee 2006, Macken-Horarik et al 2018,
Matsuda et al. 2006, Srinon 2011). Macken-Horarik et al. (2018, p. 19) argue that
The goal of teaching grammar and textual patterns should go beyond students
labelling of various grammatical categories; it should centre on goals such as
clearer expression of thought, more convincing argumentation, more careful
logic in reasoning, more coherence, precision and imagination in speaking
and writing, and knowing how to choose words and grammatical and textual
structures that are more appropriate to the audience and readership.
Thus, regardless of the setting in which research in applied linguistics is conducted, the most
important issue is the application of the research. The present study aims to bring to the fore the
implications of linguistic investigations using genre in SFL approaches to the teaching of academic
writing, particularly argumentative essays at a tertiary level in Malaysia, in order to make the learning
of these forms of writing relevant to the demands of the academic world. SFL is an approach to
language that brings expression, meaning, and context together into the analytical framework so that it
is a useful kind of linguistic analysis to apply to argumentative essays. The following discussion will
outline genre in SFL with focus on argumentative essay.

2.3

Genre

Since ESL/EFL writing instruction emerged as a distinctive area of scholarship in the 1980s, a number
of approaches or theories supporting the teaching and learning of writing have been developed as
discussed in the previous section. This section will discuss another approach or theory used in
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teaching ESL/EFL writing, which is genre pedagogy, as the present research situates itself in this
approach.
In this approach, the central belief is that writing is a means for achieving particular purposes. For
readers to recognise the writer’s purpose, writers need to follow certain social conventions for
organising messages (Hyland 2014, Martin & Rose 2011). These abstract, socially recognised ways of
using language for particular purposes are called genres. The importance of a genre orientation is that
“it incorporates discourse and contextual aspects of language use that may be neglected when
attending to structures, functions and processes alone” (Hyland 2003, p18).
Among the different models of genre-based approaches to teaching writing are two particularly
significant ones: one that follows the English for Specific Purposes (thereon ESP) genre analysis
inspired by Swales’ pioneering work (1981, 1990), and one that follows the genre approach of the
Sydney School, which its bases were on Hallidayan’s functional language (1961) and partly out of
Hassan’s (1984a, 1984b) nursery tale as a genre, developed primarily by SFL linguistic researchers
(e.g. Macken-Horarik et al. 1989, Martin 1984, 1985a, Martin & Rothery 1980, 1981, Rothery 1994,
Rothery & Stenglin 1994a, 1994b, 1994c).
While both traditions recognise the importance of raising students’ rhetorical/structural as well as
linguistic awareness, Swales’ tends to focus more on language patterns and order of structure, which
to him, genre “comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share same set of
communicative purposes” (1990, p58). This definition is exemplified by the structure of the Research
Article Introduction (RAI), viewed in terms of ‘moves’ (the writer’s social purpose) and ‘steps’
(optional textual elements). Based on his analysis, Swales (1981) noticed a regular pattern of “moves”
and “steps” that occur in particularly expected orders. He then proposed four obligatory moves in
article introductions, which are:
Move 1
Move 2
Move 3
Move 4

-

Establishing the Field
Summarising Previous Research
Preparing for Present Research
Introducing Present Research

The above move analysis has since then inspired others to join in the study of other sections of
research articles, as well as other kinds of text. For example, Hopkins and Dudley-Evan (1988)
analysed the discussion section and proposed 10 moves that chararcterise this ‘part-genre’, which is a
sub-section of a full academic article (Ayers 1993). Later, Dudley-Evans (1994) suggested a
application of the move model to the greater length and complexity of dissertations. Those in favour
of the Swalesian tradition claim that the moves “are essentially options open to the writer who will
build his or her argument through the careful choice and ordering of these moves into cycles”
(Dudley-Evans & John 1998, p90).
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The SFL genre tradition, on the other hand, focuses more on the systemic relations between linguistic
features and social function. Genre is defined as “ a staged, goal-oriented, purposeful activity in which
speakers engage as members of our culture” (Martin 1984, p25). The Sydney-school genre, which
arose from the SFL genre, emphasises ‘social’ effects because people participate in genres with
others; similarly, it is ‘goal-oriented’ because people use genres to get things done, and they consider
it to be ‘staged’ because it usually takes a few steps to reach the goal. Martin (2009) further elaborates
that it is ‘staged’ because it usually takes more than one phase of meaning to work through genre; it is
‘goal-oriented’ because unfolding stages are designed to accomplish something and people feel a
sense of frustration or incompleteness if stopped, and it is ‘social’ in that we undertake genres
interactively with other.
This tradition can be exemplified by listing social processes people are involved in such as telling a
story, writing an essay, writing a complaint to the city council and so on. In terms of a pedagogical
context, a teacher may first introduce a model text on its social context, or the genre in focus, to
students. Then they work together to analyse the text’s social purpose, and to explore how its
schematic structure and linguistic features are used to achieve the text’s purpose. Later, the students
write their own texts of genre concerned with some guidance by the teacher (Callaghan, Knapp &
Noble 1993). This is because numerous studies as mentioned earlier on genre in SFL have shown
there is a great deal of consistency and predictability in how texts are structured to achieve a particular
objective, and a substantial number of texts can be accommodated within the relatively small number
of genre types it outlines.
In the Sydney-school genre approach claims of the following:
1.
2.
3.

not to be accounting for all texts, but rather only for what is typical or
prototypical in texts with a particular communicative purpose,
the models they supply of each genre allow for variability in that they
specify some stages as ‘required’ and some as ‘optional’, and
they always allow for the possibility that a text in any given
circumstance may not match the models they supply.

What can be concluded is that the notion of genre in the Sydney school is based on choice-making
because the learners have the capacity to recognise, interpret, and write genres that entails making
choices (Reid 1988). Reid (1988) further argues that genre is a linguistic/social category that involves
a social process, which Martin and Rothery (1980, 1981) earlier on stress that social occasions involve
complex social structures which bring together specific combination of ‘generic choices. Similarly,
Freedman and Medway (1994) agree that genre theory and classroom research have established a
typology of genres which are valued more highly than other in the education system; they state these
valued genres need to be made explicit and taught so that all students have equal access to the means
of learning.
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Both ESP and SFL approaches do share similar communicative purposes; however, the work of the
former has focussed more on unpacking complex relation between text and context, while that of the
latter has focussed on explicating textual features using Hallidayan schemes of linguistic analysis
(Freedman & Medway 1994). There are a few reasons why genre in SFL is favoured for the present
study. One is that SFL focuses more on the choices of making meaning in genres. More importantly
the students of the present study have to engage with university courses in English. As discussed in
the previous chapter, the students enter the university with limited English language proficiency (see
MUET results) and need to adjust to the English language medium tertiary environment. While this
situation is problematic, what is more worrisome is that at the end of their English-medium university
education, students have very limited English language proficiency. Thus, the present study is
dedicated to find support for the students.
With a special reference to SLATE project (see Dreyfus et al 2016), this present study shares similar
inspiration. First, to help students to perform better particularly in their academic writing and next,
upon graduation, it is hoped they would have what is required by workplace. This is because what the
SLATE project students’ problem is similar to that of Malaysian that they, even after a few years of
English language instruction, are still unable to write well on their own and tend to plagiarise (see also
Aunurrahman, Hamied & Emilia 2017, Li and Casanave 2012, Tan & Miller 2007). Their weakness in
writing to a certain extent affects their assignment grade, which directly affects their overall university
performance.
The success of the SLATE project is due to its basis on the work of the Sydney-school genre
pedagogy (see Rose & Martin 2012), which has:
1.
2.
3.
4.

helped the researchers identify the language and literacy
needs of the students,
provided the researchers tools and metalanguage to
describe the language of the disciplines,
helped the researchers developed teaching material based
on the above descriptions, and
guided the researchers in building an appropriate
approach to pedagogy for providing students with online
literacy support.

With the successful outcomes of the SLATE project, the SFL genre approach has been chosen to serve
as both the theoretical and analytical framework of the present study. The appropriateness of SFL as
both theoretical and analytical framework will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. The
following section offers discussion on how genre situates itself in SFL.

2.3.1

Genre in Systemic Functional Linguistics

Genre theory developed in Australia has been placed within Halliday’s theory of language, SFL
(1978; 1985; 2004). The association between language and its functions in social settings is what SFL
is basically concerned with. In SFL, the concept of genre embraces purpose, contexts, language and
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structure, which the overall concept emphasises the social purposes, structure and systemic
correlations between contexts and texts and has been used in Australia and internationally (Ananda,
Arsyad & Dharmayana 2018, Coffin 2000, 2004, Derewianka 2003, Lee 2006, Rose & Martin 2012,
Schleppegrell 2004, 2007, Theen 2013). Central to this understanding of genre in education,
especially in teaching literacy and writing, is the idea that learners from all socio-economic, linguistic
and cultural background need to be apprenticed into an understanding of and proficiency with these
genres in order to succeed in institutional life- be at the university or in workplace (Dreyfus. et al
2016).

There are three key principles of the SFL theory which are relevant to this study:
1.
2.
3.

Language as the realisation of ‘context of situation’ in context of
culture’.
Language as meaning potential.
Language has metafunctions.

In this study, essays written by students are the text. In SFL, the text is a piece of language in use; that
is, “language that is functional” (Halliday & Hasan 1985). In SFL ‘text’ is a semantic unit, which can
be any length and can be either spoken or written (Halliday 1978). What is more important is that a
text is a harmonious collection of meaning appropriate to its context. A text always occurs in two
contexts, one within the other, which can be visually represented in Figure 2.1. The outer context
around the text is known as the CONTEXT OF CULTURE which is sometimes described as the sum
of all meanings it is possible to mean in that particular culture (Butt et al 2006, Webster 2009).
Within the context of culture, speakers and writers use language in many more specific contexts or
situations. Each of these is an inner context, which functional linguists call the CONTEXT OF
SITUATION. The combination of context of culture and context of situation results in the differences
and similarities between one piece of language and another.
Context of situation is a useful term to cover the things going on in the world outside the text that
make the text what it is. In other words, in the context of the situation, “meaning is put into wording,
and wording into sound or writing” (Halliday 1978, p5) and this process culminates in a text.
According to Halliday the reason why language use in a text reflects the context of the situation (or
social context) is not merely social convention but is due to a “systematic relationship between the
social environment and the functional organisation of language” (Halliday 1978, p11)
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Figure 2.1:

Text in context

As language does not function alone, but is always functioning in relationship to something that gives
meaning (Brooks 2010, p24), this leads to the idea of language as “a strategic, meaning-making
resource, allowing us to relate lexico-grammatical forms to specific functions in certain contexts that
achieve particular purposes” (Colombi 2002, p68). SFL’s concept of realisation is thus a key
foundation for the present study where language use in the AE text is understood as reflecting the
context of SITUATION which in this case is EAP, which then realises the context of CULTURE
which involves the international reach and value of English as a global language with the context of
Malaysian culture and educational practice.
In his early introduction the SFL theory (Halliday 1961/2002), Halliday postulated that first, an act of
meaning is an act of choice, of selection within a meaning potential; and the selection is non-random,
in that it is coherently related to the context of situation - the semiotic structure of whatever portion of
the speaker’s/writer’s reality construct constitutes the relevant environment in any given instance
(Halliday 2009). He further added that the meaning potential is systematic as it is a resource, a
network of options each one of which can be interpreted by reference to the speaker’s/writer’s total
model of reality and of his/her own place in it, which the reality, and hence the meaning potential, is
constantly under construction, being added to, differentiated within, and modified (Halliday 2009).
Halliday (1978) postulates that meanings are created by the social system and are exchanged by the
members in the created by the social system and are exchanged by the members in the form of text.
He further argues that context of culture, on the one hand, defines the potential, or range of
possibilities available in language as a system, while Context of situation, on one hand, specified with
respect to field, tenor and mode, plays a significant role in determining the actual choices among these
possibilities. The meanings created are not, of course, isolated; they are integrated systems of meaning
potential. It is in this sense that Halliday (2009) claims that the meanings are the social system: the
social system is itself interpretable as a semiotic system. To him, text is the primary channel of the
transmission of culture. He further claimed that the system is meaning potential, which is actualised in
the form of text; a text is an instance of social meaning in a particular context of situation, thus, we
can expect to find the situation embodied or enshrined in the text not piecemeal, but in a way, which
reflects the systematic relation between the semantic structure and the social environment. In other
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words, the ‘situation’ will appear as envisaged by Hymes (1977), as constitutive of the text; provided,
that is, we can characterise it so as to take cognisance of the ecological properties of language, the
features which relate it to its environment in the social system. The options that make up the semantic
system are essentially of three (i.e. ideational, interpersonal and textual) or four kinds- four if we
separate the experiential from the logical in the ideational metafunction, as the grammar very clearly
does (Thompson 2004).
The term metafunction refers to the organization of language into a spectrum of different modes of
meaning – ideational, interpersonal and textual. The relationship between metafunctions and text in
context is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2:

Three aspects of functions in relation to text in context (Halliday, 1994)

Ideational meaning construes our experience of the world. There are two ideational modes: “in the
logical mode, experience is modelled as a sequence and in the experiential mode, experience is
modelled as a configuration, “which means that while the logical mode of expression is rather serial
(one needs to trace the development of the input through clauses which form interdependent chains),
the experiential mode of expression is segmental, since the focus of the discourse as it unfolds is
inside the clause, on its components (e.g. Senser – Process: mental – Phenomenon)” (Matthiessen
2002a: 59).
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Interpersonal meaning enacts social roles and relations between people involved in written or spoken
or online exchanges. In addition to construing the way in which people experience the world,
language is also used as a means to exchange “information, goods-&-services” (Halliday 1994: 68).
Textual meaning presents the ideational and interpersonal meaning as a text unfolding in context.
Thus, the textual metafunction is ‘the enabling’ one. It organises the other two metafunctions into a
form of familiar speaker/ listener, writer/ reader exchange, thus enabling the message to go to and fro.
The textual mode of expression is periodic. At clause rank, information is organized in terms of
prominence depending on newsworthiness, which is decided by what is old and what is new, which is
realized by Theme/ Rheme structures.
In short, the metafunctional principle of organization systemically divides language into three
interwoven layers/ modes of meaning, each representing basically a different way of looking at the
same clause. These layers, or modes of meaning, are ideational, interpersonal and textual. In the
present thesis the focus is on the logical component of the ideational function, but other functions will
be referred to where relevant.
Equally important to metafunctions in SFL is the connection between text and context, especially in
terms of the social purpose of ‘genres’ (text types) (Martin, 1992a). Genres are the kinds of texts,
which people within a culture develop to achieve a common purpose (Martin, 1992a) and are
organised according to the types and there are some key genres; exposition, information report, news
story, review, recount, narrative, explanation, and procedure (Butt, et. al., 2000). This proposed study
will look into the particular genre of argumentative essays from the point of the logical metafunction
of SFL.
However, there is a major issue in SFL itself which is how genre is situated in the theory. Halliday
(1978) classified genre as a single-stratum model while Martin (1992) uses a double-stratum model by
adding a stratum of culture (i.e. genre) that is higher than Halliday’s context of situation stratum (see
Alyousef & Alyahya 2018, Kenn 2017, Lukin et al. 2008, Martin 2014, Moore 2017, on further
discussion on genre as single- or two-stratum models). The differences are, Halliday is of the opinion
that the central and basic construct for language analysis is not genre but register: for Halliday a
register is ‘a variety of language, corresponding to a variety of situation’ (1985, p38) not the three
primary dimensions of context itself called ‘field, tenor, mode’. He assigns genre to mode, separating
it somewhat from the analysis of purposes and roles in social contexts, thus, claiming that register can
be predicted by field, tenor and mode. In a way, Halliday uses register simply to assert language as
context’s expression mode.
Martin, on the other hand, correlates genre with the context of culture which is seen as a system of
genres that are realised through field, tenor and mode, in which, the ‘higher level’ of genre
coordinates what Martin calls the three register variables (i.e. field, tenor and mode) in relation to
social process. The elements of a generic (or schematic) structure thus preselect particular values of
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field, tenor and mode in a given culture for Martin, whereas it is the other way around for Halliday
who sees field, tenor and mode settings as determining genre. In other words, Martin distinguishes
register and genre by maintaining that register is a semiotic system in its own right, constituted by the
contextual variables of field, tenor and mode. Martin further postulates the relationship between genre
and register as two communication planes, genre (context of culture) and register (context of
situation), with register functioning as the expression form of genre, at the same time language
functions as the expression form of register (Derewianka 2003, Martin & Rose 2008). In mediating
the differences, Alyousef and Alyahya (2018) believe that both aspects are indispensable for discourse
analysis investigation, while Kolata (2010, p. 73) argues that “genre and register analysis should be
treated as a single stage of dynamic evolutionary process whose aim is to achieve the improvement of
further theories.” It is Martin’s approach to genre which is taken up in this thesis.
What matters most is that the genre-based approach under investigation is one which is ultimately
concerned with students’ ability to make appropriate ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings
via the lexico-grammatical resources employed. Thus, any investigation of the types of genre
structures students employ is ultimately a study of the meanings that students choose to make, or are
able to make, as they pursue particular communicative objectives. Although it is not possible to
explore and analyse all the meaning-making strategies and associated use of lexico-grammatical
resources in the present research data, it is possible to explore the genre staging employed in general
terms, and to focus in on two particular meaning-making resources that are the use of the taxis and
logico-semantic relations which are the key aspects of the logical metafunction. It is the inspiration of
the present study to explicitly describe genres and how language is used to do things. In this research,
the focus of language is the deployment of the logical metafunction in meeting the target genre of
academic writing of argumentative essays. Thus, the most useful way of modelling the relation
between context and language in this thesis was seen to be mapping the logical metafunction
resources with the schematic structures of AEs, based on Martin’s description of this genre.
Such mapping of genre phase to lexicogrammatical features (using either Martin’s or Halliday’s
model) works well with a statistical approach. Indeed, Halliday points out that “the quantitative
features (that are produced in text analysis) are not empty curiosities because they are an inherent part
of the meaning potential of a language” (Halliday 2009, p284). The quantitative features in this study
refer to the presence or absence of delicate stages of the schematic structure of essays, and logical
metafunction resources, which are taxis and logico-semantic choices.
Halliday (2009) further argued that the frequencies that we observe in a large corpus represent the
systemic probabilities of the language; and the full representation of a system network ought to
include the probability attached to each option in each of the principal systems (or sets of grammatical
choices). Halliday’s approach is undertaken as a part of the inspiration for mapping out the relations
between moves of genre staging in an important learner genre and the frequency of the logicosemantic patterns in the texts produced.
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Within SFL, text and genre analysis began in 1985 with Hassan’s model of Generic Structure
Potential. Hasan’s text structure was the basis for schematic structure later developed by Martin
(1985b, 1992a). For Hasan, text structure or generic structure potential, is determined by contextual
configurations of the register variables field, tenor and mode. This configuration enables predictions
to be made about a text’s structure and the elements, or stages, within this structure. Elements that
‘must’ occur are termed obligatory, while elements that ‘can’ occur are termed optional; the order in
which elements appear is called sequence. Finally, the potentiality of an element occurring more than
once in the text structure is termed iteration (1985, p. 56).
The complexity of representing generic structure potential was illustrated by the analysis of the
generic structure of the service encounter genre2. Based on the notion of generic structure potential
(Halliday & Hasan 1985), genres can only be considered ‘complete’ if all obligatory elements of the
structure are realised and optional elements are specified regardless of their presence in the actual
structure. The order of these elements must also be specified, including any iterative elements, in
order to account for variation among texts that represent different instances of the similar genre and to
account for texts realising different genres. As highlighted by Halliday and Hasan (1985):
[…] for some give texts to belong to one specific genre, their structure should be
some possible realisation of a given GSP [Generic Structure Potential]. It follows
that texts belonging to the same genre can vary in their structure; the one respect in
which they cannot vary without consequence to their genre-allocation is the
obligatory elements and dispositions of the GSP (p108).
GSP thus provides a useful first step towards formalisation of the obligatory and optional elements in
genres.
As one of the aims of the present thesis is to generalise about what constitutes a (un)successful
argumentative essay structure, the question being considered is what ‘staged, goal oriented social
process is achieved in the essays. Genres, for practical purposes, are defined as “staged goal-oriented
social processes which function in society as institutionalised discourse” (Martin & Rose 2008). Like
other discourse analysts, Martin sees genre as a purposive social process. Texts also “typically move
through stages to a point of closure” (503).
Each genre has a specific text structure or ‘schematic structure’ such that “the staged and goaloriented organisation of genres is expressed linguistically through a functional constituent structure in
the text” and through realisational patterns “whereby the boundaries between stages and the function
of each stage of the genre, are expressed through language choices” (Eggins 2004, p. 36). This recalls
the discourse or functional units of the Sinclair and Coulthard model of pedagogic discourse (Sinclair
& Coulthard 1975). Every linguistic behaviour has a generic potential realised through the selection

2

See Mitchell (1957) and Hasan (1978, 1979, 1980) for comprehensive discussions, and Ventola
(1987, 2005) for extending research on the service encounter genre.
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of field, tenor and mode variables, which is “allowed within a given culture at a given time” (Eggins
2004). Thus, a genre is a configuration of contextual patterns consisting of field (predicting
experiential choices), tenor (predicting interpersonal choices) and mode (predicting textual choices)
(Halliday 2009). All three metafunctions are obligatory; only the degree of their dominance may
change (Halliday & Hasan 1978). Thus, when there are significant enough changes in the settings of
the contextual configuration, these will determine linguistic settings that are different too, i.e. realizing
a different register or genre. There are delicate variations in field, tenor and mode that Hasan (1978)
calls them texture, that is the identity of a text rather than the text type it falls into.
The position of genre in Martin’s model of Systemic Functional Linguistics is indicated in Figure 2.2
(based on Martin 1992, p.495; 2014, p. 14). Martin describes genre as context of culture and register
as context of situation. Register functions “as the expression form of genre” while language functions
“as the expression form of register.” Just as context of culture is super ordinate to context of situation
by being a higher-level abstraction, so genre is super ordinate to register.
Martin’s approach is of interest for the present research in investigating the schematic structures of
AEs of Malaysian tertiary students. As indicated earlier, the thesis will employ Martin’s concept of
genre in analysing the schematic structures of AEs, while Halliday’s and Matthiessen’s logical
metafunction approach in the analysis of clause-complexes. It is hoped, both approaches will yield
richer findings in educational, applied as well as appliable linguistics. The following section will be a
discussion on argumentative writing as a genre and then will be followed by a discussion on logical
metafunction.

Figure 2.3:

Language and its semiotic environment (Martin 1992; 2014)
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2.3.2

Argumentative Essay as a Genre

In terms of SFL theoretical foundations and the application of SFL-based Genre theory in language
education, this present investigation identifies with the ‘Sydney School’ – a term coined by Green and
Lee in 1994 - which has been used to refer to the work on writing pedagogy pioneered at the
University of Sydney (cited in Martin & Rose 2008, p. 20). The Sydney school relies on the approach
to linguistics analysis provided by the SFL of Halliday (Halliday 1994, Halliday and Matthiessen
2004, 2014) and his colleagues (for example Hasan, Martin, Matthiessen etc). The term is also used in
diverse disciplines that involve the study of language, including the studies of discourse, literacy,
language education and rhetoric (Coffin 2001). As such, beyond the general discussion in this section
and throughout the whole thesis, a comprehensive coverage of all these possible applications of the
term is beyond the scope of this thesis. The discussion will therefore focus on the models of genre
which are most pertinent to the objective of this investigation in this section and those further on,
taking into consideration the aim of the research and its focus on argumentative essays.
Genre research has had significant influence on school curricula, eventually developing several
pedagogic interventions project at both school and tertiary levels3. Initially, Martin (1987) summarised
the genre taxonomy of the Sydney school as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Procedure: how something is done.
Description: what some particular thing is like.
Report: what an entire class of things is like.
Explanation: a reason why judgment has been made.
Exposition: an argument why a thesis has been proposed.

Based on the idea of linguistic resources patterning into reconisable phases and generic stages,
different genres have been mapped into different genre families based on their social purpose in a
wide range of disciplinary areas. Rose and Martin (2012) provide a taxonomy categorising three
broader genre families based on their broad social functions namely, engaging, informing and
evaluating4. Under evaluating, the more delicate typologies are arguments and text responses. They
further sub-classify arguments into (1) exposition- supporting one point of view, and (2) discussiondiscussing two or more points of view. The main concern of the thesis is the genre of exposition
which is supporting one point of view.
In tertiary studies, argumentation is the main component of most assignments, and the quality of
argumentation significantly affects the score of any essay (Clark 1992, Coffin 2004, Lee 2006, Lin &
Furneaux 2015, Pessoa, Mitchell & Reilly 2019, Promwinai 2010, Rahayu 2015, Rusfandi 2015). The
skills of argumentation involve reasoning, evaluation, and persuasion. Reasoning for example is about

3

See Rose and Martin (2012) for a detailed historical account of genre-based projects among which
the major ones are Write it Right/The Right to Write(1990-1994), and the Disadvantaged School
Program; Dreyfus et. Al. (2016) on SLATE.
4
See Rose and Martin (2012) on mapping school genres according to social purposes.
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giving reasons for one’s viewpoint. Evaluation deals with evaluating one’s belief and defending it or
others’ and defend or reject it, while persuasion revolves around making others believe in one’s
choice/viewpoint/reasons. Argumentation is also important outside the essay and in more informal
assessment contexts at tertiary level. For example, Chandrasegaran (2008) found in his studies that
students’ informal arguments in online forum postings were observed to have moves in taking up a
position and supporting it similar to those moves in academic writing. Thus, he claimed that “most
students do have some ability in argument construction even if they have not been taught formally”
(2008, p13).
However, writing an English language argumentative essay, a kind of Analytical Exposition, involves
more than common sense knowledge and it can be especially demanding if the writers are ESL or EFL
students, who show different writing strategies/styles in comparison to those of native speakers of
English (Biber, Gray & Poonpon 2011, Biber, Gray & Staples 2016, Ferris 2016, Hinkel 2004, 2011,
2014, Lee 2006, Sheen et al 2008, Wang 2003). As far as the context of culture is concerned, it can be
argued that writers must conform to the rhetorical practices of the relevant discourse communities
(Crossley, Kyle & McNamara 2016, Lee 2006, Martin & Rose 2008, Miller & Pessoa 2016, Rahayu
2015, Stapleton & Wu 2015, Srinon 2011), which in this research refers to the academic writing and
the EAP discourse communities.
The function of exposition is to interpret and explain a thesis or proposition. Exposition is different
from merely making judgement about something. It is “more socially significant” and it may
challenge social reality (Martin 1990) because it forms a judgement about something and sets out to
support this judgement. Judgement forms the thesis of the exposition and arguments form the support.
Exposition, like any other linguistic behaviour, is a sociocultural phenomenon with a typical sequence
of stages, expected by the members of the discourse community. This sequence makes up the
schematic structure of exposition represented by Rothery (1990: 71) as:
Thesis^Argumentationⁿ^Conclusion

read as Thesis followed by Arguments which may be more than one, followed by Conclusion. A
successful academic essay in the English-speaking tradition needs a clear Thesis or proposition which
is defended by the writer in the argument stage. There are two types of exposition: Hortatory and
Analytical (Martin 1985, p17). Martin’s descriptions of exposition are that Hortatory exposition
persuades readers to do what the Thesis recommends, and Analytical Exposition persuades readers
that the Thesis is well-formulated i.e. the Thesis is defended. The tenor of these two types is different.
Martin further noted that Hortatory Exposition which sets out to persuade people to do things is more
informal, more like spoken language whereas Analytical Exposition is typically free of emotions.
These characteristics surface in the lexicogrammar; thus, Hortatory Exposition uses more emotive,
colloquial language considering that its purpose is to appeal directly to its “remote” readers. On the
other hand, Analytical Exposition uses less emotive language since it expresses no feelings and
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attitudes e.g. more abstract noun forms are used. In sum, Exposition is more formal and more abstract
in language use than other genres e.g. Narratives. (Martin 1985, p18).
In terms of the development of frameworks for analysing the structure of argumentative texts, there
have been several major studies of which, that of Toulmin (1958/updated 2003) has opened paths to
the development of frameworks which account for the various stages or elements in identifying the
progress of an argument with the use of terms like claim, sub-claim, data (or grounds/evidence) and
warrant. Ananda, Arsyad and Dharmayana (2018), Coffin (2004), Connor (1991), Connor and
Mbaye (2002), Crammond (1998), Fulkerson (1996), Lee (2006), Mitchell and Andrews (2000),
Osborne (2001), Qin and Karabacak (2010), Riddle (1997), Stapleton and Wu (2012), and Wingate
(2012), show that Toulmin’s frameworks have been useful for both analysing and teaching argument
particularly in the context of English language education in evaluating the effectiveness of written
argumentation.
As discussed earlier, Martin (1985) classified exposition into Hortatory and Analytical. With reference
to Coffin’s (2004, 2006) analytical model, both Hortatory and Analytical can be written as a one-sided
argument or two-sided argument. Coffin (2004) and Lee (2006) analysed a corpus of essays that that
were written in both Hortatory and Analytical with some writers choosing one-sided argument, while
the others two-sided argument. Their conclusions on expository writing could be seen as rather too
general since there was considerable variation in the types of writing studied both one-sided and twosided arguments. This suggests that in further studies, it would be valuable to focus on one aspect, be
it one-sided or two-sided, to provide a more comprehensive understanding of argument structure and
add to the development of argumentation in English particularly with special reference to SFL.
In analysing the schematic structure of AE in this study, an expanded model proposed by Lee (2006)
will be employed, who based her framework of interactive structures of AEs on the work of Gerot and
Wignell (1994), Gerot (1995), Martin (1999a), Rotternberg (1994) and Toulmin (1958/updated 2003).
Further discussion on the rationale for choosing the structures and details of the structures will be
discussed in Chapter Three: Theoretical Framework.
As mentioned earlier, a more comprehensive theory is needed to explain and interpret the various
possibilities that exist in structure and characterisation of the subordinate clause with the respect to its
discourse structure. Since SFL has been specifically conceived for the purpose of text analysis, an
SFL perspective text analysis is likely to be able to show “what text reveals about the system of the
language in which it is spoken or written” (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014:3) in a way that helps
explain how and why some Malaysian tertiary students are not producing successful argumentation in
their essays.
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2.4

Research in Related Fields

The following section reviews key research related to the present study. The aim is threefold. First, it
aims to show that there are limited studies that have been carried out from an SFL perspective
particularly in relation to ESL argumentative writing at the tertiary level especially on ESL Malay
students. Next, it will survey a relatively less well-researched area in SFL: the logical metafunction
and its role as a textual resource in text development, and finally, it will distinguish the present study
from other similar studies on the text structure of AEs, in that this present study relates the schematic
structure of AEs to the lexicogrammatical resources of the logical metafunction that appear important
in realising such structure, namely taxis and logico-semantic relations.

2.4.1

Studies on Academic Writing based on Genre-Based and Systemic Functional
Linguistics Approaches

In this section, the discussion covers studies ESL academic writing (AW) investigated or analysed
using genre-based and/or SFL approaches and/or conducted at tertiary level in Malaysia, as this is the
scope of the current study. Where relevant comments regarding studies from other countries or levels
of education will be added but unless specified all study participants are Malaysian undergraduates.
Lim (2004) conducted a study on the development of expository writing skills among four preuniversity students in a private college using Hammond’s and Derewianka SFL-based framework on
expository writing (2001). Her major findings suggested that students’ expository writing skills
particularly in the areas of text organization, language use and content development could be
enhanced through the use of model. Also, students need to be taught the different genres of written
texts explicitly to help raise consciousness of the generic structure and of specific features, which will
eventually help them produce any target texts. Another finding was that the use of text models could
facilitate writing skill development among weak ESL students.
One particular university in Malaysia, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (Unimas) has a group of
researchers who has been actively involved in undergraduate AW genre-based research since 2004.
Among the major research studies undertaken was one by Ting and Law in 2008. Their findings
indicated that argumentative writing was not a favoured taught genre in comparison to information,
explanation, description in a writing task in a group of 24 ESL students. Other findings indicated
weaknesses in lexicogrammatical resources, which were linking verbs (roughly equivalent to
relational processes) in information reports, passive construction and conjunctions of circumstance
(e.g. x, y) for explanations.
Another research project, using the frameworks of Feez (1998) and Derewianka (1990), examined the
ability of TESL (Teaching English as Second Language) undergraduates in handling five different
text-types required for the coursework with a specific focus on the structure and language features
characteristic of the text-type. The texts were argument, explanation, discussion, instruction, and
information report. Significant findings indicated that the information and explanation text-types were
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the most difficult to write in terms of the generic structure. Yet although the students were familiar
with the staging of argument and discussion, their ideas were not effectively developed within the
stages, suggesting students need considerable support on this argumentative text. The analysis of
linguistic choices highlighted that only 27 out of how many 48 assignments had good use of relevant
language features in fulfilling the purpose of the text-types.

The remaining 21 contained

unsatisfactory use of modal verbs and conditional clauses to present arguments, and connectors to
show the sequence of steps in assignments requiring explanations. However, genre analysis had
helped students in structuring their texts for coherent and cohesive reading as well as use of relevant
language features.
Sze (2009) analysed 101 samples of discussion texts also using Feez’s Text Analysis framework
(1998). In general, most students were able to construct acceptable statements of the issue which was
each Arguments were made with relevant and adequate details as well as evidence to explain points.
Other important findings were that the stages ‘Argument Against’ and ‘Assessment’ in the discussion
texts were the most difficult in terms of the text structure and there were two common mistakes in
those texts; firstly, they contained irrelevant points and secondly, they contained content that was
relevant to the targeted issue but lacked the defining characteristics of the text type in terms of
structure and style. Also, the students had difficulties in using certain resources such as modal verbs to
show necessity in their discussion. This indicated the students lacked not only generic structure
awareness of the target text, but also the lexico-grammatical resources in meaning-making choices.
However, the students tended to focus on particular language features such as modal verbs while
neglecting lexicogrammatical elements such as fixed phrases to express their opinion or modality
(e.g., it is possible that and it is certain that). Thus, this indicated that completing such a task requires
using systemic methods such as the SFL genre-based approach to learning and long-term educational
scaffolding to enable students to develop their understanding of grammar (Williams, 2000; Mickan &
Lopez, 2017). In addition, it is important to create additional tasks that involve students and provide
them with sufficient exposure to target genre texts coupled with lexico-grammatical resources when
modelling and deconstructing essays, in accordance with Feez’s (2002) teaching and learning cycle.
Another major project involved 100 information reports written by students of Unimas analysed using
Derewianka (1992) theoretical model of information report genre (Tien 2009). The students’ report
structures did resemble those of an information report, but the texts contained formal features of
information report with formal features of explanation, discussion and descriptive genres. The most
competent writers used correct generic structures with some minor grammatical errors in terms of
tenses and singular/plural aspects of nouns. The results of this study are different than that of the study
above although in a very similar university department. This may indicate that first, discussion essay
(a sub of expository essay) is more difficult than information report, and next, the students have a
better mastery of lexico-grammatical resources of the target genre. This has shown that there is a need
for conducting further research on Malaysian tertiary students’ argumentative essay in particular.
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A comparative study on EAP takers and non-EAP takers in the same university investigated the
difficulties faced in AW genres- six argumentation and four each of discussion, explanation and
information report of each group (Ting & Feng 2010). The EAP course takers demonstrated, first, a
better handling of both citation and referencing, and second, good ability in the structuring of their
assignments across the four genres; however, with a slight problem, which was the inclusion of
personal opinion the information report conclusion. The non-EAP takers, nonetheless, did show good
ability in structuring discussion-type assignments; however, they were rated as only moderately good
in argument texts, and having poor ability in explanation and information report. Those who had not
taken EAP classes also had problems in action verbs used in explanations, the use of appropriate
conditional clauses, and language use in showing cause-and-effect relationships. These findings
indicated that formal and explicit instruction in EAP has a positive impact on quality of AW and that
the genre-based approach is a useful framework to consider when designing EAP courses.
Another study in the similar university analysed 22 argument texts by proficient undergraduates in
English were compared to 18 written by less proficient students (as measured by their English
language Malaysian Education Examination (MCE) results). The study results indicated that the
proficient ones had an effective argument structure, while less proficient students’ work was
characterised by unclear or absent statements of stance and restatement of stance (Ting, Raslie and Jie
2011). The proficient ones also used connectors, modal verbs and passive voice more than the lessproficient ones; however, the connectors ‘because’, ‘so’ and ‘besides’ were often used in a manner
similar to spoken language. Also, there was an overdependence on modal verbs ‘can’ and ‘will’
among all students or just one group?. A lack of conditionals and nominalisations found in both
groups, suggesting that these are more difficult language features to master and greater pedagogical
attention is needed. Thus, the reseachers suggested that the genre-based approach to EAP should be
incorporated in university’s syllabus.
Taken together the above research studies indicate that formal and explicit instruction can contribute
to the success of EAP and AW teaching and learning in the tertiary context in Malaysia. Thus, the
focus on the present study is to see if such an instruction is practical in helping students to argue
(un)successfully in their AEs. The following section will cover a discussion on the target genre of the
current study which is argumentative essays.

2.4.2

Studies on Argumentative Essays with Systemic Functional Linguistics and Genre
Analysis as Theoretical and/or Analytical Frameworks

It cannot be denied that there are quite a number of major studies on argumentative essays (AES)
written by ESL/EFL students who have been instructed using a genre-based approach with SFL
incorporated into these studies as the framework and tool for analysis (Janis, 1997; Zhang, 2002;
Kongpetch, 2003; Emilia, 2005; Lee, 2006, Srinon 2011). However, the participants in these studies
were Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese, Korean, Indonesian and Thai students whose learning of English
language is considered English as Foreign Language (EFL), unlike the Malaysian ESL context. It can
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be claimed that, based on my best knowledge, no major studies have been carried out on Malaysian
ESL tertiary students’ argumentative essays using SFL, and certainly none that focus on the logical
function (Ibrahim 2010) Therefore, the present study needs to look to a broader body of work for
relevant findings. The following is an outline of studies on AEs carried out using SFL and genrebased approaches inside and outside Australia, the country of origin of those approaches
An intervention-based ethnographic case study Kongpetch (2003) investigated 45 third year English
major Thai students’ writing assignments. The focus of the study was on the Exposition genre. Other
genres - Discussion, Description and Narrative - were also included to fulfil the curriculum
requirement. In teaching Exposition, Kongpetch used the generalised generic structure of the
Exposition genre, namely Thesis^Argument(n)(Conclusion) based on the work of Martin and Rothery
(1981) and Rothery (1986). His research outcomes indicated that the genre-based approach had a
significant impact on students’ factual writing especially in gaining a good control of generic structure
and language features of Exposition. In terms of pedagogical aims, the genre-based approach was
shown to be able to be successfully implemented in a foreign language context such as Thai, although
a number of modifications were necessary such as: 1- choices of topics and genres, 2- the clarification
of language programme objectives, 3- changes in teachers’ and students’ expectations, and 4deliberate teaching of Thai and English genres.
Another similar approach of case study-oriented research was conducted by Emilia (2005) using a
critical genre-based approach (GBA) in teaching academic English writing to 18 EFL Indonesian
students at a state university in West Java, Indonesia. Her focussed genre too was on argumentative
essay, which had been reported as difficult and yet it was considered suitable to be taught at a tertiary
level. One of the major findings was that the teaching programme was successful in many ways in the
Indonesian EFL tertiary context. A significant one was that the students’ argumentative skills in
English improved in that they achieved an enhanced control of the target argumentative genre (based
on Martin’s and Rothery’s 1981, and Rothery’s 1986 schematic structure). They could write at greater
length, with clear schematic structure and improved use of evidence and information in support of
their arguments than they had before, using various linguistic resources, which indicated their
development in critical thinking and critical literacy.
Coffin (2004) examined a range of argument structures that IELTS (International English Language
Testing Systems) between first language Chinese and first language Greek candidates. She considered
the relationship between test scores and prompts to investigate whether the presence of a clear
argument structure and possibly a particular type of structure would have a bearing on test scores. A
total of 56 scripts of two types of written argument texts were analysed: 28 scripts representing 14
high scoring and 14 low scoring essays on one-sided argument either agreeing or disagreeing, while
the similar number of script distribution was on a two-sided, discussion text type indicating one’s
stand at the end, using an analytical framework drawn and developed within functional linguistics -
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Analytical (persuades reader that the Thesis is well-formulated/defended) and Hortatory (persuades
reader to do what the Thesis recommends) structures (refer to Coffin 2004 for details).
Coffin’s analyses revealed the following patterns. Overall, the candidates showed their writing
preference for answering the test questions i.e. exposition over discussion argument genres, Hortatory
Expositions over Hortatory Discussions, Analytical Expositions over Analytical discussions and
Hortatory over Analytical arguments. In relation to the IELTS band score, preference for exposition
over discussion argument genres was stronger amongst low-scoring candidates: this reflected a fairly
pronounced trend on the analytical genres only. Also noted was a little difference between high-and
low-scoring candidates in their preference for hortatory over analytical arguments. In terms of the test
version, there was no difference between test versions in candidates’ preference for either Hortatory
or Analytical in the two-sided argument text type; on the other hand, there was a greater preference for
hortatory arguments in the one-sided argument text type.
She also found out that the candidates’ exposition arguments were better than their discussion ones.
This was further proven by the fact that high scoring candidates made slightly greater use of
exposition genre than the discussion one despite the emphasis in the task on weighing up different
positions probably due to the overall framing of the question, in which the candidates were asked to
agree or disagree. The top of it was that the difference between the high-and-low scoring candidates in
terms of following a clear argument structure was predictable. The low-scoring essays lacked a Thesis
or an Issues stage, included limited evidence in their Argument stage, while high-scoring candidates
included relatively well-developed counter-argument stages in their writing. However, “it was not
necessarily an absence of argument structure that caused low scoring; another reason for such scoring
was also related to their lack of control of other linguistic features” (Coffin 2004, p243).
Coffin’s study, therefore, points to the need for a closer analysis of the stages in argumentative essays
and what linguistic resources are used to realise them in high scoring compared with low scoring
essays – such as the lexico-semantic relationships among and between clause-complexes. In addition,
there is a clear need to explore potential argument structures that were missing in Coffin’s study as
she reported that some low scoring essays contained argument stages that did not fit into her analytical
framework. These are what the present study aims at.
Coffin (2004) herself proposed that the problem be further investigated. It was Lee (2006) who came
up with a research project, part of which addressed what was lack (or successfully employed) in
regional Australian university postgraduate Master’s level TESOL students’ argumentative/persuasive
essay schematic structures and the interpersonal resources based on an SFL model. She investigated
the use of interpersonal resources in a 1000 word argumentative/persuasive final assignment essay
(later referred to as APEs) written by six East-Asian (EAS) students (three Japanese, two Korean and
one Taiwanese) and six Australian born tertiary students (ABS). She also had interviews with the
respective class tutors, essay markers and students, and conducted classroom observations. Her
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research project aimed at investigating the deployment of interpersonal resources in APEs, seeking in
particular to contribute to refining the description of the resources of ‘appraisal’ and metaphors of
mood based on the integrative theory of Appraisal formulated within SFL (Iedema et al 1994; Iedema
1995, 1997a, 2003, 2004; Martin 1997, 2000a, 2003c; White 1998, 2004; Martin & Rose 2003;
Macken-Horarik & Martin 2003; Martin & White 2005). She also investigated the schematic structure
of the APEs to find out if there was a correlation between the writers’ strategy for structuring APEs
and the quality of writing.
The major findings revealed that ABS tended to benefit from genre-based writing instruction during
their school and undergraduate time, while EAS have difficulties in using appropriate metaphorical
language and direct commands, as well as mitigating commands in their APEs due to their educational
background and cultural differences. In other words, the ABS had employed the resources of the
interpersonal metafunction, especially Appraisal, more successfully than EAS in writing APEs. The
present study aims at looking into the simultaneous deployments of AE schematic structures with the
logical metafunction resources which were absent in Lee’s study.
Similar to Coffin’s (2004), Lee’s (2006) study indicated that, in terms of overall schematic structure,
however, there were no significant differences found between the groups. The differences
demonstrated were at the delicate level of the text organisation. EAS tended to employ more facts,
examples and evidence to construct their arguments while ABS were prone to raise their personal
viewpoints to suggest steps through which they built their arguments. Lee’s (2006) key finding, in a
way, leads to a need of another study be undertaken by focussing on another metafunction since the
interpersonal grammar did not correlate with schematic structure in hers.
Lee’s (2006) finding confirmed the claims of many previous studies that the ability of students to
construct a rhetorical frame correlates with the holistic grades awarded by examiners (Coffin 2004,
Hult 1986 , Ping & Geok 2005, Tedick & Mathison 1995, Tyndall 1992) and that text structure is a
main predictor of a rater’s impression of the quality of arguments (Coffin 2004, Connor & Laurer
1988, Connor, 1990, 1991, Kubota, 1998, Liu & Furneaux 2014, Luo 2012, Özdemir 2018). The
present study looks into how the lexico-grammatical resources of the logical metafunction are
deployed in the delicate levels of the AE schematic structure and whether the text structure is the main
predictor in the (un)success of AEs or it depends on how the resources are employed (un)successfully
within the delicate levels of AEs.
Thus, this present study will test the adequacy of Lee’s model to see if more obligatory and optional
elements and sequences are needed in helping especially the weak writers in staging, marking and
progressing their arguments properly and logically.
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2.4.3

Studies on Logical Metafunction

This section will only cover studies related to the logical metafunction as a theoretical concept in SFL,
regardless what the context of application has been. This is to show the importance of the
metafunction because based on my extensive reading, this metafunction seems to be the least favoured
to be researched in comparison to the others, namely, interpersonal, ideational and textual. Among
probable reasons are its complexity and its seemingly main focus, which is differentiating between
spoken and written register.
One of the most influential studies on clause-complexing in SFL was carried out by Nesbitt and Plum
(1998) who conducted a quantitative investigation of the relations between clauses in clause
complexes using a sample of spoken text, which was an extension based on Plum’s (1988a, 1988b)
doctoral research studies. Their analysis revealed patterns of typical choice in clause complex
relations. Firstly, the texts studied were predominantly narrative type. In the system of taxis, these
texts have more parataxis than hypotaxis (interdependency) in the proportion, 70: 30. In logicosemantic relations, there is a greater proportion of expansion than projection in the proportion, 84: 16.
Secondly, in the relationship between taxis and logico-semantic systems, there was a distinctive
association. For projection, there was a clear association between parataxis and locution, and an
association between hypotaxis and idea. In expansion, there was a clear association between parataxis
and elaboration, and between hypotaxis and enhancement.
Nesbitt and Plum also investigated the effect of context on choice in the system of clause complex
relations. They identified generic variation across their samples. In the context of projection, there was
some degree of association between taxis and genre, and between projection and genre. In all the
generic variations, locution was more associated with parataxis and idea was more associated with
hypotaxis. In context of expansion, there was some degree of association between taxis and genre, and
between expansion and genre. Parataxis was more associated with extension and hypotaxis more with
non-extension. Under non-extension, elaboration was more associated with parataxis and
enhancement with hypotaxis. The present project aims at exploring which types of taxis and logicosemantic relations are inherent in (un)successful AEs and from the findings, offering some choices or
probabilities for teachers in teaching and students in writing AEs.
The effect of context on dominant patterns and on relations between taxis and logico-semantics can
also be seen in Matthiessen’s earlier (1995) analysis of a short narrative for children called “Benjamin
Goes to Hospital”. He noted that in narrative there was a combination of hypotaxis with locution, not
a combination of hypotaxis with idea as discovered by Nesbitt and Plum in their narrative texts. The
likely explanation is that genre of children's short story contains more examples of characters talking;
thus, locution should predominate, and a text consisting of so much locution would have little
narrative thrust if it were all paratactic locution, i.e. strings of direct speech. The spoken discourse of
Nesbitt and Plum's samples is of adult speech about an adult activity. It is not surprising, then, that
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ideas predominate. In this way Matthiessen’s study is another example of the relationship between
genre, taxis and logico-semantic variables.
But not all research finds links between logico-semantic settings and text type – the field is far from
settled. For example around the same time as Matthiessen’s study above, Greenbaum and Nelson
(1995) investigated the complexity of inter-clausal relations from a range of spoken and written texts
consisted of spontaneous conversations, broadcast discussions, unscripted monologues, personal
handwritten letters, and various academic and non-academic writing to find out if speech or writing
was more syntactically complex. The aim was to determine, based on a common view, if speech was
essentially characterised by parataxis and writing by hypotaxis. One of the major findings was that,
with the exception of natural conversations, there were no obvious distinctions that could be drawn
between speech and writing in terms of their relative complexity. Nonetheless, conversations were
shown to be in the most distinctive category with the highest percentage of simple clauses (or
simplexes) and the lowest percentage of subordination and coordination. The finding suggested that
spoken language is less complex than written language which then leads to questions regarding what
kind of factors a) cause and b) affect the differences between speech and writing in terms of the use of
coordination and subordination in discourse. Interestingly their findings contradict those of Halliday
and Matthiessen (1995, 2004, 2014) on written vs. spoken language. The present study does not aim at
investigating the similarities and differences between written and spoken language; instead it focusses
on formal academic written language in the genre of argumentative writing. Thus, the findings of the
present study will contribute to the characteristics of written language in general and in the aspect of
academic writing in particular.
One SFL-oriented text analysis study was undertaken by Sriniwass (2006) who analysed three
chemistry textbooks used at a public university in Malaysia for a Chemistry subject in finding out how
knowledge is constructed by analysing clause-complexes in terms of their taxis and logico-semantic
relations. In other words, the research aimed at exploring how the systems of taxis and logicosemantic relations intersect to construct knowledge in the genre of Chemistry textbooks. She also
analysed clause-complexes of the textbooks to find out how the distinction between parataxis and
hypotaxis emerges as a dominant grammatical strategy for guiding knowledge construction. Among
her major findings were that Paratactic Extension relations, primarily Positive Additive and
Adversative ones and Hypotactic Enhancement relations, primarily Causal-Conditional, Manner and
Temporal ones, were the most significant for the construal of knowledge in the genre of tertiary
chemistry textbooks. Within Elaboration, Finite Hypotactic Elaboration was significant. In short, her
study revealed that the dominant grammatical strategies for guiding the knowledge construction in
Chemistry tetxbooks were largely Tactic or Logogenetic patterns.
In short, major and early studies on clause-complexing were very much on spoken discourse. Little
has been research on written AEs or other academic texts; however the following section will outline
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the contributions of those studies that have in fact examined written AEs using the logical
metafunction.

2.4.4

Studies on Argumentative Essays and Logical Metafunction

This section will discuss relevant studies on AEs analysed using LM either the analysis of taxis only,
or logico-semantic relations or both. The importance of studies on AE and LM is that it seems from
the research above that a better understanding is needed of how inter-causal relationships might shape
different genres and different modes of language use. If we want investigate language use, we cannot
separate it from language users because language users have different abilities in presenting and
shaping their ideas in completing a writing task. Thus, clause complexing can shed some light on
finding out how students with different ability write.
A study that apparently has an almost similar focus as that of the present study is Saet’s (2004) study
on the teaching argumentative writing using the genre-based approach at a secondary school level
with a group of 20 students. The genre-based approach to the teaching and learning is built on
complementary theories of language learning developed by Michael Halliday (e.g. Halliday 1975,
1978, 1985a, 1985b; Halliday & Hasan 1985), and the Sydney School of linguists (e.g. Hasan 1978,
Martin 1992, 2001; Matthiessen 1995, Painter 1991). This approach models language as a resource, or
a kind of tool-kit, for meaning in social context. Saet’s major finding was that students wrote more
effectively after instruction? especially in the area of generic structure, modality, connectives,
passives and nominalisations. However, subject verb agreement and spelling did not show much
improvement (but this could be expected since the focus of instruction was not at these levels). In
general, the students claimed that the approach was interesting, and they felt more confident about
writing.
The only drawback of Saet’s small research project is that it was conducted in a private tuition centre
environment during school holidays (five-week-genre-based teaching intervention) instead of a real
school environment. This, in turn, might have affected the findings of the study. One of the main
limitations is that the intervention described in the study was too much to be covered within the five
weekly 40-minute periods in a typical secondary school (Ministry of Education, 2003). In the tuition
centre, the students felt more relaxed and could really focus on the subject matter. Also he did not
analyse the logical resources used in any detail. Nonetheless, this study did contribute quite
significantly to the development of the teaching of argumentative essays in Malaysian ESL school
classroom.
Based on Saet’s (2004) data, Cullip (2009) extended the analyses from the perspectives of generic
structure, discoursal and lexico-grammatical developments. In terms of generic structure, the
Hortatory Argument (Martin 1985) was used to analyse the essays. The prototypical generic structure
of the Hortatory Argument genre is as follows (Derewianka 1990, p76):
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(Background)^Thesis^(Preview)^Argument (n)[point^elaboration] ^Restatement of
Thesis/Recommendation(s)
Key
^ = followed by
( ) = optional
(n) = reiterative
[ ] = embedded

The findings of the pre-test essays showed students demonstrated some implicit knowledge of text
purpose and generic structure though there were some confusing and rambling parts especially in
arguing one’s position plus for the background, students tended to define the issue being discussed.
This motivation was seen rather cultural than pragmatic, because the definition, in arguments and
discussions, is almost an obligatory stage in the generic structure in Malaysian texts (Cullip 2009). He
further argued that in Malaysian culture, as in many others, “it is inappropriate to dive into discursive
matters directly without some kind of orientation, small talk, or quest for common-ground” (p201).
Another reason for such obligatory backgrounds in student was due to the fact that in essay writing
regardless any genres, it should begin with an ‘introduction’ and end with a ‘conclusion’.
Cullip’s after-intervention post-test essays indicated a better control of Argument genre i.e. clearer,
more coherent position with less definition of the issue, and containing fewer clauses with clause
complex outnumbering the simplexes. Thes patterns involved high use of nominalisations,
grammatical metaphors and internal conjunctions employed in ordering arguments logically and
events in time. Although there were so-called traditional grammatical mistakes like number, subject
verb agreement, articles and tenses, the students did demonstrate a better grasp of lexico-grammar
after the intervention.
If seen in a big picture, what Saet and Cullip undertook would similar to the present study. However,
in terms of linguistic analysis, the present study aims at: 1- exploring more delicate schematic
structure of AEs and 2- analysing in detail the clause complexes in AEs with reference to LM in SFL
at a tertiary level, neither of which is addressed in either Saet’s or Cullip’s research.
Ping and Geok (2005) investigated the clause complex of 20 exposition-type essays written by express
stream upper secondary school students from five different middle-ranked mainstream schools in
Singapore, which consisted of a well-written and a poorly written one each based on a choice of 10
topics. Although of different schools, the teaching and learning of English adopted a national uniform
practice based on the English Language Syllabus preparing students for the General Certificate of
Education (GCE) ‘Ordinary’ level. The essays represented the product of a scaffolding-centred
teaching approach as outlined in the syllabus.
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Ping and Geok found that the main clause complex relations, widely used by both good and weak
writers, were hypotactic enhancement and paratactic extension, in that order. This pattern was similar
to that of one of the findings in Nesbit and Plum’s (1988) study, which claimed that “ the choice of
hypotaxis and enhancement…[is] the typical or unmarked combination as opposed to the less
common, marked combination of hypotaxis and elaboration or parataxis and enhancement” (p23).
Similarly, the total absence of hypotactic extending clauses in their study also mirrored the findings of
Nesbit and Plum that “extension, in fact, appeared to be uniquely tied to parataxis suggesting that it
did not participate in the same pattern of association with taxis as taxis did with the features of
elaboration and enhancement” (1988, p23). A probable reason for the low occurrence of projected
clause was probably due to the genre type, which was exposition-type essay. If the genres were of
those reports or recounts, the findings might be reversed.
In Ping and Geok’s study, a comparison of the use of clause-complex relations between the better and
weaker writers did not yield statistically significant results. However, a detailed analysis of the clausecomplex structures showed a very different view, namely that the weak writers exhibited a poor grasp
of such structures, characterised by grammatical errors of verb and subject-verb agreement and
linkage errors of inappropriate clause combination with less effective/wrong conjunctions. In other
words, it was not the choice of logico-semantic or tactic relation that differentiated between weak and
strong writers, but their lexicogrammatical choices aimed at realising such strategies. In addition,
weak writers produced more simplexes, but this did not mean that those simplexes were used
effectively to enhance the flow of the textual message and to create various rhetorical effects. Thus,
“the mastery of clause complex structures cannot be equated with unnecessary complexity, but with
one’s ability to present information in a way that is easily accessible, whether in terms of a clause
complex or simplex” and therefore, the need for explicit teaching of clause complex seemed a
pressing one (Ping & Geok 2005, p68).
Brooks’ (2010) ethno-linguistic study of South Florida community college students of three different
linguistic background namely African American, Haitian and Hispanic, investigated the challenges
faced by the novice writer students in combining clauses, within their academic writing. The main
data, consisted of 45 writing samples, 15 from each group, were analysed quantitatively to find out the
degree to which the students used hypotactic and paratactic clauses indicative of the speech register
instead of the main and embedded clauses characteristic of the written academic register in their
writing. The choices for writing hypotactic and paratactic clauses in written academic discourse could
be an indication of the challenges students faced as they struggled with clause-structuring strategies in
their academic texts.
Brooks’ general findings suggested that all the three ethno-linguistic groups made similar lexicogrammatical choices by using more hypotactic and paratactic clauses that reflected speech which
indicated that the three groups had similar challenges in their acquisition of written discourse. Also,
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the type of linguistic background was not a factor, but having a linguistic background other than
Standard Academic English influenced the use of speech-like clauses in their writing.
Brooks’ study only examined the use of paratactic, hypotactic, main and embedded clauses without
examining the logico-semantic relations within each of and between paratactic, hypotactic, main and
embedded clauses respectively. This present study aims at examining the clause-complex relations.
The simplex and embedded clauses, on the other hand, will not be examined; however; a brief report
on them will be made for informative purposes but they are not directly related to the research
questions.
Srinon and White (2010) conducted a research project which looked into the development of the
generic structure of expository and discussion essay writing among English language major students
in a Thai university. They found that some students could follow the conventional structures as
required by the Sydney genre-based school whereas some could not. Instead of arguing, a number of
students gave advice. Another finding showed the students’ own way to indicate their voice and
position, which reflects to some extent a Thai approach to argumentation in which a middle way is
pursued. Like other studies, their findings confirmed that a successful rhetorical frame correlates with
successful argumentation and discussion.
Srinon and White’s (2011) study on clause complexing in Thai university English language major
students’ essays in a longitudinal genre-based course indicated that that there was a positive
correlation between taking the course and an increased use of logico-semantic resources. Also, when
the resources of logico-semantic relations were under used, the essay was not fully effective
communicatively, and seemed underdeveloped. In addition, the more frequent use of logico-semantic
relations was likely to also involve positive development in a writer’s academic literacy, and the
increase use of projection indicated that the outcome was a positive one, which enabled the writers to
more readily achieve the communicative effects typically required of the types of text.
Srinon’s (2011) longitudinal study indicated that the students’ writing became more fluent and more
nuanced as they made their writing less disjointed by employing fewer simplexes and there was an
increase in the frequency with which they construed logical relations generally and with which they
deployed the relations of projection, causality and counter-expectation in particular. However, in his
study, only three student writers were involved, and each writer produced three essays (i.e. nine essays
in total) – specifically the pre-test, mid-point and end-point essays labelled as HGS1 (high-graded
student), MGS1 (middle-graded student) and LGS1 (low-graded student). Srinon claimed that the
number of essays would be adequate to enable any trends to be discovered in how these students
deployed those logico-semantic resources, and therefore to possibly reach conclusions as to
developments in the writing of the students as a group, but went on to admit that he would be more
confident to make generalisation if a larger number of samples would have been supplied in the
analysis.
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All the studies discussed in Section 2.4 above had employed SFL as a tool of analysis. However, the
focus has been on either experiential, interpersonal or textual functions. It is apparent that there has
not been much research on the use of the logical metafunction in academic writing, but that this
function seems crucial to the ‘character’ of various genres so is highly likely to be important in
successfully realising AEs. Thus, the present study undertakes the LM as a metafunction by itself as
discussed earlier on to show how its contributions to the meaning making of any texts are of equal
importance to those of the other three metafunctions.
In summary, Zhang (2002) analysed a small number of students’ written output from the aspects of
experiential (transitivity), interpersonal (mood) and textual (theme), while Lee (2006) focused on the
interpersonal resources of 12 essays of two different background of writers from the aspect of the
appraisal system in SFL. More importantly, Kongpetch’s (2003), Emilia’s (2005), Srinon and White’s
(2010) and Srinon’s (2011) studies demonstrated that the basic Martin’s argumentation structure
(1985) was useful in helping students write AEs, while Coffin’s (2004) and Lee’s (2006) modified
SFL-based argument stages also yielded a desirable result in terms of the generic structures of AEs. In
terms of the logical metafunction resources, Nesbitt and Plum (1988) investigated the resources of
taxis and logico-semantic relations of a sample of spoken texts generally characterised as ‘narratives’,
while Sriniwass analysed the similar resources employed in the construction of knowledge in
Chemistry textbooks. Of similar focus with that of the present study, was Srinon’s (2011) study;
however, the sample size was relatively smaller i.e. 18 (9 each for pre- and post-tests) and the more
delicate levels of taxis and of each of logico-semantic relations were not investigated in detail.
The present research project has a three-fold aim: first, testing the adequacy of Lee’s interactive
structures of AE and to a certain extent, aiming at proposing a more delicate schematic structure of
AE; second, scrutinising the deployment of the logical metafunction in AE argument constructions;
and the final ultimate aim, investigating whether the schematic structure and logical metafunction
work interdependently or separately in showing how Academic English works in the unfolding of a
text – particularly, in terms of contributing to the degree of success an essay achieves. In greater
depth, the present study attempts to examine whether the resources of clause complexing are integral,
and if so to what extent, to the construction of arguments in each stage and sub-stage of the AE
schematic structure.
The expected results of the project will fill a gap in our knowledge about the role of the logical
function in academic writing, complementing studies conducted on the other metafunctions of SFL in
this field. It will also fill a gap in our knowledge about different cultural or nationality backgrounds,
as the above review shows that only a small amount of work has been done on the role of the logical
function in successful argumentation, and very little of that is set in non-anglo cultural and learning
backgrounds, in particular among tertiary ESL/EFL learners.
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2.5

Relevance of Literature Review to Current Research

The theoretical and empirical research discussed above has shaped the direction and methodology of
the present research on what makes a successful argumentative essay in many ways, including its
inclusion of hortatory and analytical exposition, its use of SFL as the primary analytical framework,
and its specific topic of relating clause complexing to schematic or generic structure .
Firstly, for an adequate analysis of any text, it is clear that only a holistic approach can give an
accurate description of the communicative effect of the text. Such a holistic approach includes the
analysis of various resources of the writer at both macro/global/main stages (discoursal) and
micro/local/sub-stages (lexico-grammar) levels as demonstrated for example by the work of Coffin
and a number of authors cited above. Analysis must be both at the clause and beyond the clause level.
In addition, the focus should also be socio-semantic, which takes into consideration the whole context
in which the text is produced, rather than merely enumerating the frequency of lexical or grammatical
items as some early research did.
The present research is, thus, in the area of discourse analysis with a focus on a particular genre, the
argumentative essay, as produced under examination conditions. Communicative effect refers to the
degree of success of the text in achieving its purpose. The texts used are the Hortatory Exposition type
(as defined by Martin 1985), which form judgement about something and set out to support that
judgement. The success of the communicative purpose is thus how well a writer supports his or her
thesis, and how clear is the presentation of his or her argument. All this underlies the quality of the
text.
Next, the analysis is not just for the linguistic features of the texts, but also an evaluation of the effect
of the texts. It is, thus, both a qualitative as well as quantitative evaluation. Quantitative here does not
refer to the quantitative analysis associated with the “syntactic age.”5 Instead, it is an analysis of
frequency counts for the explicit purposes of establishing a probability of functional semantic choices
in a particular context, an idea propounded by Halliday, and tested by Nesbitt and Plum. It is a
quantitative analysis which is qualitatively motivated because it seeks to identify linguistic correlates
of quality. It may be described as semantic discourse analysis in Grice's sense.6 This focusses on the
distribution of information, clear macro structures to provide unity to the discourse, and a hierarchic
ordering of the propositions of the texts as reflected in the generic structures of the AEs and the taxis
and logico-semantic relations of the clause-complex.

5
In the hey-day of structuralism-behaviouralism and later the generative-transformational approaches
to language, a period referred to as the “syntactic age” (Halliday 1994: xvi), the emphasis was on
form.
6
As Halliday (1985; xvi) pointed out, “A discourse analysis that is not based on grammar is not an
analysis at all but simply a running commentary on a text”.
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This analysis also seeks to confirm the rhetorical pattern/schematic structures of the argumentative
essay genre as Hortatory type or more specifically the (Background)^Thesis^(Preview)^Argument
(n)

[point^elaboration]^Restatement of thesis/Recommendation(s) type with more delicate levels come

under Elaboration (further discussion in the following chapter).
Also, the literature reveals that there are underlying similarities in the different approaches to the
analysis of discourse. It is SFL that I find the most appropriate model for this study’s main analytical
approach since it covers all aspects of language described above - discourse, lexico-grammar and
context – and relates them in one frame. Later developments of the model through the work of
Christie (2012), Martin (1985), Eggins (2004), Halliday and Matthiessen (2004, 2014), Martin and
Rose (2008, 2011), Rose (2008), Rothery (1994), Rothery and Stenglin (1994a, 1994b, 1994c) on
discourse semantics have made the model more comprehensive as a model for text analysis in
academic writing.
Thus, previous studies of tertiary students’ academic writing have not included a big data set of highly
parallel discourse i.e. discourse in which variables such as subject matter and intended audience are
held constant (Tyler, 1994) which would allow us to compare the patterns of parataxis and hypotaxis
in sets of texts perceived to differ in terms of comprehensibility and quality which is reflected in
grades awarded. The present study seeks to begin to fill the gap as the data comprises 60
argumentative essays written in an examination condition. Table 2.1 contains a summary of previous
studies conducted which are relevant and significant to the present study in proving that this present
study is much needed. Based on the summary table, in general, student writers still have problems in
argument constructions due to poor use of both the linguistic and text structure resources in meeting
the linguistic and genre expectations of argumentative writing. The present study inspires to
complement other previous studies to help inform better practice in the teaching and learning of
argumentative writing particularly from the perspectives of SFL. It is drawn on SFL because of SFL’s
explicit focus on language and the tools it provides for studying and teaching genres while writing
research in SFL offers a framework to conceptualize the argument genre and provides a detailed
account of its linguistic features (Bartlett & O’Grady 2017).
Among the studies reviewed, Sriniwass’s (2006) stands out as a comprehensive clause-complex study
and therefore serves as a platform for the present study. However, her study, which was very much
descriptive in nature, focussed only on the analysis of clause complexes without looking into the
structures of the texts of the chemistry textbooks she studied because the belief was that the rhetorical
organisation of a scientific text is “comparatively easy to outline” (Halliday & Martin 1993); for
example, writers wishing to submit journal articles often receive specific instructions asking them to
state the topic, their current state of knowledge, the definition of a problem, the description of the
approach adopted to solving the problem, and the results of the study in linear and non-linear formats
(Sriniwass 2006).
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This present study, on the other hand, aims at investigating the use of clause-complex and at the same
time the employment of schematic structures of AEs in determining successful or less successful
arguments in preparing students for a university entrance test. In fact, in the present study, clause
complexing is seen as a strategy for achieving the appropriate schematic structure. The present study
is to the best of my knowledge the first that exploits taxis and logico-semantic patterning alongside
the schematic structures of AEs in its view of what produces quality academic texts.
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Table 2.1:
Researchers
Nesbitt &
Plum 1988

Greenbaum
& Nelson in
1995

Area of
Study
Relations of
clausecomplex,
especially
conditioning
of logico
semantics on
taxis.

Location of
Study/Audience
Australia/ General

Complexity
of interclausal
relations

UK/General

A Summary of Previous Studies on Clause-Complex (CC)
in Written English in a Large Data Set
Type of Data
Theory
Method/s of
Main Findings
Analysis
Adults’ 123
SFL- Clause
QuantitativeFirst major study in CC.
spoken
Complex
frequency count Locution(264 clauses) is more
narrative texts
of clauseassociated with parataxis (1918
based on
complex
clauses) and idea (185 clauses) is
sociolinguistics
more associated with hypotaxis
interviews on
(815 clauses).
the breeding
In context of expansion (2284
and exhibiting
clauses), there is some degree of
pet dogs
association between taxis and
genre, and between expansion and
genre. Parataxis is more associated
with extension (1159 clauses) and
hypotaxis
more
with
nonextension. Under non-extension,
elaboration (514 clauses) is more
associated with parataxis and
enhancement (611 clauses) with
hypotaxis.

Mixed adults’
text types of
spoken and
written texts

SFL- Clause
Complex

56

Quantitativefrequency count
of clausecomplex

No obvious distinctions could be
drawn between speech and writing
in terms of their relative
complexity (with exception to
natural
conversation).
Conversations were shown to be in
the most distinctive category with
the highest percentage of simple
clauses or simplex and the lowest
percentage of subordination and
coordination.
The findings suggested that spoken
language is less complex than

Differences from
Present Study
Location- Malaysia
Level- Tertiary
Analysis- Schematic
structures of AEs and
logical metafunction
resources in written
academic texts

Location- Malaysia
Level- Tertiary
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction

written language.

Matthiessen
1995

Relations of
clausecomplex

Australia/Fiction for
children

A short
narrative for
children

SFL- Clause
Complex

Quantitativefrequency count
of clausecomplex

A combination of hypotaxis with
locution, not combination of
hypotaxis with idea as discovered
by Nesbitt and Plum.
Genre of children's short story
obviously contains more examples
of characters talking; thus, locution
should predominate.

Location- Malaysia
Level- Tertiary
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction

Ching 1998

Linguistic
features in
exam and
non-exam
texts.

Singapore/Tertiary
student writers

30 mixed essay
text-type of
tertiary EAP
non-native
writing

SFL- Textual &
Ideational
(experiential &
logical)
Metafunctions

Qualitative &
QuantitativeSPSS
(statistical
package for the
social sciences)
to calculate the
occurrence of
textual and
clause
distributions
and testing the
hypotheses

The study tested the test condition;
not so much about the differences
in linguistic differences. There was
not much difference in linguistic
complexity for good quality and
poor-quality texts, or for Stress and
Non-stress texts. There was,
however, a high proportion of
hypotactic clauses and this
appeared to conform to the
findings of Nesbitt and Plum on
the genre of expository writing.
There also seemed to be a generic
variation in the semantic relations
between clauses i.e. there were
more expansion than projection
clauses. For the projection clauses
used, ideas formed the bulk of the
logico-semantic relations. For
expansion
clauses
used,
enhancement clauses formed the
bulk.

Location- Malaysia;
ESL tertiary students
received similar
instruction in EAP;
tested on the similar
essay question
GenreArgumentative
Writing
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction
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Coffin 2004

Argument
structures

UK/Pre-university
student writers

56 of short
AEs of IELTS
EFL candidates

SFL- Text
(particularly
Argument)
Structure &
Lexicogrammar;
Hortatory vs.
Analytical

Qualitativeanalysis
argument
structure

Candidates
showed
overall
preference for exposition over
discussion
argument
genres:
hortatory
expositions
were
preferred
over
hortatory
discussions; analytical expositions
over analytical discussions; and for
hortatory
over
analytical
arguments.
High
scoring
candidates have a better grasp of
argument structures; however,
absence of argument structure was
not the only factor leading to low
score as other weak linguistic
features were also another factor.

Location- Malaysia;
ESL tertiary students
received similar
instruction in EAP;
similar cultural
background
Level- Tertiary
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction
Argument
schematic
structuresemployment of more
delicate stages.

Saet 2004

SFL Genrebased
approach to
teaching of
AW

Malaysia/ESL
secondary school
writers

20 AEs (each
pre- and posttest)

SFL Genre
Based
ApproachLexicogrammar
& Generic
Structures of
AE

Qualitative &
Quantitative
(frequency
count)

Students did better after the
treatment in terms of generic
structure, modality, connectives,
passives and nominalisations.

Level- tertiary
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction
Argument
schematic
structuresemployment of more
delicate stages

Ping &
Geok 2005

SFL- clause
complex

Singapore/Secondary
school writers

20 mixed types
of essays of
five different
secondary
schools

SFL- Clause
Complex

Qualitative &
Quantitative(frequency
count and
inferential

A comparison of the use of clausecomplex relations between the
better and weaker writers did not
yield statistically significant
results. Manual analysis of clause

Location- Malaysia,
ESL, students
received similar
instruction in EAP
Level- tertiary
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Lee 2006

SFL- the use
of schematic
structures
and the
interpersonal
resources

Australia/Tertiary
student writers

Six
argumentative
/persuasive
essays of each
Australianborn group and
East-Asian
group of
students

SFLInterpersonal
metafunction
(particularly
Appraisal) &
Generic
Structures of
APES
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statistics used
in testing the
validity of the
findings)

complex showed that weak writers
had a poor grasp of structures
related to grammar and linkages of
ideas in simplex as well clause
complex.

GenreArgumentative
Writing
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction

Qualitative

In terms of overall schematic
structure, there were no significant
differences between groups. The
differences were demonstrated at
the delicate level of the text
organisation in a number of ways
among which EAS tended to
employ more facts, examples and
evidence to construct their
arguments while ABS were prone
to raise their personal viewpoints
to suggest steps through which
they built their arguments. The
major findings revealed that ABS
tended to benefit from the learning
of genre-based learning writing
during their school and
undergraduate time while EAS
have difficulties in using
appropriate metaphorical and
formality commands and
mitigating commands due to their
educational background and
cultural differences. In other
words, the ABS had successfully
employed the resources of
interpersonal especially Appraisal

Location- Malaysia,
ESL, similar cultural
background
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Argument
schematic
structures- White’s
orbital analysis of
news structure and
Lee’s extended model
on more delicate
stages.
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction

in writing APEs.
Sriniwass
2006

Clause
analysis of
Chemistry
textbooks

Malaysia/Tertiary
student writers

Three
Chemistry
textbooks

SFL- Logical
Metafunction
particularly
clausecomplexes

Qualitativedescriptive
analysis and
frequency count
of clause
complexes

In constructing the knowledge in
the Chemistry textbooks, the
common resources employed were
primarily Positive Additive and
Adversative of Paratactic
Extension relations, and in terms of
Hypotactic Enhancement relations,
Causal-Conditional, Manner and
Temporal were the primary ones.
Besides, Finite Hypotactic
Elaboration within Elaboration
relations, were also significant.

GenreArgumentative
writing
Methods of analysisInvestigative analysis
of argument generic
structures in relation
with the employment
of clause complex in
producing successful
or less successful
arguments

Cullip 2009

SFL &
Genre-based
Approach to
teaching of
AW

Malaysia/Secondary
school student
writers

20 AEs- each
of pre- and
post-tests
(Extended
research based
on Saet’s
study)

SFLLexicogrammar,
CC & Generic
Structures of AEs

Qualitative &
Quantitative
(frequency
count)

After some training, post-test
results indicated students showed
clearer position in arguing
cohesively and coherently. In
terms of number of simplex and
clause complex, the pre-test essays
had more total numbers of clauses
with more simplex than complex.
The post-test essays contained less
numbers of clauses, but clause
complex outnumbered the simplex,
shown in the high use of
nominalisations, grammatical
metaphors while internal
conjunctions were used to order
arguments logically and events in
time.

Level- tertiary
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction
Argument
schematic
structuresemployment of more
delicate stages

Brooks 2010

SFL- Taxis

US/Community

45 Expository

SFL- Clause

Quantitative-

Generally, all the three groups

Location- Malaysia

60

analysis

college student
writers

essays of three
different ethnic
group studentsAfrican
American,
Hispanic &
Haitian

Complex

SPSS means,
standard
deviation and
significance
tests

employed similar lexicogrammatical choices by using more
hypotactic than paratactic clauses
which reflected their speech which
indicated that all of them had
similar challenges in their
acquisition of written discourse.
The type of linguistic background
(AAVE, Haitian Creole or
Spanish) was not a factor, but
having a linguistic background
other than Standard Academic
English influenced the use of
speech-like clauses.

Level- tertiary
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction
Genre Argumentative
Writing

Srinon &
White 2010

SFL-Essay
structure and
logicosemantic
resources

Thailand/ Tertiary
student writers

Nine
Expository and
nine
Discussion
essays of three
tertiary student
writers who
major in
English
language

SFL GenreBased Approach
to Teaching
Exposition and
Discussion
essays

Qualitative

Some students could follow the
conventional structures as required
by the Sydney genre-based school
whereas some could not. Instead of
arguing, some gave advice.
Another finding showed their own
way to indicate their voice and
position which reflects some sort
of Thai way of argumentation in
which a middle way of making
argumentation.

Location- Malaysia
Level- tertiary (non
English language
major)
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction
Argument generic
structuresemployment of more
delicate stages
based on Lee’s
extended model and

Srinon &
White 2011

Case study
on genrebased
writing

Thailand/ Tertiary
student writers

Nine
Expository and
Nine
Discussion

SFL- Clause
Complex

Qualitative

There is a positive correlation
between taking the course and a
substantial increase in students’
use of the resources of logico-

Location- Malaysia
Level- tertiary
No. of texts- 60 of
fairly distributed of
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course using
SFL-Essay
structure and
logicosemantic
resources

essays of three
tertiary student
writers who
major in
English
language

semantic after the course. When
the resources of logico-semantic
relations were under used, the
essay was not fully effective
communicatively and seemed
underdeveloped. More frequent use
of logico-semantic relations is
likely to also involve positive
development in a writer’s
academic literacy. “Attempted”
hypotactic relations increased
substantially. The use of projection
increased which indicated that the
outcome is a positive one and
enables the writers to more readily
achieve the communicative effects
typically required of the types of
text. The overall findings indicated
that the students’ writing has
become more fluent and more
nuanced as they have made their
writing less disjointed by
employing fewer simplexes and
have increased the frequency with
which they construed logical
relations generally and with which
they deployed the relations of
projection, causality and counterexpectation.
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HGE, MGE and LGE
Clause complexAnalysis of logical
metafunction with
more delicate choices
of logico-semantic
relation
Argument
schematic
structuresemployment of more
delicate stages
based on Lee’s
extended model.

2.6

Conclusion

This chapter has situated the present research in a Systemic Functional Linguistics approach. The review
of the literature has traced the various studies on argumentative essays from the perspectives genre and
SFL metafunctions and has highlighted the fact that the different approaches in the metafunctions show
different results with respect to students writing abilities. Very few studies have focused on students'
simultaneous deployment of AE schematic structures with the logical metafunction resources, and the
research done was not in-depth. This present study will explore the more delicate layers of the schematic
structures as well as the logical metafunction resources found in tertiary students’ argumentative essays.
Numerous studies on argumentative essays (as mentioned in the literature review as well as by other
researchers) indicated that students still struggle with the genre and fail to perform it successfully in their
academic assessment (Bacha 2010, Davies 2008, Gomez-Laich, Miller & Pessoa 2019, Hirvela 2017,
Lee & Deakin 2016, Mitchell & Riddle 2000, Nagao 2017, 2018, Nesi & Gardner 2006, Pessoa, Mitchell
& Reilly 2018, Wingate 2012, Yasuda 2011). This is because in an ESL context, "the capacity to write
effective argumentative essays is also an important marker of ESL writing ability, as argumentation is at
the heart of ESL writing assessment” (Hirvela 2017, p69). Hirvela (2017) further claimed that by going to
where argumentative teaching and learning take place, we can tackle argumentative conceptualizations
and pedagogy because it is quite astonishing to realize that, in the approximately 30 years in which
second language writing scholars have researched argumentation, they have learned shockingly little
about how ESL writing instructors teach (and conceptualize) argumentation, and what happens when ESL
students attempt to learn it. Therefore, the present study aims at being a small part of a more effective
research push to help improve the standard of ESL writing.
The following Chapter 3 offers detailed discussion on the choice of Systemic Functional Linguistics as
both the theoretical as well as analytical framework for the present study.
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Chapter 3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Theoretical Framework
3.1

Introduction

The previous chapter surveyed teaching approaches, language theories and previous studies that inform
this research project, and along the way it introduced SFL’s basic concepts of context/text relations and
related argument structure to the concept of genre. The chapter also reviewed complementary approaches
to the study of clause-complexing which serve as antecedents to Halliday and Matthiessen’s IFG (2004),
and examined the most relevant literature on clause-complexing relations in genres that are closely related
to the focus of the present study, plus some other studies that use the same general theoretical approach of
SFL. The results of these studies show the importance of mapping various metafunctions to the structures
of academic writing. As mentioned earlier, the major goal of the present study is to see the deployment of
the logical metafunction in each delicate stage of argumentative essays of Malaysia tertiary students.
This chapter presents the theoretical foundation underlying the present research and its analytical tools.
For the first Research Question 1, which is on differences in schematic structure of essays of different
grades in the MUET context. The analytical framework is based on the schematic structure of Martin
(1995a), which has since been extended by Lee (2006), drawing on perspectives from the work of Hoey
and

Thompson

(1999),

producing

an

interactive

view

of

the

schematic

structure

of

argumentative/persuasive essays (APEs) through linguistic signalling devices. The focus of Research
Question 2, on the other hand, is on logico-semantic relations and taxis within the clause complexes of the
essays; thus, the principal source of the analytical framework is Halliday’s and Matthiessen’s (2004)
systemic functional linguistic model of clause complexing (itself based on Halliday 1973, 1975, 1978,
1985 & 1994). The third research question is explored through the mapping the answers of research
questions one and two onto each other. The third research question can be considered the main
contribution of the present research as two different analytical tools are mapped together to help explain
why some AEs are more successful than the others.
In general, SFL views language as a means of making meaning and the belief is that presenting grammar
as merely “right” or “wrong” is misleading because grammatical choices are actually reflecting
possibilities in meaning making (Halliday 1979, p. 185). This chapter will explain the relevance of SFL in
exploring linguistic resources in English AEs. In section 3.1, a brief historical development of the
schematic structure will be outlined, and justifications are provided as to why it is suitable for the present
study. Section 3.2 outlines a review of the theoretical concepts of taxis and logico-semantic relations,
which will be the base to build and justify the coding decisions made in the analysis. The base will
provide the analytical foundations for explorations of taxis and logico-semantic relations in Chapter 6.
Section 3.3 will be on grammatical metaphor, in particular experiential and logical metaphor. The final
section 3.4 offers an overall review of the analytical approaches to the study in justifying the ways in
which the analytical frameworks are set out.
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3.2

Schematic Structure

This section will discuss in detail what schematic structure is, its historical development and the
motivation for choosing it as part of the present study’s theoretical as well as analytical framework. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, the main concern of Martin’s genre theory is to account for the impact
on language of the purpose of an interaction. Therefore, in an interaction, certain strategies regarded as
stages are adopted through which the overall purpose of an interaction is achieved.
The function of each stage in an interaction differs, but the sum of all the stages ensures that the purpose
is accomplished. In other words, each stage serves a particular function, and all stages together contribute
to overall meanings necessary for the genre to function successfully (Martin, 1995a). The staged and
goal-oriented organisation of genres is referred to as a ‘schematic structure’ as stated in the following:
Schematic structure represents the positive contribution genre makes to a text:
a way of getting from A to B in the way a given culture accomplishes
whatever the genre in question is functioning to do in a culture.
(Martin, 1985, p. 251)
Ideally, the schematic structure consists of functionally distinct stages through which a text of a particular
genre unfolds to achieve the overall purpose of the text (Eggins, 2004). These stages, as well as the
overall purpose, are realised through particular lexicogrammatical features (Gerot 1995), which is the
second part of the theoretical framework of the present study and will be discussed in detail in the
following section. In any genre-based approaches to writing, the central belief is that writing is a means
for achieving particular purposes. For readers to recognise the writer’s purpose, writers need to follow
certain social conventions for organising messages. These abstract, socially recognised ways of using
language for particular purposes are called genres. The importance of a genre orientation is that “it
incorporates discourse and contextual aspects of language use that may be neglected when attending to
structures, functions and processes alone” (Hyland 2003, p18). In addition, an SFL approach to genre
investigates how language is used to make meaning to achieve the goals of a genre because SFL-based
instruction focuses on making language choices explicit in order to scaffold students’ production of
different genres and has resulted in writing improvement, particularly for L2 writers (e.g., Dreyfus,
Humphrey, Mahboob, & Martin 2016, Hirvela 2016, Humphrey & Macnaught, 2016).
Martin’s approach draws on but is distinct from the influential model developed by Hasan (1978,
1984a,1984b 1985, 1986), who distinguishes between obligatory elements and optional elements of
schematic structure in proposing for a generic structure potential (GSP) of a genre. The obligatory
elements constitute the genre, elements which must exist in order to achieve the purpose of the
interaction. On other hand, optional elements also contribute towards the purpose, but they could be left
out without affecting the successful outcome of the interaction. Thus, optional elements help to account
for the variations within the genre, including how an individual text may either be an acceptable variant
or may be one that does not meet the community’s expectations for the text type it is attempting to
instantiate. Figure 3.1 provides an example of the linear representation of a schematic structure of a
transaction genre.
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Figure 3.1:

An example of a linear representation of the schematic structure of a specific sales
transaction (Hasan 1985, p. 64)

In Figure 3.1 above, the symbol that exists between the stages indicates that the stages are ordered with
respect to each other. The stages placed in the round brackets ( ) are optional and in this representation,
they are the stages of Greeting, Sales Initiation, Sales Enquiry and Finish. The ^ sign shows that the
sequence between stages on its left and right is fixed while the dot (.) between stages means that there is
more than one option in the sequence. The square brackets [ ] indicate that the options of a sequence are
restricted to stages in the square brackets while { } shows that the sequence of stages is recursive as a
whole. Therefore, in this linear representation of the schematic structure of a transaction, the ordering of
the stages both obligatory and optional in the genre is established. This acts as a kind of template for the
genre of the texts. For example, in the transaction depicted in 3.1, if there is no ‘sales inquiry’ element
there can be no sales transaction, whereas a greeting is not strictly required for an interaction to ‘count’ as
a sales transaction.
However, text ‘success’ is not only measured by whether the text can be recognised as a member of its
text type: for example, it may be the case that greetings produce more successful sales transactions in
terms of the amount purchased or customer satisfaction. Looking at schematic structure this way is
important for the present study. It is hoped that based on the quantitative analysis of the essay structure
carried out in this study, variations in schematic structure can be identified and described in terms of their
role in producing successful and less successful AEs. In other words, while some variations in text
structure may mean that a text does not achieve the obligatory stages for an argumentative essay, other
variations although not ‘fatal’ may still reduce the successfulness of the essay. In this way, "it assists
students to exploit the expressive potential of society’s discourse structures instead of merely being
manipulated by them.” (Hyland 2007, p. 148).
There are numerous genres in all cultures, each of which has been developed to serve a different purpose.
In many cultures, particularly in cultures that use English language as the medium of instruction,
expository writing is highly valued as it serves as “a quest for truth” (Martin 1985, p. 26). Martin goes on
to suggest the terms ‘analytical’ and ‘hortatory’ to distinguish one type of exposition which persuades the
reader that the thesis is well formulated from another type of exposition which persuades the reader to do
what the thesis recommends. The difference between those two terms is based on the overall purposes of
the writer whether he or she “aims to analyse and argue about the world is or argue about how the world
should be” (Coffin 2004, p. 231). Within SFL it is Martin’s approach to modelling schematic structure
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that has used most frequently to study academic writing and so this is the broad approach taken in the
present study.
Further separation of analytical and hortatory forms into two broad categories- one-sided and two-(or
more) sided- would distinguish four main arguments genres as shown in Table 3.1. Under Martin’s
approach, a one-sided argument is referred to as an exposition genre, whereas a two-sided argument is
referred to as a discussion genre.

Table 3.1:

Four Main Argument Genres (Coffin 2004, p232; Mayor et al 2009)

‘persuading that’

One-sided Argument
analytical exposition genre

Two-sided Argument
analytical discussion genre

‘persuading to’

hortatory exposition genre

hortatory discussion genre

Argumentation is generally defined as a rhetorical organisation of ideas that aims to increase or decrease
“the acceptability of a controversial standpoint for the listener or reader” (van Eemeren et al 1996, cited
in Coffin 2004, p. 230). Coffin takes the four main argument genres and identifies different argument
structures for each according to its purpose and strategy, as seen in Table 3.2 below. It can be observed
that the ‘exposition’ genre differs from the ‘discussion’ genre in its social purpose. The social purpose of
an exposition is to persuade the reader to a particular point of view, while that of a discussion is to present
two or more points of view, and then argue for one point over the others. Because of the different
purposes and strategies, the four main argument genres are made up of different stages and are organised
differently.

Table 3.2:
Genre
Purpose

Staging

Four Common Argument Genres in Student Academic Writing (Coffin 2004,
p.236)
Hortatory
Exposition
to put forward a
point of view and
recommend a
course of action
Thesis
^
(Recommendation)
^ Arguments +
Evidence
^ (Counter Arguments +
Evidence)
^ (Reinforcement of
Thesis)
^ Recommendation

Analytical
Exposition
to put forward
a point of view
or argument

Thesis
^ Arguments +
Evidence
^ (CounterArguments +
Evidence)
^ Reinforcement
of Thesis
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Hortatory
Discussion
to argue the case for
two or more points
of view about an
issue and
recommend a course
of action
Issue
^Arguments +
Evidence (2
or more perspectives)
^(Judgment/Position)

Analytical
Discussion
to argue the case for
two or more points
of view about an
issue and state a
position
Issue
^ Arguments +
Evidence (2
or more perspectives)
^ Judgment/Position

Note:

1. Optional stages are enclosed in parentheses
2. ^ = ‘is followed by’

Based on the table above, the argumentative essay (AE) form examined in this study would be placed
under the ‘Hortatory Exposition’ genre category. This type of essay is a kind of factual text with the
purpose of persuading people that a particular point of view is correct. In achieving this purpose, several
stages would need to be present, with a typical staging or schematic structure being as follows: Thesis ^
Arguments + Evidence ^ (Counter-Argument + Evidence) ^ (Reinforcement of Thesis) ^
Recommendation.
Usually located towards the end of the ‘Introductory’ paragraph of an essay, the ‘Thesis’ stage expresses
the essay’s main proposition. It announces the topic, if not announced in a previous stage, and usually
suggests the way in which the writer will support his or her point of view. Based on Toulmin’s model
(1958), the ‘Thesis’ statement comes with a claim and the suggestions how the writer will support his or
her point of view are normally supported by up to six elements such as data, warrant, backing etc. A
number of studies have shown that more successful essays contain a ‘Thesis’ statement that accurately
predicts the content of the essay (Ananda, Arsyad & Dharmayan 2018, Anita 2012, Brisk 2014, Coffin
2006, de Oliveira 2011, Miller & Pessoa 2016, Wachsmuth & Stein 2017).
For the ‘Arguments + Evidence’ stage, arguments supporting the position will be given, along with
evidence to support these arguments. Both the ‘Counter-Argument’ and ‘Reinforcement of Thesis’ stages
are optional for this kind of essay. While the counter arguments and evidence may be acknowledged so
that the writer does not appear overly simplistic and polemical, in the ‘Reinforcement of Thesis’ stage,
the writer reinforces his or her position (Coffin 2004, p. 237; Gerot 1995, p. 23; Lee 2006, p. 57). Finally,
is the obligatory ‘Recommendation’ stage where the writer suggests or recommends a course of action for
social change by using modals of obligation or necessity (Coffin 2004, p. 236).
The linear representation of generic structures has been criticised, for example by Ventola (1987), who
suggests that a more dynamic representation of schematic structures should be preferred as “all the
actualised structures are considered perfectly functional as textual realizations of a service encounter
genre” (Ventola, 1987:81). However, her suggestion seems to be more appropriate for capturing the
stages of spoken genres and the way that the ‘next move’ depends on how participants co-operate in an
exchange structure. In the present study, a linear representation of the AE schematic structure is more
appropriate as AE is a written genre and the texts analysed are finished product. In addition, a piece of
good writing normally has fairly orderly patterns of organisation in producing more coherent essays
(Lindeberg 1985, Yang & Cahill 2008). This is supported by Ravelli (2004) and Wingate (2012) who
argue that those linear stages of argumentative texts build up an argument paragraph by paragraph, with
each part of the argument leading to the next.
Text structure acts to achieve certain rhetorical or communicative objectives. Thus, we are interested in
how a given textual structure arranges and presents informational meanings, in where given meanings are
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located in the movement from textual opening to closure, in how informational meanings interact and in
whether sets of distinct meanings operate to establish stages of textual unfolding (White 1997: p8). In
other words, we are interested in how the textual structures are arranged schematically in achieving the
purpose of the AEs.
Based on Srinon’s and White’s (2010) study, a complementary way of conceiving of text structure in AEs
is to see the ‘Thesis’ as the nucleus of an essay. The ‘Thesis’ is then supported by the relations of
‘Arguments + Evidence’ and in the concluding paragraph, the ‘Thesis’ will be reiterated by the relations
of the ‘Reinforcement of Thesis’ and followed by the ‘Recommendation’ stage. In this model, the AE
begins with a central concept i.e. the ‘Thesis’ stage and each the ‘Argument + Evidence’ stages elaborate
a part that concept. Thus, these stages constitute the basis of AE.
Another reason for the inclusion of the schematic structure as the theoretical as well as analytical
framework for the present study is that a linear representation of AE has been commonly taught in
Malaysia and been using in planning and practising essay writing by Malaysian students at all education
levels, namely, primary, secondary and tertiary (Botley 2014).
However, it has been apparent for some time that both good and weak writers can master the basic
structure of AE (Stuart-Smith 1998, Coffin 2004, Ping & Geok 2005, Lee 2006), suggesting that
differences between successful and less successful essays may be at a finer scale. Lee (2006) addresses
this question in her research by offering a more delicate structure. In her model ‘Argument’ is supported
by the relations of a newly introduced stage ‘Elaboration’, and the ‘Evidence’ stage becomes one of the
more delicate stages of the ‘Elaboration’. A further discussion on the more delicate stages of
‘Elaboration’ will be offered in the subsequent chapter.
Lee’s contention is that when an essay complies with this more elaborated schematic structure, this can
help shape the text to be more coherent and offer no disruption of information flow: this elaborated
structure is better at differentiating between good and weak writers because “text structure has a major
role to play in ensuring successful communication” (Grabe & Kaplan 1996:42). This is further
emphasised by Ravelli (2004) that “the student who can successfully predict where they are going, flag
where they are, and reiterate where they have been, is more likely to be able to convince through their
writing, than the student who cannot” (p. 104). Similarly, Christie and Derewianka (2008) argue that in
order to argue successfully, students need to “manage he flow of information … deploying [appropriate]
strategies for the reader by foreshadowing at the beginning how the text will unfold … and subsequently
predicting the method of development of each stage of the paragraph.” (p. 116)
To summarise this section then, this thesis uses Lee’s elaborated model of AE text structure which is
broadly based on the seminal work of SFL scholars including Martin and Coffin in particular.

3.3

Clauses and clause complexes

In the previous section, the historical development of models of schematic structure and the reasons why
this approach has been chosen to be the theoretical as well as analytical framework for the present study
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were dealt with. This present section will deal with the historical development of another aspect of
study’s theoretical and analytical framework, namely why and how it will analyse clauses and clause
complexes.
Halliday defines the clause as a “grammatical unit in which semantic constructs of different kinds are
brought together and integrated into a whole” (Halliday 1985, p.66). The semantic constructs referred to
are the broadly grouped into three metafunctions which combine to make up the clause, namely the
ideational, the interpersonal and the textual metafunctions.
A clause is the highest-ranking unit in lexico-grammar. A clause, however, often does not stand on its
own. In a discourse, clauses often combine into a clause complex. Halliday describes the function of a
clause complex as:
the grammar's way of showing (1) that and (2) how the processes going
together in a sequence are all related to each other.
(Halliday 1985, p.82)

While the clause complex is a structural entity, it also describes the functional organisation of a sentence,
that is, it describes how the various clauses of a sentence are related logically and semantically. Halliday
calls this “the functional-semantic relations that make up the logic of natural language” (1994, p. 216).
This logic is made up of the components of propositions and their constituents and relations between
propositions 7(Ellis 1987, p. 108). In a coherent text, these propositions are semantically related, and this
relationship is inherent in the structure of the clause complex of interdependent clauses (as will be
demonstrated in a later example). Ellis calls it the “logical linguistic structure... relations between
propositions represented by clauses and sentences in parataxis and hypotaxis, with their conjunction and
relevant adjuncts” (1987, p. 124).
Since clauses are the highest-ranking unit in lexico-grammar and are essentially the structure which carry
a discourse forward, an investigation into clauses particularly clause complexes must surely reveal certain
features which characterise a text. Some questions raised are: are there typical associations of taxis and
logico-semantic relations for argumentative writing? Are there quantitative patterns in clauses for
different types of texts? Do these quantitative patterns reveal qualitative differences in the texts?

3.3.1

Interdependency in the clause complex

Clause complexes are created by two systems, which work simultaneously. They are the interdependent
systems of “taxis” and logico-semantic relations. Both of these systems provide the “functional
framework for describing the clause complex” (Halliday 1994: 216). Both resources too serve to move a
discourse forward. The interdependency network is shown in Figure 3-2 (Matthiessen 1995, p. 129).

7

Logical relations may also involve proposals, but these are less common in AEs so will not be
considered here.
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3.3.1.1 The “Taxis” Interdependency System
The “taxis” system is made up of parataxis and hypotaxis. In traditional grammar, parataxis refers to
coordination (when clauses are of equal status) and hypotaxis refers to subordination (when clauses are of
unequal status). A paratactic structure is a repetition of clauses of equal status coordinated by “and”
whereas a hypotactic structure is a repetition of dependent clauses.

Figure 3.2:

TAXIS and TYPE OF INTERDEPENDENCE

The interdependency is indicated by numerals 1,2,3,4 … for parataxis and Greek symbols α, β, γ, δ … for
hypotaxis. Paratactic structures are “progressive” in realisation in having a straightforward linear
sequence 1^2^3. Hypotactic, on the other hand, may be “progressive” or “non-progressive” in realisation
because the linear sequence may be α^β^γ or γ^β^α where α is the head or main clause.
Thus, the interdependency of the clause complex He rose and then he spoke (Matthiessen 1995, p. 130)
is analysed as follows (Matthiessen 1995, p130):
He rose

1

and then he spoke

2

The sequence of dependency is 1^2. This is a paratactic interdependency.
The interdependency of the clause complex He spoke after he had risen. (Matthiessen 1995, p130) is
analysed as follows (Matthiessen 1995, p130):
He spoke

α

after he had risen.

β

The β-clause is a finite dependent clause and the interdependency between the clauses is hypotactic.
Similarly, an example can be given from the corpus for the present study:
MGE19
Complex
J

Clause no.
1

Taxis
α

2

β

Our nation will need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas
and 200 livers a year
to save patients’ lives.

is analysed as
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Our nation will need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year

α

to save patients’ lives

β

(β being a non-finite dependent clause)

The sequence of dependency for this and the previous example is α ^ β. Each is a hypotactic
interdependency consisting of two clauses, a primary clause α and a dependent clause or secondary
clause, β.
However, clause complexes are more intricate than the above examples and can combine both paratactic
and hypotactic interdependencies. For example, MGE3 student’s text which is as below:
From the above statement, we can conclude
that our nation rates of organ donation are low
and these mean [[more patients will die per year due the shortage
problem]].

α
‘β

1
+2

The sequence of interdependency is now α^β1^β2 consisting of three clauses. This means that the β
clause is dependent on the α clause semantically, and within the β clause there is another dependency, a
paratactic one symbolised by 1 and 2 which are themselves linked semantically.
The semantic relationships are better indicated in this longer and more complex example taken from
spoken discourse (Halliday 1985: 85). The text extract is about buying a dog. The sequences clearly show
four main propositions in the event: these report the actions of telephoning, action of describing, action of
going over and action of buying. These sequences are linked paratactically and are marked by 1,2,3,4.
Such sequences which carry a discourse forward are described by Matthiessen as semantic sequences of
processes.
Within each piece of action is a semantically related piece of information. For example, in the fourth and
most intricate sequence, internally there are just two parts: the first part reports that the speaker bought
the dog (4α) and the second part relates why she did so (4β). Within the 4β sequence, there are three
parts: 4β1, 4β2, 4β3; 4β1 and 4β2 give the reasons (cause) for buying and 4β3 gives the intended effect.
Clause complexes are thus seen to influence the rhetorical organisation of a discourse and make important
contributions to text structure, as pointed out by Matthiessen (1995).
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In this thesis, I will treat the logico-semantic analyses outlined in this chapter as working at the semantic
as well as the lexicogrammatical level. It is true that clause complexing patterns do not go ‘very far up’
into the semantics, and other models are available for doing this, such as Rhetorical Structure Analysis
(Mann, Matthiessen & Thompson 1989). However the choice in this thesis is to use clause and clause
complex level analysis, given that conjunctions and clause combining as potentially teachable, that little
work has been done at the basic level of clause complexing on the role of logico-semantic in successful
essay writing, and because logico-semantic relations are perhaps inherently organised around semantic
distinctions to a greater extent than other than other lexicogrammatical units.

3.3.2

The Logico-Semantic Interdependency System

The second interdependency system is the logico-semantic relation. Logico-semantic relation refers to the
way meaning is developed- either by expansion or projection as shown in the network in Figure 3.3
(Matthiessen 1995, p142).
In expansion, the secondary clause expands the primary clause by elaborating it, extending it or
enhancing it. Elaborating clause complexes include expository, exemplificatory, and clarificatory options;
extending clause complexes include addition (also adversative) and variation; and enhancing clause
complexes include the various circumstantial relations recognised in English (spatial-temporal, causalconditional, manner) (Matthiessen 1995, p148).
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The relationship between the primary and secondary clauses is typically marked by
structural conjunctions such as and, then, so, if, when etc.
In projection, the primary clause projects the secondary clause as a locution (thing said) or an idea.
The logico-semantic notation is:
Expansion:

elaborating =
extending

+

enhancement
Projection:

x

locution ”
idea '

Figure 3.3:

Subtypes of Projection and Expansion and typical conjunctions associated with
them (after Matthiessen 1995)
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Halliday's example which was taken from excerpt in Plum’s PhD thesis (1988a, 1988b) may also be
analysed for logico-semantic relations:

The analysis of clause complex relations in the text extract above shows how the strategy for forming
clause complex relations guides the local development in construction of meaning of the genre. Thus, a
similar analysis undertaken in the present thesis will point towards an indication of the favoured
logogenetic or tactic patterns in the constructions of arguments in the AEs.

3.3.3

Clause complex and mode

Clauses are recursive in nature. This is diagrammatically represented in Figure 3.4. (after Matthiessen
1995, p. 139), which displays the choice to go on or stop (||).
Figure 3.4:

Open-ended Choice in Clause Complex
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Matthiessen (1995: 139) describes clause complexes as open-ended. This open-endedness is more
obvious in spoken discourse. Of the two basic modes, writing typically represents experience as things or
products, which accounts for a higher proportion of nominal groups; spoken language, on the other hand,
expresses experience as something happening or in progress, which accounts for the larger proportion of
verbs (Halliday 1985).
This is reflected in the grammatical structure of the clause complex in the two modes. When we speak,
we relate an experience as something happening. This is clear in the example of buying dog: so we rang
up the breeder and she tried to describe the dog to us which was very hard to do over the phone so we...
This is the grammatical intricacy of spoken language, described by Halliday as “its intricacy of
movement” (Halliday 1985: 87).
By contrast if the above were described in writing as action, it might be as follows:
As the breeder's phone description of the dog was not clear, we …
Here, the actions of phoning and describing are seen as events referred to by using noun group
(description) and not verbs. This does not mean, however, that only spoken language is grammatically
intricate. Written discourse can be as intricate too, as indicated in the example below:

Both extracts are highly complex in clause structure, but as can be seen from the analysis, the pattern of
interdependency is different. In Text extract 1 (spoken text on buying a dog), the type of taxis is
predominantly paratactic whereas that of Extract 2 (written text in a chemistry textbook) is hypotactic.

3.3.4

Embedded clauses

A clause is the highest-ranking unit, but an embedded clause is a rank-shifted clause and is not analysed
in the taxis system. It does not enter into logico-semantic relations with other clauses. It functions within
the structure of the clause only as i) a Post-modifier in a nominal group (in traditional grammar, this kind
of embedded clause is called a defining clause); ii) the head of a nominal group (i.e. nominalisation) or
iii) a Post-modifier in an adverbial group (Halliday 1994: 242). It is, therefore, an element within a group,
the nominal group.
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e.g.

Some homes are equipped with facilities [[to entertain guests during their stay]].

The part marked [[ ]] is the embedded clause. However, the role of embedded clauses is not a part of the
focus of this present research. The explanation is only to indicate that they must be distinguished from
ranking clauses for the purpose of the present analysis.

3.3.5

The Logical Metafunction

The logical component of the ideational metafunction joins clauses that construe ‘quanta of change’ into
sequences of figures through the two systems of TAXIS and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS which
account for how clauses form complexes with other clauses. The relations between clauses will be
interpreted with respect to the system of interdependence and the system of logico-semantics in SFL
terms. This is shown in Figure 3.3 before. As mentioned earlier, there are two systems at work when it
comes to establishing a relation between one clause and another. These are TAXIS (also known as the
INTERDEPENDENCY SYSTEM) and LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS.
Although the proposed research will reflect broadly the same theoretical concepts of taxis and logicosemantic relations founded by Halliday (1994) and extended in Halliday and Matthiessen (2004, 2014),
the study will also make reference to complementary explanations of the system of clause complexing
namely, Eggins (1994 & 2004), Bloor & Bloor (2004), Downing & Locke (2002/1992), Morley (2004),
Martin and Rose (2003), Matthiessen (1992) and Martin (1983 & 1992). This will facilitate a clearer
understanding of the system of clause complexing for the purpose of text analysis.
The first is the notion of TAXIS, which is a system that deals with the status of the relation of a clause
within a clause complex, that is whether the clause is joined into a paratactic [equal status] or hypotactic
[unequal status] relation. Second, there is the relation between clauses within a complex, which is covered
by the LOGICO-SEMANTIC TYPE system, a system that varies as to whether the relation is one of
expansion or one of projection.

3.3.5.1 Taxis
As previously mentioned, the relationship between two clauses is either paratactic, where both clauses are
of equal status, or hypotactic, where the clauses are of unequal status, one being dominant and the other
dependent. Elaborated examples can be found in section 3.3.1.1 above.

3.3.5.2

Logico-Semantic Relations

While the nexus is a pairing of clauses of equal and unequal statuses, the type of relation that ties each
pair together is the domain of the LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATION. In systemic functional descriptions
of different languages, this wide array of logico-semantic relations is divided into two major types: (1)
expansion and (2) projection.
(1) Expansion construes three subcategories: elaboration, extension and enhancement. They are
respectively represented by the following symbols: ‘=’ (equals), ‘+’ (is added to) and ‘×’ (is multiplied
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by) (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 377). Such relations transcend all ranks. They apply to both types of
tactic link, namely parataxis and hypotaxis, and even apply beyond the domain of clause complexes to
paragraphs and whole texts, a fact that showcases the similarity between clause organization and the
rhetorical organization of text (Matthiessen and Thompson 1988). In elaboration, one clause develops the
meaning of another. It makes it more specific by giving details, classifies it through comments and
examples, or restates it by rewording it. It typically does so without adding anything new to it. Unlike
elaboration, extension develops the meaning of another clause by adding new elements. Overall, it either
expresses an alternative or simply an addition. Finally, enhancement consists of developing the meaning
of another clause by qualifying it. It does so by adding some circumstantial features to it, such as location
(either spatial or temporal), manner, or condition.
(2) Projection, on the other hand, construes two subcategories: locution and idea. They are represented by
the following symbols: locution (“) and idea (‘). In general, ‘locution’ refers to what is being said, that is
“a construction of wording” (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014: 378), whether it is direct or reported. ‘Idea’,
on the other hand, refers to what is thought, “a construction of meaning” (ibid.), and is typically presented
hypotactically as a projection from a mental process. So, in brief, one can say that while ‘locution’ is a
verbal output, ‘idea’ is a mental one.
3.3.5.2.1 Logico-Semantic Relations in a Paratactic Nexus
A paratactic relation is a relation of equal status within a nexus. It can be one of elaboration, extension, or
enhancement. It applies to expansion as well as projection, where there is paratactic locution and/or
paratactic idea relations.
3.3.5.2.1.1

Expansion

The following section deals respectively with paratactic relations of elaboration, extension and
enhancement. All the examples provided hereafter have been taken from ‘An Introduction to Functional
Grammar’ textbook by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004, pp. 395-447).
3.3.5.2.1.2

Paratactic-Elaboration

Paratactic elaboration nexuses come in three types:
(1)

Exposition: this type consists of rewording the previous clause. In other words, the secondary
clause restates the thesis of the primary clause in different words, to present it from another point
of view, or perhaps to reinforce the message.
e.g. ||| She wasn’t a show dog; || I didn’t buy her as a show dog.|||

(2)

Exemplification: in this situation, the following clause makes the initial clause more specific, by
way of introducing an example or even an actual example.
e.g. ||| You’re too old for that game; || you couldn’t bend over. |||

(3)

Clarification: where the following clause simply clarifies the previous one, adding an
explanation or a genuine explanatory comment.
e.g.

||| They used to work over here; || that’s [[they met]].|||
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It often involves a shift in polarity, from positive to negative or the other way around.
e.g.
3.3.5.2.1.3

||| They weren’t show animals; ||| we just had them as pets.|||
Paratactic-Extension

Like elaboration, a paratactic extending nexus comes in three types: addition, variation and alternation.
(1)

Addition: There are three subcategories here too. They are positive, negative and adversative
additives. They consist of joined clauses without any link of causality or temporality, just simple
addition, typically, ‘and.’ Examples are shown in Table 3.3
Table 3.3:

(2)

Examples on Addition, Negative and Adversative Additives

(i) Addition

||| David himself was a foundling || and we know nothing about his
parents. |||

(ii) Negative

||| He could neither the whole situation to the editor || nor could he accept
his rebuke.|||

(iii) Adversative
additives

||| We liked the breed dog, || but we felt || we weren’t in a position [[to own
one at the time]].|||

Variation: There are two subcategories in variation, which are replacive and subtractive.
Generally, the following clause in the nexus is presented as a total or partial replacement of the
first. But, while in the replacive category, the difference between the clauses is typically about
polarity, in subtractive clauses, the following clause is rather presented as an exception and often
introduced by ‘except.’ Table 3.4 shows examples on replacive and subtractive.

Table 3.4:
(i)
Replacive
(ii)
Subtractive

(3)

Examples on Replacive and Subtractive

||| The vortex is not a uniform cylinder || but has a shape that varies with
altitude.|||
||| Nelly replied || that he was quite all right || only the poor little chap was highly
strung.|||

Alternation: In this type of nexus, the second clause is construed as being an alternative to the
first. It is typically introduced by ‘either.’
e.g.

||| Either you go ahead || and take the plunge || or you wait || til you think || you
can afford it.|||

3.3.5.2.1.4

Paratactic- Enhancement

Paratactic enhancement nexuses come in five types: temporal, spatial, causal, conditional and manner.
Most of them have subtypes of their own. For instance, in manner, there are two: means and comparison.
A paratactic enhancement relation is typically construed as coordinative but with a circumstantial trait.
Examples are as in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5:

Examples on Temporal, Spatial, Causal, Conditional and Manner

3.3.5.3 Projection
As mentioned above, paratactic relations of projection can be divided into ‘locution’ and ‘idea’. The
following section will start by looking at locutions, while the subsequent section will deal with ideas.
3.3.5.3.1 Paratactic-Locution
Paratactic projection of a locution is carried out through the quoting mode. It is associated with the realm
of verbal processes.
e.g.

Brutus said, “Caesar is ambitious.”
1
“2

3.3.5.3.2 Paratactic – Idea
The paratactic projection of an idea is a part of the realm of mental processes, where an idea is projected
from a mental clause. It is less frequent than the paratactic projection of a locution.
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e.g.

Brutus thought, ‘Caesar is ambitious.’
1

‘2

As mentioned earlier, while the projection of a locution is typically carried out paratactically, that of an
idea is typically done hypotactically.

3.3.6

Logico-Semantic Relations in Hypotactic Nexus

Hypotactic relations relate two clauses as being of unequal status; they join dominant and dependent
clauses, not necessarily in this order. They do not include embedded clauses, and similarly to a paratactic
nexus, logico-semantic relations in hypotactic ones cover both expansion and projection.

3.3.6.1 Expansion
This part will deal with different subtypes of expansion in a hypotactic environment. It will first deal with
elaboration, then extension and finally enhancement, before moving on to projection. In an elaborating
hypotactic nexus, the second clause is typically a non-defining, non-restrictive clause. The difference
between non-defining and defining clauses of this type is quite challenging to spot. While the nondefining type is hypotactic in nature, the defining type is treated as embedded.
Hypotactic elaboration clauses are mainly used to introduce background information about a person or a
place. They are also used as a “characterization, an interpretation of some aspects of the dominant clause,
some form of evaluation” (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004: 399-400). In English, hypotactic elaboration
clauses are either finite or non-finite. In addition, elaborating hypotactic clauses not only qualify
constituents in the clause, their domain can also be “some larger segment of the primary clause, up to the
whole clause” (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, p. 403).
3.3.6.2

Hypotactic-Extension

A hypotactic nexus of extension can construe the same types of logico-semantic relations as its paratactic
counterpart. However, there are a few subtypes that are unavailable in this system as a whole. Like the
paratactic extension nexus, a hypotactic one can construe addition, variation and alternation. However, in
some subsystems, for example the ones which have a nominalised verbal form as head, negative additive
addition and alternative variations are wanting (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, pp. 408-410). Examples
are shown in Table 3.6.
3.3.6.3

Hypotactic-Enhancement

Hypotactic enhancement nexuses are similar to their paratactic counterpart; they are both circumstantial.
They include a variety of clauses with a nominalised verbal form as Head and both yield five systems that
in turn include more subsystems:
• time
• place: abstract
• manner: quality, comparison and means.
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• cause-condition: reason, purpose, result.
• concession-condition: positive – negative.

Table 3.6:

Examples on Addition, Variation and Alternation

Hypotactic enhancement nexuses are, however, more common than paratactic enhancement in most
registers and have a more distinct textual role, as they can be thematically prominent by being placed
initially in a nexus. Examples of subsystems of hypotactic enhancement (finite) are shown in Table 3.6
while examples of the same system in non-finite are shown in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7:

Examples on Time, Place, Manner, Cause-Condition and Cause- Concession
(Finite)
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3.3.7

Projection

This section is about the hypotactic nexus of projection. It will deal first with projecting locutions, and
then it will move to ideas.
3.3.7.1

Hypotactic-Locution

The example below is an illustration of how a locution can be projected hypotactically.
E.g.

Brutus thought that Caesar was ambitious.
α

3.3.7.2

‘β

Hypotactic- Idea

Projecting “ideas” is the domain of mental processes. In general, projecting ideas hypotactically is more
typical than projecting them paratactically.
E.g.

3.4

Brutus thought that Caesar was ambitious.
α
“β

Grammatical metaphor

Initially, the discussion on how meanings are made in clause complexes is made with the assumption that
the connection between meaning and wording is relatively straightforward. However, this is by no means
always the case because as with metaphor in general, grammatical metaphors “are read on two levels at
once, a grammatical meaning and a discourse semantic meaning, and this double meaning may have
several dimensions” (Martin and Rose 2003, p. 107). Thompson (2004, p. 219) sees grammatical
metaphor as “‘disjunction’ between meanings and wordings, between the semantics and lexico-grammar.”
He further explains:
The disjunction is actually a natural consequence of having a grammar; and as you will
see, it has a more far-reaching impact on language than it might at first appear. Its most
significant effect is that it multiplies the ways in which meanings can be made, since it
allows many new combinations. (p. 219)

This leads to the possibility of re-setting the relationships between meanings and wordings which is a
central resource for expanding the meaning potential of language. He further offers a provisional
definition of grammatical metaphor as “the expression of meaning through a lexico-grammatical form
that originally evolved to express a different kind of meaning” (p. 223). In other words, the expression of
meaning is metaphorical in relation to a different way of expressing the ‘same’ meaning, which would be
more congruent.
Grammatical metaphor is one of the important aspects of technical/academic writing because it allows us
to make meanings in incongruent ways resulting in more formal language. The appropriate use of
grammatical metaphor allows writers to realise technicality and abstraction, create logical reasoning
within clause, use authoritative language while giving opinions, and provide incongruent ways of text
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structuring (Schleppegrell 2004, p 186). Therefore, effective control on the use of grammatical metaphor
empowers the writers of academic genres. However, if it is used ineffectively (e.g. overusing it, using it in
places where it is not necessary) might distort the meaning being made.
There are two types of grammatical metaphor, namely, experiential and logical metaphor (Halliday 1994;
Martin 1992).

3.4.1

Experiential Metaphor

Experiential metaphor realises actions/processes (verbs) and qualities of things (adjectives) as things
(nouns). By using experiential metaphor, one can manage the technicality and abstraction in academic
writing. There are two types of experiential metaphor:
a. Experiential metaphor where actions/processes are realised as things (nouns) and;
b. Experiential metaphor where qualities of things (adjectives) are realised as things (nouns).
An example of experiential metaphor where actions/processes are realised as things (nouns) is as follow:

Table 3.8:

Experiential Metaphor-Process as Noun

Congruent
During the experiment, we observed that the
digit on the multi-meters is not fluctuant.

Metaphorical
Based on the observation during the
experiment, the digit on the multi-meters is not
fluctuant.

As can be seen in Table 3.8, the metaphorical way of expressing the idea increases the abstractness as
well as technicality of the meaning made. This is because if ‘observe’ is used as verb, it sounds informal.
Once it is changed into a noun, ‘observation’, it sounds more formal and has the element of technicality
and formality. Instead of starting the point by focusing on a person (we), the sentence focuses on the
topic, which is ‘the observation during the experiment’. In the above example also, the personal pronoun,
‘we’ is removed, making the language more objective and formal.
An example of experiential metaphor where qualities of things (adjectives) are realised as things (noun) is
as follow:

Table 3.9:

Experiential Metaphor – Quality as Noun

Congruent
Therefore, if we compare the data with the theory
and check if the experimental results are accurate
(clause #1- hypotactic), this will be an important
precaution for the experiment (clause #2paratactic).
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Metaphorical
Therefore, comparing the data with the theory
and checking the accuracy of the
experimental results become an important
precaution of the experiment (simplex).

Table 3.9 highlights an example where qualities of things (adjectives) are realised as things (nouns). In
the congruent way, the quality is ‘accurate’ (underline), while in the metaphorical way, it is changed to
‘accuracy’ (boldface), functioning as a noun. The change has made the sentence become more formal,
one aspect of academic writing. Also the information of ‘ we compare the data with the theory and check
if the experimental results are accurate’, is compacted into things, i.e. ‘comparing the data with the theory
and checking the accuracy of the experimental results become an important precaution of the
experiment’, which then can be discussed. The same example too shows how two clauses are combined
into one using nominalisation.
In short, the effects of using experiential metaphor are as follows:
i.

Information is compacted into ‘things’, which can then be discussed.

ii.

Nominal groups are more complex, yet sentence structures become simpler, as when the
processes (verbs), qualities (adjectives) and circumstances (adverbs) are nominalised, it is
possible to combine two or more clauses into one.

iii.

Personal pronouns are removed, making the language more objective and formal.

iv.

The starting point of each sentence focuses on the topic at hand, rather on a person,

v.

The language becomes more technical and abstract.
(Devrim 2015, p. 207)

Although experiential metaphor is not a focus in the present research, a brief discussion on the findings
will be made with reference to experiential metaphor.

3.4.2

Logical Metaphor

Logical metaphor, on the other hand, realises logical relations between ideas within a clause rather than
between clauses. This kind of relationship touches on the focus of the present study. By using logical
metaphor, it is possible to have simple sentence structure with fewer words per clause (as compared to
spoken language) as well as give logical reasoning within the clause rather than using conjunctions. Verbs
such as result in, lead to, cause, enable and precede, as well as some prepositional phrases like due to and
because of, for example can be used to replace conjunction like because in giving logical reasoning.
In Table 3.10, there are two clauses found in the congruent form of each of the examples. In (a), the first
clause is, ‘Because there is this property’, and the second one is ‘a pair of diodes can be used to convert
an AC voltage into a DC voltage’. When a logical metaphor is exploited, however, the sentence only
consists of one clause with the logical relation is realised within the clause through the use of “due to”, a
prepositional phrase.
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In (b), the first clause is ‘Because the amplification responses of the circuit were slow’, and the second
one is ‘the square waves were distorted’. In this example, both experiential and logical metaphors have
been applied. In terms of experiential metaphor, the verb ‘distorted” (process) in the congruent form has
been nominalised into ‘distortion’. For the logical metaphor, the congruent conjunction ‘because’ has
been incongruence into a verb (process), ‘caused’ to show the logical reasoning of cause-and-effect. The
use of the metaphor too has reduced the number of clauses from two in the congruent form into one in the
incongruent form.
The examples of conjunctions and process below are reconstrued as other kinds of elements, namely,
process (in (b)), things (in (b)), and circumstances (in (a)). It is used to reconstrue logical relations
between figures as they were relations between elements within figures (Martin and Rose 2003, p148).

Table 3.10:

The Use of Logical Metaphor in Logical Reasoning

Congruent Form
a) Because there is this property, a pair of
diodes can be used to convert an AC voltage
into a DC voltage.
b) Because the amplification responses of the
circuit were slow, the square waves were
distorted.

Incongruent Form Using Experiential and Logical
Metaphor
a) Due to this property, a pair of diodes can be
used to convert an AC voltage into a DC voltage.
b) The slow response time of the amplification
circuit caused the distortion of square waves

Thus, the clause analysis and logico-semantic analysis of the data of the present research will analyse
both congruent and incongruent forms of arguments. However, the study will not compare the use of
congruent and non-congruent logical meanings for their relative contribution to essay success. This would
be a fruitful analysis that could build on the present thesis, which closely inspects the relation between
congruent logico-semantic resources, schematic structure and essay success in 60 essays.

3.5

Summary

This chapter outlines the theoretical framework of SFL adopted by the thesis in analysing the AEs. It
surveys the historical development of both the schematic structure analysis (Halliday 1982; Hasan 1978,
1984, 1985, 1986; Martin 1985, 1992a, 1992b, 1994, 1995a, 1997, 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 2003b; Martin
& Rose 2003; Matthiessen 1988a, Iedema 1997a; Coffin 2004; & Lee 2006), and the logico-metafunction
which involves only logico-semantic and taxis (Halliday 1973, 1975, 1978, 1985, 1994; Halliday &
Matthiessen 2004, 2014). Table 3.11 summarises the key theoretical framework adopted in the analyses
of the study. As the AEs will be analysed based on the text organisation and lexico-grammar, parallels
between the schematic structure and clause complex will be made, by way of.
schematic structure, and logico-semantic relation and taxis.
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mapping between

Table 3.11:

The Theoretical Framework of the Study

Textual Analysis
Schematic Structure of

Lexico-Grammar
Taxis and Logico-Semantic Relations of

Martin (1995a), Coffin (2004)

Halliday (1973, 1975, 1978 & 1994); and

and Lee (2006).

Halliday and Matthiessen (1985, 2004, 2014)
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Chapter 4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Methodology
4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes research design and methodology. Section 4.2 introduces the method used in
collecting the data and how the data is categorised. Section 4.3 outlines the data analysis and analytical
phases. Section 4.4 shows how the data will be analysed for its argumentative structure in addressing
the first research question. Section 4.5 describes in detail how the data will be analysed in addressing
the second and third research questions. These sections will show how various theoretical resources are
defined and recognised in the data. This includes a demonstration of text analysis, and step-by-step
procedures involved in the coding of the data for logico-semantic and taxis. Where relevant some
general results will be presented as these are necessary to contextualise the more detailed methods. An
overall summary of the methods will be presented in the last section.

4.2

Data and Data Collection Procedure

As mentioned in Chapter One, this study seeks to explore the schematic structures of AEs and evaluate
the grammatical resources for argument constructions in the genre of AEs of academic writing at a
tertiary level. The data for this study is 60 students’ written essays taken from the Writing Component
of BEL311: English for Academic Purposes course final examination paper conducted on 27th October,
2010 of the July-November 2010 Session (See Appendix J). The essays were marked by course
lecturers using the course final examination essay marking scheme (see Appendix K) and the grades
were moderated in a coordination meeting among those lecturers.
The students were in their third semester of various humanities and social sciences-oriented diploma
programmes at Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia (UiTM) who enrolled for BEL311: English for
Academic Purposes (EAP) that semester (see Appendix L for the course syllabus). This course is a
compulsory course for all diploma students in UiTM. This course is aimed at preparing students to
meet the demands of their respective disciplines and this is achieved by training students to employ a
range of academic skills as well as language skills and strategies necessary to carry out their academic
tasks. Students are exposed to different academic genres throughout the course. Assessment includes a
writing assignment which requires students to work in pairs to produce a term paper of about 750-1000
words, which can be of any of these genres, including analytic exposition. In terms of the final
examination essay question, the question has usually required an AE response for the past many
semesters. For the July-November 2010 final examination, the essay question was “Organ donation
should be encouraged among Malaysians. Do you agree?”
Before obtaining the data by making photocopies of final examination scripts, approval was first
obtained from the Dean of Academy of Language Studies, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia, and
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then from the Human Research Ethics Committee of University of Wollongong, New South Wales,
Australia (Approval No.: HE10/245). Once the copies of the essays were obtained, a sample was made
comprising 20 essays each for high-graded (HGE), mid-graded (MGE) and low-graded (LGE),
totalling 60 essays. For the HGE group, the twenty highest scoring essays were chosen, with marks
ranging from 80% to 92% (all A+ or A). For the MGE group, the ten highest scoring essays and the ten
lowest scoring essays were chosen from within the middle range of 62.5% to 70% (all B+ or B). For
the LGE group, the lowest scoring ten essays were chosen (ranging from 45% to 75.5%, i.e., C+ to
D+). The rationale is to see how the top and the low groups employed the focussed resources i.e. the
schematic structures and logical metafunction in comparison to those who almost scored the highest or
the lowest grades.
The three categories, HGE, MGE and LGE, were based on the marks of the essays converted into
100% scale and then were compared to the university’s grading system (see Table 4.1 below). For
example, if the essay mark is 18 and it is converted it into 100%, it will be 90%. By referring to the
university’s grading system, 90% is an A+ grade which is the highest grade, while 9 will be 45% which
is a D+ grade, a failing grade. The lowest is 0% and it can be inferred that it is usually impossible for a
student to be awarded such a mark unless he or she did not write anything at all. Table 4.1 shows the
essay marks (in % as well) and the corresponding grade.
Data comprising the sample was converted to digital format by retyping the essays into a word
processing file. Identifying material such as names was removed during this process. Each essay was
given a unique identifying code. All high-graded essays were given a label/filename beginning with
HGE, middle-graded essay with MGE and low-graded essay with LGE. Since there are 20 essays for
each group, each essay is numbered from 1 to 20 respectively.

Table 4.1:
HGE
HGE
1
HGE
2
HGE
3
HGE
4
HGE
5
HGE
6
HGE
7
HGE
8
HGE

Essays Marks (in %) and Grades

MGE
Mark
18.5

%
92.5

Grade
A+

18.0

90

A+

18.0

90

A+

18.0

90

A+

18.0

90

A+

17.5

87.5

A

17.5

87.5

A

17.5

87.5

A

17.5

87.5

A

MGE
1
MGE
2
MGE
3
MGE
4
MGE
5
MGE
6
MGE
7
MGE
8
MGE

LGE
Mark
14.0

%
70

Grade
B+

LGE1

Mark
11.5

%
57.5

Grade
C+

14.0

70

B+

LGE2

11.5

57.5

C+

14.0

70

B+

LGE3

11.5

57.5

C+

14.0

70

B+

LGE4

11.5

57.5

C+

14.0

70

B+

LGE5

11.0

55

C+

14.0

70

B+

LGE6

11.0

55

C+

13.5

67.5

B

LGE7

10.5

52.5

C

13.5

67.5

B

LGE8

10.5

52.5

C

13.5

67.5

B

LGE9

10.5

52.5

C
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9
HGE
10
HGE
11
HGE
12
HGE
13
HGE
14
HGE
15
HGE
16
HGE
17
HGE
18
HGE
19
HGE
20

17.0

85

A

17.0

85

A

17.0

85

A

17.0

85

A

16.5

82.5

A

16.0

80

A

16.0

80

A

16.0

80

A

16.0

80

A

16.0

80

A

16.0

80

A

9
MGE
10
MGE
11
MGE
12
MGE
13
MGE
14
MGE
15
MGE
16
MGE
17
MGE
18
MGE
19
MGE
20

13.5

67.5

B

13.5

67.5

B

13.0

65

B

13.0

65

B

12.5

62.5

B-

12.5

62.5

B-

12.5

62.5

B-

12.5

62.5

B-

12.5

62.5

B-

12.5

62.5

B-

12.5

62.5

B-

LGE
10
LGE
11
LGE
12
LGE
13
LGE
14
LGE
15
LGE
16
LGE
17
LGE
18
LGE
19
LGE
20

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

10.0

50

C

9.5

47.5

C-

9.5

47.5

C-

9.0

45

D+

Based on the table, the HGE grade range is from A to A+, MGE is B- to B+ and LGE is D+ to C+. This
can be considered as a fair grade distribution among those three groups.
The following section outlines the analysis and analytical phases of the present study’s data.

4.3

Data Analysis and Analytical Phases

Figure 4.1 shows the three main phases of the text analysis employed in this study. These are based on
schematic structure of genre theory from SFL and taxis and logico-semantic relations from SFL as well
which were thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 4.1:
Phases
The first phase
Analysis of
structure

essay

The second phase
Analysis of clauses
The third phase
Mapping
analysis
between
essay
structure and clauses

Phases of Analysis and Analytical Framework
Object of analysis

Analytical Framework

Argument genre

Schematic structure

Clause complexes

Taxis
Logico-semantic relations

Essay structure
clause complexes

and

Schematic structure
Taxis
Logico-semantic relations

The first phase involved the analyses of the argumentative essay structures using Lee’s (2006)
proposed schematic structure who based her approach on that of the Sydney School’s Write it Right
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project (1986). The second phase involved the analysis of the clause-complexes of the essays using the
resources of taxis and logico-semantic relations. The final phase was the mapping analysis between the
resources of schematic structures and the clause complexes i.e. the taxis and logico-semantic relations.

4.3.1

First Phase: Analyses of Argumentative Essay Structure

The topic of the argumentative essay analysed for the present research is “Organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians”. In terms of the SFL register patterns, the field expected to be written
is that of organ donation and the genre required is ‘argument’ or ‘analytical exposition’. The fact that
students were asked to write the text tells us the mode is a written one. The tenor is clearly stated in the
rubric of the question that is “You are a member of the health committee of the university and you have
been asked to write an article for the campus bulletin in conjunction with Organ Donation Awareness
Week.” This also directly indicates that the students can assume their position in writing the article as
well as know who the target audience is. The target genre is easily identified as the title of the essay is
very direct that the students have to “persuade readers that” ‘Organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians’, which is a clearly a one-sided argument or in other words, analytical exposition
genre (Martin 1995). However, as outlined in chapter 3, this study employs the expanded analytical
framework of interactive resources proposed by Lee (2006), which is expected to be better at revealing
differences between groups because it includes more delicate levels of organisation than Martin’s
standard model. Lee’s model is discussed in greater detail in the following section.

4.3.1.1

Schematic Structure Analysis

For the schematic structure analysis, the present study employs Lee’s (2006) extended model on
interactive resources, which involves two main steps. The first one consists of two main levels: the first
involves breaking the essays into sentences and numbering them. The second main step, which
consisted of three further steps as illustrated in Table 4.2 below, involved the initial analysis of the
essay schematic structure. The first step was the identification of the overall schematic structure of
each essay. Once the overall structure had been identified, the following step was to identify delicate
levels of each ‘Argument’ stage, and finally, each delicate level of the stage was further analysed in
terms of its more delicate levels. For the purpose of this research, // marks the boundary of the
schematic stages and / marks the boundary of the schematic further delicate stages.8 The criteria for
identifying the functional stages of the schematic structure are as follows.
The framework is based on the schematic structure of analytical exposition for the ‘Write it Right’
project (1996), namely Identification ^ Thesis ^ Series of Arguments^ Reinforcement ^
Recommendation at the first step in analysing the essays is to identify these stages.

8

Conventionally, in SFL, // and / are used to indicate clause and constituent boundaries respectively,
or to indicate tone group and foot.
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Table 4.2:
The first step:
Schematic structure
1. Identification

Outline of Analysis of Schematic Structure

The second step: Text
organisation

The third step: More
Delicate level

Arguing case 1:
Point
Elaboration

Claim

2. Thesis
3. Series of arguments

Evidence/Example
Evaluation
Suggestion
Claim
Evidence/Example
Evaluation
Suggestion

Arguing case 2:
Point
Elaboration
4. Reinforcement
5. Recommendation

Lee’s second ‘layer’ of schematic structure (see column 2 above) involves analysing the ‘text
organisation’ within the ‘Series of Arguments’ stage. This involves a more delicate level of analysis:
‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ (see Table 4.2). The terms ‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ are derived from the
framework of analytical exposition, such as in the work of Gerot and Wignell (1994), Gerot (1994) and
Martin (1999a). However, they do not define what constitute the ‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ structure
(Lee 2006). The way in which these concepts are interpreted in the present study is illustrated in Table
4.3, based on the analysis of one HGE3. Note that the symbol // indicates the beginning of the
‘Argument’ stage of the essay, which begins with the text organisation move ‘Point’. The symbol /
indicates the beginning of the next text organisation move namely ‘Elaboration’. The numbers next to
these symbols are Clause Complex Numbers within the essay.

Table 4.3:
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation

An Example of ‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ (HGE3)

Para 2
// 6 To be start with, one of the ways to encourage Malaysians to participate in organ donation is by
educating public on the organ donation itself.
/ 7 According to Chua (2004), current advancement in surgical procedures and the aviability of antirejection drugs have powerfully make a success of organ transplantation. 8 This can be done by having
or carrying out a day on exposuring the process of surgery on organs plantation at public hospitals exist
in Malaysia. 9 So, Malaysians will get the opportunity to learn and to be knowledgeable on organ
donation, hence, encourage them to participate in this charity to save other human life. 10 They also can
experience themselves on how the organ transplantations actually being done. 11 Experience is the best
teacher.

Consequence
/ 12 Thus, giving the education on organ donation can encourage the public to join the organ donation
itself.

The example in Table 4.3 shows that the opening Point stage contains a general ‘claim’ to support the
main thesis. As claimed by Lee (2006), ‘Point’ and ‘Claim’ are the same. Toulmin (1958) defines claim
as an element of the informal logic. Thus, a general claim “should contain not only core informational
but also interpersonal meanings, which means that the Point should include not only obligations, but
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also one of the reasons for, challenges or problems associated with, or solutions to meet the obligation
and with all these associative elements, the Point is characterised as highly significant, demanding and
thus reader oriented” (Lee, 2006).9
In contrast to the ‘Argument’, Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ instances shown in table 4.3 above, the ‘Point’
in table 4.4 cannot be identified and analysed as ‘Arguing a Case’ containing ‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’
because it does not include any interpersonally-oriented reason, problem, solution, challenge, etc.
Instead, it has what Lee calls a ‘General statement/Specification’. The reason for this interpretation is
that the claim does not really proceed as an argument; instead of having an Argument stage, this
statement has a much less persuasive type of writing, more like a report genre, signalled by the
repeated use of the verb ‘is/would be’ with no other types of process, and shown in the stage label
‘Descriptive Report’. Besides, the meaning of the sentence is very general in nature, which it contains
no argument on why organ donation should be encouraged.

Table 4.4:

An Example of ‘General statement’/ ‘Specification’ (MGE1)

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//6 One of the way is that through the growth of technology.

Specification

/7 With the advancement of technology more Malaysians would be more brave in
donating their organs.

A caution has been practised throughout the thesis that although the focus is on logical metafunction, it
has to be understood that each kind of meaning is realised in the lexicogrammar of each clause of the
text simultaneously which means that there are always three kinds of distinct meaning, which can be
derived from the different metafunctional strands of clause, namely the interpersonal view of the
clause, the ideational and the textual (Halliday 1978). Halliday (1978, p134) further postulates that one
of the important premises of SFL is that “linguistic description is not a progressive specification of a
set of structures one after the other: ideational, then interpersonal, then textual.” Thus, in identifying
the ‘Point’ in the AEs, the interpersonal meaning of the clause is employed.
The third layer or step in Lee’s model involves analysing the ‘Elaboration’ stage at a further delicate
level. The function of this stage is to provide more detailed information to support the ‘Claim’ made in
the ‘Point’ stage of the ‘Argument’. In other words, this stage is very much information-oriented,
which means it does not act to introduce or offer new meanings but to qualify, elaborate, explain and
appraise the meanings already presented in the opening stage (Lee, 2006). Its function is to elaborate
problems and suggest solutions. The ‘Elaboration’ stage can be further broken down into the following

9

However, interpersonal meaning is not the primary interest of this present research project.
However, a small amount of discussion or reference to interpersonal resources will sometimes be
necessary.
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sequences of sub-components, such as ‘Reiteration of Thesis’, ‘Evidence’, ‘Evaluation’, ‘Example’,
‘Summary’, ‘Consequence’, ‘Warning’ and ‘Suggestion’ (Lee 2006).10
In the present study it was also necessary to treat some sections of essays as embedded delicate layers
of structure together, such as ‘Evaluation’ and ‘Summary’, departing from Lee (2006). An example is
shown below in Table 4.5. As shown in the table, the whole stage is made up of a sentence. The first
part, ‘It is also vital for Malaysians to be encouraged to take part in organ donation’ is considered
‘Evaluation’ because the writer uses the word ‘vital’ to show his or her opinion on the issue. The
remaining part of the sentence (in an italic font) is labelled as ‘Summary’, as the writer summarised the
three main points discussed in the essay.

Table 4.5:

Evaluation + Summary

An Example of Evaluation and Summary (HGE2)
Para 5
/21 It is also vital for Malaysians to be encouraged to take part in organ donation as
it is successful apart from it being an important source of organs and tissues for
transplantation and also because of the disparity between the number of organ supplies
and the number of organs needed for successful transplants.

The ‘Reiteration of Thesis’ stage refers back to main thesis. It can be an initial summary or a section
preview, where it expresses the main point of the text at the paragraph level. It should include
obligation, but it may not include the problems-and-solutions aspect of language (Lee 2006). An
example found in the study is shown in Table 4.6. The obligation is signalled by the modal, ‘should’
and a process, ‘involve’. However, no problem and solution are mentioned. Thus, this stage is labelled
as ‘Reiteration of Thesis’.

Table 4.6:
Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

An Example of Reiteration of Thesis (MGE12)

Para 4
/18 Other than all of the facts stated above, we Malaysians should involve in organ
donation simply because we unite and care for each other no matter what religion or you
are from.

The ‘Evidence’ stage contains a fact/s which is/are drawn from explicit sources of quotations or
citations beyond the writer’s personal experience and this may convince the reader effectively, while
‘Evaluation’ includes further specification of judgement such as re-evaluation of the evidence,
reaffirmations of justification, cause and effect categories or concession, negation and modality (Lee,
2006). In this thesis it is also sometimes necessary to treat ‘Evidence’ and ‘Evaluation’ stages as mixed
and unseparated. For the purpose of this research, this will be coded as Evaluation + Evidence (see

10

This detailed sub-category is formulated based on Lee’s (2006) research data and Rottenberg’s
(1994) structure of argument.
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Table 4.3). In the example, ‘Evidence’ is shown as an indirect quotation from the one of the articles
provided in the final exam. The writer quoted indirectly Chua, the Minister of Health to support his or
her argument. By quoting an authority, the stage becomes one of providing ‘Evidence’ (sentence
number 7- According to Chua (2004), current advancement in surgical procedures and the availability
of anti-rejection drugs have powerfully make a success of organ transplantation).
The remaining sentences (8 to 11) are ‘Evaluation’ of the proposition that education would increase
organ donation, which seems to set up some reliance on the ‘Evidence’ of current advancements in
organ transplantation even though this is not clearly spelt out. Reaffirmation of justification is made in
sentence number 8 signalled by the modal, can - This can be done by having or carrying out a day on
exposuring the process of surgery on organs plantation at public hospitals exist in Malaysia. Sentence
number 9- So, Malaysians will get the opportunity to learn and to be knowledgeable on organ
donation, hence, encourage them to participate in this charity to save other human life, is the effect of
justification made in the previous sentence signalled by the conjunction, ‘so’. Similarly, sentence
number 10- They also can experience themselves on how the organ transplantations actually being
done, is presented as an additional effect of sentence number 9 signalled by the adverb, also. Sentence
11- Experience is the best teacher- can be considered as the writer’s overall ‘Evaluation’ of the idea
that education could improve community involvement.
The ‘Example’ stage describes further argument as contextualisation, using ‘for example’, ‘for
instance’ or ‘such as’. As seen in Table 4.7, an ‘Example’ stage (sentence 8) is typically introduced
with the phrase ‘such as’ (or similar). The ‘Example’ stage below gives examples of television
programmes to support the ‘Evidence+Evaluation’ stage (sentence number 6). The examples given
support the ‘Suggestion’ stage which in turn supports the Evidence+ Evaluation.

Table 4.7:
Argument 1
Evidence
Evaluation

+

An Example of Example Stage (HGE9)

Para 2
/6 The media that consists of two types which are mass media and electronic media can help
in contributing a lot by viewing and broadcast some positive programs to the public (Cruez,
2008).

Suggestion
Example

/7 The media people should create a program which will not give bad impression by the
viewers but will created big impact feeling which can help increase their awareness of organ
donation.
/8 Televisions programs such as “Wanita Hari Ini” and “Nona” always comes out with a very
impressive segments and can be classified as a good social awareness about health especially
organ donations.

‘Summary’ appears at the end of the paragraph or Reinforcement stage, and are normally signalled by
phrases such as ‘to sum up’, ‘in summary’, and ‘in conclusion’ (see Table 4.8). In the example, the
writer paraphrased the main points, which are the increasing needs of organ transplant, the low organ
donation rates and the rapid development of the transplant technology to indicate the ‘Summary’ stage,
which is introduced by the phrase, ‘In conclusion’.
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Table 4.8:
Reinforcement
Summary

An Example of Reinforcement Stage followed by a Delicate Layer of Summary
(HGE4)
Para 5
//28 In conclusion, the increasing needs of organ transplant, the low organ donation rates and
the rapid development of the transplant technology are the three major reasons to encourage
Malaysians to donate their organs.

The ‘Consequence’ stage involves ‘if condition’ with causal relations such as cause, effect, is affected,
as a result, etc. As exemplified in Table 4.9 below, the ‘if condition’ is indicated with the conditional
word, ‘if’. The meaning is that there will be more supply of organ and the needs for organ transplant
will be easier to handle with a condition that more Malaysians are willing to donate organs.

Table 4.9:

Consequence

An Example of Consequence (HGE7)

Para 3
/11 If more Malaysians are willingly to donate organ, there will be more supply of organs
and the need for organ transplants will be much more easier.

The ‘Warning’ stage is sometimes used when ‘Suggestion’ includes the language of ‘if condition’ and
‘negation’. The example in Table 4.10 below show the stage is indicated by the conditional word ‘if’
and negation ‘no’. The writer proposes a condition where if the need for organs through organ donation
is not met, Malaysia will be devastated.

Table 4.10:

Warning

An Example of Warning (HGE16)

Para 3
/17 If this matter keep on increasing, the situation in our country will become devastating as
there are no organ to be transplanted to the patients.

The ‘Suggestion’ stage may appeal to readers to win support for a claim. It parallels a ‘Solution’
structure (Lee, 2006) and consists of implicit or explicit obligation phrases or words like ‘would’
‘should’, ‘may’ etc. In the example in the Table 4.11, the writer gives a suggestion that if anyone is
scared to donate organ while he or she is still alive, he or she can still do it after his or her death. The
‘Suggestion’ is indicated with an explicit obligation word, ‘can’.

Table 4.11:

Suggestion

An Example of Suggestion (HGE11)

Para 3
/18 If we are too scared of the surgery procedure or afraid of what might happen to our body
after we donate our organ, we can still be an organ pledger when we are dead. 19 Organ
donation from a dead person is known as cadaveric person (Meng, 2004).
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As mentioned above, some essays do not comprise all relevant stages of an AE and in these cases, it is
sometimes necessary to code the text as an elementary genre that is not persuasive in nature, namely
‘Descriptive Report’, and ‘Descriptive Argument’. ‘Descriptive Report’ is a report genre describing the
way things are (or were) and this genre includes ‘Description’ and ‘Deduction’ stages. The
‘Description’ develops a mere description of general information, background or things through
relational processes (e.g. is, are, is valued, has) or possessive processes (e.g. contains). The ‘Deduction’
stage is where writers make general claim about the context that the ‘report’ has focused on. It draws
out the significance of the events of things that have been recorded. Its function is similar to that of
‘Reiteration of thesis’, but it appears in the closing stage often with attached consequential, such as
‘therefore’, ‘thus’, ‘hence’, etc. (Lee, 2006). ‘Descriptive Argument’ contains an argument; however,
there is no ‘Point’, yet the ‘Elaboration’ contains the ‘Evaluation’ stage.
In Table 4.12, the ‘Descriptive argument’ stage is expressed by the relational process ‘are’ in a
rhetorical question form. The writer does not make any direct reference to the issue of organ donation.
The writer just mentions the relationship among the society will be stronger because they all are
Malaysians. In the ‘Elaboration’ stage, the writer describes which races consist of Malaysians
(‘Description’ stage) and then deduces a relation between two contexts by mentioning how different
races will help each other like a family (‘Deduction’ stage).

Table 4.12:
Stage
Descriptive
argument 2
Elaboration
Description

An Example of Elementary Genre Structures (LGE18)

LGE1
Para 3
//17 Furthermore, the relationship among us and society will be more strong because all of we are
Malaysians right?
/18 Even though have Malays, China and Indian and so on, but we still Malaysians because we are
1Malaysia. 19 It is like a family. 20 When our parents are sick, we as children will take care of them
and will try to help them to cure the problem.

Deduction

/21 Same like this situation. If our neighbour who is different culture are sick, why not we help them?
22 Moreover, it will decrease the society problem or problem between other races. 23 After that, when
all of we are unite, we can help others to build their confidence on donating their organs.

Suggestion

/24 One of the ways is create a public forum that we can share problem and ask something what we are
not clear. 25 If you are scared to donate, the people who are in that forum will help you in any ways.

The final stage of the first phase of analysis is to compare the results of the three groups, HGE, MGE
and LGE, and report the similarities and differences at these three levels of delicacy according to the
steps that have been presented in Figure 4.2.
Completed analyses of the schematic structure of APEs using Lee’s (2006) extended model are later
mapped with the findings on taxis and logico-semantic relations from Phases 2 and 3 to see any
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emerging patterns in producing successful and less successful arguments. The results of this combined
analysis are discussed in Chapter Seven of the Thesis. Detailed schematic analysis of each essay of
each group of writers is shown in Appendix B.

4.4

Second Phase: Analysis of Clauses for Taxis and Logico-semantic Relations

Before a detailed step-by-step procedure, this section will provide an overview of the procedure in
clause analysis. The first step involves preparation or coding of the data. The original format of the data
is in handwritten form and they are structured as they are in an essay form. The whole essays were
retyped, but for the purpose of analysis, only the written texts of each of the paragraphs of the essays
will be analysed, while the title of the essay that precedes the introductory paragraph and the list of
references that comes after the concluding paragraph will be omitted as they are either not part of the
student’s response or not amenable to logico-semantic analysis. An example retyped essay is as shown
in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13:

HGE5 Full Text Retyped

Life is a bless. It is something sacred which should be appreciated and preserved. Everybody deserves to live happily
with their loved ones. However, serious or terminal diseases sometimes come into our lives. Some diseases are curable
while some are not. Patients who suffer a serious a life-threatening disease often think that their lives has come to an end
and that nothing can be done to make them stay alive and continue to live with their family and loved ones. Actually,
these patients who suffer a serious disease can be saved by organ transplantation. It is a form of treatment which involves
the replacement of diseased organs and tissues with healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004). Therefore, organ donations
should be encouraged among Malaysians because it has proven to be successful, there is an increasing need throughout the
world for organ transplants to fulfil an organ pledgers wish.
The first reason why organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysian is because it has been proven to be
successful. Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs which include 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86
heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones (Cruez, 2008). Recent developments in surgical methods and the
availability of anti-rejection drugs have contributed greatly to the success of organ transplantation (Chua, 2004). Because
of these developments, it has been possible for the transplant procedure to take place to help save the lives of those who
suffer from many kind of organ failure states. Because it has been proven to be successful, there is no reason for public to
be warned of the consequences or thinking that this process is harmful.
Other than that, organ donations should also be encouraged because there is an increasing need throughout the world
for organ transplants. There is an increased difference a gap between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplants (Cruez, 2008). The country requires about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year in
order to save patients’ lives (Cruez, 2008). With the increase in the number of organs in need together with the insufficient
supply of available organs, this could lead to another problem such as human trafficking as the source of organs (Chua,
2004). If there is an adequate supply to meet the increasing supply of organs for transplant, many lives can be saved and
problem such as human trafficking can be prevented. Rather than letting the organs go to waste after death, it is more
appropriate and thoughtful to donate the organs.
Lastly, organ donations should be encouraged to fulfil the organ pledger’s wish. About 100,000 people have pledged to
become a donor and donate their organs (Cruez, 2008). However, their wishes cannot be fulfilled because even though
they have pledged to donate their organs, the transplantation cannot be proceed if the family or relatives are against it. The
pledger’s intentions to donate their organ is such a noble intention as they are trying to save other people’s lives.
However, problem arises when this pledger does not inform to his family about his intentions which caused the family
refuse or incapable of making any decision when the pledger dies (Cruez, 2008). The objections from donor’s families has
caused the organ transplantation to be unsuccessful. According to Cruez (2008), more organ saved for donation during
fatal accidents was ignored or cannot be used in the transplantations due to the objections from victim’s families.
In a nutshell, it is crystal clear that organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians due to the fact that it has
proven to be successful, there is an increasing need for organ transplants and to fulfil the organ pledger’s wish. Many
benefits can be derived from organ donations. Therefore, society should be more open and aware of the importance and
benefits that organ donations can offer. No man is an island; therefore everybody should help each other such as by
donating their organs to save people’s lives so that they will get a chance to live happily once again.
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After retyping, all essays were segmented for the clause analysis and this constitutes Stage 1 of the
second phase.

4.4.1

Stage 1: Identification of Clauses

At this stage, the identification of ranking clauses was made, without correcting any proficiency errors
or altering the discourse structure of the texts. Ranking clauses are clauses which are functioning
according to their typical rank as opposed to rank-shifted or embedded ones. Table 4.14 shows the
clauses of HGE5’s introductory paragraph as an example of clause identification. All ranking clauses
are listed on a new line. The grouping of these clauses into clause complexes is recognised by giving
each a token using the alphabet. The first clause complex in each essay was given an ‘A’ token, the
next one ‘B’, ‘C’ and so on. After the ‘Z’ clause complex, the remaining complexes were labelled with
AA, AB, AC and onwards respectively. Clauses in a simplex construction are therefore labelled by a
letter (e.g. A). Clauses in clause complexes consisting of two or more clauses are given a clause
number, which identifies their place within the complex. All instances of embedded clauses were put in
double square brackets but not numbered since their role is outside the scope of the thesis and they
were not further analysed.

Table 4.14:

The Introductory Paragraph of HGE5

As seen in the above table, clauses A, B, C, D, G and H are simplexes; thus, no number has been given
to those clauses, while clauses E, F and I are clause complexes. E has two ranking clauses, which are
numbered 1 and 2; F has 5 ranking clauses which are numbered 1 to 5, and I has 3 clauses, which are
ranked 1 to 3 respectively. In the above Table 4.13, embedded clauses are indicated within brackets as
can be seen in B, F1, F5, G, H and I5.
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Once all types of clauses were identified i.e. simplex, complex and embedded, the statistically tallies
for each writer group and overall comparison for all groups were made for the following categories.
The details of the statistical information of the number of clauses etc. can be found in Appendix M in
the second volume of the thesis.
1.

Number of clauses

2.

Number of simplexes

3.

Number of clause complexes

4.

Number of clause complexes of two clauses

5.

Number of clause complexes of three clauses

6.

Number of clause complexes of four clauses

7.

Number of clause complexes of more than four clauses

8.

Number of embedded clauses

9.

Maximum number of tactic depth

Tactic depth refers the number of levels of hypotactic nesting in each clause complex. For example, in
the text in Table 4.14 on the following page, the maximum number of tactic depth of HGE5 is two,
based on the analysis of clause complex F under the column Taxis. Here clause F1 (at surface level)
hypotactically projects clause F2, taking us to one level of tactic depth. F3 is hypotactically enhanced
by F4, taking us to two levels of tactic depth. Full tables are available in Appendix C. After the
identification of different types of clauses has been made, the following stage proceeds, which is the
identification of dependency and interdependency relations in clause nexuses.

4.4.2

Stage 2:

Identification of Dependency and Interdependency
Relations in Clause Nexuses

In Stage 2, each clause nexus is analysed for the kind of dependency or interdependency relationships
between their adjacent clauses, where the two options are parataxis (clauses of equal status) and
hypotaxis (clauses of unequal status). The Greek letters of α, β or γ are used to relate clauses which are
in a hypotactic or a dependent relationship with each other. Clauses which are in a paratactic
relationship or which are of equal status are given numerals, 1, 2, etc. A clause boundary is recognised
whenever possible, thus allowing a clause complex relationship to be coded in terms of parataxis or
hypotaxis as shown in Table 4.15 below. In the table, there are three paratactically related sets of
clauses, where the first one is E1 and E2, the second one is F2 and F3, and the third one is F4 and F5.
Turning to hypotaxis, there are two instances, which are F1 and F2, and F3 and F4. Further analysis is
carried out in Stage 3.
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Table 4.15:

4.4.2.1

Display of Text as a Numbered Sequence of Ranking Clauses Distinguished for
Dependency and Interdependency (HGE-5)

Stage 3:

Identification of Principal Markers of Taxis and Logico-Semantic
Relations

Traditional notating conventions in systemic theory are used for the identification of the principal
markers of taxis and the broad categories of logico-semantic relations. The = sign refers to elaboration,
the + sign, to extension, the x sign, to enhancement, the “ sign, to verbal projection, and the ‘ sign, to
mental projection.
For the analysis of more delicate categories of taxis and logico-semantic relations, 31 coding categories
and their respective notations illustrated in Tables 4.16 to 4.19 have been developed. The coding
categories shown in these tables were remodelled after Halliday & Matthiessen’s (2004, 2014)
categorisation of clause complexing resources in English, described in the previous chapter. In
actuality, there are 54 categories; however, in the present study there, not all of the categories have
been employed. (As we shall see in Chapters 6 and 7, this indicates that for the genre of AE, there are
favoured as well as unfavoured resources of logico-semantic relations).

Table 4.16:

Overview of Coding Categories and Notations to be Used in the Analysis of
Projection Relations

CATEGORY: Projection (2)
SUB-CATEGORY

CODING CATEGORY AND NOTATION

Locution (1)
Idea (1)

1. hypotactic verbal projection (hyp/verbal/projection)
2. hypotactic mental projection (hyp/mental/projection)
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Table 4.17:

Overview of Coding Categories and Notations to be Used in the Analysis of
Elaboration Relations

CATEGORY: Elaboration (2)
SUBCATEGORY
Description (2)
(Finite and non-finite clause
non-defining relative clause)

Table 4.18:

CODING CATEGORY AND NOTATION
3. finite hypotactic elaborations, non-defining relative
clauses (ela/hyp/fin)
4. non-finite hypotactic elaborations (ela/hyp/non-fin)

Overview of Coding Categories and Notations to be Used in the Analysis of
Extension Relations

CATEGORY: Extension (7)
SUBCATEGORY
Additive (5)
(positive, negative,
adversative)

Varying (1)
Alternative (1)

Table 4.19:

and

CODING CATEGORY AND NOTATION
5. paratactic positive additive (ext/para/add/positive)
6. paratactic negative additive (ext/para/add/negative)
7. paratactic adversative additive (ext/para/advers)
8. non-finite hypotactic positive additive
(ext/hyp/add/positive/non-fin)
9. finite hypotactic adversative additive
(ext/hyp/advers/fin)
10. non-finite hypotactic varying replacive
(ext/hyp/vary/replacive/non-fin)
11. paratactic alternative (ext/para/altern)

Overview of Coding Categories and Notations to be used in the Analysis of
Enhancement Relations

CATEGORY: Enhancement (20)
SUBCATEGORY
Temporal (7)

Manner (2)

CODING CATEGORY AND NOTATION
12. paratactic temporal simultaneous extent
(enh/para/temp/simult/extent)
13. finite hypotactic temporal simultaneous extent
(enh/hyp/temp/simult/extent/fin)
14. non-finite hypotactic temporal simultaneous extent
(enh/hyp/temp/simult/extent/non-fin)
15. finite hypotactic temporal simultaneous point
(enh/hyp/temp/simult/point/fin)
16. finite hypotactic temporal successive later
(enh/hyp/temp/success/later/fin)
17.finite hypotactic temporal successive
later(enh/hyp/temp/success/later/fin)
18. finite hypotactic temporal successive earlier
(enh/hyp/temp/success/earlier/fin)
19. non-finite hypotactic manner means
(enh/hyp/manner/means/non-fin
20. finite hypotactic manner comparison
(enh/hyp/manner/comp/fin)
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Cause-Condition (12)

21. paratactic cause-condition cause reason
(enh/para/cause-cond/cause/reason)
22. finite hypotactic cause-condition cause reason
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/reason/fin11)
23. finite hypotactic cause-condition cause purpose
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/purpose/fin)
24. non-finite hypotactic cause-condition cause purpose
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/purpose/non-fin)
25. finite hypotactic cause-condition result
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/result/fin)
26. finite hypotactic cause-condition condition positive
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/positive/fin)
27. non-finite hypotactic cause-condition condition
positive (enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/positive/non-fin)
28. finite hypotactic cause-condition condition
positive(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/positive/fin)
29. finite hypotactic cause-condition condition negative
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/neg/fin)
30. non-finite hypotactic cause-condition condition
negative
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/neg/non-fin)
31. finite hypotactic cause-condition condition concessive
(enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/concess/fin)
32. non-finite hypotactic cause-condition condition
concessive (enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond/concess/non- fin)

Table 4.20 displays the same text sequence of numbered clauses showing both the syntactic structures
as well as the kind of logico-semantic relations formed. Clauses forming straightforward complexes
may be distinguished from those forming longer and structurally more complex ones through the
identification of the logical structure of the nexus. The columns on the left show the structural delicacy
of the clauses whether the clause complex is made up of only one complex or there are any subcomplexes. The first row of any clause nexus is for the initiating clause in a paratactic relation and for
the dominant clause in a hypotactic relation. Any additional row indicates a new logico-semantic
relation whether it is the same type of relation as the previous one or different. The more rows there
are, the higher number of logico-semantic relations are identified.
The table also includes columns on the right-hand side. The four columns on the right-hand side show
the kind of logico-semantic relation made in both the system for expanding a clause (elaboration,
extension and enhancement) as well as for projecting a clause (mental and verbal projection). The
analysis of clauses for taxis and logico-semantic relations together contribute to their logical
representations of univariate structures. For example, the systemic selection and structural realisation
of HGE3 E1 to E4 clause may be represented as α = β1 + β2 + β3.
This thesis provides an explicit clause complex analysis of 60 selected AEs in APPENDIX C. Owing to
the sheer volume of the analysis all appendices will be placed in Volume 2 of this thesis. The analysis
of clause complex relations displayed the in tabular form is similar to the table shown below.

11

No instances of ‘non-finite hypotactic cause-condition cause reason’ were found in the corpus.
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Table 4.20:
Display of Texts a Numbered Sequence of Taxis and Logico-Semantic
Relations (Introductory Paragraph and First Argument Point Clause of HGE3)
HGE3
Complex
A

B

Clause
No.
1

Taxis

Ranking clause

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

E

F

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

=β

3

+2

by conducting a public forum

4

+3 and by governing the acts on
organonation.
α
“β

Pro
-jection

enh/hyp/
cause-cond/
cause/
reason/fin

However, organ donation rates are
seemed to be at a poor level due to the
discouragement [[of donating
organs]][[THAT IS among us]].
Organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians
as it can save many lives.

1

Enhance
-ment

enh/hyp/
cause-cond.
/purpose/
non-fin

Organ donation is not a new issue in our
country
as most of Malaysians nowadays are
being aware of this issue.

There are several ways [[to encourage
Malaysians on organ donation]]
such as by educating the public,

1
2

Exten
-sion

Organ donation is an act of donating
or giving organs to someone else
[[who is in need]]
in order to continue the survival of
human beings.

C

D

Elabo
-ration

enh/hyp/
cause-cond/
cause/
reason/fin
ela/hyp/
descripttion
ext /para/
add.
/positive/
fin
ext /para/
add
/positive/
fin

12

To be start with,
one of the ways [[to encourage
Malaysians to participate in organ
donation]] is by educating public on the
organ donation itself.

hyp/
verbal
projecion

In the current study, in order to highlight the nature of the complexing relation, the verbal group in
each clause (Finite and/or Predicator) is underlined, and the explicit logical connectors are bolded. For
example, in HGE3 D2 clause above, the grammatical marker signalling a hypotactic relation is the
subordinator ‘as’ and the verbal group is ‘can save’. As mentioned before, all instances of embedded
clauses are placed in double square brackets, for example, [[who is in need]] in clause A1 and all
simplexes are shaded. All instances of Subject ellipsis are noted by the symbol, Ø, for example, HGE5
E2 clause as shown in Table 4.13. Other kinds of ellipsis are shown with the caret symbol followed by
the retrieved element in upper case.

12

Although a little unconventional, Clause complex F is analysed as a verbal projection because the
alpha clause is taken as the writer’s own voice which projects his or her opinion. It is treated as
agnate to α Firstly I would say that β.one of the ways to encourage Malaysians is....
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4.4.2.2 Interpretation of taxis
This section illustrate how taxis is interpreted in the thesis using an example analysis of clause
complexes presented in Table 4.20. Table 4.20 shows that the essay has a mixture of parataxis and
hypotaxis relations, which alternate across the text span. Clause nexuses may contain more than one
type of taxis or logico-semantic relation or both.
Stage 2 analysis (refer to Table 4.20) indicates that HGE3 (Introductory paragraph and first ‘Argument
Point’) consists of 13 clauses with seven ranking clauses. Stage 3 shows the same text has two
paratactic clauses and five hypotactic ones. Stage 4 further identifies the principal markers and logicosemantic relations. Further interpretations are as follows.
The essay was examined for its systemic selections and structural realisations. Following Eggins (2004:
285), the structural realisation of the clause nexuses may be described in terms of “parts per structure”.
It was found that clauses A, B, D and F in Table 4.19 have one part per structure each and all of these
four clauses make single hypotactic link. Only clause E has two parts per structure. Clause E is a multiclause complex made up of a dominant hypotactic relation in which, the dependent clause makes a subcomplex of a paratactic relation in E3 and E4.

4.4.2.3 Interpretation of logico-semantic relations
Logico-semantic relations are found in single relations as well as in sub-complexes. Clauses E (Table
4.20) has a hypotactic elaboration description clause in the primary structure, marked by the marker
‘such as’ and a paratactic additive positive clause marked by first the conjunction ‘by’ and followed
by the conjunction ‘and’ in the sub-complex of the continuing clauses. To elaborate, the primary
semantic relationship is a hypotactic elaboration description between ‘There are several ways [[to
encourage Malaysians on organ donation]]’ and ‘such as by educating the public’. The secondary
semantic relationship is among the three main clauses which are ‘by educating the public’, ‘by
conducting a public forum’ and ‘by governing the acts on organ donation’ forming a paratactic
additive positive. The logical structure may be presented as follows:
α = β1 + β2 + β3

4.4.2.4 Stage 4:

Counting of Paratactic and Hypotactic Links for Various Logico-

Semantic Relations
The instances for each coding category in Tables 4.14 to 4.17 are tabulated in tables shown in
APPENDIX C of the thesis in Volume 2. Paratactic and hypotactic links as well as the number of
occurrences of each type of logico-semantic relation are counted based on the tables provided in
APPENDIX C to see the semantic variation in all the texts analysed. Besides enabling a quantitative
analysis of the semantic variation, the tabulation of the instances of the occurrences facilitates the
researcher to keep track of any errors made and to correct them. Next, the percentage of distribution of
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the systemic choices of taxis and logico-semantic relations were calculated manually based on simple
mathematical calculation principle.
For example, to calculate the percentage of paratactic extension additive positive relations
(ext/para/add/positive) of 20 HGEs, the following is done:
number of occurrences of paratactic extension additive positive
relations of 20 HGEs -x
_____________________________________________

x

100

number of both paratactic and hypotactic extension additive positive
relations in 20 HGEs -y
= x/y X 100
= z%
This simple calculation principle is used each time a percentage of a particular occurrence of taxis or
semantic relation is sought. The figures used above are drawn on for the statistics in Table 6.65 in
Chapter Six on the analysis of taxis and logico-semantic relations.

4.4.3

Stage 5:

Identification of Favoured Logogenetic Patterns of Logical Structures

The analysis of clause complex relations in the essay extract shows how strategies for forming clause
complex relations guides the local development of text, in particular the construction of arguments in
APEs. While the analysis of the internal structure of clause nexuses is confined to their own internal
organisation, analysis of clause nexuses over longer stretches of texts, and the whole of the texts as is
done in this study, point towards an indication of the favoured logogenetic or tactic patterns in the
argument constructions in HGEs, MGEs and LGEs.
For example, Table 4.21 shows that both parataxis and hypotaxis intersect to define the system of
logico-semantic relations. The favoured tactic resource for forming a clause complex, as shown in the
analysis of HGE5 in the table below is the single relation of hypotactic simple (e.g. α x β). However, in
this stretch of text, there are also several multi-clausal clause-complexes, as in F, I, N, S, W and AD, is
foregrounded.
What can be initially interpreted above is that the favoured logo-genetic pattern of the text is hypotactic
expanding cause-condition reason logical relation. Once phase two of the data analysis was completed,
the third phase of data analysis was undertaken.
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Table 4.21:

The logical structure of clause complex relations in HGE5

Clause-complexes in HGE5

Logical Structure

(excluding simplexes)

4.5

E

1+2

F

α ’ β(1+2 (α x β (1+2)))

I

α x β (α x β)

M

αxβ

N

α x β (xβ α(1 + 2))

O

αxβ

Q

αxβ

S

xβ α(1 + 2)

T

+β α

U

αxβ

W

1+2 (α x β(α x β))

X

αxβ

Y

αxβ

AA

1+2

AD

1 +2 (α x β(α x β(α x β)))

Third Phase: Mapping Analysis Between Essay Structure And Clauses

This is the final phase of the analysis, in which the mapping between the essay structure analysis and
clause analysis is made to see what makes the differences in terms of text the deployment of favoured
logo-genetic pattern in the text structure/organisation among HGE, MGE and LGE writers. It is
expected that the differences in the essay structure and the taxis as well as logico-semantic relations
will yield some results regarding what options student writers use in producing successful essays and
what constitute less successful essays.
Tables 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 show some samples of the mapping analysis. The detailed mapping analysis
of the three groups can be found in Appendix D, while detailed discussion on the mapping analysis will
be made in Chapter Seven.
The following Tables 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 offers initial interpretations of the mapping analysis. As
shown in Table 4.22, HGE3 has a multi-complex univariate in most of the sub-delicate layers of its
‘Elaboration’ stage.
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Table 4.22:

Logical Structure of Clause Relations in HGE3 Argument 3 Elaboration Stage

Clauses forming complexes for HGE3

Logical Structure

U- Evaluation

1(α x β) x 2

V- Evidence + Evaluation

α x β (α x β)

X- Suggestion

α x β (α “ β(α x β))

With reference to Table 4.22, MGE2 ‘Argument 1 Elaboration’ stage is made up of the following subdelicate layers:
Evidence ^ Deduction ^ Evaluation.

Table 4.23:

Logical Structure of Clause Relations in MGE2 Argument 1 Elaboration Stage

Clauses forming complexes for MGE2

Logical Structure

G- Evidence

xβα

I- Suggestion

αxβ

LGE1 ‘Argument 1 Elaboration’ stage contains ‘Evaluation’ and followed by ‘Consequence’ as shown
below, while for the whole ‘Elaboration’ stage, in terms of logical structure, there is only one complex
which is a multi-complex one as shown in Table 4.23.
Elaboration- Evaluation ^ Consequence

Table 4.24:

4.6

Logical Structure of Clause Relations in LGE1 Argument 1 Elaboration Stage

Clauses forming complexes for LGE1

Logical Structure

M- Evaluation

1 + 2 (x β α)

Chapter Summary

Summing up, this chapter has outlined the procedures used for manual clause and clause complex
analysis in this thesis. In summary, the analysis has been carried out in three phases as follows:
Phase 1: Analysis of Argumentative Essay Structure
Phase 2: Analysis of clauses for logico-semantic and taxis
Phase 3: Mapping analysis between essay structure and clauses
For phase 1, there is one stage of analysis, which is the schematic structure analysis of the AEs.
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Phase two has five stages of analysis, which are as follows:
Stage 1: Identification of Clauses
Stage 2: Identification of dependency and interdependency relations in clause nexuses
Stage 3: Identification of principal markers of taxis and logico-semantic relations
Stage 4: Counting of paratactic and hypotactic links for various logico
semantic relations
Stage 5: Identification of favoured logogenetic patterns of logical structures
The third or final phase has only one stage of analysis, which is the mapping analysis
between the schematic structure of AEs, and the taxis and logico-semantic relations of
the clauses of the AEs.
As mentioned earlier, the complete analysis for all the three stages will be offered in volume two of the
thesis. The list is as follows:
1.

Appendix B

- Analysis of Schematic Structure of Argumentative Essay

2.

Appendix C

- Analysis of Taxis and Logico-Semantic Relations

3.

Appendix D

- Mapping Analysis between Schematic Structure of Argumentative
Essays and Taxis and Logico-Semantic Relations

The findings and the discussion of the AE structure and the clause analysis of the AEs will be
presented in the next three analysis chapters. The findings of the first dimension will be presented in
Chapter Five, the second dimension in Chapters Six while the findings of the third dimension will be
presented in Chapter Seven. We now turn to the first chapter on the findings and discussion, Chapter
Five on AE schematic structure analysis.
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Table 4.25:
Functional
Stages
Argument
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Evidence +
Evaluation

Com
-plex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

3
T
U

V

Last but not least, [[by governing the acts on organ donation]] also
can encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.
1
2

1

3

x2

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation has been wrongly interpreted
as it gives a negative impression on the public,

α
xβ

“β

α
xβ

3
4
5

α
+2

enh/hyp/manner
/means/non-fin

or governing the acts about organ donation such as the Human
Tissues Act 1974
in order to get the faith back from Malaysians,

α
=β

1

6

7

enh/hyp/causecond/ purpose/
non-fin

This may put the perceptions of organ donations on a worse
condition among Malaysians.
Therefore, the government should take an action
by reviewing ^THE ACTS ABOUT ORGAN DONATION^

1

xβ

hypo
/verbal
projection

in order to get the source of organs.

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

that the mistake in Malaysia’s law system increased human
trafficking

W
1
2

ext /para/ add.
/advers./fin

This was supported by Chua (2004),
as he said

α

4

X

enh/hyp/causecond/ reason/fin

yet nowadays organ donation is human trafficking interrelated.

3

Suggestion

Mapping Analysis of HGE3 Argument 3 Point

Text

+2

+3

the nation’s society members to support
and ^THE NATIONS’S SOCIETY MEMBERS^ not misinterpret
^ORGAN DONATION^
or ^THE NATIONS’S SOCIETY MEMBERS^ get the wrong ideas
of organ donation.
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ext/para/
altern.
enh/hyp/causecond/
purpose/non-fin
elab/hyp/clari
/ non-fin
ext
/para/
add./positive
/fin (ellipsed
subj and fin)
ext /para/
altern./fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Table 4.26:
Functional
Stages
Argument 1
Point

Elaboration
Evidence

Mapping Analysis of MGE2 Argument 1 Point

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Text

F

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation should be encouraged
because it will save many patients' lives.

1

xβ

According to Annie (2008) to save patients live

2

α

G

Deduction

H

Evaluation

I

J

1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/reason
/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

the nation still need about 200 livers, 450 corneas, 1,200 kidneys and 450
hearts a year.
So, it is important for our society [[to know || that there die many patients
[[that needs organs to sustain their life]] ]].
In Islam view, it is important [[to donate our organ such as kidney]]
to save many peoples lives.

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

Besides that, peoples organ pledgers [[that donate their organ with noble
intention]] will be honoured and respected.
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Projection

Table 4.27:
Functional Stages
Argument 1
Point

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Text

L

1

xβ

2

α

Secondly, to encourage among Malaysians concern about the important
of organ donation,
we can doing a public forum [[which is necessary among Malaysians]]

3

α
xβ

4

M

N
Consequence

O

xβ
α

5
Elaboration
Evaluation

Mapping Analysis of LGE3 Argument 1 Point

α

xβ

3

α

1
+2

By doing a public forum
and discuss in proper way,

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

because it is sensitive especially our country,
Malaysia being a multiracial country.

Extension

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

to discuss this issue

=β

1
2

Elaboration

ela/hyp/
description
ext/para/add./ enh/hyp /manner
positive/fin
/means/non-fin

it definitely can help to ensure [[that Malaysians will be more serious in
organ donation]].
According to New Straits Times (2008) society needs to view organ
donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
From the good changes in mindset, it is hoped [[that organ donation will
be more effective ||and become the custom for Malaysians [[to save the
lives of others after death || rather than letting their organs go to
waste]]]].
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Chapter 5 ANALYSIS OF SCHEMATIC STRUCTURE OF ARGUMENTATIVE

ESSAYS

Analysis of Schematic Structure of Argumentative Essays
5.1

Introduction

This chapter explores the schematic structure of the AEs written by Malaysian ESL tertiary students. It
includes an analysis of the overall schematic structure of the essays collected and an analysis of a more
delicate level- the ‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ stages of several essays in chapter established to answering
the first research question, which is:
What are the differences among high-graded Essays (HGEs), middle-graded Essays (MGEs) and lowgraded essays (LGEs) with regard to their schematic structure?
In order to address the research question, the chapter is organised as follows:
5.2

Analyses of Schematic Structure

5.2.1

HGE Argument Structure

5.2.2

MGE Argument Structure

5.2.3

LGE Argument Structure

5.3

Chapter Summary

As a caution, it cannot be assumed that any “non-conformity” with the Sydney School’s schematic
structure for ‘Hortatory Exposition is necessarily an indicator that an essay is in some way defective,
undeveloped or communicatively inferior to an essay, which does “conform” structurally. The theoretical
framework and methodology of the research project has allowed the chances that an essay employing a
“non-conforming” schematic structure may still be entirely functional, effective and appropriate for a
given communicative context (although it is not expected to be common).

5.2

Analysis of Schematic Structure of Argumentative Essay

The success of the essay depends on the students’ precise interpretation of the topic in relation to the
required genre. The entire assessment prompt is replicated in 5.1 to indicate how students were expected
to respond to the essay question.
As shown in Table 5.1, first, the students needed to provide a ‘Background’, which would then orient the
topic and then to definitely establish ‘Thesis’ to agree. Next, they were expected to elaborate and
construct support for the argument. The examination question instruction on “you have developed the
following opinion about the issue” clearly shows that the type of essay will be an ‘Hortatory Exposition’
of one-sided writing of ‘persuading that’ (Martin 1989, Coffin 2004) rather than an essay weighing up the
merits of different positions on the question. It is, thus, a clear-cut matter that the audience’s or the
lecturer’s marking expectations are that the writers need to stress the reasons why Malaysians should be
encouraged to donate organs. The final important expectation is the writers have to persuade the reader
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that their stand is justified and legitimated by presenting logical, formal arguments based on evidence
from a body of literature which, in this case, is the two articles provided (see Appendix J for the final
examination question).

Table 5.1:

Nature of Topic of the Essay under Investigation

Topic of the final examination essay
You are a member of the health committee of the
university and you have been asked to write an article
for the campus bulletin in conjunction with Organ
Donation Awareness Week. Based on these two articles
“The Ethics and Law on Organ Donation in Malaysia”
and “Saving lives, one pledge at a time”, you have
developed the following opinion about the issue:
“Organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians. Do you agree?”

Meanings the writers must
make
*Offer
background
information on the issue

Functional stages within the
essay
*Orientate
the
topic
(Identification)

*Acknowledge the issue:
Establish thesis to agree or
disagree

*State thesis of organ donation
should be encouraged among
Malaysians

* State relevant reasons
(evidence) to support

*Reason to be outlined in
‘Thesis’
to
function
as
‘Preview’ to the essay or
offered after ‘Thesis’ in another
sentence

Using information from the two articles, write an article
of about 300-400 words to support your opinion.
Include three main ideas with supporting details for
your article. (You must use information that you have
gathered from reading the two articles, but marks will
be deducted if you copy sentences from the articles). Intext citations and proper acknowledgement of
references used must also be included.

* Present detailed analyses and
arguments of the main thesis
proposed
*Present evidence to confirm
and evaluate thesis (Series of
argument)
*Conclude with reinforcement
and recommendation

In analysing the schematic structure, the analysis of an essay from the ‘Write it Right’ project (1996) was
used as a model. The question/prompt for the model exposition was “Do you agree with the Forestry
Commission’s policy to phase out major logging operations in NSW? Give reasons for your answer.” As
shown in Appendix A, the model text global schematic structure consists of Identification, ^Thesis (with
concession), ^Argument 1 (with concession, 1 and 2), ^Argument 2, ^Argument 3, ^Reinforcement of
Thesis^ and Recommendation.
For the forestry text, the Identification stage identifies and defines the phenomenon under investigation
(i.e. rainforests are logged). The Thesis stage has two major phases: position and preview. The position
phase functions to introduce the issue by announcing the topic in the question and then announcing the
writer’s position on the essay’s main proposal (e.g. logging is harmful to the environment, so ‘major
logging operations should be phased out’). The text preview stage outlines three Arguments to be
presented (i.e. these logging practices cause damage to the environment, they damage the timber industry
itself, and they cause political damage) as shown in paragraph 2 (refer to Appendix A for the Write it
Right’s (1996) model text global schematic structure).
Each argument in the forestry text is organised by the Point and Elaboration structure, as shown in Table
5.2 below. For example, Argument 1 (Para 3 of the essay) begins with the stating of the main argument
outlined in the ‘section preview’ as Point 1 (e.g. the most important reasons for phasing out logging (6))
and next, the second argument (Para 4) follows with Point 2 (e.g. second reason for phasing out rainforest
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logging (22)). Finally, argument 3 (Para 5) offers the third point which is ‘strong political reasons for
ceasing logging (27).

Table 5.2:
Arguments
Argument

Para
3

Argument

4

Argument

5

Write it Right (1996) Model Text’s Point and Elaboration Structure
More Delicate Stages within Argument Stages
Point: General claim (6): Stop logging for impact on environment.
Problems and destructive impact on the environment.
Elaboration: Evidence + Evaluation ^ Evaluation ^ Consequence ^
Example ^ Evaluation ^ Consequence
Point: General claim (22): Stop logging for the timber industry.
Problems and negative effect on timber mills.
Elaboration: Evidence + Evaluation ^ Consequence
Point: General claim (27): Ceasing logging for political reasons.
Importance of rainforest protection
Elaboration: Evidence + Evaluation ^ Deduction

The Elaboration stages develop and support the points. The Elaboration stage in each Argument consists
of Evidence (e.g., it is estimated that... (Lucas, 1998: 36)), combined with Evaluation (e.g. phasing out
logging operations must, therefore, be considered essential). In the arguments, Consequences (e.g. effects
are also affected, etc.) and Causal Explanations (e.g. important reason, a second reason, political reason,
etc.) are drawn upon to explain and predict Consequences. The Recommendation stage consists of a
Suggestion for action (e.g., one possible way of addressing the economic consequences of phasing out
logging is to develop other industries such as eco-tourism...).
In short, the Write-it-Right model analysis provides a bench of mark for identifying the conformity (or
non-conformity) of stages and sub-stages in the construction of arguments in AEs in the Malaysian
context, in terms of the whole text level of the interaction. The justification is that “a strong organisation
of a text ensures the reader has a clear understanding both of the points made and the manner in which
these points are introduced and related to the text’s overall purpose” (Christie & Dreyfus 2007, p236). In
other words, such organisational strength is revealed to rely heavily upon an orderly progression of the
topic and ideas, which is apparent in the shaping of the stages of the text and their sequencing, as well as
in the constituent sentences and clauses that create those stages and help build overall structure (Szenes
2017). However, caution has to be practised to ensure that non-conformity is not always taken to indicate
unsuccessful structure. Christie and Dreyfus (2007) further argue that “an essay requires a strong
organisation, and these may be more than one such strong organisation” (p. 237).
Due to space and word limit constraints, not all essays of each group will be discussed in detail in this
chapter. For each group of writers, four essays will be chosen to represent the group in general.

5.2.1

HGE Argument Structure Analysis

Twenty HGEs were analysed in terms of their schematic structure and the analysis can be found in the
Appendix B-1. In terms of overall essay structure, all HGEs followed the schematic structure of Hortatory
Exposition. As mentioned earlier, the students have been exposed to the five-paragraph essay writing in
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the course they enrolled which is BEL311: English for Academic Purposes. In terms of the essay layout,
all essays except HGE14 were written in a five-paragraph pattern.
In the five-paragraph pattern, the first paragraph functions as an introductory paragraph which contains
the Identification and Thesis stages while the second (Argument 1), third (Argument 2), and fourth
(Argument 3) paragraphs make up the ‘body’ of the essay. The fifth or the last paragraph contains the
Reinforcement/Recommendation stage. The details of the delicate stages for the background paragraph
are shown in Table 5.3.

5.2.1.1

HGE ‘Identification’ and ‘Thesis’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis

Table 5.3 below indicates HGE writers’ introductory paragraph ‘Identification’ and ‘Thesis’ stages.

Table 5.3:

HGE ‘Identification and Thesis’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis

HGE No:
Stages
Identification

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Thesis

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

14
/
(2 para)
/

15

16

17

18

19

20

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

HGE-14, on the other hand, was made up of six paragraphs. The first and the second paragraphs made up
the Identification stage and the ‘Thesis’ is the last sentence in the second paragraph. The three arguments
were offered in paragraphs three, four and five respectively, while paragraph six contains the
Reinforcement/Recommendation stage. However, this pattern (essentially just one extra paragraph in the
Identification stage) does not show that the writer is a weak one because the basic stages of a successful
essay are present, and indeed the essay received a high grade by consensus among markers. Like the
remaining essays, the ‘Thesis’ of HGE14 is offered in the last sentence of the ‘Identification’ stage.
Detailed schematic analysis shows that all essays in the HGE group contain the Background followed by
the Thesis, whereby the Thesis contains a preview of what the arguments will be in the essay later (refer
Table 5.3 above). This proposition at the macro level leads to announcing the topic and the writer’s
position and previews the three main arguments to be discussed. These essential elements of the Thesis
function as an ‘initial summary’ (White 2000a).

5.2.1.2 HGE Argument Point Schematic Structure Analysis
This section will highlight the schematic structure analysis of HGE body paragraphs. Generally, in terms
of ‘Argument Points’, all of the HGEs have three claims, and each claim is developed in one body
paragraph. Table 5.3 below shows the overall stages found in any of the body paragraphs of HGEs.
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Table 5.4:
HGE
No.
Stages
No.
Of
Argument
Points- 3
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Example
Consequence
Warning
Suggestion
Deduction
Evaluation +
Evidence

HGE ‘Argument Point’ Overall Stages

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
0

1
1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

1
9

2
0

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

20

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/
/

/
/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/
/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/
/

/
/

/

/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

/

/

/
/
/

/

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/
/
/
/

20
17
20
5
11
1
19
15
11

/
/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/

No. of
essays

As can be seen in the above table, all HGEs have the stage of ‘Argument’ consisting of ‘Point’ and
‘Elaboration’. What marks the difference is the delicate stages that constitute or support the ‘Elaboration’
stage of each essay. All essays contain ‘Evaluation’ while only one essay (HGE-5) contains ‘Warning’,
while five (HGEs 9, 10, 15, 16 and 20) contain ‘Example’. The majority of essays contain ‘Suggestion
(19), ‘Evidence’ (17), and ‘Deduction’ (15) to support the ‘Argument’.
It can, therefore, be claimed that HGE writers produced essays which closely matched the relevant text
organisational prototype of the Hortatory argument structure, and which were, accordingly, broadly
coherent and effective. Also, these can be considered as the semantic constructs that arguably are the
most essential for or prototypical of the rhetorical mode of persuasion. For example, an essay that covered
all the primary stages but contained only examples or warning at more delicate stages would arguably be
less likely to produce coherent and effective arguments as recognised by Western academic cultural
countries.
The detailed analysis of the stages and sub-stages of each of the ‘Argument Point’ stage for each body
paragraph can be seen in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.

Table 5.5:
HGE
No.
Stages
Elaboration

1

2

Evidence

/

/

Evaluation

/

Example
Consequence
Warning
Suggestion

/

Deduction

/

Evaluation
Evidence

3

HGE ‘Argument Point 1’ Overall Stages and Sub-Stages
4

5

/
/

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

/
/

/

/

/

+

/

/
/
(2x)
/
/

/
/
/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/
(2x)
/
(2x)

/

/
/

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
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/

7
/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

No. of
essays

/
/

/

13

/

6
5
0
8

/
(2x)
/

12
10

Table 5.6:
HGE
No.

1

2

HGE ‘Argument Point 2’ Overall Stages and Sub-Stages
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
No. of
essays

Stages
Elaboration
Evidence

/

/

Evaluation

/

/
/
(2x)

Example
Consequence

/

Warning
Suggestion

/

Deduction
Evaluation
Evidence

/
+ /

/

/

/

/
/
(2x)

/

/

/

/

10

/

/
/
/
(3x)
/
/
/
(2x)

/

/

12

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/
/

/

Table 5.7:
HGE

/

/

1

2

/
/

/
/
(2x)
/
/

/

/
/
/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/

Evaluation

/

Example
Consequence
Warning
Suggestion
Deduction
Evaluation
Evidence

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

/

/

/

/

/

/
(2x)

/

/

/

/

2
10

/
/

/
/

10
10

/

/

/
/
/

/
/
(2x)
/

/
/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

20 No. of
essays
4

/

/

/

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

/
(2x)

/

+ /

/

HGE ‘Argument Point 3’ Overall Stages and Sub-Stages

No.
Stages
Elaboration
Evidence

2
6

/
/

/
/
(2x)
/

13

/
/
/
/
(2x)

10
12

2
7

11

In general, based on the findings shown in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, there are four sub-stages of
‘Elaboration’ that appear in almost all HGEs, namely Evaluation, Evidence13, Suggestion and Deduction.
These appear in two different orders, which are first, Evaluation ^ Evidence ^ Suggestion (often followed
by Deduction but also by other substages such as Consequence); and second, Evidence ^ Evaluation^
Suggestion (also often followed by Deduction). In other words, it is common within the dataset for the
writers to give their opinion on the issue (‘Evaluation’), support their opinion with ‘Evidence’ and then,
they suggested a course(s) of actions (‘Suggestion’) before reaching the conclusion by making
‘Deduction’.

13

Including ‘Evaluation + Evidence’ as a combined sub-stage
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A probable explanation for there being two popular sequences of these sub-stages of ‘Evaluation’ is due
to the task of the examination question, which required writers to evaluate the reason or the situation or
the condition or the evidence on why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians. Writers
who chose ‘Evaluation’ first, evaluated the reason/situation/condition, and then supported their
‘Evaluation’ with ‘Evidence’ quoted from the articles provided in the examination. Based on the
‘Evaluation’ put forward, which was supported by ‘Evidence’, a course(s) of actions was suggested
before concluding their argument in the stage of ‘Deduction’. On the other hand, writers who chose the
quote ‘Evidence’ first, would then evaluate (‘Evaluation’) the ‘Evidence’, suggest (‘Suggestion’) a
course(s) of actions and finally ended the ‘Argument’ with the ‘Deduction’ on why organ donation should
be encouraged.
Because of space and word limitation, only HGE-3 and HGE-5 will be discussed in detail to show how all
HGEs were structured in such a way that the texts had been graded as successful AE essays. The
following Tables 5.8 and 5.9 indicate the sequencing of the sub-stages of ‘Elaboration’ as discussed
earlier. In column three the text of the ‘Point’ is shown, then the text of the ‘Elaboration’ followed by the
delicate structure of the ‘Elaboration’. Although not all the sub-stages were in the expected sequence, for
instance ‘Evaluation’ should be followed by ‘Evidence’, ‘Deduction’ and finally ‘Suggestion’, the
inclusion of those stages has made the arguments stronger, clearer and easier to be followed by readers.
One clear indication for all HGEs is that the ‘Elaboration’ stage began with either ‘Evaluation’ or
Evaluation + Evidence’. As can be seen in Table 5.8 below, in HGE-3’s essay, all ‘Elaboration’ stages
began with either ‘Evaluation’ or ‘Evidence+Evaluation’. A second pattern here is that Arguments 2 and
3 include ‘Suggestion’. Additionally, Arguments 1 and 2 conclude with Consequence.

Table 5.8:
Arguments
Argument
1

Para
Para
2

Argument
2

Para
3

Argument
3

Para
4

HGE-3’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages
Point: Educating public on the organ donation itself
Elaboration: According to Chua (2004), current advancement make a success of organ transplantation A day on exposuring the process of surgery at public hospitals - Malaysians get opportunity to learn and
to be knowledgeable on organ donation - Experience themselves - Experience is the best teacher ^
Giving education can encourage organ donation:
*Evidence+ Evaluation*Consequence
Point: Conducting a public forum on organ donation.
Elaboration: Unpleasant feeling among people thinking about their death ^ Discourages them to donate
their organs if they die ^ public forum also can change the mindset of society ^ According to Cruez
(2008), organ donation rates are low ^ Having a clear public forum encourage public :
*Evaluation*Deduction*Suggestion*Evidence*Consequence
Point: Governing the acts on organ donation.
Elaboration: Organ donation has been wrongly interpreted ^ Chua (2004) said that the mistake in
Malaysia’s law system increased human - Put the perceptions of organ donations on a worse condition ^
Government should take an action reviewing or governing the acts about organ donation :
*Evaluation* Evidence+ Evaluation*Suggestion.

HGE-5’s schematic structure analysis as indicated in Table 5.9 below shows an example the alternative
sequence of sub-stages for the ‘Elaboration’ stage. The writer supported the ‘Elaboration’ stages with
‘Evidence+Evaluation’ for ‘Argument Point’ 1 and 3, while ‘Evidence’ in ‘Argument Point’ 2.
‘Evaluation’ was present in all ‘Argument Point’ stages, ‘Deduction’ in ‘Argument Point’ 1 and 3, and
‘Suggestion’ in ‘Argument Point’ 2.
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Table 5.9:
Arguments
Argument
1

Para
Para
2

Argument
2

Para
3

Argument
3

Para
4

HGE-5’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages
Point: It (organ donations ) has been proven to be successful
Elaboration: Recent developments in drugs contributed greatly to the success of organ transplantation
(Chua, 2004) ^ The transplant help save lives ^ No reason to think this process is harmful:
*Evidence+*Evaluation* Evaluation* Deduction
Point: An increasing need throughout the world for organ transplants.
Elaboration: An increased difference a gap between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplants (Cruez, 2008) ^ Lead to another problem such as human trafficking as the source of organs ^
Adequate supply- many lives can be saved and human trafficking can be prevented^ Instead wasting
organs after death, donate organs:
*Evidence*Warning*Evaluation*Suggestion
Point: To fulfil the organ pledger’s wish.
Elaboration:100,000 people have pledged to become a donor (Cruez, 2008) ^ Noble intention to save
other people’s lives ^Problem- pledger does not inform his family- refuses to allow donation ^ Organ
transplantation to be unsuccessful ^ Organ saved for donation during fatal accidents was ignored or
cannot be used - objections from victim’s families (Cruz, 2008):
*Evidence*Evaluation*Consequence*Deduction*Evidence

Based on the literature, it was expected that HGEs would display all the relevant primary stages because a
clear text structure ensures the reader’s understanding of both the points made and the manner in which
these points are introduced and related to the text’s overall purpose. As shown above all HGE writers did
meet these expectations. In terms of the context of situation and context of culture, it can be argued that
writers are generally rewarded for conforming to the rhetorical practices of their discourse communities
and this is how such reader expectations are set up.
From the schematic structure analysis of all essays, we can also see how certain more delicate elements
are common to all HGEs. Also, it is apparent that all HGEs have the sub-stages of ‘Evaluation’ under the
‘Elaboration’ stage of each of the ‘Argument Point’, which as we will see below distinguishes HGEs from
MGEs and LGEs (see Tables 5.8 to 5.11) in the following sub-sections of the chapter). The second
dominant sub-stage is ‘Suggestion’, followed by ‘Evidence’ and ‘Deduction. A new sub-stage proposed
by Lee (2006) in her research was ‘Evaluation + Evidence’, which in this present study appears to be the
fifth dominant sub-stage alongside with the ‘Consequence’ sub-stage.
The first three main dominant sub-stages, which are Evaluation, Suggestion and Evidence, are considered
strong indicators of an AE genre according to Lee (2006). As can be seen in many HGEs in the present
study, the writers organised the introductory paragraph of the text with ‘Identification’ and then it is
ended with a ‘Thesis’ and a ‘Preview’ embedded in the ‘Thesis’, which makes it easy for the reader to
anticipate and follow the discussion of ‘Argument Points of the essay.
With reference to the ‘Write it Right’ model text, each ‘Argument Point’ should be supported by the
‘Elaboration’ stage. As indicated earlier, most HGE writers in my study supported their ‘Elaboration’
stage with the sub-stages of ‘Evaluation’, ‘Evidence’, ‘Evidence + Evaluation’ as well as ‘Consequence’
and sometimes with ‘Suggestion’. Thus, those HGE texts can be considered as “very interactive as the
writers have successfully complied with a reader’s expectations in terms of organising information” (Lee
2006, p. 192). The HGE texts are considered interactive as they have many types of ‘Elaboration’ stages
of support and at the same time, they have the right organisational structure of an argumentative essay.
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An interesting observation that I need to account for in my data, including HGE essays, is the presence of
sub-stages which are not normally associated with persuasive/exposition writing. Lee (2006) claims that
‘Description’ and ‘Deduction’ are strong indicators for ‘Descriptive report’ or mixed genre. Although
‘Deduction’ is present in many HGEs, this sub-stage does not come under all the ‘Argument’ stages. The
presence of the ‘Deduction’ sub-stage in my data, however is still considered minimal as it tends to
appear under one ‘Argument’ stage paragraph only, not all the three body paragraphs, and its presence
does not appear to affect the quality or the overall text structure of the essays.
Generally, the ‘Argument’ stage of all HGEs is merely elaborating, retrospectively, the three main
‘Argument Points’ foreshadowed in the ‘Thesis’. In all HGE essays all the three ‘Argument Points’ begin
with a general ‘Claim’ giving some reasons why Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs. For
example, as we can see in Table 5.8 on HGE-3’s schematic structure of its ‘Argument Point’, the writer
spelled out for each ‘Argument Point’ some of the ways that Malaysians should be encouraged to donate
their organs. For ‘Argument Point 1’, this is ‘by educating public on the organ donation itself’. The next
one is ‘by conducting a public forum on organ donation, and the final one, ‘by governing the acts on
organ donation’.
As a whole, HGEs follow a ‘Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ sequence and this structure shows that ‘Argument
Points’ of HGEs are organised in a direct and linear way in terms of the flow of information, which
illustrates the writers’ facility with a conventional way of organising the argument that the AE community
members have shared for a long time in the Western culture (Lee 2006, Promwinai 2010, Botley 2014).
There are some occasions where although some HGE texts display a relatively clear series of ‘Argument
Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ stages, the texts are less thoroughly constructed, perhaps even slightly
unsuccessful in helping the reader follow their arguments. For example, some writers’ ‘Elaboration’
stages lack explicit forms of Evidence. An example of such an occurrence is shown in Table 5.10 below.
HGE-14’s ‘Argument Point’ #3 is elaborated by only sub-stages of ‘Evaluation’ and ‘Consequence’. The
‘Evidence’ sub-stage to strengthen the argument is missing.

Table 5.10:
Functional Stages
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Consequence

Para
Para 5

HGE-14’s ‘Argument Point 3’ Schematic Structure Analysis
Last but not least, the common solutions but strongly enough to influence people is awareness
campaigns.
This awareness campaign is aimed to deliver a love message to the Malaysians. As a
Malaysians, we should have a sense of humanity and love, for each other. A waste for us
perhaps a miracle to other which can save one’s live.
By cultivate(ing) a spirit of love, sympathy and humanity, this campaign will be able to
increased encouragement about organ donation to Malaysians.

Based on the overall analysis, a well-supported ‘Elaboration’ stage for the essay topic would normally be
supported by ‘Evaluation’ followed by ‘Evidence’ sub-stage or vice-versa and then will be further
elaborated and supported with ‘Suggestion’ and then ‘Consequence’ to show the effect of encouraging
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Malaysians to donate their organs. The function of ‘Evaluation’ is to evaluate the declining situation of
organ donation in the country, while the ‘Evidence’ is to support the ‘Evaluation’, so that the public will
believe the ‘sad’ situation of organ donation, because people are more likely to find explicit evidence
convincing, especially evidence from authorities and that is based on statistics. Once the ‘Evaluation’ is
well-supported with ‘Evidence’, a ‘Suggestion’ is appropriate, to convince readers that people should be
encouraged to donate their organs with the ‘Consequence’ that such encouragement, if successful, will
save other people’s lives. A negative ‘Suggestion’ reflects the idea that if they refuse to donate their
organs, it causes a negative ‘Consequence’, which is that many people will die because they fail to
receive healthy donated organs to continue their lives.
To summarise the Argument Point structure in HGEs, although not all HGEs have the same level of
‘interactiveness’ i.e. similar schematic structure sequences and ‘argumentativeness’ (i.e. similar substages of ‘Elaboration’ and ‘Reinforcement and/or Recommendation’), they are still better than MGEs
and LGEs in terms of being interactive and argumentative in that they construct a clear ‘Schematic’
structure and ‘Argument Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ stages that guide the readers to follow the information
easily. The difficulties found in MGE and LGEs will be described in the relevant sections below, after the
final section on HGEs, which reports on their Reinforcement/Recommendation stage.

5.2.1.3 HGE Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
Generally, in terms of the Reinforcement/Recommendation Stages, all HGEs have an explicit
Reinforcement stage except HGE6 and HGE13, who use a combined Reinforcement/Recommendation
stage. Half of the HGEs include an explicit separate Recommendation. At the more delicate level, 16 out
of 20 include an explicit ‘Summary’ sub-stage. These results can be seen in Table 5.11 below.

Table 5.11:
HGE Essay No.
Stages
Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation
Deduction
Suggestion
Consequence
Evaluation + Summary
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation
Consequence
Deduction
Reinforcement
Recommendation
Summary
Reinforcement
Recommendation
Deduction

HGE Reinforcement/Recommendation Stages

1

2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20

/
/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/
/

/

/
/
/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/

/

/

+

/
/

+

/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/

/
/
/

No. of
essays
18
15
9
3
1
0
2
10
6
2
0
0
1

/

1
1

/

1

In the Reinforcement, Recommendation or Reinforcement/Recommendation stage, the ‘Conclusion’
(typically para 5) mainly re-emphasises the writer’s stand as stated in the ‘Thesis’ preview and it contains
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a summary of the three ‘Argument Points’ discussed in the three body paragraphs. Table 5.12 below
illustrates this by comparing the Thesis in HGE1 with the way this essay concludes. In the ‘Thesis’ stage,
the writer outlined the three main ‘Argument Points’ that would be discussed in the essay. The first
‘Argument Point’ is indicated with a solid line, the second with a double line, while the third with a
broken line. In the ‘Summary’ sub-stage under the ‘Reinforcement and Recommendation’ stage, the three
‘Argument Points’ were again mentioned, were in the same order, and used similar wording to the way
they were expressed in much the same wording similarly as they were in the Introductory paragraph.

Table 5.12:
Functional Stages
Introduction
Thesis

HGE-1’s Comparison between the ‘Thesis’ and ‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’
Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
Para
1

Conclusion
Reinforcement and
Recommendation
Summary
5

Suggestion

Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to the fact that
organ donation can save others’ lives (Argument Point #1), not harmful (Argument Point
#2) and a noble deed (Argument Point #3).

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because organ
donation can save other people’s lives (Argument Point #1), not harmful (Argument Point
#2) and a noble deed (Argument Point #3).
Therefore, Malaysians should undergo a paradigm shift and change their negative
perception about organ donation. Whether we like it or not, organ donation should become a
norm and a part of our lives. So start pledging now because with one pledge, we can save
many lives.

Of some concern, one writer, HGE-6 had only the ‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ stage with the substage of ‘Deduction’ – a rhetorical function associated that has been associated with reports rather than
with exposition in other studies. Table 5.13 shows the detailed schematic analysis of the
‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ stage of HGE-6 writer.

Table 5.13:
Functional Stages
Conclusion
Reinforcement
Recommendation
Deduction

HGE-6’s ‘Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage’ Schematic Structure Analysis
Para
5

Content
In a nutshell, there are several ways to encourage Malaysians to donate organs.
Malaysians should be open-minded and be well-explained about the organ donations.
Thus, the organ donations may help to save individual’s life and improve their quality of life
in the future.

However, in a way, the HGE6 writer did mention the ways to encourage Malaysians to donate organ in
his or her body paragraphs earlier on. The only ‘weakness’ here is that the writer had failed to summarise
the ‘Argument Points’. However, the essay still contains a higher level of ‘argumentativeness’ and
‘interactiveness’ compared to that of the MGEs and LGEs.
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As Table 5.4 indicates, HGE1’s ‘Elaboration’ is supported with ‘Evaluation’, ‘Evidence’, ‘Deduction’
and ‘Suggestion’, while HGE2 is supported with ‘Evidence’, ‘Evidence + Evaluation’ and
‘Consequence’. In terms of the ‘Reinforcement’, both essays have the ‘Summary’ stage while HGE1 has
another added stage, which is ‘Recommendation’. The stage is further supported by another layer of
delicate stage of ‘Suggestion’. Other HGEs have slightly different combinations of delicate stages, but
none omit any key stages.

5.2.1.4 Conclusion
Based on the overall analysis, all HGEs indicate clearly the three parts of the body paragraphs and the
‘Thesis’ and ‘Preview’ sections indicate the writers’ stand on the issue of the organ donation. Thus, HGEs
could be classified as ‘conforming’ to the prototype of the Hortatory argument structure or the Sydneyschool prototypes for argumentative writing. HGEs demonstrate a clear schematic structure and text
organisation, in that their rhetorical frames align with the generic structure of argument presented by
Martin et. al. (Wright it Right 1996). Such argument structure brings out the dialogic nature of argument
by showing the ‘Argument Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ and the problem-solution or cause-effect structure as
the topic can be approached in either structure.
These results can be interpreted as indicating that the consistent staging of ‘Evidence’ and ‘Evaluation’
or ‘Evidence + Evaluation’ coupled, most of the time, with ‘Suggestion’ to elaborate Argument Points
has contributed to those essays being marked as successful AEs (although it is not in the design of the
study to firmly establish such a relation or compare it to other reasons why the essays may have been
graded highly). Although there are minor parts of a few HGEs that do not seem to have sufficient
elaboration in argumentation, overall, HGEs are successful in meeting audience expectation in terms of
the rhetorical structure of AE.

5.2.2

MGE Argument Structure

Out of 20 MGEs, eight essays (MGE-1, MGE-2, MGE-3, MGE-5, MGE-16, MGE-17, MGE-18 and
MGE-19) are found to conform to the Hortatory argument structure (see Appendix A-4). However, due to
space and word limitation, MGE-2, MGE-5, MGE-15 and MGE-19 will be discussed in detail to
represent the whole group. MGE-2 and MGE-5 are chosen because these two essays are in the top range
of the MGE group, i.e. the scores are slightly below the lowest scores of those of HGE groups, while the
scores of MGE-15 and MGE-19 are close to the scores of the top-graded essays of the LGE group.

5.2.2.1 MGE ‘Identification’ and ‘Thesis’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
In general, all MGEs’ introductory paragraphs conform with AE schematic structure i.e. ‘Identification’
and ‘Thesis’ stages as shown in Table 5.14 below. However, a noticeable pattern in the ‘Introductory’
paragraphs of all MGEs is that the ‘Identification’ stage length is longer i.e. the stage contains more or
longer sentences than that of the HGEs (refer to Appendix B-2 for details). Also, more than half of
MGEs’ ‘Thesis’ are a repetition of the examination question rubric, where there is no specific mention of
the writers’ stand and no ‘Preview’ of why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
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Table 5.14:
MGE

MGE ‘Identification and Thesis’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

No. of
Essays

Stages
Identification /
Thesis
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

20
20

An example of both repetition of the examination rubric and the absence of explicit construction writer
stance is MGE-15’s ‘Thesis’ as shown in Table 5.15 below. The writer simply states that ‘there are
several ways to encourage organ donations among Malaysians’, which in a way assumes the examination
rubric’s ‘for’ position without actually proposing that organ donation should be encouraged. At the same
time, in the section that would normally be the ‘Thesis’, there was no mention of the writer’s stand; thus,
it lacks ‘argumentativeness’. Also, the writer did not specify why or how Malaysians should be
encouraged to donate organ donations. The absence of ‘argumentativeness’ and also of a ‘Preview’ of
how or why organ donation should be encouraged results in the ‘Identification’ stage containing a
‘General Statement’ and ‘Specification’ delicate stages only. The ‘General Statement’ and ‘Specification’
stages or sequences are features of ‘Descriptive Report’ genre, rather than an argumentation genre. This
type of report genre does not generally contain a cause-and-effect or problem-solution structure; instead,
it just describes (Lee 2006). The ‘Thesis’ does not conform to the Sydney School’s Hortatory argument
structure.
There were also some MGEs that were argumentative in nature, but the Thesis statement was not
followed by any ‘Preview’ for the essay. This appears to have affected the grading of the essays. An
example can be seen in Table 5.15 exemplified by MGE-20’s ‘Thesis’. Although the ‘Thesis’ contains the
phrase, ‘should be encouraged’, which carries the element of ‘argumentativeness’ interpersonally, the
writer did not specify the ‘Preview’ for the ‘Thesis’ i.e. how or why organ donation should be
encouraged. MGE-15, in addition to lacking a ‘Preview’ has answered a slightly different question from
the one asked as they have not addressed directly the obligation to encourage organ donation but have
instead addressed the possibility of doing so.

Table 5.15:
MGE Functional Stages
No.
15
Thesis
20
Thesis

MGE-15’s and MGE-20 ‘Thesis Stage’ Schematic Structure Analysis
Para
1
1

Content
There are several ways to encourage organ donations among Malaysians.
Therefore, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to a lot
of reasons that will make these people smile.

5.2.2.2 MGE Argument Point Schematic Structure Analysis
The irregularity of the construction of the ‘Thesis’ discussed in the previous section has caused most
MGEs’ overall schematic structure to become not very clear. Those ‘non-conforming’ essays fail to
identify the main issue to be dealt with i.e. organ donation. The writers’ stand on or position of the issue
is unclear, and they fail in providing relevant ‘Preview’ to the ‘Thesis’.
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Additionally, a few MGEs, were written in a mixed genre of argumentative and discussion genre (MGE4, MGE-6, MGE-11, MGE-13, MGE-15 and MGE-20), which has resulted in the texts having unclear
textual and rhetorical organisation. This mixed genre in turn has caused the writers to fail in achieving the
final examination task that is supporting the claim that ‘Malaysians should be encouraged to donate
organs’. Detailed overall analyses of the MGEs’ ‘Argument Point’ schematic structure based on the body
paragraph analyses are shown in following Tables 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18. These two weaknesses (overall
genre and conforming to expectations regarding the ‘Thesis’ stage) will be further discussed in this
section with MGE-15 used as the discussion model after presenting results on the more delicate stages,
across all MGEs.

Table 5.16:
1
MGE
Stages
Argument Point
Descriptive
Report

MGE ‘Argument Point 1’ Overall Stages and Sub-Stages

2

3

/

/

4

/
(Evidence)

General
statement
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
thesis
Elaboration

6

/

/

7

8

9

10

11

12

/

13

14

/

15

16

17

18

19

/

/

/

/

/

20

No. of
Essays
11

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

9

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

8
0

of
/

Specification

/

Evidence

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

Evaluation
Evaluation
Evidence
Example

5

/

/

/
(2x)

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

+

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

11

/
(2x)

/
(2x)

/

/

/
(2x)

/

/

/
(2x

8
9

/

12

/

5
0

/

Consequence
Warning

1
0

Suggestion
Deduction

/
(2x)
/

Description

/

/

/

1

Descriptive
/
Report
General statement /
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
of
Thesis
Elaboration
Specification
/
Evaluation
Evidence

/

/

Table 5.17:
MGE
Stages
Argument Point

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

3
/

/

/

/

/

/

14

/

9

MGE ‘Argument Point 2’ Overall Stages and Sub-Stages

2

3

4

5

6

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

7

/

/

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

8

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/
/

/
/
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/

17

18

19

20

No. of
Essays

/

/
(EviDence)

/

/

/

11

/

7

/

7
2

/
/

16

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/
/

12
7
5
8

Evidence
Evaluation
Example
Consequence
Warning
Suggestion
Deduction

+

/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

1

Descriptive
Report

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

+

MGE
Stages
Argument Point

/

/

/

/

7

2

3

4

5

6

/

/

/

/

/

/

Evaluation

/

Evidence

/

/
/
/

7

8

/
/

/
/

/

/

/
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/
/
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/
/

/

1
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/
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/
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/

/

/

/

/

/
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2

/
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/

/

/

/

/
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/

/

/
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/
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/
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/
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MGE “Argument Point 3’ Overall Stages and Sub-Stages

/

Specification

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

14
5

/
/

/

/

/

/
/
(2x

11
8

/

4
0

Consequence

/

Suggestion

/

Deduction

/
(2x)

Description
Description
Evidence

/
/

Table 5.18:

Evidence
Evaluation
Example

/

/

Description
Description
Evidence

General
statement
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
thesis
Elaboration

/

/
/

+

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/
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/
/

/

4

/
/

/
/

8
13
6
1

Those three tables above indicate the delicate stages that made up either the ‘Argument Point’ stage or
‘Descriptive Report’ stages of each of MGE body paragraphs.
As can be seen in Table 5.19 below, MGE-15 is constructed in a mixed genre of descriptive report and
argument and this type of mixed genre fails in arguing the issue of organ donation. Instead of why or how
organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians, the writer describes first, how the organ
donation pledger should inform their family and second, the Human Tissue Act 1974 which allows
removal of some organs for certain purposes. The writer fails to relate the description to why and how
Malaysian should be encouraged to donate organs. Instead, the writer just mentions that this act can help
the government to encourage Malaysians to donate organs and this can be considered a weak justification.
MGE-15 is also a ‘non-conforming’ AE as there is only one argument offered, which is ‘Argument Point
1’. The remaining two body paragraphs consist of the ‘Descriptive Report’ stage, which is supported by
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‘General Statement’. This is a clear example of unsuccessful AE as the ‘General Statement’ contains no
“Evaluation’ to argue the issue of organ donation.

Table 5.19:
Arguments
Argument 1

Para
Para 2

Descriptive
report 1

Para 3

Descriptive
report 2

Para 4

MGE-15’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages
Point: A talks can increase the numbers of donor
Elaboration: People will be given the correct informations on organ donations ^ They can
change their mindset ^ Know the truth about organ donation.
Evaluation ^ Deduction ^ Evaluation
General Statement: Family of organ pledger did not know about his attention to make organ
donation
Specification: Organ pledger should tell his family- Family will feel proud - Clear about the
negative thinking.
Description
General Statement:
Specification: The Human Tissues Act 1974 allows the removals for certain purposes ^
Government encourage the Malaysians to donate
Description ^ Deduction

As stated in the beginning of this section, only eight MGEs ‘conform’ to the Hortatory argument
structure, which means that the essays contain the “obligatory” sub-stages of ‘Elaboration’ stage of an
AE, which are ‘Evaluation’ and ‘Evidence’ and also a sub-stage of ‘Deduction’. These sub-stages indicate
a weak genre structure for AE. In addition, there are also a few irregularities in terms of sub-stage staging
in those eight essays that have caused them to be less successful and grouped as MGEs.
Table 5.20 below illustrates the above problem found in most MGEs further. The ‘Argument Point’
schematic analysis of MGE-2 shows a considerable part of the ‘Elaboration’ stage is taken by the
‘Evaluation’, which can be seen in ‘Argument Point 2’. It may be the case that, perhaps counterintuitively more evaluation does not mean a better argument. In this sense, the writer fails to use only one
‘Evaluation’ to argue his or her stand throughout the ‘Elaboration’ stage; instead, the writer uses more
than one ‘Evaluation’ separately to lead to another sub-stage. The first ‘Evaluation’ leads to ‘Evidence’,
the second one leads to ‘Deduction’, and the final one leads to ‘Consequence’. Although there are three
‘Evaluation’, ‘Argument Point 2’ fails to argue the issue well; thus, this has led to a weak level of
‘interactiveness’ and ‘argumentativeness’.

Table 5.20:
Arguments
Argument
1

Para
Para 2

Argument
2

Para 3

Argument
3

Para 4

MGE-2’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages
Point: Save many patients’ lives
Elaboration: 200 livers, 450 corneas, 1 200 kidneys and 450 hearts needed a year (Annie, 2008) ^
Many patients needs organs to sustain their life ^ Islam- important to donate to save lives :
Evaluation ^ Deduction ^ Evaluation
Point: Help many peoples and clear the negative stories about organ donation
Elaboration: According to Annie (2008), organ donation rates still prevail ^ People heard
negative story about organ donation, they think organ donation is not good and harm^ Need to
portray the actual procurement^ People will change their view:
Evidence ^ Evaluation ^ Suggestion ^ Deduction
Point: Organ donation will fulfilled organ pledger’s wish to save patients lives.
Elaboration: Chua (2004) cadaveric tissue is allowed to be remove from cadaver under two
circumstances^ When the two circumstances die organ pledger’s wish to donate his organ will be
fulfil ^ When organ donation is encouraged it will increase the number of pledgers number organ
donation among non-pledger :
Evidence ^ Description ^ Deduction
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The problem of omitting relevant sub-stages is another way that MGEs appear to produce unsuccessful
arguments. As can be seen in Table 5.21, which shows the schematic analysis of MGE-19, there is an
absence of sub-stage ‘Evaluation’ in the second and third ‘Argument Points’ each. The absence of the
sub-stage indicates a weak level of argumentativeness as well interactiveness. In fact, the writer only uses
‘Evidence’ in both ‘Argument Points’ in making ‘Deduction’. Also, the writer does not clarify the causeeffect or ways to encourage Malaysians to donate organs; instead, the writer keeps on providing
‘Evidence’ just to support his or her position.

Table 5.21:

MGE-19’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

Arguments

Para

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages

Argument
1

Para 2

Argument
2

Para 3

Argument
3

Para 4

Point: Can save others’ lives
Elaboration: Organ transplantation is proven to be successful ^ Those who are suffering from
various organ failures can be saved (Chua, 2004) ^ Help them to continue life as healthy as
usual :
Evaluation ^ Evidence ^ Deduction
Point: An increasing needs in organ donation
Elaboration: Our nation need1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year to
save patients’ lives (Annie, 2008) - Since the 1970s, only 215 people have donated their organs
^ Still a big gap between the need for organ transplants and the supply of the organs :
Evidence ^ Deduction
Point: Reduce human trafficking problem
Elaboration: No legislation in our country to regulate the removal of organs from live donors
(Chua, 2004) ^ Human trafficking will become a major source of organs ^ It is unethical to have
payments involved in the procurement of the organs (Chua, 2004) :
Evidence ^ Deduction ^ Evidence

Another irregularity that can be observed is in MGE-5 ‘Argument Points’ 1 and 2 sub-stages (Table 5.22).
MGE-5 is a ‘conforming’ Hortatory structure essay, but the writer includes a sub-stage of ‘Description’ in
the first and third ‘Argument Points’ (indicated in a grey shading). ‘Description’ is used to label a substage of the ‘Descriptive Report’ genre. It seems that the inclusion of this sub-stage has weakened the
level of argumentativeness of the essay because the presence of ‘Description’ results in the lack of
dialogic nature of argument (Lee 2006). In ‘Argument Point 1’, the writer describes organs that patients
need replaced, while in ‘Argument Point 3’, the writer describes the reason why the researchers need
human tissue that is to investigate the causes of diseases, which is not very relevant to organ collection
and transplantation as treatment. Thus, it can be concluded that in MGE-2, MGE-5 and MGE-19, the
balance between ‘Argument Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ is less well achieved.
Table 5.22:
Arguments
Argument
1

Para
Para 2

Argument
2

Para 3

Argument
3

Para 4

MGE-5’s “Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages
Point: Can save the lives of many patients.
Elaboration: Their vital organs are diseased or defective ^ Chua (2004), organ transplantation is
the act of replacing organs and tissues- patients can be saved and able to live their lives normally ^
Donating organs is very important:
*Description*Evidence + Evaluation* Deduction
Point: Help discourage human trafficking activities
Elaboration: Human trafficking activities is on rise (Chua, 2004) ^ Build up our society’s
awareness of donating organs ^ Sufficient organs available, no desperate demands for organs:
*Evidence + Evaluation*Suggestion*Deduction
Point: Improve the medical field
Elaboration: Researchers investigate cause of diseases ^ Experiments on human cadavers
contribute to the medical field ^ Human Tissues Act 1974 allows us to remove tissues from
cadavers ^ Researchers improve knowledge on medical field:
*Description*Consequence*Evaluation*Deduction
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5.2.2.3 MGE Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
Another particular problem of the MGEs occurs in the ‘Reinforcement/ Recommendation’ stage. Only 10
MGEs (MGE-2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16, 18 and 19) have the ‘Summary’ sub-stage (refer to Table 5.23
below for details of the stages). However, not all these essays are fully Hortatory argument structure
essays for other reasons as well. As mentioned in the beginning of the section, only MGE-1, MGE-2,
MGE-3, MGE-5, MGE-16, MGE-17, MGE-18 and MGE-19 are found to be written in the Hortatory
argument structure. At the same time, only MGE-2, MGE-3, MGE-16, MGE-18 and MGE-19 are the
only MGEs that have all the ‘obligatory’ stages and sub-stages. It is clear that without such a final stage,
texts without ‘Summary’ simply come to an abrupt end, without any sense of closure or completion.
Obviously, the inclusion of the sub-stage of ‘Summary’ indicates the reference to the original statement
of position in the ‘Thesis preview’, and this reference provides a closure, a sense of the text “coming full
circle”, so to speak (Srinon 2010). The restatement of the central position is rhetorically effective in that it
reminds the reader of the central point of the text, which has been argued and justified in the previous
three body paragraphs.

Table 5.23:
MGE
Stages
Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation
Deduction
Suggestion
Consequence
Evaluation + Summary
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation
Consequence
Deduction
Evaluation + Summary
Reinforcement
Recommendation
Summary
Suggestion
Evaluation

MGE’s Reinforcement/Recommendation Stages

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

/

/
/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

11

12

13

14

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

15

16

17

18

19

20

No. of
Essays

/
/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

16
6
13
0
1
1
1
8
7
1
0
2
1
3

/

/
/
/

/
/
(2x)

3
2
1

/

/
/
/
/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

+

5.2.2.4 Conclusion
It is clear that some MGEs were unproblematically constructed based on the Hortatory argument
structure. Among these essays, although the broad staging exactly matched the Sydney-school prototype
with clear ‘Thesis’, ‘Argument’ and ‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ stages, an important weakness
was the inappropriate use of sub-stages employed for the ‘Elaboration’ stage especially ‘Description’.
This sub-stage as discussed in the literature is a main sub-stage for ‘Descriptive Report’ genre. The
‘Description’ sub-stage, in a way, disrupted those texts’ overall objective of mounting an argument, due
to lack of clarity in and explicit presentation of the argument position. These writers faltered in their
attempt to stage their argument.
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Another weakness is that the ‘conformity’ to essay ‘Elaboration’ stage does not consistently comprise
‘Evidence’, ‘Evaluation’ and ‘Suggestion’ sub-stages. As mentioned earlier, there is existence lack of
dialogic nature of argument in the ‘Elaboration’ stages, which is indicated with sub-stage of
‘Description’, where arguments are organised by starting off describing what organ donation is all about;
instead of discussing why or how organ donation should be encouraged.
In general, although the overall schematic structure of MGEs was not constructed as expected, it is
relatively better organised than that of the LGEs. The following section will highlight why LGEs are the
weakest group in the present study from the perspective of generic structure.

5.2.3

LGE Schematic Structure

For this section, the analysis of LGE-1, LGE-16, LGE-17 and LGE-18 will be discussed in detail to show
how the LGE writers produced the texts. In general, none of the LGEs is fully structured ‘conforming’ to
the Hortatory argument structure (see Appendix B-3). The texts are typically a mixed genre of
‘Descriptive Report’ and ‘Argument’. The irregularities can be found in all the essay stages, which will
be discussed in detail in the relevant sections.

5.2.3.1 LGE ‘Identification’ and ‘Thesis’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
As seen in Table 5.24 all LGEs contained the ‘Identification’ and ‘Thesis’ stages except LGE-5 that did
not have a ‘Thesis’ stage.
Table 5.24:
MGE

1

2

3

4

5

6

LGE Identification and Thesis Stage
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

No. of
Essays

Stages
Identification /

/

/

/

Thesis

/

/

/

/

/
(2x)

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

20

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/*

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

19

* Thesis was in the first body paragraph, not in the Introductory paragraph.

The first irregularity is some LGE writers did not clearly state the main position in the beginning, but
awkwardly the position is reinforced in the concluding paragraph. An example of LGE-2 below illustrates
the irregularity (Table 5.25)

Table 5.25:
LGE-2’s Comparison between ‘Identification/Thesis’ with
‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
// 1 Many people in Malaysia wants to donate their organs to those people illness and wants to
the organ stay live. 2 But due to a lack of awareness, many of potential donors are lost. 3 Organ
donors is very important because it can help people who wants the organs like eye, pancreas,
liver, kidneys and hearts. 4 Beside that, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysia.
// 5 Here, have a general steps for make people wants to donate their organs.

Thesis
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Deduction

Para 5
// 17 In conclusion, many good thing can get if we donate organs to people was sick. 18 We
can save their life and their life was happy.
/ 19 So, we must change mindset very much.
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Recommendation
Evaluation

// 20 Society needs to view organ donations as a standard aspect of patient care.
/21 With this change, it is hope that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians to
save the lives of others after death rather than letting their organs go to waste.

In the above table, the ‘Thesis’ contains only the barest indication of why one should encourage
Malaysians to donate organs; instead, it flags the description of general steps to make people donate
organs.

However,

in

the

concluding

paragraph

(para

5)

which

indicates

the

‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ stage, the writer made no comment on the good reasons on organ
donation, which this idea is not mentioned at all in the ‘Thesis’. This irregularity is seen as awkward
reinforcement of the issue. In another way, it is seen as an abrupt ending of the essay.
Some of the LGEs fail to argue in the ‘Thesis Preview’ on why or how Malaysians should be encouraged
to donate organs, as illustrated in the example from LGE-2 above. Most ‘Thesis’ stages have no element
of ‘argumentativeness’. Instead, the ‘Thesis’ contains ‘Preview’ of what the writers would claim organ
donation is, or how the procedure of organ donation is conducted (see LGE-1, LGE-11, LGE-14, LGE-15
and LGE-19 in Appendix B-3).
Also, the ‘Thesis’ stage of many LGEs does not have ‘Preview’ i.e. writers failed to indicate the three
‘Argument Point’ in the ‘Thesis’ stage on either arguing why organ donation should be encouraged or
describing what organ donation is or how the procedure of organ donation takes place. As a result, the
absence of the ‘Preview’ results in ‘General Statement’ and ‘Specification’ stages instead of ‘Argument
Point’ and ‘Elaboration’ stages consecutively.
The ‘General Statement’ and ‘Specification’ stages do not offer a problem-solution or cause-and-effect
argument structure. These stages, as pointed in the section on MGE schematic structure previously,
belong to a ‘Descriptive Report’. Because of the inappropriate genre, the rhetorical and organisational
structure of the texts fails to achieve the final examination task and as a result LGEs are graded as
unsuccessful. In other words, the essays lack the most basic functional stage of ‘Argument’ genre (see
Tables 5.26-5.29 in the following section and the discussion based on those tables and also Appendix B3). In sum, LGEs are typically unsuccessful at constructing the initial stages of arguments. Their
irregularity structure of AE can be further identified in the following section on the ‘Argument Point’
stages of the body paragraphs.

5.2.3.2 LGE ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis
Tables 5.26, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 that show the details of delicate stages of ‘Argument Point’/ ‘Descriptive
Report’/ ‘Descriptive Argument’ of body paragraphs one, two, three and four respectively. The findings
in those tables indicate the next irregularity of LGEs which is the texts are typically a mixed genre of
‘Descriptive Report’ and ‘Argument’.
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Table 5.26:
MGE
Stages
Argument Point
Descriptive
Report
General
statement
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
of
thesis
Elaboration
Specification
Evidence
Evaluation
Evaluation
+
Evidence
Example
Consequence
Warning
Suggestion
Deduction

1

2

3

/

/

/

/

LGE First Body Paragraph Stages and Sub-Stages
4

5

6

7

8

9

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

14

19

20

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

5
12

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

12

15

16

17

18

/

/

/

/

3

/

/

/

3

/
/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/
/

/

Descriptive
Report
General
statement
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
of
thesis
Elaboration
/
Specification
Evaluation
/
Evidence

2

3

/

/

/

/

/
/

/
(2x)

/

/

/
(2x)

/

/

/
/

/

6
14
5
5
3
0
1
0
3

/

1
MGE
Stages
Argument Point /

No. of
Essays

/

/

Table 5.27:

+

13

/

/

/

Description
Evidence

12

/

/
/
/
/

Description

+

11

/

/
(2x)

Evidence
Evaluation
Example
Consequence
Warning
Suggestion
Deduction
Description

10

/
(2x)
/
(2x)

/

9
/

13

20

No. of
Essays

LGE Second Body Paragraph Stages and Sub-Stages
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

/

16

17

18

19

/

3

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

8

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

8

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

9

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

9

/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/
/
/

/
/
(2x)

/
/

/
/
/
/

/
/

/

3

/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/
/

/

/
/

/
/
/
(2x)

/
/
/
(2x)

9
9
12
3

/
/
(2x)

/

/

/

/

/

/
/
/

/

/
/

0
1
0
6
11
13
0
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Table 5.28:
1
MGE
Stages
Argument Point /
Descriptive
Report
General
statement
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
of
thesis
Elaboration
/
Specification
Evaluation
/
(2x)
Evidence
Evidence
+
Evaluation
Example
Consequence
Suggestion
Deduction
/

2

Description
Description
Evidence

/

LGE Third Body Paragraph Stages and Sub-Stages

3

4

5

6

/

/

/

/

/

/

9

10

11

12

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

13

14

15

16

17

/

/

/

/

18

19

20

/

/

/

3
12

/

/

/

12

/

/

/

/

/

5

/

/

/

/

/

5

/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/
/

/
/
/
(2x)

/

/
/

/

/
/
/

/

/

/
/
/

/

/

/
/

/

3
2

/

/

/

2

/
/
(2x)
/

/

/

3

6
12
9

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/
/
/

/

/

1

No.
Essays

/

Table 5.29:

Description
Description
Evidence

8

/

+

MGE
Stages
Argument Point
Descriptive
Report
General
statement
Descriptive
Argument
Reiteration
of
thesis
Elaboration
Specification
Evaluation
Evidence
Evidence
+
Evaluation
Example
Consequence
Suggestion
Deduction

7

3
1
8
12

/
/

/

8
2

19

20

No. of
Essays

LGE Fourth Body Paragraph Stages and Sub-Stages
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

/

0
1

/

1

/
/
/

/

1

/

1

/

1
1
2
1
0

/

0
0
0
1

/
(2x)
/

1
0

+

Based on those tables above, generally, LGEs are also unsuccessful in constructing the subsequent
‘Argument Point’ stage of an argument. This can be considered a major flaw in LGEs, because it means
that the ‘Argument’ stages of LGEs lack the dialogic nature of argument in the ‘Elaboration’ stage, and
mainly draw on ‘Description’ instead. The dominant sub-stage of ‘Description’ causes LGEs to fail to
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address the issue in either a problem-solution or cause-and effect manner of arguing about obligations to
encourage organ donation. An example of this feature can be seen in Table 5.30 below.
In the table below, LGE-18 writer’s ‘Elaboration’ stage to support the ‘Argument Point’ contains substages which are ‘Deduction’, ‘Consequence’, ‘Description’ and ‘Evidence’. A key reason why the
‘Argument Point’ has a weak argument is the presence of ‘Description’ as this sub-stage is actually a
main feature of the ‘Descriptive Report’ genre, which is a weak genre for arguing an issue. The inclusion
of ‘Description’ is very apparent in many ‘Argument Point’ stages of the LGEs. This has a flow on effect
to the way that ‘Evidence’ is used, as shown in LGE-18 below. Here the article by Meng (2004) is
brought in as ‘Evidence’, but it supports a ‘Description’ move instead of a valued stage in the target genre
and therefore the evidence does not contribute to the required line of argument. Also, an important
absence in the majority of the LGEs is the ‘Evaluation’ sub-stage. Unlike LGEs, all HGEs included
‘Evaluation’ sub-stage in their ‘Argument Point’, which has given the essay a sense of
‘argumentativeness’.

Table 5.30:

LGE-18 ‘Argument Point’

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//10 First of all, if we donate at least one of our organs, it will save one person lives.

Elaboration
Deduction
Consequence

/11 Thus, we also help the doctor because easy for them to make operation and save their
patients’ live.
/12 If there is no donation or pledger, for sure their patient will die and make the doctor
become guilty because has waste one life. 13 They will feel useless because cannot save the
lives.
/14 As we know, we can donate any parts of our organ because this is our request and no one
can prevent us. 15 When we are died, the doctor will take our organs which are the request
from us and give to the needed.
/16 According to Meng, C. J. (2004), the usual parts of organ donation are kidneys, heart,
eyes, lungs and pancrease.

Description
Evidence

To confirm the previous claim on the weak textual and rhetorical structure of LGEs, Table 5.31 shows
how an LGE-1 writer mixes both the ‘Descriptive report’ and ‘Argument’ genres in the text. Instead of
offering three arguments, the writer has only one and the other two are descriptive report stages. In terms
of the sub-stages of the ‘Argument Point’, the writer only offered ‘Evaluation’ and ‘Consequence’. These
two sub-stages can be considered as insufficient and weak to support the ‘Argument Point’, which is the
reason why a public forum should be conducted to discuss the issue of organ donation.

Table 5.31:

LGE-1’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

Arguments

Para

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages

Descriptive
report 1

Para 2

Argument
1

Para 3

Descriptive
report 2

Para 4

General Statement: Malaysians are very open and very forthcoming about donating organs
Specification: Concern the benefits of organ donation ^ must pledge to donate their organs ^
Organ pledger inform family when he dies ^ Since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their
organs ^ Malaysians have to donate organs:
*Evaluation* Deduction*Evidence* Deduction
Point: A public forum to discuss the issue of organ donation
Elaboration: Help to ensure that Malaysians will be more serious in organ donation ^ Good
changes in mindset- organ donation more effective:
*Evaluation*Consequence
General statement: Ensure that no payments are involved in the procurement of the organ
Specification: Ethical problems that need to be solved for live donation- organs are given freelyrisks are explained to the donor ^ Not scare to donate organs - save their life ^ The Ministry of
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health is developing guideline on organ donation:
*Evaluation*Deduction*Evaluation

Although an LGE may have two ‘Argument Points’ in the essay as can be seen in Table 5.32 on LGE-16,
one of the sub-stages that supports the arguments may be one of the weak types, that is ‘Description’. As
claimed before, ‘Description’ is actually a major sub-stage feature of ‘Descriptive report’ genre.

Table 5.32:
Arguments

Para

Argument
Point 1

Para 2

Argument
Point 2

Para 3

Descriptive
report 1

Para 4

LGE-16’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages
Point: People should create a public forum
Elaboration: Organ donations is a sensitive issue - many impression from different religions on
organ donation ^ Public forums are important:
*Description*Evaluation
Point: The media should play an important role
Elaboration: Media comprises of wide scope ^ Create positive impression ^ Media needs to help
doctors in sending good messages:
*Description* Evaluation*Suggestion
General Statement: Campaigns on organ donations are very important
Specification: People should be exposed to certain term and fact on organ donation ^ People’s
mindset will be more open ^ Increase the number of organ pledgers:
*Suggestion*Evaluation*Deduction

Alternatively, an LGE may not contain ‘Deduction’ in its ‘Argument Point’ stage, but the other sub-stage
offered to support the argument may be not sufficient enough to strengthen the argument. This can be
seen in ‘Argument 1’ of LGE-17 (see table 5.33 below). There is only one sub-stage, which is ‘Evaluation
+ Evidence’ to support the argument. ‘Argument 2’ can be considered stronger with ‘Evidence’ and
‘Evaluation’, but there is an inclusion of a weak sub-stage, ‘Description’.

Table 5.33:

LGE-17’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

Arguments

Para

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages

Argument
1

Para 2

Argument
2

Para 3

Descriptive
report 1

Para 4

Point: The lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for organ transplants
Elaboration: The demand for a pledge to donate organs- low organ donation rates still prevail
(Annie, 2008)- A few television shows or movies potray a positive manner - Develop a negative
impression - Donation rates are also low due to the organ pledger does not inform his family - The
family will definitely be in shock:
*Evaluation + Evidence
Point: Help and save lives of others
Elaboration: Two types of donors ^ Chua Jui Meng (2004) states that live donors are an
important sources of tissues and organs- Donors includes parents, siblings or even close relativeSpouses and very close friends who are “emotionally related” can also be a live donor ^ Chua Jui
Meng (2004) also states that the Ministry is in the process of developing guidelines on organ
donation ^ Ministry itself is encouraging Malaysians :
**Description*Evidence*Evaluation
General statement: Transplantation is proven to be successful
Specification: Chua Jui Meng (2004) describe organ transplantation is a form of treatment Modern technology and advancement in surgical procedures contributed tremendously to the
achievement of organ transplantation- Malaysia’s Human Tissues Act 1974 is becoming more
evident :
*Description + Evidence

LGE-17 also highlights another major irregularity in LGEs, which is that the development of the
‘Argument Point’ is not consistent with the ‘Point’ itself. As shown in Argument 1 in the table above, the
writer argues that the lack of supply of organs does not meet the demand for organ transplants. However,
under the ‘Elaboration’, the writer fails to show how the lack of supply does not meet with the demand
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for organ transplants. Even though the writer quoted the authority, the piece of quoted information does
not support his or her ‘Argument Point’. Just when the reader expects evidence that supply does not meet
demand, the reader, instead, gets comments on how the television show may give a negative impression
of organ donation and also on how the failure of the donor to inform his or her family are the causes of
low rate of organ donation.
Another example to strengthen the claim of the inconsistency of ‘Argument Point’ development is the
‘Argument 1’ of LGE-18 (see Table 5.34 below). The writer argues that organ donation can save life, but
he or she fails to convince it by elaborating this point. Instead, the writer claims that organ donation helps
the doctor and if the donor fails to donate organ, the donor will feel useless. The writer fails to argue how
organ donation can help save life. He or she just touches on the emotions of the donor, not arguing how
organ donation can save life.

Table 5.34:

LGE-18’s ‘Argument Point’ Schematic Structure Analysis

Arguments

Para

More delicate stages within ‘Argument’ stages

Argument
1

Para 2

Descriptive
argument
1

Para 3

Argument
2

Para 4

Point: Save one person lives
Elaboration: Also help the doctor ^ No donation or pledger, their patient will die - They will feel
useless because cannot save the lives ^ Can donate any parts of our organ- Doctor will take our
organs which are the request from us and give to the needed ^ According to Meng, C. J. (2004),
the usual parts of organ donation are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancrease :
*Deduction*Consequence*Description*Evidence
Reiteration of thesis: The relationship among us and society will be more strong
Elaboration: Even though have Malays, China and Indian and so on, we are 1Malaysia - Like a
family- Will take care try to help them to cure the problem ^ Our neighbour who is different
culture are sick, why not we help them - Decrease the society problem- We are unite, we can help
others ^ Create a public forum- Scared to donate, the people in that forum will help:
*Description*Deduction*Suggestion
Point: Prevent the wasting of organs, (Cruez, 2008)
Elaboration: Useless thing if waste your organ because other person asking to donate the organs
but we are not doing that ^ Can register for the donation ^ Get an accident and never request
organs, the person who need the organs will died just like that ^ Donate one of your organ to save
others’ lives :
*Evaluation*Suggestion*Example*Evaluation

5.2.3.3 LGE ‘Reinforcement and Recommendation’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
Table 5.35:
1 2

LGE Reinforcement/Recommendation Stages
3 4 5

6

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19

20

LGE

No. of
Essays

Stages
Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation
Evidence
Deduction
Suggestion
Consequence
Evaluation + Summary
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation
Consequence
Deduction
Evaluation + Summary
Reinforcement
Recommendation

/
/
/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/
/
/
/
/
(2x)

/
/

/
/
/

/
/

/

/

/
/
/

/

/
/
(2x)
/

/
/

/
/
/

/
/

18
10
10

/

1
1
0
0
0
12

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

+
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/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
/

4
0
0
0
0

Summary
Suggestion
Evaluation

0
0
0

With reference to Table 5.35, there are 10 LGEs that have the ‘Summary’ sub-stage in their
‘Reinforcement’ stage. However, as mentioned in the beginning of the section none of LGEs ‘conform’ to
the Hortatory argument structure. These 10 writers do have the ability to summarise the three points or
main ideas they offer in the ‘Preview’, but fail to argue them in the body paragraphs.
To illustrate the above weakness or irregularity of LGEs, Table 5.36 shows how LGE-14 writer does have
the ability to include the ‘Summary’ of the ‘Thesis’ in the ‘Reinforcement’ stage, but the ‘Thesis’ fails to
indicate that the essay is an argumentative one as it is written as overall as a descriptive essay or a report.
The ‘Thesis’ stage as mentioned before did not contain the element of argumentativeness. It contains a
statement which constitutes a ‘Descriptive Report’ genre:
“So, this article will discuss about the types of donor, low rates of organ donation in Malaysia and
actions to be taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians.”
On the other hand, the ‘Summary” stage contains the summary of the three ideas discussed in the body
paragraphs respectively: “So, some input about the type of donor, low rates of organ donation in
Malaysia and action taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians will be helpful.”
Like the Thesis statement in LGE-14 many of the LGE theses are only quasi-theses at best and are really
more a statement of the topic of the piece of writing, which itself is often essentially a piece of descriptive
writing not a persuasive one. LGE-14’s ‘Thesis’ is a proposition about his or her essay rather than about
organ donation. The ‘Reinforcement’ of the thesis in LG-14 is closer to construing an actual thesis,
because it at least makes a proposition about organ donation, although not about the obligation to
encourage organ donation. The ‘Summary’ is well written compared to other parts of this essay, but
unfortunately the essay is not argumentative in nature overall.

Table 5.36:
LGE-14’s Comparison between the ‘Thesis’ and
‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ Stage Schematic Structure Analysis
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Reinforcement

Content
Para 1
// 1 Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs. The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20
hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones (Annie F. C.,
2008). 2 However, there are many patients out there waiting for another organ pledger to
donate their organ their organ. 3 That is what happening in Malaysia. 4 Organ donation in
Malaysia quite low as Malaysia does not want to help these patients that are grateful to be help.
// 5 So, this article will discuss about the types of donor, low rates of organ donation in
Malaysia and actions to be taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians.
Para 5
// 22 In a nutshell, problems should not arise when it comes to organ donation.

Evaluation
/ 23 Malaysians have to be more understanding as organ donation is actually something good to
be done and not something bad to the society. 24 Doctors and nurses should not being accused
of being heartless because they are doing their job to save lives.
Summary
/25 So, some input about the type of donor, low rates of organ donation in Malaysia and action
taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians will be helpful.
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5.2.3.4

Conclusion

As stated in the beginning of this section, none of LGEs were fully constructed in the Hortatory argument
essay structure indicating that the essay writers do not have a clear notion of the schematic structure.
Thus, the writers failed to argue the issue fully. The irregularities outlined above in schematic structure
indicates that a broad measure of textual organisation can be used to measure the level of successful (or
unsuccessful) of AEs and distinguish between LGEs and others.
Another noticeable weakness discussed is that even though ‘Thesis’ was typically present it often contain
no ‘Preview’; thus, the essays fail to identify how the main issue will be dealt with as the essay unfolds
and this, in turn, contributes to the writer’s unclear position and message.
Another major irregularity of LGEs, which is also present in Lee’s (2006) low-graded essays, is that
persuasiveness is reduced to a great extent because of the lack of support in the writers’ arguments.
LGEs have a great deal of redundancy of information taken from the two source articles, and more
frequent use of the ‘Description’ sub-stage which, in turn, lead to less developed and weaker arguments
or refutation. All these confirm that the rhetoric of argument and the characteristics of Malaysian Malay
ESL students’ AE writing tend to be anecdotal and descriptive. This observation confirms similar findings
in Bacha’s (2010) and Cullip’s (2009) studies.

5.3

Chapter Summary and Conclusion

Based on the detailed analyses of each group’s schematic structure, HGE writers conformed their essays
to the schematic structure of AE. MGEs’ broad staging, on one hand, exactly matched the Sydneyschool prototype with clear ‘Thesis’, ‘Argument’ and ‘Reinforcement/Recommendation’ stages, but an
important weakness observed was the inappropriate use of sub-stages employed for the ‘Elaboration’
stage especially ‘Description’, a main sub-stage for ‘Descriptive Report’ genre that in a way, disrupted
those texts’ overall objective of mounting an argument. The LGE writers, on the other hand, failed to
conform to the schematic structure of AE. Instead the essays were constructed in the mixed genre of
‘Descriptive Report’ and ‘Argumentative’, which resulted in lack of argumentativeness.
Most MGE and more than three quarters of LGE texts could not be easily matched with the overall
argumentative text structural as outlined in the Sydney-school literature, and therefore could be classified
as “non-conforming”. Interestingly, there was quite a deal of diversity in how these essays were
structured, and consequently, this diversity led to different reasons for classifying them as “nonconforming”. It was, in fact, possible to identify different degrees of “non-conformity”, with some essays
especially MGEs coming closer to one or other of the Sydney-school Hortatory argument structures than
other essays in the MGE group. In addition, the “non-conforming” essays were in some ways
communicatively problematic as a result of the way they were structured.
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One clear instance is that, in MGEs and LGEs particularly, ‘Deduction’ is used by most writers in each of
the three to four ‘Argument Points’ in their essay (see Appendix B-2 and B-3). Another dominant substage that presents in more than half of MGEs and all LGEs is ‘Description’. The presence of these two
sub-stages has affected the quality as well as the overall text structure of the essays, which has resulted in
majority MGEs and all LGEs failing to conform to AE genre. This also appears to have affected the
grades of the essays. Thus, this clearly confirms how important textual organisation is in writing
argumentative essays.
On the whole, the less or unsuccessful essays merely assemble a ‘Descriptive report’ genre text, and thus
the writers fail to fulfil the final examination requirement of arguing why Malaysians should be
encouraged to donate their organs. Results of the analyses in this chapter confirm that global structure is
important in giving argumentative essays their rhetorical character (Lee 2006, Srinon 2011).
It can be inferred that what is missing in MGEs compared with HGEs is actually the way that the lesssuccessful essay writers present and develop their arguments. They missed or wrongly matched explicit
criteria that in one way or another were more specific like ‘Argument Point’ construction, exploitation of
‘Evidence’, use of referencing and over-use of ‘Description’ in supporting their arguments. The LGEs
largely have the same type of text-organisational problems, but more of them, than the MGEs and HGEs,
which further confirms that textual organisation is a crucial criterion for success in persuasive writing.
In contrast, in MGEs and LGEs particularly, ‘Deduction’ is present in all the body paragraphs of each of
the essay (see Appendix B-2 and B-3). Another dominant sub-stage that presents in more than half of
MGEs and all LGEs is ‘Description’. The presence of these two sub-stages has affected the quality as
well as the overall text structure of the essays, which has resulted in majority MGEs and all LGEs failing
to conform to AE genre. This has affected the grades of the essays.
This chapter has discussed the analysis of the schematic structures of the argumentative essays written by
those HGE, MGE and LGE writers but has only touched on the language features that realise such text
structure. To complement the findings of the present chapter, the following chapter provides detailed
analysis of the language features of the essays from the perspectives of logico-semantic relation and taxis.
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Chapter 6 ANALYSIS OF TAXIS AND LOGICO-SEMANTIC

Analysis of Taxis and Logico-Semantics
6.1

Introduction

This chapter presents and discusses the results of a manual, clause-by-clause analysis of how the
resources of taxis and logico-semantics were deployed to construct arguments in argumentative essays
written by Malaysian tertiary students. The descriptive model of Halliday and Matthiessen (2014; 2004
itself derived from Halliday 1994/1995), was adopted to analyse clause complexing relations.
As detailed in previous chapters, the data comprised sixty final examination essays, with 20 each from
HGE, MGE and LGE. Appendix (D) contains the analysis of the taxis and logico-semantic relations of
the essays used in this study.
This chapter answers the second research question of the study and its sub-questions:
2.

How are arguments constructed through the clause complexing relations among HGEs, MGEs
and LGEs?
2a.

How do systems of taxis and projection relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

2b.

How do systems of taxis and expansion relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

At the same time, in order to answer questions 2a and 2b, several elements of the realisation of logicosemantics have been investigated separately. For 2a, the following two sub-questions are addressed.
i.

How do systems of taxis and idea relations intersect to construct arguments in HGEs,
MGEs and LGEs?

ii.

How do systems of taxis and locution relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

For the 2b research question, the following sub-questions are addressed.
i.

How do systems of taxis and elaboration relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

ii.

How do systems of taxis and extension relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

iii.

How do systems of taxis and enhancement relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

Before presenting the findings with reference to the above research questions, I first present some
findings which are not direct answers to the research questions, but will give some light on the discussion
later on in this chapter and the thesis. These findings are on the number of total number of clauses,
simplex, clause-complex and embedded clauses. Other statistical details can be found in Appendix M in
the second volume of the thesis.
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Table 6.1:

Total No. of Clauses, Simplex, Clause Complex and Embedded Clauses
HGE

MGE

LGE

No. of Clauses

514

485

512

No. of Simplex

241

234

280

No. of Complex

273

251

231

No. of Embedded Clauses

151

162

202

Key results to note from Table 6.1 are:
•

MGEs have fewer clauses than HGEs or LGEs in this dataset

•

the number of complexes is associated with higher grades in this dataset

•

the number of simplexes is associated with lower grades in this dataset

•

the number of embedding clauses is also associated with lower grades.

These results are somewhat counter-intuitive given Halliday’s demonstration that written English and
academic English in particular favours a nominal rather than a verbal style and its confirmation in many
other studies. The implications of this finding are discussed in Section 6.5.5.
This chapter will be presented in a number of main sections followed by a few sub-sections respectively,
which are:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Section 6.2

Taxis and Projection Relations

Section 6.2.1

Hypotactic Projection

Section 6.2.2

Summary of Findings on Projection

Section 6.3

Taxis and Elaboration Relations

Section 6.3.1

Paratactic Elaboration

Section 6.3.2

Hypotactic Elaboration

Section 6.3.3

Summary of Findings on Elaboration

Section 6.4

Taxis and Extension Relations

Section 6.4.1

Addition

Section 6.4.2

Variation

Section 6.4.4

Alternation

Section 6.4.5

Summary of Findings on Extension

Section 6.5

Taxis and Enhancement Relations

Section 6.5.1

Temporal Relations

Section 6.5.2

Spatial Relations

Section 6.5.3

Manner Relations

Section 6.5.4

Causal-Conditional Relations

Section 6.5.4.1

Causal Relations
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v.

6.2

Section 6.5.4.2

Conditional Relations

Section 6.5.5

Summary of Overall Findings on Enhancement Relations

Section 6.6

Chapter Summary

Taxis and Projection Relations

This main section will offer a detailed analysis and discussion of the deployment of projection relations
by the three groups of writers in constructing arguments in their essays. It should be recalled that in
projection relations, a secondary clause is projected through a primary clause, which depicts the
secondary clause as (a) a locution or (b) an idea (Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, 2014). locution is a
construction of wording, and in this study, the locution relation is labelled as ‘verbal’. An idea, on the
other hand, is when the secondary clause represents an idea, a construction of meaning, not wording. In
this study, the idea relation is labelled as ‘mental’. Figure 6.1 indicates the delicacy levels of projection
and their notation in this study. Note however that in the data examined in this study there is no
occurrence of paratactic projection.

Figure 6.1:

Levels of Delicacy for Projection
Paratactic verbal projection

(para/verbal
projection)

Hypotactic verbal projection

(hyp/verbal
projection)

Paratactic mental projection

(para/mental
projection)

Hypotactic mental projection

(hyp/mental
projection)

Locution (verbal) - “
Projection
Idea (mental) - ‘

6.2.1

Hypotactic Projection

This sub-section will present an analysis and discussion of hypotactic projection found in the AEs written
by the three different groups of writers. The section will provide answers for research questions 2a (i) and
2a (ii).

6.2.1.1 Hypotactic Verbal Projection
This sub-section will deal with hypotactic verbal projection or locution. The notation, α “β is used to
identify the hypotactic verbal project relation, whereas α ‘β signals hypotactic mental projection in the
study. Table 6.2 below shows the distribution of the occurrences of hypotactic relations for projection and
from the table, hypotactic projection is used more frequently in those groups producing more successful
essays (HGE > MGE > LGE). This difference is almost entirely due to differences in the use of
hypotactic projection. In terms of hypotactic verbal projection, the HGEs had the highest number, with
approximately double the amount of verbal projection used in MGEs and almost triple that of LGEs.
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Table 6.2:

Distribution of Hypotactic Locution Verbal and Mental Projection

Logico-Semantic Relations
Proj.-hypo-loc.-verbal α “β
Proj.-hypo-loc.-mental α ‘ β
Total projection

HGE
27
21
48

MGE
14
19
33

LGE
10
18
28

Total
51
58
109

However, not all HGEs contained this type of logico-semantic relation. The highest number of
occurrences was in HGE12 with five occurrences, while HGEs 1 and 18 had four each. Three occurrences
were found in HGE2, two in HGEs 3 and 19, and one each in HGEs 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 16 and 20. Examples of
the deployment of hypotactic verbal projection in selected HGEs can be seen in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Note
that the tables show example complexes, not continuous text.

Table 6.3:
HGE
HGE-1

Complex
J

Y

HGE12

C

I

Examples of Hypotactic Verbal Projection Logico-Semantic in HGEs
Clause Taxis
No.
1
α
2
“β
1
2

α
“β

1

α

2

“β

1

α

2

“β

Elaboration

Ranking clause

α

xβ

Extension

Enhancement

Thus, it can be said
that saving others’ lives
is not an option.
Cruez (2008) states
that major religions
nowadays support organ
donation.
The article written by
Annie Freeda Cruez
stated
that since the 1970s, 215
people have donated
their organs.
The Health Minister
stated
that it was disheartening
[[that <<I3 >> the
number of organs saved
for donation was
negligible due to
objections from victims’
families]]
despite many fatal
accidents occurring in
the country every year.

Projection

hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/verbal
projection

hyp/verbal
projection

hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hypo/caus
e-cond/cond./
concess./nonfin

The deployment of hypotactic verbal projection in HGEs shows two different ways that the writers deploy
the logico-semantic relation. The first is by citing the authority quite closely, while the second displays
one’s own authority by using a kind of passive voice. In terms of appealing to an external authority,
HGE-1 clause complex Y and HGE-12 clause-complex C (above) used ‘Anna Cruez’ as their authority’s
voice by making her the grammatical Sayer of the projected locution, while HGE-12 clause I uses the
Health Minister’s voice, again by constructing him grammatically as the Sayer. The second deployment
style is through a passive voice construction such as ‘X can be said’, or ‘it can be said [[that X]]’ as seen
in HGE-1. A probable reason for such deployment is that writers wanted to sum up their arguments to
realize the ‘Evaluation’ generic element within their essays. An instance of this is seen below in Table
6.4.
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Table 6.4:
HGE- Com1
plex
J

Example of Hypotactic Verbal Projection in HGEs Using Passive Voice
Construction
Clause Taxis
No.
1
2

α
“β

Elaboration

Ranking clause

Exten- Enhancesion
ment

Thus, it can be said
that saving others’ lives
is not an option.

Projection

hyp/verbal
projection

In the above table, HGE-1 writer concluded the ‘Argument’ using a passive construction. As discussed in
the literature review chapter (see Cullip 2009 and Botley 2014), being indirect is a feature of non-native
speakers’ way of writing as discussed in the literature review chapter. In other words, non-native speakers
of English language tend not to make their own direct authority claim or from the first person’s point of
view. Instead, they prefer the third person’s point of view (Hyland 2012).
However, an opposite trend is observed in MGEs and LGEs in terms of the deployment of hypotactic
verbal locution projection. In MGE10, the writer uses ‘I’, while in LGE13, the writer uses ‘We’; both are
the first-person pronoun (examples are shown in Table 6.5 below). What can be hypothesised is that
MGE and LGE writers have started to learn to change their writing perspective from the other person’s
point of view to ‘my’ or ‘our’ point of view, whereas HGE writers use the more conservative academic
practice of the impersonal stance, and are rewarded for doing so. However, a strong generalisation cannot
be made here as the instances of such stance-taking are very few (one instance in MGEs and two in
LGEs, while none in HGEs). The implication of this kind of deployment will be further discussed in the
last chapter on conclusions and recommendations under the pedagogical implication section.

Table 6.5:
Essay
No.
MGE3

LGE
-13

Examples of Hypotactic Verbal Projection in MGEs and LGEs Using First Person
Pronoun
Complex
H

M

Clause
No.

Taxis

Elaboration

Ranking clause

1

α

2

“β

1

α

2

‘β

As I just mentioned
above,
the rate of donors is still
very low due to a
constants barrage of
negative and fallacious
stories about organ
donation (Annie Freeda
Cruez, New Straits
Times).

Exten- Enhancesion
ment

Projection

hyp/verbal
projection

From here we can say
that this way can might
actually work

hyp/verbal
projection

6.2.1.2 Hypotactic Mental Projection
This sub-section will report on the findings on the hypotactic mental projection relation between clauses.
The notation used to indicate the relation in the study is α ‘β. Looking back at Table 6.2, there is no
obvious difference in terms of the frequency of occurrence of the deployment of hypotactic mental
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projection. This type of logico-semantic relation was an important way in which writers, in many
instances, gave other people’s views and also gave their own views in their arguments and justifications.
Examples of the deployment of the logico-semantic resources of hypotactic mental projection across the
three groups of the writers are shown in the following tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. It is worth noting that some
of these uses of mental projection (such as ‘Cruez found’ in HGE-1 below) could have been expressed as
verbal projection (for example, ‘Cruez stated’).

Table 6.6:
Essay
No.

Complex

HGE-1

Clause
No.

O

P

AC

Examples of Hypotactic Mental Projection in HGEs
Taxis
Ranking clause

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
'β

1

α

2

'β

Complex

MGE13

S

Clause
No.

Complex

LGE-9 D

Taxis
α

2

‘β

T

2

‘β

1

1

2
3

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

hyp/me
ntal
projecti
on

Instances of Hypotactic Mental Projection in MGEs
Ranking clause

Elabo- Extenration sion

Enhancement

Despite of that, society
absolutely believe
that organ donation are
not serious things.
In spite of that, society
absolutely view

α

α

xβ α

that donating organs will
become the custom for
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Projection

hyp/mental
projection

* that organ donation
^IS^ as a standard
aspects of patient care
and Ø changed their
mindset

4

hyp/mental
projection

that Malaysians would start to
open their eyes in this noble
activity of donating organs.

‘β
+2

hyp/mental
projection

Hope

Clause Taxis
No.
α

hyp/mental
projection

Elaboration

Ranking clause

1

1

Projection

Examples of Hypotactic Mental Projection in MGEs

Table 6.8:
Essay
No.

Exten- Enhancesion
ment

Cruez (2008) found
that many bad and false
stories
about
organ
donation has led the
public to avoid organ
donation.
It was found
that the public has
developed
negative
perception about organ
donation.
Many of the Malays
believe
that good deeds will be
rewarded hereafter.

Table 6.7:
Essay
No.

Elaboration

hyp/mental
projection
ext/para
/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj
and
fin)
enh/hyp/
cause-

Malaysians
5

cond/cause
/result/
fin
enh/hyp/
causecond/cause
/purpose/
non-fin

xβ α
to save the lives of
others after death

6

+β
rather than letting their
organs go to waste.

6.2.2

ext/hyp/
vary/
replacive/n
on-fin

Summary of Findings on Projections Relations

In the study, there was no paratactic projection relation deployed by the any of the writers. The first
probable reason may be the fact that the final examination question is in the nature of academic writing;
thus, the writers felt that direct speech or reported speech should not be used. Second, they may have had
problems with punctuation for constructing paratactic projection relations. One needs to use proper
punctuation marks and the writers may have problems dealing with them. No exposure to the inclusion of
direct or reported speech in academic writing classes could be another reason why there was an absence
of the deployment of paratactic projection relations. Also, perhaps, they did not learn the quotes verbatim
and so under examination conditions, this resource falls away, whereas in take home essays, one might
use paratactic locution.
As noted earlier, a clear difference can be observed in the logico-semantic relations of projection among
the three groups of writers (see Table 6.2). The HGE group produced the largest amount of hypotactic
verbal projection in comparison to the other groups. Although not all HGE writers utilised this resource,
the finding can still be used as a yardstick to differentiate the three groups’ abilities in employing logicosemantic relations. In other words, it can be argued from these results that the HGEs deployed hypotactic
verbal projection well in their argument constructions. Lee (2006) and Srinon (2011) claim that the
resources of projection is a typical feature of AW, and hence, appropriate, since a key feature of AW is
the referencing of the words and views of other external sources i.e. to introduce other voices into their
texts. Srinon (2011) further argued that “the inclusion of projection can relatively be interpreted as
pointing to a positive development in the students’ writing as they apparently become better equipped, or
more readily disposed, to including this kind of reference to external voices, via projection, in their texts”
(p. 143). Thus, taking the present results into account along with Lee’s and Srinon’s claims, projection
can be seen as contributing to the fact that the HGE writers are better writers that those of the other two
groups.
Generally, the findings indicate that the logico-semantic relation of projection resources, particularly the
hypotactic verbal and mental ones seem to be important in the genre of AEs. The use of projection is a
well-established feature of academic writing, as writers must demonstrate a scholarship which is aware of
alternative positions and show themselves ready to engage with these (for fuller discussion of this issue,
refer to, for example, Ravelli & Ellis 2004, p. 26). In addition, being ESL and novice academic writing
writers, the writers in this study need to refer to authorities’ voices in defending or supporting their
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arguments. Also, it was the requirement of the final examination question that students had to use
information from two specific articles given, and failure to do so would result in the deduction of marks.

6.3

Taxis and Elaboration Relations

This section presents the findings and discussion on how the resources of elaboration were used to
construct arguments in the AEs, which will answer the following research question:
How do systems of taxis and elaboration relations intersect to construct arguments
in HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?
It will be recalled that the system of elaboration has five sub-categories as shown in the system network
in Figure 6.2. The notations used in the analysis, deriving from the coding categories shown in Chapter 3,
are given in parentheses. There are no further levels of delicacy for coding of elaboration relations unlike
those for extension and enhancement relations. Moreover, elaboration relations do not operate on a single
system of categories. Different aspects of elaboration are dealt with by different categories.

Figure 6.2:

Subcategories of Elaboration and their Respective Notations
Exposition (ela/para/expo)
Parataxis

Elaboration

Exemplification (ela/para/exempli.)
Clarification (ela/para/clari.)
Finite (ela/hyp/fin)

Hypotaxis
Non-finite (ela/hyp//non-fin)

The following sub-sections discuss, first, the paratactic elaborating clause, then hypotactic elaboration
and then conclude with a summary of findings on elaborating clauses.

6.3.1

Paratactic Elaboration

Under this sub-section, a discussion on the analysis of paratactic elaboration will be made in detail to
show how the logico-semantic relation of paratactic elaboration is deployed in constructing arguments in
the data. Paratactic elaboration is signified by ' = ' as in 1^=2 where clause 1 is the initiating clause (the
clause that initiates the complex) and clause 2 is the continuing clause (the clause that has the potential to
form another clause).
In distribution of paratactic relations of elaboration across essay groups can be seen in Table 6.9 below.
As the table shows, paratactic elaboration was not very frequent feature in this dataset. There were no
instances of paratactic elaboration used for exposition. Regarding exemplification, only one HGE
(HGE3) deployed paratactic elaboration of exemplification (see Table 6.10); this was also used once in an
MGE and six times within the LGE group. Clarification relations were found only in the HGE group.
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Table 6.9:

Distribution of Paratactic Elaboration

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ela. -Para-Expos.
Ela. -Para-Exempli.
Ela. -Para-Clari.

HGE
0
1
3
4

MGE
0
1
0
1

LGE
0
6
0
6

Total
0
8
3
11

Table 6.10 below indicates the use paratactic elaboration of exemplification (see the grey-shaded boxes).
The deployment of the exemplification relation is indicated with ‘such as’14 (in clause E2), which acts as
a marker for this combined selection with taxis and logico-semantics. E1 and E2 below demonstrate a
paratactic elaboration of exemplification because clause E2 “develops the thesis of the primary clause
(E1) by becoming more specific about it, often citing an actual example” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014,
p. 463). In this case clause E2 gives specific examples of what is meant by “the ways to encourage
Malaysians on organ donation”.
Most paratactic elaboration of exemplification deployed in the present study was used to exemplify what
the ‘Thesis’ is. In other words, it gave actual examples of what the ‘Thesis’ is.

Table 6.10:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages
HGE- Thesis
3

Instance of Paratactic Elaboration of Exemplification in Thesis Stage

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

E

1

1

2

=2
1

Ranking clause

Elaboration

There are several ways [[to
encourage Malaysians on
organ donation]]
such as by educating the
public,

ela/para/
exempli.

+2 by conducting a public
forum
+3and by governing the acts on
organ donation.

Extension

Enhance Projec-ment
tion

ext /para/
add.
/positive/
fin
ext /para/
add.
/positive
/fin

A similar type of logico-semantic relation was also used to paraphrase or restate the ‘Thesis’ in the
Reinforcement stage as shown in the following Table 6.11. The writer also used the explicit conjunctive,
‘such as’ to indicate the logico-semantic relation of paratactic elaboration of exemplification (highlighted
in the grey boxes) in listing different ways for encouraging Malaysians to donate organs in the
‘Summary’ sub-stage.

14

The phrase ‘such as’ can be considered as an explicit conjunctive like ‘for example’, ‘for instance’ and
‘in particular’ or ‘e.g.’ (Halliday and Matthiessen 2014, p398).
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Table 6.11:
Essa
y
No.

Functional
Stages

LGE 6 Reinforcement
Evaluation

Com
-plex

U

Instances Paratactic Elaboration of Exemplification in
Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage

Clau
se
No.

Taxi
s

1

α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

V

1

1

2

=2

3

enh/hyp/
causecond./
cause/
reason
/fin

1

α

+2

xβ

There are several
way [[to encourage
organ
donation
among Malaysians]]
such as upgrade the ela/para/
awareness
of exempli.
demand the organs
[[that nowadays is
very high demand]],
ext/para/
add./
positive

do the campaign
4

enh/hyp/
causecond./
cause/
purpose/
non-fin

to discuss the issue
of organ donation,
5

Projec
tion

In conclusion, the
organ
donation
should be increase
among Malaysians
for the various
benefits [[that can
not be reply with
others thing]]
because donating
the organ is very
valuable.

Summary

Enhan
cement

+3

and
encourage
Malaysians
to
become
sensitive
about died [[that
cause no organ
donation
to
transplant]].

ext/para
/add./
positive

Of all the essays that contain the logico-semantic relation of exemplification, two essay writers did not
deploy the explicit conjunctive, ‘such as’ in indicating the logico-semantic relation of exemplification.
Instead, MGE-8 writer used a coma, while LGE-14 writer used a semi-colon (;) to indicate the relation,
which is common for any paratactic elaboration because the punctuation sets off the clause complex and
it also acts as the grammatical marker for the identification of this logico-semantic relation. An example
is shown below in Table 6.12. The primary clause H1 of MGE-8 is set off with a comma from H2 clause
(see grey-shaded box) to indicate the exemplification of the benefits of organ donation, which are “it can
save other people lives”, “it prevents patients from dangerous infection” and “it also saves money”. The
use of semi-colon as a marker can be seen in the G1 clause of LGE-14 (see the grey-shaded box). The
continuing clause of G2 exemplifies the first type of organ donor as mentioned in the primary clause, G1
the two types of donor.

Table 6.12:
Essay

Functional

Instance of Paratactic Elaboration of Exemplification Indicated by Punctuation
Com-

Clause Taxis

Ranking clause
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Elabo-

Exten-

Enhance Projec-

No.

Stages

MGE- Thesis
8

LGE
14

plex

No.

ration

H

1

1

2

=2

There are many
benefit of organ
donation,
some of it are [[it can
save other people
lives, || prevent from
dangerous infection ||
and it also save
money]].

sion

-ment

tion

ela/
para/
exempli.

Descriptive
report 1
General
statement
Specification
Description

F
G

1
2

Firstly, Malaysians
have to know about
the types of donor.
There are two types;

1
=2

1

3

one is the live donor

ela/para/
exempli.

+2
and another one is the
cadaveric donor.

ext/
para/
add/
positive

For the paratactic elaboration of clarification, only two HGE writers employed this type of logicosemantic relation and the occurrences; however, the frequency is very low. For this type of logicosemantic relation, the function of the second clause is “to clarify the thesis of the primary clause, backing
it up with some form of explanation or explanatory comment” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014, p398).

Table 6.13:
Essay
No.

Functional ComStages
plex

Instances of Paratactic Elaboration of Clarification

Clause TaNo.
xis

Ranking clause

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Projecration sion
-ment
tion

HGE- Argument
3
Point 3
Elaboration
Suggestion X

1

α

α

Therefore, the
government should
take an action
by reviewing ^THE
ACTS ABOUT
ORGAN
DONATION^

xβ
2

1

3

+2

4

5
6

xβ

enh/
hyp/
manner/
means/
non-fin

or governing the acts
about organ donation
such as the Human
Tissues Act 1974
in order to get the
faith back from
Malaysians,

1

=2 1

the nation’s society
members to support

+2 and ^THE
NATIONS’S
SOCIETY
MEMBERS^ not
misinterpret
^ORGAN
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ext/
para/
altern.
enh/hyp/
causecond/
purpose/
non-fin
ela/
para/
clari.
ext
/para/
add./
positiv
e /fin
(ellips

DONATION^
7

ed subj
and
fin)
ext
/para/
altern./
fin
(ellips
ed subj
and
fin)

+3or ^THE NATIONS’S
SOCIETY
MEMBERS NOT^
get the wrong ideas
of organ donation.

In the first example as can be seen in Table 6.13 above, the X5 clause of HGE-3 clarifies the X4 clause
with the coma (,) as the marker for the paratactic clarification relation. In the X4, “to get the faith back
from Malaysians” is clarified as “the nation’s society members to support” in the X5 clause. The writer
clarified what it meant by the clause, “to get the faith back from Malaysians” as “to get support from the
nation’s society members”.
The analysis of the paratactic elaboration indicates that first, there are more occurrences of paratactic
elaboration of exemplification than those of clarification although both are of low frequency. Second is
that there are no occurrences of paratactic exposition and finally, this type of logico-semantic relation is
not a favoured logogenetic for the genre of argumentation, at least in the present study.

6.3.2

Hypotactic Elaboration

This sub-section deals with the analysis of hypotactic elaboration clauses in constructing arguments in the
AEs. Table 6.14 below shows the distribution of finite and non-finite hypotactic elaborations. Hypotactic
elaboration is defined by the special use of the grammar of the non-defining clause and it has two forms;
which are ‘finite’ and ‘non-finite’. The ‘finite’ and ‘non-finite’ versions have different principal markers.
For the finite one, the grammatical markers that introduce or initiate the dependent clause are normally
one of the ‘wh-words’, such as ‘where’ or ‘which’. The non-finite one, on the other hand, is normally
indicated with a verb in the ‘-ing’ form, for example ‘depending’ and ‘being’.
Table 6.14:

Distribution of Hypotactic Elaboration

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ela. -hypo. -fin
Ela. -hypo. -non-fin

HGE
7
2
9

MGE
1
0
1

LGE
1
2
3

Total
9
4
13

Table 6.14 below shows some distributions of the occurrence of hypotactic elaboration clauses found in
the data. With reference to Table 6.14 above, there are only seven occurrences of hypotactic finite
elaboration in HGEs, one in MGEs and only one in LGEs. The main principal marker employed is
‘which’ (n=4), whether (n=2), one each for ‘where’ and ‘whereby’, and a preposition, ‘on’. A caution
here is that sometimes ‘where’ clause can also be coded as a finite hypotactic temporal clause. There was
one occurrence of such a logico-semantic relation found in the study, which will be discussed in the
relevant section.
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As shown in Table 6.14 above there are only nine occurrences of the finite hypotactic elaboration. Table
6.15 shows the instances of the relation. The main principal marker of finite hypotactic elaboration found
in this study is ‘which’ as can be seen in HGE-8 below. The writer described the reasons why organ
donation should be encouraged among Malaysians. In HGE-2, this can be considered a kind of mismatch,
but the meaning is clear that ‘whereby’ leads into a description of what organ donation treatment is about
in the dependent clause (A2).
Although ‘whether’ is not considered as one of the principal markers of a finite hypotactic elaboration
like ‘wh-which’ or ‘wh-where’, it does function as one. This can be seen in the MGE-9. The writer used
‘whether’ to describe who the donors can be. This description fits in well the function of a finite
hypotactic elaboration, which is providing a description(s) of its respective dominant clause.

Table 6.15:
Essay
No.

Functional ComStages
plex

HGE- Identifi2
cation

HGE- Thesis
8

A

D

Instances of Finite Hypotactic Elaboration

Clause TaNo.
xis

Ranking clause

1
2

α
=β

1

α

Organ donation is a form of
treatment,
whereby diseased and
defective organs and tissues
are replaced with healthy ones
from perspective donors
(Chua, 2004).

Elaboration

ela/hyp/
fin

However, the organ donation
should still be encouraged
among Malaysians

2
xβ

enh/hyp/
causecond
/cause/
reason/
fin

α
based on some reasons

3

MGE- Specifi9
cation
J
Description

=β

1

α

2

=β

Exten- Enhance Projecsion
-ment
tion

which are: the beneficial uses
of the organs donated, the
deficient in number of organs
to be transplanted and the lost
of potential donors.

ela/hyp
/fin

Donors also can be a part of
the patients’ family members
*whether Ø their parents,
ela/hyp/
sibling or close relatives [[who fin.
are genetically related to the
recipients]] (Chua, 2004).

Turning to non-finite hypotactic elaboration, there are only four occurrences of this relation, as seen in
Table 6.16. These are found in each HGE-3, HGE-17, LGE-1 and LGE-7. In the present study, there is
only one occurrence of ‘depending’ found in HGE-17 as indicated in Table 6.16 below. In this instance,
the marker, ‘depending’, in the D3 clause, elaborates the needs for surgery of organ transplants based on
what the patients need as mentioned in the dominant clause, D2.
The remaining instances of non-finite hypotactic elaboration clauses are found one each in HGE-3, LGE1 and LGE-17 with the principal marker of the logico-semantic relation is the relational process of
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‘being’. An example of the use of ‘being’ can be seen in Table 6.16 below. In all instances, the ‘being’
clauses provide the attributes of some aspect of the dominant clauses. An example in LGE-17 represents
the remaining use of ‘being’ being the marker for the non-finite hypotactic elaboration found in the
present study. The marker, ‘being’, elaborates what the dominant clause is. As in Table 6.16, ‘being’ in
clause Q3 elaborates what the role of Malaysians in a multicultural country that is to donate organs as
stated in clause Q2.

Table 6.16:
Essay
No.

Functional ComStages
plex

HGE- Identifi17
cation

D

Instances of Non-Finite Hypotactic Elaboration

Clause TaNo.
xis
1

α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

α

3
Argument
1
Q
Point

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
reason/
fin

=β depending on what are the ela/hyp/
patients needed.
non-fin

1
2
3

Enhance Projec-ment
tion

Not all the surgery are going to
be success
because some of the surgery
needs to do the organs
transplantations

LGE17

Extension

α
=β

Besides that, the Malaysians
should be encouraged to
donate their organ,
α

which it is their role,

=β
as being a multiracial country.

ela/hyp/
finite
ela/hyp/
nonfinite

With non-finite hypotactic elaboration clauses, the similar semantic relations of providing background
information into the primary clause are attained as with finite hypotactic elaboration clauses. However,
the small finding on the non-finite hypotactic elaboration clauses confirms Halliday and Matthiessen’s
(2014) suggestion that the relationships are sometimes not as explicit as the finite ones. The function of
the non-finite clauses is found to be similar to that of the finite one in providing descriptions of their
respective dominant clauses although their meanings may be less specific (Sriniwass 2006).

6.3.3

Summary of Findings on Elaboration Relations

Table 6.17 below offers an overview of the relative frequencies of paratactic and hypotactic elaborations,
which occurred in all tactic environments found in the AEs of the present study. The clause analysis
shows that there are only three paratactic elaborations of clarification, and eight exemplification, while
for the hypotactic elaborations, there are nine of the finite ones, and four of the non-finite ones. The
findings reveal two interesting findings: first, both types of elaborations were given almost equal
importance in the essays as the number of occurrences is almost the same that is 11 occurrences of the
paratactic, and 14 ones of the hypotactic. Second, the low occurrences of both types of elaboration in a
way indicate that the logico-semantic of elaboration is not favoured by the students in the present study.
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A probable reason why elaboration is not favoured is that the genre of argument requires fewer defining
resources in comparison to other genres like descriptive report or science report (Sriniwass 2004, Brisk &
Rosa 2014). Paratactic exposition, particularly, is used to reiterate the thesis of the main clause, give it a
new perspective or strengthen the proposition of the primary clause, which this is not so for the genre of
argumentation. The genre of argumentation requires the writer to argue what is outlined in the thesis by
giving reasons on how or why. It does not emphasise giving a new perspective or strengthening the
proposition of the primary clause.

Table 6.17:

6.4

Relative Frequencies of Paratactic and Hypotactic Elaborations

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ela. -para-expos.
Ela.-para-exempli.
Ela.-para-clari.

HGE
0
1
3

MGE
0
1
0

LGE
0
6
0

Total
0
8
3

Total of paratactic elaborations
Ela.-hypo.-fin
Ela.-hypo.-non-fin
Total of hypotactic elaborations

7
2

1
0

1
2

11
9
4
13

Taxis and Extension Relations

The previous two main sections dealt with projection and elaboration relations in constructing arguments
in the AEs. This section continues the exploration into argument constructions in the AEs by focusing on
the contribution of extension relations. Unlike elaboration, in which one clause expands the meaning of
another by describing it, in extension, “one clause extends the meaning of another by adding something
new to it” (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014, p. 405). This section answers research question 2b (ii) of the
study:
How do systems of taxis and extension relations intersect to construct arguments in
HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?
Paratactic extension relations are notated by 1+2, while α+β indicates hypotactic extension relations. The
following sub-sections will provide a detailed analysis of and a thorough discussion on the further
delicacy of logico-semantic relations of extension, which are addition, variation and alternation. Figure
6.3 below shows the further delicate levels of the extension relations and the notations.

Figure 6.3:

Subcategories of Extension with its Principal Markers

Addition

Positive

ext/para/add/posit.
ext/hyp/add/posit./fin
ext/hyp/add/posit./non-fin

Negative

ext/para/add/neg.
ext/para/advers.
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Adversative

Replacive
Extension

Logico-Semantic

Variation
Subtractive

ext/para/replac.
ext/hyp/replac./non-fin
ext/para/subtract.
ext/hyp/subtract./fin
ext/hyp/subtract./non-fin
ext/para/altern.
ext/hyp/altern./fin

Alternation

6.4.1

ext/hyp/advers./fin
ext/hyp/advers./non-fin

Addition

This sub-section deals with the findings of the first sub-category of extension, which is addition. Under
addition, there are a few further delicate levels with their respective notations that can be seen in the
above Figure 6.3. The further delicate levels are positive, negative and adversative. For the study, only the
positive and adversative relations are found, while there is no occurrence of negative. The following subsections will deal with first, the positive relation, and then adversative relation.

6.4.1.1 Positive Relation
6.4.1.1.1 Paratactic Additive Positive Relation
This sub-section deals with the analysis of and discussion on positive addition of extension relation both
for the paratactic as well as hypotactic clauses. The only deployed marker for the paratactic relation in the
study is an explicit conjunction, ‘and’, while, the marker for the only hypotactic relation is ‘apart from’.

Table 6.18:

Distribution of Positive Addition Extension

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ext.-para.-addition-posit.
Ext.-hypo.-addition-posit.

HGE
93
1
94

MGE
104
0
104

LGE
111
0
111

Total
308
1
309

The findings in the above Table 6.18 indicate that the most common expansion of extension clauses
deployed is paratactic additive positive extension logico-semantic relation especially among LGEs. As
cautioned before, more does not necessarily mean better. This is because even though LGEs deployed the
highest number of paratactic additive positive logico-semantic relation, it does not mean that all the
deployments of such relation are correct or appropriate. One of the inappropriate uses of the paratactic
additive positive relation is too many wordy clause-complexes. Another is the argument sounds more
typical of oral language. Table 6.19 below shows a few instances found in LGES on how the use of
paratactic positive additive extension clauses actually could be re-packed in hypotactic clauses to reduce
the problem of wordy clause-complexes as well as to make the essays have more of an academic writing
language tone. It should be noted however that the differences between groups are small and all groups
make substantial use of this relation.
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Table 6.19:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

LGE15

Elaboration
Suggestion

Instances of Paratactic Positive Additive Extension Clauses

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

H

1

1

2

x2

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

In addition we can do
public discussion,
1

enh/para/
causecond/
cause/
reason

so people can argue,
3

+2

ext/
para/add.
/positive/
fin
ext/para/
add./posi
tive/fin

and ask about this
noble thing
4

LGE14

Descriptive
report 1
General
statement
Specification
Description

G

+3

1

1

2

=2

3

Enhance Projec-ment
tion

and
make
them
understand [[why this
donation is needed]].

There are two types;
1
+2

one is the live donor

ela/para/
exempli.
ext/
para/add/
positive

and another one is the
cadaveric donor.

As in LGE15, clause H can be re-packed as below:
In addition, we can do public discussion, where people can argue and ask about this noble thing, which
will make them understand why this donation is needed.
The re-packed sentence has now had only one clause-complex with one dominant clause and three
dependent clauses, so that clause 4 is nested in clause 3, while clause 3 is actually nested in clause 2. The
clause analysis of the re-packed sentence with its logico-semantic relations is shown in Table 6.20 below.

Table 6.20:

Re-packed Paratactic Positive Additive Extension Clauses of LGE-15

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

H

1

α

2

β

3

Elaboration

Ranking clause
In addition we can do public discussion,
1

where people can argue,

ela/hyp
/fin

+2 α
and ask about this noble thing,

4

Exten- Enhance Projecsion
-ment
tion

=β

which will make them understand ela/hyp/
[[why this donation is needed]].
fin
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ext/
para/
add.
/positive/fin

By having a hypotactic clause in a sentence, it reduces the problem of wordy paratactic relation clauses as
can be seen in LGE-14 (refer to Table 6.21). The clause-complex has three independent clauses with two
paratactic relations in a single sentence. It can be re-packed as follows:
There are two types of donors, which are a live donor and a cadaveric donor.
The re-packed sentence is now a clause complex of one dominant clause (There are two types of donor,)
and the other is dependent (which are a live donor and a cadaveric donor). The clause analysis and the
logico-semantic relation are as shown in Table 6.22 below.

Table 6.21:
Complex
G

Clause
No.
1
2

Re-packed Paratactic Positive Additive Extension Clauses of LGE-14
Taxis
α
xβ

Elaboration

Ranking clause
There are two types,
which are a live donor and a cadaveric donor.

Exten
-sion

Enhance- Projecment
tion

ela/hyp/fin

The new re-packed sentence now has one dominant and one dependent clause with only one logicosemantic relation. The original one has three independent clauses connected with two paratactic relations,
which makes the sentence become wordy and to an extent it sounds like an oral language.
As claimed earlier, the paratactic relation indicates the inability of the LGE writers to use non-finite
hypotactic relation, which results in the clause-complex becoming wordy and to a certain extent is like a
string of utterances. If clause H in LGE-15 in Table 6.19 above is read, it sounds like one is arguing orally
why we need a public discussion in encouraging organ donation. This ‘irregularity’ indicates the inability
of the writers to use non-finite hypotactic clauses, which can lead to wordy clause-complexes more
typical of oral language. This finding shed light on the findings of Brook (2010) and Brisk and Rosa
(2014) that weak writers tend to write academic writing using an informal speaking register, which
contains strings of clauses within an utterance.
6.4.1.1.2

Non-Finite Hypotactic Positive Additive Relation

This sub-section of positive additive relation will discuss the single instance of non-finite hypotactic
positive additive relation of the study, which is found in HGE-2 as shown in Table 6.22 below. The
marker used to indicate the logico-semantic relation is a preposition, ‘apart from’. It seems that in this
present study this type of relation is not favoured by the students.

Table 6.22:
Essay
No.

FuncComtional
plex
Stages
HGE-2 Evaluation
+
T
Summary

Instance of Hypotactic Additive Positive Extension Relation
Clause Taxis
No.
1

α

Ranking clause
It is also vital for Malaysians to be
encouraged to take part in organ
donation
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Elabo- Exten- Enhance Projec
ration sion
-ment
-tion

2

xβ

3

α as it is successful

enh/hyp/
causecond/
reason/fi
n

+β apart from it being an important
source of organs and tissues for
transplantation and also because of
the disparity between the number of
organ supplies and the number of
organs needed for successful
transplants.

ext/
hyp/
add./
positive/
nonfin

6.4.1.2 Adversative Relation
This sub-section of additive extension relation will highlight the findings on adversative additive relation
and discuss its function in the AEs. Table 6.23 shows the distribution of the relation across the data.
Table 6.23:

Distribution of Adversative Extension

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ext.-para. -advers.
Ext.-hypo. -advers. /fin

HGE
16
1
17

MGE
18
0
18

LGE
0
0
0

Total
34
1
35

Table 6.23 above shows the occurrence of both the paratactic and hypotactic adversative extension
relation. There is no occurrence in LGEs, while for the paratactic one MGEs have slightly more
occurrences than HGEs have. For the hypotactic one, there is only one occurrence across the data, which
is found in HGE-1.
The use of adversatives is to offer expectations for the reader, which either will be met or not. A detailed
analysis shows that the use of ‘but’ is appropriate in all occurrences as this explicit conjunction clearly
indicates the opposing meaning of the different clauses. Table 6.24 shows a few instances of paratactic
adversative additive extension clauses found in the data.
A detailed analysis of the data in the above table shows that the paratactic adversative additive extension
relations have been deployed appropriately in the essays. A probable reason is that the conjunction, ‘but’,
is not as confusable as ‘and’, the positive additive conjunction. ‘And’ can be confused as shown in some
studies where writers have not yet made a full transition to the written language. These writers tend to
construct strings of clauses connected with conjunctions such as and, then, and and then to indicate the
positive additive extension relation although at times the relation should be temporal (Brisk & Rosa,
2014; Christie 2010, Kress 1982, Loban 1976, Perera 1984).

Table 6.24:
Essay
No.

Func-tional
Stages

MGE7

Descriptive
report 2
General
Statement

Complex

Instances of Paratactic Adversative Extension

Clause Taxis
No.

Ranking clause

The clear process of donation organs
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Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

M

1
2

1
+2

should be simple [[for people to do so]]
ext/para/
add./
advers.
/fin

but scarcity of donors shows no.
Specification
Description

N

1

1

2

+2

In lots cases, the pledge had agree to
donate his or her organs
but at time occurred, the family refuse
to do so.

ext/para/
add./
advers.
/fin

For the hypotactic version of adversative relation, however, there is only occurrence, and it is a finite
hypotactic adversative extension clause. There is no non-finite hypotactic adversative extension relation
clause found in all the essays. The occurrence of the finite hypotactic adversative extension clause can be
found in HGE-1 as shown in Table 6.25 below. The marker is another explicit conjunctive, ‘while’. This
relation expresses a similar meaning to that of the paratactic adversative relation of concession.
Based on the above finding, it can be concluded that hypotactic adversative additive extension is also not
a favoured relation in the genre of AEs. A further discussion on enhancing concession relations under the
enhancement section may shed some light on the favoured logo-genetic relation in the genre of AEs.

Table 6.25:
Essay
No.
HGE
-1

Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex

Instance of Hypotactic Adversative Additive Extension
Clause Taxis
No.

D

6.4.2

1

α

2

+β

Ranking clause

Elaboration

According
to
Cruez
(2008), the demand for
organ
transplants
is
increasing all across the
globe
while the supply is not
merely enough to satisfy
all the needs.

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

ext/hyp/
add./
adver/fin

Variation

This section highlights the findings on variation relation. The relation of variation occurs when the
meaning is expressed in the secondary clause replaces the meaning that is expressed in the primary clause
either totally or partially. Variation relations can be expressed both paratactically and hypotactically. In
the present study, only the non-finite hypotactic replacive varying extension clauses were found. The
other sub-categories of variation were not deployed at all (refer to Figure 6.3: Subcategories of Extension
with its Principal Markers).
Table 6.26 below shows the distribution of non-finite hypotactic replacive varying extension clauses
found in the data. There are six in HGEs, 10 each in MGEs and LGEs. The analysis indicates that the
logico-semantic relation is constructed appropriately in each of the clause.
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Table 6.26:

Distribution of Hypotactic Replacive Varying Extension

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ext.-hypo. -vary. -replac.

HGE
6

MGE
10

LGE
10

However, in terms of distribution, the groups are somewhat different. One occurrence is found in each of
HGE-1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 19. For MGEs, MGEs- 4, 14 and 20 had two occurrences, and one each was found
in MGEs- 3, 10 and 15. LGEs, on the other hand, recorded a single occurrence each in LGEs- 1, 2, 3, 9,
10, 12, 13, 17, 19, and 20. The pattern does not seem to indicate a link between use of variation and
degree of success in essays.
In the present study, the principal markers used were ‘instead of’ and ‘rather than’. The markers indicate
the clause relation that one clause is presented as being in total or partial replacement of another. There
are two types of variation, which are ‘replacive’ (instead) and ‘subtractive’ (except). The clauses related
in this way differ in polarity value, one being ‘positive’ and the other ‘negative’. The relation is neither
adversative nor concessive as the markers cannot be replaced with ‘but’ or ‘although’ respectively. In the
present study, there was only occurrence of ‘replacive’. No ‘subtractive’ was found. A few occurrences of
the ‘replacive’ relation can be seen in the Table 6.27 below.

Table 6.27:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Complex

MGE20

Argument 2
Point
ElaboV
ration
Suggestion

Instances of Hypotactic Replacive Varying Extension
Clause Taxis
No.

1

α

2

+β

instead of save the other’s
live.

α
‘β

ext/hyp/
vary./
replacive

Malaysian should change
their mindset toward the
transplantation of the organ.
They should have positive
thinking
about
the
transplantation.
They should aware

X
1
2

α

hyp/
mental
projection

that a lot of people needs
their kindness to donate their
organs

3
xβ
Deduction

Z

1

α

2

‘β

3

Enhance Projec-ment
tion

Finally, Malaysians can save
more benefits from organ
donation,

W

Y

Elabo- Extenration sion

Ranking clause

in order to stay alive.

With
this
change
perception, it is hoped
α

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
purpose/
non-fin
in
hyp/
mental
projection

that
Malaysians
are
sympathy to save the other’s
live after death

+β rather than letting their
organs
unuseful
(Cruez,2008).
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ext/hyp/
vary./
replacive

In the table above, MGE-20 has two occurrences of logico-semantic relation of hypotactic replacive
varying extension and for each occurrence; a different marker was used, which is ‘instead of’ and ‘rather
than’ (although it should be noted that ‘instead of’ does not seem like the right semantic choice for the
overall meaning of the complex V above). Generally, this type of relation can be considered not really a
favoured logo-genetic relation as shown in the distribution table of the occurrences in Table 6.26 above.

6.4.3

Alternation

Under this sub-section, the discussion will be on the findings on the logico-semantic relation of
alternation extension. In an alternation relation, the secondary clause presents an alternative to the first
clause. Table 6.29 shows the frequency of the paratactic alternation extension relations. There is no
occurrence of the other sub-categories of alternation (refer to Figure 6.3: Subcategories of Extension with
its Principal Markers).
Table 6.28:

Distribution of Paratactic Alternation Extension Relation

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ext.-para. -altern.

HGE
8

MGE
4

LGE
2

The paratactic alternation extension relation in the study is marked by the cohesive conjunction, ‘or’. An
illustration of the use of the paratactic alternation extension relation is shown in Table 6.29 below.

Table 6.29:
Essay
No.

Func- Comtional plex
Stages

Instances of Paratactic Alternation Extension Relation

Clause Taxis
No.

Ranking clause

Elabo- Extenration sion

Enhancement

HGE- Argu3
ment
3
Sugges X
-tion

1
2

3

α

α
xβ

1

+2

xβ

1

+2

Therefore,
the
government
should
take an action
by reviewing ^THE
ACTS
ABOUT
ORGAN
DONATION^
or governing the acts
about organ donation
such as the Human
Tissues Act 1974
in order to get the
faith
back
from
Malaysians,
the nation’s society
members to support

enh/hyp/
manner/
means/nonfin
ext/para/
altern.
enh/hyp/
causecond/cause
/ purpose/
non-fin
ext /para/
add.
/positive/fi
n
(ellipsed
subj and
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Projection

fin)
+3 1

and
Ø
misinterpret
^ORGAN
DONATION^

not

ext /para/
add.
/positive/
fin
(ellipsed
subj
and
fin)
ext /para/
altern./fin
(ellipsed
subj
and
fin)

+2 or Ø get the wrong
ideas of
organ
donation.

The low frequency of this type of logico-semantic relation indicates that this type of relation is not a
significant one in the genre of argumentation.

6.4.4

Summary of Findings on Extension

Section 6.4 and its sub-sections have described the meanings expressed by extension relations. There
three main categories of extension relations, which are addition, variation and alternation. Table 6.30
provides a summary of the findings on extension relations.

Table 6.30:

Relative Frequencies of Extensions

Logico-Semantic Relations
Ext.-para.-addition- posit.
Ext.-para.-advers.
Ext.-para.-altern.

HGE
93
16
8

MGE
104
18
4

Ext.-hypo.-addition-posit.
Ext.-hypo.-advers.
Ext.-hypo.-vary.-replac.

1
1
6

0
0
10

LGE
111
0
2
Total
0
0
10
Total

Total
308
34
14
356
1
1
26
28

The above table indicates two interesting details: first, it shows that a total 356 paratactic extension
relations and 28 hypotactic relations were deployed in the AEs. The finding shows that paratactic
extension relations were more significantly deployed at 92.7% (356 out of 384) than hypotactic relations
at 7.3% (28 out of 384). In other words, a strong preference for paratactic over hypotactic extension
applies in AE genres within the Malaysian cultural context, just as it does for multi-registerial English in
general (e.g. Nesbitt and Plum 1988).
Second, it shows that most of the paratactic extension relations were made up of paratactic positiveaddition at 85.5% (308 out of 356), far outnumbering the other two types of paratactic extension, which
are adversative and alternation. Among the hypotactic extension relations, hypotactic replacive variation
relation was the most favoured with at 98.25% (26 out of 28); far outnumbering the other two types of
hypotactic extension relations that are positive additive and adversative.
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Hence, the most favoured type of extension is paratactic positive addition as the use of this type of
relation is consistently high across the data of the study. The overall descriptive analysis of the data
shows that there is a strong tendency for the writers to construct their arguments through the resources of
paratactic positive additive extension relation, which at times occurs in long chains, often spanning many
clauses and sometimes including a change in sub-category of addition.
The analysis of the data for the extension relations shows that the conjunctions, ‘and’ and ‘but’ marking
paratactic addition relations were the most used, followed by a lesser degree ‘instead of’ and ‘rather than’
marking the hypotactic replacive variation relation. It is also observed that the schematic structure of AEs
is also achieved through paratactic additive positive and adversative relations particularly through chains
of longer spans of essays. However, at a certain point, too many paratactic positive additive relations in a
clause-complex (as seen in many LGEs) indicates the inability of the writers to use non-finite hypotactic
relation, which results in the clause-complex that is only very loosely connected and to a certain extent is
like a string of utterances. This indicates that to a certain extent, the writers tend to limit themselves to use
the same conjunctions repeatedly which are ‘and’ and ‘but’, in their arguments for a probable reason that
these conjunctions that are quickly learnt due to their frequent usage and ease of use. Their unfamiliarity
with other suitable conjunctions has caused them to produce very awkward arguments without realising
that those arguments may either convey no meanings or not effective (Mohamed 2015, Park, 2013).

6.5

Enhancement

This section continues the investigation into the argument construction in the genre of AEs. The previous
section reported on the contribution of projection, elaboration and extension relations in the argument
constructions in AEs. This section will focus on the role of enhancement in the construction of arguments
in AEs.
It is well acknowledged in SFL literature that the largest sub-category of expansion is enhancement, with
time and cause occurring with the most frequency (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, 2014; Eggins 2014).
While a projection relation instates the secondary clause being projected being either a locution or an idea
through the primary clause, an elaboration relation adds a further characteristic of the primary clause and
an extension relation adds something new to the primary clause. In an enhancement relation, one clause
qualifies another by reference to time, place, manner, cause or condition, similar to those expressed by
the circumstantial function in transitivity relations.
Like the other relations, enhancement can be either paratactic or hypotactic and if hypotactic, finite or
non-finite. The finite ones are introduced by a ‘binder’ (subordinating conjunction), while the non-finite
ones are introduced either by a preposition such as ‘on’, ‘with’ and ‘by’, functioning conjunctively or by
a subset of the binders such as ‘when’ (Matthiessen & Halliday 2004, 2014).
This section answers research question 2b (iii) of the study:
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How do systems of taxis and enhancement relations intersect to construct
arguments in HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?
Paratactic enhancement relations are notated by 1 x 2, while α x β for hypotactic enhancement relations.
The following sub-sections will provide a detailed analysis of and a thorough discussion on the main
categories of enhancement, which are as follows:
i.

Temporal relations;

ii.

Manner relations; and

iii.

Causal-conditional relations

There is no occurrence of spatial relation found in the essays.

6.5.1

Temporal Relations

This sub-section will present and discuss the findings on temporal enhancement relations. This type of
relation has all together 11 sub-categories (see detailed discussion on enhancement relations in the
theoretical framework chapter). In the present study, only seven out of 11 were deployed across the data.
Figure 6.4 shows the seven sub-categories of temporal enhancement relations deployed in the study. The
sub-categories of temporal enhancement relations that were not deployed at all in the study are paratactic
extent simultaneous, hypotactic finite spread simultaneous, paratactic later successive and paratactic
earlier successive.
The main function of temporal relation is to indicate time relations, either same time, earlier time or later
time. The following sub-sections will discuss the findings on the further levels of temporal relations.

Figure 6.4:

The Sub-Categories of Temporal Enhancement Relations Deployed in the Study

enh/hyp/temp./simult./extent/fin
extent
simultaneous
(same time)

enh/hyp/temp./simult./extent/non-fin
enh/hyp/temp./point/fin

Temporal

point
enh/hyp/temp./point/non-fin
enh/para/temp./success./later/fin
later
successive

enh/hyp/temp./success./later/fin
earlier
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enh/hyp/temp./success./earlier/fin

6.5.1.1 Simultaneous or Same Time Relations
This sub-section of temporal relation will highlight the findings on simultaneous or same time logicosemantic relations, which can be realised paratactically or hypotactically. There are three further delicate
levels of simultaneous temporal relation, which are extent, point and spread. However, in the study, only
the first two were deployed, while there is no deployment of spread relation. The following two subsections on temporal will discuss the findings on extent and point relations consecutively.
6.5.1.1.1 Extent Relations
This sub-section will discuss the findings on extent relations. Table 6.31 shows the distribution of extent
simultaneous temporal enhancement relations. However, there is no deployment of paratactic as well as
non-finite hypotactic for temporal relation in the study. There are only three occurrences of the finite
relations of extent.

Table 6.31:

Distribution of Extent Simultaneous Temporal Enhancement- as or while

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-simult.-extent-fin

HGE
1

MGE
1

LGE
1

Table 6.31 above indicates that for finite hypotactic relations, all the three groups have a similar
occurrence, which is one. For the finite ones, the relations are introduced by ‘as’ in the HGE and MGE.
For the LGE, the relation is introduced with ‘while’. The non-finite one was introduced by the
preposition, ‘in’ in LGE-17. The markers serve the purpose of linking two clauses which express
instantaneous present meanings. An instance of the finite relation deployment can be seen in Table 6.32
below.

Table 6.32:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Instance of Finite Hypotactic Extent Simultaneous Temporal Enhancement
Relation
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

B

1

xβ

As a baby is born to this world,

2

α

some people also die in return.

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

HGE- Identifi4
cation
enh/hyp/temp
./simult./
extent/fin

The marker for the extent relation in the above table is conjunction, ‘as’. This conjunction can also
function as a marker for causal relation to show a ‘cause’ for an action to happen because of another
action. In the above example, the marker, ‘as’, indicates that the action in the dependent clause happens at
the same time with the action in the dominant clause.
6.5.1.1.2 Point Relations
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This sub-section deals with the findings on point relations of the enhancing logico-semantic. For point
relation, there is no category of parataxis, only the hypotaxis, either finite or non-finite. The usual
markers for the finite relation are the conjunctions, which are ‘when’, and as soon as’, and the phrase ‘the
moment’. For the non-finite, the conjunction, ‘when’, can also be the marker, while the prepositional
marker is ‘on’. These markers indicate that the action in the dependent clause will take places or happen
or occur when the action is the dominant clause has taken place or happened or occurred or completed.

Table 6.33:

Distribution of Hypotactic Point Temporal Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-point-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-point.-non-fin

HGE
12
1

MGE
14
0

LGE
17
1

Total
43
2

The distribution of point relations can be seen in Table 6.33 above. The highest number of the finite
relations is by the LGEs with 17, followed by the MGEs with 14 and the HGEs 12. However, as
mentioned in the paratactic positive additive extension relation section in the earlier section of the
chapter, more does not necessarily mean better, or worse. The differences between groups are small.
Also, the distribution of the relation is not that well spread particularly in LGEs and MGEs (see Appendix
D). For the LGEs, only seven essays have the finite relations, and out of which, LGE-18 has five of the
relations, LGE14 has four and LGE 16 has three. These altogether bring the number to 12, slightly more
than two-third of the total relations found in all LGEs.
To illustrate the use of this resource both instances of finite point relations in LGE-18 are shown in Table
6.35.
Table 6.34:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Complex

LGE17

Identifi- F
cation

Descrip- O
tion

Instances of Hypotactic Point Temporal Enhancement

Clause Taxis
No.

Ranking clause

1

α

It is difficult right to us

2

xβ

when we do not have one of
kidneys?

1

xβ

When we are died,

2

1
α

3

+2

W

De-

X

1

xβ

the doctor will take our
organs [[which are the
request from us]]
and Ø give to the needed.

Moreover, it will decrease
the society problem or
problem
between
other
races.
After that, when all of we
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Elabo- Extenration sion

Enhancement

enh/hyp/
temp./
simult.
/point/fin
enh/hyp/
temp./
simult./
point/ fin

ext/
para
/add./
Positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and
fin)

enh/hyp/temp

Projection

duction

are unite,
2
3

α

α
xβ

we can help others
to build their confidence on
donating their organs.

./simult./
point/fin
enh/hyp/
causecond./cond./
purpose
/non-fin

In clause F, the marker, ‘when’, does not actually fit in the function of point logico-semantic relation. The
more appropriate relation is positive condition cause-conditional enhancing relation as to show a
condition that if one has only one kidney, it will be difficult for one’s life. Such a mismatch may happen
because weak writer takes the point relation to show that there is a point in life when one loses something,
it will be difficult for one. Additionally, it is not uncommon for conditional relations to be realised
through the conjunction ‘when’ but it is not always appropriate. Thus, these results indicate that teaching
logico-sematic relations explicitly would be a positive point in any ESL classroom. This suggestion will
be further discussed in the pedagogical section of the conclusion chapter of the thesis.
In contrast with the above example, the LGE-17 writer has managed to use the finite point relations
correctly in clauses O and X as shown in Table 6.34 above. In clause O, the writer highlights the relation
by writing that the moment any Malaysian dies, the doctor will take the person’s organs for the purpose of
organ donation. In clause X, the writer wants to highlight the time that Malaysians will help each other
when they are united. The relation between Clauses X1 and X2 can be quite confusing as the relation can
also be that of the positive condition cause-conditional enhancing relation. However, the time phrase,
‘after that’, helps indicate that the relation is about time. The claim is strengthened with clause W that
comes before clause X. ‘That’ in ‘after that’ refers to reduction of problems among different races in
Malaysia. Once the racial problem is reduced after some time, Malaysians then can unite and then help
each other. The actions can be materialised through time; thus, the relation tends to be that of time or
temporal. In short, this ‘point temporal’ relation contributes towards the development of an event line. It
should also be noted that the non-finite relation is less frequent than that of the finite one, which suggests
that the non-finite is not a favoured logo-genetic relation the genre of AEs.

6.5.1.2 Successive Relations
This sub-section will deal with the findings on another sub-category of temporal relation, which is
successive relation. There are two types of successive relations, which are later and earlier. For each type,
it can be constructed paratactically or hypotactically. The hypotaxis, on one hand, can be constructed as a
finite or non-finite clause.
6.5.1.2.1

Later Successive Relations

This sub-section of successive will discuss the findings on the later successive relations. The later
successive relation refers to a later action, which will take place after the earlier action has taken place.
Although the later successive relation in the study is constructed paratactically as well as hypotactically,
the deployment of the relation is extremely very low. Table 6.35 below shows the low distribution of the
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relation. In addition, there is no construction of the non-finite clause of the successive relation. There is
only one occurrence of the parataxis throughout the data set found in MGE, while for the hypotactic
construction of this logico-semantic relation, one found in HGE and two in MGE. There is no deployment
of the later relation in LGEs. The distribution of this relation is indicated in Table 6.36 below.

Table 6.35:

Distribution of Later Successive Temporal Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-para.-temp.-succ.-later-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-later-fin

HGE
0
1

MGE
1
2

LGE
0
0

The example in Table 6.36 below shows another weakness in managing temporal relations, again by
employing ‘when’ as an inappropriate resource. In clause T1, instead of using the positive conditional
marker ‘if’, the writer used ‘when’. The unpacked meaning of clause-complexes T1 and T2 is ‘if organ
donation is encouraged, it will increase the number of pledgers’. The whole clause-complex construction
of T also indicates the writer is not able to use non-finite hypotactic clauses, and without them he or she
produces wordy clause-complexes more typical of oral language. The third (T3) and fourth (T4) clausecomplexes in T are connected with the conjunctions ‘and at the same time’ and ‘then’. Thus, this also
indicates the oral-like language in writing. The two findings above reflect those of studies by Christie and
Derewianka (2008), and Brisk and Rosa (2014). However, their studies were on primary school native
speaker students. In a way, the findings in the present study do indicate that the writer has not yet made a
full transition to the written language.

Table 6.36:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

MGE- De2
duction

Instance of Paratactic Later Successive Temporal Enhancement Clauses
with ‘Then’ as Marker
Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

Ranking clause

T

1

xβ

When organ donation is
encouraged

2

α

3

4

1
x2

it will increase the number of
pledgers
1 and at the same time it will
increase
number
organ
donation
among
nonpledger,
x2 then it will show [[that our
society had changed their
view [[that organ donation is
a standard aspect of patient
care]]]].

Elaboration

Exten- Enhancesion
ment

Projection

enh/hyp/
causecond/condi
tional/
positive/fin
enh/para/te
mp./
simult./
extent/fin
enh/para/
temp./
success.
/later/fin

For the finite hypotactic later relation, the highest number of deployments is found MGEs with two, while
there is only one occurrence in HGEs and there is no occurrence found in LGEs (refer to Table 6.35). An
instance of the deployment of the finite hypotactic later relation is in Table 6.37 below. The markers for
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the finite hypotactic later relation are ‘after’, and ‘since’. The example can be found in clause S2,
whereby ‘after’ is employed indicate the hypotactic later relation to clause S1 The unpacked meaning is
that organ donation is one of the ways that one can practise in doing good things to other people after one
dies.

Table 6.37:
Essay
No.

Instance of Finite Hypotactic Later Successive Temporal Enhancement Clauses

Func- Comtional plex
Stages

MGE- Deduc S
6
-tion

Clause Taxis
No.
1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration

Ranking clause

Extension

Projection

So, this is one of the ways [[to
make a good things to other]]
enh/para/
temp./
success./later
/fin

after we are dead.

6.5.1.2.2

Enhancement

Earlier Successive Relations

This section will highlight and discuss the findings on the earlier successive temporal logico-semantic
relation found in the study. Any two clauses related with one another with the earlier relation suggest that
one action in one clause happens or take places before the other action in the other clause.
Table 6.38 shows the distribution of hypotactic earlier successive temporal relations across the three
groups. As for the later relation, the deployment of this relation is low as seen in the table below and also
there is no deployment of parataxis for this relation. There are three occurrences found in HGEs and one
each in both the MGEs and LGEs. The principal marker for the earlier relation is an obvious time word,
‘before’. For HGEs, the three occurrences can be found in one essay only, which is HGE-16, but in three
different clause complexes.

Table 6.38:

Distribution of Earlier Successive Temporal Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-earlier-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-earlier-non-fin

HGE
3
0

MGE
1
0

LGE
1
1

Table 6.39 below shows an instance of the deployment of the finite hypotactic earlier relation found in the
study. The relation can be seen between clauses V 1 and 2, which the relation marker is ‘even before’. In
this instance, what can be interpreted is that the writer wants to stress that people, who when they are still
alive and pledge to donate their organ after they die, have actually committed a noble deed to their
society. In other words, before they die, they have already done a good job by promising to donate their
organs.

Table 6.39:

Instance of Finite Hypotactic Earlier Successive Temporal Enhancement Relation
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Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

HGE- Elabo16
ration
Evaluati
on

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

V

1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration

Ranking clause

Extension

Enhance Pro-ment
jection

It is good to contribute to the
community
enh/
temp./
success./
earlier/
fin

even before he or she are facing
death.

For the non-finite hypotactic earlier relation, there is only one occurrence found and it is deployed LGE19 writer. Table 6.40 below shows the only deployment of non-finite earlier successive temporal
enhancement relation found in the study.

Table 6.40:

Instance of Non-Finite Hypotactic Earlier Successive Temporal Enhancement
Relation

Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

LGE19

Descriptive
report 3
General
statement

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Z

1

xβ

Elaboration

Ranking clause

Extension

enh/hyp/t
emp./
success./
earlier/
non-fin

Before obtaining an organ
donation from the donors,
2

α

Enhance Pro-ment
jection

there
are
a
few
circumstances [[that need to
be followed]].

In the table above, the similar principal, ‘before’, for the finite relation is deployed in the non-finite
clause. The action in clause Z2 must be followed before the action in Z1 can be done. In Z2, there are a
few circumstances must be followed before an organ can be obtained from the donors.
Based on Tables 6.35, 6.38 and 6.41 (below) and the discussion on both the sub-categories of the
successive temporal relations, this relation can be considered as not a significant logico-semantic relation
in AEs. However, taken as a whole temporal relation is an important resource, the mastery of which does
appear to distinguish between High, Medium and Low-graded essays.

Table 6.41:

Comparison of Distributions of Occurrences of Temporal Relations among HGE,
MGE and LGE

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-simult.-extent-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-point-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-point.-non-fin
Enh.-para.-temp.-succ.-later-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-later-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-earlier-fin

HGE
1
12
1
0
1
3
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MGE
2
14
0
1
2
1

LGE
1
17
1
0
0
1

Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-earlier-non-fin
Total

6.5.2

0
18

0
20

1
21

Manner Relations

This section will discuss the findings on the sub-categories of the manner enhancement relations. First,
section 6.5.2.1 will be on the discussion on manner means, and next in 6.5.2.2, will be on manner
comparison. Figure 6.5 shows the sub-categories of manner, which are means and comparison, with their
respective notations used in the analysis of the data.

Figure 6.5:

The Sub-Categories of Manner Enhancement Relations
enh/para/manner/means
means
enh/hyp/manner/means/non-fin

Manner
enh/para/manner/comparison
comparison
enh/hyp/manner/comparison/fin
enh/hyp/manner/comparison/non-fin

6.5.2.1 Means
Under this sub-section, the discussion will be on the findings on manner means logico-semantic relation.
The manner means logico-semantic relation is realised when the second clause (2 or β) enhances the
proposition of the first clause (1 or α) by providing the means by which the proposition will be
materialised. In other words, a manner means relation explains how something happens. In this study,
manner means were only formed through the non-finite hypotactic manner means clauses. There was no
paratactic or finite hypotactic relation deployed. The distribution of the clauses can be seen in Table 6.42.

Table 6.42:

Distribution of Manner Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-manner.-means.-non-fin

HGE
22

MGE
16

LGE
11

Total
49

With reference to the above table, the highest number of instances can be found in HGEs with 22
instances, followed by MGEs with 16 and LGEs with 11. For both HGEs and MGEs, there are 11 essays
that contain the non-finite hypotactic manner means relations, while there are only seven LGEs that
contain the relations. The manner means relation in the study is realised primarily by the conjunctive
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preposition, ‘by’ combines with “–ing” verbs. Table 6.43 below shows a few instances of the
constructions of the non-finite manner means logico-semantic relation clauses found in the data.

Table 6.43:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Instances of Non-Finite Manner Means Logico-Semantic Relation Clauses
Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

I

1
2

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

HGE- Argu6
ment 2
Point
α
xβ

The media should play their
role
by giving an exposure about
medical field to Malaysians.

Argument 3
Elaboration
Suggestion

N

1

α

2

enh/hyp
/manner
/means/non
-fin

Thus, in this campaign, the
Ministry of Health should gain
Malaysians attraction
xβ

by giving proper explanations
and risks in donating organs.

enh/hyp
/manner
/means/non
-fin

In the table above, the two clause complexes, I and N are constructed with non-finite hypotactic manner
means relation to show how the proposition in the dominant clause is realised through the logico-semantic
relation of manner means. Clause I2 indicates the way how the media should play their role (clause I1),
while clause N2 shows the ways to gain Malaysians’ attraction in organ donation (clause N2).
In all instances of the relation, the successful deployment of the manner means resource has proven the
writers’ ability in arguing how organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians. What marks the
difference among the groups is the frequency of deployment of the resource. As in the study, the HGEs
employed the highest number of the resource in arguing the case, which in a way makes them the better
writers than the other two groups of writers.

6.5.2.2 Comparison
This section will discuss the small finding on manner comparison found in the study. The manner
comparison relations favour a thematic position to orientate discourse in a particular direction. In other
words, it gives a discursive force and helps set up a natural point of orientation for the discourse (Halliday
& Matthiessen 2004, 2014). Like manner means, manner comparison can also be constructed
paratactically or hypotactically, and the hypotactic relation can be realised either in a finite or non-finite
clause. However, in this study, only the finite hypotactic one was found and as shown in Table 6.44
below, there are only two occurrences across the data of the study. One each in HGEs and LGEs, while
there is no relation found in MGEs.
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Table 6.44:

Distribution of Manner Comparison Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-manner-comp.-fin

HGE
0

MGE
0

LGE
1

Table 6.45 below shows the only instance of the finite manner comparison logico-semantic relation
clauses found in the study. The marker used to indicate the manner comparison enhancement relation in
the study is ‘like’ in LGE-7 which the writer claims that organ donation is not harmful like what the
stories on organ donation are all about. In short, the very low frequency of the finite hypotactic manner
comparison enhancement logico-semantic relation in the study indicates that this type of relation is rarely
used in the genre of AEs.

Table 6.45:

Instance of Finite Manner Comparison Logico-Semantic Relation Clauses

Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Complex

LGE7

Elaboration
Evaluation V

Clause Taxis
No.

1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration

Ranking clause

1

Exten- Enhance Prosion
-ment
jection

Organ donation after all is
not harmful
enh/hyp/
man.
/
comparison /fin

like the stories said
3

6.5.3

+2

and it is a necessary to heard
it from a very rightful
authority
such
as
government.

ext/
para
/add./
positive/fin

Causal-Conditional Relations

This section will focus on the discussion on the findings of clausal-conditional enhancement relations
deployed in the study. This category has the highest number of sub-categories as outlined in Figure 6.6
below. However, in the present study, not all of the sub-categories were deployed in the essays.

Figure 6.6:

The Sub-Categories of Causal-Conditional Enhancement Relations
enh/para/cause-cond./reason
reason

enh/hyp/cause-cond./reason/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond./reason/non-fin
enh/para/cause-cond./purpose

cause

purpose
enh/hyp/cause-cond./purpose/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond./purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond./result/fin
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result
enh/hyp/cause-cond./result/non-fin
enh/para/cause-cond./posit.
Causal-Conditional

positive
enh/hyp/cause-cond./posit./fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond./posit./non-fin
enh/para/cause-cond./negative
condition

negative

enh/hyp/cause-cond./negative/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond./negative/non-fin
enh/para/cause-cond./concess.

concessive

enh/hyp/cause-cond./concess./fin
para/hyp/cause-cond./concess./non-fin

6.5.3.1 Causal Relations
This section will discuss the findings on the first sub-category of causal-conditional enhancement
relations, which is causal relation. This sub-category is made up of three types of relations that are reason,
purpose and result. The reason and purpose relation can be constructed paratactically as well
hypotactically, and the hypotactic relation can be in either the finite or non-finite form. The result
relation, on the other hand, can only be formed either as a finite or non-finite hypotactic clause. In the
study, all the relations of cause were employed by the writers. In the next sub-sections, the discussion will
be first on the findings on reason relation, second on purpose and then be followed with result relations.
6.5.3.1.1

Reason Relations

In this section, the discussion will be on the findings on the causal-conditional reason of the enhancement
logico-semantic relation. While how something happens is explained by manner means as discussed
before, why something happens is explained by causal relations. In other words, this logico-semantic
relation is about showing a ‘cause-and-effect’ relation in a clause-complex. In the study, only the
paratactic and finite hypotactic clauses were found. There is no occurrence of the non-finite hypotactic
clause. This is shown in Table 6.46 below.

Table 6.46:

Distribution of Reason of Cause Cause-Condition Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-para.-cause-cond.-cause-reason-fin
Enh.-hypo.- cause-cond.-cause-reason-fin

HGE
6
70
77

MGE
2
54
56

LGE
3
42
45

Total
11
166
177

The above table shows the distribution of reason relations. For the paratactic relation, HGEs have seven
occurrences, MGEs have two and LGEs have three. The markers used to indicate the paratactic relation in
the study are ‘therefore’, ‘so’ and ‘hence’. However, a few writers misused ‘so that’ and also ‘thus’ to
indicate the paratactic relation. In addition, what is interesting to note also is that out of six occurrences
found in HGEs, three were found in HGE-10, and all of them have no explicit markers of the paratactic
relations. Table 6.47 above clearly indicates that hypotactic clauses (166) are much more frequently used
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than paratactic clauses (12). The higher number of hypotactic relations suggests that the hypotactic
clauses are favoured – and very important - in the genre of AEs.
As shown in Table 6.46, for the hypotactic relation, only finite clauses were constructed. HGEs have the
highest number of hypotactic relations with 70 occurrences, followed by MGEs with 54, and LGEs with
42. In terms of the distribution of the relation in each group, not all essays contain the relation. Those
essays that contain the relation are HGE-7, HGE-9, HGE-13, HGE-16, HGE-19, HGE-20, MGE-1, MGE4, MGE-6, MGE-8, MGE-11, MGE-12, , LGE-2, LGE-5, LGE-6, LGE-7, LGE-8, LGE-9, LGE-18 and
LGE-19.
Tables 6.47 show the proper marker for the paratactic relation, 6.48 shows the mismatched markers, and
6.49 highlights the paratactic relations with no explicit markers.
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Table 6.47:
Essay
No.
HGE1

Instances of Proper Markers for Paratactic Causal Conditional Cause Relation

Functional
ComStages
plex
Argument 3Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
X

Clause Taxis
No.

Ranking clause

1

“β

As previously mentioned,

2

α

1

3

MGE- Elaboration
18
Evaluation
Deduction

LGE15

Descriptive
argument 2
Reiteration
of thesis
Suggestion

X

Q

x2

1

1

2

x2

1

1

2

x2

Elabo- Exten- Enhanceration sion
ment

hyp/
verbal
projection

organ donation can save
others’ lives,
therefore, it is crystal
clear [[that organ donation
is a noble and an
honourable action]].

enh/para/
causecond/cause
/reason/fin

It would also attract the
attention of the other
organ pledgers,
enh/para/
causecond/cause
/reason/fin

hence, the number of
organ in demand could be
compensated.

This law should be use
also in brain dead people
enh/para/ca
usecond/cause
/reason/fin

so, we can get more organ.

Table 6.48:
Essay
No.
HGE10

Functional
Stages
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Projection

Instances of Mismatched Marker for Paratactic Causal Conditional Cause
Relation
Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

R

1

α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

There are also people
[[who do not know
anything about organ
donation]]
α

enh/para/
causecond/cause/
reason/fin

*so that their organs will
go to waste
3
HGE- Argument 1
18
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation +
Evidence
F

+β rather than save life of
others.

1

1

2

x2

Enhancement

ext/hyp/
vary/replacive

Cruez (2008) has found
that Malaysia is a
mohiracial country,
α

thus it is necessary to
discuss about organ
donation

3
xβ

because it is sensitive.
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enh/para/
causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/
cause-cond/
cause/
reasonfin

Projection

Table 6.49:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

HGE- Argument 2
12
Point
Elaboration
Deduction

Instances of Paratactic Causal Conditional Cause Relation with No Explicit
Marker
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

P

1

α

2

‘β

3

Ranking clause

1

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

As
a
result,
the
Malaysians may think
that the procedure of the
organs
donation
is
harmful

x2
they start to become
afraid.

enh/para/ca
usecond/cause
/cause/fin

The occurrence of the relation per essay of each group also is another factor to consider. For the HGEs,
the highest occurrence per essay is eight (HGE-16) to the lowest of one (HGE-7, 9 and 13). For the LGEs,
it is from 10 in LGE-18 to one in LGE-2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 19. It appears that MGE has quite a fair
distribution with the highest of 6 in MGE-6 and one being the lowest found in MGE-1, 11, and 12, while
LGEs seem to have the more unbalanced distribution of occurrences of the relation compared to HGEs
(see the summary of overall findings on enhancement section of this chapter).
In terms of the marker for the relation, the finite hypotactic relations in the study were almost exclusively
expressed by ‘because’ with some occasional use of ‘as’ and ‘since’. All of these markers are mainly
placed in the initial position of the dependent clause that comes after the main clause, which is probably
because writers want to highlight the effect first in the main clause, and then only indicate the cause; it is
also likely that this is the sequence that they have been taught. Furthermore, in terms of grammatical
appropriateness, a sentence rarely begins with ‘because’. However, it is not wrong to have the dependent
clause first with either ‘as’ or ‘since’ or even ‘because’ initiating the whole clause-complex because such
a position enables the cause to be given maximum focus. The choice of marker positions depends on what
the writers want to focus on and is linked to textual function and ‘method of development’, both of which
are important but outside the scope of this study. The choice of having an explicit marker or no marker is
also important topic. Some of the issues around marker use will be discussed in the pedagogical
implications section of the concluding chapter of the thesis.
Table 6.50 below shows a few instances of the finite hypotactic causal-conditional cause enhancement
clauses found in the study. All of the markers indicated are the favoured ones among the writers,
particularly ‘because’ as mentioned before. It appears that the position of the markers is in the second
clause of the clause complex as the effect seems to be more important than the cause.
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Table 6.50:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

HGE- Thesis
2

Instances of Finite Hypotactic Causal-Conditional Cause Enhancement Relation
Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

D

1

1

2

MGE- Descriptive
20
report 1
General
statement
Evaluation

J

Ranking clause
α
xβ

1

Hence, organ donation
should be encouraged
among Malaysians
because it is proven to
be successful,

3

+2 it is an important source
of tissues and organs for
transplantation

4

+3 and also because of the
difference
between
supply of organs and the
number
of
organs
needed
for
organ
transplants.

1

α

2

xβ

Identification

D

1

α

2

xβ

Enhance Pro-ment
jection

enh/hyp/
causecond.
/reason/
fin
ext/para/
add/
positive/
fin
ext/para/
add/
positive/
fin

However, the hospitals
cannot provide all the
organs

since there are only a
few organs received
from pledger.

LGE3

Elabo- Extenration sion

enh/hyp/
causecond/cau
se/
reason/
fin

Organ donation should
be encouraged among
Malaysians
as now it has proven to
be successful.

enh/hyp/
causecond/
reason/
fin

In the above finding, the chains of reasoning, which are mainly composed of more hypotactically related
clauses than paratactically related ones, generally indicate that the finite hypotactic causal-conditional
enhancement logico-semantic relation is favoured in the genre of argumentative essay. A plausible
explanation for such a finding is that the nature of the genre requires writers to give reasons for their
arguments. An additional explanation is the writers’ familiarity with using the favoured marker of the
relation, ‘because’ instead of the markers for the paratactic relations like ‘so’, ‘and therefore’ and ‘for’.
The finding on the hypotactic relation also suggests that many writers are still using oral-like ways of
expressing opinions in their writing in which chains of the same markers spin almost throughout their
essays.
The analysis also shows that the placement of cause and effect is different for the paratactic and
hypotactic relations. In paratactic relation, cause is stated in the primary cause (1) and effect in the
secondary cause (2). On the contrary, in hypotactic relation, effect is usually stated in the main clause (α),
while cause in the dependent clause (β). Table 6.51 below provides the summary of the relationship.
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Table 6.51:

Summary of the Relationship between Cause and Effect with Parataxis and
Hypotaxis
Taxis
Cause
Effect
Parataxis
Primary clause
Secondary clause
Hypotaxis
Dependent clause
Main clause

Generally, the logico-semantic relation of cause can be seen as relatively unproblematic and it is central
to virtually all academic writing. This is likely to be because so much of academic discussion and training
for academic writing is concerned with identifying causes and/or effects or making argumentative claims
about causes and effects (Coffin, 2006). However, writers can sometimes have trouble with matching the
causal marker to the appropriate underlying semantic relation, as shown in the results in the section.
The following sub-section will highlight the findings on another sub-category of causal conditional
relations, which are purpose relations.

6.5.3.1.2

Purpose Relations

This sub-section will discuss the deployment of purpose relations in the 60 essays of the study. Unlike the
reason relation, purpose relation is only constructed hypotactically either in the form of a finite or nonfinite clause. As the name suggests, the dependent clause contains the purpose for which the action in the
main clause will be implemented, carried out or performed or undertaken.
The purpose clauses in the study were realised by both finite and non-finite clauses. Table 6.52 shows the
distribution of the purpose relation across all the data. Perhaps surprisingly, the non-finite clauses (186
clauses) far outnumbered the finite clauses (26 clauses). The non-finite clauses were mainly introduced by
the conjunctive preposition, ‘to’. Ten clauses were introduced by ‘in order to’. For the finite hypotactic
clauses, all of them were introduced by ‘so that’.
As seen in the table below, the LGEs have the highest number of the non-finite clauses, which is 68, but
the lowest number of the finite, which is six. The MGEs have the second highest number of the non-finite
(65), and the highest number of the non-finite, which is 11. The HGEs have the lowest number of the
non-finite, which is 53, and the second highest number of the finite, which is nine.

Table 6.52:

Distribution of Purpose Cause of Cause-Condition Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cause-purpose-fin
Enh.-hypo.- cause-cond.-cause-purpose-non-fin

HGE
9
53
64

MGE
11
65
76

LGE
6
68
74

Total
26
186
208

An instance of the hypotactic causal-conditional purpose enhancement relation that has both the finite and
non-finite clauses is shown in Table 6.53 below.
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Table 6.53:
Essay
No.

Instance of Hypotactic Causal-Conditional Purpose Enhancement Relation

Functional
Stages

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

MGE- Specification
14
Evidence
+
Evaluation
Suggestion
N

1

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Proration sion
-ment
jection

Ranking clause

xβ
In order to encourage
Malaysians to be an organ
donator

2

α

3

α

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
purpose/
non-fin

the government especially the
Health
Ministry
should
consider and realize to take
action on the Act

xβ
so that there would not be any
loopholes in it.

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
purpose/
fin

In the above table, clause-complex N of MGE-14 has one each of the finite and non-finite hypotactic
purpose clause. Clause N1 is the non-finite one and it is introduced with the marker, ‘in order to’, while
clause N3 is the finite one and it is introduced with the marker, ‘so that’. The main clause, N2 contains
the idea of the Health Ministry of Malaysia should do something with its Act. The first purpose of
reviewing the Act is to encourage Malaysians to be organ donor (realised in clause N1), while the second
purpose is that there will be no loopholes with the reviewed Act (realised in clause N3). Having control
of both finite and non-finite modes of constructing clauses of purpose would seem to be an important
resource for building the complex causal arguments while maintaining text flow. This resource did not
seem to distinguish the groups HGE, MGE and LGE, however.

Table 6.54:

Instances of the Difference Use between ‘so that’ and ‘to’ in Hypotactic Relations

Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

LGE12

Descriptive
report 3
General
statement

O

1

α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Finally, there is a lot of organs
needed
to save patients’ lifes.

Specification
Deduction
Q

1

α

2

xβ

Elabo- Exten- Enhanceration sion
ment

enh/hyp/ca
usecond/cause
/purpose/
non-fin

Therefore, a public forum,
articles and news about issue on
organ donation need to spread
widely into public
so that they will realized the
importance of it.
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enh/hyp/
causecond/cause
/

Projection

purpose/fin

In the above table, which is Table 6.54, two hypotactic relation instances were taken from LGE-12. The
finite hypotactic clause (Q2) introduced by ‘so that’ is followed by a new participant, ‘they’. The old
participant is in the main clause (Q1) is ‘a public forum, articles and news about issue on organ donation’.
However, in the non-finite clause as in clause O2, after the marker ‘to’, there is no new subject; instead a
verb is combined to ‘to’. In this instance, ‘save’ is combined to ‘to’. In other words, non-finite hypotactic
purpose clauses introduced by ‘to’ and in other instances introduced by ‘for do not allow a new
participant in the β clause.
Generally, in the study, purpose clauses forming chains of reasoning were mostly made up of the nonfinite clauses introduced by ‘to’. For the finite ones, all of them were introduced by ‘so that’. This
suggests that the conjunctive preposition ‘to’ is a favourite marker for the hypotactic purpose logicosemantic relation.
The following sub-section will highlight the findings on the last category of causal conditional relations,
which is the result relation.

6.5.3.1.3

Result Relations

Under logico-semantic relation, result relation only happens in hypotactic clause, either as a finite or nonfinite clause. The binder or marker that introduces the dependent clause in the finite clause is ‘so that’,
which is similar to that of purpose. They also have the similar indicators to indicate the non-finite
hypotactic clause, which are the preposition, ‘to’ followed by a process word (verb) and process word
(verb) in the “-ing” form. To differentiate between purpose and result, semantic meaning plays an
important role and in the finite form a key semantic resource is tense (future for purpose, past for result).
Examples that show the difference (in finite form) are as follows (taken from Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014).
i. Purpose-

Everyone at VES is working hard to change the law so that we will have
voluntary euthanasia legalized in England for the next five years. (p. 483)

ii. Result-

After that, the ozone hole developed rapidly, especially after September 5, so
that by October 5, the ozone over the middle of Antarctica had dropped from
320 Dobson units (DU) to 120 (DU).

The following examples are of the non-finite relation, where the clause is indicated in the italic letters,
also taken from Halliday and Matthiessen (2014, p. 485).
i. Purpose-

To jazz up the title, use the mouse, to click on the text and type something
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new.
ii. Result-

In practice, these are blended to produce a practical classification as follows.

In the present study data, there is only one occurrence of result relation in the non-finite hypotactic clause
found, which is in LGE-9 as indicated in Table 6.55 below.

Table 6.55:

Essay
No.

Complex

LGE-9 D

Instance of Non-Finite Hypotactic Cause Conditional Result Enhancement
Relation
Clause Taxis
No.
1

α

2

‘β

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Projec
ration sion
-ment
tion

Ranking clause
Despite of that,
absolutely believe

society
hyp/
mental
projection

that organ donation are not
serious things.
N

1

α

2

+β

Moreover, give some belief
to our family members or
even our ‘loved ones’ [[that
organ donation is a good
thing [[that can help other
people live]]]]
while his do something
[[that can proud himself or
even their family members]].

T

1

1

2

3

α

In spite of that, society
absolutely view

‘β

+2

hyp/
mental
projection

* that organ donation ^IS^ as
a standard aspects of patient
care
α

and Ø
mindset

4

ext/
hyp
/add./
positive/fin

changed

their

ext/
para
/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj
and
fin)

xβ α

enh/hyp/
causecond/cau
se/result/
fin
enh/hyp/
causecond/cau
se/purpo
se/
non-fin

that donating organs will
become the custom for
Malaysians
5

xβ α
to save the lives of others
after death

6

+β
rather than letting their
organs go to waste.
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ext/
hyp
/vary/
replacive/
nonfin

The result relation is found in clause T4, which is introduced with ‘that’ and the verb is in the, ‘-ing’
form, ‘donating’. The writer expressed the idea that the result of the society changing their mindset on
organ donation is that organ donation will become the custom among Malaysians. This fits in the
description of the result relation that is a sense of something causes the result of something else.
One probable reason of the low occurrence of the relation is that the final examination question task asked
the students to write on whether organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians and all of the
writers did this. As such, a lot of logico-semantic relations were either cause or purpose as the students
wrote on why or how organ donations should be encouraged. The ‘why’ leads to high deployment of
cause relation, while purpose relations can include ‘how’ as well as ‘why’. Also, the text was not a
scientific one, which normally would have similar occurrence among those cause, purpose and relation
(Sriniwass 2006).

6.5.3.2 Conditional Relations
This section will be on the discussion on the findings on the third category of causal-conditional
enhancement relation, which is conditional relation. The function of the relation is that one clause
construes a circumstance that has to obtain in order for the process in the other clause to be actualised. In
other words, it has the sense of ‘if’. The relation can be formed paratactically as well as hypotactically.
For the hypotactically constructed clause, it can be in either the finite or non-finite form. The subcategories of the conditional relation are conditional positive, conditional negative and conditional
concessive (see Figure 6.6).
The following sub-sections will discuss findings on positive relations, negative relations and concessive
relations consecutively.

6.5.3.2.1

Positive Relations

This sub-section will deal with the findings of the positive relations. The semantic relation realised is that
conditional positive relations introduced by ‘if’ construct a provision line, where one clause acts as
condition for another clause. In English language grammar, finite hypotactic conditional ‘if’ clauses are
used in with three verb choices: the present tense, the subjunctive past or past tense to express a number
of meanings.
a.

The expression of habitual meanings

The instantaneous present tense is used to express factual meanings or habitual timeless events. The use
of the present tense also indicates an open condition that is “the open condition leaves unresolved the
question of the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of the condition, and hence also the truth of the proposition
expressed by the main clause” (Quirk et al 1972, p. 747).
b.

The expression of hypothetical meanings
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The subjunctive past or past tense is used to express hypothetical past (after Quirk et al, p. 1010)
meanings or predictive conditionals meanings (after Yule 2010, p. 128). In the predictive conditionals,
the main clause event is presented as “a possibility in the future, which depends on the prior occurrence of
the situation in the if-clause” (Yule 2010 p. 124). The hypothetical meaning is, “more absolute in the past,
and amounts to implied rejection of the condition”, or “merely one of the negative expectations or
assumptions” (Quirk et al 1985, p1010). A hypothetical condition also conveys the expectation that the
condition will not be fulfilled (Quirk et al 1972).
In the present study, only the finite hypotactic conditional positive enhancement relations were found.
There was neither deployment of the paratactic taxis nor that of hypotactic non-finite relation. In terms of
meanings expressed, almost all relations are constructed to express habitual meanings particularly the
open condition, where the question of either the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of the condition or the truth
of the proposition expressed by the main clause is resolved.
With reference to Table 6.56, the highest number of occurrences was found in LGEs, which is 29,
followed by HGEs with 23, and MGEs with 17. However, the distribution in the LGEs is not that fairly
spread across all the twenty essays. LGE-18 has seven clauses of the relation; LGE-11 has five, while
some of the remaining essays have either two or one. Those essays without the relations are LGE-3, 4, 5,
10, 15, and 16. For HGEs, the spread seems quite equal as most essays have one or two clauses, but HGE16 has seven. MGEs, on one hand, show the most equal spread as all essays have two clauses the most.

Table 6.56:

Distribution of Conditional Positive Enhancement Relations

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cond.-positive-fin

HGE
23

MGE
17

LGE
29

The only marker used to introduce the relation is ‘if”. There are no occurrences of the relation introduced
by the other markers, which are ‘provided that’ and ‘as long as’. Table 6.57 shows several instances of the
finite hypotactic conditional positive enhancement clauses found in the data.

Table 6.57:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Instances of Finite Hypotactic Conditional Positive Enhancement Relations
Complex

HGE- Argument 3
11
Point
Evidence + V
Evaluation

Clause Taxis
No.

1

α

2

‘β

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Proration sion
-ment
jection

Ranking clause

Furthermore,
states

Meng

(2004),

α

hyp/
verbal
projectio
n

that organ transplant can be
done
3

xβ
if the patient has given his
consent or no objections from
his relatives.
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enh/hyp/
causecond/con
d./
positive/f

in
MGE- Reinforce17
ment
+
Recommendation
Evaluation
W

1

α

2

xβ

With
technological
advancements [[that we have
nowadays]], it would be a
waste
if the technology is not being
put to use.

enh/hyp/
causecond/con
d./
positive/f
in

In Table 6.57 above, the instance in HGE-11 shows how the relation is construed in multi clause-complex
relation, where the hypotactic conditional positive enhancement comes after a hypotactic verbal
projection. The meaning realised in the context is that for the transplant to be carried out (clause V2α), a
condition that is the patient has given his consent or there are no objections from his family (clause V3)
must be met or fulfilled.
The hypotactic conditional positive enhancement clause in MGE-17 is construed in a single clausecomplex relation, which means there is only one logico-semantic relation in the clause-complex. The
condition in the context is ‘if the technology is not being used’. The effect is that ‘it would be a waste
even though we have technological advancements in organ donation’.
In general, with the only one marker used, which is ‘if’, it can be argued that the writers are only familiar
with it, not with the other markers, which are ‘provided that’ and ‘as long as’. A pedagogical intervention
could perhaps teach students to write their essays using the different markers for not only the conditional
positive relation, but also other relations that are favoured in the AEs.
Based on the essay analysis, a number of clauses appeared to be constructed with an expression of
hypothetical meaning construction although when the meaning is unpacked, it does not really express an
expression of hypothetical meanings. As in Table 6.59, the ‘do’ verb in the ‘if’ clause of MGE-3 clause
complex C2 is in the past tense, ‘did’, although the ‘BE’ verb in C1, ‘is’ in the independent clause is in
the present tense. A plausible explanation of this shift in tense may be due to the writer’s assumption that
the action of organ transplant has to be completed first in order for the chance to save a life become high;
thus, the verb to express the completeness of the organ transplant or donation should be in the past form.
Another mismatched instance can be found in clause-complex S of MGE-16. In clause S1, a modal,
‘should’ is used together with the main verb ‘take’ to show a present or habitual probability. However, in
clause S3, the verb ‘had’ is used instead of ‘has’ while in clause S4, the present form of the verb ‘obtain’
is used. This shows an inconsistency of tense shift neither reflecting an expression of habitual meaning
nor an expression of hypothetical meaning. This weakness is probably caused by the writer’s low mastery
over tenses. These two findings on present-to-past tense-shift errors concur with the findings in
Reishaan’s study (2013) on the use of tenses among advanced EFL learners’ writing in Iran, in which
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students committed a higher percentage of present-to-past tense-shift errors than that of past-to-present
tense-shift.

Table 6.58:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

MGE4 Identification

Instances of Clauses with an Expression of Hypothetical Meaning
Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

C

1

α

2

xβ

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Proration sion
-ment
jection

Ranking clause
Their chance of continue
safe live is high

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cond./
positive/
fin

if they did the organs
transplantation.
MGE1 Argument 3
6
Point
Evidence

S

1

α

2

xβ

The person responsible for
the body should take all
reasonable steps
α

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
purpose/
non-fin
enh/hyp/
causecond/
cond./
positive/
fin

to find

3

xβ 1
if the deceased had any
objection

4

+2
and obtain consent from
the next-of-kin.

6.5.3.2.2

ext/
para
/add./
positive/fin

Negative Relations

This sub-section will discuss the findings on the negative relation of conditional enhancement. The
semantic meaning of the negative conditional relation is the opposite of that of the positive conditional
relational. The meaning expressed in the one clause is the exceptional condition, which enables the event
expressed in the other clause to take place.
Like the positive relations, negative relations can also be constructed paratactically or hypotactically, and
the hypotactically constructed clauses can be in either finite or non-finite ones. In the present research,
only one non-finite hypotactic conditional negative relation was found which is in LGE-11. Table 6.60
shows the low distribution of the conditional negative relation.

Table 6.59:

Distribution of Conditional Negative Enhancement Relation

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cond. neg.-non-fin
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HGE
0

MGE
0

LGE
1

The following Table 6.60 shows the only occurrence of the non-finite hypotactic conditional negative
relations deployed in the present research data.

Table 6.60:

Instances of Non-Finite Hypotactic Conditional Negative Enhancement Relations

Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

Complex

LGE11

Descriptive
report 3
Specification
Deduction

Y

Z

Clause Taxis
No.

1

α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Proration sion
-ment
jection

But, by human
trafficking as the source
or organs, they can sell
their organ there.
So, person [[that need
money]] will take this
opportunity
α

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
purpose/
non-fin
enh/hyp/
causecond./
cond./
negative/
non-fin

to get money from this
way
3

xβ
without thinking the
effect.

Clause Z3 is the non-finite conditional negative relation clause introduced by the marker, ‘without’. The
meaning is realised in the sense that the exceptional condition, which is one needs not think (clause Z3),
and yet the event of getting money (clause Z2) from human trafficking will take place (clause Z1). In
interpreting the above meaning, simplex Y has to be read together in the context.
As mentioned earlier, there is only occurrence of the negative relation, but this does not mean that the
relation is not favoured in AEs. It can be argued that the negative relation is of equal importance as that of
the positive relation. The justification is that instead of a linear conditional meaning like the one in the
positive relation, having a conditional that will give a reversed effect would enrich one’s argument.
Figure 6.7 shows the difference in meaning between the positive and negative relations.

Figure 6.7:

The Difference in Semantic Meaning between Positive and Negative Relations
First Clause

Second Clause

positive condition

positive effect

negative condition

negative effect

positive condition

negative effect

negative condition

positive effect

Positive

Negative
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In the above figure, in a positive relation, if the condition is positive, the effect will be positive. If the
condition is negative, the effect will be negative. In short, the relation is a linear relationship. The
negative condition, on the other hand, acts oppositely. This means that if the condition is positive, the
effect will be negative, and if the condition is negative, the effect will be positive. Based on the opposite
relation, having the conditional negative enhancement logico-semantic will enrich one’s way of
arguments.
6.5.3.2.3

Concessive Relations

This section deals with the findings on causal-conditional concessive enhancement relation. The meaning
that the relation carries is that a favourable cause in one clause causes a frustrated effect in the other
clause or a frustrated cause in one clause causes a favourable effect in the other. Like the other two subcategories of causal-conditional relation, the concessive relation can be formed paratactically and
hypotactically. The hypotactic relation can also, like the one in the other two sub-categories, come either
as a finite or non-finite.
In the present study, only the finite hypotactic relation clauses were constructed. There is no occurrence
of the paratactic relation as well as non-finite hypotactic one. Table 6.61 shows the distribution of the
hypotactic clauses of the concessive relations. HGEs have the highest number of occurrences outnumber
the MGEs, which have only one relation and LGEs with two.

Table 6.61:

Distribution of Concessive Condition of Cause-Condition Enhancement

Logico-Semantic Relations
Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cond.-concess.-fin

HGE
14

MGE
1

LGE
2

The markers used to indicate the relation are ‘although’, ‘even though’, ‘even’ and ‘even if’. However,
there are also clauses that are connected without explicit markers to bind them. Two or more finite
clauses with no conjunction in them are nevertheless related by expansion; and this is normally
recognised in writing by their being punctuated as one sentence (Halliday and Matthiessen 2004, 2014).
In the essays in this study, the different finite clauses are marked off by commas. In the following Table
6.62, an instance of the absence of explicit markers of the finite hypotactic concessive is shown.

Table 6.62:
Essay
No.

Functional
Stages

MGE- Descriptive
12
argument 1
Reiteration
of thesis

Instance of Finite Hypotactic Concessive Relation with no Explicit Marker
Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

S

1

α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Elabo- Extenration sion

Enhancement

Other than all of the
facts [[stated above]],
we Malaysians should
involve
in
organ
donation
1

simply because we
unite
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enh/hyp/
causecond/

Projection

cause/
reason/
fin
4

+2 α
and Ø care for each
other,

5

xβ
no
matter
what
religion or you are
from.

ext/
para
/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and
fin)
enh/hyp/
causecond/
cond./
concess./
fin

In the above example, the comma marks off clause S5 from clause S4 to indicate the relation of finite
conditional concessive hypotactic one between them. The phrase ‘no matter’ seems to function as the
relation marker. In the above example, the writer wants to highlight the idea that Malaysians are united
and care for each other although they are of different religion or they come from other places. The
example in the above table shows that a logico-semantic relation in any taxis can be construed without
explicit markers or binders.
Table 6.63 shows a few examples on the finite hypotactic conditional concessive clauses that are marked
by explicit markers.

Table 6.63:
Essay
No.

Instances of Finite Hypotactic Conditional Concessive Clauses Marked by Explicit
Markers

Functional
Stages

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

R

1

xβ

Although many religions are
supporting the idea of organ
donation,

2

α

still it failed to increase the
donation rate (Cruez, 2008).

1

α

Last but not least, organ
donation
should
be
encourage

2

xβ

Ranking clause

Elabo- Exten- Enhance Proration sion
-ment
jection

HGE- Argument 2
4
Point
Elaboration
Evidence

HGE- Argument 3
11
Point

S

α
because it gives us the
chance [[to give benefits to
other people]]

3

xβ
even when we are dead.

LGE16

Identificatio E
n

1

xβ
Even though the numbers
are increasing,
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enh/hyp/
causecond./
cond./
concessive/fin

enh/hyp/
causecond/
cause/
reason/
fin
enh/hyp/
causecond/
cond./
concess.
enh/hyp/
causecond
/cond./

concess./
fin
2

α

there are still people [[who
never new or never exposed
to organ donations]].

The examples in Table 6.63 show the different markers used to indicate the finite hypotactic conditional
concessive enhancement relations. In HGE-4, ‘although’ is used, while in HGE-11, ‘even’ was deployed.
‘Even though’ is used in LGE-16 to indicate the relation.
Based on Table 6.61 in the earlier part of the sub-section, the occurrence of concessive relations is very
low in MGEs and LGEs as compared to that of HGEs. The findings indicate that the less able writers did
not deploy the relation to make their arguments stronger. Their weakness in deploying concessive relation
creates probably a more important problem for writers because there are fewer grammatical
‘workarounds’ to create concessive meanings, which are important in closing off counter-arguments. As
pointed out regarding the low occurrence of negative relation in the previous sub-section, it can be argued
that appropriate pedagogical interventions would help equip writers of all groups to argue well using
appropriate logico-semantic relations in their essay writing.

6.5.4

Summary of Overall Findings on Enhancement

Table 6.64:

Distribution of Enhancement Relations According to Taxis and Logico-Semantic
Types

Logico-Semantic Relations

HGE

MGE

LGE

Total

ALL LOCATIVE RELATIONS
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-simult.-extent-fin
TEMPORAL SIMULTANEOUS

1
1

2
3

1
1

4
5

12
1
13

14
0
14

17
1
18

43
2
45

Enh.-para.-temp.-succ.-later-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-later-fin
TEMPORAL SUCCESSIVE LATER

0
1
1

1
2
3

3
0
3

4
3
7

Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-earlier-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-succ.-earlier-non-fin
TEMPORAL SUCCESSIVE EARLIER

3
0
3

1
0
1

1
1
2

5
1
6

Enh.-hypo.-temp.-point-fin
Enh.-hypo.-temp.-point.-non-fin
TEMPORAL POINT

ALL TEMPORAL

63

Enh.-hypo.-manner.-means.-non-fin
MANNER MEANS
Enh.-hypo.-manner-comp.-fin
MANNER COMPARISON
ALL MANNER

22

16

11

49
49

1

0

1

2
2
51
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Enh.-para.-cause-cond.-cause-reason-fin
Enh.-hypo.- cause-cond.-cause-reason-fin
CAUSAL CONDITIONAL REASON

6
70
77

2
54
56

3
42
45

11
166
177

Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cause-purpose-fin
Enh.-hypo.- cause-cond.-cause-purpose-non-fin
CAUSAL CONDITIONAL PURPOSE

9
53
62

11
65
76

6
68
74

26
186
212

Enh. –hypo.- cause-cond.-cause-result-fin
CAUSAL CONDITIONAL RESULT

0
0

0
0

1
1

1
1

Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cond.-positive-fin
CAUSAL CONDITIONAL POSITIVE

23

17

29

69
69

Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cond. neg.-non-fin
CAUSAL CONDITIONAL NEGATIVE

0

0

1

1
1

Enh.-hypo.-cause-cond.-cond.-concess.-fin
CAUSAL CONDITIONAL CONCESSIVE
ALL CAUSAL CONDITIONAL

14

1

2

17
17
478

Grand total

592

Table 6.64 shows the distribution of enhancement relation according to the taxis and logico-semantic
types. As can be seen in the table, the combination of parataxis and enhancement is not a favoured one in
the essays. There are only 16 paratactic clauses found across the 60 essays: four temporal successive later
relations, while the remaining 12 are causal condition cause reason relations. In terms of logico-semantic
relations, the most favoured is the non-finite causal-conditional purpose relation (186), followed by finite
causal-conditional cause relation (166). The least favoured one is causal-condition cause negative with
only one occurrence.
On the whole, the most used enhancing relation is causal-conditional relation, while the least used one is
manner relation.

6.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the findings and provided a discussion of taxis and logico-semantic relations
deployed in the writing of 60 AEs. The next chapter will answer research question three of the study by
mapping the results of the present chapter against the findings on previous Chapter 5 on schematic
structure.
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Chapter 7 MAPPING SCHEMATIC STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF TAXIS AND
LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS

Mapping Schematic Structure Analysis to the Analysis of Taxis and LogicoSemantic Relations
7.1

Introduction

This chapter provides a discussion which is based on mapping the findings in Chapter 5 against those of
Chapter 6, in order to explore the functional relationship between the lexico-grammar of logico-semantics
(choices in taxis, and expansion and projection) and the achievement of schematic structure in AEs.
The major aim of this chapter is to gauge the extent to which the deployment of an appropriate range of
logico-semantic features contributes to achieving (or failing to fully achieve) a suitable schematic
structure for an argumentative essay. It addresses the third research question:
3.

How does the schematic structure intersect with the clause-complexing relations to construct
arguments in HGEs, MGEs and LGEs?

The overarching purpose of the mapping analysis is to investigate whether trends can be observed by
mapping the broad-staging and textual organisation of the essays (the schematic structure) with the
logico-semantic features deployed at each stage of the essay, focussing particularly on clauses constructed
in complexes. The results lead to a provisional theory of the relation between logico-semantics and
schematic structure which can be used to differentiate the different levels of writers, i.e. HGEs, MGEs
and LGEs, which will be discussed in the following chapter under the theoretical contribution section.
The methodology of the research project has allowed for the possibility that an essay employing a ‘nonconforming’ structure might still be entirely functional, effective and appropriate for a given
communicative context. In achieving such a purpose, this third line of analysis was developed; its
function was to delve into communicative effectiveness issues associated with staging structures, whether
or not any essays employing “non-conforming” structures could be seen to be problematic from that
aspect, and whether the logico-semantic choices in those essays seemed to be dominant aspects of those
communicative problems that were identified.
The structure of the chapter will be as follows:
a.

The Functional Work of Logico-Semantic Choices in Constructing ‘Identification and Thesis’
Stage

b.

c.

The Functional Work of Logico-Semantic Choices in Body Paragraphs
i.

Body Paragraph One

ii.

Body Paragraph Two

iii.

Body Paragraph Three (and Four if any)

The Functional Work of Logico-Semantic Choices in ‘Reinforcement/
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i. Recommendation’ Stage
d.

Summary and Conclusion

I begin with a brief snapshot of the chapter’s most significant findings. Then, the for each stage of
schematic structure, the discussion will begin characterising the HGEs, followed by MGEs and finally
LGEs. The chapter will end with a summary and conclusion on the overall discussion based on the
findings of the mapping analysis.
The snapshot of results is as follows. In general, the HGEs were more likely than the MGEs and the
LGEs to contain all stages specified in the Sydney school model and in achieving these stages they used a
more balanced mix of hypotactic and paratactic expansion, coupled with the most appropriate types of
expansion, and very little projection. The majority of HGEs constructed sentences containing not more
than two clauses in showing the different stages and sub-stages of the Hortatory Argument structure
where many of the arguments were condensed in nominalisations or in the form of embedded clauses.
The LGEs were most likely to omit stages or elements of key stages, and displayed a large amount of
description, which was not seen in the other grades. In achieving these schematic patterns the LGEs used
a substantially higher proportion of hypotaxis (186 hypotactic relations of various logico-semantic
relations) compared with other grades. They also used the widest selection of types of expansion,
principally non-finite causal expansion purpose, but the remaining resources were actually not appropriate
in achieving the ‘conforming’ Hortatory argument structure. At the same time, they used a larger amount
of projection than the other two groups, apparently unhelpfully.
The MGEs patterns of schematic structure and clause combination patterns were somewhere between
these two poles, and a particular feature of the MGEs was the writers could produce AEs conforming to
the appropriate schematic structure, but the sub-stages included tended to be of the ‘Descriptive Report’
genre. In terms of deployment of logico-semantic relations, they used less projection than LGEs as well
as causal expansion of non-finite purpose expansion. They had a better balanced of hypotaxis as well
parataxis in comparison to LGEs. Another weakness is the writers performed rather poorly in the
‘Summary’ sub-stage of the ‘Reinforcement’ in comparison to HGEs. It looks like they were almost
HGEs in terms of the schematic structure, but more to LGEs in terms of the deployment of logicosemantic relation resources.
The above generalisations of the three student writer groups’ achievement in AEs will be shown in details
in the following discussion on the mapping analysis between their AE schematic structure and
deployment of lexico-grammar particularly of logico-semantic relations and taxis.

7.2

The Functional Work of Logico-Semantic Choices in Constructing ‘Identification and
Thesis’ Stage

As mentioned in the introduction section of Chapter Five, ‘Preview’ is defined as a foregrounding of
arguments supporting the ‘Thesis’. In other words, the points, which will be discussed in the body
paragraphs of the essay, will be mentioned in the ‘Thesis’ in a nominalisation pattern or clause structure
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either as embedded or ranking clauses. The constructions of ‘Thesis’ in such a manner can be seen as
characteristic of academic writing conventions that are condensed and formal. In terms of ‘Thesis
Preview’, most ‘Thesis’ statements in the present dataset are written as one clause complex, while a few
are in simplexes across all groups (see Appendix A-2). This shows that a ‘Thesis Preview’ of successful
essays can be approached in either sentence construction - simplex or complex. Examples of ‘Thesis’
statement written in simplex are in Table 7.2.

Table 7.1:
HGE10

Thesis

D

1
2

HGE10 Thesis
α
xβ

Thus, the Malaysians should be encouraged about
donating the organs
so that the problem would be solved.

As can been seen in Table 7.1, there is no mention of what point will be discussed in the body paragraphs
as in the ‘Thesis’, it is only mentioned that “Malaysians should be encouraged about donating the organs
so that the problem would be solved”. The writer did not offer what any foregrounding of points, which
would be discussed later in the essay.
On the contrary, as can be seen in Table 7.2, HGE-1 ‘Thesis’ has a preview, in which the writer wrote,
‘organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to the fact that organ donation can save
others’ lives, not harmful and a noble deed’. The preview is constructed by the clause, ‘organ donation
can save others’ lives’, and the elliptical clauses, ‘(is) not harmful and (is) a noble deed’. This preview
foregrounds the three arguments that will be discussed in the essay, and in this instance, the typical reader
can anticipate that the first argument will be the discussion of how organ donation can save others’ lives,
the second on why organ donation is not harmful, and the third on what makes organ donation a noble
deed.
Based on the analyses of all the essay schematic structures, it is noticeable that ‘Thesis’ with ‘Preview’ in
a way did contribute to the success of the essay. For MGEs, 10 out of 20 writers constructed their ‘Thesis’
without ‘Preview’, while seven writers of 20 LGEs did the same. For HGEs, only HGE10 writer had no
Preview in the Thesis. Of course, the presence or the absence of a Thesis with preview is not the only
determining factor in deciding whether an essay is successful. However, it is worth mentioning that a
thesis with a Preview helps direct reader attention to what will be discussed in the essay. In addition, it
should be noted that the marking criteria used to grade the essays studied specified a ‘clear thesis’ as one
criterion; however, there was no mentioned that a clear ‘Thesis’ would have a ‘Preview’ (see Appendix
I). Although there is a danger of circuitous argument here, the present chapter tries to get out this circle of
argument by examining the natural and functional links between argument structure and clause
complexing constructions.
As mentioned earlier, a Preview can be expressed in either nominalisation rank or clauses. Table 7.2
offers the former, while Table 7.3 the latter. What can be observed is that all the writers who wrote the
Thesis in simplex, tend to condense their argument points using nominalisation in comparison to those
who write the argument points in multi-clausal sentence as would be predicted by Halliday’s account of
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nominal density (2004). As can see in Table 7.1, the HGE-7 writer nominalised the process, ‘encourage’
to ‘encouragement’, and one plausible reason for doing so may be to minimise the number of words.
Otherwise, if one uses a process, more words will be used in the text. An example below illustrates this
phenomenon. This finding for HGEs reflects the positive ability of the HGE writers in employing such
strategies. This ability with nominalisation appears to be absent absent in MGE as well as LGE writers as
we will see below. In fact, even though some Thesis statements were written in simplex, the writers of
both MGE and LGE groups failed to employ the nominalisation strategy in their sentence construction.
An example of “unpacked” nominalisation process is as below.
Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because the Ministry of Health
encourages Malaysians to donate organs.
The clause ‘the Ministry of Health encourages Malaysian to donate organs’ has been reduced to a
nominalisation as in the following example, ‘the encouragement from the Ministry of Health.
Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of the encouragement of the
Ministry of Health.
In such an instance, the writer has managed to reduce the number of words of the original sentence from
18 to 16. An interesting additional effect is to obscure grammatically the near tautology expressed by the
un-nominalised version as follows:

a.

Malaysians should be encouraged to do X because the government encourages Malaysian
to do X.

OR
b.

Malaysians should be encouraged * to do X because the government wants them to do X.
* refers to the agent- by whom, which in this case, is not known, but generally it is inferred
that the agent is ‘by the government’.

It is true that this particular nominalisation introduces some semantic problems, but the value of
condensing nominalisation outweighs these difficulties and the student has otherwise made a coherent,
well-argued account. The essay would have been even better if this point could have been expanded in an
elaborated way.

Table 7.2:
HGE

Thesis Written in Simplex

Complex

Ranking Clause

HGE-1

Functional
Stage
Thesis

G

Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to
the fact [[that organ donation can save others’ lives, not harmful and a noble
deed.]]

HGE-7

Thesis

C

Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of
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the encouragement from the Ministry of Health, the disparity between the
supply of organs and the need for organ transplants and also the lack of
awareness among donors.
HGE13

Thesis

D

The increasing need for the organ, the negative impression about organ
donation and the objection received from the donor’s family are the reasons
[[why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]].

HGE18

Thesis

D

These organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians by public
forum, discussion among family members and change in mindset.

Table 7.3 offers some ‘Thesis’ written in a multi-clausal sentence.

Table 7.3:
HGE
HGE 2

Functional
Stages
Thesis

Complex
D

Thesis Written in Multi-Clausal Sentence
Clause
No.
1

Taxis
α
xβ

HGE-3

Thesis

E

Ranking clause

2

1
+2

3

+3

1

1

2
3
4

=2

1
+2
+3

Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians
because it is proven to be successful,
it is an important source of tissues and organs for
transplantation
and also because of the difference between supply of
organs and the number of organs needed for organ
transplants.
There are several ways [[to encourage Malaysians on
organ donation]]
such as by educating the public,
by conducting a public forum
and by governing the acts on organ donation.

As mentioned before, a successful Thesis statement can be written in either simplex with nominalisations
or embedded clauses inside it, or the writers could use a multi-clausal sentence with a number of ranking
clauses inside the sentence.
In terms of the deployment of logico-semantic relation, what is interesting to note is that out of 15
‘Thesis’ statements written in a multi-clausal sentence of the HGEs, 13 were written in a clause nexus of
‘α’ followed ‘β’. Twelve of them are in hypotactic enhancing logico-semantic relations, ‘αxβ’, while the
other one is in hypotactic elaborating logico-semantic relation, α=β (HGE-3) (see Table 7.2 above). As
described in detail in the previous chapter, ‘α’ means the clause is a main one, while ‘β’ is a dependent
one. On the other hand, only one ‘Thesis’ statement was written in a beta followed by alpha (xβα)
hypotactic enhancing relation, in HGE-20. The example is shown in Table 7.4 below.

Table 7.4:
HGE
HGE-

Functional
Stages
Thesis

Complex
G

HGE Thesis Written in Beta Alpha Nexus
Clause
No.
1

Taxis
xβ

Ranking clause
Therefore, to solve the problem
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20
2

α

α

3

x
β

the government, parents and media should play
important roles
to encouraged people in Malaysia, donate their organ

Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show that a Thesis can be written in a few different ways, and at the same
time, the essays can still be successful ones.
However, a closer analysis of the deployment of ranking clauses in a Thesis statement reveals that the
effect of the ‘Thesis’ is likely to be stronger than that of the ‘Thesis’ constructed in simplex to the reader.
A probable reason is that it helps focus the reader on the kind of relations the Thesis has with its Preview
and from there, what kind of relations between arguments the essay holds. To illustrate this claim, the
analysis of HGE3 Thesis will be of help.
HGE-3 introductory paragraph has the Identification stage and the Thesis. The Thesis has a Preview that
contains three main ideas (indicated with the hash sign- #). The following is the Thesis for HGE3.

There are several ways [[to encourage Malaysians on organ donation]] || such as by
educating the public,|| by conducting a public forum ||and by governing the acts on organ donation||.
#1
#2
#3

The numbered ranking clauses above are actually the preview of the main ideas, which will be discussed
in the Argument stage paragraphs respectively. In other words, the writer offered a Preview in his or her
Thesis of what he or she would discuss in the series of Argument paragraphs. The ‘Thesis’ statement
consists of five ranking clauses with two depths. The E1 and E2 clauses are of a paratactic elaborating
exemplifying logico-semantic relation and E2 then becomes the initiating clause for the second depth.
The second depth is made up of two continuing clauses of paratactic extending additive positive finite
relation (E3 and E4). The reason for the kind clausal construction is that the writer wanted to outline the
three main arguments, which will be discussed in the essay and the arguments are of equal status. This
equal status clause is likely to give the reader the impression that all the arguments are equal in terms of
their importance and priority.
The logico-semantic resources shown in HGE-3’s ‘Thesis’ is actually a very complex semantic structure.
It is considered a complex one because of the mix of parataxis and implied hypotaxis, which is implied by
the preposition ‘by’, and the embedded clause in E1. If we were to identify the relation between E1 and
E2 by looking at the text itself on the surface level, the “assumed’ logico-semantic relation between E1
and E2 would be of a hypotactic elaborating exemplifying one. However, semantically, E2 is connected
to the embedded clause in E1- [[to encourage Malaysians on organ donation]]. This shows how HGE
writers in general deploy their logico-semantic relation strategies.
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Another way of showing the equal status of the three arguments in a ‘Thesis’ statement can be seen in
HGE-2. HGE-2’s ‘Thesis’ is as below.

Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians || because it has proven to
#1
be successful, ||it is an important source of tissues and organs for transplantation || and also
#2
#3
because of the difference between supply of organs and the number of organs needed for
organ transplants||.

The main nexus is α (Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians), which is followed
by a hypotactic enhancing β (because it has proven to be successful). The β clause now initiates the
second nexus. It then becomes the initiating clause (#1) of the second nexus , which is then connected to
the remaining two ranking clauses (#2 and #3) with an equal status, which is a paratactic extending
positive additive relation (see Table 7.4). This gives the impression that the relations between those three
arguments are of equal status.
Again, a successful essay may have a ‘Thesis’ without a ‘Preview’ or be constructed in a simplex, but a
‘Thesis’ constructed in a clause complex manner should give a direction of the discussion throughout the
whole essay and the relation status of the three arguments discussed in the body paragraphs respectively.
This finding concurs with Bacha’s (2010) finding that highly rated essays indicate more clearly the three
parts of the introductory paragraph namely the background, ‘Thesis’ and ‘Preview’, and the ‘Thesis’
stand on the issue. Arguably, the finding of the present study reflects the assumption that writers’ inability
in providing a Preview in a Thesis, although the Thesis was constructed in CC, has, to an extent, affected
the essay grade.
An interesting probable disagreement among writing teachers concerns why a nominalised ‘Thesis
Preview’ might not give the same sense of equivalence of arguments in comparison to a ‘Thesis Preview’
with each argument expressed in different ranking clauses. The probable questions are:
1.

Is it because of the reduction of information such as mood from nominalisation; or

2.

Is it because of the capacity of clause-complexing to take more information groups?

This thesis, alongside its major aims and purposes, will also look into the above probable disagreement
and with the discussions on the findings, some light on the issue of reduction versus non-reduction, would
hopefully be shed.
In the following sub-sections, the discussion will begin with findings on HGE, followed by MGE, and
then, LGE. It will end with a sub-section on summary and conclusion.
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7.2.1

HGE

HGE-11 will be discussed in detail to show how typical HGEs were written. An extract from the essay
appears in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5:
HGE

Functional
Stages
HGE-11 Identification

Complex
A

HGE-11 Identification and Thesis Stage Mapping
Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

B
C
D

1
2

1
+2

1
2
3
1

1
+2

2
3
4
5

xβ

α

E
F

Thesis

G
H

α
xβ

α
1
+2
+3

α
β

Do you know that our bodies are filled with
organs?
There are organs to control our digestion,
activity, breathing and even pumping bloods
through our veins.
Failure of any organs in our body is like an
extinct species in an ecosystem.
It is vital to keep our organs healthy
* but what about those people [[who are
unfortunate and need new organs so that they
can live their life normally?]]
This will lead to organ donation.
However, not many people like to share their
organs.
They rather let other people to suffer
and eventually the organs are wasted
when they die.
Organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians
as organ donation can save lives,
Ø reduce the organ demand
and Ø give benefit to others
when you die.

As mentioned under the ‘Identification and Thesis’ stage section earlier, an ideal Thesis would be the one
constructed in clause complex and for each of the reasons for the ‘Argument Points’ will be offered in
separate clauses, which these clauses then constructed the Thesis in clause-complex. To further illustrate
the claim, HGE-11 will be used to represent the rest of the HGEs (see Table 7.5 above). The HGE-11
‘Thesis’ contains a ‘Preview’ and each reason is offered in separate clauses or clause complexes.
As shown in the Table 7.5 above, the relation of H1 and H2 is a finite hypotactic enhancement causecondition reason as to outline the reasons why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
H2, H3 and H4 clauses are equal as these are the three reasons that would be elaborated in the body
paragraphs later. Thus, the logico-semantic relation between those three clauses uses a finite paratactic
extending additive positive pattern to foreshadow the subsequent essay structure. This ‘Thesis’ statement
structure also allows parallelism between elements of the ‘Thesis’ and the attention-getting gambit set up
in the ‘Identification’ stage that precedes the ‘Thesis’. The ‘Identification’ stage gambit can be unpacked
in this following narration:
“Some people let other people suffer because when they die, they do not share their organs with those in
need. Therefore, we should donate our organs when we die, so that other people will benefit from it.”
In general, the ‘Identification and Thesis’ stage of HGE-11 is written in an argument manner partly
because the writer argues that Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs because of three reasons
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outlined in the ‘Preview’ with the use of the modal ‘can’, which carries the interpersonal function of
modality. Of course, other features are involved in creating a sense of argumentativeness, including the
question-answer sequence constructing expectation and perhaps counter expectation. However, as
indicated in Chapters One and Chapter Four of the thesis, the interpersonal metafunction will not be
discussed in detail as it is not a part of the research project’s aim.

7.2.2

MGE

For MGEs, MGE-19 represents the typical patterns seen in almost all MGEs. First, the discussion will be
on its ‘Identification and Thesis’ stage.

Table 7.6:
MGE

Functional Stages

MGE- Identification
19

MGE-19 Identification and Thesis Stage Mapping
Complex
A

Clause Taxis
No.

Ranking clause

B
C
Thesis

D

1

α

2
3*
4*

xβ

1
+2
+3

The development of organ transplantation technology
is one of the great achievements in the world of
medics nowadays.
However, several problems have arisen in connection
with organ transplantation.
For instance, public understanding about organ
donation is still low.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians
as it can save others’ lives,
*Ø the increasing needs for organ donation
and *to reduce human trafficking problem.

As shown in Table 7.6, MGE-19’s ‘Identification and Thesis’ stage is also written conforming to the
standard Hortatory Argument structure and the ‘Thesis’ has ‘Preview’. The ‘Thesis’ is a CC of one level
of tactic-depth (Clause Complex D). D1 is linked to D2 with a logico-semantic of a finite hypotactic
enhancing cause-condition reason. D2 contains ‘Preview’ of the first argument point, while D3
foregrounds the second argument. However, D3 (*) is an anomaly as the writer has missed a ‘Process’
word: in this case, probably the ‘Process’ meet’. The clause (D3) would be probably written as:
“can meet the increasing needs for organ donation”
This phenomenon of ‘salient’ grammatical omission of a ‘Process’ word can be seen in many MGEs and
almost all LGEs in their sentence or clause constructions.
Another grammatical anomaly can be seen in D4. D4 stages the ‘Preview’ of the third argument, but it
lacks parallelism in terms of the Finite and Modality. Instead of “can reduce”, the writer used the ‘to +
infinitive’, which in this case, ‘to reduce’. However, semantically, D4 carries the third argument. Since
D2, D3, and D4 foreground the ‘Argument Points’ discussed later in the body paragraphs, this shows that
they are of equal status; thus, the logico-semantic relation of these three ranking clauses is (an attempted
and recognisable) finite paratactic extending additive positive relation.
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The anomalies of grammatical “omission’ and disrupted parallelism are very likely to have, in one way or
another, contributed to low grading of many MGEs and almost all LGEs.
Another weakness can be seen in MGE-19 is that the Identification stage contains clauses, which do not
logically flow as those of HGE-9. Clause B claims there are several problems in connection with organ
donation, while clause C gave an example of the problem, which is public understanding about the organ
donation is still low. Then, the writer jumped straight into the ‘Thesis’– clause D – by giving three
‘Argument Points’ on why Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs. However there is no
mention about what can be done regarding the example given in the previous clause C, that is “public
understanding about organ donation is still low”. The example given is located in the ‘Identification’
stage, but it is not directly related to ‘Thesis’ because the ‘Thesis Preview’ contains no information on
how to solve the problem of public’s low understanding of organ donation. If the ‘Identification’ stage
were to be written more smoothly and logically, the writer would have included the way to increase
public understanding of organ donation as of the ‘Argument Points’.

7.2.3

LGE

For the LGE group, LGE-1’s analysis will be discussed to indicate how the rest of LGEs were written.
First, the discussion will be on LGE-1’s Identification and Thesis Stage.

Table 7.7:
LGE

Functional
Stages
LGE1 Identification

Complex
A

LGE-1 Identification and Thesis Stage Mapping
Clause
No.

Taxis

Text

B
C

Thesis

D

1

1

2

+2

1

1

2*
3
4
5*

=2

1

α
xβ

+2
+3

Organ donation is the one of good ways for serious
and life-threatening diseases [[which has proven to
be successful]].
It is also involves the replacement process from
person to another person.
According to C. F. Annie (2008), more than 100,000
people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these
potential donors are lost.
There are many ways [[to encourage among
Malaysians on organ donation]]
such as *donate his organs
when he dies,
doing a public forum
and *no payments are involved in the procurement
of the organ.

With reference to Table 7.7 above, from the schematic structure point of view, LGE-1 performs well on a
number of required schematic features in that contains a Thesis and a Text Preview, and it has a sequence
of moves that connect cohesively to what is previewed and what has been discussed in the body
paragraphs. On the downside though, the sequence of the moves that connect back to LGE-1’s Text
Preview do not form a chain of arguments that support the Thesis – or at most they only loosely support
the Thesis. The main reason for this seems to be that LGE-1 in general, does not conform to the standard
Hortatory Argument structure. The first body paragraph is of a ‘Descriptive Report’ genre, while the
remaining two bodies are of ‘Argument Point’ stages. The discussion on the body paragraphs will be
presented in the next sub-sections.
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LGE-1’s Thesis does have a Preview. The Thesis is a three-tactic depth CC with five ranking clauses. D1
and D2 are of an equal status-ranking clause with a logico-semantic relation of a finite paratactic
elaborating exempflying as the writer wanted to introduce the ways to encourage Malaysians to donate
organs. D2, D3 and D4 are connected with a logico-semantic relation of a finite paratactic extending
additive positive, as these three ranking clauses were supposed to be the three reasons, which were to be
discussed in the body paragraphs on why organ donation should be encouraged in Malaysia. However, D2
is not actually what the first reason, which would be discussed in the first body paragraph. Though D3
and D2 are connected as a nexus of D2, D4 and D5 with a logico-semantic of a finite hypotactic
enhancing temporal simultaneous point relation highlighting the time that people will donate organ,
which is when they die, it does not reflect what the first reason is. Related to this, there is a confusion
between ‘ways to encourage’ and ‘ways to donate’ in the preview. In this sense, LGE-1 failed to provide
a full ‘Preview’ of the essay to the reader and this failure is tied closely to their choices (and apparent
poor control) of logico-semantic relations.
Like some of the MGEs, LGE-1’s ‘Thesis’ also contains an anomaly of parallelism. This can be seen in
D2, and D5. The correct ‘Process’ word form is the “-ing” gerund as the writer wanted to highlight the
ways to encourage Malaysia to donate organs. In addition, the writer too has committed another anomaly,
which is ungrammatical semantic choices. The corrected ones are as below.
D2- such as donating his organs,
D5- paying nothing in the process of organ donation (original- the procurement of the organ).
(The correct ‘process’ word form is indicated with a solid line, while the correct semantic choices are
underlined with broken lines.)
However, an interesting point to note is that though LGE-1 was not a full AE and the ‘Preview’ was
incomplete, the writer’s second and third parts of the ‘Preview’ did reflect the ‘Point’ in ‘Argument’ stage
of the second and third body paragraphs. This somehow shows that the writer has grasped the acceptable
overall structure of a five-paragraph essay, but their essay is lacking in argumentativeness.

7.3

The Functional Work of Logico-Semantic Choices in Body Paragraphs

Under this section, the discussion will be on the mapping analysis of one essay’s body paragraph, which
to a certain extent is a typical essay for that group. The finding of each group will then be compared to
that of the other groups. The discussion will be first, on the first body paragraph, followed by the second
one, and finally, the third body paragraph. In order to maintain consistency in the overall findings and
probable generalisations, the same essays will be used, i.e. HGE-11 for HGEs, MGE-19 for MGEs, and
LGE-1 for LGEs.
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7.3.1

Body Paragraph One

7.3.1.1 HGE

Table 7.8:
HGE

Functional
Stages
HGE-11 Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Example

Evidence
Evaluation

HGE-11 First Body Paragraph Mapping Analysis

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

I

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation can save lives
as our country is lack of organ pledgers.

J

1
2
3

1

α

+ K
L
M

xβ
+2

For example, kidneys cannot be treated
by using medicine
but only by replacing the kidneys for a new one.
1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers
are needed in a year in our country (Cruez, 2008).
Besides, according to Meng (2004), we can live with
just one kidney.
We have to understand [[that patients [[who needs a
new organ]] do not have any other remedy || except
asking for donators’ mercy]].

Argument 1 of HGE11 is constructed in a CC of one tactic depth of a finite hypotactic enhancing causecondition reason as the writer wanted to argue that organ donation could save lives (see Table 7.8 above).
The ranking clause I2 supports ranking clause I1, the ‘Thesis’. In order to support his or her argument,
the writer began his ‘Elaboration’ stage by offering ‘Example’ sub-stage made up of a CC (J) by giving
an example why organ donation can save lives. The first tactic depth is made up of a paratactic clause
complex, with negative additive extension (J1 and J3), while the second (J1 and J2), which is actually a
nested one in Clause J1, is of a non-finite hypotactic manner means relation. Here, the writer tries to give
the ways that kidney could be treated. The Example sub-stage is then followed by ‘Evidence +
Evaluation’ as the writer wanted to justify his reason in the Argument stage. The ‘Evidence + Evaluation’
sub-stage was constructed in three different simplexes.
A deeper analysis of the ‘Elaboration’ stage shows that how the writer has successfully exploited the
complexity and markedness of structures constructed in clause-complex J. In J1, the writer gave an
example, which is “kidney cannot be treated”, followed by J2, which is “by using medicine”. Then the
writer added J3- ‘but only by replacing the kidneys for a new one. This shows that the marked polarity
(cannot in J1) is meant for the additive negative in J3 indicated by the conjunction, “but”. In other words,
what the writer has done is to move his or argumentation from “can” to “must”, but “must” is marked in a
negative polarity. This strategy is indeed a good one and it shows the importance of proper control of
interpersonal features interacting with logical features that can be found mostly in HGEs.

7.3.1.2 MGE
The first body paragraph of MGE-19 is constructed in ‘Argument’ stage conforming to the standard
Hortatory Argument structure (see Table 7.9 below). It begins with an ‘Argument Point’ and then, is
supported with an ‘Elaboration’ stage. The ‘Thesis’ of ‘MGE-19 is constructed in CC of one tactic-depth
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with a logico-semantic relation of a finite hypotactic cause-condition reason. The logico-sematic relation
shows the argumentativeness in the ‘Thesis’.

Table 7.9:
MGE
MGE19

Functional
Stages
Argument 1
Point

Complex
E

Elaboration
Evaluation

F

Evidence

G

Deduction

Clause
No.

MGE-19 First Body Paragraph
Taxis

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

H

Ranking Clause
Firstly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate
their organs
as can save others’ lives.
Organ transplantation is proven to be successful as a
treatment for serious and fatal diseases.
Those [[who are suffering from various organ failures]]
can be saved
by replacing the defective organs with the healthy ones
from donors (Chua,2004).
This will help them to continue their life as healthy as
usual.

The first body paragraph of MGE-19 consists of ‘Evaluation’, ‘Evidence’, and ‘Deduction’ sub-stages.
Apparently, MGE-19’s first body paragraph has the similar sub-stages of those of HGEs. The analysis
will highlight what has gone wrong until all of these essays have been marked as middle-graded ones.
First, it seems that the clauses are shorter in terms of the number of words or, in other words, the clause
density (although this is not the main focus of the present research). Next, the first sub-stage of MGE-19
is ‘Evaluation’, which was constructed in simplex. The second stage of MGE-19, on the other hand, is a
CC with one tactic depth with a logico-semantic relation of a non-finite hypotactic enhancing causecondition purpose. The aim of this relation is to show how people can be saved, i.e. via organ donation,
and the student uses an authority’s voice (here the Health Minister) to support her argument. This can be
considered a solid argument, but unfortunately, the writer did not project his or her own voice in the
argument. A better way is for the writer to use his own argument, and then support it using the voice of an
authority. The last sub-stage of MGE-19 is ‘Deduction’, which was constructed in simplex. It deduces
what the ‘Evidence’ can do in organ donation that is to help people continue their life as healthy as usual
or before.

7.3.1.3 LGE
As stated in the previous section, LGE-1 has failed to conform to the standard Hortatory Argument
structure as it lacks argumentativeness. In addition, the analysis of the first body paragraph in this section
will also indicate why LGE-1 failed to be graded as a successful essay, and the weaknesses of LGE-1 can
be seen in all LGEs (see Table 7.10).
The first weakness is because LGE-1’s first body paragraph is not constructed as an ‘Argument’ stage.
Instead, it is constructed as a ‘Descriptive Report’ stage, in a simplex. The ‘Specification’ consists of
three sub-stages, namely ‘Evaluation’, ‘Deduction’ (twice) and Evidence. These sub-stages are similar to
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those in HGEs, thus only through mapping the schematic analysis to the logico-semantic analysis, can we
find out what makes LGEs essay be graded as such.

Table 7.10:
Com
-plex

LGE

Functional Stages

LGE1

Descriptive report 1
General statement

E

First and foremost, Malaysians are now very open
and very forthcoming about donating organs,
including the Malays.

Specification
Evaluation

F

Deduction

G

That is means [[they have concern the benefits of
organ donation]].
So, to encourage the Malaysians
and gives them awareness about this issue
they must pledge to donate their organs.
The organ pledger should inform his family of his
pledge to donate his organ,
when he dies.
Since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their
organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25
livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as
well as skin and bones.
So, Malaysians have to donate his organs to people
who need it.

H
Evidence

Clause
No.

LGE-1 First Body Paragraph
Taxis

1
2
3
1

xβ
α
α

2

xβ

Ranking clause

1
+2

I
J

Deduction

K

The ‘Evaluation’ is in simplex, while the first ‘Deduction’ was constructed with two CCs. The first is G
with three raking clauses of two tactic depths. Apparently, G3 is the main nexus as it is ungrammatical to
take G1 as the main nexus because the clause, ‘So, to encourage the Malaysians’ cannot stand on its own;
thus, making G3, ‘they must pledge to donate their organs’ the main clause in the nexus. G3 is a
dominant clause to G2 with a finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose relation to show the
purpose of pledging people is to make them donate their organs. Again, the clause arrangement is a
messy, as it is hard to dissect which one should come first and so on. Thus, to resolve the issue, G2 and
G1 are considered equal with a logico-semantic of a finite paratactic extending additive positive, as these
two clauses are actually the purpose to make Malaysians to donate organs. At first glance, it looks like the
relation is of a reason, but because of the use of ‘to’, the logico-semantic is a purpose one as ‘to’ is
normally used to show purpose. This shows one of the weaknesses of LGE, which is poor deployment the
appropriate logico-semantic relation, often leading to ambiguity.
The second CC of the first ‘Evaluation’ is of one-tactic depth with a logico-semantic of a finite hypotactic
enhancing temporal simultaneous point. The clause highlights the time when the pledger should inform
his family of his intention of donating organ. Again, this weakness can also be found in many MGEs as
well. Finally, the third sub-stage, which is ‘Evidence’, and the second ‘Deduction’ were constructed in
simplexes.
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7.3.2

Body Paragraph Two

7.3.2.1 HGE
The second ‘Argument Point’ of HGE-11 is also constructed in a CC of a single tactic depth, but of a
different logico-semantic relation, which is a finite hypotactic enhancement cause-condition reason one
(see Table 7.11). This relation reflects the second ‘Thesis Preview’ in the ‘Thesis’ stage. As again, the
purpose is to keep the readers focus on the flow of the essay discussion development.

Table 7.11:
Functional
Stages
HGE-11 Argument 2
Point

HGE-11 Second Body Paragraph Mapping Analysis

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

N

1

α

2

xβ

Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians
because it can reduce the demand for organs.

Elaboration
Evaluation

O

Consequence

P

Example

Q

Consequence

R

1

α

2
3
1
2

xβ

This can prevent the activity of human trafficking
(Meng, 2004).
Moreover, high demand for organs will only worsen
the patients burden
as it will be sold at a high price
and only the rich patients can buy the organ.
There is a village,
where most of the men sold one of their kidneys
because of their poorness.
This shows [[that some people can take opportunity
because of high demand for organ]].

1
+2

α
=β

The ‘Elaboration’ stage, on the other hand, consists of four clauses; there are two CCs, and the rest are
simplexes. The first sub-stage is Evaluation constructed in simplex, and it is actually a paraphrased
information (from an authority’s source) from one of the articles, which the writer used to justify his or
her evaluation of the issue. This seems unproblematic since the writer wanted to justify his or her claim in
the Argument stage on why we need to donate organ.
The Consequence sub-stage is made up of a CC with some tactic depth. Clauses P1 and P2 are of a finite
hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason relation, while P2 and P3 became a nested CC within P1 and
P2 with a logico-semantic relation of a finite paratactic extending additive positive one. The probable
explanation for such relationships is that in P1 and P1 to show why we need to donate organ while P2 and
P3 provides what the reasons are and as such, P1 and P2 are of equal status. The body paragraph two of
HGE11 ends with a Consequence in simplex.

7.3.2.2 MGE
The Argument Point of MGE-19’s second body paragraph is a CC of one tactic depth (see Table 7.12).
The logico-semantic relation of I1 and I2 is of a finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason and it
is a proper argument as the writer gave a reason for why organ donation should be encouraged. The only
drawback is that the ‘Elaboration’ stage consists of only two sub-stages, which has made the argument a
weak one as it lacks body argument development of the issue discussed, and this weakness appears to
have affected the essay grade. As can be seen in the table above, it only has two sub-stages, which are
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‘Evidence’ and ‘Deduction’.

The ‘Evidence’ is constructed with a CC and a simplex, while the

‘Deduction’ is a simplex only. J2 is a dominant clause to J2 with again, a logico-semantic relation a nonfinite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose. This illustrates how MGEs tend to deploy more
enhancing cause-condition purpose logico-semantic relations than other relations.

Table 7.12:
MGE

Functional Stages

MGE- Argument 2
19
Point

Elaboration
Evidence

MGE-19 Second Body Paragraph

Complex

Clause Taxis
No.

I

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

J

Other than that, it is important to encourage people to donate
their organs
as there is an increasing needs in organ donation for organ
transplantation surgery.
Our nation will need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450
corneas and 200 livers a year
to save patients’ lives (Annie,2008).
However, since the 1970s, only 215 people have donated their
organs with 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86
heart valves, 143 corneas were harvested (Annie,2008).
Thus, there is still a big gap between the need for organ
transplants and the supply of the organs.

K
Deduction

Ranking Clause

L

In short, one major weakness observed among the body paragraphs of these three MGEs is a lack of either
paratactic or hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason. This type of logico-semantic relation seems
important in arguments, as the issue of the essay is the reasons why Malaysians should be encouraged to
donate organs. Most of the time, the writers used hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose, and
hypotactic enhancing temporal simultaneous point relations. The former is on the purpose of doing things,
while the latter is more on the time to do things.

7.3.2.3 LGE

Table 7.13:
LGE
LGE1

Functional
Stages
Argument 1
Point

LGE-1 Second Body Paragraph

Com
-plex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Raking Clause

L

1

xβ

2

α

Secondly, to encourage among Malaysians
concern about the important of organ
donation,
we can doing a public forum [[which is
necessary among Malaysians]]

3
4
5
Elaboration
Evaluation

M

1
2
3

α
xβ

xβ
α

xβ
α

1
+2

to discuss this issue
because it is sensitive especially our country,
Malaysia being a multiracial country.
By doing a public forum
and discuss in proper way,
it definitely can help to ensure [[that
Malaysians will be more serious in organ
donation]].
According to New Straits Times (2008)
society needs to view organ donation as a
standard aspect of patient care.
From the good changes in mindset, it is hoped

N
Consequence

α
=β

O
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[[that organ donation will be more effective
||and become the custom for Malaysians [[to
save the lives of others after death || rather
than letting their organs go to waste]]]].

For the second body paragraph development, LGE-1’s one is written in an argumentative manner. The
Thesis is written in an argumentative style; however, it is too lengthy as the writer includes parts of
‘Elaboration’ into in. As a result, the ‘Thesis’ has five ranking clauses. These features are not found in the
Thesis of any HGEs.
Table 7.13 shows the development of the second body paragraph of LGE-1, which was constructed in
five ranking clauses with four tactic depths. L1 is a non-finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition
purpose clause to L2, which it carries the idea of having public forum that is to encourage organ donation.
As claimed in the previous section, the LGE writers tend to repeat similar ideas in one CC. As can be
seen in the table, L3 is a non-finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose clause to L2, which
also carries the similar idea in L1, which is to discuss organ donation.
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the LGE-1 writer included parts of the ‘Elaboration’ stage
in the Thesis. This is shown in L4 and L5. L4 became a dominant clause to L3 with a logico-semantic of a
non-finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason, where the writer shows the reason for discussing
the organ donation issue because the issue is sensitive in the country. L4 then became a dominant clause
to L5 with a logico-semantic relation of non-finite elaborating description, where the writer explains the
reason for the forum, which is that, being a multi-cultural country, the issue of organ donation is sensitive
to different races and religions. This piece of information can actually come under the ‘Elaboration’ stage
where the writer can use it to support his argument. Unfortunately, the writer included it in the Argument
stage and as a result, the Thesis became long-winded and its length is almost similar to that of all the substages under the ‘Elaboration’ stage.
M1 and M2 are actually nested in M1. M1 is a dominant clause to M2 with a logico-semantic relation of
finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose to show the purpose of the talk, which actually the
writer had already mentioned it in the Thesis stage. M2 and M3 are connected with a finite paratactic
extending additive positive logico-semantic relation. Both of these clauses contain the ways to help
ensure Malaysians will donate organs, which are ‘doing the forum’ and ‘discuss in proper way’. This
shows again the previous claim on the inappropriate deployment of logico-semantic relations among not
only some MGEs, but also among LGEs in general.
In terms of grammatical accuracy, there is an anomaly in the construction of M2. A correct construction
would be ‘discussing organ donation in a proper way.’ However, the meaning of the writer’s original
clause comes across without much effort being required to comprehend it.
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7.3.3

Body Paragraph Three

7.3.3.1 HGE
HGE-11’s third body paragraph Argument Point is also a CC of three ranking clauses altogether (see
Table 7.14 below). S1 and S2 are of a finite hypotactic cause-condition reason relation as the writer
wanted to reflect what he or she had outlined the Thesis Preview. S2 then became the dominant clause to
S3 with a finite hypotactic cause-condition concessive relation. The reason for such relation is that it
enhances the reason why we should donate organs after we are dead.

Table 7.14:
Functional
Stages
HGE-11 Argument 3
Point

Elaboration
Suggestion

HGE-11 Third Body Paragraph Mapping Analysis

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

S

1

α

2

xβ

3
1

Ranking clause

α
xβ
xβ

T
2

Evidence
Evaluation

1

Last but not least, organ donation should be
encourage
because it gives us the chance [[to give benefits to
other people]]
even when we are dead.
If we are too scared of the surgery procedure

+2

3
4

α
xβ

1
2

α
‘β

α

+ U
V

α
xβ

W

or Ø ARE afraid of [[what might happen to our
body || after we donate our organ]],
we can still be an organ pledger
when we are dead
Organ donation from a dead person is known as
cadaveric person (Meng, 2004).
Furthermore, Meng (2004), states
that organ transplant can be done
if the patient has given his consent or no objections
from his relatives.
This means that we can do the last good deeds to
other people.

The Elaboration is only made up of Suggestion and Evidence + Evaluation. The Suggestion is made up of
a CC of three tactic depths. Apparently, the main nexus is T3 and T4 with a finite hypotactic temporal
simultaneous point relation to show the stages mentioned in T1 and T2 that one can still be a donor even
after one is dead if one is scared of surgery and organ transplant while one is still alive. T3 became a
dominant clause to T1 with a relation of a finite hypotactic cause-condition positive relation, while T1
later became the initiating clause to T2, where the relation is of a finite extending alternative expressing
the feelings donors may have, we it comes to donating organs as mentioned earlier.
The ‘Evidence + Evaluation’ sub-stage consists of two simplexes and one CC. The CC (V) is made up of
three tactic-depth. The first nexus is V1 and V2 with a hypotactic verbal projection as the writer projected
the voice of the Minister of Health, Malaysia to re-affirm that organ donation can be done even after the
donor is dead. The writer then to support his claim, exploited V2 to become the dominant clause to V3 by
providing a support to the claim the minister made earlier. This leads to a logico-semantic relation
between V2 and V3 that is a finite hypotactic cause-condition positive relation. In short, the writer uses
the ‘Evidence’ to make his or her ‘Evaluation’ of the issue apparent.
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7.3.3.2 MGE
Apparently, the analysis of MGE-19’s third body paragraph will also show the same weakness (see Table
7.15). The ‘Argument Point’ is a one-tactic depth CC with a logico-semantic relation of a non-finite
hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose. The stage is supported by ‘Elaboration’, which has two
sub-stages that are ‘Evidence’ (twice) and ‘Deduction’.

Table 7.15:
MGE

Functional Stages

MGE
-19

Argument 3
Point

Complex
M

MGE-19 Third Body Paragraph

Clause Taxis
No.
1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration
Evidence

N

1
2

α
xβ

Deduction

O

1

α

2

xβ

Evidence

P

Ranking Clause
Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their
organs
in order to reduce human trafficking problem.
Currently, there is no legislation in our country
to regulate the removal of organs from live donors (Chua,
2004).
Thus, human trafficking will become a major source of
organs
since it involves a big sum of money for the donors.
According to Chua (2004) it is unethical to have payments
involved in the procurement of the organs as well as
commercial transactions of organs.

The first Evidence is a CC with one tactic depth and the ranking clauses relation is a non-finite hypotactic
enhancing cause-condition purpose one. The ‘Deduction’ is a single CC with a logico-semantic of a finite
hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason. The final ‘Evidence’ is a simplex. As claimed earlier,
MGE19 writer also made the same mistake, which is the inappropriate mobilisation of logico-semantic
relations. There is only a cause-condition reason relation, compared to two cause-condition purpose
relations in the paragraph.
It seems that MGE writers employ more temporal relations in their arguments, especially in places where
relations of cause-condition (reason) would seem more appropriate. In addition, instead of offering ones’
own argument, MGE writers tend to rely on authorities’ voices in arguing their case.

7.3.3.3 LGE
Table 7.16:
LGE

Functional Stages

Com
-plex

Clause
No.

LGE-1 Third Body Paragraph
Taxis

Ranking Clause

LGE7 Descriptive report 2
General statement

P

Another good way[[ to encourage among Malaysians
donate his organ]] is [[ensure [[that no payments are
involved in the procurement of the organ]]]].

Specification
Evaluation

Q

It is [[because some of the ethical problems [[that
need to be solved for live donation]] are questions of
consent]].
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R
Deduction

S

1
2
3

xβ
α

1
+2

4
Evaluation

+3

T

There is a need to know [[whether the organs are
given freely and not under duress || and whether the
risks are explained to the donor.]]
So, if they got know all the things more details,
they will not ^BE^ scare [[to donate his organs]]
and the people [[who really needs the organ]] will
gets the benefits
and Ø can save their life from any serious or lifethreatening diseases.
The Ministry of health is also in the process of
developing guideline on organ donation and
transplantation from living donors.

Similar to its first body paragraph, LGE-3’s third body paragraph is also constructed in a non-conforming
manner of Argument structure (see Table7.16 above).
The ‘Descriptive Report’ stage is a simplex with two embedded clauses in it, while the ‘Elaboration’
stage, which consists of three sub-stages, namely ‘Evaluation’(twice) and ‘Deduction’, is constructed with
three simplexes and one CC. Both the ‘Evaluation’ sub-stages are in simplexes, while the ‘Deduction’ is a
two-tactic depth CC (clause S) with four ranking clauses.
The S1 ranking clause is a finite enhancing cause-condition positive clause to S2 to show the condition
that people will not be scared to donate organs if they know about the procedures in details. S2 then
became an initiating clause to S3 and S4, which the logico-semantic relation is of a finite paratactic
extending additive positive one. The relation is as such because these three ranking clauses contains the
positive sides of organ donation, which are that people will not be scared, people who really need the
organs will get benefits and organs can save their life from any serious of life-threatening diseases.

7.4

The Functional Work of Logico-Semantic Choices in Reinforcement/Recommendation
Stage

7.4.1

HGE
Table 7.17:

HGE
HGE11

Functional
Stages
Reinforcement
Summary

HGE11- Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage Mapping Analysis
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

X

1

α

2
3
4

xβ

Ranking clause

1
+2
+3

5
Recommen
-dation

Y

Evaluation

Z

α

Overall, organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians
because it can change someone’s fate,
and Ø reduce the need for organ transplant,
Ø still helping other people to continue their
life

xβ

1

1

2

+2

even we are already dead.
We have to put ourselves into the patient’s
mind
and Ø HAVE be more considerate for them.
We also must remember [[that everything
[[we had in this world is]] just borrowed
from God]].
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HGE-11 has both the ‘Reinforcement’ and ‘Recommendation’ stages (see Table 7.17 above). The
difference is that the ‘Reinforcement’ stage has only one sub-stage, which is Summary, and it is
constructed in a multi-clausal sentence of five clauses with three-tactic depth. The reason for such a
multi-clausal construction is that the writer summarised the Argument points of the three body
paragraphs. Also, HGE-11 reflected back the Thesis preview in his ‘Summary’ which serves to keep the
reader’s attention the issue throughout the whole essay.
X1 initiates the sub-stage ‘Evaluation’. The clause contains the essay issue which is organ donation
should be encouraged. It is then followed by X2 that contains the first Argument point. The main nesting
is X1 and X2 with a relation of a finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason because the writer
summarised the first Argument point. X2, X3 and X4 are of equal status as they are actually the argument
points the writer argued in the body paragraphs. As such, the writer deployed a finite paratactic extending
additive positive logico-relation to show the relationship among those three equal clauses. X5 is actually
an enhancing hypotactic clause of a finite cause-condition concessive logico-semantic relation to X4 as
the writer wanted to further argues that people can still donate their organs even they are already dead. It
is in a concessive relation: even one is dead, one can still be an organ donor.
The ‘Recommendation’ stage is made up of two clauses; Y and Z. Y is a CC, which further describes the
stage with a logico-semantic relation of finite paratactic extending additive positive. The writer
recommends two equal actions, which are people, have to themselves in the patients’ minds and they have
to be more considerate. The only sub-stage here is ‘Evaluation’, but constructed in simplex.

7.4.2

MGE
Table 7.18:

MGE19- Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage Mapping Analysis

MGE Functional ComStages
plex
MGE Reinforce19
ment
Q
Evaluation
+ Summary

Evaluation

R

Clause Taxis
No.
1

α

2
3*
4*
1

xβ

2

+2

3

+3

1

Ranking Clause

1
+2
+3

In conclusion, it is important for us to
contemplate on the ways [[to encourage
Malaysians to donate their organ]]
since organ donation can save others’ lives,
*the increasing needs for organ donation
and *to reduce human trafficking problems.
Many people are suffering from life-threatening
diseases
they still waiting for a generous individual to
become a donor 15
and save their lives.

MGE-19, on the other hand, only has ‘Reinforcement’ stage consisting of ‘Evaluation + Summary’ and
‘Evaluation’ sub-stages (see Table 7.18 above). The ‘Evaluation + Summary’ was constructed with three
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ranking clauses with two tactic depths. Q1 is a dominant clause to Q2 with a logico-semantic relation of
finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason. Q2 then became an initiating clause to Q3 and Q4
with a logico-semantic relation of a finite paratactic extending additive positive logico-semantic relation.
Q2 actually reflects the first ‘Argument Point’. Q3 reflects the second one, but with an anomaly of
‘salient’ grammatical emission of no ‘Process’ word, which is also found in its ‘Thesis’ (D3) as discussed
in the ‘Identification and Thesis Stage’, while Q4 contains the third ‘Argument Point’ and also it has a
similar anomaly as that in its ‘Identification and Thesis Stage’ (D4).
What is of interest here is that the writer has managed to follow the schematic structure of the
‘Reinforcement’ stage, but repeats the same kind of anomalies seen earlier. This shows how even a
structurally ‘conforming’ essay can be graded as less successful because of a few grammatical anomalies
as illustrated in MGE.
The ‘Evaluation’ is also constructed with three ranking clauses, but with one tactic depth, as the three
ranking clauses are of equal status with a logico-semantic relation of finite paratactic extending additive
positive logico-semantic. The writer gives his or her views on the matter in reinforcing the importance of
organ donation. What is lacking here is the ‘Recommendation’ stage.

7.4.3

LGE
Table 7.19:

LGE Functional
Stages
Reinforcement
Evaluation

LGE-1 Reinforcement/Recommendation Stage Mapping Analysis
Com
-plex

Cla
use
No.

Taxi
s

U

1

α

2

xβ

3

Ranking Clause

α
1
+
2

4

+
β

5

xβ

V

Evidence

W

1

α

2
3

xβ

4*
Evaluation

X

α

1

α

2*
3*

xβ

1
+
2
+
3
1
+
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As a conclusion, organ donation have
benefited to Malaysians
because << cl. 5>> many peoples in
Malaysia can be saved suffering from
any diseases
and it also can save the lives of others
after death
rather than letting their organs go to
waste.
<<by doing this way>>,
Rapid advancements in transplant
technology over the years have made
shortcomings in our Human Tissues
Act 1974 because more evident.
Accordingly, the ministry of Health is
now in the final stage of reviewing the
Act
to address the weaknesses
and Ø bring it up-to-date
and Ø *improving the weaknesses.
As a result, organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians
because Ø *bring a lots of benefits
and Ø *can saving lives, by one pledge

2

at a time.

It is notable that the ‘Reinforcement and Recommendation’ stage of LGE-1 has the highest number of
ranking clauses (see Table 7.19) for this stage among all essays in the study dataset. However, the essay
has only the ‘Reinforcement’ stage and this stage has two sub-stages, which are ‘Evaluation’ (twice) and
‘Evidence’. The first ‘Evaluation’ has one CC and one simplex (V). The CC has five ranking clauses
with four tactic depths. The first tactic is between U1 and U2 with a logico-semantic relation of a finite
hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason, where the writer gave his evaluation on the benefits of
organ donation that it can save many people from suffering from any diseases. U2 then became an
initiating clause to U3 because these two ranking clauses contain ideas on the benefits of organ donation,
which are save suffering people from diseases and save others’ life after death of the donors. The third
tactic is between U3 and U4 with a logico-semantic of a non-finite hypotactic extending varying replacive
because U4 contains the idea of instead of wasting the organs, they can actually be used to help and save
people. U5 was actually nested in U2, and after careful and through analysis, it was found to actually
connected to U1 with a logico-semantic of non-finite hypotactic enhancing manner means, to show that
organ donation is a means of saving people from suffering, and save others’ lifes after the death of the
donors, instead of the organs become useless.
The complicated arrangement of ranking clauses in the ‘Evaluation’ sub-stage described above indicates
another apparent problem in all LGEs and among most MGEs, which is a problem in deploying proper
taxis constructions mapped to appropriate logico-semantic relations.
The next sub-stage in LGE-1’s Reinforcement stage is Evidence. This sub-stage is very rarely included in
the ‘Reinforcement and Recommendation’ stage, but the LGE-1 writer had it in their essay. The sub-stage
is actually a reference to the material in one of the articles, which is on the Human Act 1974. It consists
of only one CC of five ranking clauses with two tactic depths. The first tactic is between W1 and W2 with
a logico-semantic relation of non-finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition purpose to show the
purpose of reviewing the act. The ranking clauses of W2, W3and W4 are of an equal status with a logicosemantic relation of finite paratactic extending additive positive because they are the purposes of the
review of the Human Act 1974. Again, LGE-1 indicates an anomaly of parallelism as highlighted before.
In this case, W4 should be written as “and improve the weaknesses” because this clause is parallel to W2,
which begins with “to”. Thus, the same word form should follow, which is “improve’, instead of
“improving”.
The second Evaluation is a CC with three raking clause and two tactic depths. It is actually a repetition of
the first ‘Evaluation’ because X2 contains an idea of organ donation has a lot of benefits reflecting U1,
U2 and U3, while X3 has the idea of organ donation save people’s lives reflecting U3 particularly. The
logico-semantic relation of X1 and X2 is a finite hypotactic enhancing cause-condition reason. Since X2
and X3 contains the benefits of organ donation, they both are of an equal status with a logico semantic
relation of finite paratactic extending additive positive.
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The ‘Evaluation’ sub-stage of LGE-1 also contains an anomaly, in which the agreement between the
subject, “organ donation” and the ‘Process’ word that follows as indicated in X2 and X3. In X2, it should
be “brings”, while in X3, it should be “saves”. This kind of anomaly does exist in all essay groups, but it
is more widespread in all LGEs and almost all MGEs.

7.5

Summary

This section highlights the general findings on the detailed analysis of the functional relationship between
lexico-grammar of logico-semantic (choices in taxis, and expansion and projection) and the achievement
of schematic structure in AEs.
First, most HGE writers constructed their sentences using not more than two ranking clauses, which
appears to have allowed them to show the different stages and sub-stages of Hortatory argument structure.
The probable explanation for such a relatively small number of clauses per complex is that HGE writers
constructed relationships between events using nominalisations and embedded clauses.
The second noticeable trend among HGEs is that most of the time, the ranking clauses of the ‘Evaluation’
sub-stage are connected using the cause-condition reason logico-semantic relations, particularly the
hypotactic ones, in order to show the reasons why Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs.
Similarly, when there is the ‘Evidence + Evaluation’ sub-stage, the logico-semantic relation would
normally be the cause-condition reason relation, which serves to show the reason for organ donation
based on evidence. However, caution should be taken before interpreting ‘more’ as necessarily ‘better’
here. Yet, greater use of the typical resources by which logico-semantics are construed can make their
essays, in a way, ‘more meaningful’, at least from the perspective of this particular type of meaning.
Turn to the MGEs, the mapping analysis of their logico-semantic resources and schematic structure, first,
highlights that the Argument Points of MGEs tend to be verbal/mental projection by citing or referring to
authorities’ voices. A probable reason for such strategy is that the writers preferred to use those voices in
making their claims as they felt that they were not in the position of doing so. In other words, they did not
want to take or state their own stand. A plausible cause for this writing style is that almost all Asian
students tend to write from the third person’s perspective and are scared to make their own critical
arguments or claims, as pointed out earlier in the literature review (cf. Hyland 2002, 2015, Lee 2006,
Cullip 2009).
For MGEs a second finding is that all writers deployed poor deployment of appropriate logico-semantic
relations especially for ‘Elaboration’ stage. Many writers employed more hypotactic enhancing causecondition purpose relation ranking clauses to show how organ donation can be done instead of the reasons
why organ donation could be encouraged among Malaysians. A feasible explanation for such choices is
that since MGE writers tend to quote authorities’ voices, they would again explain what the authorities
said in encouraging organ donation such as what to do, how to and when to anything related to organ
donation, instead of a balanced spread of what, why, when and how to do it.
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Finally, almost half of MGEs writers failed to include ‘Summary’ in the ‘Reinforcement’ stage. This
again reflects their inability to construct an effective Thesis and Thesis Preview as well as Argument
Points. As mentioned earlier, most of the time, they refer to authorities’ voices in making their claims.
Turning to LGEs, in general the detailed analysis shows that most LGE writers tend to quote authorities’
voices in either their ‘Argument Point’ or even in ‘Descriptive Report’ stages, which has resulted in the
deployment of inappropriate logico-semantic relation resources. Most of the time, the ‘preferred’
resources were non-finite hypotactic enhancing cause condition purpose coupled with some finite and
non-finite enhancing temporal (simultaneous point) relations to show ‘how’ and ‘when’ organ donation
can take place instead of the ‘why’ organ donation should be encouraged. These resources, then, were
poorly connected in ranking clauses, resulted in many short ranking clauses in just one clause complex to
represent the ‘Argument Point’, ‘Descriptive Argument’ and ‘Descriptive Report’ stages.
The second trend is that as almost all LGE writers failed to conform their whole essay to the Hortatory
argument structure. In particular, their essays’ body paragraphs were constructed as a ‘Specification’
stage instead of an ‘Argument Point’ stage. It was clear that in all such cases, the stage was elaborated by
‘Description’ sub-stage, which most of the time used the logico-semantic resource of enhancing cause
condition purpose. In some cases, this resource was ‘equipped’ with the resource of enhancing temporal
simultaneous point to show ‘how’ and ‘when’.
It was also observed that even when ‘Argument Point’ stages were constructed by LGE writers, temporal
relations and condition-purpose relations were quite dominant especially when it involved the
‘Suggestion’ sub-stage. Again, the sub-stage was about ‘how’ and ‘when’ instead of ‘why’.
Finally, the LGE writers’ preference for such logico-semantic resources and taxis has resulted in the
construction of arguments with the character of spoken argument as, most of the time, the texts were like
‘show-and-tell’ pieces of written work, instead of arguing an issue and trying to convince the reader to
agree with their stand on the issue. This finding is similar to that of Brooke’s (2010) where the non-native
speakers in an English language community college employed paratactic and hypotactic clauses with a
speech-like quality in their writing. Students in Brooke’s study were also similar to the LGE writers in the
present study as they did not do well in the College Placement Test.
All MGE and LGE writers could produce relatively standard instances of the genre, at least in terms of
broad staging structure of five-paragraph essays. Unfortunately, however, most MGEs and LGEs did not
produce texts which could easily be classified as instances of Hortatory Argument, even though the
question was framed in such way as to invite them to take a position and to argue in support of that
position.
Table 7.20 below shows some generalisations that can be formulated based on the findings of the
mapping analysis between the schematic structure and the logical metafunction resources of the
argumentative essays. The generalisations indicate some factors that contribute to the (un)success of
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argumentative essays in the study group, and these factors are also likely to apply to other groups of
writers. Generally, causal relation especially cause-condition reason is the common way to form
arguments within classical argument structure but not all students have good control of this resource.

7.6

Conclusion

This chapter has integrated the findings from the analysis of the schematic structure and the logical
metafunction resources and discussed these findings in a holistic manner. Some generalisations have been
identified from the discussion in the light of the review of literature as well theoretical framework
presented earlier in this thesis. These generalisations, which can contribute to the existing SFL theory of
the teaching and learning of argumentative essays, lead to some possible implications as well as
recommendations, both of which are presented in the final chapter of the thesis.
Table 7.20 :
Essay Group
•

•

Successful
essays

Unsuccessful
essays

Some Generalisations based on Findings on The Mapping Analysis
Schematic Structure

Logical Metafunction Resources

•

Conformity to Sydney
School model of
argumentative essay
structure.

•

Two-ranking clauses in
showing the different stages
of the argument structure
through the use of
nominalisations and
embedded clauses.

•

‘Evaluation’ and
‘Evidence + Evaluation’
stages

•

Finite hypotactic causecondition reason logicosemantic relation.

•

Failure to conform to
Sydney School model of
argumentative essay
structure.

•

Many short ranking clauses in
one clause-complex

•

‘Thesis’ and ‘Argument
Point’ stages

•

‘Argument Point’ stage

•

Verbal or mental projection

•

‘Descriptive Argument’
and ‘Descriptive Report’
stages

•

Non-finite hypotactic
enhancing cause-condition
purpose relation

•

•
‘Elaboration’ stage

Finite and non-finite
hypotactic enhancing causecondition purpose relations

•

Finite and non-finite temporal
simultaneous relations

•

Absence of ‘Summary’ stage.

•

‘Suggestion’ stage

• ‘Reinforcement’ stage
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Chapter 8 CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion, Implications and Recommendations
8.1

Introduction

This study set out with two goals in mind, first to find out whether there are any typical associations
between schematic structure and taxis and logico-semantic relations for argumentative writing; and
second whether there are any quantitative patterns in the schematic structures and in taxis as well as
logico-semantic relations associated with successful and less successful essays, which in turn, can be
related to any qualitative differences in those essays.
The first research question, which is to find out the differences in terms of AE schematic structure among
three groups of writers, is answered in Chapter Five. The second research question is to find out the
differences in terms of argument constructions through the use of clause-complexing among the similar
three groups, and it is answered in Chapter Six. The final one, which is to find out the relation between
AE schematic structure and the clause-complexing used in producing (un)successful arguments in the
essays, is answered in Chapter Seven.
In this concluding chapter, section 8.2 discusses the major findings regarding schematic structures,
followed by section 8.3 on argument construction through the use of taxis and logico-semantic relations,
Section 8.4 summarises the mapping analysis between the schematic structure and the taxis and logicosemantic relations. The implications of the present study will be discussed in section 8.5, followed by
section 8.6 on the theoretical contributions of this study, and then followed by the limitations of the study
under section 8.7. The subsequent section is section 8.8 on the recommendations and the thesis will end
with the last section, which is section 8.9, on the concluding remarks.

8.2

Schematic Structures

HGEs display a clear schematic structure of APEs, while LGEs typically display the schematic structures
of ‘transition genres’ along the continuum from description to comparative report and then to analytical
exposition (Drury 2001). This result confirms the claims of many previous studies that the ability of
students to construct a rhetorical frame correlates with the holistic grades assigned by readers (Hult 1986;
Tyndall 1991; Tedick and Mathison 1995). As mentioned in Chapter Five, the discoursal part of a typical
(successful)

exposition/argumentative

essay

is

the

rhetorical

structure

of

Thesis^Argumentation^Conclusion, which is also known as the Sydney-school Hortatory argument
structure.
The analysis of this schematic structure indicated that most MGE and more than three quarters of LGE
texts could not be easily matched with the overall argumentative text structural requirements as outlined
in the Sydney-school literature, and therefore could be classified as “non-conforming”. Interestingly,
there was quite a deal of diversity in how these essays were structured, and consequently, this diversity
led to some reasons for classifying them as “non-conforming”. It was, in fact, possible to identify
different degrees of “non-conformity”, with some essays especially MGEs coming closer to one or other
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of the Sydney-school Hortatory argument structure than other essays. In addition, the “non-conforming”
essays were also in some way communicatively problematic as a result of the way in which they were
structured.
The less successful or unsuccessful essays tended to merely assemble a ‘Descriptive report’ genre text,
and thus the writers fail to fulfil the final examination requirement of arguing why Malaysians should be
encouraged to donate their organs. It is also clear from the literature that both the structure and the
language features that characterise argumentative essays are important (Lee 2006, Srinon 2011). It can be
seen from the results of the present study that what is missing from the literature is knowledge about the
way that the less-successful essay writers actually present their arguments. In the present study, writers
missed or wrongly matched the explicit criteria that in one way or another were more specific than the
broad schematic structure – for example, ‘Argument Point’ construction, exploitation of ‘Evidence’, use
of referencing and over-use of ‘Description’ in supporting their arguments.
Major differences between HGEs and LGEs occur at the more delicate level of analysis of the Point and
Elaboration structure within argument stages. HGEs’ arguments consist of Claim, Evidence + Evaluation
and Suggestion predominantly, while in LGEs those stages are not dominant. MGEs and LGEs in this
study are less likely to deploy problem–solution structures, whereas most of the HGEs did so. This
perhaps indicates the LGEs and MGEs were less audience-sensitive than the HGEs.
Many studies have shown successful results of genre-based approaches to teaching EFL writing in the
home country setting (Emilia 2005, Kongpetch 2006, Srinon 2011). There is a general agreement that
explicit teaching of genres can benefit students by enhancing their control of the target genre. The
analysis of the findings of the present study also suggests that if students in an ESL environment are
explicitly exposed to, taught, and trained in the use of genre structures, they will become better writers.
This is implied by the finding that the weak grasp of AE schematic structure of the LGE writers has
affected their overall score of the essays. The HGE writers, on the other hand, have the strongest grasp of
the schematic structure, which has helped them to obtain higher scores than those of MGEs and LGEs.
Although findings of Nakamura’s (2009) and Promwinai’s (2010) studies indicated the other way around
that regardless of proficiency levels, the writers had strong capability to control the generic structure of
AE, the number of participants or data analysed in those studies was far smaller than that of the present
one. Nakamura had only 13 essays, which two of them were sample essays taken from IELTS guidebook
since she was unable to get any Band 9 (the highest score in IELTS) essays from real test takers.
Promwinai, on one hand, conducted a case study on only argumentative writing of two post-graduate
writers’ argumentative who studied for a master’s degree in TESOL. Additionally, these previous studies
did not go into the substages or the relation between schematic staging and logico-semantics, to which we
now turn.

8.3

Argument Constructions through the Systems of Taxis and Logico-Semantic

The second research question offers interpretations of taxis and logico-semantic structure in single
relationships whether in individual clause nexuses, in longer spans of texts as well as the
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interrelationships that exist within the system of expansion (i.e. elaboration, extension and enhancement)
and those relationships that exist with the system of projection in constructing arguments.
Generally, a high proportion of hypotactic clauses appears to conform to the findings of Nesbitt and Plum
(1988) on the importance of hypotaxis for the genre of expository writing. There are high-level
similarities between Nesbitt and Plum (1988) and the present study in the semantic relations between
clauses i.e. in both studies there were more expanding than projecting clauses. However, in Nesbitt and
Plum’s study, the locution/verbal relations form the bulk of projection, while in the present study, the
idea/mental ones form slightly more than half of the projection relations., which most likely reflects the
different contextual demands of spoken narrative versus written argument.
In terms of specific clause and logico-semantic types: there are some clause and logico-semantic types
typical of expository writing, for example, more expanding than projecting clauses with enhancing
clauses forming the bulk. This is because an important function of expansion clauses is to develop the
Thesis through elaborating, extending and enhancing it. Of these three, enhancing clauses would be more
widely used. This is because in elaboration, one clause “elaborates on the meaning of another by further
specifying or describing it” (Halliday 1985, p. 225), while in extension, one clause “extends the meaning
of another [clause] by adding something new to it” (Halliday 1985, p. 230). An enhancing clause, on the
other hand, “enhances the meaning of another [clause] by qualifying it” (Halliday 1985, p.232)
particularly by expressing clausal-conditional relationships which are commonly used for developing an
idea.

8.3.1

Projection

In the study, there was no occurrence of paratactic projection in the whole data. For both the hypotactic
verbal and mental projections, HGEs have the highest number of occurrences. The finding, interestingly,
shows that HGE writers deployed the projecting resources in a verbal-passive construction, while MGEs
and LGEs used first person pronouns, ‘I’ and ‘We’. A probable reason for the first-person pronoun
deployment by the less successful writers is that the writers copied the exact sentence structure from the
articles and put it in their essays. This shows that the writers had problems in understanding the texts and
failed to quote, summarise and paraphrase the information correctly. For the hypotactic mental
projections, there is no obvious difference among the three groups. Based on the findings and discussion,
HGEs seem to deploy these resources well in their argument constructions.
Generally, the findings indicated that the logico-semantic relation of projection resources, particularly the
hypotactic verbal and mental ones seem to be important in the genre of AEs. A probable explanation for
such a choice is that being ESL and novice academic writing writers, they need to refer to authority’s
voices in making, defending or supporting their arguments or claims, although it is certainly true that all
academic writing requires engagement with the literature and the community of ‘knowers’ around the
issue concerned. Also, it was the requirement of the final examination question that the students had to
use and quote accordingly the information from the two articles given, so that failure to do so would
result in the reduction of marks awarded.
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8.3.2

Exemplification

There were more paratactic elaborations of exemplification and it is only the HGEs who employed
paratactic elaboration of clarification, while there was no deployment of paratactic elaboration of
exposition at all. The low occurrences of both types of elaboration show that the logico-semantic of
elaboration is not a favoured logo-genetic pattern in AEs.
A probable reason is that the genre of argument requires lower use of defining resources in comparison to
other genres such as descriptive report or science report (Sriniwass 2004, Brisk & Rosa 2014). Martin
argues that “science discourse is a technical one because science is concerned with building up an
uncommon sense of interpretation of the world” (1993, p. 225). In descriptive reports, paratactic
exposition, particularly, is used to reiterate the thesis of the main clause, give it a new perspective or
strengthen the proposition of the primary clause, which is not so common in the genre of argumentation.
The genre of argumentation requires the writer to argue what is outlined in the thesis by giving
information on how or why. It is not so much about giving a new perspective or strengthening the
proposition of the primary clause.

8.3.3

Extension

The analysis of the data for the extension relations shows that the conjunctions ‘and’ and ‘but’, marking
paratactic addition relations, were the most used, followed by ‘instead of’ and ‘rather than’, marking the
hypotactic replacive variation relation. It is also observed that the schematic structure of AEs is also
achieved through paratactic additive positive and adversative relations, particularly through chains of
longer spans of clauses in the essays. However, at one point, too many paratactic positive additive
relations in a clause-complex as shown in many LGEs indicates the inability of the writers to use nonfinite hypotactic relation, which can lead to wordy clause-complexes more typical of oral language. This
finding concurs with that of Brisk and Rosa (2014). Also, it seems that all groups of writers need more
practice in deploying non-finite hypotactic positive additive relation as there is only one occurrence of the
relation found in the study, which is in HGE-2.
Both HGEs and MGEs deployed the paratactic and hypotactic adversative extension relations. There is no
occurrence in LGEs, while for the paratactic one MGEs have slightly more occurrences than those of
HGEs. For the hypotactic one, there is only one occurrence across the data, which is found in HGE-1.
The hypotactic replacive varying extension this type of relation can be considered as not really a favoured
logo-semantic relation. The low frequency of this type of logico-semantic paratactic alternation extension
relation indicates that this type of relation is not a significant one in the genre of argumentation, at least
for the type of argument and type of writer studied in the present research.
Hence, the most favoured type is extension paratactic positive addition as the use of this type of relation is
consistently high across the data of the study. The overall descriptive analysis of the data shows that there
is a strong tendency for the writers to construct their arguments through the resources of paratactic
positive additive extension relation. At times, this relation occurs in long chains spanning many clauses,
although sometimes within these long chains there is a change in the sub-category of addition.
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8.3.4

Enhancement

The paratactic enhancement relation is not a favoured one in the essays in this study. There are only 16
paratactic clauses found across the 60 essays: four temporal successive later relations, and 12 causal
condition cause reason relations. In terms of logico-semantic relations, the most favoured one is the nonfinite causal-conditional purpose relation (186), followed by finite causal-conditional cause relation (166).
The least favoured one is causal-condition cause negative, with only one occurrence. A probable reason
why the hypotactic purpose and causal relation is well-favoured is because of the nature of the genre that
is argumentative writing and also the writing topic in the final examination specifies that the students
should argue in terms of “how” and “why” organ donation should be encouraged. The reason for the least
favoured negative one being counter- expectation is that because almost all essays were written in onesided argument structure or the Hortatory argument structure, there was little need to produce concessions
or similar moves which might prompt students to use counter-expectation relations.
On the whole, the most used enhancing relation in this study is causal-conditional relation and this
confirms the findings of Srinon’s (2010) study, while the least one is manner relation. However, students
may lack the capacity to use counter expectation enhancing clauses in refuting opposite arguments or
claims and this possible ‘deficiency’ is worth look into so that students can argue well in the future. In
addition, Srinon found that after his intervention in the syllabus, his subjects increased their use of
projections, causality and counter-expectation relations, which made the essay scores higher because of a
better quality of arguments and reasoning.

8.4

Mapping Schematic Analysis to the Analysis of Logico-Semantic Relation and Taxis

Addressing the third research question, the schematic structure analysis mapped against the detailed
logical metafunction analysis has revealed a great deal of salient findings. In general, the HGEs were
more likely than the MGEs and the LGEs to contain all stages specified by Lee's model (2006). In
achieving these stages, they used a more balanced mix of hypotactic and paratactic expansion, the least
amount of, but appropriate variety of types of, expansion, and very little projection. The majority of
HGEs constructed sentences not more than two ranking clauses in showing the different stages and substages of the Hortatory Argument structure where most of the arguments were condensed in
nominalisations or in the form of embedded clauses.
The LGEs were most likely to omit stages or elements of key stages, and displayed a large amount of
description, which was not seen in the other grades. In achieving these schematic patterns the LGEs used
a substantially higher proportion of hypotaxis compared with other grades, and the widest selection of
types of expansion, principally causal expansion of non-finite purpose expansion, but the remaining
resources were actually not appropriate in achieving a “conforming” Hortatory argument structure. At the
same time, LGEs used a larger amount of projection than the other two groups, apparently unhelpfully.
The MGEs patterns of schematic structure and clause combination patterns were somewhere between
these two poles, and a particular feature of the MGEs was that the writers could produce AEs conforming
to the Hortatory argument structure, but the sub-stages included tend to be of the ‘Descriptive Report’
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genre. In terms of deployment of logico-semantic relations, they used less projection than LGEs as well
as causal expansion of non-finite purpose expansion. They had a better balance of hypotaxis and parataxis
in comparison to LGEs. Another weakness is that the MGEs writers performed rather poorly in the
‘Summary’ sub-stage of the ‘Reinforcement’ in comparison to HGEs. It looks like they were almost
HGEs in terms of the schematic structure, but more like LGEs in terms of the deployment of logicosemantic relation resources. One question this raises, which will need to be held over for future study is
the question of how writers can achieve a relatively strong schematic structure without the appropriate
logico-semantic resources being used, if logico-semantic relations are indeed crucial to the successful
creation of the relevant stages of the target genre.
Nevertheless, this study contributes to the understanding of how the logical metafunction can be deployed
appropriately based on the different stages of schematic structure of AEs. The analysis of clause
combination has revealed how arguments can be constructed differently in academic writing, particularly
AEs. In the study, grammatical intricacy, which tends to reflect a “spoken-like” use of language with
several clauses chained together, appears to have meant lower scores in the three main stages of AEs
namely, Thesis ^ Argument ^ Conclusion (Recommendation/Reinforcement).
HGE writers, who can be considered the most proficient ones, seem to know when to “pack” or “unpack”
information (Ventola 1996). The writers utilised both clause simplexes and complexes to serve particular
purposes. In the Thesis stage, HGEs tend to use simplexes to preview the Thesis in a compact manner by
using nominalisations. Promwinai (2010) argued that nominalisation can be used strategically in every
stage of AE. Although she may be correct about good writers making use of nominalisation as well as
clause complexing, it may not be the case that all nominalisation is equally suitable for all stages as she
suggests. Nominalisation is a grammatical feature of mature writing, and it serves an important function
in objective writing (Derewianka 2003; Knapp & Watkins 2005; Painter, Derewianka & Torr 2007).
Similarly, the writers used clause simplex to express Claim in the Argument stage and this writing style
can be labelled as a strategy to enable reasoning to be made ‘within’ rather than ‘between’ clauses
(Martin & White 2005). On one hand, clause complexes are mostly deployed in the Elaboration stages,
which allows information to be unpacked, while in the Conclusion stage, simplexes are deployed again
most of the time to consolidate a concise reiteration of the three arguments in the argument stages. In
other words, simplexes and nominalisations function to synthesise discussion and affirm the validity of
the Thesis (Hyland 1990). Thus, nominalisations particularly, are needed to compactly organise meanings
as part of the summary. Thus, although nominalisation is not the main discussion of the present study, the
present findings suggest that this grammatical feature is important for well-formed APEs and further
research on it will be worthwhile.
Another area to highlight is the proper use of voice in academic writing. In many tertiary settings, the
voice is claimed to be formal, objective and impersonal. However, more and more studies have shown
that the use of pronoun ‘I’ (as in ‘I believe’) has an important place in academic writing (Hyland 2002,
2005; Martin & White 2005). In the present study, the use of first-person pronoun either the singular ‘I’
or the plural ‘We’ is very low. Thus, EAP teachers or lecturers need to be better-informed about the use
of personal voice. Hyland (1996) categorised personal attribution as a kind of reader-orientation hedge to
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soften claims by reducing the writer’s assertiveness, and thus leaving the claim “open to the reader’s
judgement” (p448). The reason is that expressing opinion and attitude is part of AW, as writer tries to
interpret, argue, criticise and persuade reader (Hood 2005; Woodward-Kron 2002). In the present study,
almost all the writers in the three groups used “impersonal projection” and in many instances, exploited,
consciously or subconsciously, the prevalent use of nominalisations for buried reasoning in almost every
phase in every stage of their writing. This finding, again, concurs with that of Promwinai’s (2010).
The use of projection more generally is an area that needs more attention, because projection also can
affect how academic writing is valued (Promwinai 2010). Students are expected to support their claims
with convincing evidence from experts. In this study, what seems to hold the writers back is not
understanding when to deploy projection appropriately in their writing. In the final examination, the
students were instructed to quote appropriately from two given articles (see Appendix I) to support their
claims. Unfortunately, many students particularly of the MGE and LGE groups tend to include authority’s
quotations directly from the articles in almost every Elaboration stage, which this practice inhibits them
from interpreting what is said in support of their argument. This weakness in the use of projection might
result from the different levels of English proficiency and this is also highlighted in the findings of Lee’s
(2006) and Promwinai’s (2010) studies. In short, language proficiency can affect how well students
interpret sources to support their claims and arguments.
In conclusion, the writers of the three groups demonstrate both strengths and weaknesses in their writing
as they try to cope with the demands of the argumentative genre. The labelling of the groups can be seen
as directly indicating that the essay scores largely reflect the writers’ control of the language of academic
argumentation. The HGE writers showed better and somewhat mature academic writing as revealed
through the appropriate use of clause simplexes as well as complexes according to the different stages of
AEs by packing most information in the Thesis and Conclusion stages by using nominalisations. The
analyses of clause combination and nominalisations indirectly highlight the HGE writers’ in using mature
language typical of written mode. The weaker writers tend to have higher number of clause-complexes
per sentence which indicates the writing is more influenced by speaking. In addition, although the use of
conjunctions between clauses within a sentence does help in clarifying the details of an argument, it
appears that this is not common in mature written exposition, which in fact favours inexplicit reasoning
(Martin & White 2005). To help reduce the high dependency on conjunctions between clauses in a
sentence particularly, nominalisations can be employed to reason “within’ clauses” rather than “between
clauses”.

8.5

Implications

This study is located at the intersection of linguistics and education. Thus, a discussion on its implications
will be given in two sub-sections, which are education and linguistics.

8.5.1

Implications for Educational Institutions

The present study investigated essays written based on a UiTM EAP course which is not explicitly based
on SFL-framed teaching. Nonetheless, the study found that major differences between HGEs, MGEs and
LGEs stem from the fact that only HGEs meet the expectations of the raters/examiners in terms of
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structure and language features, based on descriptive categories from SFL for analyses of both generic
structure and lexicogrammar. Therefore, it seems vital that the institution plays a key role in supporting
SFL genre-based EAP programmes by placing more focus on the explicit teaching of genre and other
elements of a functional approach. EAP instructors can be instructed to teach both the structure and
important language features of AEs. Also, the instructors should teach in a way that they can raise
students’ awareness of genre and register and at the same time equip them with some useful
metalanguage. Thus, a revamp of the institution’s EAP course seems vital if we want to see significant
improvement in student writing of argument genres and to prepare them for the demands of academic
discourse in the English-medium community of practice.
Another reason for such a revamp is that one of the difficulties in improving writing skills is explaining to
students their areas of weakness. Standard procedures include correcting their grammar, looking for topic
sentences, and encouraging students to provide supporting details in paragraphs have so far seemed less
than fruitful as similar errors repeated over time. The results of the mapping analysis of the present study
have indicated that argument structure and lexico-grammar can work simultaneously in producing wellwritten AEs and if this feature can be made explicit to the students, it could help them improve their
writing. All this while, too little attention is paid to how crucial essay features can be realised
linguistically. And even if an instructor wants to correct such realisations, there are no clear guidelines
about how this can be done. Thus, I posit that the lexico-grammar that I have identified as linguistic
correlates of quality can be used to quite easily operationalise such intangible concepts as flow of
argument, method of argument development, and hierarchical ordering of logical ideas.
As mentioned in Chapter Five on the schematic structure, the findings of this study reveal that LGEs’
argument structures have less clear schematic stages and to a certain extent fail to generate a problem–
solution structure (although the latter is not the focus of the present study). Thus, any new proposed EAP
courses need to pay more attention to the pragmatic goal of the communicative nature of argument
structure by addressing clearly what the academic discourse audience expects ESL writers to comply
with, in terms of argument structure (Connor 2002). Also, the proposed EAP course needs to place more
emphasis on the paragraph level of organising information (text organisation) directly within Argument
stages, which are Point and Elaboration structures (Lee 2006; cf Dreyfus et al. 2006).
The next sub-section will discuss the linguistic implication of the present study.

8.5.2

Implications for Specific Linguistic Emphasis

The linguistic aim of the present study is to explore the writers’ linguistic awareness in terms of the
logical metafunction in order to put it directly into pedagogic practice. The analysis of the resources of
taxis and the logico-semantic relation of the logical metafunction indicates that the explicit teaching of
these resources should help students to construe appropriate logico-semantic meanings as part of
constructing their arguments. Hopefully, a more balanced use of hypotaxis and parataxis along with more
appropriate alternation between clause complexing and simplexes that contain logical metaphor
(nominalisation)

will help students produce AEs that are written with appropriate logico-semantic

relations namely projection, cause-condition of purpose and cause, and counter-expectation, which seem
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to be important resources in producing successful AEs. By doing this, their meaning making will come
closer to that which is required for fully fluent English language academic writing even though the
writing may still continue to have some instances of unidiomatic vocabulary choice and grammatical
combination (Srinon 2010).
Couture (1986: 70) pointed out that “in constructing a message for rhetorical discourse, writers must
discover 'an ordering principle, or hypothesis' that governs the hierarchical arrangement of information
that will be presented in the discourse.” She further added that “in constructing the shape of the
discourse, the writer looks for 'shared experiences, shared knowledge, shared beliefs, values and attitudes,
shared language'”. Couture's perceptions of valued communication or quality match the findings of this
research. Couture's hierarchical ordering of information is realised in the findings of the mapping analysis
between the schematic structure and taxis as well as logico-semantic relations.
If there is a variation in the schematic structure, it is to be expected that the original generic potential has
not been realised. Thus, the text may be described as not (fully) belonging to the target genre. Or if the
values of the register variables, which in this study are the taxis and logico-semantic relations, depart
greatly from the intended function of the text, the text may be said to be incorrect for its purpose.
However, very often the register variation is a matter of degree. For example, in the investigation of the
essays in the study, there are linguistic differences in the realisation of good and poor quality texts. The
texts which have been described as poor quality (i.e. they are rated ‘poor’ by markers) in many ways still
belong to the genre of argumentative writing. Within the framework of argumentative writing, however,
they fall short and are described as being poorer in quality. There is the possibility that in fact they belong
to another genre or at least are closer in features to another register. This has been discussed in greater
length in Chapter Five - Schematic Structure.
An important caveat to this finding is that while these texts which are closer to spoken discourse are rated
lower than the others, this is not to say that spoken discourse is poorer in quality than written discourse in
any global sense. It must be remembered that these texts are evaluated using criteria for the written form
and for a particular genre: academic writing. Also, the texts are produced in a stress-condition that is the
final examination condition.

8.6

Theoretical Contributions

This study makes significant theoretical and methodological contributions to research in this field. The
major contribution is to propose comprehensive consistent analytical frameworks in order to capture the
logical metafunction management in AEs: a writer’s construction of argument structure and deployment
of taxis as well as logico-semantic relations aligned to the schematic structure.
The internal motivation of this contribution stems from the significant adjustments made to suit the nature
of the data and from the main purpose of the study: to explore the premise that successful AEs written in
an academic institution are constituted by the successful manipulation of schematic structure and logical
metafunction resources.
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The external motivation is influenced by the emphasis that “[… IN…] the importance of constructing a
message for rhetorical discourse, writers must discover 'an ordering principle or hypothesis' that governs
the hierarchical arrangement of information that will be presented in the discourse” (Couture 1986, p. 70).
Another reason is the fact that the logical metafunction is the least explored and investigated one in SFL,
not to mention in SFL-inspired language pedagogy.
The details of the contributions of this study in relation to each feature or resource are as follows:
a.

Schematic Structure
•

Argumentative essays can be approached either in the problem-solution or cause-effect
structure.

•

Staging of successful Elaboration stage
Evidence ^ Evaluation OR Evidence + Evaluation ^ Suggestion ^ Consequence

•

Staging of successful Reinforcement stage
Summary ^ Evaluation

b.

Taxis
•

More hypotaxis preferred, so that fewer conjunctions ‘between’ clauses to avoid
spoken-like discourse

•
c.

More deployment of conjunctions ‘within clauses’ is preferred.

Logico-Semantic Relations
•

Projections of locution and ideas to help support students’ claims, arguments and
voices.

•

Cause-condition of purpose and reason to argue how and why

•

Counter-expectation to refute opposition

•

Less paratactic positive additive clauses to avoid oral-like argument, which can be
reduced via non-finite positive additive hypotactic relation and nominalisation

d.

Schematic Structure and Logical Metafunction
•

Thesis stage is constructed in simplex with the use of nominalisation to preview the
Argument Points in the body paragraphs

•

Argument Point is constructed in simplex with the deployment of nominalisation to
present claim or argument

•

Elaboration stage to contain a mixture of simplex, paratactic and hypotactic clauses to
mirror the essay as academic writing avoiding spoken-mode written text

•

8.7

Summary to be constructed in simplex to reflect the Preview in Thesis stage

Limitations of the research

There are three principal limitations to this study.
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8.7.1

Sample

The first limitation is the sample demographic background, which was made up of volunteer participants
of only one racial group that is Malay. Ideally the sample should include students of other main races in
Malaysia namely Chinese, Indian, Punjabi and the Borneo ethnic groups of Sabah and Sarawak for a
more definitive description of the differences, however this was not possible for reasons of access to the
relevant groups. As a result, the findings may not hold across other demographic groups within the
Malaysian undergraduate community; equally the findings may have limited applicability outside the
Malaysian or South East Asian higher education context. Also, if an equal number of both male and
female participants are made specific, a description of the differences of different gender’s way of writing
could give more insight into the research area.

8.7.2

Other rhetorical and linguistic features

The research only focuses on schematic structure of AEs, the logical metafunction of SFL and the
mapping of those two features. The analysis by no means exhausts the variety of rhetorical and linguistic
features which can also be analysed. For example, an explicit textual analysis can lead to better
management of AE structure with clear textual features at both global and local levels i.e. macro-structure
as well micro-structural details for cohesion. The inclusion of textual and interpersonal resources in the
mapping analysis between all the three metafunction with the schematic structure of AEs will definitely
give richer structural, language and linguistic descriptions of argument constructions. Other linguistic
features that warrant a major investigation the use of nominalisation as logical grammatical metaphor.
Additionally, the essays were produced in an examination condition. Thus, the findings show that texts
which are produced under examination stress conditions have features of spoken discourse. This is
because the writers were constrained by time and affective factors when writing under examination
conditions and had no resource for editing.
Another limitation is that explicit modelling of the semantic stratum was not done. This would have
allowed mapping between context (generic stage), semantics and lexicogrammar, but was beyond the
scope of the thesis given the amount of additional empirical analysis it would have required. Therefore,
the basis on which schematic results were linked to logico-semantic results in this thesis was on the basis
of semantic plausibility only.
There is additionally a potential circularity in argument based on the fact that a) generic stages were
identified by interpreting their ‘meanings’ including relations between points, however b) ‘stage’ and
‘point’ etc are then treated as independent variables that can be mapped against logico-semantic choice.
The essays themselves are marked/graded using an interpretive approach as well, and we can be fairly
confident that markers are responding to logico-semantic relations among other features in their grading.
However, in text linguistics there is always the difficulty of getting ‘outside’ that relation between
specific features and perceived quality/interpretation, so this is not a limitation that is unique to the
present study. In this case the external rating of essay quality at least helps to establish a fixed point of
reference. Helpfully, in this study it is a ‘member’s perspective’ (cf. Sacks 1972) on the global quality of
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each essay that is compared with the analyst’s account of its features namely schematic structure and
logico-semantic resources used.

8.7.3

Raters

The last limitation relates to the reliability of grading as only two raters or examiners were used
altogether. To ensure reliability in rating, the raters chosen were experienced in the marking of AEs.
However, it would have been more reliable if more than two raters were involved in the marking of all the
60 texts. The next section will be recommendations for future relevant research.

8.8

Recommendations

The limitations of this study indicate further directions for research in this area. In order to draw more
reliable conclusions as to the relationship between qualities of argument and logical metafunction
resources in the Malaysian context, which may depend on cross-cultural differences, other racial/language
background groups should also be a part of future studies. Also comparing texts produced under stress
condition (examination condition) and lower-stress condition such as in-class or take-home assignment
would give better insights in helping students to cope with the demands of academic writing.
Another underexplored area to look into is to gauge ESL students’ communicative competence in spoken
English using a logical metafunction framework. This could fairly easily be incorporated into future
studies because, as mentioned in Chapter One, speaking is also another component of MUET. Another
reason would be the ‘generalised’ labelling of Asian students, which is they are always associated with
the issues of lack of oral proficiency, lack of classroom participation, and their reticence. This problem
can also be explored by applying the analytical model. The analysis of any oral production will shed some
light on what constitutes successful oral production, which in turn, can help teachers in explicitly
applying the finding in the classroom to encourage students’ participation in any oral teaching and
learning activities, thus, help improve their communicativeness.

8.9

Concluding Remarks

This thesis addresses one main problem that undergraduate students encounter in using English in
academic contexts, which is producing successful written arguments. The underlying assumption of this
research is that the degree to which a writer shows a strong grasp of the argument structure is related to
the degree to which they appropriately deploy logical metafunction resources, and that this relation is a
key to the success of formal AEs. Research results show that there is high correlation between the writer’s
grasp of the schematic structures coupled with appropriate use of logical metafunction resources and the
quality of AEs. In short, there is a correlation of quantitative patterns between schematic structures and
logical metafunction resources for successful and less successful essays, which in turn, reveals qualitative
differences in those essays.
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Appendix A- Write-it-Right’s (1996) Model Text Global Schematic Structure Analysis
Analyses of the Model Text
Model Text: Analytical Exposition
Title of Essay: Do you agree with the Forestry Commission’s policy to phase out major logging
operations in NSW? Give reasons for your answer.
Note: The first column: Bold: functional stages (//). Plain: delicate levels (/). The second column:
Content
Functional stages
Identification

Content
Para 1

Thesis
With concession

//1 Rainforests are closed forests which found in patches along the east coast of
Australia. 2 In NSW, the Forestry Commission estimates that there are currently
253,000 hectares of rainforest remaining of which almost 70% is in states Forests
(Stacey, 1995:35). 3 At present, these areas are logged by both selective and
clearfelling methods, according to an annual quota of a volume of timber which can
be taken by each mill.
Para 2
//4 Despite arguments to the contrary, there is strong evidence that these logging
practices not
only cause significant and often irreparable damage to the environment but
ultimately to the
timber industry itself. 5 The Forestry Commission’s policy of phasing out major
logging
operations by 1996 must, therefore, be considered essential to preserve what is left
of the NSW rainforests.

Argument
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
+Evaluation.
Effect 1
Effect 2

Consequence
Example
Evaluation.
Effect 3

Consequence

1

Para 3
//6 The most important reason for phasing out logging is its destructive impact on
the
environment.
/7 Logging affects the rainforest ecosystem in a number of ways.
8 Firstly, the loss of rainforest means the loss of large quantities of unique plant and
animal species. 9 Despite their diminishing area, the rainforests of eastern Australia
still retain the greatest number of flowering plant species in the world (Stacey,
1995: 45).
10 The rainforests also provide a habitat for many species of rare and
/ or endangered animals, some of which are found only in rainforests. 11These
plants and animals evolve to suit the specific environmental conditions of the
rainforest.
12 If these conditions are modified by removing trees, many of these species will
become extinct. 13 It is estimated, in fact, that if rainforest destruction occurs at the
present rate, by the end of the century nearly half of the world’s plant and animal
species will be wiped out (Lucas, 1998: 36).
/14 Although the forestry industry claims that trees grow well in regenerated
forests, these new growth forests do not provide the conditions for many species to
survive.
/15 For example, the new trees do not have the valuable hollows which provide
habitats for tree dwelling animals.
/16 Rainforest soils are also affected by removing trees.
17 In general most of the nutrients of rainforests are stored in the vegetation and not
in the soils. 18 Before logging, the soil is protected by vegetation and leaf litter.
19 When the canopy of trees is partially or totally removed by logging large areas
of soils are left exposed to rain and wind. 20 The water and nutrients are
transported out of the area by the rain and wind resulting in soil erosion.
/21 Even though new trees are often planted, a great deal of the nutrient value of the
2

Argument
Point

2

Elaboration
Evidence
+Evaluation

/23 While the timber lobby argues that continued logging will protect the industry
(Jarvis,1998:56), this argument ignores the long term effects of continuing present
practices. 24 Many timber mills in NSW are still operating occurring to quotas
which were set in 1953. 25 These quotas were determined on the basis of each
mill’s log intake and were set well beyond the capacity of the state’s rainforest
areas to sustain them.
/26 Although some quotas have been changed since then, these unsustainable
logging practices are continued the supply of timber will soon run out and many
workers will lose their jobs.

Consequence

Argument
Point

forests may be lost before the soil can once again be protected.
Para 4
//22 A second reason for phasing out rainforest logging is that continuing present
logging practices will ultimately have a negative effect on the timber industry itself.

3

Elaboration
Evidence
+Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Suggestion

Recommendation
Suggestion

Para 5
//27 Finally, there are strong political reasons for ceasing logging.
/28 Although supporters for logging claim that conservationists represent only a
small minority of the population, there is evidence to prove that this is far from
true. 29 A recent opinion poll commissioned by the national Conservation
Foundation found that 69% of people in NSW favour preserving what is left of the
state’s rainforests from logging and clearing (NCF report, May 1998).
/30 This is a substantial majority and shows that rainforest protection is by far the
most important conservation issue in N.S.W.
Para 6
//31 The arguments presented above make it clear that continuing current practices
of rainforest logging in NSW would be irresponsible.
/32 Therefore, phasing out rainforest logging as proposed by the Forestry
Commission is the
only viable alternative because it allows for time to find viable alternatives to
rainforest timbers and to provide alternative employment to the workers.
Para 7
// 33 One possible way of addressing the economic consequences of phasing out
logging is to develop other industries such as eco-tourism in the existing rainforest
areas. /34 Properly managed eco-tourism would provide employment and much
needed money for the mill towns, enable people to enjoy and appreciate the value
of the existing rainforests as well as ensure the continued preservation of the
delicate rainforest ecosystems.

3

Appendix B1- HGE Schematic Structure of Argumentative Essay Analysis
HGE1
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
// 1 In this era of constant globalization, organ donation is a phrase that keeps on
appearing everywhere. 2 From newspapers to magazine and even online, organ
donation is not a new issue and certainly not an alien to us. 3 It has, therefore,
become the mother of all topics, be it among the public or even in the
parliament. 4 According to Cruez (2008), the demand for organ transplants is
increasing all across the globe while the supply is not merely enough to satisfy
all the needs. 5 Thus, organ donation can be the only mean to overcome this
problem. 6 However, Malaysians are not in full awareness about donating their
organs due to certain circumstances.

Identification

Thesis

//7 Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to
the fact that organ donation can save others’ lives, not harmful and a noble deed.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
// 8 To begin with, Malaysian should be encouraged to donate their organs in
order to save other people’s lives.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence

/ 9 Live has always been viewed as a precious and sacred gift from God.
/10 Thus, it can be said that saving others’lives is not an option. 11 Malaysia
needs around 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers per annum in
order to save patients’ lives (Cruez, 2008).
/12 It is, therefore, obvious though via organ donation, we can save thousands of
lives every year.
/13 Instead of wasting the organs to nowhere, organ donation should become a
norm among Malaysians in order to save the lives of others (Cruez, 2008).

Deduction
Suggestion
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Para 3
// 14 Next, organ donation is not harmful.
+

Evidence
Deduction

Argument 3
Point

Para 4
// 23 Last but not least, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because it is a noble deed.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
Evaluation

/15 Cruez (2008) found that many bad and false stories about organ donation has
led the public to avoid organ donation. 16 It was found that the public has
developed negative perception about organ donation. 17 They have been
indoctrinated with the belief that organ donation is harmful (Cruez, 2008). 18
However, it is not necessarily true.
/19 According to Chua (2004), latest developments and technology in surgical
process have majorly contributed to the success of organ transplantation.
/20 Therefore, there is nothing to fear about organ donation. 21 Although, this
subject only applies to live donors, but it is extremely important to make
potential live donors (Chua, 2004). Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged
to donate their organs due to the fact that organ donation is harmless.

+

/24 As previously mentioned, organ donation can save others’ lives; therefore, it
is crystal clear that organ donation is a noble and an honourable action.
/25 Cruez (2008) states that major religions nowadays support organ donation.
26 There is no case where organ donation is being condemned by any religions
in Malaysia. 27 This is proven because Malaysians nowadays are open about
organ donation.

4

Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction

/28 Even the Malays nowadays donate their organs (Cruez, 2008).
/29 Many of the Malays believe that good deeds will be rewarded hereafter.
/30 Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs because
it is a noble, kind deeds.

Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//31 In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because organ donation can save other people’s lives, not harmful and a noble
deed.

Recommendation
Suggestion

//32 Therefore, Malaysians should undergo a paradigm shift and change their
negative perception about organ donation. 33 Whether we like it or not, organ
donation should become a norm and a part of our lives. 34 So start pledging now
because with one pledge, we can save many lives.

5

HGE2
Functional Stages

Para 1
//1 Organ donation is a form of treatment whereby diseased and defective organs
and tissues are replaced with healthy ones from perspective donors (Chua, 2004).
2 In Malaysia, although it has been proven to be successful, many among us are
still afraid to take part and donate organs due to lack of awareness. 3 According to
the Health Minister (n.d, as cited in Cruez, 2008), the number of organs saved for
donation was negligible due to the objections from victims’ families despite the
number of fatal accidents occurring in the country each year.

Identification

Thesis

//4 Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because it is
proven to be successful, it is an important source of tissues and organs for
transplantation and also because of the difference between supply of organs and
the number of organs needed for organ transplants.
Para 2
//5 The success of organ transplant is one of the reasons as to why organ donation
should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence

/6 Chua (2004) states that the recent advancements in surgical procedures and the
presence of anti-rejection drugs have greatly contributed to the success of organ
transplantation. 7 This has been as according to Cruez (2008), a total of 215
people have donated their organs and the harvest includes kidneys, hearts, livers,
lungs and other organs needed by the receivers of the organs since 1970.
/8 Thus, people should not be afraid of undergoing an organ transplantation.
Para 3
//9 Besides that, organ donation should also be encouraged among Malaysians
because it is an important source of tissues and organ transplantation.

Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Evaluation
Evidence

+

Evaluation
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation +
Evidence

Reinforcement
Evaluation
Evaluation
Summary

Content

+

/10 Chua (2004) states that at present, the sources of organs for transplantation
comes either from a live donor or cadaveric donor. 11 The donors can be relatives,
friends and also strangers who have the same blood type as the patient.
/12 With the donation of organs from these prospective donors, the lives of the
patients will be saved.
/13 As for cadaveric organ donors, Cruez (2008) opines that donating of organs to
save lives of others after death rather than wasting deceased’s organ should
become the custom for Malaysians.
/14 However, fears of dismemberment after death seems to be one of the few
reasons as to why cadaveric donations are scarce.
Para 4
//15 Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs because of the
disparity between supply of organs and the need for organ transplants.
/16 As the number of organ transplantation rises, the supply of organs however
seems bleak. 17 This is present because despite of support from major religions,
people are still thinking about their mortality (Cruez, 2008). 18 Apart from that,
there are a number of pledgers who does not inform their families of their pledges
to donate their organ so when they die, the family relatives refuse to give away the
pledger to the hospital.
Para 5
//19 All in all, organ donation is one of the many noble ways to spare lives. 20
People should start realizing the importance of organ donation and transplantation
in the process of saving others.
/21 It is also vital for Malaysians to be encouraged to take part in organ donation
as it is successful apart from it being an important source of organs and tissues for
transplantation and also because of the disparity between the number of organ
supplies and the number of organs needed for successful transplants.

6

HGE3
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation is an act of donating or giving organs to someone else who
is in need in order to continue the survival of human beings. 2 Organ donation is
not a new issue in our country as most of Malaysians nowadays are being aware
of this issue. 3 However, organ donation rates are seemed to be at a poor level
due to the discouragement of donating organs among us. 4 Organ donation
should be encouraged among Malaysians as it can save many lives.

Identification

Thesis

//5 There are several ways to encourage Malaysians on organ donation such as
by educating the public, by conducting a public forum and by governing the acts
on organ donation.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//6 To be start with, one of the ways to encourage Malaysians to participate in
organ donation is by educating public on the organ donation itself.

Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation

/7 According to Chua (2004), current advancement in surgical procedures and
the aviability of anti-rejection drugs have powerfully make a success of organ
transplantation. 8 This can be done by having or carrying out a day on
exposuring the process of surgery on organs plantation at public hospitals exist
in Malaysia. 9 So, Malaysians will get the opportunity to learn and to be
knowledgeable on organ donation, hence, encourage them to participate in this
charity to save other human life. 10 They also can experience themselves on
how the organ transplantations actually being done. 11 Experience is the best
teacher.
/12 Thus, giving the education on organ donation can encourage the public to
join the organ donation itself.

Consequence
Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//13 Other than that, another way to convince the Malaysians to get involved in
donating organs is by conducting a public forum on organ donation.

Elaboration
Evaluation

/14 Even though we are being aware of this issue, there is also unpleasant feeling
among people thinking about their death, and worry of break up after that
(Cruez, 2008).
/15 Hence, it discourages them to donate their organs if they die. 16 So, forum
seems to be the way out to expose the importance and the benefits of donating
organs rather than just saving a life.
/17 Other than that, public forum also can change the mindset of society
members on organ donations.
/18 According to Cruez (2008), organ donation rates are low because of the
continuity of exposurement on negative and false idea about organ donation
which create a negative perspective that organ donation can be harmful.
/19 Thus, by having a clear public forum on the exact facts of donating organs, it
can encourage public to support the donation of organs in the future.

Deduction
Suggestion
Evidence
Consequence
Argument 3
Point

Para 4
//20 Last but not least, by governing the acts on organ donation also can
encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
Evaluation

+

/21Organ donation has been wrongly interpreted as it gives a negative
impression on the public, yet nowadays organ donation is human trafficking
interrelated.
/22 This was supported by Chua (2004), as he said that the mistake in Malaysia’s
law system increased human trafficking in order to get the source of organs. 23

7

This may put the perceptions of organ donations on a worse condition among
Malaysians.
/24 Therefore, the government should take an action by reviewing or governing
the acts about organ donation such as the Human Tissues Act 1974 in order to
get the faith back from Malaysians, the nation’s society members to support and
not misinterpret or get the wrong ideas of organ donation.

Suggestion

Reinforcement
Evaluation
Evaluation
Summary

+

Para 5
//25 As the conclusion, organ donation is not as bad as what we, the Malaysians
think of. 26 Instead, it can save other human lives which will contribute to the
success of human survival on the Earth.
/27 Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians as the
nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers to save
precious lives and it can be done by educating the public, by conducting a public
forum and by governing the acts on organ donation. 28 There is nothing more
valuable other than saving someone’s life.

8

HGE4
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Death can happen to anyone in any part of the world. 2 As a baby is born to
this world, some people also die in return. 3 That is a normal cycle. 4 Death may
occurs due to sickness or injury from accidents that damage certain organs. 5
These deaths can be prevented if we have limitless supply of donated organs. 6
Nevertheless, organ donation is not a custom among Malaysians and we are facing
a serious problem of the lack of donated organs.

Thesis

//7 Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because the
need of organ transplant has been on rise, the organ donation rates are low and the
rapid development of the transplant technology.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//8 First and foremost, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because the need of organ transplant has been on rise.

Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation
Deduction
Evaluation
Evidence
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
Evaluation
Suggestion

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation
Deduction
Evaluation
Deduction

/9 According to Chua (2004), some people who are in need of money even go to
the extent of selling their own organs to patients who really need organ transplant.
10 The high demand for organ transplant also encourages human trafficking. 11
Nevertheless, we do not want these kind of crimes to continue.
/12 Therefore, Malaysians need to be encourage to donate their organs willingly.
/13 Recently, even the Malays are being very open minded and expecting the idea
of organ donation.
/14 Malays are the major organ donors (Cruez, 2008) and many lives has been
saved from the organs donated.
/15 With some encouragement, the needs of organs transplant can be met.
Para 3
//16 Secondly, the low rate of organ donation in Malaysia is also one of the
reasons why Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs.
/17 The need for organ transplant are increasing but the supply of donated organs
are unfortunately limited.
/18 Although many religions are supporting the idea of organ donation, but still it
failed to increase the donation rate (Cruez, 2008).
/19 In addition, negative and false stories about organ donation are also dropping
the rate.
/20 With encouragement from many parties such as the Ministry of Health,
Malaysians sure can ignore the outrageous stones and change their mindset about
organ donation. 21 Malaysians need to be informed and make them confident that
organ donation is absolutely harmless.
Para 4
//22 Last but not least, encouragement for organ donation is very important
because the development of the transplant technology is very rapid.
/23 Chua (2004) states that most organ transplantation has been very successful
due to the current development in surgical processes and the availability of antirejection drugs.
/24 Thus, Malaysians need to be encouraged so that they are not scared to undergo
the procedure.
/25 These procedures are proven to be a success and a safe process, and many
patients who suffer from various organ failure conditions are saved. 26 The fast
development in this field can further encourage Malaysians to be more open
minded and change their negative views about organ donation.
/27 As a result, organ donation will become a trend among Malaysians and
millions of lives can be saved.
9

Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation

Para 5
//28 In conclusion, the increasing needs of organ transplant, the low organ
donation rates and the rapid development of the transplant technology are the three
major reasons to encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.
/29 These situations should make Malaysians realize of how important their
donated organs and the surgical procedure is absolutely harmless.
/30 They should throw away the social stigma about organ donation and start
donating organs now. 31 This trend is hope to be a significant milestone to citizens
of other nations, so that the problem of scarce donated organs can be eliminated.
/32 Just imagine how many lives can be saved from the donated organs rather than
letting the organs go to waste.
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HGE5
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation

Evaluation
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence

Warning
Evaluation
Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Consequence

Content
Para 1
// 1 Life is a bless. 2 It is something sacred which should be appreciated and
preserved. 3 Everybody deserves to live happily with their loved ones. 4
However, serious or terminal diseases sometimes come into our lives. 5 Some
diseases are curable while some are not. 6 Patients who suffer a serious a lifethreatening disease often think that their lives has come to an end and that nothing
can be done to make them stay alive and continue to live with their family and
loved ones. 7 Actually, these patients who suffer a serious disease can be saved
by organ transplantation. 8 It is a form of treatment which involves the
replacement of diseased organs and tissues with healthy ones from donors (Chua,
2004).
//9 Therefore, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians because
it has proven to be successful, there is an increasing need throughout the world
for organ transplants to fulfill an organ pledgers wish.
Para 2
//10 The first reason why organ donations should be encouraged among
Malaysian is because it has been proven to be successful.
/11 Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs which include 128
kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as
skin and bones (Cruez, 2008). 12 Recent developments in surgical methods and
the availability of anti-rejection drugs have contributed greatly to the success of
organ transplantation (Chua, 2004).
/13 Because of these developments, it has been possible for the transplant
procedure to take place to help save the lives of those who suffer from many
kind of organ failure states.
/14 Because it has been proven to be successful, there is no reason for public to
be warned of the consequences or thinking that this process is harmful.
Para 3
// 15 Other than that, organ donations should also be encouraged because there is
an increasing need throughout the world for organ transplants.
/16 There is an increased difference a gap between the supply of organs and the
need for organ transplants (Cruez, 2008). 17 The country requires about 1,200
kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year in order to save patients’
lives (Cruez, 2008).
/18 With the increase in the number of organs in need together with the
insufficient supply of available organs, this could lead to another problem such
as human trafficking as the source of organs (Chua, 2004).
/19 If there is an adequate supply to meet the increasing supply of organs for
transplant, many lives can be saved and problem such as human trafficking can
be prevented.
/20 Rather than letting the organs go to waste after death, it is more appropriate
and thoughtful to donate the organs.
Para 4
// 21 Lastly, organ donations should be encouraged to fulfill the organ pledger’s
wish.
/22 About 100,000 people have pledged to become a donor and donate their
organs (Cruez, 2008).
/23 However, their wishes cannot be fulfilled because even though they have
pledged to donate their organs, the transplantation cannot be proceed if the
family or relatives are against it. 24 The pledger’s intentions to donate their
organ is such a noble intention as they are trying to save other people’s lives.
/25 However, problem arises when this pledger does not inform to his family
about his intentions which caused the family refuse or incapable of making any
11

Deduction
Evidence
Reinforcement
Summary

Recommendation
Suggestion

decision when the pledger dies (Cruez, 2008).
/26 The objections from donor’s families has caused the organ transplantation to
be unsuccessful.
/27 According to Cruez (2008), more organ saved for donation during fatal
accidents was ignored or cannot be used in the transplantations due to the
objections from victim’s families.
Para 5
// 28 In a nutshell, it is crystal clear that organ donations should be encouraged
among Malaysians due to the fact that it has proven to be successful, there is an
increasing need for organ transplants and to fulfill the organ pledger’s wish. 29
Many benefits can be derived from organ donations.
30 Therefore, society should be more open and aware of the importance and
benefits that organ donations can offer. 31 No man is an island; therefore
everybody should help each other such as by donating their organs to save
people’s lives so that they will get a chance to live happily once again.

12

HGE6
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Suggestion
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Deduction

Content
Para 1
//1Malaysia has been known as one of the developed countries among the world,
together with China, Singapore, Canada, and United States of America. 2
Besides the tourism, agriculture, and aerospace, Malaysia is now wishing to
explore the medical field as the advancements really would make the Malaysians
proud of it. 3 With the proper surgical procedures and anti-rejection drugs, these
will help in the achievements of organ transplansplantation (Chua, 2004).
//4 Therefore, to encourage organ donations among Malaysians, there are several
ways suggested include organizing a talk or forum, the media should give an
exposure to Malaysian about medical field, and the Ministry of Education should
organizing a campaign on the importance of organ donation.
Para 2
//5The Ministry of Health should organize a talk or a forum to encourage
Malaysians to donate organs.
/6 Organs such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs, and pancreas are the usual in
transplantation (Chua, 2004).
/7 These transplated organs may help the individual to live longer and have a
proper body system.
/8 According to Cruez (2008), Malaysians should consider the organ donation as
the quality in achieving general part of patient care.
Para 3
//9 The media should play their role by giving an exposure about medical field to
Malaysians.
/10 The televisions, radios, newspapers, and magazines should provide a special
slot about medical to attract and gain Malaysians confidence and their security.
/11 Cruez (2008) has found that only certain media shows good approached in
transplantation rather than better aspect of the process of procurement and
surgery.
Para 4
//12 The Ministry of Health should organize a campaign on the importance of
donating organs to encourage Malaysians to participate in it.
/13 Most Malaysians are still lack of knowledges and exposure about their
importance.
/14 Thus, in this campaign, the Ministry of Health should gain Malaysians
attraction by giving proper explanations and risks in donating organs.
/15 According to Cruez, if the issue of organ donations is well-explained to
Malaysians, thus it will helps to raise the number of organ donors.

Reinforcement

Para 5
//16 In a nutshell, there are several ways to encourage Malaysians to donate
organs.

Recommendation

//17 Malaysians should be open-minded and be well-explained about the organ
donations.
/18 Thus, the organ donations may help to save individual’s life and improve
their quality of life in the future.

Deduction
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HGE7
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 According to Chua Jui Meng (2004) organ transplantation is a form of
treatment for serious and fatal diseases which has proven to be successful. 2 The
donors will donate their healthy organs in order to replace the diseased and
defective organs.

Identification

Thesis

//3 Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of the
encouragement from the Ministry of Health, the disparity between the supply of
organs and the need for organ transplants and also the lack of awareness among
donors.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//4 The first reason why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
is because of the encouragement from the Ministry of Health itself.

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

Deduction
Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//9 Apart from that, there are disparity between the supply of organs and the need
for organ transplants which is rising in this world (Annie Freeda Cruez,2008).

Elaboration
Evaluation

/10 This is due to the low rate of organ donation, thus more people is encouraged
to involve in organ donation.
/11 If more Malaysians are willingly to donate organ, there will be more supply of
organs and the need for organ transplants will be much more easier.

Consequence
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Consequence
Suggestion
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary

/5The transplantation of cadaveric donor`s tissues- a dead person`s tissues, is
governed by the human Tissues Act 1974. 6 The Ministry of Health is now
looking through the Act to identify any weaknesses and trying to improve it (Chua
Jui Meng, 2004). 7 Besides that, a new guidelines on organ donation and
transplantation from living donors is being developed.
/8 The Ministry hopes that this will encourage organ donation among Malaysians.

Para 4
//12 The last reason is that many Malaysians are lack of awareness about organ
donation.
+

/13 Annie Freeda Cruez (2008) states that more than 10, 000 people have pledged
to donate their organs, but many of these potential donors are lost because of lack
of awareness among them.
/14 Even though the pledgers is dead and is about to donate his organs , if his
family or next of kin didn’t give the approval to do so, the doctors still cannot
harvest his organs or take his tissues and bones.
/15 So, the organ pledger need to inform his family first about his noble intentions
to donate organs.
Para 5
//16 As for conclusion, it is a need that organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians.
/17 This is to ensure that all of the hard work that the Ministry have done is not
going to be waste. 18 Furthermore, organ donation can reduce the disparity
between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplants. 19 Finally,
Malaysians will gain awareness about organ donation and this will lead to a better
life.
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HGE8
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
// 1 According to Chua (2004), organ transplantation is a form of treatment for
serious and life-threatening diseases which has proven to be successful. 2 The
organs and tissues that can be transplanted can be obtained from either a living
person or a dead person. 3 This kind of treatment is well known to society.

Identification

Thesis

//4 However, the organ donation should still be encouraged among Malaysians
based on some reasons which are: the beneficial uses of the organs donated, the
deficient in number of organs to be transplanted and the lost of potential donors.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Para 2
//5 The first reason is the beneficial uses of the organs donated.
/6 Some of us are not aware of the importance of the organs donated to the
people in need. 7 There are many patients who have been benefited from the
organs donated to them. 8 However, there are still many people out there who
are waiting for suitable donors to come and help them.
/9 Therefore, society should be aware of the uses of the organ donated as it may
be able to safe others` lives.

Deduction
Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//10 Besides the rate of the organ donation is low and it has caused the
deficiency in the number of organs to be transplanted.

Elaboration
Evaluation

/11 This is due to several reasons such as the objection from the organ pledger`s
family, the distaste of people thinking about death and the bad impression
portrayed by the mass media. 12 These reasons have caused many of us to feel
fear to donate our organs.
/13 Therefore, this problem should be solved as soon as possible to increase the
number of donors all around the world.

Deduction
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Suggestion

Para 4
//14 The last reason is the last of potential donors.
+

/15 The Health Minister as cited in Annie Freeda (2008) stated that it was
disheartening that despite many fatal accidents occurring in the country every
year, the number of organs saved for donation was negligible due to objections
from victims` families.
/16 Therefore, instead of letting the organs go to waste, they should be donated
for the sake of others.
/17 It is the family of the victims who should change their mindset.

Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//18 To conclude, the beneficial uses of organs donated, the deficient in the
number of organs to be transplanted and the last of potential donors are the
reasons on why the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Recommendation

//19 Therefore, actions must be taken by responsible authorities in ensuring
sufficient number of organs to be transplanted in the future.
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HGE9
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation can be classified as a sacred intentions by donors who really
want to serve the community in terms of health factors. 2 According to Chua
(2004), organ donations process is just really like the transplantation of organ and
it entails replacing the bad conditions organ with the new and healthier organ from
the donor. 3 If the number of donors among Malaysians is increase rapidly, the
probability of patient in queue can be reduced.

Identification

Thesis

//4 So, there are few ways to encourage organ donation among Malaysians such
as, the role of media, the growth in technology and the public talk in the country
(Cruez, 2008).

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//5 First, the important and major role play by the media can totally influence and
encourage the Malaysians to be part of the organ donors.

Elaboration
Evaluation

/6 The media that consists of two types which are mass media and electronic
media can help in contributing a lot by viewing and broadcast some positive
programs to the public (Cruez, 2008).
/7 The media people should create a program which will not give bad impression
by the viewers but will created big impact feeling which can help increase their
awareness of organ donation.
/8 Televisions programs such as “Wanita Hari Ini” and Nona always comes out
with a very impressive segments and can be classified as a good social awareness
about health especially organ donations.
/9 So, this will be tremendously increase number of donors of organs in Malaysia.

Suggestion
Example
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Suggestion
Deduction
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Example

Para 3
//10 Next, to be more convincing and attracting the Malaysians to be the organs
donor, the government should play important role in implement some
advancements for technology in the organ donation process.
+

/11 Chua (2004) says, “If the scientists have discovered a new technology that can
convince the Malaysian people that they will not be affected by any harm, the role
of organ donation will increase rapidly.” 12 This is based on the research made by
Professor Edward Hopkins from Medical College in Australia about Malaysia
perception in organ donation. 13 The advancement in technology may help in
decreasing the risk of unfailure organ to the patient or recipients and also to the
live donor. 14 Not also advancement in technology but the advancement of
medical technology in terms of medicine also must be balanced with the other
technology advancement in organ donation process.
/15 Specific and special medicines must be created to help both donor and
recipients will remain in good and healthy condition.
/16 All this sort of advancement will help in encouraging the Malaysians to donate
organs.
Para 4
//17 Last but not least is the public talk and awareness in the country from time to
time in order to increase the rate of organ donation among Malaysians (Cruez,
2008).
/18 Public talk can actually really help the public or Malaysians more about organ
donation. 19 Public talk really can give some exposure to them and help increase
their understanding about the issues being discussed. 20 This activity is totally
different from talk show in television program because it is more friendly and just
like campaign-oriented programs and activity.
/21 This talk is just a road-tour talk. 22 It goes to every state in Malaysia and give
16

Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation
Recommendation
Suggestion

some talk and explanations besides giving some fun learning conditions especially
in the rural areas.
/23 Thus, by having public talk and have initiative to go every place in the country
will also help encourage organ donation.
Para 5
//24 In conclusions, there are many ways to attract and encourage Malaysians to
be a part of organ donation committee, such as the act of media, the technological
advancement and the public talk to community around the country.
/25 All the efforts will help in increasing the rate of organ donation year by year.
//26 Moreover, the implementations of Human Tissues Act 1974 and Guideline
Transplantation from Live Donors will create a new period for organ
transplantation in Malaysia, thus the rate of organ donation will keep rising for the
bright future of Malaysian health.
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HGE10
Functional Stages

Content

Identification

Para 1
//1 Throughout the year, there were many people suffering from serious and lifethreatening diseases which involves diseased and defective organs and tissues.
2 So there were needs to do organ transplantation which means use the healthy
ones from donors to replace the defective organs. 3 However, there are very low
rates on organ donation that will effect people’s lives.

Thesis

//4 Thus, the Malaysians should be encouraged about donating the organs so that
the problem would be solved.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//5 The reason why Malaysians should be encourage about donating the organs is
because it is very important.

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Suggestion
Evaluation
Consequence

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
Evaluation

Deduction
Evaluation
Consequence
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Consequence
Evaluation

Deduction

+

/6 This is because, organ transplant procedure has become a possible treatment for
those who are facing with organ failure states (Chua,2004). 7 So, even if the
transplant procedure has become the treatment but there are no organs donated, it
will be unuseful. 8 Besides, by donating the organs, we can give a new and
precious to the sufferer.
/9 Anybody can donate, either family or close friends.
/10 We can save people that we love because the organs can come from “liverelated donors” which are genetically related or emotionally related.
/11 Hence, donating organs are very important to save people lives that suffer
organ defective by organ transplant procedure.
Para 3
//12 Another reason is the Malaysian is lack of awareness.
/13 Malaysians are not alert with this kind of problems. 14 They do not know that
organ donation is very important that a person can do, even they are alive or brain
death.
/15 Because of this, many potential donors are lost (Cruez, 2008).
/16 There are people who knows but do not tell their family members. 17 That is
why family will not allow their organs to be donate. 18 There are also people who
do not know anything about organ donation so that their organs will go to waste
rather than save life of others.
/19 This is because they are being inserted with negative impression about organ
donation.
/20 There are also fewer people want to give an accurate description of the process
of procurement and surgery.
/21 Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged about donating organs because
they are lack of awareness.
Para 4
//22 Next reason is the demand for organs are increasing throughout the world
(Cruez, 2008).
/23 If Malaysians are not encouraged about donating organs, there will be more
people dies because of the organs diseases.
/24 That is why there are the need for a pledge to donate organs.
/25 The supply of organs are very low but people still do not know about it. 26
The organ pledgers will be honoured because they do the right thing. 27 People
who donate organs will also benefited from the organs donated, so why do not we
donate organs?
/28 Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
18

Reinforcement
Evaluation

Para 5
//29 In conclusion, the organ donation are very important.

Recommendation
Suggestion

//Malaysians are very lack of awareness so that they should be encouraged about
organ donation because the demand always increasing throughout the world. It is
not only can save people lives but also benefit the donors.
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HGE11
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 Do you know that our bodies are filled with organs? 2 There are organs to
control our digestion, activity, breathing and even pumping bloods through our
veins. 3 Failure of any organs in our body is like an extinct species in an
ecosystem. 4 It is vital to keep our organs healthy but what about those people
who are unfortunate and need new organs so that they can live their life normally?
5 This will lead to organ donation. 6 However, not many people like to share their
organs. 7 They rather let other people to suffer and eventually the organs are
wasted when they die.

Identification

Thesis

//8 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians as organ donation
can save lives, reduce the organ demand and give benefit to others when you die.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Example

Para 2
//9 Organ donation can save lives as our country is lack of organ pledgers.

Evidence
Evaluation

+

Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//14 Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because it
can reduce the demand for organs.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Consequence

/15 This can prevent the activity of human trafficking (Meng, 2004).
/16 Moreover, high demand for organs will only worsen the patients burden as it
will be sold at a high price and only the rich patients can buy the organ.
/17 There is a village, where most of the men sold one of their kidneys because of
their poorness.
/18 This shows that some people can take opportunity because of high demand for
organ.

Example
Consequence
Argument 3
Point

Para 4
//17 Last but not least, organ donation should be encourage because it gives us the
chance to give benefits to other people even when we are dead.

Elaboration
Suggestion

Evidence
Evaluation

/10 For example, kidneys cannot be treated by using medicine but only by
replacing the kidneys for a new one.
/11 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers are needed in a year in
our country (Cruez, 2008). 12 Besides, according to Meng (2004), we can live
with just one kidney. 13 We have to understand that patients who needs a new
organ do not have any other remedy except asking for donators` mercy.

+

/18 If we are too scared of the surgery procedure or afraid of what might happen to
our body after we donate our organ, we can still be an organ pledger when we are
dead. 19 Organ donation from a dead person is known as cadaveric person (Meng,
2004).
/20 Furthermore, Meng (2004) states that organ transplant can be done if the
disease has given his consent or no objections from his relatives. 21 This means
that we can do the last good deeds to other people.

Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//22 Overall, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because it
can change someone’s fate, reduce the need for organ transplant and still helping
other people to continue their life even we are already dead.

Recommendation

//23 We have to put ourselves into the patient’s mind and be more considerate for
them.
/24 We also must remember that everything we had in this world is just borrowed
from God.

Evaluation
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HGE12
Functional Stages

Content

Identification

Para 1
//1 Organ donation is a form of treatment that can cure various critical lifethreatening illness. 2 It can be done by removing the bad and defective organs and
tissues and replacing it with the healthy ones from the donors. 3 The article written
by Annie Freeda Crueza stated that since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their
organs. 4 The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart
valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones.

Thesis

//5 Therefore, in order to maintain this achievements the Malaysians should be
encouraged and that can be done by several ways such as the public forum, give
positive ideas and information about organ donation and tell them about the
difference between the supply of organs and the need of organ donations.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//6 One of the ways to encourage Malaysians to donate their organs by doing the
public forum.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion

/7 It helps the public to talk about the issue on organ donation.
/8 The forum must includes the importance of the organ donations and how it can
save a life.
/9 The Health Minister stated that it was disheartening that despite many fatal
accidents occurring in the country every year, the number of organs saved for
donation was negligible due to objections from victims` families.
/10 It shows that the family could not bear to see the organs of their loves ones are
taken away and given to other people.
/11 Instead of it, they should know that the nation out there needs about 1,200
kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save patients` lives as
reported in the Annie`s article.

Evidence
Evaluation
Evidence

Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//12 Besides that, there must also have the positive image and information about
the organ donations in order to open society`s mind so that they are encouraged
and fully belief in donation of organs.

Elaboration
Suggestion

/13 This responsibility must be done by the media. 14 They should produce
television shows or movies that portray a good and beneficial implications about
about the transplantation.
/15 However, nowadays most of the television shows or movies are come out with
the negative impression about the organs donations.
/16 As a result, the Malaysians may think that the procedure of the organs
donation is harmful they start to become afraid.
/17 Apart from this the hospital staff should provide full information about the
organs donation so that the public know exactly is the organs donation is all about.

Evaluation
Deduction
Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Deduction

Para 4
//18 Another ways to encourage Malaysians to be one of the organ pledger is by
telling them the difference between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplant.
+

/19 It is very important for the public to know because it is reported that the nation
needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save
patients` lives (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008). 20 It is also stated that in the article
written by Annie Freeda Cruez,2008, she stated that more than 100,000 people
have pledged to donate their organs, but due to a lack of awareness, many of these
potential donors are lost.
/21 Therefore, it is very important for the public to know all about the need for
organ donation.
21

Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//22 As conclusion, some efforts should be done in order to increase the number of
organ donations among Malaysians such as the public forum, provide them with
the positive image about the organs donations and let the public know about the
difference between the supply of organ and the need for organ transplant.
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HGE13
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
// 1 Organ donation is a type of a new treatment that has been proven to be
successful. 2 It this treatment, the person who donate or called as donor can
donate other his organs such as kidney, heart or eyes or can donate his liver,
bone marrow or skin tissues. 3 More than 100,000 potential donors are lost
even though they have pledged to donate their organs due to a lack of
awareness (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).

Identification

Thesis

//4 The increasing need for the organ, the negative impression about organ
donation and the objection received from the donor`s family are the reasons
why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//5 It is important for Malaysians to donate their organs as there is an
increasing for the need of organ throughout the world.

Elaboration
Evidence+
Evaluation

/ 6 This situation create the disparity between the organs supply and the need
for it. 7 Currently, the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450
corneas and 200 livers a year in order to save patients` lives (Annie Freeda
Cruez,2008). 8 It shows that huge amount of organs is needed in order to
capture this problem.
/ 9 As a result, this disparity lead to a serious human trafficking problem. 10
The scarcity of available organs will give a chance for an individual to sell his
organs and gain big sum of money.
/ 11 Therefore Malaysians need to donate their organs to overcome this
disparity and human trafficking problems.

Consequence
Deduction
Argument 2
Point

Para 3
// 12 Besides that, the negative impression about organ donation make most of
the Malaysians to think twice if they want to give their organs or tissues.

Elaboration
Evidence+
Evaluation

/13 This happens when fewer television show or movie cannot give an accurate
description of the process of procurement and surgery. 14-The viewers might
think that organ donation is harmful and end up refuse to pledge to donate their
organs. 15 According to the Health Minister, it was disheartening that despite
many fatal accidents occurring in the country every year, the number of organ
saved for donation was negligible due to the objections from victim’s families.
/ 16 Thus, Malaysians need to change their view in organ donation . 17 It will
be beneficial if organ donation become part of the custom rather than letting
the organs to go waste.

Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Para 4
// 18-The last reason why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians is because many of the donor`s family object to give the donor`s
organs when they are dies.
+

/ 19 If the organs will be taken from a death person, organs are best removed
when the heart is still beating. 20 This make the pledger family difficult to
accept the their loved one is dead (Chua Jui Meng,2 004). 21 According to Tan
Sri Lee Lam Thye, the Chairman of the Health Ministry, hospital authorities
cannot take the donor’s organs without the family permission although a
person already pledged his organs.
/ 22 Lack of awareness in the family members will result in shortage of organs
supply for the future.

Reinforcement
+
Recommendation

Para 5
// 23 In conclusion, Malaysians need to be more open minded in organ

Consequence

23

Summary

donation. 24 They also need to change their mind setting and try to make organ
donation as part of their responsibility towards the society.
/ 25 This will solve the increasing demand for organs, overcome the negative
impression on organ donation and make their family willing to give their
organs to those who really need it.
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HGE14
Functional Stages Content
Identification 1

Identification 2

Thesis
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Suggestion
Evidence
Consequence
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation
Consequence
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Consequence
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary

Para 1
// 1 Have you or your next in kin involved in organ donation? 2 Most of you
probably will say no since your first impression about organ donation is bad. 3
Your mindset states that you are thinking about tremendous fears or whole-life
disabled as a result of organ donation. 4 Most of us are not exposed to the real
situations. 5 Therefore, we are discouraged to
Para 2
6 According to Annie, F.C.(2008), more than 100,000 people have pledged to
donate their organs, but due to lack of awareness, many of these potential donors
are lost. 7 The Malaysians mindset about this organ donation is certainly negative
as they will imagining a whole-life disabled or death impacts as the last results to
the donors. 8 Therefore, an aggressive alternatives must be completely done.
//9 Organ donation, thus, need to be encouraged among Malaysians by addressing
the concern through public forums, positive stories or documentary programmes
and awareness campaign.
Para 3
// 10 To begin with, public forums is an effective tools to communicate and give a
details information about this issue to the public.
/ 11 The panels of this forum must be a professional surgeons on organ
transplantation. 12 The functions of the surgeons to explains about the organ
donation, particularly about the brain dead terms to the public because generally,
doctors accept that being brain dead is the same as being dead (Chua,J.M.,2004).
/ 13 As a result, the public will be getting more understood about this matters and
slowly getting their interest for organ donation for organ donation.
Para 4
// 14 Besides that, another alternative to encouraged organ donation among
Malaysians is by using movies or documentary programmes to show them what
the real situation look alike.
/ 15 Organ donation rates are low due to a constant barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation (Annie, F.C., 2008). 16 The objective of
this documentary programmes is to educate Malaysians and nurture them about
organ donation through the truth stories.
/ 17 As soon they are exposed to the reality, all of ridiculous perceptions are gone
and by this way they are more likely to take part in donating their organs.
Para 5
// 18 Last but least, the common solutions but strongly enough to influence people
is awareness campaigns.
/ 19 This awareness campained is aimed to deliver a love message to the
Malaysians. 20 As a Malaysians, we should have a sense of humanity and love, for
each other. 21 A waste for us perhaps a miracle to other which can save one’s live.
22 By cultivate a spirit of love, sympathy and humanity, this campaign will be
able to increased encouragement about organ donation to Malaysians.
Para 6
// 23 In a nutshell, there is an critical need to take in note about the awareness of
organ donation among Malaysians.
/24 Hence, to address the issue, public forums, movies or documentary
programmes and awareness campaign should be done.
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HGE15
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 Lately, there is an increasing number of peoples that got problems with their
health. Most of them suffered from disfuctioning of organs inside their body and
because of that their daily life will be interrupted due to their diseases. 2 They
need something to save their life and one of them is through organ
transplantation or organ donation. 3 Organ transplantation is a treatment that
involving replacing their defective organs and tissues with the healthy one from
donors (Chua, 2004).

Identification

Thesis

//4 Because of that, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their healthy
organs due to some reasons that are the demand of organ donation being high,
diminished all the negative perception about organ donation and to save the lives
of others.
Para 2
//5 The first reason why Malaysians should be encouraged regarding organ
donation is the demand of the organ being high.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation +
Evidence
Example
Evaluation

/6 As many people have problems with their organs, so that there is rapidly
increasing number of organ that are needed by them.
/7 One the most popular organ to be donate of is kidney (Chua, 2004).
/8 Sometimes, there are some people that have good intention to donate their
organ when they die but unfortunately that did not informed their family about
their intention so that it will not be honoured then (Cruez,2008).
Para 3
//9 Moreover, the other reason why Malaysians should be encouraged on this is
to diminished all the negative perception among them regarding this issue.

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

/10 People nowadays have some sort of bad impression due to some fallacious
stones or rumours that are being spread out in this country.
/11 They are also think that organ donation is potentially can be harmful to them
(Cruez, 2008).
/12 So that, they should be encouraged more on this in order to change their
perception and mindset of how dangerous organ donation is.
Para 4
//13 Furthermore, Malaysians should realized how important they are in saving
others lives (Cruez, 2008).

Evidence
Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

Suggestion
Evaluation
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary

Recommendation
Deduction

/14 It is believed that many people have the intention to donate their organs, but
due to some problems they cannot do so. 15 According to Tan Sri Lee Lam
Thye, when the pledge is certified brain dead and his family members are
approached by the hospital authorities, they did not want so and accusing them
of being heartless during the mourning (Cruez,2008).
/16 As for that, the pledge’s families should be exposed and being explained
about the schedule and the purposes of the donation.
/17 They should feel sympathize on them who needs their healthy organs.
Para 5
//18 In the nutshell, by hook or by crook, Malaysians still should be encouraged
to donate their organs to people in need.
/19 They should do so due to the increasing demand of organs needed, to
diminished the negative and bad perception among them and to save other’s
lives.
//20 Society needs to change their mindset and view organ donation as a
standard aspect of patient care (Cruez, 2008).
/21 Hence, when everything going smoothly in order, there will be happiness
await for them at the end.
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HGE16
Functional Stages

Para 1
//1 According to Chua (2004), there is a proof that the organ transplantation has
cured many serious diseases by replacing the healthy organs to the patients from
the donors. As we can see, organ transplantation is a form of treatment that can
give many benefits to the nations.2 However, the organ transplantations cannot
be occurred if there are no organ to be transplanted. 3 Community does not
really aware on this situation.4 Cruez (2008) report that,215 people have
donated their organs since 1970s and that included 128 hearts,20 hearts,25
livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143 corneas, skin and bones.5 From the report, we
can analyse that number of organ donated is lack compared to the demand.

Identification

// 6 Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because
the organ transplantation can help the diseased patients, can fulfill the medical
needs of an organs, and give opportunities to someone who wants to do a noble
activity before his or her death.

Thesis

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Para 2
//7 The first benefit of organ donation is it can help the patients to recover from
diseases.
+

Example
Evaluation
Deduction

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Warning
Deduction
Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Evidence

Consequence

Content

/8 According to Cruez (2008), most of the organ donors are Malays and many
people had got an advantages from the organs. 9 If the community aware about
the organ donation, many lives can be saved because some patients may need an
organ to stay alive.
/10 As an example, a man has loss many blood in an accident.
/11 Without donated blood, maybe he can die due to lack of blood.
/12 In emotional aspect, other organ donation can cure a patients’. 13 It is also
can make the patient happier because it will give a hope that he or she can still
alive with the donated organs.
Para 3
//14 Next, organ donation should be encouraged because it can fulfill our nation
needs for organs.

+

/15 According to Cruez (2008), our country requires around 200 livers, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 1200 kidneys for the medical purposes. 16 Nowadays,
our country has faced a problem which is the number of patients that need organ
transplantation are more compared to the organ in the collections.
/17 If this matter keep on increasing, the situation in our country will become
devastating as there are no organ to be transplanted to the patients.
/18 In few years time, the balance of nature can be spoilted with the problem. 19
/Therefore, if people start to donating something useful in their body, moreless
can help to fulfill the needs of organ in our country.
Para 4
//20 Last but not least, organ donation give an opportunities to people to make a
noble activity before his or her death.
/21 It is good to contribute to the community even before he or she are facing
death. 22 There are no limitation of doing noble things.
/23 Therefore, before someone is going to face death, he can pledge his wish to
donate his organ.
/24 According to Chua (2004), the transplantation of cadaveric organ is the
country is based on the Human Tissues Act 1974 which it only allowed if there
is a request from the donor and there is no objection from the family.
/25 People who are wishing to donate their organ or tissues must considered his
or her family decision because if the family refuse, the organ cannot be donated.
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Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation
Recommendation

/26 If the donors realize about the matter, they won’t have a problem in donating
the organs they want to make a noble activity before they died.
Para 5
//27 In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians as it
helps the patients to recover, increase the stock of organ for medical purpose and
give chance for patients to make good things.
/28 Organ donation can give many benefits to our country in fact the world.
//29 As a Malaysians, we should be part of the mission and try to become a
donor to help our medical industry.
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HGE17
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Example
Deduction
Evidence

Content
Para 1
/1 In this modern and high-technology era, advancement in surgical has been
reached. A lot of modern technology methods of surgery have save a lot of lives
and it is very successful. 2 Traditionally, our mind set automatically will think that
person who are having surgery is not going to survive. 3 Not all the surgery are
going to be success because some of the surgery needs to do the organs
transplantations depending on what are the patients needed. 4 Organs
transplantations is important because human organs cannot be built or created.
Some of patients died because of this problem
//5 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because it can save a
live and contribute to the society and can develop a concern community.
Para 2
//6 Firstly, organs transplantations can save a life.
/7 This is because some of the patients sick because of some of their organs failed
to function as usual. 8 There is no more solutions to cure it. 9 Only organs
transplantations can solve this problem.
/10 For example, a patient who are having problems with both of his kidneys. 11
Human can live with 1 kidneys.
/12 So with this organs transplantations of 1 kidneys from a donors can save his
live.
/13 Organ transplantation is a treatment which has proven to be successful (Chua,
2004).

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence +
Evaluation
Deduction

Para 3
//14 Malaysians can contribute to the society by organ donation.
/15 According to Annie, 2008, the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts,
450 corneas and 200 livers to save patients’ lives in a year.
/16 Organ donation from Malaysian can help the government to get the volume
quota of organs needed in a year. 17 By this organ donation, Malaysian can
contribute to the society.

Argument 3
Point

Para 4
//18 Lastly, it is important to encourage Malaysian to do the organ donation
because, we can develop a concern community.
/19 Helping each other is a honourable behavior.
/20 It can be started at home, school and work place.
/21 For example, students can help the people who are lack of blood by donating
their blood.
/22 Liver, kidney, certain tissues such as bone marrow, skin and blood can only be
obtained from live donors (Chua, 2004).

Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Example
Evidence
Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//23 As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because live can be saved, Malaysian can contribute to the society and concern
community can be developed.
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HGE18
Functional Stage
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation is the donation of organs to patient. 2 With the rapid
advancements in transplant technology over the years have made the transplant
procedure a possible treatment for those who suffering from various organ failure. 3
Chua (2004) states that kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas are the most
common transplanted organs whereas liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are
the transplantable tissues.

Thesis
//4 These organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians by public
forum, discussion among family members and change in mindset.
Argument Point 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation +
Evidence

Deduction

Para 2
//5 The first way to encourage Malaysians by public forum.
/6 Cruez (2008) has found that Malaysia is a multiracial country, thus it is
necessary to discuss about organ donation because it is sensitive. 7 She also stated
that when donating organs, Malaysian are very open and forthcoming. 8
Furthermore, with help of public forum it will ensure that an organ pledger’s desire
is satisfied. 9 Besides that the number of pledgers and organ donations among nonpledgers will rise.
/10 Hence, a public forum to discuss the issue on organ donation will surely help.

Argument Point 2 Para 3
Point
//11 Next way is by discussing among family members about organ donation.
Elaboration
Evaluation
/12 When the members of the family want to donate their organs when they die, the
family members need to know about this.
Consequence
/13 If not the problem will arise.
Evidence +
/14 According to Chua (2004), agreement need to be solved for live donations. 15
Evaluation
This is because they need to know whether the organs are given freely or not.
/16 In some cases, organs of non-pledgers were donated due to the unselfish of their
Evidence
families (Cruez, 2008).
Argument Point 3 Para 4
Point
//17 Change in mindset is the next way to encourage Malaysian with organ
Elaboration
donation.
Evaluation +
Evidence

Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation

/18 The first and important thing is the society needs to view organ donation as a
standard aspect of patient care. 19 Cruez (2008) indicates that people may have
negative impression about organ donation via it is potentially harmful. 20 She also
stated that the stories that they mistakenly believe about organ donation had made
the organ donation rates low.
/21 Therefore, it is important to change the mindset of Malaysian to increase the
organ donation.
Para 5
//22 Hence, ways to encourage Malaysian to donate organ such as public forum,
discussing among family members and change in mindset should be practice.
/23 If these ways are truly happen supply for organ will not be limited.
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HGE19
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 Nowadays, the demand of organ transplantation is increasing. 2 According to
Chua (2004), the trafficking of human source of organs happened because of no
standard legal for organ donation. 3 In the Human Tissues Act 1974, organ
donation is use for medical treatment, education and research (Chua, 2004). 4
However, there is a lot of thing that makes organ donor rates low. 5 Despite, organ
donation should be encourage among Malaysians.

Identification

Thesis

//6 The encouragement can be done by introduce family member of the donor
about the importance of organ donation, organize public forum for people and
introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among society.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//7 Firstly, introduce the family member of the donor about the importance of
organ donation is important as one of the way to encourage organ donation.

Elaboration
Evaluation

/8 Cruez (2008) states that there is one that family member refuse to let organ
transplantation procedure perform to their other family members that pledge to
donor organ. 9 As you can see, family member should respect the decision of the
dead body to donor his or her organ.
/10 Family member should be introduce about the type of organ transplantation.
11 According to Chua (2004), the organ transplantation can be taken from live
donor or cadaveric donor.
/12 It is important to know so that the family member can give consent to the
doctor after the organ pledger dies.

Suggestion
Consequence
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
Deduction
Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Suggestion
Evaluation
Deduction
Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary
Deduction

Para 3
//13 Moreover, organ donation can be encourage by organize a public forum
among society about the organ donor.
+

/14 The public forum must contain the actual view of society to the organ
donation. 15 Cruez (2008) states that organ donation should be seen as a standard
aspect of patient care. 16 The society should change their mind of being negative
to organ transplantation.
/17 Eventhough, there is a lot of false story that frightening the donor to do organ
donation, by change people mind through this forum can lead to the increasing of
organ donation rates.
/18 Cruez (2008) study that Malaysians should save lives by give organ to other
who is necessary than waste it.
Para 4
//19 Furthermore, you can introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among
society.
/20 Can introduce it by arrange a campaign or spread the pemplet.
/21 It is important to change people’s mind.
/22 It can help to ascending the rates of organ donors.
/23 According to Cruez (2008), a lot of problem that people concern to.
/24 However, by this way of encouragement, all their problem can be solve.
Para 5
//25 In conclusion, Malaysian can be encourage by retroduce family members
about the importance of organ donation, organize public forum and introduce
brand new aspect of organ donation among society.
/26 With this way of encouragement this country can decrease the rate of organ
donation trafficking.
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HGE20
Functional Stages

Content

Identification

Para 1
//1Nowadays, people in Malaysia is a very worried and fear to donate their organ
due to a lack of knowledge and awareness. 2 There are many times of organs that
peoples can donate. 3 For instance, kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas. 4 It
also can donate tissue such as liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves. 5
According to Chua (2004) states that organ for transplantation can come from
either a living person or dead person. 6 Many people in Malaysia refuse to donate
their organ because of no clear legal authority.

Thesis

//7 Therefore, to solve the problem, the government, parents and media should
play important roles to encouraged people in Malaysia donate their organ.
Para 2
//8 The parent must play important roles to encouraged people in Malaysia to
donate their organ.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion

Evaluation
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Suggestion
Example
Evaluation +
Evidence
Deduction
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Example
Deduction
Reinforcement
Suggestion
Deduction

/9 Parents should teach their children from young to make their children
understand clearly the benefit of donate organ. 10 It can get benefit because of
helping other children. 11 For instance, teach them the types of organ and tissue
that can be donate. 12 The problem like organ pledger does not inform his family
of his pledge to donate his organ when he dies (Cruez, 2008). 13 The parents
should tell their children if want to donate must tell close family.
/14 This is important to make the noble intentions will be honoured.
/15 Therefore, their children understand and easily to donate their organ to help
people in Malaysia.
Para 3
//16 Moreover, the media should important roles to encourage people become
organ donation.
/17 The media must show the stories about transplantation organ. 18 The media
also explain about the rules to allow the removal of organ or tissue to make them
understand clearly.
/19 For instance, removal of cadaveric tissue is allowed under two condition
which are at the express request of the donor or in the absence of objection from
the diseased and with consent of the next-of-kin (Chua, 2004).
/20 But, many media such as televisions only shows constant barrage of negative
and fallacious stories about organ donation (Cruez, 2008).
/ 21 Thus, make the people in Malaysia refuse to donate their organ.
Para 4
//22 Furthermore, the government should play important role by doing a lot of
campaign and public forum to make people in Malaysia understand clearly about
the organ donation.
/ 23 According to Cruez (2008) found a public forum to discuss the issue on organ
donation will definitely help. 24 This will not only ensure that an organ pledger’s
but also rapidly increase the number of organ donation in Malaysia.
/25 The government must also do a lot of campaign to ensure the people like to
donate their organ.26 The government also do a reward or present for the people
who donate their organ.
/27 For example, kidney. /28 Since, it is possible to live with just one kidney, and
with the demand is being so high (Chua, 2004).
/29 So, the government can give some reward to the person who donate their
organ to save people. 30 We can encourage people to donate their organ.
Para 5
//31 In a nutshell, all people in Malaysia must change their mindset to make them
clear and understand about the organ transplantation.
/32 Thus, organ donation can be instill in heart people in Malaysia.
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Appendix B2- MGE Schematic Structure of Argumentative Essay Analysis
MGE1
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Content
Para 1
//1 A form of treatment that has been proven to be successful for serious and
life-threatening illnesses is organ transplantation (Chua, 2004). 2 Organ
transplant is where defective organs and tissues are replaced with healthy ones
from donors. 3 Organ donation has become a relatively important matter among
Malaysians because of its importance.
//4 Thus, it is crucial that organ donation is encouraged among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
Para 2
Description: Evidence //5 Firstly, according to Cruez (2008), Malaysia needs about 1200 kidneys, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save patients’ lives.
Specification
Deduction
Evidence
Description
Deduction
Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description: Evidence

Deduction
Description

Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Evaluation

Deduction
Evidence

/6 This only can be achieved by increasing the no of pledgers.
/7 Almost 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs, but these
potential donors are lost because of the little awareness that is present (Cruez,
2008).
/8 Doctors not only need the consent of the donor but also the agreement of
family members. 9 Pledgers sometimes fail to inform family members about
their wish to donate organs.
/ 10 Therefore, when the pledgers’ organs is available for donation the family
members may not allow the transplant. 11 This then becomes a waste of
opportunity to save a life.
Para 3
//12 In a similar note, Malaysians need to be aware of what type of donor there
is for organ transplant.
/13 Based on Chua (2004), there are two types of donors which is the live donor
or the cadaveric donor. 14 Live donors are usually parents, siblings and close
family members. 15 These donors are important because kidney, tissues such as
skin and bone marrow can only be obtain from live donors.
/16 From this, Malaysians can know that they can save the life of their loved
ones.
/17 The issue that arise from this type of donor is at what stage death has
occured. 18 Patients who are on life support that are brain dead is the same as
being dead. 19 The understanding of this matter among public is limited, and
this makes it difficult for a family member to accept the death of their loved
ones and complicate the decision to donate the organs of the cadaveric donors.
Para 4
//20 Other than that, Malaysian needs to view organ donation as a standard
aspect of patient care (Cruez, 2008).
/21 False and misleading stories about organ donation should be corrected. 22
In this case, organ donation is a noble act that could save lives. 23 Malaysian
need not to worry about the stories that says that organ donation is harmful and
organ thefts passing organs at the black market.
/24 With the advancement in transplant technology, organ donation is made
safer.
/25 To add a point, the Human Act 1974 a law concerning transplantation of
cadaveric tissue in Malaysia is being reviewed to address weaknesses and
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Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Recommendation
Suggestion
Deduction

bringing up to date.
/26 So, donors and family members can realize that organ transplant is made
safer every day and every pledge could save a life.
Para 5
//27 In conclusion, organ donation is an issue that has to be taken seriously.
//28 With demands being high, Malaysian need to play their role to at least
understand and have a knowledge about organ donation.
/29 Only then they can be a pledger that can benefit the nation in terms of
health and human well being.
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MGE2
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Deduction
Evaluation
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Suggestion
Deduction
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence

Description
Deduction

Reinforcement
Summary

Content
Para 1
//1 Nowadays, we see that many people are suffering from various organ failure
states. 2 For example, cirrhosis is end stage of liver disease and prolonged
cirrhosis will cause our liver lost their function in our body. 3 It shows that many
peoples in Malaysia die suffering various organ failure states because of
consequences of many diseased such as cirrhosis, chronic pancreatitis and others.
4 This show that increases people with various organ failure, will increases
demand of organ donation.
//5 So, as Malaysian community we should encourage organ donation because it
give many benefits to many peoples.
Para 2
//6 Organ donation should be encouraged because it will save many patients’ lives.
/7 According to Annie (2008) to save patients live the nation still need about 200
livers, 450 corneas, 1 200 kidneys and 450 hearts a year.
/8 So, it is important for our society to know that there die many patients that
needs organs to sustain their life.
/9 In Islam view, it is important to donate our organ such as kidney to save many
peoples lives. 10 Besides that, peoples’ organ pledgers that donate their organ with
noble intention will be honoured and respected.
Para 3
//11 Other than that, organ donation should be encouraged and discuss among
Malaysian because it will let people to know that with organ donation it will help
many peoples and clear the negative stories about organ donation.
/12 According to Annie (2008) organ donation rates still prevail because of
fallacious and negative stories about organ donation.
/13 When many peoples heard about the negative and fallacious stories they will
think that organ donation is not good and will harm themselves.
/14 So, we need to portray or shows the actual and accurate description of the
process of procurement and surgery of organ donation to clear the negative stories
about organ donation.
/15 When many peoples had changed their view about negative stories of organ
donation. 16 It will increase their awareness about importance of organ donation
to patients’ lives.
Para 4
//17 Lastly, it is importance to encourage organ donation among Malaysians
because it will fulfilled organ pledger’s wish to save patients lives.
/18According to Chua (2004) cadaveric tissue is allowed to be remove from
cadaver under two circumstances, that is request from the donor and in the
absence of objection from the person who has died and with the consent of the
next-of-kin.
/19 When the two circumstances die follow organ pledger’s wish to donate his
organ will be fulfill.
/20 When organ donation is encouraged it will increase the number of pledgers
and at the same time it will increase number organ donation among non-pledger,
then it will show that our society had changed their view that organ donation is a
standard aspect of patient care.
Para 5
//21 In conclusion, it can be said that organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysian because it will save many patients’ lives, it will clear the negative
stories about organ donation and finally it will fulfilled organ pledger wish to save
patients lives. 22 So, we need to realize that organ donation not only give many
benefit to us, but also to other peoples.
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MGE3
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation can be simply defined as healthy living or dead people
donating their organs to the much needed patients. 2Organ donation should be
viewed as a part of lives saving rather than heartless of process.

Thesis

//3 In other words, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it can save lives, it can reduce the gap between the supply and the need
for organs, and it can minimize the human trafficking activity.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//4 Cruez (2008) stated that donating organs is important in order to save the lives
of others after death rather than simply letting their organs go to waste.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Example
Evaluation
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Deduction
Suggestion
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Suggestion
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Recommendation
Summary

/5 It is clearly that donating organs is not a part of heartless operation but in fact,
to the donor itself, it is a part of saving people lives.
/6 It will be such a waste, for example, if you are healthy like a horse and you
don’t have any diseases infecting your organs but you are not donating your
organs to those who are in need.
/7 Your decision is important because you might save someone’s loved ones.
/8 Hence, do not be afraid to donate because one day you will be honoured as
lifesaver.
Para 3
//9 Other than that, if we encourage ourselves to donate our organs, we can help to
reduce the gap between the supply and the need for organs.
/10 It is statistically proven by the Health Minister that we are shortage of organs.
11 The nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year to save patients’ lives, Cruez, 2008.
/12 From the above statement, we can conclude that our nation rates of organ
donation are low and these mean more patients will die per year due the shortage
problem.
/13 So, let us together change our mindset about organ donation and pledge
ourselves to organ donation because who know it might be you who are in need.
Para 4
//14 Furthermore, organ donation can minimize the human trafficking activity.
/15 Meng (2004) mentioned that human trafficking exist due to the loophole in the
organ donation system in our country.
/16 The root-caused of this loophole is the lack of Malaysians donating their
organs.
/17 It is back to the simple economics basic formula which is no supply means
higher demand. 18 If there is a high supply of organs, there will be no problem
about the demand. 19 Hence, no demand means no human trafficking.
/20 Therefore, for the sake of our country’s image, let us encourage ourselves to
donate our organs because we can reduce the human trafficking activity.
Para 5
//21 In a nutshell, organ donation is a good thing after all. 22 We are not only
doing what is right for our beloved country but we are also helping each other too
indirectly.
//23 So, let us make this world a better place by encouraging ourselves to donate
our healthy organs so that we can save somebody’s lives, reduce the shortage of
organ supply and kick human trafficking out of Malaysia.
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MGE4
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General Statement
Specification
Evaluation
Example
Deduction
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Suggestion

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Reinforcement
Summary

Content
Para 1
//1 Day after day, the number of patients died because of illness that needed new
organs to continue living increased. 2 They just died without any organs had
been donated to them. 3 Their chance of continue safe live is high if they did the
organs transplantation. 4 The problem is, our country lack of donors. 5 Does we
feel guilty for not saving their life? 6 Organ transplantation is the process of
replacing the organs those fail to function with healthy ones from the donors
(Chua, 2004). 7 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians in
order to decrease the number of patients died and have a brighter chance to live.
//8 There are many ways should be done to encourage organ donation include
educating the society, show more positive stories about organ donation through
media electronic devices and organizing a campaign.
Para 2
//9 Firstly, the most important method to rise the number of organ donors is
educating the society.
/10 The public should known the importance of organs transplantation and how
the process take place. 11 The consciousness of organ donation should be
introduced.
/12 Since secondary school, the organ transplantation must be added to Biology
subject for example, as a part of the syllabus in order to educate the society since
they were young.
/13 Besides, if the public are educated, the problem of the family of pledger
refuse to donate his organs will never come up C Lee n.d. as cited by Cruez
(2008).
Para 3
//14 Secondly, the media massa such as, television, radio, internet also play an
important role to encourage organ donation.
/15 For example, more movies and dramas show constant barrage of positive
stories about organ donation, instead of portray negative and wrong stories about
organ donation that may develop bad impression of society (Cruez, 2008).
/16 The television shows about the process of organ transplantation should also
be published to educate the public, such as Medik TV or TV 3. 17 The movies
should also portray the moral values of saving patients’ lives by donating organs
to them.
Para 4
//18 Another way that should be done to encourage organ donation is organizing
a campaign by the government.
/19 This campaign is mainly to educate the society and to introduce organ
transplantation to them so that they would familiar with it.
/20 During the campaign, a place for donating blood should also be prepared for
visitors or public interested to donate blood after being educated.
Para 5
//21 As the conclusion, several ways such as educating the society, show more
positive effects of organ donation through media massa and organizing a
campaign should be done to encourage organ donation among Malaysians to
save people’s lives after brain death instead of letting their healthy organs go to
waste (Cruez, 2008).
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MGE5
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Description
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Suggestion
Deduction

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Description
Consequence
Evidence
Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary
Recommendation
Suggestion

Content
Para 1
//1 The rate of health complication is increasing in the country every year. Some
of the patients having health complications are in need of new organs in order to
live. 2 The only way to save these patients are through organ transplant. 3 Organ
transplantation has become a huge success due to the new improvement in
surgical methods and the availability of anti-rejection drugs (Chua, 2004). 4
However, due to a several setbacks such as low awareness and negative
impression by the media; the society is reluctant to donate their organs for a good
cause.
//5 The act of donating organs has several positive point; it can help save lives,
discourage human trafficking and improve the medical field.
Para 2
//6 Firstly, organ donation should be encourage because it can save the lives of
many patients.
/7 These patients are in need of organ transplant because their vital organs are
diseased or defective.
+ /8 According to Chua (2004), organ transplantation is the act of replacing organs
and tissues that are defective with healthy ones from donors. 9 Through organ
transplant, these patients can be saved and able to live their lives normally with
their loved ones.
/10 Therefore, donating organs is very important in helping save the lives of
many patients.
Para 3
//11 Furthermore, organ donation can help discourage human trafficking
activities.
+ /12 Human trafficking activities is on rise because of high demand of organs for
transplant and the low supply of organs needed (Chua, 2004).
/13 If we can build up our society’s awareness of donating organs, the number of
organ pledgers may increase and the supply of organs will be sufficient.
/14 With sufficient organs available, there will be no desperate demands for
organs anymore. 15 Thus, human trafficking activities will be reduce
dramatically.
Para 4
//16 Lastly, the act of organ donation can help improve the medical field.
/17 The researchers needs human bodies to investigate the cause of diseases and
to understand the mechanics of the human body.
/18 Through experiments on human cadavers, researchers are able to contribute
to the medical field on their findings and help fight off diseases.
/19 According to Chua (2004), for therapeutic, medical education, research
purposes, the Human Tissues Act 1974 allows us to remove tissues from
cadavers.
/20 In short, donating organs or human body can help the researchers improve the
knowledge on the medical field.
Para 5
//21 In conclusion, saving lives of many patients, reducing the rate of human
trafficking and helping improve the medical field are the advantages of organ
donation.
//22 Therefore, a public forum can help increase public awareness on organ
donation by discussing the issue (Cruez, 2008).
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MGE6
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1Have you ever thinking of giving something valuable from ourself to the
unknown for the sake of goodness? 2 If the answer is “No”, let us take a few
minutes in day thinking about the others who are fighting with serious
diseases for this precious moment of life. 3 With little feels of sympathy, let
we think of helping the others who are in a very need of the organ to continue
their life. 4 Donating organ is not a new issue among Malaysians, but also not
become practice in Malaysia.

Thesis

//5 It should be encouraged among us as this is the way to save other life, the
way to give others hope for a better life, and a way to do charity for a
hereafter life.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//6 First, donating organ can save other’s life from prefer to let the organ
unused after death.

Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence

Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation

Suggestion
Deduction
Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Evidence + Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary

Recommendation
Suggestion

/7According to Annie (2008), our country needs around 1200 kidneys, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers annually to rescue patients’ lives. 8 But
since 1970s, only 215 donor have donated their organs (Annie, 2008). 9 This
statistics has clearly shown us that a large number is needed to save a big
number of patients who are really in need.
/10 Thus, we should support organ donation as a pathway to save live of
others.
Para 3
//11 Besides that, by donating organs, we have given others the hope for a
better life.
/12 Chua (2004) states that, the frequently transplanted organs are kidneys,
heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas, while liver, bone marrow, skin and heart
valves are some kind of tissue that being transplant. 13 By giving the patients
a hope for a more meaningful life, we also will feel happy and satisfy as we
are able to help them.
/14 This should become a practice as life is karma, we help other today and
one day other will help us too if we are in need.
/15 So, organ donation is a good thing to be practiced as to give other more
meaningful life.
Para 4
//16 Other than that, donating an organ is one way of doing charity for a here
after life.
/17 Most of religious support organ donation as this give benefits to others
(Annie, 2008). 18 As we are dead, our organ still can be function, and there is
no wrong to give for helping other.
/19 So, this is one of the ways to make a good things to other after we are
dead.
Para 5
//20 In a nutshell, Malaysians should be more open mind about this issue and
make it as a practice as it is a good value.
/21 This is due to the reasons that donating organ help to rescue the live of
others, help other for a better life with new hopes, and help us for our life
after death.
//22 Thus, all patients should try to promote the benefits of donating organ
and become a custom for Malaysians.
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MGE7
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 People nowadays are more concerns about the various dangerous deseases
but less aware about the patient that suffers. 2 These people that suffers need
as much attention as other concerns. 3 They need life as the desease let them
to end. Thus, we as the more enjoys life should help to share something life! 4 They need organ to live, thus they need us to donate, but the donors
are scarce.

Thesis

//5 Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//6 Organ donation or organ transplantation are come from either a living
person or a dead person.

Specification
Evidence
Description

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description

Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Evidence + Description
Evaluation

Reinforcement
Evaluation

/7 Live donors can donate kidney, a part of liver and certain tissues however
the cadaveric donor (dead person) can provide organs and tissues for all
types (Chua, 2004).
/8 Before the process of transplantation, some ethical problems should be
solved. 9 The live donor would be asked question of consent and the dead
person should have been express consent prior to his death. 10 Plus, without
any objection by the family the doctor have the law to proceed the
transplantation process.
Para 3
//11 The clear process of donation organs should be simple for people to do
so but scarcity of donors shows no.
/12 In lots cases, the pledge had agree to donate his or her organs but at time
occurred, the family refuse to do so. 13 It is might the problem where the
pledges does not inform his family about his willingness to donate organ
after death (Cruez, 2008). 14 This manner would smooth the process of
organ transplant, and family should corporate upon his or her noble request.
Para 4
//15 Second reason that should not be bothered by the donor are, the fear that
being provoked by the irresponsible sources or unrealistic rumors.
/16 It is because, according to Cruez (2008), only few television shows or
movies potray transplantation in a positive manner and few of these feel
responsible to give an accurate description of the surgery process.
/17 These fear by the organ donors should be ignore, as the organs are given
in the care of safe hand.
Para 5
//18 In conclusion, there should be no problem at all for donors. 19 They, the
donors could save more than a life from a body. 20 God love people that
shares his or her belonginess as He gives not to use by own and being stingy.
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MGE8
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 In this modern world, medical technology has become more advance and
safe. 2 These day, even the worst and life-threatening disease can be curb
through modern medical technology. 3 Organ transplantation is one of the
technology that has proven to be a successful surgical method. 4 Organ
transplantation is a process where a person donate his internal organ to another
person who needed. 5 Organ donation is needed to make this organ
transplantation. 6 And by that, organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysian people. 7 To encourage people, the people should first know the
benefit of organ donation.

Identification

Thesis
//8 There are many benefit of organ donation, some of it are it can save other
people lives, prevent from dangerous infection and it also save money.
Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//9 Firstly, by participate in organ donation it can saves other people who needed
the organ.

Elaboration
Description

/10 Either the donors are a live donor or cadaveric donors, both can help the
patient. 11 The technology can made the transplant process a possible care for
those who suffering from various organ failure states (Chua, 2004).
/12 It shows that with a organ donation can save people who are really in a
serious conditions.

Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Para 3
//13 Secondly, organ donation can also prevent dangerous infection from
spreading to the society.
+

Deduction
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation

/14 Organ donation involved replacing defective organs with the healthier and
safer ones from the donors (Chua, 2004). 15 The doctor must already checked
the disinfective organ to be replace with the one with disease.
/16 Thus, the unhealthy organ will be exterminated to prevent from others to be
infective.
Para 4
//17 Lastly, by donating the organ it also saves the patient money.

+

/18 “It is possible for people to live with just one kidney” (Chua, 2004). 19 It
states that a patient who are already broken their kidney will suppose to take a
analysis that can cost a lot of money. 20 The analysis are needed to take each
week for the patient.
/21 This with a kidney transplant it also can saves the patient with low income
money.
Para 5
//22 As a conclusion, organ donation should be a tradition for Malaysians to save
the people who needed the most (Annie, 2008). 23 It also to keep the people to
keep survive with their love one.
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MGE9
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 Nowadays, there are too many organs problems that the patients faced
everyday, such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas. 2 Actual these
problems has many ways to solve it and it can help the patients enjoy their
life time completely. 3 Today, more than 100,000 people has been pledged to
donate their organs, but many of them are lost. 4 This because, most of them
are not ready to donate their organ to the patients. 5 According too Lee, the
pledger are refuse wether the doctor or nurses of being heartless at their time
of mourning.

Identification

Thesis

//6 To solve this problems and help the patient, we need more pledgers and
organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//7 Firstly, to all donors out there must be understand about the ethics and
law of the organ donation.

Specification
Description

/8 If they not understand about the ethics and law, it will cause another
problems happen to the donors. 9 What the donors suppose to do is, get the
permission from their family because if they do not to their families, it will
wasted a good organs to who is needed. 10 Donors also can be a part of the
patients’ family members whether their parents, sibling or close relatives
who are genetically related to the recipients (Chua, 2004). 11 This is also
called “live-related donors”.

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description
Deduction
Suggestion
Description

Para 3
//12 Secondly, just as we knew, today the rates of organ donation are very
low.

+

Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Suggestion
Evidence + Evaluation
Deduction

Reinforcement
Evaluation
Recommendation
Suggestion

/13 This is happen because almost all of the Malaysians was influenced by
the negative and fallacious stories about organ donation.
/14 They too much easily to believed the bad stories about the organ
donation (Cruez, 2008).
/15 We should to help the donors be more responsibility person to donate
their organ to who more needed. 16 Today, only a few television or movies
show the goodness and benefits of this activities such as Medik TV and so on
what we need to do now is, the television production must be show more
television programmes and publish it to all Malaysians.
Para 4
//17 Lastly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because
now there are too high the rates of death in Malaysia.
/18So now, we need to change the rates become low with the operation.
/19 In Malaysia, the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for
organ transplants which is increasing throughout the world (Cruez, 2008).
/20 It is mean that Malaysia need more pledgers to donate their organs to the
patients. 21 It can help the patients walking and enjoying their life time
completely without any pain.
Para 5
//22 In a nut shell, we should be encourage this organ donation among
Malaysians because we can continue the life time of the person who is
needed automatically.
//23 So, to solve and prevent the problems happen again, let’s start our first
step to donate the organ.
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MGE10
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description +
Evidence
Suggestion
Deduction
Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Evaluation
Consequence
Description
Evidence
Deduction
Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Description +
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation

Content
Para 1
//1 Nowadays, organ donation had become more popular to treat serious
diseases related to organ disfunction. 2 It involves replacing diseased and
defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from donors (Chui Jui Meng,
NCD Malaysia, 2004). 3 Advancements are being made from time to time in
transplants technologies and surgical procedures to enhance organ
transplantation process. 4 This live- saving procedure is also exists in Malaysia.
5 However, the rate of donors in Malaysia is still very low.
//6 The following paragraphs will show the reasons, why organ donation should
be encouraged among Malaysians.
Para 2
//7 The very first reason is to increase the number of organ donor.
/8 As I just mentioned above, the rate of donors is still very low due to a
constants barrage of negative and fallacious stories about organ donation
(Annie Freeda Cruez, New Straits Times).
/9 There a lot of ways to encourage Malaysians to have pledged to donate their
organs. 10 One of them is by creating public forums to discuss the issue on
organ donation.
/11 The result after a few whiles self-awareness about organ donation will
grows in everyone. 12 Thus, more and more people will pledge to be a donor.
Para 3
//13 The second reason is, to create public understanding on organ donation.
/14 In Malaysia, there are still a lot of Malaysians view organ donation as a
sensitive issue, because race and religion factors.
/15 By encouraging Malaysians, especially Malays to donate organs, a lot of
lives can be saved.
16 Apart from that, distaste among people thinking about their mortality, and
fear fears of dismemberment after death. 17 This thing happens because a lot of
Malaysians still in the dark about the noble deed.
/18 Public understanding of brain death is also limited (Annie Freeda Cruez,
New Straits Time, 2008). 18 This quote is true, because the educational level in
Malaysia is very average.
/19 By doing encouragement campaign, more public can join and be informed
about organ donation.
Para 4
//20 Last but not least, this noble deed was proven to save lives.
/21 Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life threatening
diseases which has prove to be successful (Chui Jui Meng, NCD Malaysia,
2004). 22 Our country needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and
200 livers a year, but donated organs do not reach that numbers yet.
/23 This phenomena is due to wrong mindsets among people. 24 Everyone just
think about themselves, even until he or she dies, rather than thinking about the
others.
/25 So, by encouraging Malaysians to donate organs, a lot of live can enjoy a
proper living.
Para 5
//26 As a conclusion, it is not impossible for Malaysia to achieve high rates of
donors, but it requires hardworks and sacrifices. 27 I still believe that organ
donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
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MGE11
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Today, our world is experiencing all kinds of tissues and the death toll is
getting higher. 2 How do we put an end to this problem? One of the ways to
save person’s live is by organ transplantation. 3 Organ transplantation is a
form of treatment for serious and life-threatening diseases which has proven
to be successful (Chua, 2004). 4 The patients get their new organ from people
who donates it. 5 However, there are not many people willing to donate their
organ to other especially in Malaysia.

Thesis

//6 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//7 First, people should change their mentality and start thinking about other’s
lives.

Specification
Description
Suggestion
Evaluation

/8 Some people have pledged to donate their organ but the family did not
about that and they did not agree that organ donation from the diseased
cannot be done.
/9 This situation must be changed so that other people that are close friends
understands and will accept that the diseased wants to donate his or her organ
to others in order to save lives.
/10 The process of organ donation and transplant will not be a problem if
people change their mentality.

Descriptive argument 1 Para 3
Reiteration of thesis
//11 Secondly, TV stations should show programmes that shows benefits and
values of organ donation.
Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence
/12 Organ donation rates are low due to a constant barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation (Cruez, 2008). 13 People who watched
TV programmes and films that shows incorrect picture of organ donation will
have a negative perception about organ donation.
Suggestion
/14 TV programmes such as documentary about organ donation will help the
audience to get a better and cleaner picture about organ donation.
Descriptive argument 2 Para 4
Reiteration of thesis
//15 Lastly, government should organize a campaign on organ donation.
Elaboration
Description
Evaluation

Reinforcement +
Recommendation
Summary

/16 The campaign will inform and teach the public about the benefits and
values of organ donation. 17 A public forum to discuss the issue on organ
donation will definitely help (Cruez, 2008).
/18 Programmes like this can help and teach the public to understand and be
aware about organ donation. 19 Once people know the purpose of organ
donation, they will donate their own in order to save other’s lives.
Para 5
//20 In conclusion, organ donation can be encouraged among Malaysians by
changing the mentality of the people.
/21 TV stations show programmes that shows benefit and values of organ
donation and government should organize a campaign on organ donation to
inform and teach the public about the purpose of organ supply from the
donors and thus organ transplant can be done.
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MGE12
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ transplantation is a treatment which involves replacing diseased
organs and tissues with healthy one from donors(NCD Malaysia 2004). 2
Malaysian medical expertise are capable of conducting this kind of risky
operations but unfortunately in Malaysia we were lack of donors. 3 More
than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs, but due to lack of
awareness many of these potential donors are lost (New Straits Times 2008).
4 To avoid this valuable lost, organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians.

Thesis

// 5 There are several reasons why Malaysians should be honoured to donate
their organs.

Descriptive report 1
General
statement

Para 2
// 6 With recent advancement in surgical procedures and the availability of
anti-rejection drugs, the risk of being harmed from the operation is low.

Specification
Evaluation
Description
Evidence
Deduction

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description

Evidence
Deduction

Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
Deduction
Suggestion
Reinforcement

/ 7 Thus, we should not fear to donate our organ. As a living person, we were
classified as the live donor (NCD Malaysia 2004).
/ 8 Organs such as kidneys and tissues such as bone marrow, skin and blood
can only be obtained from a live donor. 9 And don’t you even worry about
the rumors of organ theft.
/10 For Malaysia, we have the law regarding this issue which is the Human
Tissues Act 1974 (NCD Malaysia). 11 This enforcement of law strictly
protect us from any crime related to the organ donation.
/ 12 Thus, we must not hesitate to donate our organ.
Para 3
// 13 If you are too scared to a process such as operation, you still can be a
cadaveric donor- donor after his/her death.
/ 14 This is one of a very noble intention that can be done by almost
everybody. 15 It is kind of easy because you just need to register as an organ
donor and then inform to your family member so that they wont object the
request after your death.
/ 16 This is because as stated in Human Tissues Act 1974, any objection
from family or donor`s next-of kin will cancel the pledge to donate his organ
(NCD Malaysia 2004).
/ 17 Thus, it’s the best way to donate your organ as you can make charity
even after you are dead.
Para 4
// 18- Other than all of the facts stated above, we Malaysians should involve
in organ donation simply because we unite and care for each other no matter
what religion or you are from.
/ 19- We know that we can save many lives with organ donation, and
basically it all depends on our willing to make deeds or just being selfish.
/ 20 The nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200
livers a year to save patients live (New Straits Times 2008).
/ 21 Without donation, there surely will be a problem in our Hospitality.
/ 22 As a support to our nation`s 1 Malaysia understanding, we can make it
happen by organ donation, and someone will just be so thankful to you later .
Para 5
45

Evaluation
Consequence
Suggestion
Recommendation
Suggestion

// 23 In conclusion, we Malaysian should be more aware to the need for
organ donation. 24 The risk is low, the choice is easy, the value are great,
and the one to make it happen is you.
/25 Maybe you just ignore this issue, and who knows, if it was you or your
family that needs the organ in the future.
/26 So help them as you should help others.
// 27 In conjunction of our campus Organ Donation Awareness Week, I hope
we can put ourself in the donator place and make deeds for our brother and
sister who needs it and thank yourself then.
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MGE13
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
// 1 Organ donation and transplantation is an issue that should be discussed
widely in Malaysia because of its importance and benefits that it brings. Chua
(2004) states that tremendous increase to the success of organ transplantation
because of advancement in the field of medicine. 2- There are tones of
advantages from organ donation that make it rational to encourage
Malaysians on organ donation.

Thesis

// 3 The benefits are, many lives can be saved, increase in medical education
and research, and rise in treatment for serious diseases.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
// 4 Besides, it is obvious that by donating organs, many patients’ lives can
be saved.

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Deduction

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Evidence
Description
Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary

Recommendation
Suggestion

/5 According to Annie (2008), the country needs the supply of about 1,200
kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save the lives of
them who are waiting for medical treatments.
/6 With this need for organ transplant, the demand for organs are increasing
while the rates of organ donation are low, many lives are wasted and could
not be saved. 7 This is a very disheartening situations that occur in our
country right now.
Para 3
// 8 Moreover, through the process of organ donation, the country can
increase our medical education and research.
/ 9 Our Human Tissues 1974 were created to allow the removal of tissues
from cadaveric donor for therapeutic, medical education and research
purposes (Chua, 2004).
/10 Donation of organs after the death of an individual would contribute a lot
in the field of medical education and research as the organs are used in
medical procedures and experiments. 11 Doctors and researchers would
benefited from the organs and tissues that have been donate and would create
transplant technology that are more advance.
Para 4
// 12 Furthermore, increase in treatment for life-threatening diseases is one of
the advantages of organ donation.
/12 Chua (2004), suggests that one of the ways to treat serious diseases is by
organ transplant.
/ 13 Diseases involving faulty organs can be treat by replacing them with a
healthy ones from donors if there are many donors out there, the statics for
serious diseases would surely be reduce.
/ 14 Malaysia would be a country where there many healthy people.
Para 5
//15 As a conclusion, organ donation or transplantation should be encouraged
among Malaysians so that many lives can be saved, medical education and
research in Malaysia will increase and the treatment for life-threatening
diseases will rise.
//16 Hope that Malaysians would start to open their eyes in this noble activity
of donating organs. /17 The government should organize many campaigns to
attract Malaysians to be an organs donors.
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MGE14
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 “Since the 70’s, 215 people have donated their organs. 2 The harvest included
128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas as well as
skin and bones” adapted from New Straits Time (F. C. Annie, 2008 June, 2). 3 The
statistics are staggeringly low since way back from the 70’s. 4 This shows that
Malaysians are not being well informed on the helpfulness of organs donations
therefore only a few hand of people are generous and kind enough to donate their
organs when they are still alive and even after their deaths.

Thesis

//5 Therefore steps should be taken in order to encourage more Malaysia in organ
donations.

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Evaluation

Para 2
//6 One of the way is that through the growth of technology.

Evidence
Suggestion
Deduction

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Evidence + Evaluation

Suggestion
Description
Consequence
Evaluation
Suggestion
Deduction
Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Evidence +
Evaluation

/7 With the advancement of technology more Malaysians would be more brave in
donating their organs.
/8 “Recent advancement in surgical procedures and the availability of anti-rejection
drugs have contributed tremendously to the success of organ transplantation”
adapted from NCN Malaysia 2004 (C.J. Meng, n. d.).
/9 The government should put more funding for the health empowerment so that
they could use the fundings and but the technology.
/10 With this, the people of Malaysia would feel more safe with the advancement of
technology that being used in surgical donating organs. 11 Malaysians would
eventually pledge to donate their organs since they are well informed with the
current technology that is being used by the hospitals.
Para 3
// 12Another step is by changing the law on organ donations; specifically by the
Human Tissues Act 1974.
/13 Recent studies showed by Chua Jui Meng which was adapted from the NCD
Malaysia 2004 points out that the Human Tissues Act 1974 have loopholes. 14
When the public found out that there is loopholes on the Act they felt that it is
rather pointless for them to donate their organs, therefore more people are
discourage to donate their organ with the existence of those loopholes.
/15 In order to encourage Malaysians to be an organ donator the government
especially the Health Ministry should consider easier and realise to take action on
the Act so that there would be any loopholes on it.
/16 One of the loopholes is that there are currently no control on the removal of the
organs from the live donor.
/17 Human trafficking are encouraged with this loopholes as the source of organs.
/18 For a big amount of money they could sell their organs instead of donating it to
the hospital for some unknown people that they do not recognise. 19 Why would
they donate if for free when they can sell their organs for their luxury.
/20 The Ministry of Health should review the Human Tissues Act 1974 and point
out the weaknesses so it can be fixed and being up-to-date.
/21 When there is no loophole, human trafficking on organ donation/selling would
eventually be stop and Malaysians can finally be encouraged to donate their organs.
Para 4
// 22 Third one is with the help of the media.
/23 “… due to a constant coverage of negative and fallacious stories about organ
donation.
/24 Only a few television shows or movies portray transplantation in a positive
manner and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the
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Suggestion

Reinforcement
Evaluation

procurement and surgery.” 25 Adapted from New Straits Times, (F. C. Annies,
2008 June 2008).
/26 The media should televised on how organ donations could save one’s particular
life instead of showing the viewers that the surgeries done could bring harmful to
your life even death. 27 With the outrageous and a complete false on organ
donation that are being heard no wonder less Malaysians are discouraged to donate
their organs. 28 The government should control what the media shows to the public
and what it would affect the public’s mind. 29 To encourage the hearts of the public
to donate their organs, the media could write stories or even televised shows that
portrays the miraculous stories on people that donated their organs and patients that
are saved by the organ donators.
Para 5
//30 More and more people could be saved and treated with the help of organ
donation if Malaysians are brave enough and encouraged enough to be apart of it.
31 With the help of the media as well as the government, Malaysians could be
encourage to pledge in donating their organs. 32 Organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians in the near future so that many lives could be save
and increase the quality of life.
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MGE15
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Nowadays, we always hear about organ donation but did we really know
what it is all about? 2 Organ donation is the process of giving parts of the
body to the one that needed such as kidney transplantation and might as well
transplantable tissues that are heart valves and skin.3 Therefore, organ
donations should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Thesis

//4 There are several ways to encourage organ donations among Malaysians.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//5 According to Annie Freeda Cruez, she said that make a talks about organ
transplantation can increase the numbers of donor.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Deduction
Evaluation

Descriptive report 1
General Statement
Specification
Description

/6 This can help because through talks or discussions, people will be given the
correct informations on organ donations.
/7 Therefore, they can change their mindset when they heard about benefits of
organ transplantation. 8 They will feel that they need to save others lifes and
give the new hopes to the recipients.
/9 For example, before the talks they must have heard about bad story behind
the organ transplantation but when they attend this forum they might as well
ask the person who gives the talks and know the truth about organ donation.
Para 3
//10 Besides that, she also mention that the family of the organ pledger did
not know about his attention to make organ donation and it cause problems in
the future.
/11 The organ pledger should tell his family so that it can encourage the
family about organ donations.12 The family will feel proud of his bravenest
and also might as well join his to be as organ donor someday.13 The organ
pledger also can tell their family on benefits of organ donation and will make
clear about the negative thinking that said this treatment is harmful.

Descriptive report 2
Description: Evidence
Specification
Description
Deduction

Recommendation
Suggestion

Para 4
//14 According to Chua Jui Meng, the law is made to encourage people to
donate and also to protect privacy of the donors.
/15 The Human Tissues Act 1974 are allows the removals for certain
purposes.
/16 From there, we can see that government are trying to encourage the
Malaysians to donate.
Para 5
//17 In a nutshells, Malaysian should make a organ donation so that they can
help others in a very brave way. 18 Government also should make more
campaigns in order to make people realize about this issues.
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MGE16
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
1 Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases which has proven to be successful.2 More than 100,000 people have
pledged to donate their organs, but due to a lack of awareness, many of these
potential donors are lost.

Thesis

//3 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because, Malaysia
not enough donor of organs, it can help to people who needed and can save and
give a new life to other people.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//4 First, organ donation should be encouraged because Malaysia not enough
donor of organs.

Elaboration
Evaluation
Description
Evaluation

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation +Evidence
Suggestion
Evaluation
Evidence

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Description
Suggestion
Consequence

/5 It is because some people in Malaysia not confident with the surgery of the
organ.6 They think too much to make decision to replacing diseased and
defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from the pledger.
/7 The commonly transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and
pancreas while transplantable tissues are liver, bone marrow, skin and heart
valves.
/8 People always think negative and they will died after they make a surgery. 9
It is because not many positive story or explanation about organ donation in a
media. 10 Only a few television shows or movies portray transplantation in a
positive manner and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description
of the process of procurement and surgery.
Para 3
//11 Second, it can help to people who needed.
/12 As we know, in Malaysian, many fatal accidents occurring in the country
every year, the Health Minister state that.13 They sometimes need the donation
of organs such as bone, skin and organ that they need to completely their body.
/14 However, the people who accidents that cannot save or live, their organ can
use for donate to other people if their organs saved and victims’ families give
permission or nobody not want to take the body victim’s.
/15 But, society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient
care.
/16 Human Tissues Act 1974 allows for the research purposes.17 Removal or
cadaveric tissues is allowed under two circumstances, namely:
18 First, at the express request of the donor.19 The request may be given at
anytime in writing or may be stated orally during the diseased’s last illness in
the presence of two witnesses; and
20 Second, in the absence of objection from the diseased and with the consent
in the next-of-kin. 21 The person responsible for the body should take all
reasonable steps to find if the deceased had any objection and obtain consent
from the next-of-kin.
Para 4
//22 Finally, organ donation should be encouraged because it can save and give
a new life to other people, like OKU.
/23 In Malaysians, sometimes we see many baby or old people not very lucky
in their life.24 For example, old people that need just one kidney to continue
their live.
/25 Why not we donate our kidney, or any organ to them? 26 It is possible to
live with just one kidney.
/27 It might be can give a spirit and confidential to they continued their life
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every day.
Reinforcement +
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation
Summary

Para 5
//28 In a conclusion, a change in mindset is very much needed.29 Society
should think positive about the organ donation surgery.
/30 With this change in mindset, it is hoped that donating organs will become
the custom for Malaysians to save the lives of others` after death rather than
letting organs go to waste.
/31 If organ donation be encouraged among Malaysians, it can help to people
who need organs donation, can save and give a new life to other people in the
future, and Malaysia also will enough the donor organs.
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MGE17
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 With technological advancement nowadays, there are many ways to save
the life of people.2 One of the rapid advancements that we can be proud of is
the existence of organ transplant technology.3 As our ministry of health is
reviewing our Country’s Human Tissue Act 1974,it is a sign to encourage the
Malaysian citizens to consider of doing organ donations.4 With technology
advancement and our country’s own Act, we surely have no problems in
carring out organ transplant procedure.

Thesis
//5 Organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians because organ
transplant can treat serious and life-threatening diseases, the increasing
demand for organ transplant but with little supply have proves to be the
problem, and it can saves lives of others.
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Description
Evaluation
Deduction

Argument 2
Point: Evidence
Elaboration
Evidence
Consequence

Deduction

Para 2
//6 One of the main reasons why we need to encourage Malaysians to donate
their organs is because it can treat many serious diseases.
/7 The transplantation involves replacing diseased and defective organs and
tissues with healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004).
/ 8 Sure, many people would doubt of donating organ transplant because they
would feel that it is dangerous procedure.
/9 The surgeon technically dissects your body and takes out an organ to be
transplanted to other human body.
/10 All this donors can be washed away because with the help of technology
advancement and the availability of anti-rejection drugs, the success of organ
transplantation is proven.
/11 Therefore, Malaysia must increase the number of donors because with the
technology advancement that we have, we can save many lives and treat many
diseases.
Para 3
//12 Besides that, we need to encourage organ donations among Malaysians
due to the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplant which is increasing throughout the world (Annie, 2008).
/13 The shortages of organ supplier proves to be a problem in fulfilling the
requirement of the number of organs needed.
/14 With little number of organ donors, there are many unfortunate donors that
did not receive healthy organs from anyone. 15 This will result in increasing
number of death due to prolonged untreated diseases. 16 Many lives that can
be saved will just go to wastes.
/17 Therefore, we need to encourage Malaysians to do organ donations to help
increase the number of donors.

Argument 3
Point

//18 Finally, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians because
it can save the lives of others, we need to change the mindset of Malaysians
that donating organs can actually help many people even after our own death.

Elaboration
Evaluation

/19 There are many accidents occur in the country every year and the number
of organs saved for donation is far from par. 20 This is due to objections from
victim’s families.
/21 As a result, many healthy organs that can be saved will just go to waste.

Consequence
Reinforcement +
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Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation
Summary

Evaluation

//22 In conclusion, we should encourage organ donations among Malaysians.
/23 With technological advancements that we have nowadays, it would be a
waste if the technology is not being put to use.
/24 Among the benefits that we get from encouraging organ donations is that
we can treat many serious and life threatening diseases, reduce the disparity
between the supplier and the people who needs the organ and saves many
lives.
/25 As we put the effort to inspire Malaysian citizen to practice organ
donations, many more lives will be saved.
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MGE18
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence
Description

Evaluation + Evidence
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Suggestion
Consequence

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion

Content
Para 1
//1 Nowadays the number of people out there in needing for organs transplant
are increasing at a steep rate. 2 In Malaysia, it is said that the current demand
for various types of organs such as the kidneys, hearts, corneas and liver
almost reach the number of 1200,450,450 and 200 respectively
(Annie,2008). 3 Annie (2008), stated that more than 100,000 people have
pledged to donate their organs, but due to a lack of awareness, many of these
potential donor are lost. 4 Hence, the activity of donating organ to the needy
ones among Malaysian citizens should be highly encouraged as this brave
move would bring numerous benefits to the others.
//5 The donation of organs could save more lives out there, decrease the
disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplant as
well as changing the general thinking of the people regarding organ
donations.
Para 2
//6 The benefit of donating organs to the needy one among Malaysians could
eventually save more lives.
/7 This is because, live donor as well as cadaveric donor which means the
dead’s one supply the organs for transplantation for the people who need
them (Chua, 2004).
/8 The donors can be ranging from parents, siblings, close relatives, spouses
and very close friends who have the relations to the recipient. 9 The most
needed organs such as the kidneys, heart, liver and corneas could be obtained
from the live donor. 10 While for certain tissues, such as bone marrow, skin
and blood, those could be obtained from both live and dead donor.
/11 As for dead donor, the donation of transplantable tissues should meet
certain criterias under the law of Human Tissues Act 1974, (Chua, 2004).
Para 3
//12 Apart from that, by encouraging the donation of organs among
Malaysians, it could decrease the disparity between the supply of organs and
the need for organ transplant, (Annie, 2008).
/13 The difference in the number of people in needing for organs transplant
from that of the number of donors could be lower the rate as the society
should feel proud and helpful by encouraging others to donate their organs.
14 It is also as a form of noble sacrifice in order to save and share happy
living with the others who are in great suffering.
/15 By encouraging the citizens they will put it aside about the distance
among people and the fear of not becoming a part of the other world after
death take place.
/16 Besides, by decreasing the disparity between the two groups, it could
eventually raise the spirits between them, hence catalyst towards a more
harmonic communities in the future, thus securing a healthier life style.
Para 4
//17 Finally, the encouragement to the Malaysian citizen to donate their
organs will help them to change and improve upon their general thinking and
mindset regarding organ donation (Annie, 2008).
/18 By this, the people will have better thought an donating organs they will
feel the joy of helping others that are in need, such as the organ transplant
recipient.
/19 Many steps could be done in order to raise people awareness as well as
mindset. 20 Therefore, one of the way is by helding public forum regarding
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Deduction
Consequence

Reinforcement
Summary

Evaluation

this issue. 21 The issue of donation of organ should be open and debate on.
22 These people ranging from all level of lives will watch and absorb the
knowledge gathered once they see the forum.
/23 Hence, this will make them to re-think of the issue. 24 It would also
attract the attention of the other organ pledgers, hence, the number of organ
in demand could be compensated.
/25 Therefore, donating organs will become major practices among
Malaysians to save the lives of others instead of letting their organ unused
and deteriorate just like that.
Para 5
//26 In conclusion, the encouragement among the nation upon donating of
organs to the one who need them is rightful act, as it could save more lives,
lower down the rate of disparity between the organ transplant and the organs
being supplicant and also is able to change the general thinking and mindset
of the people regarding this issue of organ donation.
/27 They are now becoming more brave and have high willingness to donate
their organs because it is an honourable act to be done as well as it can help
others and free them off from despair and sufferings.
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MGE19
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 The development of organ transplantation technology is one of the great
achievements in the world of medics nowadays. 2 However, several problems
have arisen in connection with organ transplantation. 3 For instance, public
understanding about organ donation is still low.

Identification

Thesis

//4 Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians as it can
save others’ lives, the increasing needs for organ donation and to reduce human
trafficking problem.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
// 5 Firstly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs as can save
others’ lives.

Elaboration
Evaluation

/6 Organ transplantation is proven to be successful as a treatment for serious and
fatal diseases.
/7 Those who are suffering from various organ failures can be saved by
replacing the defective organs with the healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004).
/8 This will help them to continue their life as healthy as usual.

Evidence
Deduction
Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//9 Other than that, it is important to encourage people to donate their organs as
there is an increasing needs in organ donation for organ transplantation surgery.

Elaboration
Evidence

/10 Our nation will need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200
livers a year to save patients’ lives (Annie, 2008). 11 However, since the
1970s,only 215 people have donated their organs with 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25
livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas were harvested (Annie,2008).
/12 Thus, there is still a big gap between the need for organ transplants and the
supply of the organs.

Deduction
Argument 3
Point

Para 4
//13 Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs in order to
reduce human trafficking problem.

Elaboration
Evidence

/14 Currently, there is no legislation in our country to regulate the removal of
organs from live donors (Chua, 2004).
/15 Thus, human trafficking will become a major source of organs since it
involves a big sum of money for the donors.
/16 According to Chua (2004) it is unethical to have payments involved in the
procurement of the organs as well as commercial transactions of organs.

Deduction
Evidence
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary
Evaluation

+

Para 5
//17 In conclusion, it is important for us to contemplate on the ways to encourage
Malaysians to donate their organ since organ donation can save others’ lives, the
increasing needs for organ donation and to reduce human trafficking problems.
/18 Many people are suffering from life-threatening diseases they still waiting
for a generous individual to become a donor and save their lives.
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MGE20
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 In this globalization of the world, the number of people living in the world
are increasing through out the year. 2 However, there are many people are
suffering from various organ failures. 3 These people need the donation organ to
replace with their failure organ to stay alive. 4 Statistics shows that, Malaysia
needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save
and protect people who are suffering from organ failure (Cruez,2008).

Identification

Thesis

//5 Therefore, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due
to a lot of reasons that will make these people smile.

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Evaluation
+Evidence

Para 2
//6 The first reason is shortage of available organs.

Evaluation
Consequence
Argument 1
Point

Para 3
//12 Secondly, rapidly advancement in transplant technology is the reason why
Malaysians are encouraged to donate their organs.

Elaboration
Evaluation

Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Suggestion

Deduction
Evaluation
Reinforcement
Evaluation

/7 Nowadays, there are few organs receive by the hospitals. 8 This is an
unexpected decreasing number of people because more than 100 000 people
have registered and agree to give theirs organs (Cruez, 2008).
/9 The demand for this organ are increased throughout the year. 10 However,
the hospitals cannot provide all the organs since there are only a few organs
received from pledger.
/11 This circumstance will cause the shortage of donation organs, when there are
a lot of people needed the donation organs.

+

/13 The world are changing from old version to the new version. 14 There are
new advance technology are produced which is parraler with the globalization of
the world. 15 Those days, there are only a few people who are willingness to
donate their organs. 16 This is because, the transplantation method used was old
technology and traditional method. 17 However, the innovative and creative
technology are already available nowadays. 18 The transplant technology are
more easier and effective.
/19 These will lead the government to improve Human Tissues Act 1974 and the
Guidelines on Organ Transplantation from pledger will boost the new era of
organ transplantation in this country (Chua, 2004).
/20 That is why Malaysians are encouraged to donate their organs.
Para 4
//21 Finally, Malaysians can save more benefits from organ donation, instead of
save the other’s live.
/22Malaysian should change their mindset toward the transplantation of the
organ. 24 They should have positive thinking about the transplantation. 23 They
should aware that a lot of people needs their kindness to donate their organs in
order to stay alive.
/25 With this change in perception, it is hoped that Malaysians are sympathy to
save the other’s live after death rather than letting their organs unuseful (Cruez,
2008).
/26 By saving the other’s live, pledger had doing some kind of good in their live
in advertantly, their noble intentions will be honoured.
Para 5
//27 In conclusion, Malaysians should realize that living in this world are only
for a while. 28 One day, we will step doing our routine because of dead.
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Recommendation
Evaluation
Summary

//It is legal for Malaysians to show their kindness by donate their organs to
people in need.
/29 Perhaps, the people who are received their organ will help their organ next
of kin.
/30 Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians in order
to increase the number of organ donation and help people who are suffering
from the organ failure.
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Appendix B3- LGE Schematic Structure of Argumentative Essay Analysis
LGE1
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation is the one of good ways for serious and life-threatening
diseases which has proven to be successful. 2 It is also involves the replacement
process from person to another person. 3 According to C. F. Annie (2008), more
than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs, but due to a lack of
awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

Thesis

//4 There are many ways to encourage among Malaysians on organ donation
such as donate his organs when he dies, doing a public forum and no payments
are involved in the procurement of the organ.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//5 First and foremost, Malaysians are now very open and very forthcoming
about donating organs, including the Malays.

Specification
Evaluation
Deduction
Evidence
Deduction
Argument 1
Point

Elaboration
Evaluation

Consequence

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Deduction
Evaluation
Reinforcement
Summary

/6 That is means they have concern the benefits of organ donation.
/7 So, to encourage the Malaysians and gives them awareness about this issue
they must pledge to donate their organs. 8 The organ pledger should inform his
family of his pledge to donate his organ, when he dies.
/9 Since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs. 10 The harvest
included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas,
as well as skin and bones.
/11 So, Malaysians have to donate his organs to people who need it.
Para 3
//12 Secondly, to encourage among Malaysians concern about the important of
organ donation, we can doing a public forum which is necessary among
Malaysians to discuss this issue because it is sensitive especially our country,
Malaysia being a multiracial country.
/13 By doing a public forum and discuss in proper way, it definitely can help to
ensure that Malaysians will be more serious in organ donation. 14 According to
New Straits Times (2008) society needs to view organ donation as a standard
aspect of patient care.
/15 From the good changes in mindset, it is hoped that organ donation will be
more effective and become the custom for Malaysians to save the lives of others
after death rather than letting their organs go to waste.
Para 4
//16 Another good way to encourage among Malaysians donate his organ is
ensure that no payments are involved in the procurement of the organ.
/17 It is because some of the ethical problems that need to be solved for live
donation are questions of consent. 18 There is a need to know whether the
organs are given freely and not under duress, and whether the risks are explained
to the donor.
/19 So, if they got know all the things more details, they will not scare to donate
his organs and the people who really needs the organ will gets the benefits and
can save their life from any serious or life-threatening diseases.
/20 The Ministry of health is also in the process of developing guideline on
organ donation and transplantation from living donors.
Para 5
//21 As a conclusion, organ donation have benefited to Malaysians because by
doing this way, many peoples in Malaysia can be saved suffering from any
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diseases and it also can save the lives of others after death rather than letting
their organs go to waste.
Evaluation

/22 Rapid advancements in transplant technology over the years have made
shortcomings in our Human Tissues Act 1974 because more evident. 23
Accordingly, the ministry of Health is now in the final stage of reviewing the
Act to address the weaknesses and bring it up-to-date and improving the
weaknesses.

Recommendation

//24 As a result, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because bring a lots of benefits and can saving lives, by one pledge at a time.
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LGE2
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
// 1 Many people in Malaysia wants to donate their organs to those people
illness and wants to the organ stay live. 2 But due to a lack of awareness,
many of potential donors are lost. 3 Organ donors is very important because it
can help people who wants the organs like eye, pancreas, liver, kidneys and
hearts. 4 Beside that, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysia.
// 5 Here, have a general steps for make people wants to donate their organs.

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
// 6 The family who have a death relatives or anyone was died, the organ can
be donate.

Specification
Description
// 7 It is call cadaveric organ donation. 8 Cadaveric organ donation is the
donation of organ after the death of an individual. 9 This would provide
organs and tissues for all types of transplantations. 10 Organ transplantation is
a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening diseases which has proven
to be successful. 11 The organ pledger who want to donate organ must inform
their family when he dies.
Descriptive
argument 1
General statement
Specification
Evaluation

Para 3
// 12 The media or television must shows to people about positive manner but
only a few television shows or movies potray transplantation in a positive
manner and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the
process of procurement and surgery.
/13 Asking people to consider organ donation is already a difficult task and
therefore, it should not compete with false and outrageous donation stories.

Descriptive
argument 2
General statement
Specification
Description
Evaluation
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Deduction
Recommendation
Evaluation

Para 4
// 14 A minister must organize a campaign, for this because it can open
people’s eye the importants of organ donors.
/ 15 With this campaign, organiser can make activities that participating many
people like blood donor and tell them about the important of organ donors.
/ 16 It can make people understand and start to donor organs and it can be
used by people who wants the organ to stay alive.
Para 5
// 17 In conclusion, many good thing can get if we donate organs to people
was sick. 18 We can save their life and their life was happy.
/ 19 So, we must change mindset very much.
// 20 Society needs to view organ donations as a standard aspect of patient
care.
/21 With this change, it is hope that donating organs will become the custom
for Malaysians to save the lives of others after death rather than letting their
organs go to waste.
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LGE3
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Content
Para 1
//1 Donating deused and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from
donors is organ donation. 2 Kidneys, heart, eyes, lung and pancreas are the
commonly donated organs. 3 Meanwhile liver, bone marrow, skin and heart
valves are transplantable tissues that can be donated. 4 Organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians as now it has proven to be successful.
//5 So, Malaysians should know who can donate the organs and the steps that
can encourage Malaysians about organ donation.
Para 2
//6 Based on Article 1: The Ethics and Law on Organ Transplation in Malaysia
(Chua Jui Meng, NCD Malaysia 20004, Volume 3m No. 1), the person who can
donate organs are either a living person, the live donor or a dead person, the
cavadenic donor.

Specification
Description

/7 Live donors can only be donated kidney, parts of the liver and certain tissues
such as bone marrow, skin and blood. 8 For live donors, “live-related donors” is
the donors that can be parents, siblings, spouses and very close friends who are
“emotionally related” to the recipients. 9 Meanwhile the donation of organs after
the death of an individual is cadaveric organ donation. 10 This donation can
provide organs and tissues for all types of transplantions being performed in the
country.

Descriptive report 2
General statement

Para 3
//11 The step that can encourages Malaysians about organ donation is helding a
public forum based on Article 2:Saving Lives, One Pledge At A Time.

Specification
Description
Deduction

Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Description
Example
Deduction

Reinforcement
Recommendation

/ 12 In public forum, the public can discuss the issue on organ donation with the
professional panels and it may can help the public to more understand about the
organ donation.
/13 Not only ensure that an organ pledger’s which is fulfullied but will also
increase this number of pledgers and organ donations among non-pledgers. 14
So, it changes the mindset of public and encourages Malaysians about the organ
donation.
Para 4
//15 Not only that, the other step that can encourages Malaysians about organ
donation is most of television shows or movies must potray transplantation in a
positive manner and give an accurate description of the process of surgery.
/16 So it can develop a positive impressions among the Malaysians and they can
watch the real action and information from televisions with briefly description.
/17 For example, National Geographic shows the organ surgery from hospitals.
/18 This step can overcome the problem due to a constant barrage of negative
and fallacious stories about organ donation based on Article 2: Saving Lives,
One Pledge At A Time, (Annie Freeda Cruez, New Straits Times, 2 June 2008).
Para 5
//18 In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
/It is hoped that donating organs will become the custom for them to save the
lives of others after death rather than letting their organs to go waste with this
change in mindset.
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LGE4
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 According to Freeda Cruez. A (2008), more than 100,000 people have
pledged to donate their organs, but due to a lack of awareness, many of these
potential donors are lost. 2 The commonly ‘transplanted organs are kidneys,
heart, eyes, lungs and pancrease while transplantable tissues are liver, bone
marrow, skin and heart valves. 3 Organs for transplantation can come from a
living person or a dead person (Meng, 2004).

Identification

//4 There are several factor why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians. 5 This include the increased number of patient need of organ
transplants, to prevent problem lack of awareness which lead many potential
donors are lost, besides can save the lives of others, it also a noble intention and
increase confidential among Malaysians.mnai774

Thesis

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Para 2
//6 The first factor that need be consider why organ donation should be
encourage among Malaysia is the increase in number of patients in need of organ
transplants, together with the scarcity of available organs.
+

Argument 2
Elaboration
Evidence

Evaluation

/7 Freeda Cruez. A (2008) state that the nation need about 1,200 kidneys, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save patients lives. 8 Every year the
number of fatal accidents occurring in this country also was reported. 9 Many
patient need organ donation to continuous their life normally after accidents.
Para 3
/8 According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, the chairman of the Health Ministry’s
public education sub-committee on organ donation, when the pledger is certified
brain dead and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,
they refuse and accuse the doctors and nurses of being heartless at their time of
mourning, retrieved by Freeda Cruez .A (2008).
/9 This happen because lack of awareness of people who have pledged to donate
their organs to inform they family about the donation.

Point

//10 This is the second factor and reason why organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysia.

Deduction

/11 When Malaysians was encouraged about organ donation it automaticly will
help to solve this problem. 12 The donater will not scare to inform their family
about their organ donation. 13 His family also will accept his decision and the
problem doctors cannot harvest them or take his tissues and bones without the
consent of his family or next of kin will not happen again.

Descriptive report 1
General Statement

Para 4
//14 Next is, to increase and give more confidential among the Malaysians about
organ donation.

Specification
Description +
Evidence

Deduction

/15 This is because organ donation rates are low due to constant barrage of
negative and fallacious stories about organ donation, (Freeda Cruez, 2008). 16
According to Freeda Cruez. A (2008), only few television shows or movies
portray transplantation in a positive manner and even fewer of these both to give
an accurate description of the process of procurement and surgery.
/17 All this may develop a negative impression that organ donation is potentially
harmful. 18 So, to increase confidential among Malaysians organ donation
should be encourage in our country.
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Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description
Evidence
Deduction
Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//19 Last but not least organ donation is noble intentions.
/20 In recent cases, most of the organ donors were Malays and many benefited
from organs donated (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
/21 Freeda Cruez, A (2008) also stated since the 1970s, 215 people have donated
their organs. 22 It included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart,
143 corneas as well as skin and bones.
/23 With this donation of organ it can save many patient live.
/24 Rather than letting their organs go to waste many Malaysians will willing to
donating their organs to save the live of others after death when our country
encourage organ donation.
/25 This will change the mindset and willing to donating their organ.
Para 6
//26 As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
to solve problem, lost of donors because of lack awareness, increasing number
of patient, it is a noble intention and will increase confidential among
Malaysians.
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LGE5
Functional Stages
Identification

Identification

Descriptive argument 1
Suggestion
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence

Descriptive report 1
General Statement
Specification
Evaluation + Evidence

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Deduction
Evaluation + Evidence

Content
Para 1
//1Organ donation is not a something new in Malaysia. 2 A few years ago,
surgeons have successfully transplanted a part of liver of a man into a boy
which suffered from a liver disease. 3 Transplant is an action of taking an
organ or skin from one person and put it into or onto another (Oxford, 2005).
4 There are few organs that commonly transplanted such as kidneys, heart,
eyes, and lungs. 5 There are also some transplantable tissues such as liver,
bone marrow, skin and heart valves. Organ donator can come from either a
living person or a dead person.
Para 2
//6 More than 100,000 people have pledged to do organ donation but due to a
lack of awareness, many of them are lost (Freeda Cruez, 2008). 7 Apart from
this, organ donation rates are low due to the constant barrage of negative and
also wrong idea about organ donation. 8 Asking people to consider organ
donation is already a hard task and thus, it should not compete with wrong
and unacceptable organ donation stories (Freeda Cruez, 2008). 9 According
to the Health Minister, “it was disheartening that despite many fatal accidents
occurring in the country every year, the number of organs saved for donation
was negligible due to the objections from their families” (p.7).
Para 3
//10 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians since the
organ donation rates are low among Malaysian citizens.
/11Malaysians are now very open and very forthcoming about organ
donation, including the Malays.
/12 In recent cases, most of the organ donors were come from Malay people
and many benefited from the organs donated (Freeda Cruez, 2008). 13
Donors can be parents, siblings or close relatives who are genetically related
to the recipients (Chua, 2004).
Para 4
//14 The way to encourage the Malaysian people about organ donation is by
having a public forum to discuss about the issue.
/15 This will be definitely help. This will not only to make sure that an organ
pledger’s wish is fulfilled but will also rise up the number of pledgers and
organ donators among non-pledgers (Freeda Cruez, 2008). 16 This public
forum will also help Malaysians to increase their awareness about organ
donation. 17 It is also help them to know about the ethics and law on organ
transplantation in Malaysia. 18 The amendments to the Human Tissues Act
1974 and the Guidelines on Organ Transplantation from Live Donors will
herald a new era of organ transplantation in Malaysia (Chua, 2004).
Para 5
//19 Furthermore, society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect
of patient care.
/20 Thus, a change in mindset is very important.
/21 With this change in mindset, it is hoped that donating organs will become
the custom for Malaysians to save the lives of people needed rather than
letting their organs go to waste (Freeda Cruez, 2008). 22 People around also
have to stop spreading the wrong idea about organ donation. 23 Asking
people to consider organ donation is a hard task and therefore, it should not
compete with false and very shocking organ donation stories (Freeda Cruez,
2008).
66

Reinforcement

Para 6
//24 In conclusion, organ donation is very important in order to save
someone’s life.

Recommendation

//25 Malaysian people and society should increase their awareness about
organ donation. Better late than never.
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LGE6
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evidence
Deduction

Descriptive argument 2
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation
Deduction
Evidence + Evaluation

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Deduction
Suggestion
Evaluation
Deduction
Evidence

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ is a very important for the human to live such the heart are the
important organ for human. 2 The organ that can be donated and common to
donater such as kidney and heart. 3 The commonly transplanted organs such
as kidney, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas (Chua, 2004).
//4 The rate of organ donation among Malaysians should be encourage in
several way such as firstly, upgrade the awareness of demand the organs
nowadays is very high, secondly, do the campaign to discuss the issue of
organ donation and thirdly, encourage Malaysians to more sensitive about
died that because by no transplant organ can be proceed.
P
ara 2
//5 Firstly, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian with
upgrade the awareness of demand the organs nowadays is very high.
/6The increasing of organ transplants demand through the world disparity
between the supply of organs (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
/7 Because of this, the Malaysians have to become more sensitive to help the
society this is suffer in their disease that actually can be cure with do the
organ transplant. 8 That is because the Malaysians have to donate their organ
especially when died. 9 The Malaysians also have to know that donate the
organ have many benefits to us such as can safe our family members life.
Para 3
//10 Another than that, do the campaingn to discuss the issue of organ
donation also can encourage the Malaysians donate the organ.
/11 Attendent the campaingn such public forum is very effective in dealing
with the issue of organ donation.
/12 This is because the campaingn such as public forum can be change the
Malaysians and mindset regarding the organ donation that can develop a
negative impression about organ donation is very harmful procedure.
/13 Issue of the organ donation will effective with public forum discuss
(Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Para 4
//14 Encourage Malaysians to more sensitive about died that cause no organ
donation to transplant.
/15 As we know the demand for the organ transplant is very high than the
donation.
/16 This is because Malaysians not sensitive and just ignore of this issue.
/17 To encourage that Malaysian for to be more sensitive with introduce
more the patient in media massa or electronic to public that have many
people that suffer in the disease.
/18 Apart from that, the Malaysians also have a negative thought about the
organ donating.
/19 This is happen because influence of fallacious stories about organ
donation.
/20 According to Freeda Cruez, 2008 just several televisions shows the
portray transplantation in right way manner.
Para 5
68

Reinforcement
Evaluation

Summary

Evaluation

//21 In conclusion, the organ donation should be increase among Malaysians
for the various benefits that can not be reply with others thing because
donating the organ is very valuable.
/22 There are several way to encourage organ donation among Malaysians
such as upgrade the awareness of demand the organs that nowadays is very
high demand do the campaingn to discuss the issue of organ donation and
encourage Malaysians to become sensitive about died that cause no organ
donation to transplant.
/23 Organ donation can priority for the future if the organ donation is not be
a true organ donation.
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LGE7
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 In this new era, people have a weak body from time to time. They need an
organ transplant to change the weak organ in their to stay healthy. 2 It is cause
from the environment of todays life. 3 From this, the medical technology have
overcome this problem by organ donation as alternative. 4 They can also use the
organ from living donor and the cadaveric donor which is the dead person.

Thesis

//5 Today, the Malaysians have no intention or awareness of this organ donation
programme and should be encouraged which it is a form of treatment, an
important source for transplantation and the role of Malaysians being a
multiracial country.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//6 Organ donation is considered as a form of treatment for serious and lifethreatening diseases.

Specification
Description

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Suggestion
Deduction

Evaluation

Recommendation

/7 It is said that the organs that donated by the donor can save people life and
cure the infected organ from the recipient. 8 It is also good to donated the organ
because people’s body will generate better system from the body. 9 Moreover, in
person’s body there are many parts that we can donate such as pancreas, lung,
heart, kidney and any (Jui Meng, 2004).
Para 3
//10 Furthermore, organ donation is an important source for transplantation in
human body.
/11 A legal permission approved by government always make a campaign or
programme for those who wish to donate their organs so that will help others
who need it. 12 They will collect the organ if there are request for it. 13 The
organ will supply life for other as if there are donors who willing to give away
their organ. 14 For some reason, the donor will be explained about the condition
and ensure that no payments are involved during the obtaining of the organs. 15
This is because we have to permission from the donor before obtaining the organ
to ensure that the request are not under duress (Jui Meng, 2004).
Para 4
//16 Besides that, the Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organ
which it is their role as being a multiracial country.
/17 The Malaysians should help each other in order to survive and feeling
harmony toward society and for the country.
/ 18 If the Malaysians do this, the new generation will also followed this great
will and continued to improve themselves. 19 This will also increased the
donation of organ for supply in the future (Annie, 2008).
Para 5
/ 20 In the future, the Malaysian will improve in life and bring the new era got
better lives. 21 Organ donation after all is not harmful like the stories said and it
is a necessary to heard it from a very rightful authority such as government.
//22 In the mean time, try to encouraged future generation to donate their organ
for future living generation.
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LGE8
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation is a process of transferring our organ to a person who
really need it. 2 First thing that will cross if our mind is, we afraid to do so
and think this issue is not an important things. 3 Do we know that, our
country needs about 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450, 450 corneas and 200
livers annually to save patients’ lives? 4 This issue was getting serious as
there are not enough donors to donate their organs to society.

Thesis

//5 To curb this problem, organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//6 This problem is getting serious because of the dissimilarity between the
supply of organs and the need for organ transplants which is rising
throughout the world (Annie, 2008).

Specification
Description
Deduction

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description
Deduction
Suggestion
Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Description
Deduction

/7 The supply of organs that available in every country are not enough to
save patients’ live. 8 In Malaysia, the number of people are getting higher
over the years.
/9 Proportional to this, number of patients who needs the organ also increase.
10 Because of lack of organs in that available in our country, the mortality
rate will rapidly increase.
Para 3
//11 Besides that, there are slightly low rate of organ donation in our country
(Annie, 2008).
/12 Malaysians does not have a right information and proper explanation
about organ donation. 13 They just make their own assumption about organ
donation.
/14 Thus, they will afraid to do so.
/15 Government should play their role to educate the society about organ
donation and to increase their awareness.
Para 4
//16 Last but not least, transplant technology in Malaysia have tremendous
development over the years (Chua, 2004)).
/17 Ministry of Health, have evaluating the Act to observe the weaknesses
and bring it up-to-date.
/18 This is to ensure that, the future donor will feel save to undergo organ
transplantation. 19 As a result, the number of volunteer donor will rise to
donate their organs.

Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//20 In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because of dissimilarity between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplants which is rising throughout the world (Annie, 2008), there are
slightly low rate of organ donation in our country (Annie, 2008) and
transplant technology in Malaysia have tremendous development over the
years (Chua, 2004).

Recommendation

//21 As a Malaysians, we should aware about this problem and be a generous
to help patients who really needs the organ.
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LGE9
Functional Stages

Content

Identification

Para 1
//1 Nowadays, more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their
organs. It involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with
healthy ones from donors. 2 According to Lee, when the pledger is certified
brain dead and his family members are approached by the hospital
authorities, they refuse and accuse the doctors and nurses of being heartless
at their time of mourning. 3 Despite of that, society absolutely believe that
organ donation are not serious things.

Thesis

//4 So, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians by bring the
Human Tissues Act 1974 up-to-date, get support from family members and
make a public forum about this issue.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//5 Firstly, transplantation of cadaveric organ usually used the Human
Tissues Act 1974 that almost identical to England’s Human Tissues Act
1961.

Specification
Description

Suggestion
Deduction
Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation

Deduction
Descriptive argument 2
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Example
Deduction

/6 It is allows for the removal of tissues from cadavers for therapeutic,
medical education and research purposes. 7 But, there is no clear legal
authority in the country controlling the removal of organs from live donors. 8
Apart from this, live donations are legally allowed if there is valid consent
obtained from the donor.
/9 Therefore, to make organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians, Ministry of Health must play role by being the Human Tissues
Act 1974 up-to-date and address the weaknesses.
/10 It is to herald a new era of organ transplantation in Malaysia and process
of developing guidelines on organ donation.
Para 3
//11 Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians by
supported from family members.
/12 It is important because if the organ pledger wants to donate his organs
that can gain noble intentions will be honoured, absolutely his family
members were support him. 13 Moreover, give some belief to our family
members or even our ‘loved ones’ that organ donation is a good thing that
can help other people live while his do something that can proud himself or
even their family members.
/14 So, his must make good decision and gain family supported to make
organ donation.
Para 4
//15 Lastly, make a public forum to discuss the issue on organ donation will
definitely help organ pledger while it also should be encouraged among
Malaysians.
/16 Absolutely society were agree and support that organ donation is the
good things.
/17 It is because by make a public forum, everybody can speak about their
decision or opinion.
/18 For example, organ donation will increase the number of pledgers and
organ donations among non-pledgers.
/19 In spite of that, society absolutely view that organ donation as a standard
aspects of patient care and changed their mindset that donating organs will
become the custom for Malaysians to save the lives of others after death
rather than letting their organs go to waste.
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Reinforcement
Summary
Evaluation

Para 5
//20 In conclusion, by bring the Act of Human Tissues 1974 up-to-date, gain
supported by family members, and always support public forum about this
issue should be encouraged among Malaysians about organ donations.
/21 Fulfilled pledge and good ethics about organ donation also can perfect
and believe all people in the country.
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LGE10
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Deduction
Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Description

Evaluation
Deduction

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Evaluation
Suggestion
Evaluation

Content
Para 1
//1 Malaysia is a multiracial country that lives in harmony and peacefully. 2
This unique has made this country a beautiful place to live. 3 The success
that has been achieved from year to year by this country has made it become
a role model to other countries. 4 Malaysia can also become a role model in
organ donation.
//5To make this become reality, organ donation should be encouraged among
the Malaysian citizen.
Para 2
//6 The first reason why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians is transplants technology advancements.
/7 The rapid advancements in the technology followed by the advancement
in surgical procedures have made the process of organ transplantation to be
successful. 8 Our country have all the equipments that is needed to done the
surgery. 9 We have also lots of mastered doctors that can do the treatment
successfully.
/10 These will convince the Malaysians to do the organ donation (Jui Meng,
2004).
Para 3
//11 Another reason is the number of patients in need of organ transplants are
increasing year by year.
/12 The patients are suffering from various organ failure states lots of
transplanted organs are needed in order to save their live. 13 Some of the
organs for transplantation are heart, eyes, lungs, and the most popular organs
for commercial transactions is the kidneys.
/14 One of the reasons why the kidneys is the most popular because the
increasing demand of it.
/15 This shows that the Malaysians should be encouraged to do the organ
donation. (Jui Meng, 2004; Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Para 4
//16 Malaysia is one of the best country in road building.
/17Although our country have good road to drive our vehicles, we cannot
deny that many fatal accidents occurring in the country every year.
/18 Organs can be taken from the deceased in the fatal accidents to be
donated to save the lives of others.
/19 This is a very good thing to do. 20 Rather than letting their organs go to
waste, it can be use to continue others life (Jui Meng, 2004; Freeda Cruez,
2008).

Reinforcement
Summary

Para 5
//21 In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because of transplant: technology advancements, increasing number of
patients in need of organ transplants, and many fatal accidents occurring in
the country every year.

Recommendation

/22Hence, the Health Minister need to make campaign and public forum as
part of the alternatives to encourage the Malaysians to do the organ donation.
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LGE11
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Now more than 10.000 people need organ donation to continue their life
because their own organs is not functionable. 2 The organs that needed are heart,
kidneys, lungs, eyes and pancreas. 3 Other than that, the transplanted tissues are
heart valves, bone marrow, skin and liver. 4 So, as a concern Malaysians, we
should take this seriously and take this opportunity to help them which is
suffering from the unfunctionable organ. 5 We also not forgotten that what is
needed to make sure the steps to accomplished this process.

Thesis

//6 There are many ways to encouraged organ donation among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Deduction

Para 2
//7 Firstly, the existing of loving feels.

Suggestion
Description

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description

Suggestion
Description
Deduction
Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Description
Deduction
Suggestion

/8 Everyone has a loving feels to somebody such as family, partner living and
friends.
/9 So this is the way to express our feels by donating the organs to our family if
our family got unfunctionable organs. 10 If our family do not have any problem,
think about other people and just imagine they are our family. 11 If our family
members got this sickness, we are the right person to help to donate because
live-relationship donor is most important to save their life.
/12 We also can help other people that is not related to us but make sure we got
the permission from our family to donate our organ.
/13 The understanding family will let us to donour this will make sure the
process of donation is successful. 14 At the same time, our family will follow
our way to donate their organ because they learn from our sacrifice.
Para 3
//15 Secondly, Malaysians must read and watch a lot of books and movies to
more understand what is: organ donation actually.
/16 It is because many people do not know that how the procedure is and when
the doctors take our organ. 17 The answers is the doctors will take our organ if
we are dead. 18 The best time to removed the organ is when our heart is still
beating eventhough we are dead and that is called brain death. 19 From the
movies also we can watch really what happen during this procedures.
/20 In the same time, we should choose the right channel to watch it because
certain of that contained a fake stories of this procedures.
/21 The documentary of the life of patients can increase our level confident to be
donor.
/22 So, this books and movies will help us to be proud be a donor.
Para 4
//23Thirdly, the government should make the laws tiredly in our country about
legislation in our country.
/24 It is because many people want to donate their organ but this will not get
some payment or present if we do that. 25 But, by human trafficking as the
source or organs, they can sell their organ there.
/26 So, person that need money will take this opportunity to get money from this
way without thinking the effect.
/27 In other hand, public forum can be form to make we understand how
important donate our organ legally. 28 Also, we can know the effect if we join
the human trafficking.
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Reinforcement

Para 5
//29 In conclusions, many ways can we follow to be a usefull person as
Malaysian. 30 The important person in our country must take not and do their
responsibility to make sure organ donation in our country will increases.
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LGE12
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
// 1 There are many serious and life-threatening diseases that occur nowadays.
2 For examples, diabetes, hole at the heart, defective kidneys and many more.
3 The cure for these diseases and were proven successful are through organ
transplantation. 4-Organ transplantation means changing diseased and bad
organs and tissues with the healthy one from donor (Chua Jui Meng, 2004). 5
The examples of transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and
pancrease (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).

Thesis

// 6 The organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of
no legislation, make full use of dead’s organ and many patients have these
diseases.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//7 Firstly, there is no law in the country that prevent someone from remove
their organs (Chu Jui Meng, 2004).

Specification
Description
Evaluation

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description
Suggestion
Description
Evaluation
Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Evidence
Deduction

Reinforcement
Evaluation

/8 When there is no legal authority, the donor can make a live donation legally.
/9 Furthermore, with the increase of patiences that have those serious diseases
and need a healthy organ, together with the lack of the organs, we need to
encouraged more people to donate so that they can save others life.
Para 3
//10 Secondly, some dead peoples have organs that function normally before
death and does not have any defectives.
/11 As a human being, we cannot make it go waste and unused.
/12 We should donate it to the one that are need it most.
/13 There is cadaveric organ donation that means donation of organs of the
dead individual (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
/14 There is no problem removing the organs from the dead person, if there is
no objection from his family and also the donor has approval it.
Para 4
//15 Finally, there is a lot of organs needed to save patients’ lifes.
/16 The country needs about 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200
livers a year (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
/17 Therefore, a public forum articles and news about issue on organ donation
need to spread widely into public so that they will realized the importance of it.
18 This will not only ensure that the donor’s wish is fulfilled but also increase
the number of donor and organ donations among non-pledgers. 19
Furthermore, we need to change the societies’ mindset that they need to view
organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care (Annie Freeda Cruez,
2008).
Para 5
//20 In conclusion, we should encourage more people and realize them the
importance of the organ donations. 21 They should know that there are many
unfortunate person that need the normal organs the most. 22 It is hoped that
donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians to save others life
after death rather that letting their organs go to waste.
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LGE13
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Evidence
Deduction
Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation
Deduction

Descriptive argument 2
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation

Descriptive argument 3
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation

Recommendation

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ donation has become popular just in a big country like the United
State America, but also in a small country like Malaysia. 2 Malaysians have
how slowly accept the terms of organ donation and they have also slowly
pledge to become donors. 3 From this we can tell that a stranger can also
become our friend just by donating some organs to the people that in needs. 4
But what happened to the people that still did not realize the important of
organ donation?
Para 2
// 5 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians. 6 And these
are 4 ways on how to encouraged organ donations among Malaysians.
//7 The first one is by media.
/8 If the media say good things about organ donation, people will start
believe it because media has the most connection to most of the people.
/9 According to Annie Freeda Cruez, (2008), “Only a few television shows
or movie portray transplantation in a positive manner”.
/10 From this we can see that how big is the impact just by using media
(Annie Freed Cruez, 2008) (pg.7) (Chua Jui Meng 2004).
Para 3
//11 The second way to encourage organ donation among Malaysians is by
having a public forum to discuss the issue on organ donation.
/12 According to Annie Freeda Cruez, (2008), “This will increase the
number of pledger’s and organ donations among non-pledgers”.
/13 From here we can say that this way can might actually work because
through this public forum, people can share their opinion, doubt, and maybe
experience on the issue of organ donation of course. 14 From this way also,
people can open their mind to the new things. (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008)
(pg.7).
Para 4
//15 The third way to encourage organ donation among Malaysians is by
having a convention on the issue of organ donation.
/16 From this way, people can be explain thoroughly about the good and the
bad things for donating organs. 17 People can also share their doubt that they
have at the convention. 18 According to (Annie Freed Cruez, 2008), Chua
Jui Meng (2004), “by having direct contact with the people who know about
organs donating, people will convince and start to believe in organ
donating”.
Para 5
//19 The last way to encouraged organ donation among Malaysians is by
early education in school.
/20 From this way, people can have a lot of time to think whether they want
to donate their organ or not. 21 In the school, the children will be given an
early education on the important of organ donation. 22 The school teacher
will explain to them what is organ donation is really about.
Para 6
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//23 In a nutshell, we are not supposed to be. 24 We are supposed to be open
minded about this thing.
Evaluation

/25 People needs people to live. 26 With this change in mindset, it is hoped
that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians to save the lives
of others after death rather than letting our organs go to waste.
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LGE14
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs. The harvest included
128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as
well as skin and bones (Annie F. C., 2008). 2 However, there are many
patients out there waiting for another organ pledger to donate their organ
their organ. 3 That is what happening in Malaysia. 4 Organ donation in
Malaysia quite low as Malaysia does not want to help these patients that are
grateful to be help.

Thesis

//5 So, this article will discuss about the types of donor, low rates of organ
donation in Malaysia and actions to be taken to encourage organ donation
among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//6 Firstly, Malaysians have to know about the types of donor.

Specification
Description

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Deduction
Description

Evaluation
Deduction

Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Suggestion
Description
Evaluation

/7 There are two types; one is the live donor and another one is the cadaveric
donor. 8 The live donors are living persons who are genetically related to the
recepients and also a very close friends. 9 These donors are important
because there are some organ that cannot be procured from cadaveric donor.
10 Cadaveric donor is a dead person and the donation take place after the
death of an individuals. 11 When is the best time to harvest the organ? 12 It
is when the situation is called brain death which the heart is still breathing
but the brain is dead. 13 The organ can be taken from the donor if the donor
is willing to or the relatives do not object it.
Para 3
//14 The low rates of organ donation in Malaysia are mainly cause by the
objection of the donor’s family or next of kin.
/15 Thus, doctors can never take the organ without the consent of the donor’s
family or next to kin.
/16 This problem arise when the organ pledgers does not inform their family
of his intention when he dies. 17 Another factor that lead to low rates of
donation is because there are some people thinking about their mortality, and
tears that people will forget about them after death.
/18 This is totally unreasonable as every people live will dead and their names
will be remembered. 19 There are also negative stories about organ donation
that may develop negative impression among Malaysians.
/20 This factor will make the potential pledgers to take more consideration to
donate their organs that is not good to the society. 21 So, there should be no
false stories about organ donation.
Para 4
//17 Thus, action need to be taken to encourage organ donation among
Malaysians.
/18 So it is necessary for a public forum to discuss this issue in order to
encourage organ donation.
/19 This forum should be discussing about the positive stories about organ
donation and also should be discussing the affect of this donation.
/20 Well, from this discussion hopefully Malaysians are more aware about the
organ donation that might open their eyes to donate organs. 21 It will be such
helpful when Malaysians have change their mindset. 22 If their way of
thinking before this is all about selfishness and now perhaps change to save
lives of others. 23 It is good to see organ donation become custom the custom
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of Malaysians.
Reinforcement
Evaluation

Summary

Para 5
//22 In a nutshell, problems should not arise when it comes to organ
donation.
/23 Malaysians have to be more understanding as organ donation is actually
something good to be done and not something bad to the society. 24 Doctors
and nurses should not being accused of being heartless because they are
doing their job to save lives.
/25 So, some input about the type of donor, low rates of organ donation in
Malaysia and action taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians
will be helpful.
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LGE15
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 Organ is a very important part of our body to keep us lives, but when
some organ functional it will cause us something harmful, so it need to
change it keep health and lifes. 2 This cause organ donation it a very
important to people nowadays to save someone lives. 3 According to Cruez
(2008) only 128 kidney,20 hearts,25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143
corneas and skin and bone also included since 1970s. 4 We lack of awareness
to help this people. 5 We should encourage people such as do a aware
campaign, enforce and renew law and give honour to the pledge that willing
to donate.

Thesis

//6 This is some way to encourage people such as do a aware campaign,
enforce and renew law and give honour to the pledge that willing to donate.

Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

Para 2
//7 Firstly, to encourage people is held a campaign to make people aware
about this problem.

Elaboration
Description
Suggestion
Evaluation + Evidence
Suggestion

Descriptive argument 2
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Description
Evidence
Suggestion

Descriptive argument 3
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

/8 In this campaign we should tell them about donation and change and open
their narrow minded to help those people dying begged help continues life.
/9 In addition we can do public discussion, so people can argue and ask about
this noble thing and make them understand why this donation is needed.
/10 Some movie and television show this thing in good perspective but some
of it tell not accurate information and give people negative impression
(Cruez, 2008).
/11 So, television or media mass should play important role to encourage
people by show them a good example of helping people with donate their’s
organ. 12 Moreover, the increasing popularity of social web such as
facebook, we should took some advantage advertise this campaign and
promote to the youngsters.
Para 3
//13 Secondly, to encourage people, Malaysian government should enforce
law and renew some of the law.
/14 According to Cruez (2008), one of the problem to get a donor is the
organ pledge did not tell his family that he want to donate his organ.
/15 This kind of problem should not happen, so, government need to enforce
law, when someone agreed to donate their organs, his or her family should
not interfere this agreement because it individual decision and nothing wrong
to donate organ because it noble intentions.
/16 Other problem is cadaveric organ from the death individual.
/17 According to Meng (2004), cadaveric tissues is allowed under two law
such as express request of the donor and absence of objection from family
and next-of-kin.
/18 This law should be use also in brain dead people so, we can get more
organ. 19 An addition police also need to caught people who kidnap people
to take their organ legal.
Para 4
//20 Lastly, government should give honour or certificate to people that
willing to donate their organ.
/21 Almost 2300 organ needed a year to save lives (Cruez, 2008).
/22 This honour can attract more people to donate their organs or tissue. 23
Moreover this honour that given should get some speciality in any
government thing.
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Recommendation

Para 5
//24 As the conclusion, people need to open their heart to help those people
that need our help to survive.

Evaluation

/25 Maybe one donation that we made we can save 10 lives.
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LGE16
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Evaluation

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description
Evaluation
Suggestion

Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Suggestion
Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Evidence
Evaluation
Recommendation

Content
Para 1
//1 Each day, hospitals are visited by a lot of people who seek medical help. 2
This includes those who are suffering from accidents or from diseases that
requires operations on their body. 3 These people require new organs to help
them survive and new organs come from organ donations. 4 Since the 1970s,
215 people have donated their organs and this include, 128 kidneys, 20 hearts,
25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones
(“Saving lives, the”, 2008). 5 Eventhough the numbers are increasing, there are
still people who never new or never exposed to organ donations.
//6 People in Malaysia should be exposed and be encourage to donate their
organs.
Para 2
//7 People should create a public forum to help and to discuss the good or
positive effect in donation of organs.
/8 In Malaysia, organ donations is a sensitive issue as we live in a multiracial
country. 9 Due to the mixture of races many impression from different
religions on organ donation were created and this had effected many people.
/10 Public forums are important in fixing the mindset of the society and help
fulfill the wish of the organ pledger and also increase the number of organ
pledgers.
Para 3
//11 The media should play an important role in delivering knowledge on
organ transplant.
/12 As we all know, media comprises of wide scope in our everyday live. 13
Movies or shows or even article or the importants of organ donation need to be
shown.
/14 This is to create positive impression on the operation. 15 A lot of people
thought the organ donations is a crucial and potentially harmful process.
/16 Media needs to help doctors in sending good messages on organ donations
to help increase the number of organ pledgers. 17 People to be more encourage
to donate their organs when they have good impression on organ donation.
Para 4
//18 Campaigns on organ donations are very important in teaching and
exposing the social on this issue.
/19 People should be exposed to certain term and fact on organ donation such
as the organ that they can donate, types of organ donatorer such as live donor
or cadaveric donor and about brain death (“The Ethics and Law”, 2004).
/20 People’s mindset will be more open on the good deed when they donate as
they have knowledge in this issue.
/21 This will eventually increase the number of organ pledgers and thus
helping more people to help living.
Para 5
//22 In conclusion, a lot of sides plays an important role in exposing and
encouraging Malaysians to donate their organs.
/23 Malaysia itself needs about 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200
livers a year to save patient’s live (“Saving lives, one”, 2008).
/24 Each year, more and more people needs new organs and that is why the
presence of organ pledger is very important.
//25 People need to know about this issue and their mindset need to change.
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Evaluation

/26 When people’s mindset starts to change, donating organ will be then be
customs Malaysians.
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LGE17
Functional Stages

Content
Para 1
//1 “The nation needs about 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200
livers a year to save patients’ life” (Annie,2008). 2 It is very disheartening that
despite of many of us does not have to courage to be an organ donor. 3 When
many among Malaysians itself needed the transplant. 4 Imagine if one of the
patient with organ failure is your closest relative, a brother of yours or your
own mother, would it be a sad thing if there is no one there to donate? 5 That is
why organ donation plays an important role in our lives nowadays.

Identification

Thesis

//6 Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of the
lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for organ transplants,
to save lives of others and help others and transplantation is proven to be
successful.

Argument 1
Point

Para 2
//7 The lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for organ
transplants which is increasing throughout the world is one of the factor why
organ donation should be encouraged.

Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence

Argument 2
Point

Para 3
//14 Furthermore, to help and save lives of others are also one of the factor to
encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.

Elaboration
Description

/15 Recently, organ for transplantation can come from two types of donors that
is either the live donor or the cadaveric donor. 16 The live donor is a donor
from a dead person.
/17 Chua Jui Meng (2004) states that live donors are an important sources of
tissues and organs for organ donations. 18 Donors includes parents, siblings or
even close relative who are genetically related to the recipients. 19 Spouses
and very close friends who are “emotionally related” to the recipients can also
be a live donor. 20 Besides that Chua Jui Meng (2004) also states that the
Ministry is in the process of developing guidelines on organ donation and
transplantation from live donors.
/21 Which shows that the Ministry itself is encouraging Malaysians to donate
their organ to help others. 22 Instead of letting organs go to waste, it is much
more benefit to save the lives of others after death.

Evidence

Evaluation

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Evidence

/8 This describes the demand for a pledge to donate organs. 9 According to
Annie Freeda Cruez (2008), low organ donation rates still prevail because of
there is a negative exposure and fallacious stories about organ donation. 10
There is only a few television shows or movies potray a positive manner in
organ transplantation. 11 This develop a negative impression that organ
donation is possibly harmful. 12 Besides that, donation rates are also low due
to the organ pledger does not inform his family on his noble intentions to
donate his organs when he dies. 13 The family will definitely be in shock at the
time of their loved ones’ death and incapable to make any decision.

Para 4
//23 Moreover, studies has shown that transplantation is proven to be
successful nowadays.
+

/24 Chua Jui Meng (2004) describe organ transplantation is a form of treatment
for serious and life-threatening diseases which is proven successful. 25 It
involves the replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy
ones. 26 With today modern technology and advancement in surgical
procedures and the availability of anti-rejection drugs have contributed
tremendously to the achievement of organ transplantation.27 Malaysia’s
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Reinforcement
Summary

Human Tissues Act 1974 is becoming more evident with rapid advancements
in the transplant technology over the years.
Para 5
//28 As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
nowadays because of the lack of supply of organs that does not meet with the
demand for organ transplant which is increasing throughout the world, to help
and lives of others and that transplantation is proven to be successful.
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LGE18
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Deduction
Consequence
Description
Evidence
Descriptive argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Description

Deduction

Suggestion

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Suggestion
Example
Suggestion
Reinforcement

Content
Para 1
1 Do you know the benefits of our organs? 2 Do you know the importance of
donation of our organs? 3 Do you know that have some people who need our
help outside there? 4 There is a fact. 5 Have some people live without some
organ since they born. 6 It is difficult right to us when we do not have one of
kidneys? 7 Or have a hole at our lung? 8 Those people are need our help to
donate our organ for them live like others.
//9 Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because
it can save others’ life, strong the relationship among society and also
prevent the wasting of organs.
Para 2
//10 First of all, if we donate at least one of our organs, it will save one
person lives.
/11 Thus, we also help the doctor because easy for them to make operation
and save their patients’ live.
/12 If there is no donation or pledger, for sure their patient will die and make
the doctor become guilty because has waste one life. 13 They will feel
useless because cannot save the lives.
/14 As we know, we can donate any parts of our organ because this is our
request and no one can prevent us. 15 When we are died, the doctor will take
our organs which are the request from us and give to the needed.
/16 According to Meng, C. J. (2004), the usual parts of organ donation are
kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancrease.
Para 3
//17 Furthermore, the relationship among us and society will be more strong
because all of we are Malaysians right?
/18 Even though have Malays, China and Indian and so on, but we still
Malaysians because we are 1Malaysia. 19 It is like a family. 20 When our
parents are sick, we as children will take care of them and will try to help
them to cure the problem.
/21 Same like this situation. If our neighbour who is different culture are
sick, why not we help them? 22 Moreover, it will decrease the society
problem or problem between other races. 23 After that, when all of we are
unite, we can help others to build their confidence on donating their organs.
/24 One of the ways is create a public forum that we can share problem and
ask something what we are not clear. 25 If you are scared to donate, the
people who are in that forum will help you in any ways.
Para 4
//26 On top of that, the organ donation will prevent the wasting of organs,
(Cruez, 2008).
/27 Why people do not want to donate their organ if they want to suicide or
whatever? 28 It is one of the useless thing if you are waste your organ
because the other person asking our help to donate the organs but we are not
doing that.
/29 You can register for the donation from now because we do not know
when we will meet the death.
/30 For an example, when we get an accident and never request organs, the
person who need the organs will died just like that.
/31 If you do not want to waste your organs, at least you donate one of your
organ to save others’ lives.
Para 5
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Evaluation
Summary
Recommendation

//32 As we know, organ donation is important to the person who need the
organ.
/33 Conclusion is, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it can saving lives, strong the bones between the society and also
decrease and prevent the waste of organs.
//34 Thus, we must make the organ donation as a usual aspect of patient care
so that the patient can get their live back.
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LGE19
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description

Deduction
Description

Deduction
Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description

Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Description + Evidence

Description

Content
Para 1
//1 In this new era, most of the human are not aware with their surroundings.
2 Human nowadays are not responsible for those who are not related to them.
3 As we know, Malaysia is a country that is fulled with many cultures, races
and religions. 4 We as the citizens of Malaysia should responsible for each
other regardless of their races and religions. 5 Recently, the issues of organ
donation have become the major concern to most people. 6 As we know,
Malaysians are lack of awareness of these kind of problems. 7 The law itself
states that there is no legislation in the country controlling the removal of
organs. 8 Unfortunately, there is still many objections regards to organ
donations.
//9 This article will clearly explains about the person who are encourage to
donate organs, types of organs that can be donated and ways to donate
organs.
Para 2
//10 There are two categories of people who can donate organs.
/11 Firstly, live donors. Live donors are the priority source of organs and
tissues for transplantation. 12 Parents, siblings or close relatives who are
genetically related to the recipients are the priority donors. 13 They are
called as “live-related donors”.
/14 Unfortunately, some of the ethical problems have arised and need to be
solved immediately. 15 The organs that will be donate should not be charged
and organs must be given freely and not under duress.
/16 Secondly, organ donation from dead person. 17 Organs can be taken
from the dead person if there is no objection from his relatives and there is an
express request from the donor during his last illness in the presence of two
witnesses.
/18 Human trafficking as the source of organs should not be practiced at all.
Para 3
//19 The most common organ donations are kidneys, heart, eyes, pancreas
and lungs.
/20 On the other hand, skin, heart valves and liver are the most common
transplantable tissues. 21 Some organ donation can only be obtained from
live donors such as bone marrow. 22 Donation of organs after the death of an
individual is also known as cadaveric organ donation. 23 There will no
problem arise when removing the organs from a dead person if the donor has
given an express consent prior to his death. 24 There is an increase demand
in kidneys as it is possible to live with just one kidney.
Para 4
//25 Before obtaining an organ donation from the donors, there are a few
circumstances that need to be followed.
/26 According to Human Tissues Act 1974 (n. d., Chua, J.M., 2004), there
must be an express request of the donor. 27 It is either in written form or
orally or also can be stated orally during the deceased’s last illness in the
presence of two witnesses.
/28 Besides that, the donors must inform his family of his pledge to donate
his organs when he dies so that the family members will not object the
doctor’s permission to harvest his organs.
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Reinforcement
Evaluation

Recommendation

Para 5
//29 As a result, people should think about others’ life. 30 People should
think out of the box and view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient
care.
//31 Malaysian should change their mindset and think wisely to save the lives
of others after death rather than wasting their organs impropriately. Thus
organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
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LGE20
Functional Stages
Identification

Content
Para 1
//1 We have been hearing about organ donation in the Mass Media and
newspaper but not many among us are willing to do it. 2 This is because most of
us doesn’t realize how important of organ donation. 3 Some of us also have
negative perspective about it. 4 Nowadays it has become a necessity thing in our
life.

Thesis

//5 So, why not organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Para 2
//6 According to Cruez (2008), “… the organ pledger does not inform his family
of his pledge to donate his organs when he dies.”

Specification
Description

/7 It is important that he does this so that his noble intentions will be honoured”
(p.6.). 8 This statement give us explanation that organ donation is something
nobled and valuable to save other’s live. 9 However, the transplantation of
cadaveric tissues must have request from the donor and no objection from their’s
family. (Meng, 2004; Cruez, 2008).

Descriptive report 2
General Statement
Specification
Description
Deduction
Evaluation

Para 3
//10 Another reason is organ donation rates are low.

Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Description

Para 4
//16 Nowadays, there are many fatal accidents happen in the country.

Deduction

/11 This is because there are many bad perspectives and negative impression
from the society.
/12 This situation will give influence among us and will discouraged people
from donate their organ.
/13 Some people also does not concern and realize about the important of organ
donation. 14 Cruez (2008) stated that, “Society needs to view organ donation as
a standard aspect of patients care” (p.7.). /15 So, society must take a
responsibility to change their view and perspective about organ donation to save
others lives. (Cruez,2008)

/17 So, the people who death during the accident can be take their organ. 18
However, it must have permission from their family first. 19 The procedure must
be followed according to the Human Tissues Act 1974.
/20 The reason for doing this to save others lives rather than the organ become
unuseful. (Meng,2004;Cruez,2008)

Reinforcement

Para 5
//21 In conclusion, there is a reason why organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians.

Summary

/22 The reason are it is a noble intentions, the rates of organ donation are low
and many fatal accidents happen in the country every year. 23- All of the reasons
is for the same purpose, to save others` lives.
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Appendix C1- HGE Clause Analysis
HGE1
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking Clause

A

D

1
2

α
xβ

1

α

2

+β

According to Cruez (2008), the demand for organ transplants is increasing all across the
globe
while the supply is not merely enough to satisfy all the needs.

α
“β

Thus, organ donation can be the only mean [[to overcome this problem]].
However, Malaysians are not in full awareness about [[donating their organs]] due to
certain circumstances.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to the fact [[that
organ donation can save others’ lives, not harmful and a noble deed.]]
To begin with Malaysian should be encouraged
to donate their organs

E
F
G
H

1
2
3

I
J
K

α
xβ

Live has always been viewed as a precious and sacred gift from God.
Thus, it can be said
that saving others’ lives is not an option.

1
2

α
xβ

Malaysia needs around 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers per annum
in order to save patients’ lives (Cruez, 2008).

ext/hyp/add./
adver/fin

hyp/verbal
projection

hyp/verbal
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

It is, therefore, obvious though via organ donation, [[THAT we can save thousands of lives
every year]].
+β

2

α

Instead of wasting the organs to nowhere,
α

Projection

enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

α
“β

1

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

in order to save other people’s lives.

1
2

L
M

Extension

In this era of constant globalization, organ donation is a phrase [[that keeps on appearing
everywhere]].
From newspapers to magazine and even online, organ donation is not a new issue and
certainly not an alien to us.
It has, therefore, become the mother of all topics,
be it among the public or even in the parliament.

B
C

Elaboration

ext/hyp/vary.
/replacive/

organ donation should become a norm among Malaysians
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3
N
O
P

xγ

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
'β

Next, organ donation is not harmful.
Cruez (2008) found
that many bad and false stories about organ donation has led the public to avoid organ
donation.
It was found
that the public has developed negative perception about organ donation.

1

xβ

They have been indoctrinated with the belief [[that organ donation is harmful (Cruez,
2008).]]
However, it is not necessarily true.
According to Chua (2004), latest developments and technology in surgical process have
majorly contributed to the success of organ transplantation.
Therefore, there is nothing to fear about organ donation.
Although, this subject only applies to live donors,

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

but it is extremely important to make potential live donors (Chua, 2004).
Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs due to the fact [[that
organ donation is harmless]].
Last but not least, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because it is a noble deed.

1

“β

As previously mentioned,

2
3

α

1
2

α
“β

Cruez (2008) states
that major religions nowadays support organ donation.

1
2

α
=β

There is no case [[where organ donation is being condemned by any religions in
Malaysia.]]
This is proven
because Malaysians nowadays are open about organ donation.

1

α

Q
R
S
T
U

V
W

X

Y
Z
AA

AB
AC

in order to save the lives of others (Cruez, 2008).

1
x2

enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

hyp/mental
projection
hyp/mental
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cond/
concess/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
hyp/verbal
projection

organ donation can save others’ lives,
therefore, it is crystal clear [[that organ donation is a noble and an honourable action]].

Even the Malays nowadays donate their organs (Cruez, 2008).
Many of the Malays believe
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enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

AD

AE

AF

AG

AH

2

'β

that good deeds will be rewarded hereafter.

1

α

Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

because it is a noble, kind deeds.

1

because organ donation can save other people’s lives,

+2

^ORGAN DONATION IS^ not harmful

4

+3

and ^ORGAN DONATION IS^ a noble deed.

1
+2

1
2

=β

3
4

α

1
2

1
x2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

3

1
2

hyp/mental
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Therefore, Malaysians should undergo a paradigm shift
and MALAYSIANS change their negative perception about organ donation.

1
+2

Whether we like it
or ^WE DO not ^ LIKE IT,

1
+2

ext/para/add/
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ela/hyp/clarify
ext/para/
altern/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

organ donation should become a norm
and ^ORGAN DONATION SHOULD BECOME^ a part of our lives.

So start [[pledging now]]
because with one pledge, we can save many lives.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

HGE2
Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2
1

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
=β

Elaboration

Extension

xβ

2
1

α
α

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond./cond/
concess./fin

many among us are still afraid to take part and donate organs due to lack of awareness.
According to the Health Minister (n.d, as cited in Cruez, 2008), the number of organs [[saved
for donation]] was negligible due to the objections from victims’ families
enh/hyp/causecond/concess./
non-fin

despite the number of fatal accidents occurring in the country each year.
D

E
F
G

1

1

1

Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it is proven to be successful,

2

+2

it is an important source of tissues and organs for transplantation

3

+3

and also because of the difference between supply of organs and the number of organs
needed for organ transplants.
The success of organ transplant is one of the reasons
as to why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
‘β

3

α
xβ

1
+2

H
1

Projection

Organ donation is a form of treatment,
whereby diseased and defective organs and tissues are replaced with healthy ones from ela/hyp/clari
perspective donors (Chua, 2004).
/fin
In Malaysia, although it has been proven to be successful

C

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond./reason/fin
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

Chua (2004) states
that the recent advancements in surgical procedures and the presence of anti-rejection drugs
have greatly contributed to the success of organ transplantation.
This has been as according to Cruez (2008),
a total of 215 people have donated their organs
and the harvest includes kidneys, hearts, livers, lungs and other organs [[needed by the
receivers of the organs since 1970]].
Thus, people should not be afraid of undergoing an organ transplantation.
Besides that, organ donation should also be encouraged among Malaysians

hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/mental
projection
ext/para/add/
positive/fin

α
2
I

1
2

because it is an important source of tissues and organ transplantation.
xβ
α
“β

(Chua 2004) states that
at present the sources of organs for transplantation comes either from a live donor or
cadaveric donor.
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enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin
hyp/verbal
projection

J

The donors can be relatives, friends and also strangers [[who have the same blood type as the
patient]].
With the donation of organs from these prospective donors, the lives of the patients will be
saved.
As for cadaveric organ donors, Cruez (2008) opines
that donating of organs should become the custom for Malaysians

K
L

1
2

α
“β

3

α
xβ

4
M

1
2

+β

ext/hyp/vary. /
replacive

1

xβ

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

xβ
α

1
2
3

α
xβ

People should start realizing [[the importance of organ donation and transplantation in the
process of saving others]].
It is also vital for Malaysians to be encouraged to take part in organ donation
as it is successful

+β

enh/hyp/causecond./cond. /neg.
/fin

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/ fin
enh/causecond./reason/fin

the family relatives refuse [[to give away the pledger to the hospital]].
All in all, organ donation is one of the many noble ways
to spare lives.

α

enh/hyp/causecond/ reason/fin

the supply of organs however seems bleak.
This is present because despite of support from major religions, people are still thinking
about their mortality (Cruez, 2008).
Apart from that, there are a number of pledgers [[who does not inform their families of their
pledges to donate their organ]]
so when they die,

α
xβ

S
T

rather than wasting deceased’s organ

Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs because of the disparity between
supply of organs and the need for organ transplants.
As the number of organ transplantation rises,

3
R

enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

However, fears of dismemberment after death seems to be one of the few reasons
as to why cadaveric donations are scarce.

P
Q

to save lives of others after death

α
xβ

N
O

α

hyp/verbal
projection

apart from it being an important source of organs and tissues for transplantation and also
because of the disparity between the number of organ supplies and the number of organs
needed for successful transplants.
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enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

enh/hyp/causecond/ reason/fin
ext/hyp/add./
positive/non-fin

HGE3
Complex
A

B

Clause
No.
1

Taxis

Ranking clause

α

2

xβ

Organ donation is an act of donating or giving organs to someone else [[who is in
need]]
in order to continue the survival of human beings.

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation is not a new issue in our country
as most of Malaysians nowadays are being aware of this issue.

1
2

α
xβ

However, organ donation rates are seemed to be at a poor level due to the
discouragement of donating organs among us.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
as it can save many lives.

1
2

α
=β

C
D

E

F

1

3

+2

by conducting a public forum

4

+3

and by governing the acts on organ donation.

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

I

1

α

2

xβ
α

3

to save other human life.
xβ

J

1

α

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

enh/hyp/causecond./purpose/
non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/ cause/
reason/fin
ela/hyp/
description
ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin
ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin

To be start with,
one of the ways [[to encourage Malaysians to participate in organ donation]] is by
educating public on the organ donation itself.
According to Chua (2004), current advancement in surgical procedures and the
aviability of anti-rejection drugs have powerfully make a success of organ
transplantation.
This can be done
by having or carrying out a day on exposing the process of surgery on organs
plantation at public hospitals exist in Malaysia.
So, Malaysians will get the opportunity to learn and to be knowledgeable on organ
donation,
hence, encourage them to participate in this charity

G
H

There are several ways [[to encourage Malaysians on organ donation]]
such as by educating the public,

Elaboration

They also can experience themselves
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hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./ reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./ purpose/
non-fin

2

=β

on how the organ transplantations actually being done.
Experience is the best teacher.

K
L

Thus, giving the education on organ donation can encourage the public to join the
organ donation itself.

M

Other than that, another way [[to convince the Malaysians to get involved in
donating organs]] is [[by conducting a public forum on organ donation]].
Even though we are being aware of this issue,

N

O
P

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

3

rather than just saving a life.

2

α

1

1

2

V

x2

1

α

2

xβ

3

α
xβ

3

ext/hyp/vary/
replacive

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

it can encourage public to support the donation of organs in the future.
Last but not least, [by governing the acts on organ donation] also can encourage
Malaysians to donate their organs.
Organ donation has been wrongly interpreted

T
U

enh/hyp/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Other than that, public forum also can change the mindset of society members on
organ donations.
According to Cruez (2008), organ donation rates are low because of the continuity of
exposurement on negative and false idea about organ donation [[which create a
negative perspective [[that organ donation can be harmful]]]].
Thus, by having a clear public forum on the exact facts of donating organs,

R
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond./concess/fin

So, forum seems to be the way out
to expose the importance and the benefits of donating organs

α
+β

1

enh/hyp/cond./
concess/fin

there is also unpleasant feeling among people [[thinking about their death, and worry
of break up after that]] (Cruez, 2008).
Hence, it discourages them to donate their organs
if they die.

Q

S

elab/hyp/non-fin

as it gives a negative impression on the public,
yet nowadays organ donation is human trafficking interrelated.

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
ext /para/ add./
advers./fin

This was supported by Chua (2004),
α
“β

as he said
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

that the mistake in Malaysia’s law system increased human trafficking
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hypo/verbal

projection
4

xβ

in order to get the source of organs.

W
X

This may put the perceptions of organ donations on a worse condition among
Malaysians.
1

α

2

xβ

3

α

by reviewing ^THE ACTS ABOUT ORGAN DONATION^

+2
xβ

AA

1

5

+2

6

+3

α
=β

1

α

2

=β

1
2

1

the nation’s society members to support

1

ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext /para/
altern./fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø not misinterpret ^ORGAN DONATION^

or Ø get the wrong ideas of organ
donation.

enh/hyp/manner/
comp./fin

Instead, it can save other human lives,
which will contribute to the success of human survival on the Earth.
α
xβ

α
xβ

+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

As the conclusion, organ donation is not as bad
as what we, the Malaysians think of.

3
4

ext/para/
altern.

in order to get the faith back from Malaysians,

+2

1
2

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

or governing the acts about organ donation such as the Human Tissues Act 1974

7

Z

Therefore, the government should take an action

1

4

Y

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

α

elab/hyp/
description

Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
as the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers

enh/hyp/causecond/
cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/ cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save precious lives
and it can be done

ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin

100

5

AB

xβ

1

by educating the public,

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

6

+2

by conducting a public forum

7

+3

and by governing the acts on organ donation.
There is nothing more valuable other than saving someone’s life.
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ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin
ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin

HGE4
Complex
A
B
C
D
E

F
G

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

some people also die in return.
That is a normal cycle.
Death may occurs due to sickness or injury from accidents [[that damage certain organs]].
These deaths can be prevented
if we have limitless supply of donated organs.

1
2

1
+2

Nevertheless, organ donation is not a custom among Malaysians
and we are facing a serious problem of the lack of donated organs.

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

J
K
L
M

N
O
P

1
+2

Enhancement
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because the need of organ transplant has been on rise,
the organ donation rates are low and the rapid development of the transplant technology.

α
xβ

First and foremost, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because the need of organ transplant has been on rise.

1
2

1
+2

According to Chua (2004), some people [[who are in need of money]] even go to the
extent of selling their own organs to patients [[who really need organ transplant]].
The high demand for organ transplant also encourages human trafficking.
Nevertheless, we do not want these kind of crimes to continue.
Therefore, Malaysians need to be encourage to donate their organs willingly.
Recently, even the Malays are being very open minded
and Ø ^ARE^ accepting the idea of organ donation.

1
2

1
+2

Malays are the major organ donors (Cruez,2008)
and many lives has been saved from the organs donated.

1
2

α
xβ

With some encouragement, the needs of organs transplant can be met.
Secondly, the low rate of organ donation in Malaysia is also one of the reasons
why Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs .

I

Extension

Death can happen to anyone in any part of the world.
As a baby is born to this world,

1

3
H

Elaboration

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
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Projection
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The need for organ transplant are increasing
but the supply of donated organs are unfortunately limited.

1

xβ

Although many religions are supporting the idea of organ donation,

2

α

1

1

2

+2

but still it failed to increase the donation rate (Cruez,2008).
In addition, negative and false stories about organ donation are also dropping the rate.
With encouragement from many parties such as the Ministry of Health, Malaysians sure
can ignore the outrageous stories
and MALAYSIANS change their mindset about organ donation.

1
2

1
+2

Malaysians need to be informed
and make them confident [[that organ donation is absolutely harmless]].

1
2

α
xβ

Last but not least, encouragement for organ donation is very important
because the development of the transplant technology is very rapid.

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

Chua (2004) states
that most organ transplantation has been very successful due to the current development
in surgical processes and the availability of anti-rejection drugs.
Thus, Malaysians need to be encouraged
so that they are not scared to undergo the procedure.

1
2

1
+2

These procedures are proven to be a success and a safe process,
and many patients [[who suffer from various organ failure conditions]] are saved.

1

1

2

+2

The fast development in this field can further encourage Malaysians to be more open
minded
and Ø change their negative views about organ donation.

1
2

1
+2

As a result, organ donation will become a trend among Malaysians
and millions of lives can be saved.

1

α

2

xβ

1

1

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

In conclusion, the increasing needs of organ transplant, the low organ donation rates and
the rapid development of the transplant technology are the three major reasons
to encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.
These situations should make Malaysians realize of how important their donated organs
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and the surgical procedure is absolutely harmless.

ext/para/add./positive
/fin

1
2

1
+2

They should throw away the social stigma about organ donation
and start [[donating organs]] now.

1
2

α
xβ

This trend is hope to be a significant milestone to citizens of other nations,
so that the problem of scarce donated organs can be eliminated.

1
2

α
+β

Just imagine [[how many lives can be saved from the donated organs]]
rather than letting the organs go to waste.
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1
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3
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Life is a bless.
It is something sacred [[which should be appreciated and preserved]].
Everybody deserves to live happily with their loved ones.
However, serious or terminal diseases sometimes come into our lives.
Some diseases are curable
while some Ø are not.
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xβ
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xβ
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α
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1
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G

α

Enhancement

hyp/mental
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

and Ø continue to live with their family and loved ones.

Actually, these patients [[who suffer a serious disease]] can be saved by organ
transplantation.
It is a form of treatment [[which involves the replacement of diseased organs and
tissues with healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004)]].
Therefore, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it has proven to be successful,
there is an increasing need throughout the world for organ transplants [[to fulfill an
organ pledgers wish]].
The first reason [[why organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysian]] is
because it has been proven to be successful.
Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs which include 128 kidneys, 20
hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones
(Cruez, 2008).

Because of these developments, it has been possible for the transplant procedure to
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Projection

ext/para/add./
positive/fin/
(ellipsed subj
and fin

and that nothing can be done
to make them stay alive

Recent developments in surgical methods and the availability of anti-rejection drugs
have contributed greatly to the success of organ transplantation (Chua, 2004).
1

Extension

Patients [[who suffer a serious a life-threatening disease]] often think
that their lives has come to an end

1
+2

Elaboration

ext/para/add./
positive/fin/
(ellipsed subj
and fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

N

2

xβ

take place
to help save the lives of those [[ who suffer from many kind of organ failure states]].

1

xβ

Because it has been proven to be successful,
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α
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1
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α

‘β
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there is no reason for public to be warned of the consequences
or Ø thinking

that this process is harmful.

hyp/mental
projection

1

α

2

xβ

There is an increased difference a gap between the supply of organs and the need for
organ transplants (Cruez, 2008).
The country requires about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year
in order to save patients’ lives (Cruez, 2008).

1

xβ

With the increase in the number of organs in need together with the insufficient supply
of available organs, this could lead to another problem such as human trafficking as the
source of organs (Chua, 2004).
If there is an adequate supply to meet the increasing supply of organs for transplant,

2
3

α

T

1

+β

Rather than letting the organs go to waste after death,

U

2
1
2

α
α
xβ

it is more appropriate and thoughtful [[to donate the organs]].
Lastly, organ donations should be encouraged
to fulfill the organ pledger’s wish.

R
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V

ext/para/add./
positive/fin/
(ellipsed subj
and fin

Other than that, organ donations should also be encouraged
because there is an increasing need throughout the world for organ transplants.

P
Q

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

1
+2

many lives can be saved
and problem such as human trafficking can be prevented.

About 100,000 people have pledged to become a donor and donate their organs (Cruez,
2008).
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However, their wishes cannot be fulfilled
<< cl no. 4 >> the transplantation cannot be proceed

α
α

if the family or relatives are against it.

xβ

1
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α
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The pledger’s intentions [[to donate their organ]] is such a noble intention
as they are trying to save other people’s lives.

1
2

α
xβ

1

1

2

+2

1
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1
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However, problem arises
when this pledger does not inform to his family about his intentions [[which caused
the family refuse || or incapable of making any decision || when the pledger dies]]
(Cruez, 2008).
The objections from donor’s families has caused the organ transplantation to be
unsuccessful.
According to Cruez (2008), more organ [[saved for donation during fatal accidents]]
was ignored
or cannot be used in the transplantations due to the objections from victim’s families.
In a nutshell, it is crystal clear that organ donations should be encouraged among
Malaysians due to the fact [[that it has proven to be successful, ||there is an increasing
need for organ transplants || and to fulfill the organ pledger’s wish]].
Therefore, society should be more open and aware of the importance and benefits
[[that organ donations can offer]].
No man is an island;
therefore everybody should help each other

AB
AC
AD

3
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α
xβ

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concessive/fin

<< because even though they have pledged to donate their organs,>>

Z
AA

ext/para/add./
positive/fin/

such as by donating their organs
α
xβ

to save people’s lives
so that they will get a chance to live happily once again.
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α

Elaboration

Extension

Malaysia has been known as one of the developed countries among the world, together with
China, Singapore, Canada, and United States of America.
Besides the tourism, agriculture, and aerospace, Malaysia is now wishing
to explore the medical field
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as the advancements really would make the Malaysians proud of it.

D

E

1
2

α
xβ

1

With the proper surgical procedures and anti-rejection drugs, these will help in the achievements
of organ transplantation (Chua, 2004).
Therefore, to encourage organ donations among Malaysians, there are several ways suggested
include organizing a talk or forum,

3

+2

the media should give an exposure to Malaysian about medical field,

4

+3

and the Ministry of Education should organizing a campaign on the importance of organ
donation.
The Ministry of Health should organize a talk or a forum
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enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encourage Malaysians to donate organs.
F

Projection

hyp/mental
projection

xβ

C

Enhancement

Organs such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs, and pancreas are the usual in transplantation (Chua,
2004).
These transplanted organs may help the individual to live longer and have a proper body system.
According to Cruez (2008), Malaysians should consider the organ donation [[as the quality in
achieving general part of patient care]].
The media should play their role
by giving an exposure about medical field to Malaysians.

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

The televisions, radios, newspapers, and magazines should provide a special slot about medical to
attract and gain Malaysians confidence and their security.
Cruez has found
that only certain media shows good approached in transplantation rather than better aspect of the
process of procurement and surgery.
The Ministry of Health should organize a campaign on the importance of donating organs

hyp/mental
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encourage Malaysians to participate in it.
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xβ

Most Malaysians are still lack of knowledges and exposure about their importance.
Thus, in this campaign, the Ministry of Health should gain Malaysians attraction
by giving proper explanations and risks in donating organs.

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

According to Cruez, if the issues of organ donations is well-explained to Malaysians,
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α
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thus it will helps to raise the number of organ donors.
In a nutshell, there are several ways [[to encourage Malaysians to donate organs]].
Malaysians should be open-minded and be well-explained about the organ donations.
Thus, the organ donations may help to save individual’s life
and Ø ^MAY HELP TO^ improve their quality of life in the future.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

1

Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of the
encouragement from the Ministry of Health, the disparity between the supply of organs
and the need for organ transplants and also the lack of awareness among donors.
The first reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]] is
because of the encouragement from the Ministry of Health itself.
The transplantation of cadaveric donor’s tissues- a dead person’s tissues, is governed
by the human Tissues Act 1974.
The Ministry of Health is now looking through the Act
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to identify any weaknesses
3

+2
and Ø trying to improve it (Chua Jui Meng,2004).
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
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Besides that, a new guidelines on organ donation and transplantation from living
donors is being developed.
The Ministry hopes
hyp/mental/
projection

that this will encourage organ donation among Malaysians.

I
J

Apart from that, there are disparity between the supply of organs and the need for
organ transplants [[which is rising in this world (Annie Freeda Cruez,2008)]].
This is due to the low rate of organ donation,
enh/para/causecond/cause /fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

thus more people is encouraged to involve in organ donation.
If more Malaysians are willingly to donate organ,

2
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α

Projection

According to Chua Jui Meng, (2004) organ transplantation is a form of treatment for
serious and fatal diseases [[which has proven to be successful]].
The donors will donate their healthy organs
in order to replace the diseased and defective organs.

F

Enhancement

1
+2

there will be more supply of organs
and the need for organ transplants will be much more easier.
The last reason is that many Malaysians [[are lack of awareness about organ
donation]].
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Annie Freeda Cruez (2008) states
1
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but many of these potential donors are lost because of lack of awareness among them.

ext/para/add./
advers./fin

*Even though the pledgers is dead
and THE PLEDGERS is about to donate his organs , <<cl. 5>>
1
+2

5

hyp/verbal/
projection

that more than 100,00 people have pledged to donate their organs,

the doctors still cannot harvest his organs
α

or Ø take his tissues and bones.

ext/para/add./
advers./fin
ext/para/
altern./fin

xβ

enh/para/causecond/cond/
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if his family or next of kin didn’t give the approval [[to do so]],
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1
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So, the organ pledger need to inform his family first about his noble intentions [[to
donate organs]].
As for conclusion, it is a need [[that organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians]].
This is to ensure [[that all of the hard work that the Ministry have done is not going to
be waste]].
Furthermore, organ donation can reduce the disparity between the supply of organs and
the need for organ transplants.
Finally, Malaysians will gain awareness about organ donation
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and this will lead to a better life.
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as it may be able to safe others’ lives.
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Besides the rate of the organ donation is low
and it has caused the deficiency in the number of organs [[to be transplanted]].

α
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xβ

N
O

which are: the beneficial uses of the organs donated, the deficient in number of
organs to be transplanted and the lost of potential donors.
The first reason is the beneficial uses of the organs donated.
Some of us are not aware of the importance of the organs [[donated to the people in
need]].
There are many patients [[who have been benefited]] from the organs donated to
them.
However, there are still many people out there [[who are waiting for suitable donors
to come and help them.]]
Therefore, society should be aware of the uses of the organ donated

a

1

Enhancement

Projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

based on some reasons
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Extension

According to Chua (2004), organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious
and life-threatening diseases [[which has proven to be successful]].
The organs and tissues [[that can be transplanted]] can be obtained from either a
living person or a dead person.
This kind of treatment is well known to society.
However, the organ donation should still be encouraged among Malaysians

B
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Elaboration

ela/hyp/
description/

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

This is due to several reasons [[such as the objection from the organ pledger’s family,
the distaste of people thinking about death and the bad impression portrayed by the
mass media]].
These reasons have caused many of us to feel fear [[to donate our organs]].
Therefore, this problem should be solved as soon as possible
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to increase the number of donors all around the world.
The last reason is the last of potential donors.

1

α

2

“β

The Health Minister [[as cited in Annie Freeda (2008)]] stated
that it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal accidents occurring in the country
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α

they should be donated for the sake of others.
It is the family of the victims [[who should change their mindset]].

1

α

To conclude, the beneficial uses of organs donated ,the deficient in the number of
organs to be transplanted and the last of potential donors are the reasons
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xβ

1

α
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Q
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S

every year, || the number of organs [[saved for donation]] was negligible due to
objections from victims’ families ]].
Therefore, instead of letting the organs go to waste ,

on why the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

projection
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

Therefore, actions must be taken by responsible authorities
in ensuring sufficient number of organs [[to be transplanted in the future]].
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Elaboration

Organ donation can be classified as a sacred intentions by donors [[who really
want to serve the community in terms of health factors]].
According to Chua (2004), organ donations process is just really like the
transplantation of organ
and it entails replacing the bad conditions organ with the new and healthier organ
from the donor.
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positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the number of donors among Malaysians is increase rapidly,
2

α
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D
E

the probability of patient in que, can be reduced.
So, there are few ways [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] such
as, the role of media, the growth in technology and the public talk in the country
(Cruez,2008).
First, the important and major role [[play by the media]] can totally influence
and Ø encourage the Malaysians to be part of the organ donors.
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1
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enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by viewing and broadcast some positive programs to the public (Cruez,2008).
The media people should create a program [[which will not give bad impression
by the viewers]]
ext/para/add./
advers./fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

Televisions programs such as “Wanita Hari Ini” and Nona always comes out with
a very impressive segments
and Ø can be classified as a good social awareness about health especially organ
donations.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

The media [[that consists of two types which are mass media and electronic
media]] can help in contributing a lot

but Ø will created big impact feeling [[which can help increase their awareness of
organ donation]].
H

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

So, this will be tremendously increase number of donors of organs in Malaysia.
1

xβ
Next, to be more convincing and attracting the Malaysians to be the organs donor,
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the government should play important role [[in implement some advancements for
technology in the organ donation process]].
Chua (2004) says,
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

“If the scientists have discovered a new technology [[that can convince the
Malaysian people || that they will not be affected by any harm]]]],
the role of organ donation will increase rapidly.”
This is based on the research [[made by Professor Edward Hopkins from Medical
College in Australia about Malaysia perception in organ donation]].
The advancement in technology may help in decreasing the risk of unfailure organ
to the patient or recipients and also to the live-donor.
Not also advancement in technology but the advancement of medical technology
in terms of medicine also must be balanced with the other technology
advancement in organ donation process.
Specific and special medicines must be created

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help both donor and recipients will remain in good and healthy condition.
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All this sort of advancement will help in encouraging the Malaysians to donate
organs.
Last but not least is the public talk and awareness in the country from time to time
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to increase the rate of organ donation among Malaysians(Cruez,2008).
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Public talk can actually really help the public or Malaysians more about organ
donation.
Public talk really can give some exposure to them
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and Ø help increase their understanding about the issues being discussed.
T
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This activity is totally different from talk show in television program
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it is more friendly and just like campaign-oriented programs and activity .
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This talk is just a road-tour talk.
It goes to every state in Malaysia
α
and Ø give some talk and explanations

3

+β

besides giving some fun learning conditions especially in the rural areas.
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enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Thus, by having public talk
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and have initiative [[to go every place in the country ]]
will also help encourage organ donation.
In conclusions, there are many ways [[to attract and encourage Malaysians to be a
part of organ donation committee such as the act of media, the technological
advancement and the public talk to community around the country]].
All the efforts will help in increasing the rate of organ donation year by year.
Moreover, the implementations of Human Tissues Act 1974 and Guideline on
Transplantation from Live Donors will create a new period for organ
transplantation in Malaysia,
thus the rate of organ donation will keep rising for the bright future of Malaysian
health.
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Throughout the year, there were many people [[suffering from serious and lifethreatening diseases [[which involves diseased and defective organs and tissues]]
]].
So there were needs [[to do organ transplantation]]
which means use the healthy ones from donors
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*So, even if the transplant procedure has become the treatment
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Besides, by donating the organs.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

but there are no organs donated,
it will be unuseful.

I
J

ela/hyp/clari./
fin

The reason [[why Malaysians should be encourage about donating the organs]] is
because [[it is very important]].
This is because, organ transplant procedure has become a possible treatment for
those [[who are facing with organ failure states]] (Chua, 2004).

F

H

Enhancement

However, there are very low rates on organ donation [[that will effect people’s
lives]].
Thus, the Malaysians should be encouraged about donating the organs
so that the problem would be solved.

G

Extension

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to replace the defective organs.
C

Elaboration

we can give a new and precious life to the sufferer.
Anybody can donate, either family or close friends.
We can save people [[that we love]]
because the organs can come from “live-related donors” [[which are genetically
related or emotionally related]].
Hence, donating organs are very important
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to save people lives [[that suffer organ defective by organ transplant procedure]].
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Another reason is [[the Malaysian is lack of awareness]].
Malaysians are not alert with this kind of problems.
They do not know
that organ donation is very important
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that a person can do,
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even they are alive or brain death.
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enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so that their organs will go to waste

rather than save life of others.

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

This is because, [[they are being inserted with negative impression about organ
donation]].
There are also fewer people [[want to give an accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery]].

U
1

α

2

xβ

Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged about donating organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because they are lack of awareness.
W
X

16

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

That is [[why family will not allow their organs to be donate]].
There are also people [[who do not know anything about organ donation]]

+β

T

V

Because of this, many potential donors are lost (Cruez, 2008).
There are people [[who knows]]
but do not tell their family members.

1

xβ

Next reason is [[the demand for organs are increasing throughout the world]]
(Cruez, 2008).
If Malaysians are not encouraged about donating organs,

Mismatch of conjunction- instead of the conjunctive, ‘so’, the writer used ‘so that’.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./

positive/fin
2

α

there will be more people dies because of the organs diseases.

Y

That is why [[there are the need for a pledge to donate organs]].

Z

AA

1

1

The supply of organs are very low

2

+2

but people still do not know about it.

1

α

The organ pledgers will be honoured

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/ cause/
reason/fin

because they do the right thing.
AB

1

1

2

+2

People [[who donate organs]] will also benefited from the organs donated,
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so why do not we donate organs?
AC

Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

AD

In conclusion, the organ donation are very important.

AE

1
2

α
xβ

3

Malaysians are very lack of awareness
α

17

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so that they should be encouraged about organ donation

xβ
because the demand always increasing throughout the world.

AF

17

1

1

2

+2

It is not only can save people lives
but also benefit the donors.

ext/para/add./
positive./fin

Similar problem as in #1
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HGE11
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C
D

1
2

1
+2

3

Elaboration

Extension

Do you know that our bodies are filled with organs?
There are organs to control our digestion, activity, breathing and even pumping
bloods through our veins.
Failure of any organs in our body is like an extinct species in an ecosystem.
It is vital to keep our organs healthy
α

but what about those people [[who are unfortunate and need new organs]]

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can live their life normally?
E
F
G

1
2

1
+2

3
H

1
2

This will lead to organ donation.
However, not many people like to share their organs.
They rather let other people to suffer
α
xβ

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and eventually the organs are wasted

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they die.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as organ donation can save lives,
3

+2

4

+3

5
I

1
2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

reduce the organ demand
and give benefit to others

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when you die.
α
xβ

Organ donation can save lives
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as our country is lack of organ pledgers.
J

K
L

1
2

1

3

+2

Enhancement

α
xβ

For example, kidneys cannot be treated
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

by using medicine
but only by replacing the kidneys for a new one.
1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers are needed in a year in our
country (Cruez,2008).
Besides, according to Meng (2004), we can live with just one kidney.
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ext/para/add./
adver./fin

Projection

M
N

We have to understand [[that patients [[who needs a new organ]] do not have any
other remedy || except asking for donators’ mercy]].
1
2

α
xβ

Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can reduce the demand for organs.
O
P

This can prevent the activity of human trafficking (Meng, 2004).
1
2

α
xβ

Moreover, high demand for organs will only worsen the patients burden
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it will be sold at a high price
3
Q

+2

1

α

2

=β

There is a village,
where most of the men sold one of their kidneys because of their poorness.

R
S

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and only the rich patients can buy the organ.

ela/hyp/fin

This shows [[that some people can take opportunity because of high demand for
organ]].
Last but not least, organ donation should be encourage
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess.
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

because it gives us the chance [[to give benefits to other people]]
3

xβ
even when we are dead.

T

1

xβ

2

+2

3

α

4

xβ

α

If we are too scared of the surgery procedure
or Ø ARE afraid of [[what might happen to our body || after we donate our
organ]],
we can still be an organ pledger

ext/para/altern.

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when we are dead

U
V

1

Organ donation from a dead person is known as cadaveric person (Meng, 2004).
1
2

α
‘β

α

Furthermore, Meng (2004), states
that organ transplant can be done

hyp/verbal
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projection
3

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if the patient has given his consent or no objections from his relatives.
W
X

This means that we can do the last good deeds to other people.
1

α

2

xβ

Overall, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

3

+2

4

+3

5

because it can change someone’s fate,

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

and Ø reduce the need for organ transplant,

α

Ø still helping other people to continue their life

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess.

even we are already dead.
Y

Z

1
2

1
+2

We have to put ourselves into the patient’s mind
and Ø HAVE be more considerate for them.

We also must remember [[that everything [[we had in this world is]] just borrowed
from God]].

122

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

HGE12
Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
=β
α
xβ

3
C

1
2

Extension

that can cure various critical life-threatening illness.
It can be done
1
+2

α
“β

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by removing the bad and defective organs and tissues
and replacing it with the healthy ones from the donors.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

The article written by Annie Freeda Cruez stated
hyp/verbal
projection

that since the 1970s ,215 people have donated their organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143
corneas, as well as skin and bones.

1

xβ

2
3

α

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
“β

1
+2

F

I

3

the Malaysians should be encouraged
and that can be done [[by several ways such as the public forum, || give positive
ideas and information about organ donation and || tell them about the difference
between the supply of organs and the need of organ donations ]].
One of the ways [[to encourage Malaysians to donate their organs]] by doing the
public forum.
It helps the public to talk about the issue on organ donation.
The forum must includes the importance of the organ donations

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

1

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and how it can save a life.

x2

J
K

Projection

ela/hyp/
description

Therefore, in order to maintain this achievements,

G
H

Enhancement

Organ donation is a form of treatment,

D
E

Elaboration

The Health Minister stated
that it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal accidents occurring in the
country every year]],
the number of organs saved for donation was negligible due to objections from
victims’ families.

hyp/verbal
projection
enh/para/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

It shows [[that the family could not bear [[to see the organs of their loves ones are
taken away || and given to other people]]]].
1

α

2

xβ

Instead of it, they should know [[that the nation out there needs about 1,200
kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients’ lives
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3
L

as reported in the Annie’s article.

1

α

2

xβ

Besides that, there must also have the positive image and information about the
organ donations
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

in order to open society’s mind
3

xβ

1
so that they are encouraged

4

+2
and Ø fully believe in donation of organs.

M
N

This responsibility must be done by the media.
They should produce television shows or movies [[that portray a good and
beneficial implications about the transplantation]].
However, nowadays most of the television shows or movies are come out with the
negative impression about the organs donations.
As a result, the Malaysians may think

O
P

1
2

α
‘β

3

1
x2

1

α

2

xβ

enh/para/causecond/cause/
cause/fin

Apart from this the hospital staff should provide full information about the organs
donation
so that the public know exactly [[the organs donation is all about]].

R
S

T

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

α
“β

3
4

hyp/mental
projection

that the procedure of the organs donation is harmful
they start to become afraid.

Q

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

Another ways [[to encourage Malaysians to be one of the organ pledger]] is [[by
telling them the difference between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplant]].
It is very important for the public to know
because it is reported [[that the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450
corneas and 200 livers a year to save patients’ lives]] (Annie Freeda Cruez,2008).

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

It is also stated
“β
α

that in the article written by Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008,
she stated

α
“β

1

that more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
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hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/verbal

projection
5

+2
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.
Therefore, it is very important for the public to know all about the need for organ
donation.
As conclusion, some efforts should be done

U
V

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to increase the number of organ donations among Malaysians such as the
public forum,
3
4

+2
+3

provide them with the positive image about the organs donations
and let the public know about the difference between the supply of organ and the
need for organ transplant.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE13
Complex

Clause

Taxis

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

No.
A
B

C

1

1

2
1
2

+2
α
xβ

Organ donation is a type of a new treatment that has been proven to be successful.
It this treatment, the person [[who donate or called as donor]] can donate other his
organs such as kidney, heart or eyes
or can donate his liver, bone marrow or skin tissues.
More than 100,000 potential donors are lost

1
2

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

even though they have pledged to donate their organs due to a lack of awareness
(Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).

D
E

ext/para/altern.

The increasing need for the organ, the negative impression about organ donation
and the objection received from the donor’s family are the reasons [[why organ
donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]].
It is important for Malaysians to donate their organs

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as there is an increasing for the need of organ throughout the world.
F
G

1

α

2

xβ

This situation create the disparity between the organs supply and the need for it.
Currently, the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200
livers a year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save patients’ lives (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
H

1

α
‘β

2

It shows
α

hyp/mental
projection

that huge amount of organs is needed.

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to capture this problem.
I
J

K

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
xβ

As a result, this disparity lead to a serious human trafficking problem.
The scarcity of available organs will give a chance for an individual to sell his
organs
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and gain big sum of money.
Therefore Malaysians need to donate their organs
to overcome this disparity and human trafficking problems.

L

1

α

2

xβ

Besides that, the negative impression about organ donation make most of the
Malaysians to think twice
if they want to give their organs or tissues.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/cause-

cond/cond./
positive/fin
M
N

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
‘β

3
O

This happens
when fewer television show or movie cannot give an accurate description of the
process of procurement and surgery.
The viewers might think
1
+2

1

xβ

2

α

hyp/mental
projection

that organ donation is harmful
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and end up refuse to pledge to donate their organs.
According to the Health Minister, it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal
accidents occurring in the country every year]],

Thus, Malaysians need to change their view in organ donation.
1

β

2

xα

It will be beneficial
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if organ donation become part of the custom
3
R

S

+β

1

α

2

xβ

1

xβ

rather than letting the organs to go waste.
The last reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]]
is because many of the donor’s family object [[to give the donor’s organs]]
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

when they are dies.
If the organs will be taken from a death person,

2

α

3

α
xβ

T
U

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

the number of organ [[saved for donation]] was negligible due to the objections
from victim’s families.

P
Q

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

organs are best removed
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when the heart is still beating.
This make the pledger family difficult to accept the their loved one is dead (Chua
Jui Meng, 2004).

1

α

2

xβ

According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, the Chairman of the Health Ministry,
hospital authorities cannot take the donor’s organs without the family permission
although a person already pledged his organs.

enh/hyp/cause-
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cond/cond./
concess./fin
V

Lack of awareness in the family members will result in shortage of organs supply
for the future.

W

In conclusion, Malaysians need to be more open minded in organ donation.

X

1

1

2

+2

They also need to change their mind setting
and Ø try to make organ donation as part of their responsibility towards the
society.

Y

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

This will solve the increasing demand for organs,
overcome the negative impression on organ donation
and make their family willing to give their organs to those [[who really need it]].
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE14
Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

D
E
F

G

H
I
J

1
2

α
‘β

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Your mindset states
that you are thinking about tremendous fears or whole-life disabled as a result of
organ donation.
Most of us are not exposed to the real situations.
Therefore we are discouraged to.
According to Annie, F.C.(2008), more than 100,000 people have pledged to
donate their organs,
but due to lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

M

1

α

2

xβ

1

1

2

+2

hyp/mental
projection

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

The Malaysians mindset about this organ donation is certainly negative
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as they will imagining a whole-life disabled or death impacts as the last results to
the donors.
Therefore, an aggressive alternatives must be completely done.
Organ donation, thus, need to be encouraged among Malaysians
by addressing the concern through public forums, positive stories or documentary
programmes and awareness campaign.
To begin with, public forums is an effective tools to communicate
and Ø give a details information about this issue to the public .

K
L

Projection

Have you or your next in kin involved in organ donation?
Most of you probably will say no
since your first impression about organ donation is bad.

C

Enhancement

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

The panels of this forum must be a professional surgeons on organ transplantation.
The functions of the surgeons to explains about the organ donation, particularly
about the brain dead terms to the public
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because generally, doctors accept [[that being brain dead is the same as being
dead (Chua,J.M.,2004)]].
As a result, the public will be getting more understood about this matters
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø slowly getting their interest for organ donation.
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N

1

α

2

xβ

Besides that, another alternative [[to encouraged organ donation among
Malaysians]] is by using movies or documentary programmes
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to show them what the real situation look alike.
O

Organ donation rates are low due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious
stories about organ donation (Annie, F.C., 2008).
The objective of this documentary programmes is [[to educate Malaysians and
nurture them about organ donation through the truth stories]].

P
Q

1

xβ

2
3

α

R

1
+2

all of ridiculous perceptions are gone
and by this way they are more likely to take part in donating their organs.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Last but least, the common solutions but strongly enough to influence people is
awareness campaigns.
This awareness campained is aimed [[to deliver a love message to the
Malaysians]].
As a Malaysians, we should have a sense of humanity and love, for each other.
A waste for us perhaps a miracle to other which can save one’s live.
By cultivate a spirit of love, sympathy and humanity, this campaign will be able to
increased encouragement about organ donation to Malaysians.
In a nutshell, there is a critical need to take in note about the awareness of organ
donation among Malaysians.

S
T
U
V
W
X

enh/temp/
simult./point/fin

As soon they are exposed to the reality,

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Hence, to address the issue,
2

α

public forums, movies or documentary programmes and awareness campaign
should be done.
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HGE15
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

C

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1

Elaboration

Extension

Lately, there is an increasing number of peoples that got problems with their
health.
Most of them suffered from disfuctioning of organs inside their body
and because of that their daily life will be interrupted due to their diseases.
α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

They need something
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save their life
3

+2

and one of them is through organ transplantation or organ donation.

D

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Organ transplantation is a treatment that involving replacing their defective organs
and tissues with the healthy one from donors (Chua, 2004).
Because of that, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their healthy organs
due to some reasons [[that are [[the demand of organ donation being high, ||
diminished all the negative perception about organ donation || and to save the lives
of others]]]].
The first reason [[why Malaysians should be encouraged regarding organ
donation]] is [[the demand of the organ being high]].

E

F
G

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

As many people have problems with their organs,

H
I

2

α

1

1

2

+2

3

18

so that there is rapidly increasing number of organ [[that are needed by them]].
One the most popular organ to be donate of is kidney (Chua, 2004).
Sometimes, there are some people [[that have good intention to donate their organ
||when they die]]

α

but unfortunately they did not informed their family about their intention

xβ

J
K

18

1

α

ext/para/add./
adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so that it will not be honoured then (Cruez, 2008).

L

Enhancement

Moreover, the other reason [[why Malaysians should be encouraged on this]] is
[[to diminished all the negative perception among them regarding this issue]].
People nowadays have some sort of bad impression due to some fallacious stones
or rumours [[that are being spread out in this country]].
They are also think

Mismatch use of conjunction
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Projection

M

2

‘β

1

α

2

xβ

19

P

1
2

α
‘β

3
1

xβ

2
3
4

1

but due to some problems they cannot do so.

T

U

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

1
2

1
+2

1
+2

and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,
they did not want so

19

1

xβ

2

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

As for that, the pledge’s families should be exposed and being explained about the
schedule and the purposes of the donation.
They should feel sympathize on them who needs their healthy organs.
In the nutshell, by hook or by crook, Malaysians still should be encouraged to
donate their organs to people in need.
They should do so due to the increasing demand of organs [[needed]],
to diminished the negative and bad perception among them
and to save other’s lives.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Society needs to change their mindset
and Ø view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care (Cruez, 2008).

V

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, when the pledge is certified brain dead

and Ø accusing them of being heartless during the mourning (Cruez, 2008).

R
S

hyp/mental
projection

that many people have the intention to donate their organs,

+3

Q

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Furthermore, Malaysians should realized how important they are in saving others
lives (Cruez, 2008).
It is believed
+2

α

So that, they should be encouraged more on this

in order to change their perception and mindset of how dangerous organ donation
is.

N
O

hyp/mental
projection

that organ donation is potentially can be harmful to them (Cruez, 2008).

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

Hence, when everything ^IS^ going smoothly in order,
there will be happiness await for them at the end.

Mismatch use of conjunction
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HGE16
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A

B
C

Clause
No.
1

Taxis

Ranking clause
α

2

xβ

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

1
2

α
‘β

3

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by replacing the healthy organs to the patients from the donors.
As we can see,
organ transplantation is a form of treatment [[that can give many benefits to the
nations]].
However, the organ transplantations cannot be occurred

hyp/mental
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Community does not really aware on this situation.
Cruez (2008) report that,
1
+2

F
G

1
2

α
xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

215 people have donated their organs since 1970s
and that included 128 hearts,20 hearts,25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143
corneas, skin and bones.
From the report, we can analyse that number of organ donated is lack compared to
the demand.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because the organ transplantation can help the diseased patients,
3

+2
Ø can fulfill the medical needs of an organs,

4

+3
and Ø give opportunities to someone [[who wants to do a noble activity before his
or her death]].

H
I
J

1
2

1
+2

1

xβ
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

The first benefit of organ donation is [[it can help the patients to recover from
diseases]].
According to Cruez (2008), most of the organ donors are Malays
and many people had got an advantages from the organs.
If the community ^ARE^ aware about the organ donation,

2

Projection

According to Chua (2004), there is a proof [[that the organ transplantation has
cured many serious diseases]]

if there are no organ [[to be transplanted]].
D
E

Enhancement

α

many lives can be saved
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

3

xβ

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

because some patients may need an organ
4

xβ
to stay alive.

K
L
M
N

O

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

As an example, a man has loss many blood in an accident.
Without donated blood, maybe he can die due to lack of blood.
In emotional aspect, other organ donation can cure a patients’.
It is also can make the patient happier
because it will give a hope [[that he or she can still alive with the donated
organs]].
Next, organ donation should be encouraged
because it can fulfill our nation needs for organs.

P

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If this matter keep on increasing,
2
3

α

α
xβ

the situation in our country will become devastating
as there are no organ to be transplanted to the patients.

S
T

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

U

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

moreless can help to fulfill the needs of organ in our country.
Last but not least, organ donation give an opportunities to people to make a noble
activity before his or her death.
It is good to contribute to the community
enh/temp./
success./earlier/
fin

even before he or she are facing death.
W
X

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

In few years time, the balance of nature can be spoilted with the problem.
1

Therefore, if people start to donating something useful in their body,

V

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

According to Cruez (2008), our country requires around 200 livers, 450 hearts,
450 corneas and 1200 kidneys for the medical purposes.
Nowadays, our country has faced a problem which is the number of patients that
need organ transplantation are more compared to the organ in the collections.

Q
R

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

There are no limitation of doing noble things.
1

xβ
Therefore, before someone is going to face death,
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enh/temp./
success./earlier/
fin

2

α

he can pledge his wish to donate his organ.

Y
Z

1

α

2

xβ

There are some people [[that assign for an organ donation programme [[that gives
permission to the hospital [[to harvest their organ]]]]]].
According to Chua (2004), the transplantation of cadaveric organ in the country is
based on the Human Tissues Act 1974 [[which it only allowed]]
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there is a request from the donor
3
AA

+2

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and there is no objection from the family.
People [[who are wishing to donate their organ or tissues]] must considered his or
her family decision

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

because, <<cl. 3>> the organ cannot be donated.
3

xβ
if the family refuse,

AB

1

xβ
If the donors realize about the matter

2
3

α

α
xβ

they won’t have a problem in donating the organ
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/temp./
success./earlier/
fin

as they want to make a noble activity
4

xβ
before they died.

AC

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it helps the patients to recover,
3

+2
Ø increase the stock of organ for medical purpose

4

+3
and Ø give chance for patients to make good things.

AD
AE

1
2

1
+2

α

Organ donation can give many benefits to our country in fact the world.
As a Malaysians ,we should be part of the mission
and Ø try to become a donor
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

ext/para/add./

positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
3

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help our medical industry.
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HGE17
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

C
D

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

D

1
2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and it is very successful.
Traditionally, our mind set automatically will think

hyp/mental
projection

that person [[who are having surgery]] is not going to survive.
Not all the surgery are going to be success
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

=β
α
xβ

ela/hyp/
description

depending on what are the patients needed.
Organs transplantations is important

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because human organs cannot be built or created.
E
F

1
2

α
xβ

Some of patients died because of this problem.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can save a live
3

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø contribute to the society
4

+3
and Ø can develop a concern community.

G
H

1
2

α
xβ

Firstly, organs transplantations can save a life.
This is because some of the patients sick
because of some of their organs failed to function as usual.

I
J
K

Projection

In this modern and high-technology era, advancement in surgical has been
reached.
A lot of modern technology methods of surgery have save a lot of lives

because some of the surgery needs to do the organs transplantations
3

Enhancement

There is no more solutions [[to cure it]].
Only organs transplantations can solve this problem.
For example, a patient who are having problems with both of his kidneys.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

L
M
N
O
P

1

α

2

xβ

Human can live with 1 kidneys.
So with this organs transplantations of 1 kidneys from a donors can save his live.
Organ transplantation is a treatment which has proven to be successful (Chua,
2004).
Malaysians can contribute to the society by organ donation.
According to Annie,2008, the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450
corneas and 200 livers
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients’ lives in a year.
Q
R
S

1
2

Organ donation from Malaysian can help the government to get the volume quota
of organs [[needed in a year]].
By this organ donation, Malaysian can contribute to the society.
Lastly, it is important to encourage Malaysian to do the organ donation

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because, we can develop a concern community.
T
U
V

1
2

Helping each other is a honorable behavior.
It can be started at home, school and work place.
For example, students can help the people [[who are lack of blood]]

α
xβ

W
X

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by donating their blood.
Liver, kidney, certain tissues such as bone marrow, skin and blood can only be
obtained from live donors (Chua, 2004).
As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because live can be saved,
3

+2

4

+3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Malaysian can contribute to the society
and concern community can be developed.
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HGE18
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C

1
2

α
“β

3

α
+β

D
E
F

Elaboration

Organ donation is the donation of organs to patient.
With the rapid advancements in transplant technology over the years have made
the transplant procedure a possible treatment for those [[who suffering from
various organ failure]].
Chua (2004) states
that kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas are the most common transplanted
organs
whereas liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are the transplantable tissues.

1
1
x2

xβ
1
2

α
“β

because it is sensitive.

ext/hyp/add./
positive/fin

She also stated
xβ

enh/temp./
simult./point
/non-fin

that when donating organs,
3
1
2

α
α
‘β

hyp/mental
projection

Besides that the number of pledgers and organ donations among non-pleedgers
will rise.
Hence, a public forum [[to discuss the issue on organ donation]] will surely help.
Next way is [[by discussing among family members about organ donation]].
1

xβ

2
3

α

When the members of the family want to donate their organs
α
xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

Malaysian are very open and forthcoming.
Furthermore, with help of public forum it will ensure
that an organ pledger’s desire is satisfied.

I

M
N

hyp/verbal
projection

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

3

J
K
L

Projection

Cruez (2008) has found that Malaysia is a mohiracial country,
α
thus it is necessary to discuss about organ donation

H

Enhancement

These organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians by public forum,
discussion among family members and change in mindset.
The first way to encourage Malaysians by public forum.
2

G

Extension

enh/temp./
simult./point/fin

<<cl. 3>> the family members need to know about this.
enh/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they die,
If not the problem will arise.
According to Chua (2004), agreement need to be solved for live donations.
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This is because, [[they need to know ׀׀whether the organs are given freely or
not.]]
In some cases, organs of non-pledgers were donated due to the unselfish of their
families (Cruez, 2008).
Change in mindset is the next way to encourage Malaysian with organ donation.
The first and important thing is [[the society needs to view organ donation as a
standard aspect of patient care]].
Cruez (2008) indicates

O
P
Q
R
S

1
2

α
“β

3
T
U

α
‘β

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

via it is potentially harmfull.
She also stated
that the stories [[that they mistakenly believe about organ donation]] had made the
organ donation rates low.
Therefore, it is important to change the mindset of Malaysian

W

hyp/verbal
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to increase the organ donation.
V

hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/mental
projection

that people may have negative impression about organ donation

Hence, ways [[to encourage Malaysian to donate organ such as public forum,
׀׀discussing among family members and change in mindset]] should be practice.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If these ways are truly happen
2

α

supply for organ will not be limited.
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HGE19
Complex

Clause

Taxis

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

No.
A

Nowadays, the demand of organ transplantation is increasing.

B

According to Chua (2004), the trafficking of human source of organs happened
because of no standard legal for organ donation.

C

In the Human Tissues Act 1974, organ donation is use for medical treatment,
education and research (Chua, 2004).

D

However, there is a lot of thing [[that makes organ donor rates low]].

E
F

Despite, organ donation should be encourage among Malaysians.
1

α

2

xβ

3

The encouragement can be done
1

organize public forum for people

+3

G

/means/non-fin
ext/para/add./

+2

4

enh/hyp /manner

by introduce family member of the donor about the importance of organ donation,

positive/fin

and introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among society.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Firstly, [[introduce the family member of the donor about the importance of organ
donation]] is important [[as one of the way to encourage organ donation]].

H

I

1

α

2

“β

1

α

2

‘β

Cruez (2008) states
that there is one [[that family member refuse to let organ transplantation procedure

hyp/verbal

perform to their other family members [[that pledge to donor organ]]]].

projection

As you can see,
family member should respect the dicision of the dead body to donor his or her

hyp/mental

organ.

projection

J

Family member should be introduce about the type of organ transplantation.

K

According to Chua (2004), the organ transplantation can be taken from live donor
or cadaveric donor.
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L

1

α

2

xβ

It is important to know
α

enh/hyp/causeso that the family member can give consent to the doctor

cond/cause/
purpose/fin

3
M

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

enh/hyp /manner

by organize a public forum among society about the organ donor.

/means/non-fin

The public forum must contain the actual view of society to the organ donation.
1

Cruez (2008) states

2

that organ donation should be seen as a standard aspect of patient care.

P
Q

success./later/fin

Moreover, organ donation can be encourage

N
O

enh/hyp/temp./

after the organ pledger dies.

The society should change their mind of being negative to organ transplantation.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/cause-

Even though, there is a lot of false story [[that frightening the donor to do organ

cond/cond./

donation]],
2

α

3
R

1
2
3
4

α

<<cl. 2>> can lead to the increasing of organ donation rates.

xβ

by change people mind through this forum

α
“β

concess./fin

enh/hyp /manner

Cruez (2008) study
α
xβ

/means/non-fin
hyp/verbal

that Malaysians should save lives
α

projection
enh/hyp /manner

by give organ to other [[who is necessary]]

/means/non-fin

+β

ext/hyp/vary.
than waste it.

/replacive/
non-fin

S

Furthermore, you can introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among
society.
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T

1

α

2

xβ

3

Can introduce it
1
+2

enh/hyp /manner

by arrange a campaign

/means/non-fin

or spread the pemplet.

ext/para/altern.

U

It is important to change people’s mind.

V

It can help to ascending the rates of organ donors.

W

According to Cruez (2008), a lot of problem [[that people concern to]].

X

However, by this way of encouragement, all their problem can be solve.

Y

Z

1

α

2

xβ

In conclusion, Malaysian can be encourage
1

3

+2

4

+3

enh/hyp /manner

by retroduce family members about the importance of organ donation,

/means/non-fin
ext/para/add./

organize public forum

positive/fin

and introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among society.
With this way of encouragement this country can decrease the rate of organ
donation trafficking.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE20
Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

Elaboration

1
2

α
“β

2
3

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

α

α
xβ

the government, parents and media should play important roles
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encouraged people in Malaysia donate their organ
1
2

α
xβ

The parent must play important roles
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encouraged people in Malaysia to donate their organ
I

1
2

α
xβ

Parents should teach their children from young
to make their children understand clearly the benefit of donate organ.

K
L
M

N

hyp/verbal
projection

that organ for transplantation can come from either a living person or dead person.

Therefore, to solve the problem

H

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Many people in Malaysia refuse to donate their organ because of no clear legal
authority.
1

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

It can get benefit because of helping other children.
For instance, teach them the types of organ and tissue [[that can be donate]].
The problem like organ pledger does not inform his family of his pledge [[to
donate his organ]]
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when he dies (Cruez, 2008).
The parents should tell their children
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if Ø want to donate
3

Projection

There are many types of organs [[that peoples can donate]].
For instance, kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas.
It also can donate tissue such as liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.
According to Chua (2004) states

F
G

Enhancement

Nowadays, people in Malaysia is a very worried
and Ø ^ARE^ fear to donate their organ due to a lack of knowledge and
awareness.

B
C
D
E

Extension

α

Ø must tell close family.
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N
O

This is important [[to make the noble intentions will be honoured]].
1

α

2

xβ

Therefore, their children understand and easily to donate their organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help people in Malaysia.
P
Q
R

1
2

Moreover, the media should play important roles [[to encourage people become
organ donation]].
The media must show the stories about transplantation organ.
The media also explain about the rules [[to allow the removal of organ or tissue]]

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to make them understand clearly.
S

For instance, removal of cadaveric tissue is allowed under two condition [[which
are at the express request of the donor or in the absence of objection from the
diseased and with consent of the next-of-kin]] (Chua, 2004).
But, many media such as televisions only shows constant barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation (Cruez, 2008).
Thus, make the people in Malaysia refuse to donate their organ.
Furthermore, the government should play important role

T
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

3

α

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

by doing a lot of campaign and public forum

xβ
to make people in Malaysia understand clearly about the organ donation.

W
X

Y

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

According to Cruez (2008) who found a public forum to discuss the issue on
organ donation will definitely help.
This will not only ensure that an organ pledger’s
but also rapidly increase the number of organ donation in Malaysia.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

The government must also do a lot of campaign
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to ensure the people like to donate their organ.
Z
AA
AB
AC

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

The government also do a reward or present for the people who donate their organ.
For example, kidney.
Since, it is possible to live with just one kidney,
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and with the demand is being so high (Chua,2004).
So, the government can give some reward to the person [[who donate their organ]]

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/

to save people.
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purpose/non-fin
AD
AE

1
2

α
xβ

We can encourage people to donate their organ.
In a nutshell, all people in Malaysia must change their mindset
to make them clear and understand about the organ transplantation.

AF

Thus, organ donation can be in still in heart people in Malaysia.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Appendix C2- MGE Clause Analysis
MGE1
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C
D
E

1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration

Extension

G

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

1
2

α
xβ

This only can be achieved

1
2

1
+2

Almost 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but these potential donors are lost because of the little awareness [[that is present]]
(Cruez, 2008).
Doctors not only need the consent of the donor but also the agreement of family
members.
Pledgers sometimes fail to inform family members about their wish [[to donate
organs]].

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

H
I
J
L
M
N
O
P

Projection

[[A form of treatment that has been proven to be successful for serious and lifethreatening illnesses]] is organ transplantation (Chua, 2004).
Organ transplant is [[where defective organs and tissues are replaced with healthy
ones from donors]].
Organ donation has become a relatively important matter among Malaysians
because of its importance.
Thus, it is crucial [[that organ donation is encouraged among Malaysians]].
Firstly, according to Cruez (2008), Malaysia needs about 1200 kidneys, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year
to save patients’ lives.

F

Enhancement

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

by increasing the no of pledgers.

Therefore, when the pledgers’ organs is available for donation

ext/para/add./
advers./fin

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

the family members may not allow the transplant.
This then becomes a waste of opportunity to save a life.
In a similar note, Malaysians need to be aware of [[what type of donor there is for
organ transplant]].
Based on Chua (2004),
hyp/verbal/
projection

there are two types of donors [[which is the live donor or the cadaveric donor]].
Live donors are usually parents, siblings and close family members.
These donors are important
because kidney, tissues such as skin and bone marrow can only be obtain from
live donors.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Q
R
S
T

1
2

1
+2

3

1
+2

U

1

α

2

xβ

and Ø complicate the decision [[to donate the organs of the cadaveric donors]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Other than that, Malaysian needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of
patient care (Cruez, 2008).
False and misleading stories about organ donation should be corrected.
In this case, organ donation is a noble act that could save lives.
Malaysian need not to worry about the stories [[that says that organ donation is
harmful || and organ thefts passing organs at the black market]].
With the advancement in transplant technology, organ donation is made safer.
To add a point, the Human Act 1974 a law concerning transplantation of cadaveric
tissue in Malaysia is being reviewed

V
W
X
Y
Z

From this, Malaysians can know [[that they can save the life of their loved ones]].
The issue [[that arise from this type of donor]] is [[at what stage death has
occurred]].
Patients [[who are on life support [[that are brain dead]]]] is the same as being
dead.
The understanding of this matter among public is limited,
and this makes it difficult for a family member to accept the death of their loved
ones

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fi

to address weaknesses
3
AA
AB
AC
AD

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and bringing up to date.
So, donors and family members can realize [[that organ transplant is made safer
every day || and every pledge could save a life]].
In conclusion, organ donation is an issue [[that has to be taken seriously]].
With demands being high, Malaysian need to play their role [[to at least
understand and have a knowledge about organ donation]].
Only then they can be a pledger [[that can benefit the nation in terms of health and
human well being]].
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MGE2
Complex
A
B

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

Nowadays, we see [[that many people are suffering from various organ failure states]].
For example, cirrhosis is end stage of liver disease
and prolonged cirrhosis will cause our liver lost their function in our body.

1
2

α
xβ

It shows [[that many peoples in Malaysia die [[suffering various organ failure states because of
consequences of many diseased such as cirrhosis, chronic pancreatitis and others]]]].
This show [[that increases people with various organ failure, will increases demand of organ
donation]].
So, as Malaysian community we should encourage organ donation
because it give many benefits to many peoples.

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation should be encouraged
because it will save many patients' lives.

1

xβ

According to Annie (2008) to save patients live

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

the nation still need about 200 livers, 450 corneas, 1,200 kidneys and 450 hearts a year.
So, it is important for our society [[to know || that there die many patients [[that needs organs to
sustain their life]] ]].
In Islam view, it is important [[to donate our organ such as kidney]]
to save many peoples lives.

α
xβ

1
2

C
D
E

F

G

H
I

J
K

1
2
3
4

L

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

α

1

Besides that, peoples organ pledgers [[that donate their organ with noble intention]] will be
honoured and respected.
Other than that, organ donation should be encouraged and discuss among Malaysian
because it will let people to know that with organ donation

‘β

1

it will help many peoples

+2

Elaboration

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
hyp/mental/
projection

and Ø WILL clear the negative stories about organ donation.

According to Annie (2008) organ donation rates still prevail because of fallacious and negative
stories about organ donation.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and
fin)

M

1

xβ

2
3

α

When many peoples heard about the negative and fallacious stories
α
‘β

4
N

O
P
Q

1
+2

they will think
that organ donation is not good

hyp/mental/
projection

and Ø will harm themselves.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin(ellipsed
subj and fin)

1

α

2

xβ

So, we need [[to portray or shows the actual and accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery of organ donation]]
to clear the negative stories about organ donation.

α
xβ

When many peoples had changed their view about negative stories of organ donation.
It will increase their awareness about importance of organ donation to patients' lives.
Lastly, it is importance [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]]
because it will fulfilled organ pledger’s wish [[to save patients lives]].

1
2

R
S

1

xβ

According to Chua (2004) cadaveric tissue is allowed to be remove from cadaver under two
circumstances, [[that is request from the donor and in the absence of objection from the person
[[who has died]] and with the consent of the next-of-kin]].
When the two circumstances die,

T

2
1

α
xβ

follow organ pledger's wish [[to donate his organ will be fulfill]].
When organ donation is encouraged

2
3

α

1
x2

4
U

1
2
3

V

1
x2

α
“β

α
xβ

1

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/ temp/
simult./point/fin

it will increase the number of pledgers
and at the same time it will increase number organ donation among non-pledger,

enh/para/temp./
simult./extent/fin
enh/para/temp./
success./later/fin

then it will show [[that our society had changed their view [[that organ donation is a standard
aspect of patient care]]]].
In conclusion, it can be said
that organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian

hyp/verbal/
projection

because it will save many patients' lives,

enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

4

+2

it will clear the negative stories about organ donation

5

+3

finally it will fulfilled organ pledger wish [[to save patients lives]].
So, we need [[to realize that organ donation not only give many benefit to us, but also to other
peoples.]]
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

MGE3
Complex
A
B
C

D

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
=β

1

α

2

xβ

as healthy living or dead people donating their organs to the much needed patients.

1

4

+3
α
“β

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can save lives,
it can reduce the gap between the supply and the need for organs,
and it can minimize the human trafficking activity.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Cruez (2008) stated
hyp/verbal
projection

that donating organs is important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save the lives of others after death

E

F

+β

1

1

2

+2

1

α

2

xβ

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/non-fin

rather than simply letting their organs go to waste.
It is clearly [[that donating organs is not a part of heartless operation]]
* but in fact, to the donor itself, it is a part of saving people lives.20

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

It will be such a waste,
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

for example, if you are healthy like a horse

G

3

+2

4

+3

1

α

Projection

ela/hyp/descri
ption/non-fin

α

4

Enhancement

Organ donation should be viewed as a part of lives saving rather than heartless of process.
In other words, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

+2

3

Extension

Organ donation can be simply defined

3

1
2

Elaboration

and you don’t have any diseases [[infecting your organs]]
but you are not donating your organs to those [[who are in need]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
adver./fin

Your decision is important

20

Although the conjunction is but which in terms of logico-semantic relation it carries the meaning of adversative, the referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same
semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive
positive.
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H

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

2

xβ

because you might save someone’s loved ones.

1

α

2

xβ

because one day you will be honoured as lifesaver.

1

xβ

Other than that, if we encourage ourselves to donate our organs,

2

α

we can help to reduce the gap between the supply and the need for organs.

1

α

It is statistically proven by the Health Minister

2

‘β

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

‘β

Hence, do not be afraid to donate
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

I

J

K

L

3
M

The nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year

1

2

+2

3

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients’ lives, Cruez, 2008.
From the above statement, we can conclude
1
+2

1

hyp/mental
projection

that we are shortage of organs.

hyp/mental
projection

that our nation rates of organ donation are low
and these mean [[more patients will die per year due the shortage problem]].
So, let us together change our mindset about organ donation

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj
and fin)

and Ø pledge ourselves to organ donation

xβ
because who know [[it might be you [[who are in need]] ]].

N
O

P

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Furthermore, organ donation can minimize the human trafficking activity.
1

α

2

“β

Meng (2004) mentioned
that human trafficking exist due to the loophole in the organ donation system in our country.
The root-cause of this loophole is the lack of Malaysians donating their organs.
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hyp/verbal
projection

Q
R

It is back to the simple economics basic formula [[which is no supply means higher demand]].
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If there is a high supply of organs,
S
T

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

there will be no problem about the demand.
Hence, no demand means no human trafficking.
Therefore, for the sake of our country’s image, let us encourage ourselves to donate our organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because we can reduce the human trafficking activity.
U
V
W

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

3

In a nutshell, organ donation is a good thing after all.
We are not only doing [[what is right for our beloved country]]
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

but we are also helping each other too indirectly.
So, let us make this world a better place
α
xβ

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

by encouraging ourselves to donate our healthy organs
1
so that we can save somebody’s lives,

4

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj
and fin)

Ø reduce the shortage of organ supply
5

+3
and Ø kick human trafficking out of Malaysia.
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MGE4
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

C
D
E

1
2

α
+β

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

2
2

α
xβ

3
H

1
2

Their chance of continue safe live is high
The problem is, our country lack of donors.
Does we feel guilty
for not saving their life?
Organ transplantation is the process of replacing the organs [[those fail to function]] with
healthy ones from the donors (Chua, 2004).
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

+2

4

+3

K
L

1
+2

1

α

2

xβ

3
M

1

ext/para/add.
/positive

and ^TO^ have a brighter chance to live.

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

include educating the society,
show more positive stories about organ donation through media electronic devices
and organizing a campaign.

ext/para/add.
/positive
ext/para/add.
/positive

Firstly, [[the most important method to rise the number of organ donors]] is educating the
society.
The public should known the importance of organs transplantation
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

and how the process take place.
The consciousness of organ donation should be introduced.
Since secondary school, the organ transplantation must be added to Biology subject for
example, as a part of the syllabus
α
xβ

xβ

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

in order to decrease the number of patients died

There are many ways [[should be done ]] to encourage organ donation
1

3

1
2

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
positive/fin

if they did the organs transplantation.

I
J

Enhancement

ext/hyp/add.
/advers./ fin

without any organs had been donated to them.

+2
α
xβ

Extension

Day after day, the number of patients [[died because of illness [[ that needed new organs to
continue living]] ]]increased.
They just died

F
G

Elaboration

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

in order to educate the society
since they were young.

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
positive/fin

Besides, if the public are educated,
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Projection

N

O

P

Q

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

the problem of the family of pledger [[refuse to donate his organs]] will never come up C Lee
n.d. as cited by Cruez (2008).
Secondly, the media massa such as, television, radio, internet also play an important role

For example, more movies and dramas show constant barrage of positive stories about organ
donation,
instead of portray negative and wrong stories about organ donation [[that may develop bad
impression of society (Cruez, 2008)]].

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

3

xγ

4

/

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

to educate the public, such as Medik TV or TV 3.
The movies should also portray the moral values of saving patients’ lives

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by donating organs to them.
Another way that should be done to encourage organ donation is organizing a campaign by the
government.
This campaign is mainly [[to educate the society and to introduce organ transplantation to
them]]

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/fin

so that they would familiar with it.

T
U

ext/vary
/replacive
non-fin

The television shows about the process of organ transplantation should also be published

R
S

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

to encourage organ donation.

α

During the campaign, a place [[for donating blood]] should also be prepared for visitors or
public [[interested to donate blood after being educated]].
As the conclusion, several ways [[such as educating the society, show more positive effects of
organ donation through media massa and organizing a campaign]] should be done
enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

to encourage organ donation among Malaysians
to save people’s lives after brain death
+β
instead of letting their healthy organs go to waste (Cruez, 2008).
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ext/vary
/replacive
non-fin

/

MGE5
Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

The rate of health complication is increasing in the country every year.
Some of the patients [[having health complications]] are in need of new organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

in order to live.
C
D
E
F

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

The only way [[to save these patients]] are through organ transplant.
Organ transplantation has become a huge success due to the new improvement in surgical
methods and the availability of anti-rejection drugs (Chua, 2004).
However, due to a several setbacks such as low awareness and negative impression by the
media, the society is reluctant to donate their organs for a good cause.
The act of donating organs has several positive point;
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and
fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and
fin)

it can help save lives,
Ø ^CAN HELP^ discourage human trafficking

4

+4
and
Ø ^CAN HELP^ improve the medical field.

G

1
2

α
xβ

Firstly, organ donation should be encourage
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

because it can save the lives of many patients.
H

1
2

α
xβ

These patients are in need of organ transplant
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

because their vital organs are diseased or defective.
I
J

1
2

1
+2

According to Chua (2004), organ transplantation is the act of replacing organs and tissues that
are defective with healthy ones from donors.
Through organ transplant, these patients can be saved
and Ø ^ARE^ able to live their lives normally with their loved ones.

K

1
2

α
xβ

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and
fin)

Therefore, donating organs is very important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

in helping save the lives of many patients.
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Projection

L
M
N

Furthermore, organ donation can help discourage human trafficking activities.
Human trafficking activities is on rise because of high demand of organs for transplant and the
low supply of organs needed (Chua, 2004).
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/concessive/fin

If we can build up our society’s awareness of donating organs,
2
3
O
P
Q
R

α

1

α

2

xβ

1
+2

the number of organ pledgers may increase
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and the supply of organs will be sufficient.
With sufficient organs available, there will be no desperate demands for organs anymore.
Thus, human trafficking activities will be reduce dramatically.
Lastly, the act of organ donation can help improve the medical field.
The researchers needs human bodies

1

enh/hyp/causeto investigate the cause of diseases

cond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

3
S

1

+2
1

ext/para/add./

and to understand the mechanics of the human body.

positive/

Through experiments on human cadavers, researchers are able to contribute to the medical field
on their findings

2

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and Ø help fight off diseases.

(ellipsed subj and
fin)

T

According to Chua (2004), for therapeutic, medical education, research purposes, the Human
Tissues Act 1974 allows us to remove tissues from cadavers.

U

In short, donating organs or human body can help the researchers improve the knowledge on
the medical field.

V

In conclusion, [[saving lives of many patients, reducing the rate of human trafficking and
helping improve the medical field]] are the advantages of organ donation.

W

1

α

2

xβ

Therefore, a public forum can help increase public awareness on organ donation
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

by discussing the issue (Cruez, 2008).
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MGE6
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

Elaboration

Extension

Have you ever thinking of giving something valuable from ourself to the unknown for the
sake of goodness?
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the answer is “No”,

C

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

let us take a few minutes in a day [[thinking about the others [[who are fighting with
serious diseases for this precious moment of life]] ]].
With little feels of sympathy, let we think of helping the others [[who are in a very need
of the organ]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to continue their life.
D

1
2

1
+2

Donating organ is not a new issue among Malaysians,
but also ^IS^ not become practice in Malaysia.

E

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

It should be encouraged among us
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as this is the way [[to save other life]],

F
G

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

α
+β

1

α

2

xβ

the way to give others hope for a better life,
and a way to do charity for a hereafter life.
from prefer to let the organ unused after death.

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

But since 1970s, only 215 donor have donated their organs (Annie,2008).

I

This statistics has clearly shown us [[that a large number is needed ||to save a big number
of patients [[who are really in need]] ]].
α

ext/hyp/vary
/replacive

According to Annie (2008), our country needs around 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450
corneas and 200 livers annually

H

1

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

First, donating organ can save other’s life

to rescue patients’ lives.

J

Enhancement

Thus, we should support organ donation as a pathway
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Projection

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

to save live of others.
K

1

xβ

L

2
1
2

α
α
“β

3
M

Besides that, by donating organs,
we have given others the hope for a better life .
Chua (2004) states
α
+β

1

xβ

2
3

α

hyp/verbal
projection

that, the frequently transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas,
while liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are some kind of tissue [[that being
transplant]].

ext/hyp/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

By giving the patients a hope for a more meaningful life,
α
xβ

we also will feel happy and satisfy
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as we are able to help them.
N

1
2

α
xβ

This should become a practice
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as life is karma,
3

+2

4

1
+2

5

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

we help other today
α

and one day other will help us too

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if we are in need.
O

1

α

2

xβ

So, organ donation is a good thing to be practiced
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as to give other more meaningful life.
P
Q

Other than that, donating an organ is one way of doing charity for a here after life.
1

α

2

xβ

Most of religious support organ donation
as this give benefits to others (Annie,2008).

R

1

xβ

2

α

As we are dead,
1

our organ still can be function,
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

3

+2

4

α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and there is no wrong

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to give for helping other.
S

T

1

α

2

xβ

1

1

2

+2

3

So, this is one of the ways [[to make a good things to other]]
enh/para/temp./
success./later/fin

after we are dead.
In a nutshell, Malaysians should be more open mind about this issue
α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and make it as a practice

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it is a good value.
U
V

1

1

2

+2

This is due to the reasons [[that donating organ help to rescue the live of others, || help
other for a better life with new hopes, || and help us for our life after death]].
Thus, all patients should try [[to promote the benefits of donating organ]]
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and become a custom for Malaysians.
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MGE7
Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.
1
2
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

Elaboration

Extension

People nowadays are more concerns about the various dangerous deseases
but Ø ^ARE^ less aware about the patient [[that suffers]].

ext/para/add./
advers./fin

These people [[that suffers need as much attention as other concerns]].
They need life

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause/
reason/fin

as the desease let them to end.
D
E

1
2

1
x2

3

Thus, we [[as the more enjoys life]] should help to share something- life!
They need organ to live,
1
+2

enh/para/manner
/means/non-fin

thus they need us to donate,
ext/para/add./
advers./fin

but the donors are scarce.

F

Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs.

G

Organ donation or organ transplantation are come from either a living person or a dead
person.
Live donors can donate kidney ,a part of liver and certain tissues

H
I

However, the cadaveric donor (dead person) can provide organs and tissues for all
types (Chua, 2004).
Before the process of transplantation, some ethical problems should be solved.

J
K

1
2

1
+2

L
M
N

The live donor would be asked question of consent
and the dead person should have been express consent prior to his death.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Plus, without any objection by the family the doctor have the law to proceed the
transplantation process.
1
2

1
+2

1

1

Enhancement

The clear process of donation organs should be simple [[for people to do so]]
ext/para/add./
advers./fin

but scarcity of donors shows no.
In lots cases, the pledge had agree to donate his or her organs
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Projection

2

+2

ext/para/add./
advers./fin

but at time occurred, the family refuse to do so. 21

O

It is might the problem [[where the pledges does not inform his family about his
willingness to donate organ after death (Cruez, 2008)]].

P

1

1

2

+2

This manner would smooth the process of organ transplant ,
and family should corporate upon his or her noble request.

Q

Second reason [[that should not be bothered by the donor]] are, the fear [[that being
provoked by the irresponsible sources or unrealistic rumors]].
It is because, according to Cruez (2008), [[only few television shows or movies potray
transplantation in a positive manner || and few of these feel responsible to give an
accurate description of the surgery process]].
These fear by the organ donors should be ignore,

R
S

1
2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause/
reason/fin

as the organs are given in the care of safe hand.
T
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, there should be no problem at all for donors.
They, the donors could save more than a life from a body.
God love people [[that shares his or her belonginess]]
1
+2

21

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause/
reason/fin

as He gives not to use by own
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and ^NOT^ being stingy.

cf. MGE3
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MGE8
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C
D
E

1
2

α
xβ

Elaboration

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

And by that, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian people.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

To encourage people,
2
1
2

α
1
=2

I

1

xβ

J

2
1

α
xβ

H

the people should first know the benefit of organ donation.
There are many benefit of organ donation,
some of it are [[it can save other people lives, || prevent from dangerous infection || and
it also save money]].

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

K
L
M
N

ela/para/
exempli.
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

Firstly, by participate in organ donation
it can saves other people [[who needed the organ]].

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Either the donors are a live donor or cadaveric donors,

O

Enhancement

In this modern world, medical technology has become more advance and safe.
These day, even the worst and life-threatening disease can be curb through modern
medical technology.
Organ transplantation is one of the technology [[that has proven to be a successful
surgical method]].
Organ transplantation is a process [[where a person donate his internal organ to another
person [[who needed]] ]].
Organ donation is needed
to make this organ transplantation.

F
G

Extension

both can help the patient.
The technology can made the transplant process a possible care for those who suffering
from various organ failure states (Chua, 2004).
It shows [[that with a organ donation can save people [[who are really in a serious
conditions]]]].
Secondly, organ donation can also prevent dangerous infection from spreading to the
society.
Organ donation involved replacing defective organs with the healthier and safer ones
from the donors (Chua, 2004).
The doctor must already checked the disinfective organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to be replace with the one with disease.
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Projection

P

1

α

2

xβ

Thus, the unhealthy organ will be exterminated
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

to prevent from others
3

xβ
to be infective.

Q
R
S
T

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

Lastly, by donating the organ,
it also saves the patient money.”
It is possible for people to live with just one kidney” (Chua, 2004).
It states
that a patient [[who are already broken their kidney]] will suppose to take a analysis
[[that can cost a lot of money]].
The analysis are needed

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to take each week for the patient.
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

This with a kidney transplant it also can saves the patient with low income money.
As a conclusion, organ donation should be a tradition for Malaysians
to save the people [[who needed the most]] (Annie, 2008).

W

hyp/verbal
projection

It also to keep the people to keep survive with their love one.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

MGE9
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

Today, more than 100,000 people has been pledged to donate their organs,
ext/para/add./
advers./fin

but many of them are lost.
This because, most of them are not ready [[to donate their organ to the patients]].
According to Lee, the pledger are refuse [[whether the doctor or nurses of being
heartless at their time of mourning]].
To solve this problems
xβ
α

G
H

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

1
+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
Firstly, to all donors out there must be understand about the ethics and law of the
organ donation.

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cond.
positive/fin

2

α

it will cause another problems happen to the donors.

1

α

[[What the donors suppose to do]] is, [[get the permission from their family]]
<<cl.3>>

2

xβ

α

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
/positive/fin

because it will wasted a good organs to who [[is needed]].
3

xβ
if they do not to their families,

J

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

we need more pledgers

If they not understand about the ethics and law,

I

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and it can help the patients enjoy their life time completely.

and ^TO^ help the patient,
3
4

Extension

Nowadays, there are too many organs problems [[that the patients faced everyday,
such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas]].
Actual these problems has many ways [[to solve it]]

D
E
F

Elaboration

1

α

2

=β

Donors also can be a part of the patients’ family members
*whether Ø their parents, sibling or close relatives [[who are genetically related to
the recipients]] (Chua, 2004).
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ela/hyp/
description

Projection

K

This is also called “live-related donors”.

L

Secondly, just as we knew, today the rates of organ donation are very low.

M

This is happen because almost all of the Malaysians was influenced by the negative
and fallacious stories about organ donation.

N

They too much easily to believed the bad stories about the organ donation (Cruez,
2008).
We should to help the donors be more responsibility person

O

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to donate their organ to who [[more needed]].
P
Q
R

1
2

α
xβ

Today, only a few television or movies show the goodness and benefits of this
activities such as Medik TV and so on.
[[What we need to do now]] is, [[the television production must be show more
television programmes || and publish it to all Malaysians]].
Lastly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because now there are too high the rates of death in Malaysia.

S

So now, we need to change the rates become low with the operation.

T

In Malaysia, the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplants which is increasing throughout the world (Cruez, 2008).
It is mean [[that Malaysia need more pledgers to donate their organs to the
patients]].

U
V
W

X

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

It can help the patients walking and enjoying their life time completely without any
pain.
1

α

2

xβ

1

xβ

In a nut shell, we should be encourage this organ donation among Malaysians
because we can continue the life time of the person [[who is needed
automatically]].
So, to solve and prevent the problems happen again,

2

α

let’s start our first step to donate the organ.
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α
xβ

B
C

1

α

2

xβ

D
E
F
G
H

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

I
J
K

Extension

Enhancement

1

xβ

2

α

P

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to treat serious diseases related to organ disfunction.
It involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones
from donors (Chui Jui Meng, NCD Malaysia, 2004).
Advancements are being made from time to time in transplants technologies and
surgical procedures

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to enhance organ transplantation process.
This live-saving procedure is also exists in Malaysia.
However, the rate of donors in Malaysia is still very low.
The following paragraphs will show the reasons, [[why organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians]].
The very first reason is to increase the number of organ donor.
As I just mentioned above,
the rate of donors is still very low due to a constants barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation (Annie Freeda Cruez, New Straits Times).
There a lot of ways to encourage Malaysians to have pledged to donate their
organs.
One of them is [[by creating public forums]]

hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to discuss the issue on organ donation.

By encouraging Malaysians, especially Malays to donate organs,

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

a lot of lives can be saved.
Apart from that, distaste among people thinking about their mortality, and fear
fears of dismemberment after death.

Q

1

α

2

xβ

Projection

Nowadays, organ donation had become more popular

The result after a few whiles self-awareness about organ donation will grows in
everyone.
Thus, more and more people will pledge to be a donor.
The second reason is, to create public understanding on organ donation.
In Malaysia, there are still a lot of Malaysians [[view organ donation as a sensitive
issue, because race and religion factors]].

L
M
N
O

Elaboration

This thing happens
because a lot of Malaysians ^ARE^ still in the dark about the noble deed.
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enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
reason/fin

R
S

1
2

α
xβ

T

1

xβ

U

2
1
2

α
α
xβ

Public understanding of brain death is also limited (Annie Freeda Cruez, New
Straits Time, 2008).
This quote is true,

By doing encouragement campaign,
more public can join and be informed about organ donation.
Last but not least, this noble deed was proven

X
Y

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
+β

3

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save lives.

V
W

enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

because the educational level in Malaysia is very average.

Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life threatening
diseases [[which has prove to be successful]] (Chui Jui Meng, NCD Malaysia,
2004).
Our country needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a
year,
ext/para/add./
adver./fin

but donated organs do not reach that numbers yet.
α

This phenomena is due to wrong mindsets among people.
Everyone just think about themselves,
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

<<cl. 3>> rather than thinking about the others.
xβ

enh/hyp/temp.
/success./earlier
/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond/cause/
reason/fin

even until he or she dies,
Z

1

xβ

22

AA

2
1
2

α
1
+2

a lot of live can enjoy a proper living.
As a conclusion, it is not impossible for Malaysia to achieve high rates of donors,

1
2

α
“β

I still believe

AB

22

So, by encouraging Malaysians to donate organs,

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

but it requires hardworks and sacrifices.
that organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Mismatch of the use of conjunctions.
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projection
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Ranking clause

1
+2

How do we put an end to this problem?
One of the ways to save person’s live is by organ transplantation.
Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases which has proven to be successful (Chua, 2004).
The patients get their new organ from people [[who donates it]].
However, there are not many people willing to donate their organ to other
especially in Malaysia.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
First, people should change their mentality

1
+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø start [[thinking about other’s lives]].
I

1
2

1
+2

Some people have pledged to donate their organ
1

but the family did not about that

3

and they did not agree [[that organ donation from the diseased cannot be done]].

+2
J

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
adver./fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

This situation must be changed
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that other people [[that are close friends]] understands
3

+2

α
and Ø will accept [[that the diseased wants [[to donate his or her organ to
others]]]]

4

xβ

1
2

α
xβ

The process of organ donation and transplant will not be a problem
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if people change their mentality.
L
M

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save lives.
K

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and the death toll is getting higher.

E
F
1
2

Extension

Today, our world is experiencing all kinds of tissues

B
C
D

G
H

Elaboration

Secondly, TV stations should show programmes [[that shows benefits and values
of organ donation]].
Organ donation rates are low due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious
stories about organ donation (Cruez, 2008).
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Projection

N

People [[who watched TV programmes and films [[that shows incorrect picture of
organ donation]]]] will have a negative perception about organ donation.
TV programmes such as documentary about organ donation will help the audience
to get a better and cleaner picture about organ donation.
Lastly, government should organize a campaign on organ donation.
The campaign will inform and teach the public about the benefits and values of
organ donation.
A public forum [[to discuss the issue on organ donation]] will definitely help
(Cruez, 2008).
Programmes like this can help and teach the public to understand and be aware
about organ donation.

O
P
Q
R
S
T

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Once people know the purpose of organ donation,
2
3

α

α
xβ

they will donate their own
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save other’s lives.
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

3

In conclusion, organ donation can be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by changing the mentality of the people.
TV stations show programmes [[that shows benefit and values of organ donation]]
α
xβ

and government should organize a campaign on organ donation

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

1

enh/hyp /causecond./purpose/
non-fin

to inform and teach the public about the purpose of organ supply from the donors
4
+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and thus organ transplant can be done.
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D
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1

2

+2

1
2

1
+2

1

xβ

2

α

1

xβ

F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

but unfortunately in Malaysia we were lack of donors.
More than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to lack of awareness many of these potential donors are lost (New Straits
Times 2008).

2

P
Q

α

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
adver./fin
ext/para/add./
adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
There are several reasons [[why Malaysians should be honoured to donate their
organs]].
With recent advancement in surgical procedures and the availability of antirejection drugs, the risk of being harmed from the operation is low.
Thus, we should not fear [[to donate our organ]].
As a living person, we were classified as the live donor (NCD Malaysia 2004).
Organs such as kidneys and tissues such as bone marrow, skin and blood can only
be obtained from a live donor.
And don’t you even worry about the rumors of organ theft.
For Malaysia, we have the law regarding this issue [[which is the Human Tissues
Act 1974 (NCD Malaysia)]].
This enforcement of law strictly protect us from any crime [[related to the organ
donation]].
Thus, we must not hesitate [[to donate our organ]].
If you are too scared to a process such as operation,

O

Extension

Organ transplantation is a treatment [[which involves replacing diseased organs
and tissues with healthy one from donors]] (NCD Malaysia 2004).
Malaysian medical expertise are capable of conducting this kind of risky
operations

To avoid this valuable lost,

E

Elaboration

you still can be a cadaveric donor- donor after his/her death.
This is one of a very noble intention [[that can be done by almost everybody]].
It is kind of easy [[because you just need to register as an organ donor ||and then
inform to your family member || so that they won’t object the request after your
death]].
This is because [[as stated in Human Tissues Act 1974, || any objection from
family or donor’s next-of kin will cancel the pledge to donate his organ (NCD
Malaysia 2004).
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Projection

R
S

1
2

α
“β

3

Thus, it’s the best way [[to donate your organ|| as you can make charity ||even
after you are dead]].
Other than all of the facts stated above,
α
xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

we Malaysians should involve in organ donation simply
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because we unite
4

+2

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø care for each other
5
T

1
2

xβ
α
‘β

3
U

We know
1
+2

4
1

α

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

no matter what religion or you are from.23

hyp/mental
projection

that we can save many lives with organ donation,
1
+2

and basically it all depends on our willing [[to make deeds]]
or Ø just being selfish.
The nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/altern.

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients live (New Straits Times 2008).
V
W

Without donation, there surely will be a problem in our hospitality.
1

1

2

+2

X
Y

As a support to our nation’s 1 Malaysia understanding, we can make it happen by
organ donation,
and someone will just be so thankful to you later.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

In conclusion, we Malaysian should be more aware to the need for organ donation.
1
2

1
+2

3

+3

The risk is low,
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

the choice is easy,
the value are great,

23

The referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented
explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive positive.
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Z

4

+4

1
2

1
+2

3

and the one [[to make it happen]] is you.
α
‘β

AA
AB

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Maybe you just ignore this issue,
and who knows,
hyp/mental
projection

if it was you or your family [[that needs the organ in the future]].
So help them as you should help others.

1

α

2

‘β

In conjunction of our campus Organ Donation Awareness Week, I hope
1

3

+2

4

+3

hyp/mental
projection

we can put ourself in the donator place
and make deeds for our brother and sister [[who needs it]]
and thank yourself then.
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Extension

xβ

1
2

α
‘β

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

1
2

α
‘β

1

α

2

xβ

Chua (2004) states
that tremendous increase to the success of organ transplantation because of
advancement in the field of medicine.
There are tones of advantages from organ donation [[that make it rational to
encourage Malaysians on organ donation]].
The benefits are, [[many lives can be saved, || increase in medical education and
research, || and rise in treatment for serious diseases]].
Besides, it is obvious [[that by donating organs]],

C
D
E
F

hyp/verbal
projection

hyp/mental
projection

many patients’ lives can be saved.
According to Annie (2008), the country needs the supply of about 1,200
kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of them [[who are waiting for medical treatments]].
G

1
2

α
+β

With this need for organ transplant, the demand for organs are increasing
1

3

+2

4

+3

ext/hyp/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

while the rates of organ donation are low,
many lives are wasted
and Ø could not be saved.

H
I
J

K

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

Projection

Organ donation and transplantation is an issue [[that should be discussed widely in
Malaysia]]
because of its importance and benefits that it brings.

B

Enhancement

This is a very disheartening situations [[that occur in our country right now]].
Moreover, through the process of organ donation, the country can increase our
medical education and research.
Our Human Tissues 1974 were created
to allow the removal of tissues from cadaveric donor for therapeutic, medical
education and research purposes (Chua, 2004).
Donation of organs after the death of an individual would contribute a lot in the
field of medical education and research
as the organs are used in medical procedures and experiements.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/cause-

cond/cause/
reason/fin
L

1

1

2

+2

Doctors and researchers would benefited from the organs and tissues [[that have
been donated]]

and Ø would create transplant technology [[that are more advance]].
M
N
O
P

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

1

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Furthermore, increase in treatment for life-threatening diseases is one of the
advantages of organ donation.
Chua (2004), suggests
hyp/mental
projection

that one of the ways [[to treat serious diseases]] is by organ transpalant.
Diseases [[involving faulty organs]] can be treat
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

by replacing them with a healthy ones from donors.
If there are many donors out there,

Q
R

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

the statics for serious diseases would surely be reduce.
Malaysia would be a country where there many healthy people.
As a conclusion, organ donation or transplantation should be encouraged among
Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that many lives can be saved,

S
T

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

medical education and research in Malaysia will increase
and the treatment for life-threatening diseases will rise.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Hope
that Malaysians would start to open their eyes in this noble activity of donating
organs.
The government should organize many campaigns

hyp/mental
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to attract Malaysians to be an organs donors.
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Elaboration

Extension

“Since the 70s, 215 people have donated their organs. The harvest included 128
kidneys, 20 hearts, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas as well as skin and
bones” adapted from New Straits Time (F. C. Annie, 2008, June 2).
The statistics are staggeringly low since way back from 70s.
This shows [[that Malaysians are not being well informed on the helpfulness of
organ donations]]
α
xβ

α
xβ

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

therefore only a few hard of people are generous and kind enough to donate their
organs
when they are still alive and even after their deaths.
Therefore steps should be taken

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to encourage more Malaysians in organ donations.
E
F

One of the ways is that through with the growth of technology.
With the advancements of technology more Malaysians would be more brave in
donating their organs.
”Recent advancements in surgical procedures and the availability of anti-rejection
drugs have contributed tremendously to the success of organ transplantation”
adapted from NCD Malaysia 2004 (C. J. Meng, n. d).
The government should put more funding for the health

G
H

1

α

2

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can use the fundings
3

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø buy the technology.
I
J

1
2

α
xβ

K
L

1

α

Enhancement

With this, the people of Malaysia would feel more safe with the advancement of
technology [[that being used when in surgical donating organs]].
Malaysians would eventually pledge to donate their organs
since they are well informed with the current technology [[ that is being used by
the hospitals]].
Another step is [[by changing the law on organ donations; specifically the Human
Tissues Act 1974]].
Recent studies showed by Chua Jui Meng which was adapted from NCD Malaysia
2004 points
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Projection

M

2

“β

1

xβ

2
3

α

1
2

α
‘β

they felt
1
x2

xβ
α

3

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

When the public found out [[that there is loopholes on the Act]]

4
N

hyp/verbal
projection

that the Human Tissues Act 1974 have loopholes.

hyp/mental
projection

that it is rather pointless for them to donate their organs,
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

there are more people are discourage to donate their organ with the existence of
those loopholes.
In order to encourage Malaysians to be an organ donator
the government especially the Health Ministry should consider and realize to take
action on the Act

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that there would not be any loopholes in it.
O
P
Q
R

S

1
2

α
+β

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

One of the loopholes is that there are currently no control on the removal of the
organs from the live donor.
Human trafficking are encouraged with this loophole as the source of organs.
For a big amount of money they could sell their organs
instead of donating it to the hospital for some unknown people [[that they do not
recognize]].
Why would they donate it for free

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they can sell their organs for their luxury.
The Ministry of Health should review the Human Tissues Act 1974 back
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø point out the weaknesses
3

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that it can be fixed
4

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø being up-to-date.
T

U

1

xβ

2
3

α

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point

When there is no loophole,
1
+2

human trafficking on organ donation/selling would eventually stop
and Malaysians can finally be encouraged to donate their organs.
Third one is with the help of the media.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin

V

W

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
+β

1
2

1
+2

1
2
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xβ
α

1
2

1
+2

“…. due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious stories about organ
donation. Only a few television shows or movies potray transplantation in a
positive manner
and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the procurement
and surgery.” Adapted from New Straits Time (F.C. Annie, 2008 June 2).
The media should televised on how organ donations could save one’s perculer life
instead of showing the viewers [[that the surgeries [[done]] could being harmful
to your life even death]].
With the outrageous and a complete false on organ donation [[that are being
heard]] no wonder less Malaysians are discouraged to donate their organs.
The government should control the media shows to the public

X
Y
Z

AA

3

1
+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

and what it would effect the public’s mind.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

To encourage the hearts of the public to donate their organs,
the media could write stories
or even televised shows [[that potrays the miraculous stories on people [[that
donated their organs]] || and patients [[that are saved by the organ donaters]]]].
More and more people could be saved

ext/para/altern.

and Ø treated with the help of organ donation

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

α

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if Malaysians are brave enough and encouraged enough to be apart of it.
AB
AC

1
2

α
xβ

With the help of the media as well as the government, Malaysians can be
encourage to pledge in donating their organs.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians in the near future
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that many lives could be save
3

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and increase their quality of life.
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Extension

Organ donation is the process of giving parts of the body to the one that needed
such as kidney transplantation and might as well transplantable tissues that are
heart valves and skin.
Therefore, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians.
There are several ways to encourage organ donations among Malaysians.
According to Annie Freeda Cruez, she said
1

hyp/verbal
projection

that make a talks about organ transplantation

x2

F

H

1
2

α
xβ

1

α
‘β

2

enh/para/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

This can help because through talks or discussions, people will be given the
correct informations on organ donations.
Therefore, they can change their mindset
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they heard about benefits of organ transplantation.
They will feel
1

hyp/mental
projection

that they need to save others lifes

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø give the new hopes to the recipients.
I

1

1

2

+2

3
J

α

2

“β

3

For example, before the talks they must have heard about bad story behind the
organ transplantation
xβ
α

1

Projection

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

but did we really know [[what it is all about]]?

Ø can increase the numbers of donor.

G

Enhancement

Nowadays, we always hear about organ donation

B
C
D
E

Elaboration

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

but when they attend this forum

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

they might as well ask the person [[who gives the talks and know the truth about
organ donation]].
Besides that, she also mention

1
+2

that the family of the organ pledger did not know about his attention to make
organ donation
and it cause problems in the future.
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hyp/verbal
projection

K

1
2

α
xβ

The organ pledger should tell his family
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that it can encourage the family about organ donations.
L

1
2

1
+2

The family will feel proud of his bravenest
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø also might as well join his
3

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to be as organ donor someday.
M

N

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

The organ pledger also can tell their family on benefits of organ donation
and will make clear about the negative thinking [[that said this treatment is
harmful]].
According to Chua Jui Meng, the law is made

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encourage people to donate
3
O
P
Q

+2

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and also to protect privacy of the donors.
The Human Tissues Act 1974 are allows the removals for certain purposes.
From there, we can see

hyp/mental
projection

to encourage the Malaysians to donate.
In a nutshells, Malaysian should make a organ donation
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can help others in a very brave way.
R

1
2

α
xβ

Government also should make more campaigns
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to make people realize about this issues.
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Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening diseases
[[which has proven to be successful]].
More than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

3
4

+2
+3

5

+4

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
‘β

3
G
H

I
J
K
L
M

α
+β
1
+2

1
2

1
+2

1

“β

2

α

Projection

enh/hyp/cause-cond/
cause/reason/fin

because, Malaysia ^DOES not HAVE^ enough donor of organs,
it can help to people [[who needed]]

Enhancement

ext/para/add./adver./fin

ext/para/add./positive/fin
ext/para/add./positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)
ext/para/add./positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)

and Ø can save ^OTHER PEOPLE^
and Ø give a new life to other people.

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

because Malaysia ^DOES not HAVE^ enough donor of organs.
It is because [[some people in Malaysia ^ARE^ not confident with the surgery of the
organ]].
They think too much
α
xβ

1
2
1
2
3

Extension

First, organ donation should be encouraged

E
F

Elaboration

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

to make decision
enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/purpose/nonfin

to replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from the
pledger.
The commonly transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas
while transplantable tissues are liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.
People always think negative
and they will died

ext/hyp/add./positive/fin
ext/para/add//positive/fin
enh/hyp/temp.
success./later/fin

after they make a surgery.
It is because not many positive story or explanation about organ donation in a media.
Only a few television shows or movies portray transplantation in a positive manner
and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery.
Second, it can help to people who needed.
As we know, [[in Malaysian, many fatal accidents occurring in the country every
year]],
the Health Minister state that.
They sometimes need the donation of organs such as bone, skin and organ that they
need to completely their body.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
hyp/verbal
projection

N

1

xβ

2
3
4

α

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

However, the people [[who accidents [[that cannot save or live]]]], <<cl. 2>> if their
organs saved
their organ can use for donate to other people
and victims’ families give permission
or nobody ^DOES^ not want to take the body victim’s.
But, society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
Human Tissues Act 1974 allows for the research purposes.
Removal or cadaveric tissues is allowed under two circumstances, namely: *First, at
the express request of the donor.
The request may be given at anytime in writing
or may be stated orally during the diseased’s last illness in the presence of two
witnesses; and *Second, in the absence of objection from the diseased and with the
consent in the next-of-kin.
The person responsible for the body should take all reasonable steps

1
+2
+3

O
P
Q
R

S

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cond./positive/fin
ext/para/add./positive/fin
ext/para/altern.

ext/para/altern.

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to find

T

3
4
1
2

xβ
α
xβ

3

1
+2

1

1
2

ext/para/add./positive/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

because it can save

+2

and give a new life to other people, like OKU.
In Malaysians, sometimes we see many baby or old people [[not very lucky in their
life]].
For example, old people that need just one kidney to continue their live.
Why not we donate our kidney, or any organ to them?
It is possible to live with just one kidney.
It might be can give a spirit and confidential to they

U
V
W
X
Y

if the deceased had any objection
and obtain consent from the next-of-kin.
Finally, organ donation should be encouraged

α
xβ

enh/hyp/cause-cond/
cause/purpose/nonfin

*^TO^ continued their life every day.
Z
AA
AB

1
2

α
‘β

3

In a conclusion, a change in mindset is very much needed.
Society should think positive about the organ donation surgery.
With this change in mindset ,it is hoped
α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/purpose/nonfin
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/non-fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond

to save the lives of others’ after death
4
AC

1

+β
xβ

ext/para/add./positive/fin

rather than letting organs go to waste.
If organ donation be encouraged among Malaysians,
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/cond./positive/fin
2
3

α

1
+2

it can help to people [[who need organs donation]],
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)
ext/para/add./positive/
fin(ellipsed subj and fin)
ext/para/add./positive/fin

Ø can save ^OTHER PEOPLE^
4

+3

5

+4

and Ø give a new life to other people in the future,
and Malaysia also will ^HAVE^ enough the donor organs.
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MGE17
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

1

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

α
xβ

3
1
2

the increasing demand for organ transplant but with little supply have proves to be the
problem,
and it can saves lives of others.

α
‘β

1
+2

K

1
2

α
xβ

1

α

2

xβ

3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

because they would feel

hyp/mental
projection

that it is dangerous procedure.
The surgeon technically dissects your body
and Ø takes out an organ to be transplanted to other human body.

J

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

because organ transplant can treat serious and life-threatening diseases,

One of the main reasons [[why we need to encourage Malaysians to donate their
organs]] is because [[it can treat many serious diseases]].
The transplantation involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with
healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004).
Sure, many people would doubt of donating organ transplant

G

I

Projection

it is a sign [[to encourage the Malaysian citizens to consider of doing organ
donations]].
With technology advancement and our country’s own Act, we surely have no
problems [[in carring out organ transplant procedure]].
Organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians

F

H

Enhancement

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

As our ministry of health is reviewing our Country’s Human Tissue Act 1974,

D
E

Extension

With technological advancement nowadays, there are many ways [[to save the life of
people]].
One of the rapid advancements [[that we can be proud of]] is the existence of organ
transplant technology.

B
C

Elaboration

1

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)

All this donors can be washed away
because with the help of technology advancement and the availability of anti-rejection
drugs, the success of organ transplantation is proven.
Therefore, Malaysia must increase the number of donors

enh/hyp/cause-cond/
cause/reason/fin

because with the technology advancement [[that we have]], we can save many lives

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)

and Ø treat many diseases.
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L
M

1
2

α
xβ

N
O
P
Q

1
2

α
xβ

Besides that, we need to encourage organ donations among Malaysians due to the
disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplant [[which is
increasing throughout the world]] (Annie, 2008).
The shortages of organ supplier proves to be a problem
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/ non-fin

in fulfilling the requirement of the number of organs needed.
With little number of organ donors, there are many unfortunate donors [[that did not
receive healthy organs from anyone]].
This will result in increasing number of death due to prolonged untreated diseases.
Many lives [[that can be saved]] will just go to wastes.
Therefore, we need to encourage Malaysians to do organ donations

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help increase the number of donors.
R

1
2

S

α
xβ

1

1

2

+2

Finally, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp/cause-cond
/causereason/fin

because it can save the lives of others,
24
we need to change the mindset of Malaysians [[that donating organs can actually
help many people even after our own death]].
There are many accidents [[occur in the country every year]]

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and the number of organs [[saved for donation]] is far from par.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

T

This is due to objections from victim’s families.

U

As a result, many healthy organs [[that can be saved]] will just go to waste.

V

In conclusion, we should encourage organ donations among Malaysians.

W

X

Y

24

1

α

2

xβ

1

1

2

+2

3

+3

1

xβ

2

α

With technological advancements [[that we have nowadays]], it would be a waste
enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cond./positive/fin

if the technology is not being put to use.
Among the benefits [[that we get from encouraging organ donations]] is [[the we can
treat many serious and life threatening diseases]],
reduce the disparity between the supplier and the people [[who needs the organ]]
and saves many lives.
As we put the effort to inspire Malaysian citizen [[to practice organ donations]],
many more lives will be saved.

cf. MGE3
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

MGE18
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

C

D

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
“β

3
1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration

Extension

Nowadays the number of people out there [[in needing for organs transplant]] are increasing
at a steep rate.
In Malaysia, it is said
that the current demand for various types of organs such as the kidneys, hearts, corneas and
liver almost reach the number of 1200,450,450 and 200 respectively (Annie,2008).
Annie (2008), stated
1
+2

hyp/verbal
projection

that more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donor are lost.
Hence, the activity of donating organ to the needy ones among Malaysian citizens should be
highly encouraged

1
2

1
+2

ext/para/add./adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

3

+3

The donation of organs could save more lives out there,
decrease the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplant
as well as changing the general thinking of the people regarding organ donations.

F

H
I
J
K
L

1

xβ
A part from that, by encouraging the donation of organs among Malaysians,

M

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

The benefit of donating organs to the needy one among Malaysians could eventually save
more lives.
This is because, live donor as well as cadaveric donor [[which means the dead’s one]] supply
the organs for transplantation for the people [[who need them]] (Chua, 2004).
The donors can be ranging from parents, siblings, close relatives, spouses and very close
friends [[who have the relations to the recipient]].
The most needed organs such as the kidneys, heart, liver and corneas could be obtained from
the live donor.
While for certain tissues, such as bone marrow, skin and blood, those could be obtained from
both live and dead donor.
As for dead donor, the donation of transplantable tissues should meet certain criterias under
the law of Human Tissues Act 1974, (Chua, 2004).

G

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

it could decrease the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplant, (Annie, 2008).
The difference in the number of people in needing for organs transplant from that of the
number of donors could be lower the rate
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/

as the society should feel proud and helpful

186

Projection

hyp/verbal
projection

as this brave move would bring numerous benefits to the others.
E

Enhancement

3

reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

xβ
by encouraging others to donate their organs.

N

1
2

α
xβ

It is also as a form of noble sacrifice
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save and share happy living with the others [[who are in great suffering]].
O

1

xβ
By encouraging the citizens

2
P

α

they will put it aside about the distance among people and the fear of not becoming a part of
the other world after death take place.

1
xβ
2

α

3

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Besides, by decreasing the disparity between the two groups,
α

it could eventually raise the spirits between them, hence catalyst towards a more harmonic
communities in the future,

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/non-fin

thus securing a healthier life style.
Q

R

1

1

2

+2

1

xβ

Finally, the encouragement to the Malaysian citizen to donate their organs will help them to
change
and Ø improve upon their general thinking and mindset regarding organ donation (Annie,
2008).

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

By this, the people will have better thought an donating organs

S

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

they will feel the joy of helping others [[that are in need]], such as the organ transplant
recipient.
Many steps could be done
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to raise people awareness as well as mindset.
T
U
V

1
2

1
+2

Therefore, one of the way is [[by helding public forum regarding this issue]].
The issue of donation of organ should be open and debate on.
These people ranging from all level of lives will watch
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø absorb the knowledge gathered

187

3

xβ

25

W

enh/hyp/temp./

once they see the forum.

simult./point/fin

Hence, this will make them to re-think of the issue.

X

Y

1

1

2

x2

1
2

α
xβ

It would also attract the attention of the other organ pledgers,
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

hence, the number of organ in demand could be compensated.
Therefore, donating organs will become major practices among Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of others
3
Z

+β

4
1

α

2

xβ

1
+2

instead of letting their organ unused
and Ø deteriorate just like that.
In conclusion, the encouragement among the nation upon donating of organs to the one
[[who need them]] is rightful act,

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/non-fin
ext/para/add./adver./fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it could save more lives,

AA

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

1
+2

lower down the rate of disparity between the organ transplant and the organs being
supplicant
and also is able to change the general thinking and mindset of the people regarding this issue
of organ donation.
They are now becoming more brave

α
and Ø have high willingness to donate their organs

3

ext/para/add./positive/
fin(ellipsed subj and ffin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed subj
and fin)

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed subj
and fin)

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it is an honourable act to be done
4

+2

5

+3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed subj
and fin)

as well as it can help others
and Ø free them off from despair and sufferings.

25

cf MGE-3
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MGE19
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C
D

Elaboration

Extension

The development of organ transplantation technology is one of the great
achievements in the world of medics nowadays.
However, several problems have arisen in connection with organ transplantation.
For instance, public understanding about organ donation is still low.
1

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

E

2
3

xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1
+2

as it can save others’ lives, the increasing needs for organ donation
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and to reduce human trafficking problem.
Firstly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as can save others’ lives.
F
G
H
I

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

Organ transplantation is proven to be successful as a treatment for serious and fatal
diseases.
Those [[who are suffering from various organ failures]] can be saved
by replacing the defective organs with the healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004).

1

α

2

xβ

L
M

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

However, since the 1970s, only 215 people have donated their organs with 128
kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas were harvested
(Annie,2008).
Thus, there is still a big gap between the need for organ transplants and the supply of
the organs.
Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to reduce human trafficking problem.
N

1

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Our nation will need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year
to save patients’ lives (Annie, 2008).

K

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

This will help them to continue their life as healthy as usual.
Other than that, it is important to encourage people to donate their organs
as there is an increasing needs in organ donation for organ transplantation surgery.

J

Enhancement

Currently, there is no legislation in our country

189

Projection

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to regulate the removal of organs from live donors (Chua, 2004).
O

1
2

α
xβ

Thus, human trafficking will become a major source of organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since it involves a big sum of money for the donors.
P
Q

1

α

2

xβ

According to Chua (2004) it is unethical to have payments involved in the
procurement of the organs as well as commercial transactions of organs.
In conclusion, it is important for us to contemplate on the ways [[to encourage
Malaysians to donate their organ]]
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since organ donation can save others’ lives, the increasing needs for organ donation
3
R

26

+2

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and to reduce human trafficking problems.
Many people are suffering from life-threatening diseases
they still waiting for a generous individual to become a donor 26
and save their lives.

cf. MGE3

190

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

MGE20
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

A
B
C

1
2

α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

E
F
G
H

I
J

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Statistics shows [[that Malaysia needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas
and 200 livers a year to save || and protect people [[who are suffering from organ
failure]]]] (Cruez,2008).
Therefore, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to a
lot of reasons [[that will make these people smile]].
The first reason is shortage of available organs.
Nowadays, there are few organs receive by the hospitals.
This is an unexpected decreasing number of people
because more than 100 000 people have registered and agree to give theirs organs
(Cruez,2008).

L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

The demand for this organ are increased throughout the year.
However, the hospitals cannot provide all the organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since there are only a few organs received from pledger.
K

Enhancement

In this globalization of the world, the number of people living in the world are
increasing through out the year.
However, there are many people are suffering from various organ failures.
These people need the donation organ
to replace with their failure organ to stay alive.

D

Extension

This circumstance will cause the shortage of donation organs,
when there are a lot of people [[needed the donation organs]].
Secondly, rapidly advancement in transplant technology is the reason why
Malaysians are encouraged to donate their organs.
The world are changing from old version to the new version.
There are new advance technology are produced [[which is parraler with the
globalization of the world]].
Those days, there are only a few people [[who are willingness to donate their
organs]].
This is because, the transplantation method used was old technology and
traditional method.
However, the innovative and creative technology are already available nowadays.
The transplant technology are more easier and effective.
These will lead the government to improve Human Tissues Act 1974 and the
Guidelines on.
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enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

Projection

T
U
V
W
X
Y

1
2

1
2

Organ Transplantation from pledger will boost the new era of organ
transplantation in this country (Chua, 2004).
That is why Malaysians are encouraged to donate their organs.
Finally, Malaysians can save more benefits from organ donation,

α
+β

α
‘β

3

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

instead of save the other’s live.
Malaysian should change their mindset toward the transplantation of the organ.
They should have positive thinking about the transplantation.
They should aware
α

hyp/mental
projection

that a lot of people needs their kindness to donate their organs

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to stay alive.
Z

1
2

α
‘β

3
AA

With this change in perception, it is hoped
α
+β

1

xβ

2
3

α

AE
AF

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

rather than letting their organs unuseful (Cruez, 2008).

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

By saving the other’s live,
1
+2

AB
AC
AD

hyp/mental
projection

that Malaysians are sympathy to save the other’s live after death

pledger had doing some kind of good in their live in advertantly,
27

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

their noble intentions will be honoured.

In conclusion, Malaysians should realize that living in this world are only for a
while.
One day, we will stop doing our routine because of dead.
It is legal for Malaysians to show their kindness
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by donate their organs to people in need.
Perhaps, the people who are received their organ will help their organ next of kin.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to increase the number of organ donation
3

+2

and help people [[who are suffering from the organ failure]].

27

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Although there is an absent of a conjunction to indicate the logico-semantic relations, the referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must
be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive positive.
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Appendix C3- LGE Clause Analysis
LGE1
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Text

A
B
C

1

1

2

+2

Elaboration

Organ donation is the one of good ways for serious and life-threatening diseases
[[which has proven to be successful]].
It is also involves the replacement process from person to another person.
According to C. F. Annie (2008), more than 100,000 people have pledged to
donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

D

Extension

Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

There are many ways to encourage among Malaysians on organ donation [[such
as donate his organs || when he dies, || doing a public forum || and no payments are
involved in the procurement of the organ]].

E
F
G

H

1
2

xβ

3
1
2

α
α
xβ

First and foremost, Malaysians are now very open and very forthcoming about
donating organs, including the Malays.
That is means [[they have concern the benefits of organ donation]].
So, to encourage the Malaysians
and gives them awareness about this issue

1
+2

they must pledge to donate their organs.
The organ pledger should inform his family of his pledge to donate his organ,
when he dies.

I
J
K
L

1

xβ

2

α

3

xβ

4

Since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves,
143 corneas, as well as skin and bones.
So, Malaysians have to donate his organs to people who need it.
Secondly, to encourage among Malaysians concern about the important of organ
donation,
α

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./ point/fin

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

we can doing a public forum [[which is necessary among Malaysians]]
to discuss this issue

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

α

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/cause-

because it is sensitive especially our country,
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Projection

cond./cause/
reason/fin
5
M

+β

1
2

xβ

3

α

1

xβ

2
3

α

Malaysia being a multiracial country.

1
+2

By doing a public forum
and discuss in proper way,

O
P
Q
R

4

1
+2

they will not ^BE^ scare [[to donate his organs]]
and the people [[who really needs the organ]] will gets the benefits

+3

and Ø can save their life from any serious or life-threatening diseases.

T
U

1
2
3
4
5

V

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

it definitely can help to ensure [[that Malaysians will be more serious in organ
donation]].
According to New Straits Times (2008) society needs to view organ donation as a
standard aspect of patient care.
From the good changes in mindset, it is hoped [[that organ donation will be more
effective ||and become the custom for Malaysians [[to save the lives of others after
death || rather than letting their organs go to waste]]]].
Another good way[[ to encourage among Malaysians donate his organ]] is
[[ensure [[that no payments are involved in the procurement of the organ]]]].
It is [[because some of the ethical problems [[that need to be solved for live
donation]] are questions of consent]].
There is a need to know [[whether the organs are given freely and not under
duress || and whether the risks are explained to the donor.]]
So, if they got know all the things more details,

N

S

ela/hyp/
description

α
1
+2

α
+β

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

rather than letting their organs go to waste.
xβ

enh/hyp
/causecond./cond./
positive/fin

The Ministry of health is also in the process of developing guideline on organ
donation and transplantation from living donors.
As a conclusion, organ donation have benefited to Malaysians
because << cl. 5>> many peoples in Malaysia can be saved suffering from any
diseases
and it also can save the lives of others after death

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

<<by doing this way>>,

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Rapid advancements in transplant technology over the years have made
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W

X

1
2

α
xβ

1

shortcomings in our Human Tissues Act 1974 because more evident.
Accordingly, the ministry of Health is now in the final stage of reviewing the Act
to address the weaknesses

3

+2

and bring it up-to-date

4

+3

and improving the weaknesses.

1
2
3

α
xβ

1
+2

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

As a result, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because Ø bring a lots of benefits
and can saving lives, by one pledge at a time.

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
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LGE2
Complex
A

B
C

Clause No.
1
2

Taxis
1
+2

M
N

O

P

Elaboration

Extension

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

But due to a lack of awareness, many of potential donors are lost.
Organ donors is very important
because it can help people [[who wants the organs like eye, pancreas, liver, kidneys and
hearts]].
Beside that, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysia.
Here, have a general steps for make people wants to donate their organs
The family who have a death relatives or anyone was died, the organ can be donate.
It is call cadaveric organ donation.
Cadaveric organ donation is the donation of organ after the death of an individual.
This would provide organs and tissues for all types of transplantations.
Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening diseases, which has
proven to be successful.
The organ pledger who want to donate organ must inform their family when he dies.
* The media or television must shows to people about positive manner
but only a few television shows or movies potray transplantation in a positive manner

3

+3

and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the process of procurement

ext/para/
advers./fin
ext/para/add./

and surgery

positive/fin

1
2

1
+2

Asking people to consider organ donation is already a difficult task
and therefore, it should not compete with false and outrageous donation stories.

1
2

α
xβ

A minister must organize a campaign,
for this because it can open people’s eye the importants of organ donors.

1

1

2

+2

With this campaign, organiser can make activities [[that participating many people like blood
donor]]
and Ø tell them about the important of organ donors.

1
2

1
+2

It can make people understand and start to donor organs
and it can be used by people [[who wants the organ to stay alive]].
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Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

1
2

D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Ranking clause
Many people in Malaysia wants to donate their organs to those people illness
and Ø wants to the organ stay live.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Projection

Q

R
S
T
U

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, many good thing can get
if we donate organs to people [[was sick]]

1
2

1
+2

We can save their life
and their life was happy.

α
‘β

So, we must change mindset very much.
Society needs to view organ donations as a standard aspect of patient care.
With this change, it is hope
that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians

1
2
3
4

α
xβ

α
+β

enh/hyp /causecond./cond./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

hyp/mental
projection

to save the lives of others after death

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

rather than letting their organs go to waste.

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive
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LGE3
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A

1
2

α
xβ

So, Malaysians should know [[who can donate the organs and the steps [[that can encourage
Malaysians about organ donation]]]].
Based on Article 1: The Ethics and Law on Organ Transplantation in Malaysia (Chua Jui Meng,
NCD Malaysia 20004, Volume 3m No. 1), the person [[who can donate organs]] are either a living
person, the live donor or a dead person, the cadaveric donor.
Live donors can only be donated kidney, parts of the liver and certain tissues such as bone marrow,
skin and blood.
For live donors, “live-related donors” is the donors [[that can be parents, siblings, spouses and very
close friends [[who are “emotionally related” to the recipients]]]].
Meanwhile the donation of organs after the death of an individual is cadaveric organ donation.
This donation can provide organs and tissues for all types of transplantations [[being performed in
the country]].
The step [[that can encourages Malaysians about organ donation]] is holding a public forum [[based
on Article 2:Saving Lives, One Pledge At A Time,]]
In public forum, the public can discuss the issue on organ donation with the professional panels

F
G
H
I
J
K

M
N

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

and it may can help the public to more understand about the organ donation.
α

P

1
2

1
+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Not only ensure [[that an organ pledger’s which is fulfilled
but will also increase this number of pledgers and organ donations among non-pledgers.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

So, it changes the mindset of public
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

and Ø encourages Malaysians about the organ donation.
O

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

as now it has proven to be successful.

E

L

Extension

[[Donating deused and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from donors]] is organ
donation.
Kidneys, heart, eyes, lung and pancreas are the commonly donated organs.
Meanwhile liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are transplantable tissues [[that can be
donated]].
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

B
C
D

Elaboration

Not only that, the other step [[that can encourages Malaysians about organ donation]] is [[most of
television shows or movies must potray transplantation in a positive manner ||and give an accurate
description of the process of surgery]].
So it can develop a positive impressions among the Malaysians
and they can watch the real action and information from televisions with briefly description.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Projection

Q
R

S
T

1
2

α
xβ

For example, National Geographic shows the organ surgery from hospitals.
This step can overcome the problem
due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious stories about organ donation based on Article 2:
Saving Lives, One Pledge At A Time, (Annie Freeda Cruez, New Straits Times, 2 June 2008).
In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
It is hoped [[that donating organs will become the custom for them || to save the lives of others after
death || rather than letting their organs to go waste with this change in mindset]].
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enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

LGE4
Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause
α

1
2

+β

α
xβ

Extension

but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.
The commonly ‘transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas while
transplantable tissues are liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.
Organs for transplantation can come from a living person or a dead person (Meng, 2004).
There are several factor [[why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]].
This include the increased number of patient [[need of organ transplants]],
1
+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/non-fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

besides Ø can save the lives of others,
4

+3

5

+4

it ^IS^ also a noble intention
and Ø increase confidential among Malaysians.

F
G

1
2

α
“β

3

The first factor [[that need be consider why organ donation should be encourage among
Malaysia]] is the increase in number of patients in need of organ transplants, together with the
scarcity of available organs.
Freeda Cruez. A (2008) state
α

hyp/verbal
projection

that the nation need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

to save patients lives.
H
I

1
2

Every year the number of fatal accidents occurring in this country also was reported.
Many patient need organ donation

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fin

to continuous their life normally after accidents.
J

1

xβ

2
3

α

Projection

ext/para/add.
/advers./ fin

to prevent problem lack of awareness [[which lead many potential donors are lost]],
3

Enhancement

According to Freeda Cruez. A (2008), more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their
organs,

B
C
D
E

Elaboration

1
+2

According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, the chairman of the Health Ministry’s public education
sub-committee on organ donation, when the pledger is certified brain dead
and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,
they refuse

200

ext/para/add.

4

+3
and Ø accuse the doctors and nurses of being heartless at their time of mourning, [[retrieved by
Freeda Cruez .A (2008)]].

K

1
2

α
xβ

L
M
N
O

S
T
U
V
W

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

1
+2

1

1

2

+2

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
“β

X
Y

28

This happen
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/non-fin

because lack of awareness of people [[who have pledged to donate their organs]] to inform they
family about the donation.
This is the second factor and reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysia]].

P
Q
R

/positive/ fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fin

When Malaysians was encouraged about organ donation
it automatically will help to solve this problem.
The donator will not scare to inform their family about their organ donation.
His family also will accept his decision
and the problem [[doctors cannot harvest them or take his tissues and bones without the
consent of his family or next of kin]] will not happen again.
Next is, to increase and give more confidential among the Malaysians about organ donation.
This is because organ donation rates are low due to constant barrage of negative and fallacious
stories about organ donation, (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
According to Freeda Cruez. A (2008), only few television shows or movies portray
transplantation in a positive manner
and even fewer of these ^ARE^ bother to give an accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery.
All this may develop a negative impression [[that organ donation is potentially harmful]].
So28, to increase confidential among Malaysians
organ donation should be encourage in our country.
Last but not least organ donation is noble intentions.
In recent cases, most of the organ donors were Malays
and many benefited from organs donated (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

Freeda Cruez, A (2008) also stated
since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs.
It included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart, 143 corneas as well as skin and
bones.
With this donation of organ it can save many patient live.

Misuse of conjunction

201

hyp/verbal
projection

Z

1

+β

ext/hyp/
vary/
replacive

Rather than letting their organs go to waste,
2

α

3

α
xβ

many Malaysians will willing to donating their organs
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/non-fin

to save the live of others after death
4
AA

AB

xβ

1

1

2

+2

1

α

2

xβ

3

when our country encourage organ donation.
This will change the mindset
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

and ^WILL^ willing to donating their organ.
As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

to solve problem, [[lost of donors because of lack awareness,]]

+2
increasing number of patient,

4

+3

5

+4

and it is a noble intention
and Ø will increase confidential among Malaysians.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

LGE5
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

1
2

1
+2

There are few organs [[that commonly transplanted such as kidneys, heart, eyes, and lungs]].
There are also some transplantable tissues such as liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.
Organ donator can come from either a living person or a dead person.
1

1

2

+2

More than 100,000 people have pledged to do organ donation
but due to a lack of awareness, many of them are lost (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

Apart from this, organ donation rates are low due to the constant barrage of negative and also
wrong idea about organ donation.
[[Asking people to consider organ donation]] is already a hard task
and thus, it should not compete with wrong and unacceptable organ donation stories (Freeda
Cruez, 2008).
According to the Health Minister, “it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal accidents
occurring in the country every year, || the number of organs [[saved for donation]] was negligible
due to the objections from their families” (p.7).]]
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

ext/para/add.
/advers./fin

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since the organ donation rates are low among Malaysian citizens.
L
M

1
2

Malaysians are now very open and very forthcoming about organ donation, including the Malays.
In recent cases, most of the organ donors were come from Malay people

1
+2

and many benefited from the organs donated (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

N

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Donors can be parents, siblings or close relatives [[who are genetically related to the recipients]]
(Chua, 2004).
The way [[to encourage the Malaysian people about organ donation]] is [[by having a public
forum || to discuss about the issue.]]
This will be definitely help.

O
P
Q

Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and put it into or onto another (Oxford, 2005).

J
K

Extension

Organ donation is not a something new in Malaysia.
A few years ago, surgeons have successfully transplanted a part of liver of a man into a boy
[[which suffered from a liver disease]].
Transplant is an action of taking an organ or skin from one person

H
I

Elaboration

1
2

1
+2

α

This will not only to make sure [[that an organ pledger’s wish is fulfilled]]
but Ø will also rise up the number of pledgers and organ donators among non-pledgers (Freeda
Cruez, 2008).
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed

Projection

subj and fin)
R
S
T
U
V
W

1
2

α
‘β

3

This public forum will also help Malaysians to increase their awareness about organ donation.
It is also help them to know about the ethics and law on organ transplantation in Malaysia.
The amendments to the Human Tissues Act 1974 and the Guidelines on Organ Transplantation
from Live Donors will herald a new era of organ transplantation in Malaysia (Chua, 2004).
Furthermore, society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
Thus, a change in mindset is very important.
With this change in mindset, it is hoped
α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to save the lives of people needed
4

+β
rather than letting their organs go to waste (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

X
Y
Z

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

People around also have to stop spreading the wrong idea about organ donation.
[[Asking people to consider organ donation]] is a hard task
and therefore, it should not compete with false and very shocking organ donation stories (Freeda
Cruez, 2008).
In conclusion, organ donation is very important

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

in order to save someone’s life.
AA
AB

ext/vary
/replacive
/non-fin

Malaysian people and society should increase their awareness about organ donation.
Better late than never.
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LGE6
Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
1
=2

B
C
D

E

1
2

α
xβ

F

H
I
J
K
L

P
Q

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

Organ is a very important for the human [[to live]]
29

ela/para/
exempli

such the heart are the important organ for human.

The organ that can be donated and common to donater such as kidney and heart.
The commonly transplanted organs such as kidney, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas (Chua, 2004).
The rate of organ donation among Malaysians should be encourage in several way [[such as
firstly, upgrade the awareness of demand the organs nowadays is very high, ||secondly, do the
campaign || to discuss the issue of organ donation ||and thirdly, encourage Malaysians to more
sensitive about died [[that because by no transplant organ can be proceed]]]].
Firstly, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian
with upgrade the awareness of demand the organs nowadays [[is very high]].

1

‘β

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

2

α

1

xβ

hyp/mental
projection

As we know,
the demand for the organ transplant is very high than the donation.
This is because [[Malaysians not sensitive || and just ignore of this issue]].
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

To encourage that Malaysian for to be more sensitive

29

Elaboration

The increasing of organ transplants demand through the world disparity between the supply of
organs (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Because of this, the Malaysians have to become more sensitive [[to help the society [[this is suffer
in their disease [[that actually can be cure with do the organ transplant]]]].
That is [[because the Malaysians have to donate their organ especially || when died]].
The Malaysians also have to know [[that donate the organ have many benefits to us [[such as can
safe our family members life]]]].
Another than that, [[do the campaingn to discuss the issue of organ donation]] also can encourage
the Malaysians donate the organ.
[[Attendent the campaingn such public forum]] is very effective in dealing with the issue of organ
donation.
This is [[because the campaingn such as public forum can be change the Malaysians || and
mindset regarding the organ donation [[that can develop a negative impression about organ
donation is very harmful procedure]]]].
Issue of the organ donation will effective with public forum discuss (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Encourage Malaysians to more sensitive about died [[that cause no organ donation to transplant]].

G

M
N
O

Ranking clause

There is conjunction/punctuation mark to indicate the paratactic relation; however, the semantic meaning shows such a relation.
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2

30

α

with introduce more the patient in media massa or electronic to public [[that have many people
that suffer in the disease]].
Apart from that, the Malaysians also have a negative thought about the organ donating.
This is happen because influence of fallacious stories about organ donation.

R
S
T
U

1

α

2

xβ

According to Freeda Cruez, 2008 just several televisions shows the portray transplantation in right
way manner.
In conclusion, the organ donation should be increase among Malaysians for the various benefits
[[that can not be reply with others thing]]
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

because donating the organ is very valuable.
V

1
2

α
=β

3

There are several way [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]]
1
+2

4

such as upgrade the awareness of demand the organs [[that nowadays is very high demand]],
α

ela/hyp/
description
ext/para/add./
positive

do the campaingn

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

to discuss the issue of organ donation,
5
W

1
2

+3
α
xβ

and encourage Malaysians to become sensitive about died [[that cause no organ donation to
transplant]].
Organ donation can priority for the future

enh/hyp/causecond./cond/
positive/fin

if the organ donation is not be a true organ donation.

30

ext/para/add./
positive

Wrong use of preposition indicated by influence of mother tongue where with and by tend to be used interchangeably carrying the same meaning
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LGE7
Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

xβ
to stay healthy.

C
D

It is cause from the environment of todays life.
From this, the medical technology have overcome this problem by organ donation as
alternative.
They can also use the organ from living donor and the cadaveric donor [[which is the
dead person]].
Today, the Malaysians have no intention or awareness of this organ donation
programme

E
F

1

1

2

+2
and Ø should be encouraged [[which it is a form of treatment, || ^IT IS^ an important
source for transplantation || and the role of Malaysians being a multiracial country]].

G
H

1

α

2
3

“β

hyp/verbal
projection

It is said
α

1
+2

that the organs [[that donated by the donor]] can save people life

1
2

α
xβ

J

Moreover, in person’s body there are many parts [[that we can donate such as
pancreas, lung, heart, kidney and any ( Jui Meng, 2004)]].
Furthermore, organ donation is an important source for transplantation in human
body.

K
1

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

It is also good to donated the organ
because people’s body will generate better system from the body.

L

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

Organ donation is considered as a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases.

and Ø ^CAN^ cure the infected organ from the recipient.
I

Projection

In this new era, people have a weak body from time to time.
They need an organ transplant
to change the weak organ in their

3

Enhancement

A legal permission [[approved by government]] always make a campaign or
programme for those [[who wish to donate their organs]]
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that Ø will help others [[who need it]].
M

1
2

α
xβ

They will collect the organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there are request for it.
N

O

1
2
1
2

α
xβ
1
+2

The organ will supply life for other
31

For some reason, the donor will be explained about the condition
α

P
Q
R

1
2

α
=β

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

as if there are donors [[who willing to give away their organ]].
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and ensure [[that no payments are involved during the obtaining of the organs]].
This is because [[we have to permission from the donor || before obtaining the organ||
to ensure || that the request are not under duress]] (Jui Meng, 2004).
Besides that, the Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organ,
which it is their role as being a multiracial country.

ela/hyp/
description

The Malaysians should help each other
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to survive
3
S

1

+2

and feeling harmony toward society and for the country.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the Malaysians do this,
2
3

α

1
+2

the new generation will also followed this great will
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø continued to improve themselves.
T
U

This will also increased the donation of organ for supply in the future (Annie, 2008).
1

1

2

+2

In the future, the Malaysian will improve in life
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj

and Ø bring the new era got better lives.

31

Mismatch of use conjunction, instead of if, as if was used.
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and fin)
V

1

α

2

xβ

3
W

1
2

1

enh/hyp/man./
comparison /fin

like the stories said
+2

α
xβ

Organ donation after all is not harmful

and it is a necessary to heard it from a very rightful authority such as government.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

In the mean time, try to encouraged future generation
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to donate their organ for future living generation.
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LGE8
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

1
2

α
xβ

Extension

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

as there are not enough donors
3

xβ
to donate their organs to society.

E

1

xβ
To curb this problem,

2

α

H

organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
This problem is getting serious because of the dissimilarity between the supply of organs
and the need for organ transplants which is rising throughout the world (Annie, 2008).
The supply of organs [[that available in every country]] are not enough [[to save patients’
live]].
In Malaysia, the number of people are getting higher over the years.

I

Proportional to this, number of patients [[who needs the organ]] also increase.

J

Because of lack of organs [[that available in our country]], the mortality rate will rapidly
increase.
Besides that, there are slightly low rate of organ donation in our country (Annie, 2008).

F
G

K
L
M
N
O

1
2

α
xβ

Malaysians does not have a right information and proper explanation about organ
donation.
They just make their own assumption about organ donation.
Thus, they will afraid to do so.
Government should play their role
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to educate the society about organ donation
3
P

Enhancement

Organ donation is a process of transferring our organ to a person [[who really need it]].
First thing [[that will cross in our mind]] is, [[we ^ARE^ afraid to do so ||and Ø think ||
this issue is not an important things]].
Do we know [[that, our country needs about 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450, 450 corneas
and 200 livers annually || to save patients’ lives]]?
This issue was getting serious

C
D

Elaboration

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and to increase their awareness.
Last but not least, transplant technology in Malaysia have tremendous development over
the years (Chua, 2004)).

210

Projection

Q

1
2

α
xβ

Ministry of Health, have evaluating the Act
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to observe the weaknesses
3
R
S

1
2

+2
α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and bring it up-to-date.
This is to ensure [[that, the future donor will feel save to undergo organ transplantation]].
As a result, the number of volunteer donor will rise

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to donate their organs.
T
U
V

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of
dissimilarity between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplants [[which is
rising throughout the world]] (Annie, 2008),
There are slightly low rate of organ donation in our country (Annie, 2008)
and transplant technology in Malaysia have tremendous development over the years
(Chua, 2004).
As a Malaysians, we should ^BE^ aware about this problem
and Ø be a generous [[to help patients [[who really needs the organ]] ]].
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

LGE9
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C32

D
E

1

1

2

x2

3

x3

4

x4

and Ø accuse the doctors and nurses of being heartless at their time of mourning.

1
2

α
‘β

Despite of that, society absolutely believe

1

α

2

xβ

they refuse

So, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

4

+3

H

xβ

get support from family members
and make a public forum about this issue.

if there is valid consent obtained from the donor.
J

1

xβ
Therefore, to make organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians,

2

32

α

enh/hyp/manner/
means./non-fin

by bring the Human Tissues Act 1974 up-to-date,
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Firstly, transplantation of cadaveric organ usually used the Human Tissues Act
1974 that almost identical to England’s Human Tissues Act 1961.
It is allows for the removal of tissues from cadavers for therapeutic, medical
education and research purposes.
But, there is no clear legal authority in the country controlling the removal of
organs from live donors.
Apart from this, live donations are legally allowed

G

2

Projection

hyp/mental
projection

that organ donation are not serious things.

+2

α

Enhancement

enh/para/temp./
success./later
enh/para/temp./
success./later
enh/para/temp./
success./later

and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,

3

1

Extension

Nowadays, more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs.
It involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones
from donors.
According to Lee, when the pledger is certified brain dead

F

I

Elaboration

α

Ministry of Health must play role

cf. Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, p. 415- the rhetorical development of the text involves circumstantial relation of temporal sequence which is simply marked by and.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

3

xβ

4

1
+2

M

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and ^BY^ address the weaknesses.

K
L

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by bring the Human Tissues Act 1974 up-to-date

It is to herald a new era of organ transplantation in Malaysia and process of
developing guidelines on organ donation.
Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by supported from family members.
It is important
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if the organ pledger wants to donate his organs
3

xβ

xβ
Ø will be honoured,

4
5
N

1

α

α

2
O

P

1

2

+2

1

α

2

xβ

and gain family supported to make organ donation.

2
3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

while it also should be encouraged among Malaysians.
Absolutely society were agree and support [[that organ donation is the good
things]].
It is [[because by make a public forum, everybody can speak about their decision
or opinion]].
For example, organ donation will increase the number of pledgers and organ
donations among non-pledgers.
In spite of that, society absolutely view

α
‘β

+2

ext/hyp/add./
positive/fin

Lastly, [[make a public forum to discuss the issue on organ donation]] will
definitely help organ pledger

S
1

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

So, his must make good decision

R

1

absolutely his family members were support him.

while his do something [[that can proud himself or even their family members]].

Q

T

because <<cl. 3>> that can gain noble intentions

Moreover, give some belief to our family members or even our ‘loved ones’ [[that
organ donation is a good thing [[that can help other people live]]]]
+β

1

1
+2

hyp/mental
projection

* that organ donation ^IS^ as a standard aspects of patient care
α

and Ø changed their mindset

ext/para/add./

213

positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
4

xβ

α

enh/hyp/
causecond/cause/result/
fin
enh/hyp/
causecond/cause/purpo
se/
non-fin

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
5

xβ

α
to save the lives of others after death

6

+β
rather than letting their organs go to waste.

U

Fulfilled pledge and good ethics about organ donation also can perfect and believe
all people in the country.
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ext/hyp/vary/
replacive/nonfin

LGE10
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C
D
E

Elaboration

Extension

Malaysia is a multiracial country that lives in harmony and peacefully.
This unique has made this country a beautiful place to live.
The success [[that has been achieved from year to year by this country]] has made
it become a role model to other countries.
Malaysia can also become a role model in organ donation.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

To make this become reality,
2

α

1
2

α
xβ

F
G
H

organ donation should be encouraged among the Malaysian citizen.
The first reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]]
is transplants technology advancements.
The rapid advancements in the technology [[followed by the advancement in
surgical procedures]] have made the process of organ transplantation to be
successful.
Our country have all the equipments [[that is needed]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to done the surgery.
I
J
K
L
M

1

α

2

xβ

We have also lots of mastered doctors [[that can do the treatment successfully]].
These will convince the Malaysians [[to do the organ donation]] (Jui Meng, 2004).
Another reason is [[the number of patients in need of organ transplants are
increasing year by year]].
The patients are suffering from various organ failure states
Lots of transplanted organs are needed
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save their live.
N

1
2

1
+2

Some of the organs for transplantation are heart, eyes, lungs,
and the most popular organs for commercial transactions is the kidneys.

O

One of the reasons [[why the kidneys is the most popular]] because the increasing
demand of it.

P

This shows [[that the Malaysians should be encouraged to do the organ donation]].
(Jui Meng, 2004; Freeda Cruez, 2008).

Q
R

Enhancement

1

xβ

Malaysia is one of the best country in road building.
Althought our country have good road [[to drive our vehicles]],
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin

enh/hyp/cause-

Projection

cond/cond./
negative/fin

S

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

we cannot deny [[that many fatal accidents occurring in the country every year.]]
Organs can be taken from the deceased in the fatal accidents
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to be donated
3

β
to save the lives of others.

T
U

This is a very good thing [[to do]].
1

+β

2
3

α

Rather than letting their organs go to waste,
α
xβ

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

it can be use
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to continue others life (Jui Meng, 2004; Freeda Cruez, 2008).
V

1

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of
transplant technology advancements, increasing number of patients in need of
organ transplants,

2
W

and many fatal accidents occurring in the country every year.

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Hence, the Health Minister need to make campaign and public forum as part of the
alternatives
to encourage the Malaysians to do the organ donation.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE11
Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

Now more than 10.000 people need organ donation
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

to continue their life
3

β
because their own organs is not functionable.

B
C
D

1
2

The organs that needed are heart, kidneys, lungs, eyes and pancreas.
Other than that, the transplanted tissues are heart valves, bone marrow, skin and
liver.
So, as a concern Malaysians, we should take this seriously

1
+2

and Ø ^SHOULD^ take this opportunity to help them [[which is suffering from
the unfunctionable organ]].
E

1
2

α
xβ

3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

We also not forgotten that what is needed to make sure the steps to accomplished
this process.
There are many ways to encouraged organ donation among Malaysians.
Firstly, the existing of loving feels.
Everyone has a loving feels to somebody such as family, partner living and
friends.
So this is the way [[to express our feels]]

F
G
H
I

α

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

by donating the organs to our family

xβ
if our family got unfunctionable organs.

J

1

xβ
If our family do not have any problem,

K

2
3

α

1

xβ

1
+2

think about other people
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and just imagine they are our family.

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If our family members got this sickness,
2
3

α

Enhancement

α
xβ

we are the right person [[to help to donate]]
α
because live-relationship donor is most important
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Projection

4

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save their life.
L
M
N

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+233

1
2

α

We also can help other people [[that is not related to us ]]
but make sure [[we got the permission from our family to donate our organ]].

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

The understanding family will let us to donour
this will make sure [[the process of donation is successful]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

At the same time, our family will follow our way [[to donate their organ]]
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because they learn from our sacrifice.
O

1
2

α
xβ

Secondly, Malaysians must read and watch a lot of books and movies
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to more understand [[what is organ donation actually]].
P

1
2

α

It is because many people do not know
‘β

3
Q
R

S
T

1
+2

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that how the procedure is
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and when the doctors take our organ.
The answers is [[the doctors will take our organ || if we are dead]].
The best time to removed the organ is [[when our heart is still beating || even
though we are dead]]

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and that is called brain death.
From the movies also we can watch really what happen during this procedures.
In the same time, we should choose the right channel [[to watch it]]

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because certain of that contained a fake stories of this procedures.
U
V
W
X

1
2

1
+2

α

The documentary of the life of patients can increase our level confident to be
donor.
So, this books and movies will help us to be proud be a donor.
Thirdly, the government should make the laws tiredly in our country about
legislation in our country.
It is because [[many people want to donate their organ]]
but this will not get some payment or present

33

ext/para/add./

The referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented
explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive positive.
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adver./fin
3

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concessive/fin

if we do that.
Y
Z

1
2

α
xβ

But, by human trafficking as the source or organs, they can sell their organ there.
So, person [[that need money]] will take this opportunity
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
negative/non-fin

to get money from this way
3

xβ
without thinking the effect.

AA
AB

1
2

In other hand, public forum can be form to make we understand [[how important
donate our organ legally]].
Also, we can know the effect

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if we join the human trafficking.
AC

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusions, many ways can we follow
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to be a usefull person as Malaysian.
AD

1
2

1
+2

The important person in our country must take note
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø do their responsibility
3

xβ
to make sure organ donation in our country will increases.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE12
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C

E
1

1

2

+2

3

+3

I

and many patients have these diseases.
Firstly, there is no law in the country [[that prevent someone from remove their
organs]] (Chu Jui Meng, 2004).

1

xβ

2
1

α
α

2

xβ

34

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

When there is no legal authority,

the donor can make a live donation legally.
Furthermore, with the increase of patiences [[that have those serious diseases ||and
need a healthy organ]], together with the lack of the organs, we need to
encouraged more people to donate
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can save others life.
J

Secondly, some dead peoples have organs [[that function normally before death
and does not have any defectives]].
As a human being, we cannot make it go waste and unused.
We should donate it to the one that are need it most.
There is cadaveric organ donation that means donation of organs of the dead
individual (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
There is no problem [[removing the organs from the dead person]],

K
L
M
N

34

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

make full use of dead’s organ

G
H

Extension

There are many serious and life-threatening diseases [[that occur nowadays]].
For examples, diabetes, hole at the heart, defective kidneys and many more.
[[The cure for these diseases and were proven successful]] are through organ
transplantation.
Organ transplantation means [[changing diseased and bad organs and tissues with
the healthy one from donor]] (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
The examples of transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancrease
(Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
The organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of no
legislation,

D

F

Elaboration

1
2

α
xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./

if there is no objection from his family

Mismatch of the use of conjunction

220

Projection

positive/fin
3
O

1
2

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and also the donor has approval it.

α
xβ

Finally, there is a lot of organs needed
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients’ lifes.
P
Q

1

α

2

xβ

The country needs about 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Therefore, a public forum articles and news about issue on organ donation need to
spread widely into public
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they will realized the importance of it.
R

1
2

1
+2

This will not only ensure that the donor’s wish is fulfilled
but also increase the number of donor and organ donations among non-pledgers.

S
T
U

V

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
‘β

1
2
3

α
‘β

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Furthermore, we need to change the societys’ mindset [[that they need to view
organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care]] (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
In conclusion, we should encourage more people
and realize them the importance of the organ donations.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

They should know
hyp/mental
projection

that there are many unfortunate [[person that need the normal organs the most]].
α
xβ

It is hoped
that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save others life after death
4

+β

ext/hyp/
vary./replacive

rather than letting their organs go to waste.

221

LGE13
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

C

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
‘β

3

Extension

and they have also slowly pledge to become donors.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
hyp/verbal
projection

that a stranger can also become our friend

xβ

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

just by donating some organs to the people [[that in needs]].
But what happened to the people [[that still did not realize the important of organ
donation]]?
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
And these are 4 ways [[on how to encouraged organ donations among
Malaysians]].
The first one is by media.

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the media say good things about organ donation,
2
3

α

α
xβ

people will start believe it
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because media has the most connection to most of the people.
I
1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
‘β

According to Annie Freeda Cruez, (2008), “Only a few television shows or movie
portray transplantation in a positive manner”.
From this we can see
that how big is the impact just by using media (Annie Freed Cruez, 2008)
(pg.7).(Chua Jui Meng 2004).
The second way [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] is [[by having
a public forum || to discuss the issue on organ donation.]]
According to Annie Freeda Cruez, (2008), “This will increase the number of
pledger’s and organ donations among non-pledgers”.
From here we can say

K
L
M

Projection

From this we can tell
α

E
F

J

Enhancement

Organ donation has become popular just in a big country like the United State
America, but also in a small country like Malaysia.
Malaysians have now slowly accept the terms of organ donation

D

G
H

Elaboration

3

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

hyp/verbal
projection

that this way can might actually work
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because through this public forum, people can share their opinion, doubt,
4

+2

and maybe experience on the issue of organ donation of course.
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ext/para/add./

positive/fin
N

From this way also, people can open their mind to the new things. (Annie Freeda
Cruez, 2008) (pg.7).
The third way [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] is [[by having a
convention on the issue of organ donation]].
From this way, people can be explain thoroughly about the good and the bad
things for donating organs.
People can also share their doubt [[that they have at the convention]].
According to (Annie Freed Cruez,2008), Chua Jui Meng (2004), “by having direct
contact with the people [[who know about organs donating]],
people will convince

O
P
Q
R

1

xβ

2
3

α

1
+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø start to believe in organ donating”.
S
T

1
2

enh/hyp//manner
/means/non-fin

The last way [[to encouraged organ donation among Malaysians]] is [[by early
education in school]].
From this way, people can have a lot of time to think

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

whether they want to donate their organ or not.
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

1
2
3

α
‘β

In the school, the children will be given an early education on the important of
organ donation.
The school teacher will explain to them [[what is organ donation is really about]].
In a nutshell, we are not supposed to be.
We are supposed to be open minded about this thing.
People needs people to live.
With this change in mindset, it is hoped
α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of others after death
4

+β

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

rather than letting our organs go to waste.
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LGE14
Complex

Clause
No.
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Ranking clause

A
B
C
D

1
2

Elaboration

Extension

Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves,
143 corneas, as well as skin and bones (Annie F. C., 2008).
That is what happening in Malaysia.
Organ donation in Malaysia IS quite low

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as Malaysia does not want to help these patients [[that are grateful to be help]].
E

So, this article will discuss about the types of donor, low rates of organ donation in
Malaysia and actions [[to be taken ǀǀ to encourage organ donation among
Malaysians]].
Firstly, Malaysians have to know about the types of donor.

F
G

1
2
3

1
=2

1
+2

H
I

1
2

There are two types;
one is the live donor

ela/para/exemp.
ext/para/add/
positive

and another one is the cadaveric donor.
The live donors are living persons [[who are genetically related to the recepients
and also a very close]].
These donors are important

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

because there are some organ [[that cannot be procured from cadaveric donor]].
J

1
2

1
+2

Cadaveric donor is a dead person
and the donation take place after the death of an individuals.

K
L
M

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add/
positive

When is the best time to harvest the organ?
It is when the situation is called brain death which the heart is still breathing but
the brain is dead.
The organ can be taken from the donor
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if the donor is willing to
3
N
O

Enhancement

+2

ext/para/add/
altern.

or the relatives do not object it.
The low rates of organ donation in Malaysia are mainly cause by the objection of
the donor’s family or next of kin.
Thus, doctors can never take the organ without the consent of the donor’s family
or next to kin.
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Projection

P

1
2

α
xβ

3

This problem arise
α
xβ

Q
R

1
2

α
xβ

when the organ pledgers does not inform their family of his intention
when he dies.
Another factor that lead to low rates of donation is because there are some people
thinking about their mortality, and fears that people will forget about them after
death.
This is totally unreasonable

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as every people [[live]] will dead
3

+2

S
T

1
2

α
xβ

and their names will be remembered.
There are also negative stories about organ donation [[that may develop negative
impression among Malaysians]].
This factor will make the potential pledgers to take more consideration
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to donate their organs [[that is not good to the society]].
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

So, there should be no false stories about organ donation.
Thus, action need to be taken
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encourage organ donation among Malaysians.
W

1
2

α
xβ

So it is necessary for a public forum [[to discuss this issue]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to encourage organ donation.
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC

AD

1
2

α
xβ

1
2
1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

This forum should be discussing about the positive stories about organ donation
and also should be discussing the affect of this donation.
Well, from this discussion hopefully Malaysians are more aware about the organ
donation [[that might open their eyes to donate organs]].
It will be such helpful
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when Malaysians have change their mindset.
If their way of thinking before this is all about selfishness
and now perhaps change to save lives of others.
It is good to see organ donation become custom the custom of Malaysians.
In a nutshell, problems should not arise

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when it comes to organ donation.
Malaysians have to be more understanding
as organ donation is actually something good to be done and not something bad to

225

enh/hyp/cause-

the society.
AE

1
2

α
xβ

cond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

Doctors and nurses should not being accused of being heartless
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

because they are doing their job
3

xβ
to save lives

AF

So, [[some input about the type of donor, low rates of organ donation in Malaysia
and action taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] will be helpful.
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x2

4

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

but when some organ functional it will cause us something harmful,
α

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

xβ

1
2

35

keep health and lifes.

α
xβ

This cause organ donation is a very important to people nowadays
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save someone lives.
C
D
E

1
2

α
=β

According to Cruez (2008) only 128 kidney,20 hearts,25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart
valves,143 corneas and skin and bone also included since 1970s.
We lack of awareness to help this people.
We should encourage people
1

3

+2

4

+3

F
G

1
2

1
+2

3

ela/hyp/
description

such as do a aware campaign,
enforce and renew law,
and give honour to the pledge [[that willing to donate]].

α

and change and open their narrow minded

xβ

1

1

2

x2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Firstly, [[to encourage people]] is [[held a campaign || to make people aware about
this problem]].
In this campaign we should tell them about donation

to help those people [[dying begged help continues life]].
H

Projection

Organ is a very important part of our body [[to keep us lives]],
1

so it need to change it

B

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

In addition we can do public discussion,
1

enh/para/causecond/cause/

so people can argue,

35

The referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented
explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406).
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reason

I

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

1
+2

3
J
K

1
2

α
xβ

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

and make them understand [[why this donation is needed]].
Some movie and television show this thing in good perspective

1

but some of it tell not accurate information

+2

3
L

and ask about this noble thing

and give people negative impression (Cruez, 2008).

Moreover, the increasing popularity of social web such as facebook, we should took
some advantage
1

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

advertise this campaign

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and promote to the youngthers.

1
+2

3
4

α
=β

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by show them a good example of helping people with donate their’s organ.

Secondly, to encourage people, Malaysian government should enforce law

M
1
2

ext/para/add./
adver./fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

So, television or media mass should play important role [[to encourage people]]

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subject
and
fin)

and Ø renew some of the law.

N

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

According to Cruez (2008),one of the problem to get a donor is [[the organ pledge
did not tell his family [[that he want to donate his organ]]]].
This kind of problem should not happen,
xβ
α

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

<<cl. 7>> when someone agreed to donate their organs,
α
xβ

his or her family should not interfere this agreement
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it individual decision
5
6

+2

α
xβ

and nothing wrong to donate organ
1
because it noble intentions.

7

x2
so, government need to enforce law,

O

Other problem is cadaveric organ from the death individual.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

P
Q

1
2

1
x2

According to Meng (2004), cadaveric tissues is allowed under two law such as
express request of the donor and absence of objection from family and next-of-kin.
This law should be use also in brain dead people
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so, we can get more organ.
R

An addition police also need to caught people [[who kidnap people to take their
organ legal]].
Lastly, government should give honour or certificate to people [[that willing to
donate their organ]].

S
T

1
2

α
xβ

Almost 2300 organ ^ARE^ needed a year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save lives (Cruez, 2008).
U
V
W

1
2

α
xβ

This honour can attract more people to donate their organs or tissue.
Moreover this honour [[that given]] should get some speciality in any government
thing.
As the conclusion, people need to open their heart
to help those people [[that need our help to survive]].

X

Maybe one donation [[that we made]] we can save 10 lives.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE16
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C

1
2

1

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

E

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and new organs come from organ donations.

D

Since the 1970s,215 people have donated their organs and this include,128
kidneys,20 hearts,25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143 corneas, as well as skin
and bones (“Saving lives, the “, 2008).
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

Even though the numbers are increasing,
2
1
2

α
1
+2

G

1

α

H

1
2

α
xβ

F

there are still people [[who never new or never exposed to organ donations]].
People in Malaysia should be exposed
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and be encourage to donate their organs.
People should create a public forum [[to help || and to discuss the good or positive
effect in donation of organs]].
In Malaysia, organ donations is a sensitive issue

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as we live in a multiracial country.
I

1

1

2

+2

J

M
N

Due to the mixture of races many impression from different religions on organ
donation were created
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and this had effected many people.
Public forums are important [[in fixing the mindset of the society || and help fulfill
the wish of the organ pledger || and also increase the number of organ pledgers]].
The media should play an important role [[in delivering knowledge on organ
transplant]].

K
L

Projection

Each day, hospitals are visited by a lot of people [[who seek medical help]].
This includes those [[who are suffering from accidents or from diseases [[that
requires operations on their body]]]].
These people require new organs
to help them survive

3

Enhancement

1

xβ

2

α

enh/hyp /manner
/quality/non-fin

As we all know,
media comprises of wide scope in our everyday live.

hyp/mental
projection

Movies or shows or even article or the importants of organ donation need to be
shown.
This is to create positive impression on the operation.
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O

P

1

α

2

‘β

1
2

α
xβ

A lot of people thought
1

hyp/mental
projection

the organ donations is a crucial and potentially harmful process.
Media needs to help doctors [[in sending good messages on organ donations]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help increase the number of organ pledgers.
Q

1
2

α
xβ

People to be more encourage to donate their organs

R
S

T

1
2

α
=β

1
2

α
xβ

3

enh/hyp/temp./si
mult./point

when they have good impression on organ donation.
Campaigns on organ donations are very important [[in teaching || and exposing the
social on this issue]].
People should be exposed to certain term and fact on organ donation
such as the organ that they can donate, types of organ donatorer such as live donor
or cadaveric donor and about brain death (“The Ethics and Law”, 2004).
People’s mindset will be more open on the good deed
α

elab/hyp/
description
enh/hyp/temp./si
mult./point
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

when they donate

xβ
as they have knowledge in this issue.

U

1
2

1
+2

V
W

1

α

2

xβ

This will eventually increase the number of organ pledgers
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and thus helping more people to help living.
In conclusion, a lot of sides plays an important role [[in exposing || and
encouraging Malaysians to donate their organs]].
Malaysia itself needs about 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a
year

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patient`s live (“Saving lives, one”, 2008).
X

Y
Z

1
2

1
+2

Each year, more and more people needs new organs

1
2

1
+2

People need to know about this issue

1

xβ

2

α

and that is [[why the presence of organ pledger is very important]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and their mindset need to change.

enh/hyp/temp./si
mult./point

When people’s mindset starts to change,
donating organ will be then be c

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

to Malaysians.
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LGE17
Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause
α

Elaboration

Extension

xβ

B
1
2

α
‘β

3
4

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

It is very disheartening [[that despite of many of us does not have to courage to be
an organ donor]].
When many among Malaysians itself needed the transplant.
Imagine
xβ
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if one of the patient with organ failure is your closest relative, a brother of yours or
your own mother,
α
xβ

would it be a sad thing
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there is no one there to donate?
E
F

1
2

α
xβ

3

That is why organ donation plays an important role in our lives nowadays.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

because of the lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for organ
transplants,
1
to save lives of others

4

+2

5

+3

G
H
I

J
K

1
2

α
xβ

Projection

“The nation needs about 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a
year
to save patients’ life” (Annie, 2008).

C
D

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and help others
and transplantation is proven to be successful.
[[The lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for organ
transplants which is increasing throughout the world]] is one of the factor [[why
organ donation should be encouraged]].
This describes the demand for a pledge to donate organs.
According to Annie Freeda Cruez (2008), low organ donation rates still prevail
because of there is a negative exposure and fallacious stories about organ
donation.
There is only a few television shows or movies potray a positive manner in organ
transplantation.
This develop a negative impression that organ donation is possibly harmful.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

hyp/mental
projection

L

1

α

2

xβ

3
M

1
2

Besides that, donation rates are also low
α
xβ

1
+2

when he dies.
The family will definitely be in shock at the time of their loved one’s death
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and ^ARE^ incapable to make any decision.
N
O
P
Q

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
“β

1

+β

2

α

R
S
T
U
V

W
X

Y
Z

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/temp./
simult./point/fin

due to the organ pledger does not inform his family on his noble intentions to
donate his organs

Furthermore, to help and save lives of others are also one of the factor to
encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.
Recently, organ for transplantation can come from two types of donors that is
either the live donor or the cadaveric donor.
The live donor is a donor from a dead person.
Chua Jui Meng (2004) states
that live donors are an important sources of tissues and organs for organ
donations.
Donors includes parents, siblings or even close relative [[who are genetically
related to the recipients]].
Spouses and very close friends [[who are “emotionally related” to the recipients]]
can also be a live donor.
Besides that Chua Jui Meng (2004) also states
that the Ministry is in the process of developing guidelines on organ donation and
transplantation from live donors.
Which shows [[that the Ministry itself is encouraging Malaysians to donate their
organ to help others]].

hyp/verbal
projection

hyp/verbal
projection
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

Instead of letting organs go to waste ,
it is much more benefit [[to save the lives of others after death]].
Moreover, studies has shown [[that transplantation is proven to be successful
nowadays]].

1

α

2

“β

Chua Jui Meng (2004) describe
organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases [[which is proven successful]].
It involves the replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy
ones.
With today modern technology and advancement in surgical procedures and the
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hyp/verbal
projection

AA
AB

1

1

2

+2

3

+3

availability of anti-rejection drugs have contributed tremendously to the
achievement of organ transplantation.
Malaysia’s Human Tissues Act 1974 is becoming more evident with rapid
advancements in the transplant technology over the years.
As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
nowadays because of the lack of supply of organ[[that does not meet with the
demand for organ transplant [[which is increasing throughout the world]]]] ,
to help and lives of others
and that transplantation is proven to be successful.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

LGE18
Complex
A
B
C
D
E

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

1
2

hyp/mental
projection

that have some people [[who need our help outside there]]?
There is a fact, [[have some people live with their organ ||since they born]]?
It is difficult right to us
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Or have a hole at our lung?
Those people are need our help to donate our organ

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

for them live like the others.
H

1
2

α
xβ

Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can save other’s life,
3

+2
Ø strong the relationship among society

4

+3
and Ø also prevent the wasting of organs.

I

1

xβ
First of all, if we donate at least one of our organs,

J

2
1

α
α

2

xβ

1

xβ
If there is no donation or pledger,

2

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

it will save one person lives.
Thus, we also help the doctor
because ^IT IS^ easy for them to make an operation and their patients’ lives.

K

Projection

Do you know the benefits of our organs?
Do you know the importance of donation of our organs?
Do you know

if we do not have one of kidneys?
F
G

Enhancement

1

for sure their patient will die
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

3

+2

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø make the doctor become guilty
4

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because has waste one life.
L

1
2

α
xβ

The will feel useless
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because cannot save the lives.
M

1
2

α
‘β

3

As we know
α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

we can donate any parts of our organ
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because this is our request
4
N

+2

1

xβ

2
3

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and no one can prevent us.

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

When we are died,
1
+2

the doctor will take our organs [[which are that request from us]]
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø give to the needed.
O
P

1
2

According to Meng, C. J.(2004), the usual parts of organ donation are kidneys,
heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas.
Furthermore, the relationship among us and society will be more strong

α
xβ

because all of we are Malaysians right?
Q

1

xβ
Even though have Malays, China, India and so on,

2
3

α

α
xβ

* but we ^ARE^ still Malaysians
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because we are 1 Malaysia.
R
S

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

It is like a family.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

When our parent are sick,
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2

α

3

1
+2

we as children will take care of them
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø will try to help them
4

xβ

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to cure the problem –
5

=β

T
U

1

xβ

2

α

1

xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

After that, when all of we are unite,
we can help others to build their confidence on donating organs.
One of the ways is create a public forum [[that we can share problem and ask
something [[what are we not clear]]]].

V
W

same like this situation, if our neighbor [[who is different culture are sick]], why elab/hyp/
not we help them?
exempli.
Moreover, it will decrease the society problem or problem between other races.

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If you are scared to donate,
2

α

1
2

α
xβ

the people [[who are in that forum]] will help you in any ways.
On top on that, the organ donation will prevent the wasting of organs, (Cruez,
2008).
Why people do not want to donate their organ

X
Y

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if they want to suicide or whatever?
*Z

1
2

α
xβ

1

It is one of the useless thing
<<cl. 4>> because the other person asking our help to donate the organs

3

x2

α
but we are not doing that.

4

xβ
if you are waste your organ

AA

1
2

α
xβ

You can register for donation from now
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

because we do not know
3

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

xβ

when we will meet the death.
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AB

1
2

1
+2

For example, when we get an accident
1
and Ø never request to donate organs,

3
AC

1

+2

the person [[who need the organs]] will died just like that.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If you do not want to waste your organs,
2
3

α

α
xβ

at least you donate on of you organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save others’ lives.
AD
AE

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

As we know,
hyp/mental
projection

organ donation is important to the person [[who need the organ]].
Conclusion is, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can saving lives,
3

+2
Ø strong the bones between society

4

+3
and Ø also decrease ^THE WASTE OF ORGAN^

5

+4
and Ø prevent the waste of organs.

AF
AG

Thus, we must make the organ donation as a usual aspect of patient care.
So that, the patient can get their lives back.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

LGE19
Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B
C

E

G
H
I

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
“β

1
2

1
+2
+3

J
K
L
M
N
O

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

Q
R

Enhancement

Projection

enh/hyp /manner
/quality/non-fin

As we know,

The law itself states

α

hyp/verbal
projection

that there is no legislation in the country controlling the removal of organs.
Unfortunately, there is still many objections regards to organ donations.
This article will clearly explains about the person [[who are encourage to donate
organs]],
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

types of organs that can be donated
and ways to donate organs.
There are two categories of people [[who can donate organs]].
Firstly, live donors.
Live donors are the priority source of organs and tissues for transplantation.
Parents, siblings or close relatives [[who are genetically related to the recipients]]
are the priority donors.
They are called as “live-related donors”.
Unfortunately, some of the ethical problems have arised

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

The organs [[that will be donate]] should not be charged
and organs must be given freely and not under duress.
Secondly, organ donation from dead person.

1

hyp/mental
projection

Malaysians are lack of awareness of these kind of problems.

and Ø need to be solved immediately.
P

Extension

In this new era, most of the human are not aware with their surroundings.
Human nowadays are not responsible for those [[who are not related to them]].
As we know, Malaysia is a country that is fulled with many cultures, races and
religions.
We as the citizens of Malaysia should responsible for each other regardless of
their races and religions.
Recently, the issues of organ donation have become the major concern to most
people.

D

F

Elaboration

Organs can be taken from the dead person
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin

2

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there is no objection from his relatives
3

+2

S
T
U
V
W
X

1
2

α
xβ

and there is an express request from the donor during his last illness in the
presence of two witnesses.
Human trafficking as the source of organs should not be practiced at all.
The most common organ donations are kidneys, heart, eyes, pancreas and lungs.
On the other hand, skin, heart valves and liver are the most common transplantable
tissues.
Some organ donation can only be obtained from live donors such as bone marrow.
Donation of organs after the death of an individual is also known as cadaveric
organ donation.
There will no problem arise

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/
non-fin

<<cl. 3>> if the donor has given an express consent prior to his death.
3

xβ
when removing the organs from a dead person

Y

1
2

α
xβ

There is an increase demand in kidneys
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
success./earlier/
non-fin

as it is possible to live with just one kidney.
Z

1

xβ
Before obtaining an organ donation from the donors,

2

α

1
2

1
+2

there are a few circumstances [[that need to be followed]].
According to Human Tissues Act 1974 (n.d., Chua, J. M., 2004), there must be an
express request of the donor.
It is either in written form or orally

AA
AB

or Ø also can be stated orally during the deceased’s last illness in the presence of
two witnesses.
AC

1

α

2
AE
AF

Besides that, the donors must inform his family of his pledge [[to donate his
organs || when he dies]]
xβ

1

1

2

+2

ext/para/
altern.
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond./purpose/
fin

so that the family members will not object the doctor’s permission to harvest his
organs.
As a result, people should think about others’ life.
People should think out of the box
and Ø view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
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ext/para/add./

positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
AG

1

1

2

+2

Malaysian should change their mindset
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø think wisely
3
4

‘β

α
+β

hyp/mental
projection

to save the lives of others after death
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/

rather than wasting their organs.
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LGE20
Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

B
C
D
E
F
G

3
4

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

I
J
K
L

M

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

but not many among us are willing to do it.

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

This is because most of us doesn’t realize how important of organ donation.
Some of us also have negative perspective about it.
Nowadays it has become a necessity thing in our life.
So, why not organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
According to Cruez (2008),”….. the organ pledger does not inform his family of
his pledge [[to donate his organs || when he dies]].
It is important [[that he does this]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

This statement give us explanation [[that organ donation is something nobled ||and
valuable [[to save other’s live]]]].
However, the transplantation of cadaveric tissues must have request from the
donor and no objection from their’s family. (Meng, 2004; Cruez, 2008).
Another reason is organ donation rates are low.
This is because [[there are many bad perspectives and negative impression from
the society]].
This situation will give influence among us
and will discouraged people from donate their organ.

O

1
2

α
“β

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subject
and
fin)

Cruez (2008) stated
that, “Society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patients care”
(p.7.)
So, society must take a responsibility [[to change their view and perspective about
organ donation]]

hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save others lives. (Cruez,2008)
P
Q

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Some people also does not concern
and realize about the important of organ donation.

N

Projection

We have been hearing about organ donation in the Mass Media and newspaper

so that his noble intentions will be honoured” (p.6.).
H

Enhancement

Nowadays, there are many fatal accidents happen in the country.
So, the people [[who death during the accident]] can be take their organ.
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R

However, it must have permission from their family first.

S

The procedure must be followed according to the Human Tissues Act 1974.

T

1
2

α
+β

U
V
W

1
2

α
xβ

The reason for doing ^IS^ [[this to save others lives]],
rather than the organ become unuseful. (Meng, 2004; Cruez, 2008)

ext/hyp/vary.
/replacive

In conclusion, there is a reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians]].
The reason are [[it is a noble intentions, ||the rates of organ donation are low ||and
many fatal accidents happen in the country every year]].
All of the reasons is for the same purpose,
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save others lives.
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Appendix D1- HGE Mapping Analysis between Schematic Structure and Taxis and Logico-Semantic
HGE1
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
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Ranking Clause
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+β
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Thesis

G

Argument 1- Point

H
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Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence
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J
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α
xβ

1
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α
“β

1

α

Extension

In this era of constant globalization, organ donation is a phrase [[that keeps
on appearing everywhere]].
From newspapers to magazine and even online, organ donation is not a new
issue and certainly not an alien to us.
It has, therefore, become the mother of all topics,
be it among the public or even in the parliament.

B
C

Elaboration

According to Cruez (2008), the demand for organ transplants is increasing
all across the globe
while the supply is not merely enough to satisfy all the needs.
Thus, organ donation can be the only mean [[to overcome this problem]].
However, Malaysians are not in full awareness about [[donating their
organs]] due to certain circumstances.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to
the fact [[that organ donation can save others’ lives, not harmful and a noble
deed.]]
To begin with Malaysian should be encouraged
to donate their organs
in order to save other people’s lives.

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
ext/hyp/add./adver/fin

hyp/verbal
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

Live has always been viewed as a precious and sacred gift from God.
Thus, it can be said
that saving others’ lives is not an option.

hyp/verbal
projection

Malaysia needs around 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200
livers per annum

2
Deduction

L

xβ

Projection

in order to save patients’ lives (Cruez, 2008).
It is, therefore, obvious though via organ donation, [[THAT we can save
thousands of lives every year]].
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Suggestion
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3
Argument 2- Point
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Evidence
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α
xγ

1

α
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2

‘β

1
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α
'β

that many bad and false stories about organ donation has led the public to
avoid organ donation.
It was found
that the public has developed negative perception about organ donation.

1

xβ

They have been indoctrinated with the belief [[that organ donation is
harmful (Cruez, 2008).]]
However, it is not necessarily true.
According to Chua (2004), latest developments and technology in surgical
process have majorly contributed to the success of organ transplantation.
Therefore, there is nothing to fear about organ donation.
Although, this subject only applies to live donors,

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

1
2
3

“β
α

1

α

2

“β

but it is extremely important to make potential live donors (Chua, 2004).
Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs due to the
fact [[that organ donation is harmless]].
Last but not least, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because it is a noble deed.

V
Argument 3- Point

Elaboration
Evaluation

Evidence
Evaluation

W

X

+

Y

enh/hyp/causecond/purpose/
non-fin

Cruez (2008) found

R
S

Deduction

in order to save the lives of others (Cruez, 2008).

ext/hyp/vary/replacive

Next, organ donation is not harmful.

Q

Evidence

Instead of wasting the organs to nowhere,
organ donation should become a norm among Malaysians

1
x2

As previously mentioned,
organ donation can save others’ lives,
therefore, it is crystal clear [[that organ donation is a noble and an
honourable action]].

hyp/mental
projection
hyp/mental
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cond/
concess/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
hyp/verbal
projection
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Cruez (2008) states
that major religions nowadays support organ donation.
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hyp/verbal
projection
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Evidence
Deduction

AB
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AD

Reinforcement
Summary

Recommendation
Suggestion

AE

AF

AG

AH

There is no case [[where organ donation is being condemned by any
religions in Malaysia.]]
This is proven
because Malaysians nowadays are open about organ donation.

1
2

α
=β

1

α

Even the Malays nowadays donate their organs (Cruez, 2008).
Many of the Malays believe

2

'β

that good deeds will be rewarded hereafter.

1
2

α
xβ

1
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α
xβ

^ORGAN DONATION IS^ not harmful

4

+3

and ^ORGAN DONATION IS^ a noble deed.

1
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=β

3
4

α

1
2

1
x2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because organ donation can save other people’s lives,

1
+2

1
+2

hyp/mental
projection

Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because it is a noble, kind deeds.

3

1
2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add/positive/
fin (ellipsed subj and
fin)
ext/para/add/positive
/fin (ellipsed subj and
fin)

Therefore, Malaysians should undergo a paradigm shift
and MALAYSIANS change their negative perception about organ
donation.
1
+2

Whether we like it
or ^WE DO not ^ LIKE IT,
1
+
2

ext/para/add/positive/
fin (ellipsed subj and
fin)
ela/hyp/fin
ext/para/altern/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)

organ donation should become a norm
and ^ORGAN DONATION SHOULD BECOME^ a part of our lives.
So start [[pledging now]]
because with one pledge, we can save many lives.
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ext/para/add.positive/
fin(ellipsed subj and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

HGE2
Functional Stages
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Clause
No.
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Ranking clause

α
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Organ donation is a form of treatment,
whereby diseased and defective organs and tissues are replaced with healthy ones
from perspective donors (Chua, 2004).

Elaboration

Extension

enh/hyp/causecond./cond/
concess./fin

In Malaysia, although it has been proven to be successful

C

α

1

α

2

xβ

many among us are still afraid to take part and donate organs due to lack of
awareness.
According to the Health Minister (n.d, as cited in Cruez, 2008), the number of
organs [[saved for donation]] was negligible due to the objections from victims’
families
enh/hyp/causecond/concess./
non-fin

despite the number of fatal accidents occurring in the country each year.
Thesis

Argument 1-Point

Elaboration
Evidence

D

E

F
G

1

1
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Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it is proven to be successful,

2

+2

it is an important source of tissues and organs for transplantation

3

+3

and also because of the difference between supply of organs and the number of
organs needed for organ transplants.
The success of organ transplant is one of the reasons
as to why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

1
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α
xβ
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“β
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Argument 2-Point
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xβ
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+2
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enh/hyp/causecond./reason/fin
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

Chua (2004) states
that the recent advancements in surgical procedures and the presence of antirejection drugs have greatly contributed to the success of organ transplantation.
This has been as according to Cruez (2008),
a total of 215 people have donated their organs
and the harvest includes kidneys, hearts, livers, lungs and other organs [[needed
by the receivers of the organs since 1970]].
Thus, people should not be afraid of undergoing an organ transplantation.
Besides that, organ donation should also be encouraged among Malaysians

hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/mental
projection
ext/para/add/
positive/fin
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because it is an important source of tissues and organ transplantation.
xβ

Elaboration
Evidence
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Projection

ela/hyp/
fin

xβ

2

Enhancement

Chua (2004) states that
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enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin
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“β

1
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α
“β

at present the sources of organs for transplantation comes either from a live donor
or cadaveric donor.
The donors can be relatives, friends and also strangers [[who have the same blood
type as the patient]].
With the donation of organs from these prospective donors, the lives of the
patients will be saved.
As for cadaveric organ donors, Cruez (2008) opines
that donating of organs should become the custom for Malaysians

J
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K

Evaluation + Evidence

L

3

α
xβ

4
Evaluation
Argument 3-Point

M

+β
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xβ

Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate organs because of the disparity
between supply of organs and the need for organ transplants.
As the number of organ transplantation rises,
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α

the supply of organs however seems bleak.

1

α
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xβ

This is present because despite of support from major religions, people are still
thinking about their mortality (Cruez, 2008).
Apart from that, there are a number of pledgers [[who does not inform their
families of their pledges to donate their organ]]
so when they die,

3
Reinforcement
Evaluation

R

rather than wasting deceased’s organ
However, fears of dismemberment after death seems to be one of the few reasons
as to why cadaveric donations are scarce.

P
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xβ
α
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xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

to save lives of others after death
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Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence
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projection

enh/hyp/cause-cond.
/purpose/non-fin
ext/hyp/vary.
/replacive
enh/hyp/cause-cond/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond./
cond. /neg./fin

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/ fin
exp/enh/causecond./reason/fin

the family relatives refuse [[to give away the pledger to the hospital]].
All in all, organ donation is one of the many noble ways
to spare lives.

S

exp/hyp/causecond/purpose/non-fin

People should start realizing [[the importance of organ donation and
transplantation in the process of saving others]].

Evaluation + Summary
T

1
2
3

α
xβ

α
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It is also vital for Malaysians to be encouraged to take part in organ donation
as it is successful
apart from it being an important source of organs and tissues for transplantation
and also because of the disparity between the number of organ supplies and the
number of organs needed for successful transplants.
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Organ donation is an act of donating or giving organs to someone
else [[who is in need]]
in order to continue the survival of human beings.

1
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α
xβ

Organ donation is not a new issue in our country
as most of Malaysians nowadays are being aware of this issue.

1
2

α
xβ

However, organ donation rates are seemed to be at a poor level due
to the discouragement of donating organs among us.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
as it can save many lives.

1

1
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=2
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Thesis

Argument
Point
Elaboration
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Evaluation
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Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

enh/hyp/causecond./purpose/
non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/ cause/
reason/fin

There are several ways [[to encourage Malaysians on organ
donation]]
such as by educating the public,
ela/para/exempli.

3

+2

by conducting a public forum

4

+3

and by governing the acts on organ donation.

ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin
ext /para/ add.
/positive/fin

1
F

+
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To be start with,
one of the ways [[to encourage Malaysians to participate in organ
donation]] is by educating public on the organ donation itself.

G
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1
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α
xβ

1
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xβ

According to Chua (2004), current advancement in surgical
procedures and the aviability of anti-rejection drugs have powerfully
make a success of organ transplantation.
This can be done
by having or carrying out a day on exposing the process of surgery
on organs plantation at public hospitals exist in Malaysia.
So, Malaysians will get the opportunity to learn and to be
knowledgeable on organ donation,
hence, encourage them to participate in this charity
α

3

to save other human life.
xβ
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means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./ reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./ purpose/

non-fin
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Consequence
Argument
Point

1
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α
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Experience is the best teacher.
Thus, giving the education on organ donation can encourage the
public to join the organ donation itself.

M

Other than that, another way [[to convince the Malaysians to get
involved in donating organs]] is [[by conducting a public forum on
organ donation]].

N

Deduction
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3
Suggestion

Q
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Consequence
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Elaboration
Evaluation
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2

Elaboration
Evaluation

Argument
Point

They also can experience themselves
on how the organ transplantations actually being done.

Even though we are being aware of this issue,
there is also unpleasant feeling among people [[thinking about their
death, and worry of break up after that]] (Cruez,2008).
Hence, it discourages them to donate their organs
if they die.
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xβ
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enh/hyp/cond./
concess/fin

enh/hyp/cond./
concess/fin

So, forum seems to be the way out
to expose the importance and the benefits of donating organs
rather than just saving a life.

enh/hyp/cause/
purpose/non-fin
ext/hyp/vary/
replacive

Other than that, public forum also can change the mindset of society
members on organ donations.
According to Cruez (2008), organ donation rates are low because of
the continuity of exposurement on negative and false idea about
organ donation [[which create a negative perspective [[that organ
donation can be harmful]]]].
Thus, by having a clear public forum on the exact facts of donating
organs,

enh/hyp/cond./
positive/non-fin

it can encourage public to support the donation of organs in the
future.
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Last but not least, [by governing the acts on organ donation] also can
encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.
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Organ donation has been wrongly interpreted
as it gives a negative impression on the public,
yet nowadays organ donation is human trafficking interrelated.
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This was supported by Chua (2004),
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as he said
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that the mistake in Malaysia’s law system increased human
trafficking
in order to get the source of organs.
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AA

or ^THE NATIONS’S SOCIETY MEMBERS^ get the wrong ideas
of organ donation.

1
2
1

α
=β
1

Instead, it can save other human lives,
which will contribute to the success of human survival on the Earth.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

3

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/
purpose/non-fin

+3

As the conclusion, organ donation is not as bad
as what we, the Malaysians think of.

xβ

ext/para/
altern.

the nation’s society members to support
ela/para/clari.
and ^THE NATIONS’S SOCIETY MEMBERS^ not misinterpret
^ORGAN DONATION^
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or governing the acts about organ donation such as the Human
Tissues Act 1974
in order to get the faith back from Malaysians,

1
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7

hypo/verbal
projection

This may put the perceptions of organ donations on a worse
condition among Malaysians.
Therefore, the government should take an action
by reviewing ^THE ACTS ABOUT ORGAN DONATION^

1

4

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts,450 corneas and
200 livers
to save precious lives
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and it can be done
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by educating the public,

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

6

+2

by conducting a public forum

7

+3

and by governing the acts on organ donation.
There is nothing more valuable other than saving someone’s life.
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some people also die in return.
That is a normal cycle.
Death may occurs due to sickness or injury from accidents [[that damage certain
organs]].
These deaths can be prevented
if we have limitless supply of donated organs.

1
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Nevertheless, organ donation is not a custom among Malaysians
and we are facing a serious problem of the lack of donated organs.
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reason/fin
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First and foremost, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
because the need of organ transplant has been on rise.

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin

According to Chua (2004), some people [[who are in need of money]] even go to
the extent of selling their own organs to patients [[who really need organ
transplant]].
The high demand for organ transplant also encourages human trafficking.
Nevertheless, we do not want these kind of crimes to continue.
Therefore, Malaysians need to be encourage to donate their organs willingly.
1

1

2

+2

1

1

Recently, even the Malays are being very open minded
and Ø ^ARE^ accepting the idea of organ donation.

Malays are the major organ donors (Cruez,2008)
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Enhancement
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simult./extent/fin

Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1 because the need of organ transplant has been on rise,
+2 the organ donation rates are low and the rapid development of the transplant
technology.
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Elaboration

Death can happen to anyone in any part of the world.
As a baby is born to this world,
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Ranking clause
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fin)
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and many lives has been saved from the organs donated.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

With some encouragement, the needs of organs transplant can be met.
1
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Secondly, the low rate of organ donation in Malaysia is also one of the reasons
why Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs .

1
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1
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The need for organ transplant are increasing
but the supply of donated organs are unfortunately limited.

1
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Although many religions are supporting the idea of organ donation,

2

α
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but still it failed to increase the donation rate (Cruez, 2008).
In addition, negative and false stories about organ donation are also dropping the
rate.
With encouragement from many parties such as the Ministry of Health,
Malaysians sure can ignore the outrageous stories
and MALAYSIANS change their mindset about organ donation.

1
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Malaysians need to be informed
and make them confident [[that organ donation is absolutely harmless]].
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Last but not least, encouragement for organ donation is very important
because the development of the transplant technology is very rapid.
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1
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reason/fin
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adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
concessive/fin

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
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Chua (2004) states
that most organ transplantation has been very successful due to the current
development in surgical processes and the availability of anti-rejection drugs.
Thus, Malaysians need to be encouraged
so that they are not scared to undergo the procedure.
These procedures are proven to be a success and a safe process,
and many patients [[who suffer from various organ failure conditions]] are
saved.
The fast development in this field can further encourage Malaysians to be more
open minded
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and Ø change their negative views about organ donation.
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These situations should make Malaysians realize of how important their donated
organs
and the surgical procedure is absolutely harmless.

1
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They should throw away the social stigma about organ donation
and start [[donating organs]] now.

1
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α
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This trend is hope to be a significant milestone to citizens of other nations,
so that the problem of scarce donated organs can be eliminated.

1
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α
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Just imagine [[how many lives can be saved from the donated organs]]
rather than letting the organs go to waste.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and
fin)

As a result, organ donation will become a trend among Malaysians
and millions of lives can be saved.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

In conclusion, the increasing needs of organ transplant, the low organ donation
rates and the rapid development of the transplant technology are the three major
reasons
to encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.
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Ranking clause
Life is a bless.
It is something sacred [[which should be appreciated and preserved]].
Everybody deserves to live happily with their loved ones.
However, serious or terminal diseases sometimes come into our lives.
Some diseases are curable
while some Ø are not.
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α
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Argument 1
Point
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Evaluation
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Extension

Enhancement

hyp/mental
projection

and that nothing can be done
to make them stay alive

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

and Ø continue to live with their family and loved ones.
Actually, these patients [[who suffer a serious disease]] can be saved by organ
transplantation.
It is a form of treatment [[which involves the replacement of diseased organs and
tissues with healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004)]].
Therefore, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it has proven to be successful,
there is an increasing need throughout the world for organ transplants [[to fulfill
an organ pledgers wish]].
The first reason [[why organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysian]]
is because it has been proven to be successful.
Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs which include 128 kidneys, 20
hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones
(Cruez, 2008).
Recent developments in surgical methods and the availability of anti-rejection
drugs have contributed greatly to the success of organ transplantation (Chua,
2004).
Because of these developments, it has been possible for the transplant procedure
to take place
to help save the lives of those[[ who suffer from many kind of organ failure
states]].
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Patients [[who suffer a serious a life-threatening disease]] often think
that their lives has come to an end
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there is no reason for public to be warned of the consequences
or Ø thinking

ext/para/add./
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that this process is harmful.

hyp/mental
projection

Other than that, organ donations should also be encouraged
because there is an increasing need throughout the world for organ transplants.

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

There is an increased difference a gap between the supply of organs and the need
for organ transplants (Cruez, 2008).
The country requires about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers
a year
in order to save patients’ lives (Cruez, 2008).
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purpose/non-fin

With the increase in the number of organs in need together with the insufficient
supply of available organs, this could lead to another problem such as human
trafficking as the source of organs (Chua, 2004).
If there is an adequate supply to meet the increasing supply of organs for
transplant,
1
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many lives can be saved
and problem such as human trafficking can be prevented.
Rather than letting the organs go to waste after death,

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin/
ext/hyp/vary
/replacive.
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it is more appropriate and thoughtful [[to donate the organs]].
Lastly, organ donations should be encouraged
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Suggestion

1
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Because it has been proven to be successful,

xβ

to fulfill the organ pledger’s wish.
About 100,000 people have pledged to become a donor and donate their organs
(Cruez, 2008).
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purpose/non-fin

Evaluation

W

1
2

1
+2

3

However, their wishes cannot be fulfilled
the transplantation cannot be proceed

α
xβ

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin/

if the family or relatives are against it.

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

4
X

Consequence

Y

Deduction

Z

Evidence

AA

xβ

<< because even though they have pledged to donate their organs,>>

1
2

α
xβ

The pledger’s intentions [[to donate their organ]] is such a noble intention
as they are trying to save other people’s lives.

1
2

α
xβ

1

1

2

+2

However, problem arises
when this pledger does not inform to his family about his intentions [[which
caused the family refuse || or incapable of making any decision || when the
pledger dies]] (Cruez, 2008).
The objections from donor’s families has caused the organ transplantation to be
unsuccessful.
According to Cruez (2008), more organ saved for donation during fatal accidents
was ignored
or cannot be used in the transplantations due to the objections from victim’s
families.

Reinforcement
Summary

AB

In a nutshell, it is crystal clear [[that organ donations should be encouraged
among Malaysians due to the fact [[that it has proven to be successful, ||there is an
increasing need for organ transplants || and to fulfill the organ pledger’s wish]]]].

Recommendation
Suggestion

AC

Therefore, society should be more open and aware of the importance and benefits
[[that organ donations can offer]].
No man is an island;
therefore everybody should help each other

AD

1
2
3
4
5

1
+2

α
xβ

α
xβ

such as by donating their organs
α
xβ

to save people’s lives
so that they will get a chance to live happily once again.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concessive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fin

ext/para/altern.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin/
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

HGE6
Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

A
B

1
2
3

α
‘β

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

Thesis

Argument 1
Point

D

E

1

α

2

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

With the proper surgical procedures and anti-rejection drugs, these will help in the
achievements of organ transplantation (Chua,2004).
Therefore, to encourage organ donations among Malaysians, there are several ways
suggested
include organizing a talk or forum,

3

+2

the media should give an exposure to Malaysian about medical field,

4

+3

and the Ministry of Education should organizing a campaign on the importance of
organ donation.

1
2

α
xβ

F

Evaluation

G

Suggestion

H

Argument 2
Point

I

Elaboration
Evaluation

J

Evidence

K

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

The Ministry of Health should organize a talk or a forum
to encourage Malaysians to donate organs.

Elaboration
Evidence

Projection

Malaysia has been known as one of the developed countries among the world, together
with China, Singapore, Canada, and United States of America.
Besides the tourism, agriculture, and aerospace, Malaysia is now wishing
to explore the medical field
as the advancements really would make the Malaysians proud of it.

C

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Organs such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs, and pancreas are the usual in
transplantation (Chua, 2004).
These transplanted organs may help the individual to live longer and have a proper
body system.
According to Cruez (2008), Malaysians should consider the organ donation as the
quality in achieving general part of patient care.
1
2

1
2

α
xβ

The media should play their role
by giving an exposure about medical field to Malaysians.

α
‘β

The televisions, radios, newspapers, and magazines should provide a special slot about
medical to attract and gain Malaysians confidence and their security.
Cruez has found
that only certain media shows good approached in transplantation rather than better
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enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

hyp/mental

aspect of the process of procurement and surgery.
Argument 3
Point

L

1

α

2

xβ

projection

The Ministry of Health should organize a campaign on the importance of donating
organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encourage Malaysians to participate in it.
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion

Deduction

M
N

O

1
2

α
xβ

1

xβ

Most Malaysians are still lack of knowledges and exposure about their importance.
Thus, in this campaign, the Ministry of Health should gain Malaysians attraction
by giving proper explanations and risks in donating organs.

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

According to Cruez, if the issues of organ donations is well-explained to Malaysians,
Reinforcement
Recommendation
Deduction

2

α

1
2

1
+2

P
Q
R

thus it will helps to raise the number of organ donors.
In a nutshell, there are several ways to encourage Malaysians to donate organs.
Malaysians should be open-minded and be well-explained about the organ donations.
Thus, the organ donations may help to save individual’s life
and Ø ^MAY HELP TO^ improve their quality of life in the future.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

HGE7
Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

α
xβ

Thesis

C

Hence, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of the
encouragement from the Ministry of Health, the disparity between the supply of
organs and the need for organ transplants and also the lack of awareness among
donors.

Argument 1
Point

D

The first reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians]] is because of the encouragement from the Ministry of Health
itself.

E

The transplantation of cadaveric donor’s tissues- a dead person’s tissues, is
governed by the human Tissues Act 1974.
The Ministry of Health is now looking through the Act

+

F

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to identify any weaknesses
3

+2
and Ø trying to improve it (Chua Jui Meng,2004).

G
Deduction

H

Argument 2
Point

I

Elaboration
Evaluation

J

1
2

α
‘β

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

Besides that, a new guidelines on organ donation and transplantation from living
donors is being developed.
The Ministry hopes
hyp/mental/
projection

that this will encourage organ donation among Malaysians.
Apart from that, there are disparity between the supply of organs and the need
for organ transplants [[which is rising in this world (Annie Freeda
Cruez,2008)]].

1
2

1
x2

Projection

According to Chua Jui Meng, (2004) organ transplantation is a form of
treatment for serious and fatal diseases [[which has proven to be successful]].
The donors will donate their healthy organs
in order to replace the diseased and defective organs.

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Enhancement

This is due to the low rate of organ donation,
thus more people is encouraged to involve in organ donation.
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enh/para/causecond/cause/fin

Consequence

K

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

If more Malaysians are willingly to donate organ,
2
3
Argument 3
Point

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

α

there will be more supply of organs
and the need for organ transplants will be much more easier.

L

+

M

N

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

The last reason is that many Malaysians [[are lack of awareness about organ
donation]].

1

α

2

“β

3
Consequence

1
+2

1
2
3

Annie Freeda Cruez (2008) states
1
+2

xβ
α

4

1
+2

but many of these potential donors are lost because of lack of awareness among
them.
*Even though the pledgers is dead
and THE PLEDGERS is about to donate his organs , <<cl. 5>>
1
+2

5

hyp/verbal/
projection

that more than 100,00 people have pledged to donate their organs,

the doctors still cannot harvest his organs
α

or take his tissues and bones.

ext/para/add.
/advers./fin

ext/para/add.
/advers./fin
ext/para/
altern./fin

xβ

enh/para/causecond/cond/
concessive/fin

if his family or next of kin didn’t give the approval [[to do so]],
Suggestion

O

So, the organ pledger need to inform his family first about his noble intentions
[[to donate organs]].

Reinforcement
Evaluation

P

Summary

Q

As for conclusion, it is a need [[that organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians]].
This is to ensure [[that all of the hard work that the Ministry have done is not
going to be waste]].
Furthermore, organ donation can reduce the disparity between the supply of
organs and the need for organ transplants.
Finally, Malaysians will gain awareness about organ donation

R
S

1
2

1
+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and this will lead to a better life.
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HGE8
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

C
D

1
2

α
xβ

3
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

F

Some of us are not aware of the importance of the organs [[donated to the people in
need]].
There are many patients [[who have been benefited]] from the organs donated to
them.
However, there are still many people out there [[who are waiting for suitable donors
to come and help them.]]
Therefore, society should be aware of the uses of the organ donated

J

1

a

2

xβ

as it may be able to safe others’ lives.

1
2

1
+2

Besides the rate of the organ donation is low
and it has caused the deficiency in the number of organs [[to be transplanted]].

K

M

ela/hyp/fin

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

This is due to several reasons [[such as the objection from the organ pledger’s family,
the distaste of people thinking about death and the bad impression portrayed by the
mass media]].
These reasons have caused many of us to feel fear [[to donate our organs]].

L
Deduction

which are: the beneficial uses of the organs donated, the deficient in number of
organs to be transplanted and the lost of potential donors.
The first reason is the beneficial uses of the organs donated.

I

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

based on some reasons

E

H
Deduction

α
=β

G

Extension

According to Chua (2004), organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious
and life-threatening diseases [[which has proven to be successful]].
The organs and tissues [[that can be transplanted]] can be obtained from either a
living person or a dead person.
This kind of treatment is well known to society.
However, the organ donation should still be encouraged among Malaysians

B
Thesis

Elaboration

1

α

Therefore, this problem should be solved as soon as possible
enh/hyp/cause-
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Projection

2
Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

xβ

N
+

O

Deduction

P

Suggestion
Reinforcement
Summary

Q

Recommendation

R

S

to increase the number of donors all around the world.

cond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

The last reason is the last of potential donors.
1

α

2

“β

1

+β

2

α

they should be donated for the sake of others.
It is the family of the victims [[who should change their mindset]].

1

α

To conclude, the beneficial uses of organs donated ,the deficient in the number of
organs to be transplanted and the last of potential donors are the reasons

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

The Health Minister [[as cited in Annie Freeda (2008)]] stated
that it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal accidents occurring in the country
every year, || the number of organs [[saved for donation]] was negligible due to
objections from victims’ families ]].
Therefore, instead of letting the organs go to waste ,

on why the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

hyp/verbal/
projection
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

Therefore, actions must be taken by responsible authorities
in ensuring sufficient number of organs [[to be transplanted in the future]].
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

HGE9
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1

1

2

+2

1

xβ

Ranking clause
Organ donation can be classified as a sacred intentions by donors [[who really
want to serve the community in terms of health factors]].
According to Chua (2004), organ donations process is just really like the
transplantation of organ
and it entails replacing the bad conditions organ with the new and healthier
organ from the donor.

Elaboration

Extension

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the number of donors among Malaysians is increase rapidly,
Thesis

D

Argument 1
Point

E

2

α

the probability of patient in que, can be reduced.
So, there are few ways [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]]
such as, the role of media, the growth in technology and the public talk in the
country (Cruez, 2008).

1
2

1
+2

First, the important and major role [[play by the media]] can totally influence
and Ø encourage the Malaysians to be part of the organ donors.

Elaboration
Evaluation

Suggestion

F

G

1

α

2

xβ

1

1

2

+2

H

1

1

2

+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)

The media [[that consists of two types which are mass media and electronic
media]] can help in contributing a lot
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by viewing and broadcast some positive programs to the public (Cruez,2008).
The media people should create a program [[which will not give bad
impression by the viewers]]
but Ø will created big impact feeling [[which can help increase their
awareness of organ donation]].

Example

Enhancement

Televisions programs such as “Wanita Hari Ini” and Nona always comes out
with a very impressive segments
and Ø can be classified as a good social awareness about health especially
organ donations.
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ext/para/add./
advers./fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Projection

(elllipsed subj
and fin)
Deduction

I

Argument 2
Point

J

Evidence
Evaluation

+

K

So, this will be tremendously increase number of donors of organs in
Malaysia.
1

xβ

2

α

1

1

2

“2

3
M
N
Suggestion

O

1
2

xβ
α

L

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Next, to be more convincing and attracting the Malaysians to be the organs
donor,
the government should play important role [[in implement some
advancements for
technology in the organ donation process]].
Chua (2004) says,

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

“If the scientists have discovered a new technology [[that can convince the
Malaysian people || that they will not be affected by any harm]]]],
the role of organ donation will increase rapidly.”
This is based on the research [[made by Professor Edward Hopkins from
Medical College in Australia about Malaysia perception in organ donation]].
The advancement in technology may help in decreasing the risk of unfailure
organ to the patient or recipients and also to the live-donor.
Not also advancement in technology but the advancement of medical
technology in terms of medicine also must be balanced with the other
technology advancement in organ donation process.
Specific and special medicines must be created

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help both donor and recipients will remain in good and healthy condition.
Deduction

P

Argument 3
Point

Q

Elaboration
Evaluation

1

α

2

xβ

R
S

1
2

1
+2

All this sort of advancement will help in encouraging the Malaysians to
donate organs.
Last but not least is the public talk and awareness in the country from time to
time
in order to increase
Malaysians(Cruez,2008).

the

rate

of

organ

donation

Public talk can actually really help the public or Malaysians more about organ
donation.
Public talk really can give some exposure to them
and Ø help increase their understanding about the issues being discussed.

Example

T

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

among

This activity is totally different from talk show in television program
because it is more friendly and just like campaign-oriented programs and
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/cause-

para/verbal/
projection

activity .
U
V

1
2

1
+2

cond/cause/
reason/fin

This talk is just a road-tour talk.
It goes to every state in Malaysia
α
and Ø give some talk and explanations

3
Deduction

W

1

+β
xβ

2
3
Reinforcement
Summary

Evaluation
Recommendation
Suggestion

+2
α

X

Y
Z

1

1

1

2

x2

besides giving some fun learning conditions especially in the rural areas.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(elllipsed subj
and fin)
ext/hyp/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Thus, by having public talk
and have initiative [[to go every place in the country ]]

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

will also help encourage organ donation.
In conclusions, there are many ways [[to attract and encourage Malaysians to
be a part of organ donation committee such as the act of media, the
technological advancement and the public talk to community around the
country]].
All the efforts will help in increasing the rate of organ donation year by year.
Moreover, the implementations of Human Tissues Act 1974 and Guideline on
Transplantation from Live Donors will create a new period for organ
transplantation in Malaysia,
thus the rate of organ donation will keep rising for the bright future of
Malaysian health.
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enh/para/manner
/means/fin

HGE10
Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

α
=β

3

Ranking clause

α

Throughout the year, there were many people [[suffering from serious and lifethreatening diseases [[which involves diseased and defective organs and
tissues]]]].
So there were needs [[to do organ transplantation]]
which means use the healthy ones from donors

xβ

Thesis

D

1
2

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

α
xβ

E

The reason [[why Malaysians should be encourage about donating the organs]] is
because [[it is very important]].

F

This is because, organ transplant procedure has become a possible treatment for
those [[who are facing with organ failure states]] (Chua, 2004).

G

1

xβ
*So, even if the transplant procedure has become the treatment

2
3

α

1
x2

1

xβ

Suggestion

I

Evaluation

J

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Besides, by donating the organs.
2

ela/hyp/fin

but there are no organs donated,
it will be unuseful.

H

Enhancement

However, there are very low rates on organ donation [[that will effect people’s
lives]].
Thus, the Malaysians should be encouraged about donating the organs
so that the problem would be solved.

Argument 1
Point

Extension

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to replace the defective organs.
C

Elaboration

we can give a new and precious life to the sufferer.
Anybody can donate, either family or close friends.

1

α

2

xβ

We can save people [[that we love]]
because the organs can come from “live-related donors” [[which are genetically
related or emotionally related]].
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

Projection

Consequence

K

1

α

2

xβ

Hence, donating organs are very important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save people lives [[that suffer organ defective by organ transplant procedure]].
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

L
M
N

Another reason is [[the Malaysian is lack of awareness]].

1
2

α
‘β

3

Malaysians are not alert with this kind of problems.
They do not know
that organ donation is very important

α
=β

4

α that a person can do,

hyp/mental
projection
ela/para/clari.

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

even they are alive or brain death.
Evidence
Evaluation

O
P
Q
R

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

3
Deduction

T

Evaluation

U

Consequence

V

Because of this, many potential donors are lost (Cruez, 2008).
There are people [[who knows]]
but do not tell their family members.
That is [[why family will not allow their organs to be donate]].
There are also people [[who do not know anything about organ donation]]
α
+β

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

*36so that their organs will go to waste
rather than save life of others.

ext/hyp/vary
/replacive

This is because, [[they are being inserted with negative impression about organ
donation]].
There are also fewer people [[want to give an accurate description of the process
of procurement and surgery]].
1

α

2

xβ

Therefore, Malaysians should be encouraged about donating organs
because they are lack of awareness.

Argument 3

36

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

Mismatch of conjunction- instead of the conjunctive, ‘so’, the writer used ‘so that’.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Point

W

Elaboration
Evaluation

X

Consequence

Y

Evaluation

Z

AA

Next reason is [[the demand for organs are increasing throughout the world]]
(Cruez, 2008).
1

xβ

2

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If Malaysians are not encouraged about donating organs,
there will be more people dies because of the organs diseases.
That is why [[there are the need for a pledge to donate organs]].

1

1

The supply of organs are very low

2

+2

but people still do not know about it.

1

α

The organ pledgers will be honoured

2

xβ

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

because they do the right thing.
AB

1

1

2

+2

People [[who donate organs]] will also benefited from the organs donated,
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so why do not we donate organs?
Deduction

AC

Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Reinforcement
Summary
Summary

AD

In conclusion, the organ donation are very important.

AE

1
2

1
x2

3

Malaysians are very lack of awareness
α

37

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

so that they should be encouraged about organ donation

xβ
because the demand always increasing throughout the world.

Evaluation

37

AF

1

1

2

+2

It is not only can save people lives
but also benefit the donors.

ext/para/add.
/positive./fin

Similar problem as in #1
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HGE11
Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C
D

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

1
+2

3

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Do you know that our bodies are filled with organs?
There are organs to control our digestion, activity, breathing and even pumping
bloods through our veins.
Failure of any organs in our body is like an extinct species in an ecosystem.
It is vital to keep our organs healthy
α

* but what about those people [[who are unfortunate and need new organs]]

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can live their life normally?
E
F
1
2

Thesis

G

3

H

1
2

1
+2

This will lead to organ donation.
However, not many people like to share their organs.
They rather let other people to suffer
α
xβ

α
xβ

and eventually the organs are wasted

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they die.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as organ donation can save lives,
3

+2

4

+3

5
Argument 1
Point

I

1
2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

reduce the organ demand
and give benefit to others

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when you die.
α
xβ

Organ donation can save lives
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as our country is lack of organ pledgers.
Elaboration
Example

Evidence

Enhancement

α
J

+

K

1
2

1

3

+2

For example, kidneys cannot be treated
xβ

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

by using medicine
but only by replacing the kidneys for a new one.
1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers are needed in a year in our

271

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

Projection

Evaluation

country (Cruez,2008).
L

Besides, according to Meng (2004), we can live with just one kidney.

M

We have to understand [[that patients [[who needs a new organ]] do not have
any other remedy || except asking for donators’ mercy]].

Argument 2
Point

N

1

α

2

xβ

Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp/causebecause it can reduce the demand for organs.

cond/cause/
reason/fin

Elaboration
Evaluation

O

Consequence

P

This can prevent the activity of human trafficking (Meng, 2004).
1

α

2

xβ

Moreover, high demand for organs will only worsen the patients burden
1

enh/hyp/causeas it will be sold at a high price

cond/cause/
reason/fin

3
Example

Q

Consequence

R

Argument 3
Point

S

+2

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and only the rich patients can buy the organ.
There is a village,
where most of the men sold one of their kidneys because of their poorness.

ela./hyp/fin

This shows [[that some people can take opportunity because of high demand for
organ]].
1
2

α
xβ

Last but not least, organ donation should be encourage
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess.
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

because it gives us the chance [[to give benefits to other people]]
3

xβ
even when we are dead.

Elaboration
Suggestion

1

xβ

1

T
2

+2

If we are too scared of the surgery procedure
or Ø ARE afraid of [[what might happen to our body || after we donate our

272

ext/para/

Evidence
Evaluation

+

3

α

4

xβ

organ]],
we can still be an organ pledger

α

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when we are dead

U
V

altern.

Organ donation from a dead person is known as cadaveric person (Meng, 2004).
1

α

2

‘β

Furthermore, Meng (2004), states
α

hyp/verbal
projection

that organ transplant can be done

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if the patient has given his consent or no objections from his relatives.
W
Reinforcement
Summary

X

This means that we can do the last good deeds to other people.
1
2

α
xβ

3

+2

4

+3

5

Overall, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because it can change someone’s fate,

1

and Ø reduce the need for organ transplant,

α

Ø still helping other people to continue their life

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess.

even we are already dead.
Recommendation

Evaluation

Y

Z

1

1

2

+2

We have to put ourselves into the patient’s mind
and Ø HAVE be more considerate for them.

We also must remember [[that everything [[we had in this world is]] just
borrowed from God]].
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

HGE12
Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2
1
2

Taxis
α
=β
α
xβ

3
C

1
2

Ranking clause
Organ donation is a form of treatment,
that can cure various critical life-threatening illness.
It can be done
1
+2

α
“β

E

Extension

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
hyp/verbal
projection

that since the 1970s ,215 people have donated their organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart
valves,143 corneas, as well as skin and bones.

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Therefore, in order to maintain this achievements,
2
3

Argument 1
Point

F

Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion

G
H

Evidence

I

α

J

Evidence

K

1
+2

the Malaysians should be encouraged
and that can be done [[by several ways such as the public forum, || give
positive ideas and information about organ donation and || tell them about
the difference between the supply of organs and the need of organ
donations ]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

One of the ways [[to encourage Malaysians to donate their organs]] by
doing the public forum.
1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
“β

3
Evaluation

Projection

ela/para/clari.

by removing the bad and defective organs and tissues
and replacing it with the healthy ones from the donors.

Enhancement

The article written by Annie Freeda Cruez stated

D
Thesis

Elaboration

It helps the public to talk about the issue on organ donation.
The forum must includes the importance of the organ donations

1
x2

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and how it can save a life.
The Health Minister stated
that it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal accidents occurring in the
country every year]],
the number of organs saved for donation was negligible due to objections
from victims’ families.
It shows [[that the family could not bear [[to see the organs of their loves
ones are taken away || and given to other people]]]].
Instead of it, they should know [[that the nation out there needs about 1,200
kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year]]
to save patients’ lives
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hyp/verbal
projection
enh/para/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/

purpose/non-fin
3
Argument 2
Point

L

as reported in the Annie’s article.

1

α

2

xβ

Besides that, there must also have the positive image and information about
the organ donations
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

in order to open society’s mind
3

xβ

1
so that they are encouraged

4

+2
and Ø fully believe in donation of organs.

Elaboration
Suggestion

M
N

Evaluation

O

Deduction

P

1
2

α
‘β

3

This responsibility must be done by the media.
They should produce television shows or movies [[that portray a good and
beneficial implications about the transplantation]].
However, nowadays most of the television shows or movies are come out
with the negative impression about the organs donations.
As a result, the Malaysians may think
1

Q

x2

1

α

2

xβ

enh/para/causecond/cause/
cause/fin

Apart from this the hospital staff should provide full information about the
organs donation
so that the public know exactly [[the organs donation is all about]].

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

R

+

S

T (1)

hyp/mental
projection

that the procedure of the organs donation is harmful
they start to become afraid.

Suggestion

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

Another ways [[to encourage Malaysians to be one of the organ pledger]] is
[[by telling them the difference between the supply of organs and the need
for organ transplant]].
1

α

2

xβ

1

α

It is very important for the public to know
because it is reported [[that the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450
hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year to save patients’ lives]] (Annie
Freeda Cruez,2008).
It is also stated [[that in the article written by Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008,
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

*she stated]]
2

“β

3
T (2)

1
2

1
+2

α
“β

3
4

hyp/verbal
projection

that more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

It is also stated
‘β
α

α
“β

hyp/verbal
projection

that in the article written by Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008,
she stated
1

hyp/verbal
projection

that more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
5
Deduction

U

Reinforcement
Summary

V

+2
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.
Therefore, it is very important for the public to know all about the need for
organ donation.

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

As conclusion, some efforts should be done
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to increase the number of organ donations among Malaysians such
as the public forum,
3
4

+2
+3

provide them with the positive image about the organs donations
and let the public know about the difference between the supply of organ
and the need for organ transplant.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE13
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Thesis

D

Argument 1
Point

E

Clause
No.

Taxis

1

1

2
1
2

+2
α
xβ

Ranking clause
Organ donation is a type of a new treatment that has been proven to be successful.
It this treatment, the person [[who donate or called as donor]] can donate other his
organs such as kidney, heart or eyes
or can donate his liver, bone marrow or skin tissues.
More than 100,000 potential donors are lost

Elaboration

Extension

ext/para/altern.
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

even though they have pledged to donate their organs due to a lack of awareness
(Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
The increasing need for the organ, the negative impression about organ donation
and the objection received from the donor’s family are the reasons [[why organ
donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]].

1
2

α
xβ

It is important for Malaysians to donate their organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as there is an increasing for the need of organ throughout the world.
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

F
G

This situation create the disparity between the organs supply and the need for it.
1

α

2

xβ

Currently, the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200
livers a year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save patients’ lives (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
H

1
2

α
xβ

It shows [[that huge amount of organs is needed]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to capture this problem.
Consequence

I
J

Deduction

K

Enhancement

As a result, this disparity lead to a serious human trafficking problem.
1

1

2

+2

1

α

2

xβ

The scarcity of available organs will give a chance for an individual to sell his
organs
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and gain big sum of money.
Therefore Malaysians need to donate their organs
to overcome this disparity and human trafficking problems.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/

Projection

purpose/non-fin
Argument 2
Point

L

1

α

2

xβ

Besides that, the negative impression about organ donation make most of the
Malaysians to think twice
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if they want to give their organs or tissues.
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

M

N

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

‘β

3
O

Suggestion

This happens
when fewer television show or movie cannot give an accurate description of the
process of procurement and surgery.
The viewers might think
1
+2

1

xβ

2

α

hyp/mental
projection

that organ donation is harmful
and end up refuse to pledge to donate their organs.
According to the Health Minister, it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal
accidents occurring in the country every year]],

1

β

2

xα

3

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

R

+

S

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

Thus, Malaysians need to change their view in organ donation.
It will be beneficial
α
if organ donation become part of the custom

Argument 3
Point

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

the number of organ [[saved for donation]] was negligible due to the objections
from victim’s families.

P
Q

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

+β

1

α

2

xβ

1

xβ

2

α

3

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

rather than letting the organs to go waste.
The last reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians]]
is because many of the donor’s family object [[to give the donor’s organs]]
when they are dies.
If the organs will be taken from a death person,

α
xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

organs are best removed
when the heart is still beating.

enh/hyp/temp./
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simult./point/fin
T
U

This make the pledger family difficult to accept the their loved one is dead (Chua
Jui Meng, 2004).
1

α

2

xβ

According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, the Chairman of the Health Ministry,
hospital authorities cannot take the donor’s organs without the family permission
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

although a person already pledged his organs.
Consequence

V

Lack of awareness in the family members will result in shortage of organs supply
for the future.

Reinforcement +
Recommendation

W

In conclusion, Malaysians need to be more open minded in organ donation.

X

1

1

2

+2

They also need to change their mind setting
and Ø try to make organ donation as part of their responsibility towards the
society.

Deduction

Y

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

This will solve the increasing demand for organs,
overcome the negative impression on organ donation
and make their family willing to give their organs to those [[who really need it]].
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE14
Functional Stages
Identification 1

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Identification 2

D
E
F

G

Thesis
Argument 1
Point

H
I

J

1
2

α
‘β

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Your mindset states
that you are thinking about tremendous fears or whole-life disabled as a result of
organ donation.
Most of us are not exposed to the real situations.
Therefore we are discouraged to.
According to Annie, F.C.(2008), more than 100,000 people have pledged to
donate their organs,
but due to lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

K

Evidence

L

Consequence

M

1

α

2

xβ

1

1

2

+2

hyp/mental
projection

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

The Malaysians mindset about this organ donation is certainly negative
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as they will imagining a whole-life disabled or death impacts as the last results
to the donors.
Therefore, an aggressive alternatives must be completely done.
Organ donation, thus, need to be encouraged among Malaysians
by addressing the concern through public forums, positive stories or
documentary programmes and awareness campaign.

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

To begin with, public forums is an effective tools to communicate
and Ø give a details information about this issue to the public .

Elaboration
Suggestion

Projection

Have you or your next in kin involved in organ donation?
Most of you probably will say no
since your first impression about organ donation is bad.

C

Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

The panels of this forum must be a professional surgeons on organ
transplantation.
The functions of the surgeons to explains about the organ donation, particularly
about the brain dead terms to the public
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because generally, doctors accept [[that being brain dead is the same as being
dead (Chua,J.M.,2004)]].
As a result, the public will be getting more understood about this matters
and Ø slowly getting their interest for organ donation.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

(ellipsed
subj and fin)
Argument 2
Point

N

1

α

2

xβ

Besides that, another alternative [[to encouraged organ donation among
Malaysians]] is by using movies or documentary programmes
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to show them what the real situation look alike.
Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation

O

Organ donation rates are low due to a constant barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation (Annie, F.C.,2008).
The objective of this documentary programmes is [[to educate Malaysians and
nurture them about organ donation through the truth stories]].

P
Consequence

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Consequence

Q

1

xβ

2
3

α

1
+2

all of ridiculous perceptions are gone
and by this way they are more likely to take part in donating their organs.

R

Last but least, the common solutions but strongly enough to influence people is
awareness campaigns.

S

This awareness campained is aimed [[to deliver a love message to the
Malaysians]].
As a Malaysians, we should have a sense of humanity and love, for each other.
A waste for us perhaps a miracle to other which can save one’s live.
By cultivate a spirit of love, sympathy and humanity, this campaign will be able
to increased encouragement about organ donation to Malaysians.

T
U
V

Reinforcement
Evaluation

W

Recommendation

X

enh/temp/
simult./point/fin

As soon they are exposed to the reality,
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

In a nutshell, there is a critical need to take in note about the awareness of organ
donation among Malaysians.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Hence, to address the issue,
2

α

public forums, movies or documentary programmes and awareness campaign
should be done.
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HGE15
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A
B

C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Lately, there is an increasing number of peoples that got problems with
their health.
Most of them suffered from disfuctioning of organs inside their body
and because of that their daily life will be interrupted due to their diseases.
α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

They need something
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save their life
3

+2

and one of them is through organ transplantation or organ donation.

D
Thesis

E

Argument 1
Point

F

Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence

G

Example
Evaluation

H
I

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Organ transplantation is a treatment that involving replacing their defective
organs and tissues with the healthy one from donors (Chua, 2004).
Because of that, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their healthy
organs due to some reasons [[that are the demand of organ donation being
high,|| diminished all the negative perception about organ donation ||and to
save the lives of others]].
The first reason [[why Malaysians should be encouraged regarding organ
donation]] is the demand of the organ [[being high]].
1

xβ

2

α

1

1

2

+2

3

so that there is rapidly increasing number of organ [[that are needed by
them]].
One the most popular organ to be donate of is kidney (Chua, 2004).
Sometimes, there are some people [[that have good intention to donate their
organ ||when they die]]
α

but unfortunately they did not informed their family about their intention

xβ
so that it will not be honoured then (Cruez, 2008).

Argument 2
Point

J

Moreover, the other reason why Malaysians should be encouraged on this is
to diminished all the negative perception among them regarding this issue.

Elaboration
Evaluation

K

Evidence

L

People nowadays have some sort of bad impression due to some fallacious
stones or rumours [[that are being spread out in this country]].
They are also think

1

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

As many people have problems with their organs,
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ext/para/add./
adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Projection

Suggestion

M

Argument 3
Point

N

Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation

O

P

2

‘β

1

α

2

xβ

*So that, they should be encouraged more on this

1
2

α
‘β

3
1

xβ

It is believed
1
+2

α

4

1
+2

Evaluation
Reinforcement
Evaluation

R

Summary

T

Recommendation

but due to some problems they cannot do so.
According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, when the pledge is certified brain
dead
and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,
they did not want so

+3

V

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

1
2

1
+2

In the nutshell, by hook or by crook, Malaysians still should be encouraged
to donate their organs to people in need.
They should do so due to the increasing demand of organs [[needed]],
to diminished the negative and bad perception among them
and to save other’s lives.

1

xβ

2

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Society needs to change their mindset
and Ø view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care (Cruez,
2008).

Deduction

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

As for that, the pledge’s families should be exposed and being explained
about the schedule and the purposes of the donation.
They should feel sympathize on them who needs their healthy organs.

S

U

hyp/mental
projection

that many people have the intention to donate their organs,

and Ø accusing them of being heartless during the mourning (Cruez,2008).
Q

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to change their perception and mindset of how dangerous organ
donation is.
Furthermore, Malaysians should realized how important they are in saving
others lives (Cruez, 2008).

2
3

Suggestion

hyp/mental
projection

that organ donation is potentially can be harmful to them (Cruez, 2008).

Hence, when everything ^IS^ going smoothly in order,
there will be happiness await for them at the end.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

HGE16
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A

B
C

Clause
No.
1

Taxis

Ranking clause

α

2

xβ

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

1
2

α
‘β

3

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by replacing the healthy organs to the patients from the donors.
As we can see,
organ transplantation is a form of treatment [[that can give many benefits to
the nations]].
However, the organ transplantations cannot be occurred

hyp/mental
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Community does not really aware on this situation.
Cruez (2008) report that,
1
+2

F
Thesis

G

1
2

α
xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

215 people have donated their organs since 1970s
and that included 128 hearts,20 hearts,25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143
corneas, skin and bones.
From the report, we can analyse that number of organ donated is lack
compared to the demand.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because the organ transplantation can help the diseased patients,
3

+2
Ø can fulfill the medical needs of an organs,

4

+3
and Ø give opportunities to someone [[who wants to do a noble activity
before his or her death]].

Argument 1
Point

H

Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation

I
J

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

The first benefit of organ donation is [[it can help the patients to recover
from diseases]].
1
2

1
+2

1

xβ

Projection

According to Chua (2004), there is a proof [[that the organ transplantation
has cured many serious diseases]]

if there are no organ [[to be transplanted]].
D
E

Enhancement

According to Cruez (2008), most of the organ donors are Malays
and many people had got an advantages from the organs.
If the community ^ARE^ aware about the organ donation,
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./

positive/fin
2
3

α

α
xβ

many lives can be saved
α
because some patients may need an organ

4

xβ
to stay alive.

Example
Evaluation
Deduction

Argument 2
Point

K
L
M
N

O

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

As an example, a man has loss many blood in an accident.
Without donated blood, maybe he can die due to lack of blood.
In emotional aspect, other organ donation can cure a patients’.
It is also can make the patient happier
because it will give a hope [[that he or she can still alive with the donated
organs]].

P

R

1

xβ
If this matter keep on increasing,

2
3

α

α
xβ

S
T

2
U

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

In few years time, the balance of nature can be spoilted with the problem.
1

xβ
Therefore, if people start to donating something useful in their body,

Argument 3
Point

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

the situation in our country will become devastating
as there are no organ to be transplanted to the patients.

Deduction
Suggestion

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

According to Cruez (2008), our country requires around 200 livers, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 1200 kidneys for the medical purposes.
Nowadays, our country has faced a problem which is the number of patients
that need organ transplantation are more compared to the organ in the
collections.

Q
Warning

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Next, organ donation should be encouraged
because it can fulfill our nation needs for organs.

Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

α

moreless can help to fulfill the needs of organ in our country.
Last but not least, organ donation give an opportunities to people to make a
noble activity before his or her death.

Elaboration

285

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Evaluation

V

1
2

α
xβ

It is good to contribute to the community
enh/temp./
success./earlier/
fin

even before he or she are facing death.
Suggestion

W
X

There are no limitation of doing noble things.
1

xβ

enh/temp./
success./earlier/
fin

Therefore, before someone is going to face death,
2

α

1

α

2

xβ

he can pledge his wish to donate his organ.
There are some people [[that assign for an organ donation programme [[that
gives permission to the hospital [[to harvest their organ]]]]]].
According to Chua (2004), the transplantation of cadaveric organ in the
country is based on the Human Tissues Act 1974 [[which it only allowed]]

Y
Evidence

Z

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there is a request from the donor
3
Consequence

AA

+2

1

α

2

xβ

and there is no objection from the family.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

People [[who are wishing to donate their organ or tissues]] must considered
his or her family decision
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

because, <<cl. 3>> the organ cannot be donated.
3

xβ
if the family refuse,

Deduction

AB

1

xβ
If the donors realize about the matter

2
3

α

α
xβ

they won’t have a problem in donating the organ
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/temp./
success./earlier/
fin

as they want to make a noble activity
4

xβ
before they died.

Reinforcement
Summary

AC

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it helps the patients to recover,
3

+2

Ø increase the stock of organ for medical purpose

286

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

4

+3
and Ø give chance for patients to make good things.

Evaluation

AD

Recommendation

AE

(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Organ donation can give many benefits to our country in fact the world.
1

1

2

+2

As a Malaysians ,we should be part of the mission
α
and Ø try to become a donor

3

xβ
to help our medical industry.

287

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

HGE17
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

C
D

Clause
No.

Taxis

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Thesis

D

1
2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and it is very successful.
Traditionally, our mind set automatically will think

hyp/mental
projection

that person [[who are having surgery]] is not going to survive.
Not all the surgery are going to be success
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

=β
α
xβ

depending on what are the patients needed.

ela/hyp/clari./
non-fin

Organs transplantations is important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because human organs cannot be built or created.
E
F

1
2

α
xβ

Some of patients died because of this problem.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can save a live
3

+2
and Ø contribute to the society

4

+3
and Ø can develop a concern community.

Argument 1
Point

G

Elaboration
Evaluation

H

α
xβ

This is because some of the patients sick
because of some of their organs failed to function as usual.

I

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Firstly, organs transplantations can save a life.
1
2

Projection

In this modern and high-technology era, advancement in surgical has been
reached.
A lot of modern technology methods of surgery have save a lot of lives

because some of the surgery needs to do the organs transplantations
3

Enhancement

There is no more solutions [[to cure it]].
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Deduction

J
K
L
M

Evidence

N

Argument 2
Point

O

Elaboration
Evidence + Evaluation

P

Example

Only organs transplantations can solve this problem.
For example, a patient who are having problems with both of his kidneys.
Human can live with 1 kidneys.
So with this organs transplantations of 1 kidneys from a donors can save his
live.
Organ transplantation is a treatment which has proven to be successful (Chua,
2004).
Malaysians can contribute to the society by organ donation.
1

α

2

xβ

According to Annie,2008, the nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450
hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients’ lives in a year.
Deduction

Q

Organ donation from Malaysian can help the government to get the volume
quota of organs [[needed in a year]].
By this organ donation, Malaysian can contribute to the society.

R
Argument 3
Point

S

1
2

α
xβ

Lastly, it is important to encourage Malaysian to do the organ donation
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because, we can develop a concern community.
Elaboration
Evaluation
Suggestion
Example

T
U
V

Evidence

W

Reinforcement
Summary

X

1
2

Helping each other is a honorable behavior.
It can be started at home, school and work place.
For example, students can help the people [[who are lack of blood]]

α
xβ

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by donating their blood.
Liver, kidney, certain tissues such as bone marrow, skin and blood can only
be obtained from live donors (Chua, 2004).

1
2

α
xβ

As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because live can be saved,
3

+2

4

+3

Malaysian can contribute to the society
and concern community can be developed.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE18
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

α
“β

3
Thesis

D

Argument 1
Point

E

Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence

F

Ranking clause

α
+β

Organ donation is the donation of organs to patient.
With the rapid advancements in transplant technology over the years have
made the transplant procedure a possible treatment for those [[who
suffering from various organ failure]].
Chua (2004) states
that kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas are the most common
transplanted organs
whereas liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are the transplantable
tissues.
These organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians by public
forum, discussion among family members and change in mindset.

1
2

1
x2

xβ
1
2

α
“β

because it is sensitive.

3
1
2

α
α
‘β

Argument 2
Point

K

Elaboration
Evaluation

L

hyp/verbal
projection
ext/hyp/add./
positive/fin

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/temp./
simult./point
/non-fin

hyp/mental
projection

Besides that the number of pledgers and organ donations among nonpleedgers will rise.
Hence, a public forum [[to discuss the issue on organ donation]] will surely
help.
Next way is [[by discussing among family members about organ donation]].
1
2

xβ
α

α

hyp/verbal
projection

Malaysian are very open and forthcoming.
Furthermore, with help of public forum it will ensure
that an organ pledger’s desire is satisfied.

I
J

Projection

She also stated
xβ
that when donating organs,

Deduction

Enhancement

Cruez (2008) has found that Malaysia is a mohiracial country,
α

3

H

Extension

The first way to encourage Malaysians by public forum.

thus it is necessary to discuss about organ donation

G

Elaboration

When the members of the family want to donate their organs
<<cl. 3>> the family members need to know about this.
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enh/temp./
simult./point/fin

3
Consequence
Evidence + Evaluation

xβ

M

enh/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they die,
If not the problem will arise.

N
O

According to Chua (2004), agreement need to be solved for live donations.
This is because, [[they need to know ׀׀whether the organs are given freely
or not.]]
In some cases, organs of non-pledgers were donated due to the unselfish of
their families (Cruez, 2008).

Evidence

P

Argument 3
Point

Q

Change in mindset is the next way to encourage Malaysian with organ
donation.

Elaboration
Evaluation + Evidence

R

The first and important thing is [[the society needs to view organ donation
as a standard aspect of patient care]].
Cruez (2008) indicates

S

1
2

α
“β

3
T
Deduction

U

α
‘β

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

* via it is potentially harmfull.
She also stated
that the stories [[that they mistakenly believe about organ donation]] had
made the organ donation rates low.
Therefore, it is important to change the mindset of Malaysian

V

Evaluation

W

hyp/verbal
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to increase the organ donation.
Reinforcement
Summary

hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/mental
projection

that people may have negative impression about organ donation

Hence, ways [[to encourage Malaysian to donate organ such as public
forum, ׀׀discussing among family members and change in mindset]] should
be practice.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If these ways are truly happen
2

α

supply for organ will not be limited.
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HGE19
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

Thesis

1
2

α
xβ

3

1

G

Elaboration
Evaluation

H
I

Suggestion

J
K

Consequence

L

+3

and introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among society.

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

3
M

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Firstly, [[introduce the family member of the donor about the importance of organ
donation]] is important [[as one of the way to encourage organ donation]].
Cruez (2008) states
that there is one [[that family member refuse to let organ transplantation procedure
perform to their other family members [[that pledge to donor organ]]]].
As you can see,
family member should respect the dicision of the dead body to donor his or her
organ.
Family member should be introduce about the type of organ transplantation.
According to Chua (2004), the organ transplantation can be taken from live donor
or cadaveric donor.
It is important to know
α
so that the family member can give consent to the doctor

Argument 2
Point

Projection

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

organize public forum for people

Argument 1
Point

Enhancement

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by introduce family member of the donor about the importance of organ donation,

+2

4

Extension

Nowadays, the demand of organ transplantation is increasing.
According to Chua (2004), the trafficking of human source of organs happened
because of no standard legal for organ donation.
In the Human Tissues Act 1974, organ donation is use for medical treatment,
education and research (Chua, 2004).
However, there is a lot of thing [[that makes organ donor rates low]].
Despite, organ donation should be encourage among Malaysians.
The encouragement can be done

C
D
E
F

Elaboration

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

after the organ pledger dies.

hyp/verbal
projection
hyp/mental
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
success./later/fin

Moreover, organ donation can be encourage
by organize a public forum among society about the organ donor.

Elaboration
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enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Evaluation
Evidence

+

N
O

Deduction

Suggestion

The public forum must contain the actual view of society to the organ donation.
1
2

Cruez (2008) states
that organ donation should be seen as a standard aspect of patient care.
The society should change their mind of being negative to organ transplantation.

P
Q

1

xβ
α

R

2
3
1
2

“β

α
xβ

<<cl. 2>> can lead to the increasing of organ donation rates.
by change people mind through this forum

α

3

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Cruez (2008) study
α
xβ

4

hyp/verbal
projection

that Malaysians should save lives
α
+β

Elaboration
Suggestion

S

T

ext/hyp/vary.
/replacive/
non-fin

Furthermore, you can introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among
society.
1
2

α
xβ

3
Evaluation
Deduction
Evaluation
Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary

Deduction

Can introduce it
1
+2

U
V
W
X
Y

Z

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by give organ to other [[who is necessary]]
than waste it.

Argument 3
Point

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

Even though, there is a lot of false story [[that frightening the donor to do organ
donation]],

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by arrange a campaign
or spread the pemplet.
It is important to change people’s mind.
It can help to ascending the rates of organ donors.
According to Cruez (2008), a lot of problem [[that people concern to]].
However, by this way of encouragement, all their problem can be solve.

ext/para/altern.

In conclusion, Malayasian can be encourage
1

3

+2

4

+3

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by retroduce family members about the importance of organ donation,
organize public forum
and introduce brand new aspect of organ donation among society.
With this way of encouragement this country can decrease the rate of organ
donation trafficking.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

HGE20
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

Nowadays, people in Malaysia is a very worried
and Ø ^ARE^ fear to donate their organ due to a lack of knowledge and
awareness.

B
C
D
E

1
2

α
“β

G

1

xβ
α

α
xβ

H

1
2

α
xβ

Elaboration
Suggestion

I

1
2

α
xβ

Suggestion

K
L
M

N

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Parents should teach their children from young
to make their children understand clearly the benefit of donate organ.

Example

hyp/verbal
projection

The parent must play important roles
to encouraged people in Malaysia to donate their organ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

It can get benefit because of helping other children.
For instance, teach them the types of organ and tissue [[that can be donate]].
The problem like organ pledger does not inform his family of his pledge [[to
donate his organ]]
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when he dies (Cruez, 2008).
The parents should tell their children
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if Ø want to donate
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Projection

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

the government, parents and media should play important roles
to encouraged people in Malaysia donate their organ

Argument 1
Point

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Therefore, to solve the problem
2
3

Extension

There are many types of organs [[that peoples can donate]].
For instance, kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas.
It also can donate tissue such as liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.
According to Chua (2004) states
that organ for transplantation can come from either a living person or dead
person.
Many people in Malaysia refuse to donate their organ because of no clear legal
authority.

F
Thesis

Elaboration

3
Evaluation

N

Deduction

O

α

Ø must tell close family.
This is important [[to make the noble intentions will be honoured]].

1

α

2

xβ

Therefore, their children understand and easily to donate their organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help people in Malaysia.
Argument 2
Point

P

Elaboration
Suggestion

Q
R

Moreover, the media should play important roles [[to encourage people become
organ donation]].

1

α

2

xβ

The media must show the stories about transplantation organ.
The media also explain about the rules [[to allow the removal of organ or
tissue]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to make them understand clearly.
Example
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction
Argument 3
Point

S
+

For instance, removal of cadaveric tissue is allowed under two condition
[[which are at the express request of the donor or in the absence of objection
from the diseased and with consent of the next-of-kin]] (Chua, 2004).
But, many media such as televisions only shows constant barrage of negative
and fallacious stories about organ donation (Cruez, 2008).
Thus, make the people in Malaysia refuse to donate their organ.

T
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

3

Furthermore, the government should play important role
α

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

by doing a lot of campaign and public forum

xβ
to make people in Malaysia understand clearly about the organ donation.

Elaboration
Evaluation

W
X
Y

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

According to Cruez (2008) who found a public forum to discuss the issue on
organ donation will definitely help.
This will not only ensure that an organ pledger’s
but also rapidly increase the number of organ donation in Malaysia.
The government must also do a lot of campaign
to ensure the people like to donate their organ.

Suggestion

Z

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

The government also do a reward or present for the people who donate their
organ.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Example

Deduction

AA
AB

AC

1
2

1
+2

1

α

2

xβ

For example, kidney.
Since, it is possible to live with just one kidney,
and with the demand is being so high (Chua,2004).
So, the government can give some reward to the person [[who donate their
organ]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save people.
AD
Reinforcement
Suggestion

AE

We can encourage people to donate their organ.
1
2

α
xβ

In a nutshell, all people in Malaysia must change their mindset
to make them clear and understand about the organ transplantation.

Deduction

AF

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Thus, organ donation can be in still in heart people in Malaysia.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Appendix D2- MGE Mapping Analysis between Schematic Structure and Taxis and Logico-Semantic
MGE1
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.

Taxis

C
D
E

Elaboration

Extension

1

α

Evidence
Description

F
G

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

1
2

α
xβ

This only can be achieved

1
2

1
+2

Almost 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but these potential donors are lost because of the little awareness [[that is present]]
(Cruez, 2008).
Doctors not only need the consent of the donor but also the agreement of family
members.
Pledgers sometimes fail to inform family members about their wish [[to donate
organs]].

1

xβ

2

α

H
I

Deduction

J

Projection

Firstly, according to Cruez (2008), Malaysia needs about 1200 kidneys, 450
hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a year
to save patients’ lives.

Specification
Deduction

Enhancement

[[A form of treatment that has been proven to be successful for serious and lifethreatening illnesses]] is organ transplantation (Chua, 2004).
Organ transplant is [[where defective organs and tissues are replaced with healthy
ones from donors]].
Organ donation has become a relatively important matter among Malaysians
because of its importance.
Thus, it is crucial [[that organ donation is encouraged among Malaysians]].

B

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
Description: Evidence

Ranking clause

enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

by increasing the no of pledgers.

Therefore, when the pledgers’ organs is available for donation

L

This then becomes a waste of opportunity to save a life.

M

In a similar note, Malaysians need to be aware of [[what type of donor there is for
organ transplant]].

Specification
Description : Evidence

N

α
“β

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

the family members may not allow the transplant.

Descriptive report 2
General Statement

1
2

ext/para/add.
/advers./fin

Based on Chua (2004),
there are two types of donors [[which is the live donor or the cadaveric donor]].
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hyp/verbal/
projection

O
P

Deduction
Description

Live donors are usually parents, siblings and close family members.
1
2

α
xβ

These donors are important

Q
R
S
T

1
2

1
+2

3
Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Evaluation

Deduction
Evidence

1
+2

From this, Malaysians can know [[that they can save the life of their loved ones]].
The issue [[that arise from this type of donor]] is [[at what stage death has
occurred]].
Patients [[who are on life support [[that are brain dead]]]] is the same as being
dead.
The understanding of this matter among public is limited,
and this makes it difficult for a family member to accept the death of their loved
ones
and Ø complicate the decision [[to donate the organs of the cadaveric donors]].

U

Other than that, Malaysian needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of
patient care (Cruez, 2008).

V
W
X

False and misleading stories about organ donation should be corrected.
In this case, organ donation is a noble act that could save lives.
Malaysian need not to worry about the stories [[that says that organ donation is
harmful || and organ thefts passing organs at the black market]].
With the advancement in transplant technology, organ donation is made safer.
To add a point, the Human Act 1974 a law concerning transplantation of cadaveric
tissue in Malaysia is being reviewed

Y
Z

1

α

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because kidney, tissues such as skin and bone marrow can only be obtain from
live donors.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to address weaknesses
3

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and bringing up to date.

Deduction

AA

So, donors and family members can realize [[that organ transplant is made safer
every day || and every pledge could save a life]].

Reinforcement
Evaluation

AB

In conclusion, organ donation is an issue [[that has to be taken seriously]].

Recommendation
Suggestion

AC

Deduction

AD

With demands being high, Malaysian need to play their role [[to at least
understand || and have a knowledge about organ donation]].
Only then they can be a pledger [[that can benefit the nation in terms of health and
human well being]].
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MGE2
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

Nowadays, we see [[that many people are suffering from various organ failure states]].
For example, cirrhosis is end stage of liver disease
and prolonged cirrhosis will cause our liver lost their function in our body.

1
2

α
xβ

It shows [[that many peoples in Malaysia die [[suffering various organ failure states
because of consequences of many diseased such as cirrhosis, chronic pancreatitis and
others]]]].
This show [[that increases people with various organ failure, will increases demand of
organ donation]].
So, as Malaysian community we should encourage organ donation
because it give many benefits to many peoples.

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation should be encouraged
because it will save many patients' lives.

1

xβ

According to Annie (2008) to save patients live

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

C
D
Thesis

Argument 1
Point

E

F

Elaboration
Evidence

G

Deduction

H

Evaluation

I

K

Extension

Enhancement

Projection

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

the nation still need about 200 livers, 450 corneas, 1,200 kidneys and 450 hearts a year.
So, it is important for our society [[to know || that there die many patients [[that needs
organs to sustain their life]] ]].
In Islam view, it is important [[to donate our organ such as kidney]]
to save many peoples lives.

J
Argument 2
Point

Elaboration

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

Besides that, peoples organ pledgers [[that donate their organ with noble intention]]
will be honoured and respected.
1
2
3
4

α
xβ

α

1

Other than that, organ donation should be encouraged and discuss among Malaysian
because it will let people to know that with organ donation

‘β

1

it will help many peoples

+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
hyp/mental/
projection

and Ø WILL clear the negative stories about organ donation.
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ext/para/add.

/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)
Elaboration
Evidence

L

Evaluation

M

1

xβ

2
3

α

According to Annie (2008) organ donation rates still prevail because of fallacious and
negative stories about organ donation.
When many peoples heard about the negative and fallacious stories
α
‘β

4

Suggestion

Deduction
Argument 3
Point

N

1
+2

1

α

2

xβ

Q

they will think
that organ donation is not good

hyp/mental/
projection

and Ø will harm themselves.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

So, we need [[to portray or shows the actual and accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery of organ donation]]
to clear the negative stories about organ donation.

O
P
1
2

α
xβ

Lastly, it is importance [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]]
because it will fulfilled organ pledger’s wish [[to save patients lives]].

R

Description

S

1

xβ

According to Chua(2004) cadaveric tissue is allowed to be remove from cadaver under
two circumstances, [[that is request from the donor and in the absence of objection
from the person [[who has died]] and with the consent of the next-of-kin]].
When the two circumstances die,

Deduction

T

2
1

α
xβ

follow organ pledger's wish [[to donate his organ will be fulfill.]]
When organ donation is encouraged

2
3

α

4
U

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

When many peoples had changed their view about negative stories of organ donation.
It will increase their awareness about importance of organ donation to patients' lives.

Elaboration
Evidence

Reinforcement
Summary

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

1

1
x2

1
x2

α

it will increase the number of pledgers
and at the same time it will increase number organ donation among non-pledger,
then it will show [[that our society had changed their view [[that organ donation is a
standard aspect of patient care]]]].
In conclusion, it can be said

300

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/ temp/
simult./point/fin
enh/para/temp./
simult./extent/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
success./later/fin

2
3

Evaluation

V

“β

α
xβ

that organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian
1

hyp/verbal/
projection

because it will save many patients' lives,

enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

4

+2

it will clear the negative stories about organ donation

5

+3

finally it will fulfilled organ pledger wish [[to save patients lives]].
So, we need [[to realize that organ donation not only give many benefit to us, but also
to other peoples.]]
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

MGE3
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
=β

Organ donation can be simply defined
as healthy living or dead people donating their organs to the much needed
patients.
Organ donation should be viewed as a part of lives saving rather than heartless of
process.
In other words, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

B
Thesis

Argument 1
Point

C

D

1

α

2

xβ

1

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

α
“β

3

Elaboration

Extension

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can save lives,
it can reduce the gap between the supply and the need for organs,
and it can minimize the human trafficking activity.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Cruez (2008) stated
hyp/verbal
projection

that donating organs is important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/nonfin

in order to save the lives of others after death
+β
rather than simply letting their organs go to waste.
Elaboration
Evaluation
Example

E
F

1
2

1
+2

1

α

2

xβ

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/nonfin

It is clearly [[that donating organs is not a part of heartless operation]]
* but in fact, to the donor itself, it is a part of saving people lives.38

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

It will be such a waste,
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

for example, if you are healthy like a horse
3

Projection

ela/hyp/fin

α

4

Enhancement

+2

and you don’t have any diseases [[infecting your organs]]

38

ext/para/add./

Although the conjunction is but which in terms of logico-semantic relation it carries the meaning of adversative, the referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same
semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive
positive.
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4
Evaluation

Deduction

Argument 2
Point

Elaboration
Evidence

G

H

I

J
K

Deduction

L

+3
α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

because one day you will be honoured as lifesaver.

1

xβ

Other than that, if we encourage ourselves to donate our organs,

2

α

1
2

α
‘β

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

‘β

3
Suggestion

M

but you are not donating your organs to those [[who are in need]].

1

1

2

+2

3

Your decision is important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because you might save someone’s loved ones.
Hence, do not be afraid to donate

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

we can help to reduce the gap between the supply and the need for organs.
It is statistically proven by the Health Minister
hyp/mental
projection

that we are shortage of organs.
The nation needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a
year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/nonfin

to save patients’ lives,Cruez,2008.
From the above statement, we can conclude
1
+2

1

positive/fin
ext/para/add./
adver./fin

hyp/mental
projection

that our nation rates of organ donation are low
and these mean [[more patients will die per year due the shortage problem]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

So, let us together change our mindset about organ donation
α

and Ø pledge ourselves to organ donation

xβ
because who know [[it might be you [[who are in need]] ]].
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Argument 3
Point

N

Elaboration
Evidence

O

Evaluation

P

Deduction

Q
R

Furthermore, organ donation can minimize the human trafficking activity.
1
2

α
“β

Meng (2004) mentioned
that human trafficking exist due to the loophole in the organ donation system in
our country.
The root-cause of this loophole is the lack of Malaysians donating their organs.

hyp/verbal
projection

It is back to the simple economics basic formula [[which is no supply means
higher demand]].
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If there is a high supply of organs,

Suggestion

S
T

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

there will be no problem about the demand.
Hence, no demand means no human trafficking.
Therefore, for the sake of our country’s image, let us encourage ourselves to
donate our organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because we can reduce the human trafficking activity.
Reinforcement
Evaluation

Recommendation
Summary

U
V

W

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

In a nutshell, organ donation is a good thing after all.
We are not only doing [[what is right for our beloved country]]
but we are also helping each other too indirectly.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

So, let us make this world a better place
α

enh/hyp
/manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

by encouraging ourselves to donate our healthy organs
3

xβ

1
so that we can save somebody’s lives,

4

+2
Ø reduce the shortage of organ supply

5

+3
and Ø kick human trafficking out of Malaysia.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

MGE4
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1
2

α
+β

1
2

α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Day after day, the number of patients [[died because of illness [[ that needed new organs to
continue living]] ]]increased.
They just died
without any organs had been donated to them.

ext/hyp/add.
/advers./ fin

Their chance of continue safe live is high
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if they did the organs transplantation.
D
E

1
2

α
xβ

2
2

α
xβ

The problem is, our country lack of donors.
Does we feel guilty
for not saving their life?
Organ transplantation is the process of replacing the organs [[those fail to function]] with
healthy ones from the donors (Chua, 2004).
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

F
G

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

in order to decrease the number of patients died
3
Thesis

H

1
2

+2
α
xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive

and ^TO^ have a brighter chance to live.
There are many ways [[should be done ]] to encourage organ donation

1

enh/hyp
/manner
/means/non-fin

include educating the society,

Descriptive report 1
General Statement

I

Specification
Description

J
K
L

3

+2

4

+3

show more positive stories about organ donation through media electronic devices
and organizing a campaign.

ext/para/add.
/positive
ext/para/add.
/positive

Firstly, [[the most important method to rise the number of organ donors]] is educating the
society.
1
2

1
+2

1

α

Enhancement

The public should known the importance of organs transplantation
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

and how the process take place.
The consciousness of organ donation should be introduced.
Since secondary school, the organ transplantation must be added to Biology subject for
example, as a part of the syllabus
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Projection

2

xβ

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

in order to educate the society
3
M

1

xβ

since they were young.

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Besides, if the public are educated,

Argument 1
Point

N

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

the problem of the family of pledger [[refuse to donate his organs]] will never come up C
Lee n.d. as cited by Cruez (2008).
Secondly, the media massa such as, television, radio, internet also play an important role
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

to encourage organ donation.
Elaboration
Evidence

Suggestion

O

P

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

For example, more movies and dramas show constant barrage of positive stories about
organ donation,
instead of portray negative and wrong stories about organ donation [[that may develop bad
impression of society (Cruez,2008)]].

1

α

2

xβ

Elaboration
Evaluation

R

S

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

The movies should also portray the moral values of saving patients’ lives
enh/hyp
/manner
/means/non-fin

by donating organs to them.
Argument 2
Point

/

The television shows about the process of organ transplantation should also be published

to educate the public, such as Medik TV or TV 3.
Q

ext/vary/
replacive
non-fin

Another way that should be done to encourage organ donation is organizing a campaign by
the government.
1

α

2

xβ

This campaign is mainly [[to educate the society and to introduce organ transplantation to
them]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/fin

so that they would familiar with it.
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Suggestion

T

Reinforcement
Summary

U

During the campaign, a place [[for donating blood]] should also be prepared for visitors or
public [[interested to donate blood after being educated]].
1

α

2

xβ

α

As the conclusion, several ways [[such as educating the society, show more positive effects
of organ donation through media massa and organizing a campaign]] should be done
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

to encourage organ donation among Malaysians
3

xγ
to save people’s lives after brain death

4

+β
instead of letting their healthy organs go to waste (Cruez,2008).
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ext/vary/
replacive
non-fin

/

MGE5
Functional
Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

The rate of health complication is increasing in the country every year.
Some of the patients [[having health complications]] are in need of new organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

in order to live.
C
D
E
Thesis

F

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

The only way [[to save these patients]] are through organ transplant.
Organ transplantation has become a huge success due to the new improvement in
surgical methods and the availability of anti-rejection drugs (Chua, 2004).
However, due to a several setbacks such as low awareness and negative impression by
the media, the society is reluctant to donate their organs for a good cause.
The act of donating organs has several positive point;
it can help save lives,
Ø ^CAN HELP^ discourage human trafficking

4

+4
and Ø ^CAN HELP^ improve the medical field.

Argument 1
Point

G

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin (ellipsed
subj and fin)

Firstly, organ donation should be encourage
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause/
reason/fin

because it can save the lives of many patients.
Elaboration
Description

H

1
2

α
xβ

These patients are in need of organ transplant
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

because their vital organs are diseased or defective.
Evidence
Evaluation

+

I
J

1

1

2

+2

According to Chua (2004), organ transplantation is the act of replacing organs and
tissues that are defective with healthy ones from donors.
Through organ transplant, these patients can be saved
and Ø ^ARE^ able to live their lives normally with their loved ones.

Deduction

K

1
2

α
xβ

Enhancement

ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed
subj and fin)

Therefore, donating organs is very important
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

in helping save the lives of many patients.
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Projection

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation
Suggestion

+

L

Furthermore, organ donation can help discourage human trafficking activities.

M

Human trafficking activities is on rise because of high demand of organs for transplant
and the low supply of organs needed (Chua, 2004).

N

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause/con
cessive/fin

If we can build up our society’s awareness of donating organs,
2
3
Deduction

α

1
+2

O

the number of organ pledgers may increase
and the supply of organs will be sufficient.

P

With sufficient organs available, there will be no desperate demands for organs
anymore.
Thus, human trafficking activities will be reduce dramatically.

Argument 3
Point

Q

Lastly, the act of organ donation can help improve the medical field.

Elaboration
Description

R

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

The researchers needs human bodies
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to investigate the cause of diseases
3
Consequence

S

+2

1

1

2

+2

and to understand the mechanics of the human body.
Through experiments on human cadavers, researchers are able to contribute to the
medical field on their findings

ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed
subj and fin)

and Ø help fight off diseases.
Evidence

T

Deduction

U

Reinforcement
Summary

V

Recommendation
Suggestion

W

ext/para/add./
positive/

According to Chua (2004), for therapeutic, medical education, research purposes, the
Human Tissues Act 1974 allows us to remove tissues from cadavers.
In short, donating organs or human body can help the researchers improve the
knowledge on the medical field.
In conclusion, [[saving lives of many patients, reducing the rate of human trafficking
and helping improve the medical field]] are the advantages of organ donation.
1
2

α
xβ

Therefore, a public forum can help increase public awareness on organ donation
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

by discussing the issue (Cruez, 2008).
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MGE6
Functional Stages

Complex
A

Identification

B

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Have you ever thinking of giving something valuable from ourself to the
unknown for the sake of goodness?
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the answer is “No”,

C

2

α

1

α

2

xβ

let us take a few minutes in a day [[thinking about the others [[who are fighting
with serious diseases for this precious moment of life]] ]].
With little feels of sympathy, let we think of helping the others [[who are in a
very need of the organ]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to continue their life.
D

1
2

1
+2

Donating organ is not a new issue among Malaysians,
but also ^IS^ not become practice in Malaysia.

Thesis

E

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

It should be encouraged among us
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as this is the way [[to save other life]],

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

F

+

G

Enhancement

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

α
+β

1

α

2

xβ

the way to give others hope for a better life,
and a way to do charity for a hereafter life.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

First, donating organ can save other’s life
from prefer to let the organ unused after death.

ext/hyp/vary
/replacive

According to Annie (2008), our country needs around 1200 kidneys,450
hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers annually
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to rescue patients’ lives.
H

But since 1970s, only 215 donor have donated their organs (Annie, 2008).

I

This statistics has clearly shown us [[that a large number is needed ||to save a
big number of patients [[who are really in need]]]].
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Projection

Deduction

J

1

α

2

xβ

Thus, we should support organ donation as a pathway
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

to save live of others.
Argument
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

K

1
2

xβ
α

L

1

α

2

“β

3
M

Besides that, by donating organs,
we have given others the hope for a better life .
Chua (2004) states
α

that, the frequently transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and
pancreas,
while liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are some kind of tissue that
being transplant.

+β

1

xβ

2
3

α

hyp/verbal
projection
ext/hyp/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

By giving the patients a hope for a more meaningful life,
α
xβ

we also will feel happy and satisfy
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as we are able to help them.
Suggestion

N

1
2

α
xβ

This should become a practice
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as life is karma,
3

+2

4

1
+2

5

we help other today
α

and one day other will help us too

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if we are in need.
Deduction

O

1

α

2

xβ

So, organ donation is a good thing to be practiced
as to give other more meaningful life.

Descriptive Report
1
General Statement
Specification
Evidence
Evaluation

+

P
Q

Other than that, donating an organ is one way of doing charity for a here after
life.
1

α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Most of religious support organ donation
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

as this give benefits to others (Annie,2008).
R

1

xβ

2

α

3

As we are dead,
1
+2

4

our organ still can be function,
α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and there is no wrong

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to give for helping other.
Deduction

Reinforcement
Summary

S

T

1

α

2

xβ

1
2

1
+2

3

So, this is one of the ways [[to make a good things to other]]
enh/para/temp./
success./later/fin

after we are dead.
In a nutshell, Malaysians should be more open mind about this issue
α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and make it as a practice

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it is a good value.
U
Recommendation
Suggestion

V

This is due to the reasons [[that donating organ help to rescue the live of others,
|| help other for a better life with new hopes, || and help us for our life after
death]].
1
2

1
+2

Thus, all patients should try [[to promote the benefits of donating organ]]
and become a custom for Malaysians.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

MGE7
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.
1
2
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

Elaboration

Extension

People nowadays are more concerns about the various dangerous deseases
but Ø ^ARE^ less aware about the patient [[that suffers]].

ext/para/add./
advers./fin

These people [[that suffers need as much attention as other concerns]].
They need life

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as the desease let them to end.
D
E

1
2

1
x2

3
Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General Statement
Specification
Evidence
Description

enh/para/manner
/means/non-fin

thus they need us to donate,
ext/para/add./
advers./fin

but the donors are scarce.
Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs.

G

Organ donation or organ transplantation are come from either a living person or a
dead person.

H
I

Live donors can donate kidney ,a part of liver and certain tissues
However, the cadaveric donor (dead person) can provide organs and tissues for all
types (Chua, 2004).
Before the process of transplantation, some ethical problems should be solved.
1
2

1
+2

L

Specification
Description

1

F

K

Descriptive report 2
General Statement

Thus, we [[as the more enjoys life]] should help to share something- life!
They need organ to live,
+2

J

M

N

The live donor would be asked question of consent
and the dead person should have been express consent prior to his death.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Plus, without any objection by the family the doctor have the law to proceed the
transplantation process.
1
2

1
+2

1

1

Enhancement

The clear process of donation organs should be simple [[for people to do so]]
ext/para/add./
advers./fin

but scarcity of donors shows no.
In lots cases, the pledge had agree to donate his or her organs

313

Projection

2

+2

but at time occurred, the family refuse to do so. 39

O
P

Descriptive report 3
General Statement
Specification
Evidence
Description

+

It is might the problem [[where the pledges does not inform his family about his
willingness to donate organ after death (Cruez, 2008)]].
1

1

2

+2

and family should corporate upon his or her noble request.

S

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Second reason [[that should not be bothered by the donor]] are, the fear that being
provoked by the irresponsible sources or unrealistic rumors.
1

1

2
Evaluation

This manner would smooth the process of organ transplant ,

Q
R

ext/para/add./
advers./fin

1
2

+2
α
xβ

It is because, according to Cruez (2008), only few television shows or movies potray
transplantation in a positive manner
and few of these feel responsible [[to give an accurate description of the surgery
process]].
These fear by the organ donors should be ignore,

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as the organs are given in the care of safe hand.
Reinforcement
Evaluation

T
U
V

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, there should be no problem at all for donors.
They, the donors could save more than a life from a body.
God love people [[that shares his or her belonginess]]
1
+2

39

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as He gives not to use by own
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and ^NOT^ being stingy.

cf. MGE3
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MGE8
Functional Stages

Complex
A
B

Identification

Clause
No.

Taxis

C
D
E

1
2

α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

And by that, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian people.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

To encourage people,
Thesis

H

2
1
2

α
1
=2

the people should first know the benefit of organ donation.
There are many benefit of organ donation,
some of it are [[it can save other people lives, || prevent from dangerous infection || and
it also save money]].

Argument 1
Point

I

1
2

xβ
α

Firstly, by participate in organ donation
it can saves other people [[who needed the organ]].

Elaboration
Description

J

1

xβ

Either the donors are a live donor or cadaveric donors,

2

α

K
Deduction

L

Argument 2
Point

M

Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

+

N
O

Enhancement

In this modern world, medical technology has become more advance and safe.
These day, even the worst and life-threatening disease can be curb through modern
medical technology.
Organ transplantation is one of the technology [[that has proven to be a successful
surgical method]].
Organ transplantation is a process [[where a person donate his internal organ to another
person [[who needed]] ]].
Organ donation is needed
to make this organ transplantation.

F
G

Extension

1

α

2

xβ

ela/para/
exempli.
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

both can help the patient.
The technology can made the transplant process a possible care for those who suffering
from various organ failure states (Chua, 2004).
It shows [[that with a organ donation can save people [[who are really in a serious
conditions]] ]].
Secondly, organ donation can also prevent dangerous infection from spreading to the
society.
Organ donation involved replacing defective organs with the healthier and safer ones
from the donors (Chua, 2004).
The doctor must already checked the disinfective organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/

to be replace with the one with disease.
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Projection

purpose /non-fin
Deduction

P

1

α

2

xβ

Thus, the unhealthy organ will be exterminated
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin
enh/hyp/manner/
means/non-fin

to prevent from others
3

xβ
to be infective.

Argument 3
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

Q
+

1
2

xβ
α

R
S
T

Lastly, by donating the organ
it also saves the patient money.”
“It is possible for people to live with just one kidney” (Chua, 2004).

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

It states
that a patient [[who are already broken their kidney]] will suppose to take a analysis
[[that can cost a lot of money]].
The analysis are needed
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

to take each week for the patient.
Deduction
Reinforcement
Evaluation

U
V

This with a kidney transplant it also can saves the patient with low income money.
1
2

α
xβ

As a conclusion, organ donation should be a tradition for Malaysians
to save the people [[who needed the most]] (Annie,2008).

W

hyp/verbal
projection

It also to keep the people to keep survive with their love one.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /non-fin

MGE9
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

C

Thesis

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+2

Today, more than 100,000 people has been pledged to donate their organs,
ext/para/add.
/advers./fin

but many of them are lost.

E

According to Lee, the pledger are refuse [[whether the doctor or nurses of being
heartless at their time of mourning]].
To solve this problems

1
+2

xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and ^TO^ help the patient,
3
4
Descriptive report 1
General statement

G

Specification
Description

H

I

α

1 we need more pledgers
+2
and organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
Firstly, to all donors out there must be understand about the ethics and law of the
organ donation.

1

xβ

2

α

it will cause another problems happen to the donors.

1

α

[[What the donors suppose to do]] is, [[get the permission from their family]]
<<cl.3>>

2

xβ

3

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cond.
/positive/fin

If they not understand about the ethics and law,

α

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
/positive/fin

xβ
if they do not to their families,

K

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

because it will wasted a good organs to who [[is needed]].

J

Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and it can help the patients enjoy their life time completely.

This because, most of them are not ready [[to donate their organ to the patients]].

1
2

Extension

Nowadays, there are too many organs problems [[that the patients faced
everyday, such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas]].
Actual these problems has many ways [[to solve it]]

D

F

Elaboration

1
2

α
=β

Donors also can be a part of the patients’ family members
*whether Ø their parents, sibling or close relatives [[who are genetically related
to the recipients]] (Chua, 2004).
This is also called “live-related donors”.
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ela/hyp/fin.

Projection

Descriptive report 2
General statement

L

Secondly, just as we knew, today the rates of organ donation are very low.

Specification
Description

M

Deduction

N

This is happen because almost all of the Malaysians was influenced by the
negative and fallacious stories about organ donation.
They too much easily to believed the bad stories about the organ donation
(Cruez, 2008).

Suggestion
Description

+

O

1

α

2

xβ

We should to help the donors be more responsibility person
to donate their organ to who [[more needed]].

P

Today, only a few television or movies show the goodness and benefits of this
activities such as Medik TV and so on.
[[What we need to do now]] is, [[the television production must be show more
television programmes || and publish it to all Malaysians]].

Q
Descriptive
Argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

R

1
2

α
xβ

Lastly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because now there are too high the rates of death in Malaysia.

Elaboration
Suggestion
Evidence
Evaluation
Deduction

+

S

So now, we need to change the rates become low with the operation.

T

In Malaysia, the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplants which is increasing throughout the world (Cruez, 2008).

U

It is mean [[that Malaysia need more pledgers to donate their organs to the
patients]].
It can help the patients walking and enjoying their life time completely without
any pain.

V
Reinforcement
Evaluation

Recommendation
Evaluation

W

X

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

1
2

α
xβ

In a nut shell, we should be encourage this organ donation among Malaysians

1

xβ

So, to solve and prevent the problems happen again,

2

α

because we can continue the life time of the person [[who is needed
automatically]].

let’s start our first step to donate the organ.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

MGE10
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

C

1

α

2

xβ

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description +
Evidence
Suggestion

This live-saving procedure is also exists in Malaysia.
However, the rate of donors in Malaysia is still very low.
The following paragraphs will show the reasons, [[why organ donation should be
encouraged among Malaysians]].

G

The very first reason is to increase the number of organ donor.
1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
xβ

I
J

K

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

As I just mentioned above,
the rate of donors is still very low due to a constants barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation (Annie Freeda Cruez, New Straits
Times).
There a lot of ways to encourage Malaysians to have pledged to donate their
organs.
One of them is [[by creating public forums]]

hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to discuss the issue on organ donation.
Deduction

L

The result after a few whiles self-awareness about organ donation will grows in
everyone.
Thus, more and more people will pledge to be a donor.

Descriptive report 2
General statement

M

The second reason is, to create public understanding on organ donation.

Specification
Evaluation
Consequence

N
O

Description

P

In Malaysia, there are still a lot of Malaysians [[view organ donation as a
sensitive issue, because race and religion factors]].
1

xβ

2

α

Projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

D
E
F

H

Enhancement

It involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones
from donors (Chui Jui Meng, NCD Malaysia, 2004).
Advancements are being made from time to time in transplants technologies and
surgical procedures
to enhance organ transplantation process.

Thesis

Extension

Nowadays, organ donation had become more popular
to treat serious diseases related to organ disfunction.

B

Elaboration

By encouraging Malaysians, especially Malays to donate organs,
a lot of lives can be saved.
Apart from that, distaste among people thinking about their mortality, and fear
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enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Q

1
2

fears of dismemberment after death.
This thing happens

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because a lot of Malaysians ^ARE^ still in the dark about the noble deed.
Evidence

R
S

1
2

Public understanding of brain death is also limited (Annie Freeda Cruez, New
Straits Time , 2008).
This quote is true,

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

because the educational level in Malaysia is very average.
Deduction

T

Descriptive report 3
General statement

U

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

By doing encouragement campaign,
more public can join and be informed about organ donation.
Last but not least, this noble deed was proven

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save lives.
Specification
Description
Evidence

+

V
W

Evaluation

X
Y

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
+β

3
Deduction

Reinforcement
Evaluation

Z

AA
AB

Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life threatening
diseases [[which has prove to be successful]] (Chui Jui Meng, NCD
Malaysia,2004).
Our country needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a
year,
but donated organs do not reach that numbers yet.
α

This phenomena is due to wrong mindsets among people.
Everyone just think about themselves,
<<cl. 3>> rather than thinking about the others.

xβ

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

ext/hyp/vary
./replacive
enh/hyp/temp.
/success./earlier/fin
enh/hyp/cause-cond/
cause/reason/fin

even until he or she dies,

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

1
+2

As a conclusion, it is not impossible for Malaysia to achieve high rates of donors,

1
2

α
“β

I still believe

* So, by encouraging Malaysians to donate organs,
a lot of live can enjoy a proper living.
ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

but it requires hardworks and sacrifices.

that organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
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hyp/mental
projection

MGE11
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

and the death toll is getting higher.

G
1
2

1
+2

I

1
2

1
+2

but the family did not about that
and they did not agree [[that organ donation from the diseased cannot be done]].

+2
J

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Some people have pledged to donate their organ
1

3
Suggestion

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

First, people should change their mentality
and Ø start [[thinking about other’s lives]].

Specification
Description

ext/para/add./
adver./fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

This situation must be changed
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that other people [[that are close friends]] understands
3

+2

α
and Ø will accept [[that the diseased wants [[to donate his or her organ to
others]]]]

4

xβ

K

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save lives.
Evaluation

Enhancement

How do we put an end to this problem?
One of the ways to save person’s live is by organ transplantation.
Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases which has proven to be successful (Chua, 2004).
The patients get their new organ from people [[who donates it]].
However, there are not many people willing to donate their organ to other
especially in Malaysia.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

E
F

H

Extension

Today, our world is experiencing all kinds of tissues

B
C
D

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General Statement

Elaboration

The process of organ donation and transplant will not be a problem
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if people change their mentality.
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Projection

Descriptive
Argument 1
Reiteration of thesis
Elaboration
Evaluation
+
Evidence

Secondly, TV stations should show programmes [[that shows benefits and values
of organ donation]].

L
M

Organ donation rates are low due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious
stories about organ donation (Cruez, 2008).
People [[who watched TV programmes and films [[that shows incorrect picture of
organ donation]]]] will have a negative perception about organ donation.
TV programmes such as documentary about organ donation will help the audience
to get a better and cleaner picture about organ donation.

N
Suggestion

O

Descriptive
Argument 2
Reiteration of thesis

P

Elaboration
Description

Evaluation

Lastly, government should organize a campaign on organ donation.
The campaign will inform and teach the public about the benefits and values of
organ donation.
A public forum to discuss the issue on organ donation will definitely help (Cruez,
2008).
Programmes like this can help and teach the public to understand and be aware
about organ donation.

Q
R
S
T

1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Once people know the purpose of organ donation,
2
3

α

α
xβ

they will donate their own
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save other’s lives.
Reinforcement
+
Recommendation
U
Summary

V

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

3

In conclusion, organ donation can be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by changing the mentality of the people.
TV stations show programmes [[that shows benefit and values of organ donation]]
α
xβ

and government should organize a campaign on organ donation

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

1

enh/hyp /causecond./purpose/
non-fin

to inform and teach the public about the purpose of organ supply from the donors
4
+2

and thus organ transplant can be done.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin

MGE12
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

C
D

Clause
No.

Taxis

1

1

2

+2

1
2

1
+2

1

xβ

Ranking clause

α

but unfortunately in Malaysia we were lack of donors.
More than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to lack of awareness many of these potential donors are lost (New
Straits Times 2008).

E

Descriptive report 1
General statement

F

With recent advancement in surgical procedures and the availability of antirejection drugs, the risk of being harmed from the operation is low.

Description

G
H
I

Evidence

J
K

Thus, we should not fear [[to donate our organ]].
As a living person, we were classified as the live donor (NCD Malaysia 2004).
Organs such as kidneys and tissues such as bone marrow, skin and blood can
only be obtained from a live donor.
And don’t you even worry about the rumors of organ theft.
For Malaysia, we have the law regarding this issue [[which is the Human
Tissues Act 1974 (NCD Malaysia)]].
This enforcement of law strictly protect us from any crime [[related to the organ
donation]].
Thus, we must not hesitate [[to donate our organ]].

L
Deduction
Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description

M
N

O
P

1

xβ

2

α

Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin
ext/para/add.
/adver./fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/nonfin

organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
There are several reasons[[why Malaysians should be honoured to donate their
organs]].

Thesis

Specification
Evaluation

Extension

Organ transplantation is a treatment [[which involves replacing diseased organs
and tissues with healthy one from donors]] (NCD Malaysia 2004).
Malaysian medical expertise are capable of conducting this kind of risky
operations

To avoid this valuable lost,
2

Elaboration

If you are too scared to a process such as operation,
you still can be a cadaveric donor- donor after his/her death.
This is one of a very noble intention [[that can be done by almost everybody]].
It is kind of easy [[because you just need to register as an organ donor ||and then
inform to your family member || so that they won’t object the request after your
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enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Projection

Evidence

Q

Deduction

R

Descriptive argument
1
Reiteration of thesis

S

death]].
This is because [[as stated in Human Tissues Act 1974, || any objection from
family or donor’s next-of kin will cancel the pledge to donate his organ (NCD
Malaysia 2004)]].
Thus, it’s the best way [[to donate your organ|| as you can make charity ||even
after you are dead]].
1
2

α
“β

3

Other than all of the facts stated above,
α
xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

we Malaysians should involve in organ donation simply
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because we unite
4

+2

α
and Ø care for each other

5
Elaboration
Evaluation

T

1
2

xβ

α
‘β

3

Evidence

U

α

2

xβ

1

and basically it all depends on our willing [[to make deeds]]
or Ø just being selfish.

V

Suggestion

W

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/
altern.

The nation needs about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year
to save patients live (New Straits Times 2008).

Deduction

hyp/mental
projection

that we can save many lives with organ donation,

+2

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

no matter what religion or you are from.40
We know

1
+2

4

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/nonfin

Without donation, there surely will be a problem in our hospitality.
1

1

As a support to our nation’s 1 Malaysia understanding, we can make it happen
by organ donation,

40

The referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented
explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive positive.
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2
Reinforcement
Evaluation

and someone will just be so thankful to you later.

X
Y

Consequence

+2

Z

In conclusion, we Malaysian should be more aware to the need for organ
donation.
1
2

1
+2

3

+3

4

+4

1
2

1
+2

3
Suggestion

AA

Recommendation
Suggestion

AB

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

The risk is low,
the choice is easy,
the value are great,
and the one [[to make it happen]] is you.
α
‘β

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Maybe you just ignore this issue,
and who knows,
hyp/mental
projection

if it was you or your family [[that needs the organ in the future]].
So help them as you should help others.

1
2

α
‘β

In conjunction of our campus Organ Donation Awareness Week, I hope
1

3

+2

4

+3

hyp/mental
projection

we can put ourself in the donator place
and make deeds for our brother and sister [[who needs it]]
and thank yourself then.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

MGE13
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Organ donation and transplantation is an issue [[that should be discussed widely in
Malaysia]]

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because of its importance and benefits that it brings.
B
Thesis

1
2

α
‘β

Chua (2004) states
that tremendous increase to the success of organ transplantation because of
advancement in the field of medicine.
There are tones of advantages from organ donation [[that make it rational to
encourage Malaysians on organ donation]].
The benefits are, [[many lives can be saved, || increase in medical education and
research, || and rise in treatment for serious diseases]].

1
2

α
‘β

Besides, it is obvious [[that by donating organs]],

1

α

2

xβ

C
D

Argument 1
Point

Elaboration
Evidence

E

F

hyp/mental
projection

hyp/mental
projection

many patients’ lives can be saved.
According to Annie (2008), the country needs the supply of about 1,200
kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of them [[who are waiting for medical treatments]].
Evaluation

G

1
2

α
+β

With this need for organ transplant, the demand for organs are increasing
1

3

+2

4

+3

while the rates of organ donation are low,
many lives are wasted
and Ø could not be saved.

H

This is a very disheartening situations [[that occur in our country right now]].

Descriptive report 1
General statement

I

Moreover, through the process of organ donation, the country can increase our
medical education and research.

Specification
Description

J

1
2

α
xβ

Projection

ext/hyp/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
fin)

and

Our Human Tissues 1974 were created
to allow the removal of tissues from cadaveric donor for therapeutic, medical
education and research purposes (Chua, 2004).
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Deduction

K

1

α

2

xβ

Donation of organs after the death of an individual would contribute a lot in the
field of medical education and research
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as the organs are used in medical procedures and experiements.
L

1

1

2

+2

Doctors and researchers would benefited from the organs and tissues [[that have
been donated]]
and Ø would create transplant technology [[that are more advance]].

Descriptive report 2
General statement

M

Specification
Evidence

N

Description

O
P

ext/para/add./
positive/fin (ellipsed
subj and fin)

Furthermore, increase in treatment for life-threatening diseases is one of the
advantages of organ donation.
1
2

α
‘β

Chua (2004), suggests

1
2

α
xβ

Diseases [[involving faulty organs]] can be treat

1

xβ

hyp/verbal
projection

that one of the ways [[to treat serious diseases]] is by organ transpalant.
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

by replacing them with a healthy ones from donors.
If there are many donors out there,

Deduction
Reinforcement
Summary

2

α

the statics for serious diseases would surely be reduce.
Malaysia would be a country where there many healthy people.

1

α

As a conclusion, organ donation or transplantation should be encouraged among
Malaysians

2

xβ

Q
R

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that many lives can be saved,

Recommendation
Suggestion

S
T

3

+2

4

+3

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

medical education and research in Malaysia will increase
and the treatment for life-threatening diseases will rise.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Hope
that Malaysians would start to open their eyes in this noble activity of donating
organs.
The government should organize many campaigns
to attract Malaysians to be an organs donors.
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hyp/mental
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

MGE14
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1

1

2

x2

3
Thesis

D

1
2

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

“Since the 70s, 215 people have donated their organs. The harvest included 128
kidneys, 20 hearts, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas as well as skin and
bones” adapted from New Straits Time (F. C. Annie, 2008, June 2).
The statistics are staggeringly low since way back from 70s.
This shows [[that Malaysians are not being well informed on the helpfulness of
organ donations]]
α
xβ

α
xβ

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

therefore only a few hard of people are generous and kind enough to donate their
organs
when they are still alive and even after their deaths.
Therefore steps should be taken

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to encourage more Malaysians in organ donations.
Descriptive report 1
General statement

E

Specification
Evaluation
Evidence

F
G

Suggestion

H

One of the ways is that through with the growth of technology.

1

α

2

xβ

With the advancements of technology more Malaysians would be more brave in
donating their organs.
”Recent advancements in surgical procedures and the availability of anti-rejection
drugs have contributed tremendously to the success of organ transplantation”
adapted from NCD Malaysia 2004 (C. J. Meng, n. d).
The government should put more funding for the health
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can use the fundings
3

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

and Ø buy the technology.
Deduction

I
J

Descriptive report 2
General statement

K

Enhancement

1
2

α
xβ

With this, the people of Malaysia would feel more safe with the advancement of
technology [[that being used when in surgical donating organs]].
Malaysians would eventually pledge to donate their organs
since they are well informed with the current technology[[ that is being used by
the hospitals]].
Another step is [[by changing the law on organ donations; specifically the Human
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Projection

Tissues Act 1974]].
Specification
Evidence
Evaluation

+

L

M

1

α

2

“β

1

xβ

2
3

α

Recent studies showed by Chua Jui Meng which was adapted from NCD Malaysia
2004 points

N

1
2

α
‘β

they felt
1
x2

xβ
α

3

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

When the public found out [[that there is loopholes on the Act]]

4
Suggestion

hyp/verbal
projection

that the Human Tissues Act 1974 have loopholes.

hyp/mental
projection

that it is rather pointless for them to donate their organs,
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

there are more people are discourage to donate their organ with the existence of
those loopholes.
In order to encourage Malaysians to be an organ donator
the government especially the Health Ministry should consider and realize to take
action on the Act

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that there would not be any loopholes in it.
Description

O

Consequence
Evaluation

P
Q
R

Suggestion

S

1
2

α
+β

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

1
+2

One of the loopholes is that there are currently no control on the removal of the
organs from the live donor.
Human trafficking are encouraged with this loophole as the source of organs.
For a big amount of money they could sell their organs
instead of donating it to the hospital for some unknown people [[that they do not
recognize]].
Why would they donate it for free

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they can sell their organs for their luxury.
The Ministry of Health should review the Human Tissues Act 1974 back
α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

and Ø point out the weaknesses
3

ext/hyp/vary
/replacive

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that it can be fixed
4

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

and Ø being up-to-date.
Deduction

T

1

xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point

When there is no loophole,
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2
3
Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Evidence +
Evaluation

Suggestion

α

1
+2

U
V

W

Z

Reinforcement
Evaluation

AA

and Malaysians can finally be encouraged to donate their organs.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Third one is with the help of the media.
1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
+β

1
2

1
+2

1
2
3

xβ
α

1
2

1
+2

“…. due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious stories about organ
donation. Only a few television shows or movies potray transplantation in a
positive manner
and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the procurement
and surgery.” Adapted from New Straits Time (F.C. Annie, 2008 June 2).
The media should televised on how organ donations could save one’s perculer life
instead of showing the viewers [[that the surgeries [[done]] could being harmful
to your life even death]].
With the outrageous and a complete false on organ donation [[that are being
heard]] no wonder less Malaysians are discouraged to donate their organs.
The government should control the media shows to the public

X
Y

human trafficking on organ donation/selling would eventually stop

and what it would effect the public’s mind.
1
+2

To encourage the hearts of the public to donate their organs,
the media could write stories
or even televised shows [[that potrays the miraculous stories on people [[that
donated their organs]] || and patients [[that are saved by the organ donaters]]]].

ext/hyp/vary
/replacive

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

ext/para/
altern.

More and more people could be saved
α
and Ø treated with the help of organ donation

3

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if Malaysians are brave enough and encouraged enough to be apart of it.
Recommendation
Deduction

AB

Suggestion

AC

1
2

α
xβ

With the help of the media as well as the government, Malaysians can be
encourage to pledge in donating their organs.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians in the near future
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that many lives could be save
3

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and increase their quality of life.
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MGE15
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

1
+2

but did we really know [[what it is all about]]?

1
2

α
“β

3

F

Deduction

G

H

According to Annie Freeda Cruez, she said
1

hyp/verbal
projection

that make a talks about organ transplantation

x2

1
2

α
xβ

1

α
‘β

2

enh/para/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

This can help because through talks or discussions, people will be given the correct
informations on organ donations.
Therefore, they can change their mindset

I

They will feel
1

hyp/mental
projection

that they need to save others lifes

+2

1

1

2

+2

3
Descriptive report 1
General statement

J

1
2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

For example, before the talks they must have heard about bad story behind the organ
transplantation
xβ
α

α
“β

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when they heard about benefits of organ transplantation.

and Ø give the new hopes to the recipients.
Evaluation

Projection

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

Ø can increase the numbers of donor.
Elaboration
Evaluation

Enhancement

Organ donation is the process of giving parts of the body to the one that needed such
as kidney transplantation and might as well transplantable tissues that are heart
valves and skin.
Therefore, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians.
There are several ways to encourage organ donations among Malaysians.

C
D
E

Extension

Nowadays, we always hear about organ donation

B

Thesis
Argument 1
Point

Elaboration

1

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

but when they attend this forum

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

they might as well ask the person [[who gives the talks and know the truth about
organ donation]].
Besides that, she also mention
that the family of the organ pledger did not know about his attention to make organ
donation

331

hyp/verbal
projection

3
Specification
Description

K

1
2

+2
α
xβ

and it cause problems in the future.
The organ pledger should tell his family
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that it can encourage the family about organ donations.
L

1
2

1
+2

The family will feel proud of his bravenest
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø also might as well join his
3

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to be as organ donor someday.
M
Descriptive report 2
Description:
Evidence

N

1
2

1
+2

1

α

2

xβ

The organ pledger also can tell their family on benefits of organ donation
and will make clear about the negative thinking [[that said this treatment is
harmful]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

According to Chua Jui Meng, the law is made
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to encourage people to donate
3
Specification
Description
Deduction
Recommendation
Suggestion

O
P

Q

+2

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
xβ

and also to protect privacy of the donors.
The Human Tissues Act 1974 are allows the removals for certain purposes.
From there, we can see

hyp/mental
projection

to encourage the Malaysians to donate.
In a nutshells, Malaysian should make a organ donation
so that they can help others in a very brave way.

R

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

Government also should make more campaigns
in order to make people realize about this issues.
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

MGE16
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A
B

Thesis

C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

3

+2

4

+3

it can help to people [[who needed]]
and Ø can save ^OTHER PEOPLE^

+4
and Ø give a new life to other people.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

D

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

1

α

2

‘β

3
Description

Evaluation

G

H

α

2

+β

1

1

2

+2

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

because Malaysia ^DOES not HAVE^ enough donor of organs.
It is because [[some people in Malaysia ^ARE^ not confident with the surgery of
the organ]].
They think too much
α
xβ

1

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

First, organ donation should be encouraged

E
F

Projection

Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases [[which has proven to be successful]].
More than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,

because, Malaysia ^DOES not HAVE^ enough donor of organs,

5

Enhancement

hyp/mental
projection

to make decision
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from the
pledger.
The commonly transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas
while transplantable tissues are liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.

ext/hyp/add./pos
itive/fin

People always think negative
α

and they will died

ext/para/add./po
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sitive/fin
3

xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
success./later/
fin

after they make a surgery.
I
J

Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence

1

1

2

+2

It is because not many positive story or explanation about organ donation in a
media.
Only a few television shows or movies portray transplantation in a positive
manner
and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery.

K
+

L

Second, it can help to people who needed.
1

“β

2

α

N

1

xβ

2
3

α

4
Evaluation
Evidence

the Health Minister state that.
They sometimes need the donation of organs such as bone, skin and organ that
they need to completely their body.

1
+2

their organ can use for donate to other people
and victims’ families give permission

+3

S

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

However, the people [[who accidents [[that cannot save or live]]]], <<cl. 2>> if
their organs saved

or nobody ^DOES^ not want to take the body victim’s.

O
P
Q
R

hyp/verbal
projection

As we know, [[in Malaysian, many fatal accidents occurring in the country every
year]],

M
Suggestion

ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin

But, society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
Human Tissues Act 1974 allows for the research purposes.
Removal or cadaveric tissues is allowed under two circumstances, namely: *First,
at the express request of the donor.
The request may be given at anytime in writing
or may be stated orally during the diseased’s last illness in the presence of two
witnesses; and *Second, in the absence of objection from the diseased and with
the consent in the next-of-kin.
The person responsible for the body should take all reasonable steps

ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin
ext/para/
altern.

ext/para/
altern.

α

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to find
3
4

xβ

1
+2

if the deceased had any objection
and obtain consent from the next-of-kin.

Argument 3
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ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin

Point

T

1
2

α
xβ

3
Elaboration
Description
Suggestion
Consequence

Finally, organ donation should be encouraged
1
+2

and give a new life to other people, like OKU.

U
V
W
X
Y

1
2

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

because it can save
ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin

In Malaysians, sometimes we see many baby or old people [[not very lucky in
their life]].
For example, old people that need just one kidney to continue their live.
Why not we donate our kidney, or any organ to them?
It is possible to live with just one kidney.
It might be can give a spirit and confidential to they

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

*^TO^ continued their life every day.
Reinforcement
+
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation

Z
AA
AB

1
2

α
‘β

3

In a conclusion, a change in mindset is very much needed.
Society should think positive about the organ donation surgery.
With this change in mindset ,it is hoped
α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

to save the lives of others’ after death
4
Summary

AC

1

+β

rather than letting organs go to waste.

xβ
If organ donation be encouraged among Malaysians,

2
3

α

1
+2

it can help to people [[who need organs donation]],
Ø can save ^OTHER PEOPLE^

4

+3
and Ø give a new life to other people in the future,

5

+4

and Malaysia also will ^HAVE^ enough the donor organs.
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ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin
(ellipsed
subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin(ellipse
d subj and fin)
ext/para/add./po
sitive/fin

MGE17
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

1

xβ

E

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

1

3

+2

4

+3

the increasing demand for organ transplant but with little supply have proves to
be the problem,
and it can saves lives of others.

Argument 1
Point

F

One of the main reasons [[why we need to encourage Malaysians to donate their
organs]] is because [[it can treat many serious diseases]].

Elaboration
Evidence

G

Evaluation

H

The transplantation involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues
with healthy ones from donors (Chua, 2004).
Sure, many people would doubt of donating organ transplant

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because they would feel
3
I

1
2

‘β
1
+2

hyp/mental
projection

that it is dangerous procedure.
The surgeon technically dissects your body
and Ø takes out an organ to be transplanted to other human body.

Evaluation

Deduction

J

K

Projection

it is a sign [[to encourage the Malaysian citizens to consider of doing organ
donations]].
With technology advancement and our country’s own Act, we surely have no
problems [[in carring out organ transplant procedure]].
Organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians
because organ transplant can treat serious and life-threatening diseases,

Description

Enhancement

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

As our ministry of health is reviewing our Country’s Human Tissue Act 1974,

D
Thesis

Extension

With technological advancement nowadays, there are many ways [[to save the
life of people]].
One of the rapid advancements [[that we can be proud of]] is the existence of
organ transplant technology.

B
C

Elaboration

1
2

α
xβ

1

α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

All this donors can be washed away
because with the help of technology advancement and the availability of antirejection drugs, the success of organ transplantation is proven.
Therefore, Malaysia must increase the number of donors

336

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

2

xβ

3

1
+2

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø treat many diseases.
Argument 2
Point : Evidence
Elaboration
Evidence

L

M

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because with the technology advancement [[that we have]], we can save many
lives

Besides that, we need to encourage organ donations among Malaysians due to
the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplant
[[which is increasing throughout the world]] (Annie, 2008).
1
2

α
xβ

The shortages of organ supplier proves to be a problem
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/
non-fin

in fulfilling the requirement of the number of organs needed.
Consequence

N
O

Deduction

P
Q

1

α

2

xβ

With little number of organ donors, there are many unfortunate donors [[that did
not receive healthy organs from anyone]].
This will result in increasing number of death due to prolonged untreated
diseases.
Many lives [[that can be saved]] will just go to wastes.
Therefore, we need to encourage Malaysians to do organ donations
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help increase the number of donors.
Argument 3
Point

R

1
2

α
xβ

Finally, organ donations should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it can save the lives of others,
3
Elaboration
Evaluation

Consequence
Reinforcement
+
Recommendation
Suggestion
Evaluation

S

1
2

we need to change the mindset of Malaysians [[that donating organs can
actually help many people even after our own death]].
1
+2

T
U
V
W

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

There are many accidents [[occur in the country every year]]
and the number of organs [[saved for donation]] is far from par.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

This is due to objections from victim’s families.
As a result, many healthy organs [[that can be saved]] will just go to waste.

1

α

2

xβ

In conclusion, we should encourage organ donations among Malaysians.
With technological advancements [[that we have nowadays]], it would be a
waste
if the technology is not being put to use.

337

enh/hyp/cause-

cond/cond./
positive/fin
Summary

Evaluation

X

Y

1

1

2

+2

3

+3

1

xβ

Among the benefits [[that we get from encouraging organ donations]] is [[the
we can treat many serious and life threatening diseases]],
reduce the disparity between the supplier and the people [[who needs the
organ]]
and saves many lives.
As we put the effort to inspire Malaysian citizen [[to practice organ donations]],

2

α

many more lives will be saved.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

MGE18
Functional Stages

Complex
A

Identification

B

C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
“β

3
D

Ranking clause

α

2

xβ

Extension

1

hyp/verbal
projection

that more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donor are lost.

E

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence

+

Description

1
2

1
+2

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

Hence, the activity of donating organ to the needy ones among Malaysian citizens
should be highly encouraged

3

+3

The benefit of donating organs to the needy one among Malaysians could
eventually save more lives.

G

This is because, live donor as well as cadaveric donor [[which means the dead’s
one]] supply the organs for transplantation for the people [[who need them]]
(Chua, 2004).
The donors can be ranging from parents, siblings, close relatives, spouses and very
close friends [[who have the relations to the recipient]].
The most needed organs such as the kidneys, heart, liver and corneas could be
obtained from the live donor.
While for certain tissues, such as bone marrow, skin and blood, those could be
obtained from both live and dead donor.
As for dead donor, the donation of transplantable tissues should meet certain
criterias under the law of Human Tissues Act 1974, (Chua, 2004).

H

J
+

as well as changing the general thinking of the people regarding organ donations.

F

I

Evaluation
Evidence
Argument 2
Point

The donation of organs could save more lives out there,
decrease the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ
transplant

K
L

1

xβ

2

α

A part from that, by encouraging the donation of organs among Malaysians,
it could decrease the disparity between the supply of organs and the need for organ

339

Projection

hyp/verbal
projection

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as this brave move would bring numerous benefits to the others.
Thesis

Enhancement

Nowadays the number of people out there [[in needing for organs transplant]] are
increasing at a steep rate.
In Malaysia, it is said
that the current demand for various types of organs such as the kidneys, hearts,
corneas and liver almost reach the number of 1200,450,450 and 200 respectively
(Annie,2008).
Annie (2008), stated
+2

1

Elaboration

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

transplant, (Annie, 2008).
Elaboration
Evaluation

M

1

α

2

xβ

The difference in the number of people in needing for organs transplant from that
of the number of donors could be lower the rate
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

as the society should feel proud and helpful
3

xβ
by encouraging others to donate their organs.

N

Suggestion

O

1
2

α
xβ

1

xβ

It is also as a form of noble sacrifice
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save and share happy living with the others [[who are in great
suffering]].
By encouraging the citizens

2
Consequence

P

α

they will put it aside about the distance among people and the fear of not
becoming a part of the other world after death take place.

1
xβ
2

α

3

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Besides, by decreasing the disparity between the two groups,
α

it could eventually raise the spirits between them, hence catalyst towards a more
harmonic communities in the future,

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/non-fin

thus securing a healthier life style.
Argument 3
Point

Q

1

1

2

+2

Finally, the encouragement to the Malaysian citizen to donate their organs will
help them to change
and Ø improve upon their general thinking and mindset regarding organ donation
(Annie, 2008).

Elaboration
Evaluation

Suggestion

R

S

1

xβ

2

α

1
2

α
xβ

By this, the people will have better thought an donating organs

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

they will feel the joy of helping others [[that are in need]], such as the organ
transplant recipient.
Many steps could be done
in order to raise people awareness as well as mindset.

T

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

Therefore, one of the way is [[by helding public forum regarding this issue]].
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enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

U
V

The issue of donation of organ should be open and debate on.
1

1

2

+2

These people ranging from all level of lives will watch
α
and Ø absorb the knowledge gathered

3
Deduction

W
X

1
2

xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

* once they see the forum.
Hence, this will make them to re-think of the issue.
It would also attract the attention of the other organ pledgers,

1
x2

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

hence, the number of organ in demand could be compensated.
Consequence

Y

1

α

2

xβ

Therefore, donating organs will become major practices among Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of others
3

+β

1
instead of letting their organ unused

4
Reinforcement
Summary

Z

+2

1

α

2

xβ

and Ø deteriorate just like that.

ext/hyp/vary
./replacive/
non-fin
ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

In conclusion, the encouragement among the nation upon donating of organs to the
one [[who need them]] is rightful act,
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as it could save more lives,
3

+2
lower down the rate of disparity between the organ transplant and the organs being
supplicant

4

+3
and also is able to change the general thinking and mindset of the people
regarding this issue of organ donation.

Evaluation

AA

1

1

2

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

They are now becoming more brave
α
and Ø have high willingness to donate their organs
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed

subj and fin)
3

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it is an honourable act to be done
4

+2

5

+3

as well as it can help others
and Ø free them off from despair and sufferings.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

MGE19
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

C
D

Extension

1

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

Argument 1
Point

E

2
3

xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1
+2

as it can save others’ lives, the increasing needs for organ donation
and to reduce human trafficking problem.

F

Evidence

G

Deduction
Argument 2
Point

Elaboration
Evidence

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1

α

2

xβ

H
I

J

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Organ transplantation is proven to be successful as a treatment for serious and
fatal diseases.
Those [[who are suffering from various organ failures]] can be saved
by replacing the defective organs with the healthy ones from donors
(Chua,2004).
This will help them to continue their life as healthy as usual.

Deduction

L

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Other than that, it is important to encourage people to donate their organs
as there is an increasing needs in organ donation for organ transplantation
surgery.

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Our nation will need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200
livers a year
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save patients’ lives (Annie,2008).
K

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Firstly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
as can save others’ lives.

Elaboration
Evaluation

Enhancement

The development of organ transplantation technology is one of the great
achievements in the world of medics nowadays.
However, several problems have arisen in connection with organ
transplantation.
For instance, public understanding about organ donation is still low.

B

Thesis

Elaboration

However, since the 1970s, only 215 people have donated their organs with 128
kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves, 143 corneas were
harvested (Annie,2008).
Thus, there is still a big gap between the need for organ transplants and the
supply of the organs.
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Projection

Argument 3
Point

M

1
2

α
xβ

Lastly, Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to reduce human trafficking problem.
Elaboration
Evidence

N

1
2

α
xβ

Currently, there is no legislation in our country
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to regulate the removal of organs from live donors (Chua, 2004).
Deduction

O

1
2

α
xβ

Thus, human trafficking will become a major source of organs
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since it involves a big sum of money for the donors.
Evidence
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary

P
+

Q

According to Chua (2004) it is unethical to have payments involved in the
procurement of the organs as well as commercial transactions of organs.
1

α

2

xβ

3
Evaluation

41

R

In conclusion, it is important for us to contemplate on the ways [[to encourage
Malaysians to donate their organ]]
1
+2

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since organ donation can save others’ lives, the increasing needs for organ
donation
and to reduce human trafficking problems.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Many people are suffering from life-threatening diseases
they still waiting for a generous individual to become a donor 41
and save their lives.

cf. MGE3

344

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

MGE20
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

α
xβ

Ranking clause

Thesis

E

Descriptive report 1
General statement

F

Specification
Evaluation + Evidence

Evaluation

Consequence
Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation

G
H
I
J
K

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

Nowadays, there are few organs receive by the hospitals.
This is an unexpected decreasing number of people
because more than 100 000 people have registered and agree to give theirs organs
(Cruez, 2008).
The demand for this organ are increased throughout the year.
However, the hospitals cannot provide all the organs

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

since there are only a few organs received from pledger.

enh/hyp/cause-cond
/cause/reason/fin

This circumstance will cause the shortage of donation organs,
when there are a lot of people [[needed the donation organs]].

M
N

The world are changing from old version to the new version.
There are new advance technology are produced [[which is parraler with the
globalization of the world]].
Those days, there are only a few people [[who are willingness to donate their
organs]].
This is because, the transplantation method used was old technology and
traditional method.
However, the innovative and creative technology are already available nowadays.

Q

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

The first reason is shortage of available organs.

Secondly, rapidly advancement in transplant technology is the reason why
Malaysians are encouraged to donate their organs.

P

Enhancement

Statistics shows [[that Malaysia needs about 1,200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas
and 200 livers a year to save || and protect people [[who are suffering from organ
failure]]]] (Cruez,2008).
Therefore, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians due to a
lot of reasons [[that will make these people smile]].

L

O

Extension

In this globalization of the world, the number of people living in the world are
increasing through out the year.
However, there are many people are suffering from various organ failures.
These people need the donation organ
to replace with their failure organ to stay alive.

D

Elabo
-ration

345

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

Projection

Evidence + Evaluation

R
S

The transplant technology are more easier and effective.
These will lead the government to improve Human Tissues Act 1974 and the
Guidelines on.
Organ Transplantation from pledger will boost the new era of organ
transplantation in this country (Chua, 2004).
That is why Malaysians are encouraged to donate their organs.

T
Deduction
Argument 2
Point
Elaboration
Suggestion

U
V

W
X
Y

1
2

1
2

α
+β

α
‘β

3

Finally, Malaysians can save more benefits from organ donation,
ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

instead of save the other’s live.
Malaysian should change their mindset toward the transplantation of the organ.
They should have positive thinking about the transplantation.
They should aware
α

hyp/mental
projection

that a lot of people needs their kindness to donate their organs

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to stay alive.
Deduction

Z

1
2

α
‘β

3
Evaluation

AA

Reinforcement
Evaluation

AB

Recommendation

AC
AD

Evaluation
Summary

AE
AF

With this change in perception, it is hoped
α
+β

1

xβ

2
3

α

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that Malaysians are sympathy to save the other’s live after death
rather than letting their organs unuseful (Cruez,2008).

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

By saving the other’s live,
1
+2

pledger had doing some kind of good in their live in advertantly,
* their noble intentions will be honoured.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

In conclusion, Malaysians should realize that living in this world are only for a
while.
One day, we will stop doing our routine because of dead.
It is legal for Malaysians to show their kindness
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by donate their organs to people in need.
Perhaps, the people who are received their organ will help their organ next of kin.
Therefore, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to increase the number of organ donation
3

+2

and help people [[who are suffering from the organ failure]].
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Appendix D3- LGE Mapping Analysis between Schematic Structure and Taxis and Logico-Semantic
LGE1
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.

Taxis

Text
Organ donation is the one of good ways for serious and life-threatening
diseases [[which has proven to be successful]].
It is also involves the replacement process from person to another
person.
According to C. F. Annie (2008), more than 100,000 people have
pledged to donate their organs,
but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

B
C

Thesis

D

1

1

2

+2

1

1

2

=2

1

3

Descriptive report 1
General statement

E

Specification
Evaluation
Deduction

F
G

H

Evidence

I
J

Elaboration

α
xβ

There are many ways [[to encourage among Malaysians on organ
donation]]
such as donate his organs

Extension

Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
elab./para/
exempli.

when he dies,

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./ point/fin

4

+2

doing a public forum

5

+3

and no payments are involved in the procurement of the organ.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

First and foremost, Malaysians are now very open and very
forthcoming about donating organs, including the Malays.
1
2

xβ

3
1

α
α

2

xβ

1
+2

That is means [[they have concern the benefits of organ donation]].
So, to encourage the Malaysians
and gives them awareness about this issue
they must pledge to donate their organs.
The organ pledger should inform his family of his pledge to donate his
organ,
when he dies.
Since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86
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ext/para/add./ enh/hyp/causepositive/fin
cond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./ point/fin

Projection

Deduction
Argument 1
Point

heart valves, 143 corneas, as well as skin and bones.
So, Malaysians have to donate his organs to people who need it.

K
L

1

xβ

2

α

3

α
xβ

4

Elaboration
Evaluation

M

xβ
α

5

to discuss this issue
α
=β

1
2

xβ

3

α

1
+2

because it is sensitive especially our country,
Malaysia being a multiracial country.
By doing a public forum
and discuss in proper way,

O

Descriptive report 2
General statement

P

Another good way[[ to encourage among Malaysians donate his
organ]] is [[ensure [[that no payments are involved in the procurement
of the organ]]]].

Elaboration
Evaluation

Q

It is [[because some of the ethical problems [[that need to be solved for
live donation]] are questions of consent]].
There is a need to know [[whether the organs are given freely and not
under duress || and whether the risks are explained to the donor.]]
So, if they got know all the things more details,

R
1

xβ

2
3

α

4

ela/hyp/nonfin
ext/para/add./ enh/hyp /manner
positive/fin
/means/non-fin

Consequence

S

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

it definitely can help to ensure [[that Malaysians will be more serious
in organ donation]].
According to New Straits Times (2008) society needs to view organ
donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
From the good changes in mindset, it is hoped [[that organ donation
will be more effective ||and become the custom for Malaysians [[to
save the lives of others after death || rather than letting their organs go
to waste]]]].

N

Deduction

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

Secondly, to encourage among Malaysians concern about the important
of organ donation,
we can doing a public forum [[which is necessary among Malaysians]]

1
+2

they will not ^BE^ scare [[to donate his organs]]
and the people [[who really needs the organ]] will gets the benefits

+3

and Ø can save their life from any serious or life-threatening diseases.
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enh/hyp /causecond./cond./
positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

(ellipsed
subj and fin)
Evaluation

T

Reinforcement
Evaluation

U

The Ministry of health is also in the process of developing guideline on
organ donation and transplantation from living donors.
1
2

α
xβ

3

α
1
+2

4

Evaluation

X

rather than letting their organs go to waste.
xβ

V
W

and it also can save the lives of others after death

+β

5

Evidence

α

1

α

2

xβ

1

As a conclusion, organ donation have benefited to Malaysians
because << cl. 5>> many peoples in Malaysia can be saved suffering
from any diseases

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Rapid advancements in transplant technology over the years have made
shortcomings in our Human Tissues Act 1974 because more evident.
Accordingly, the ministry of Health is now in the final stage of
reviewing the Act
to address the weaknesses

+2

and bring it up-to-date

4

+3

and improving the weaknesses.

3

α
xβ

1
+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/hyp/vary.
/replacive

<<by doing this way>>,

3

1
2

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

As a result, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
because Ø bring a lots of benefits
and can saving lives, by one pledge at a time.
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enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

LGE2
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

B
C

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description

Clause
No.
1

Taxis
1

2

+2

1
2

α
xβ

Specification
Evaluation
Descriptive
argument 2
General statement

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Many people in Malaysia wants to donate their organs to those people illness
and Ø wants to the organ stay live.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

D
E

But due to a lack of awareness, many of potential donors are lost.
Organ donors is very important
because it can help people [[who wants the organs like eye, pancreas, liver, kidneys
and hearts]].
Beside that, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysia.
Here, have a general steps for make people wants to donate their organs

F

The family who have a death relatives or anyone was died, the organ can be donate.

G
H
I
J

It is call cadaveric organ donation.
Cadaveric organ donation is the donation of organ after the death of an individual.
This would provide organs and tissues for all types of transplantations.
Organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening diseases,
which has proven to be successful.
The organ pledger who want to donate organ must inform their family when he dies.

K
Descriptive
argument 1
General statement

Ranking clause

* The media or television must shows to people about positive manner
L

M

N

1
2

1
+2

3

+3

1
2

1
+2

Asking people to consider organ donation is already a difficult task
and therefore, it should not compete with false and outrageous donation stories.

1
2

α
xβ

A minister must organize a campaign,
for this because it can open people’s eye the importants of organ donors.

but only a few television shows or movies potray transplantation in a positive
manner
and even fewer of these bother to give an accurate description of the process of
procurement and surgery.
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ext/para/
advers./fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/

Projection

reason/fin
Specification
Description

Evaluation
Reinforcement
Evaluation

Deduction

Recommendation
Evaluation

O

P

Q

R

S
T
U

1

1

2

+2

With this campaign, organiser can make activities [[that participating many people
like blood donor]]
and Ø tell them about the important of organ donors.

1
2

1
+2

It can make people understand and start to donor organs
and it can be used by people [[who wants the organ to stay alive]].

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, many good thing can get
if we donate organs to people [[was sick]]

1

1

2

+2

and their life was happy.

α
‘β

So, we must change mindset very much.
Society needs to view organ donations as a standard aspect of patient care.
With this change, it is hope
that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians

1
2
3
4

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./
positive/fin
enh/hyp /causecond./cond./
positive/fin

We can save their life

α
xβ

α
+β

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

hyp/mental
projection

to save the lives of others after death

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

rather than letting their organs go to waste.
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ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

LGE3
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.

B
C
D

1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

E

So, Malaysians should know [[who can donate the organs and the steps [[that can encourage
Malaysians about organ donation]]]].

Descriptive report 1
General statement

F

Based on Article 1: The Ethics and Law on Organ Transplantation in Malaysia (Chua Jui
Meng, NCD Malaysia 20004, Volume 3m No. 1), the person [[who can donate organs]] are
either a living person, the live donor or a dead person, the cadaveric donor.

Specification
Description

G

Live donors can only be donated kidney, parts of the liver and certain tissues such as bone
marrow, skin and blood.
For live donors, “live-related donors” is the donors [[that can be parents, siblings, spouses
and very close friends [[who are “emotionally related” to the recipients]]]].
Meanwhile the donation of organs after the death of an individual is cadaveric organ
donation.
This donation can provide organs and tissues for all types of transplantations [[being
performed in the country]].

I
J
Descriptive report 2
General statement

K

Extension

[[Donating deused and defective organs and tissues with healthy ones from donors]] is
organ donation.
Kidneys, heart, eyes, lung and pancreas are the commonly donated organs.
Meanwhile liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves are transplantable tissues [[that can be
donated]].
α Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
xβ
as now it has proven to be successful.

Thesis

H

Elaboration

enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

The step [[that can encourages Malaysians about organ donation]] is holding a public forum
[[based on Article 2:Saving Lives, One Pledge At A Time,]]

Description
L

1
2

Deduction

M
N

1
2
1

1 In public forum, the public can discuss the issue on organ donation with the professional
panels
+2
and it may can help the public to more understand about the organ donation.
1 Not only ensure [[that an organ pledger’s which is fulfilled
+2
but will also increase this number of pledgers and organ donations among non-pledgers.
1 So, it changes the mindset of public
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Enhancement

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Projection

2

+2
and Ø encourages Malaysians about the organ donation.

Descriptive report 3
General statement

O

Specification
Description

P

Example
Deduction

Reinforcement
Recommendation

Q
R

S
T

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

Not only that, the other step [[that can encourages Malaysians about organ donation]] is
[[most of television shows or movies must potray transplantation in a positive manner ||and
give an accurate description of the process of surgery]].
1
2
1
2

1 So it can develop a positive impressions among the Malaysians
+2 and they can watch the real action and information from televisions with briefly description.
For example, National Geographic shows the organ surgery from hospitals.
α This step can overcome the problem
xβ due to a constant barrage of negative and fallacious stories about organ donation based on
Article 2: Saving Lives, One Pledge At A Time, (Annie Freeda Cruez, New Straits Times, 2
June 2008).
In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
It is hoped [[that donating organs will become the custom for them || to save the lives of
others after death || rather than letting their organs to go waste with this change in mindset]].
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/reason/fin

LGE4
Functional Stages

Complex
A

Identification

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α
+β

but due to a lack of awareness, many of these potential donors are lost.

D
1
2

α
xβ

1

+2
besides Ø can save the lives of others,

4

+3

5

+4

it ^IS^ also a noble intention
and Ø increase confidential among Malaysians.

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evidence
Evaluation

F

+

G

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

The first factor [[that need be consider why organ donation should be encourage
among Malaysia]] is the increase in number of patients in need of organ transplants,
together with the scarcity of available organs.
1

α

2

“β

3

Freeda Cruez. A (2008) state
α

that the nation need about 1,200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers a
year

xβ

hyp/verbal
projection
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

to save patients lives.
H

Projection

ext/para/add.
/advers./ fin

to prevent problem lack of awareness [[which lead many potential donors are lost]],
3

Enhancement

The commonly ‘transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas
while transplantable tissues are liver, bone marrow, skin and heart valves.
Organs for transplantation can come from a living person or a dead person (Meng,
2004).
There are several factor [[why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians]].
This include the increased number of patient [[need of organ transplants]],

C

E

Extension

According to Freeda Cruez. A (2008), more than 100,000 people have pledged to
donate their organs,

B

Thesis

Elaboration

Every year the number of fatal accidents occurring in this country also was reported.
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I

1

α

2

xβ

Many patient need organ donation
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin
enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fi
n

to continuous their life normally after accidents.
Argument 2
Elaboration
Evidence

J

1
2
3

xβ
α

4

1
+2

According to Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, the chairman of the Health Ministry’s public
education sub-committee on organ donation, when the pledger is certified brain dead
and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,
they refuse

+3
and Ø accuse the doctors and nurses of being heartless at their time of mourning,
[[retrieved by Freeda Cruez .A (2008)]].

Evaluation

K

Point

L

Deduction

M

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

This happen
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/non-fin

because lack of awareness of people [[who have pledged to donate their organs]] to
inform they family about the donation.
This is the second factor and reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysia]].

1

xβ

enh/hyp/temp/
simult./point/fi
n

When Malaysians was encouraged about organ donation
N
O

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description
Evidence

+

α

1
2

1
+2

it automatically will help to solve this problem.
The donator will not scare to inform their family about their organ donation.
His family also will accept his decision
and the problem [[doctors cannot harvest them or take his tissues and bones without
the consent of his family or next of kin]] will not happen again.

P

Next is, to increase and give more confidential among the Malaysians about organ
donation.

Q

This is because organ donation rates are low due to constant barrage of negative and
fallacious stories about organ donation, (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
According to Freeda Cruez. A (2008), only few television shows or movies portray
transplantation in a positive manner
and even fewer of these ^ARE^ bother to give an accurate description of the process
of procurement and surgery.
All this may develop a negative impression [[that organ donation is potentially
harmful]].

R

Deduction

2

S

1

1

2

+2
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ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

T

Descriptive report 2
General statement

U

Specification
Description

V

Evidence

W

1

xβ

2

α

So42, to increase confidential among Malaysians
organ donation should be encourage in our country.
Last but not least organ donation is noble intentions.

1
2

1
+2

In recent cases, most of the organ donors were Malays

1
2

α
“β

Freeda Cruez, A (2008) also stated

and many benefited from organs donated (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

Y

Evaluation

Z

hyp/verbal
projection

since the 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs.

X
Deduction

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

It included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart, 143 corneas as well
as skin and bones.
With this donation of organ it can save many patient live.
1

+β
Rather than letting their organs go to waste,

2

α

3

α
xβ

ext/hyp/
vary./
replacive

many Malaysians will willing to donating their organs
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
purpose/nonfin

to save the live of others after death
4
Deduction

Reinforcement
Summary

AA

AB

xβ

1

1

2

+2

1

α

2

xβ

3

when our country encourage organ donation.
This will change the mindset
and ^WILL^ willing to donating their organ.
As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

1

to solve problem, [[lost of donors because of lack awareness,]]

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub

increasing number of patient,

42

ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin

Misuse of conjunction
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4

+3

5

+4

and it is a noble intention
and Ø will increase confidential among Malaysians.
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and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/ fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)

LGE5
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

1
+2

D

F
G

1

1

2

+2

H
I

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

J
Descriptive
argument 1
Suggestion

K

Elaboration

Extension

Organ donation is not a something new in Malaysia.
A few years ago, surgeons have successfully transplanted a part of liver of a man
into a boy [[which suffered from a liver disease]].
Transplant is an action of taking an organ or skin from one person
and put it into or onto another (Oxford, 2005).

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

More than 100,000 people have pledged to do organ donation
but due to a lack of awareness, many of them are lost (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

ext/para/add.
/advers./fin

Apart from this, organ donation rates are low due to the constant barrage of
negative and also wrong idea about organ donation.
[[Asking people to consider organ donation]] is already a hard task
and thus, it should not compete with wrong and unacceptable organ donation
stories (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
According to the Health Minister, “it was disheartening [[that despite many fatal
accidents occurring in the country every year, || the number of organs [[saved for
donation]] was negligible due to the objections from their families” (p.7).]]

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

since the organ donation rates are low among Malaysian citizens.
Elaboration
Evaluation

L

Evidence

M

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Enhancement

There are few organs [[that commonly transplanted such as kidneys, heart, eyes,
and lungs]].
There are also some transplantable tissues such as liver, bone marrow, skin and
heart valves.
Organ donator can come from either a living person or a dead person.

E
Identification

Ranking clause

1
2

1
+2

Malaysians are now very open and very forthcoming about organ donation,
including the Malays.
In recent cases, most of the organ donors were come from Malay people
and many benefited from the organs donated (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

N

Donors can be parents, siblings or close relatives [[who are genetically related to
the recipients]] (Chua, 2004).

O

The way [[to encourage the Malaysian people about organ donation]] is [[by
having a public forum || to discuss about the issue.]]

358

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Projection

Specification
Evaluation
Evidence

+

P
Q

This will be definitely help.
1
2

1
+2

α

This will not only to make sure [[that an organ pledger’s wish is fulfilled]]
but Ø will also rise up the number of pledgers and organ donators among nonpledgers (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

R

This public forum will also help Malaysians to increase their awareness about
organ donation.
It is also help them to know about the ethics and law on organ transplantation in
Malaysia.
The amendments to the Human Tissues Act 1974 and the Guidelines on Organ
Transplantation from Live Donors will herald a new era of organ transplantation
in Malaysia (Chua, 2004).

S
T
Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Deduction
Evaluation
Evidence

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

U

Furthermore, society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient
care.

V
+

Thus, a change in mindset is very important.
W

1
2

α
‘β

3

With this change in mindset, it is hoped
α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /nonfin

to save the lives of people needed
4

+β
rather than letting their organs go to waste (Freeda Cruez, 2008).

X
Y
Reinforcement

Z

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
xβ

People around also have to stop spreading the wrong idea about organ donation.
[[Asking people to consider organ donation]] is a hard task
and therefore, it should not compete with false and very shocking organ donation
stories (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
In conclusion, organ donation is very important

AA
AB

/

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose /nonfin

in order to save someone’s life.
Recommendation

ext/vary
/replacive
non-fin

Malaysian people and society should increase their awareness about organ
donation.
Better late than never.
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LGE6
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
1
=2

B
C
Thesis

Descriptive
Argument 1
Reiteration
thesis

1

Enhancement

Organ is a very important for the human [[to live]]
43

such the heart are the important organ for human.

ela/para/
exempli

Firstly, the organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysian

Elaboration
Evaluation

F

Deduction

G
H
I

43

Extension

α

of
2

Descriptive
Argument 2
Reiteration
thesis

Elaboration

The organ that can be donated and common to donater such as kidney and heart.
The commonly transplanted organs such as kidney, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas
(Chua, 2004).
The rate of organ donation among Malaysians should be encourage in several way
[[such as firstly, upgrade the awareness of demand the organs nowadays is very
high, ||secondly, do the campaign || to discuss the issue of organ donation ||and
thirdly, encourage Malaysians to more sensitive about died [[that because by no
transplant organ can be proceed]]]].

D

E

Ranking clause

J
of

Elaboration
Evaluation

K

Deduction

L

xβ

with upgrade the awareness of demand the organs nowadays [[is very high]].
The increasing of organ transplants demand through the world disparity between the
supply of organs (Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Because of this, the Malaysians have to become more sensitive [[to help the society
[[this is suffer in their disease [[that actually can be cure with do the organ
transplant]]]].
That is [[because the Malaysians have to donate their organ especially || when died]].
The Malaysians also have to know [[that donate the organ have many benefits to us
[[such as can safe our family members life]]]].
Another than that, [[do the campaingn to discuss the issue of organ donation]] also
can encourage the Malaysians donate the organ.

[[Attendent the campaingn such public forum]] is very effective in dealing with the
issue of organ donation.
This is [[because the campaingn such as public forum can be change the Malaysians

There is conjunction/punctuation mark to indicate the paratactic relation; however, the semantic meaning shows such a relation.

360

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

Projection

Evidence
Evaluation

+

M

Descriptive report
1
General statement

N

Specification
Description

O

Deduction
Suggestion

P
Q

|| and mindset regarding the organ donation [[that can develop a negative impression
about organ donation is very harmful procedure]]]].
Issue of the organ donation will effective with public forum discuss (Freeda Cruez,
2008).
Encourage Malaysians to more sensitive about died [[that cause no organ donation to
transplant]].
1
2

‘β
α

1

xβ

hyp/mental
projection

As we know
the demand for the organ transplant is very high than the donation.
This is because [[Malaysians not sensitive || and just ignore of this issue]].
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

To encourage that Malaysian for to be more sensitive
2
Evaluation

R

Deduction

S

Evidence

T

Reinforcement
Evaluation

U

44

α

with introduce more the patient in media massa or electronic to public [[that have
many people that suffer in the disease]].
Apart from that, the Malaysians also have a negative thought about the organ
donating.
This is happen because influence of fallacious stories about organ donation.
According to Freeda Cruez, 2008 just several televisions shows the portray
transplantation in right way manner.

1

α

2

xβ

In conclusion, the organ donation should be increase among Malaysians for the
various benefits [[that can not be reply with others thing]]
enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
reason/fin

because donating the organ is very valuable.
Summary

V

1
2
3

α
=β

There are several way [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]]
such as upgrade the awareness of demand the organs [[that nowadays is very high
demand]],

1
+2

4

α

ela/para/exe
mpli.
ext/para/add.
/ positive

do the campaingn

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond./cause/
purpose/non-fin

to discuss the issue of organ donation,
5

44

+3

and encourage Malaysians to become sensitive about died [[that cause no organ
donation to transplant]].

Wrong use of preposition indicated by influence of mother tongue where with and by tend to be used interchangeably carrying the same meaning

361

ext/para/add.
/ positive

Evaluation

W

1
2

α
xβ

Organ donation can priority for the future
if the organ donation is not be a true organ donation.

362

enh/hyp/causecond./cond/
positive/fin

LGE7
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

xβ
to stay healthy.

C
D

It is cause from the environment of todays life.
From this, the medical technology have overcome this problem by organ
donation as alternative.
They can also use the organ from living donor and the cadaveric donor [[which is
the dead person]].

E
Thesis

F

Descriptive report 1
General statement

G

Specification
Description

H

1

1

2

+2

Today, the Malaysians have no intention or awareness of this organ donation
programme
and Ø should be encouraged [[which it is a form of treatment, || ^IT IS^ an
important source for transplantation || and the role of Malaysians being a
multiracial country]].

1

α

2

“β

hyp/verbal
projection

It is said
α

1 that the organs [[that donated by the donor]] can save people life
+2
and Ø ^CAN^ cure the infected organ from the recipient.

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

It is also good to donated the organ
because people’s body will generate better system from the body.

J

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

Organ donation is considered as a form of treatment for serious and lifethreatening diseases.

3

I

Projection

In this new era, people have a weak body from time to time.
They need an organ transplant
to change the weak organ in their

3

Enhancement

Moreover, in person’s body there are many parts [[that we can donate such as
pancreas, lung, heart, kidney and any ( Jui Meng, 2004)]].

363

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description

K
L

1

α

2

xβ

Furthermore, organ donation is an important source for transplantation in human
body.
A legal permission [[approved by government]] always make a campaign or
programme for those [[who wish to donate their organs]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that Ø will help others [[who need it]].
M

1
2

α
xβ

They will collect the organ
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there are request for it.
N

O

1
2
1
2

α
xβ
1
+2

The organ will supply life for other
45

For some reason, the donor will be explained about the condition
α

P
Argument 1
Point

Q

R

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and ensure [[that no payments are involved during the obtaining of the organs]].
This is because [[we have to permission from the donor || before obtaining the
organ|| to ensure || that the request are not under duress]] (Jui Meng, 2004).

1
2

α
=β

3
Elaboration
Suggestion

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

as if there are donors [[who willing to give away their organ]].

1
2

Besides that, the Malaysians should be encouraged to donate their organ,
α
=β

α
xβ

ela/hyp/
finite
ela/hyp/nonfinite

which it is their role
as being a multiracial country.
The Malaysians should help each other

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to survive
3
Deduction

S

1

+2

and feeling harmony toward society and for the country.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

If the Malaysians do this,
2
3

45

α

1
+2

the new generation will also followed this great will
and Ø continued to improve themselves.

Mismatch of use conjunction, instead of if, as if was used.

364

ext/para/add.

/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)
T
Evaluation

U

This will also increased the donation of organ for supply in the future (Annie,
2008).
1

1

2

+2

In the future, the Malaysian will improve in life

and Ø bring the new era got better lives.
V

1

α

2

xβ

3
Recommendation

W

1
2

1

Organ donation after all is not harmful
enh/hyp/man./
comparison /fin

like the stories said
+2

α
xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

and it is a necessary to heard it from a very rightful authority such as
government.
In the mean time, try to encouraged future generation
to donate their organ for future living generation.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE8
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

C
1
2

α
xβ

α
xβ
to donate their organs to society.

Thesis

E

1

xβ
To curb this problem,

2

α

organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

Descriptive report 1
General statement

F

This problem is getting serious because of the dissimilarity between the supply of
organs and the need for organ transplants which is rising throughout the world
(Annie, 2008).

Specification
Description

G
H

The supply of organs [[that available in every country]] are not enough [[to save
patients’ live]].
In Malaysia, the number of people are getting higher over the years.

I

Proportional to this, number of patients [[who needs the organ]] also increase.

J

Because of lack of organs [[that available in our country]], the mortality rate will
rapidly increase.
Besides that, there are slightly low rate of organ donation in our country (Annie,
2008).

Deduction

Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description

Deduction

K

Enhancement

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

as there are not enough donors
3

Extension

Organ donation is a process of transferring our organ to a person [[who really need
it]].
First thing [[that will cross in our mind]] is, [[we ^ARE^ afraid to do so ||and Ø
think || this issue is not an important things]].
Do we know [[that, our country needs about 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450, 450
corneas and 200 livers annually || to save patients’ lives]]?
This issue was getting serious

B

D

Elaboration

L

Malaysians does not have a right information and proper explanation about organ
donation.

M

They just make their own assumption about organ donation.

N

Thus, they will afraid to do so.

366

Projection

Suggestion

O

1

α

2

xβ

Government should play their role
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to educate the society about organ donation
3
Descriptive report 3
General statement

P

Specification
Description

Q

+2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and to increase their awareness.
Last but not least, transplant technology in Malaysia have tremendous development
over the years (Chua, 2004)).

1
2

α
xβ

Ministry of Health, have evaluating the Act
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to observe the weaknesses
3
Deduction

+2

R
S

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and bring it up-to-date.
This is to ensure [[that, the future donor will feel save to undergo organ
transplantation]].
As a result, the number of volunteer donor will rise

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to donate their organs.
Reinforcement
Summary

T

U
Recommendation

V

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of
dissimilarity between the supply of organs and the need for organ transplants
[[which is rising throughout the world]] (Annie, 2008),
1
2

1
+2

1

1

2

+2

There are slightly low rate of organ donation in our country (Annie, 2008)
and transplant technology in Malaysia have tremendous development over the
years (Chua, 2004).
As a Malaysians, we should ^BE^ aware about this problem

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and Ø be a generous [[to help patients [[who really needs the organ]] ]].

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(elllipsed
subj and fin)

367

LGE9
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A
B
C46

D

Thesis

E

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

1

2

x2

3

x3

4

x4

and Ø accuse the doctors and nurses of being heartless at their time of
mourning.

1
2

α
‘β

Despite of that, society absolutely believe

1

α

2

xβ

they refuse

So, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
1
+2

4

+3

get support from family members
and make a public forum about this issue.
Firstly, transplantation of cadaveric organ usually used the Human Tissues
Act 1974 that almost identical to England’s Human Tissues Act 1961.

Specification
Description

G

It is allows for the removal of tissues from cadavers for therapeutic, medical
education and research purposes.
But, there is no clear legal authority in the country controlling the removal
of organs from live donors.
Apart from this, live donations are legally allowed

2

xβ
if there is valid consent obtained from the donor.

Suggestion

46

J

1

xβ

enh/hyp/manner/
means./non-fin

by bring the Human Tissues Act 1974 up-to-date,

F

α

Projection

hyp/mental
projection

that organ donation are not serious things.

3

1

Enhancement

enh/para/temp./
success./later
enh/para/temp./
success./later
enh/para/temp./
success./later

and his family members are approached by the hospital authorities,

Descriptive report 1
General statement

I

Extension

Nowadays, more than 100,000 people have pledged to donate their organs.
It involves replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with healthy
ones from donors.
According to Lee, when the pledger is certified brain dead

1

H

Elaboration

Therefore, to make organ donation should be encouraged among

cf. Halliday & Matthiessen 2004, p. 415- the rhetorical development of the text involves circumstantial relation of temporal sequence which is simply marked by and.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/cause-

Malaysians,
2

α

3

α
xβ

4
Deduction

K

Descriptive
argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

L

Elaboration
Evaluation

M

cond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Ministry of Health must play role
1

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by bring the Human Tissues Act 1974 up-to-date

+2

and ^BY^ address the weaknesses.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

It is to herald a new era of organ transplantation in Malaysia and process of
developing guidelines on organ donation.
1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

Secondly, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

by supported from family members.
It is important
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if the organ pledger wants to donate his organs
3

xβ

xβ
Ø will be honoured,

4

α

5
N

Deduction

Descriptive
argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

Elaboration
Evaluation

O

P

Q

1
+2

1

α

2

+β

1

1

2

+2

1

α

2

xβ

because <<cl. 3>> that can gain noble intentions
absolutely his family members were support him.
Moreover, give some belief to our family members or even our ‘loved ones’
[[that organ donation is a good thing [[that can help other people live]]]]
while his do something [[that can proud himself or even their family
members]].
So, his must make good decision
and gain family supported to make organ donation.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/hyp/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Lastly, [[make a public forum to discuss the issue on organ donation]] will
definitely help organ pledge
while it also should be encouraged among Malaysians.
Absolutely society were agree and support [[that organ donation is the good
things]].

369

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./extent/fin

Suggestion

R

Example

S

Deduction

T

1

α

2

‘β

3

It is [[because by make a public forum, everybody can speak about their
decision or opinion]].
For example, organ donation will increase the number of pledgers and
organ donations among non-pledgers.
In spite of that, society absolutely view
1
+2

α
and Ø changed their mindset [[that donating organs will become the
custom for Malaysians]]

4

hyp/mental
projection

* that organ donation ^IS^ as a standard aspects of patient care

xβ

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of others after death
5

+β
rather than letting their organs go to waste.

Reinforcement
Summary

U

Evaluation

V

In conclusion, [[by bring the Act of Human Tissues 1974 up-to-date, gain
supported by family members, and always support public forum about this
issue]] should be encouraged among Malaysians about organ donations.
Fulfilled pledge and good ethics about organ donation also can perfect and
believe all people in the country.

370

ext/hyp/vary
/replacive/
non-fin

LGE10
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis

Complex
A
B
C
D
E

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Malaysia is a multiracial country that lives in harmony and peacefully.
This unique has made this country a beautiful place to live.
The success [[that has been achieved from year to year by this country]] has
made it become a role model to other countries.
Malaysia can also become a role model in organ donation.
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

To make this become reality,
2

α

organ donation should be encouraged among the Malaysian citizen.

Argument 1
Point

F

The first reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians]] is transplants technology advancements.

Elaboration
Evaluation

G

The rapid advancements in the technology [[followed by the advancement in
surgical procedures]] have made the process of organ transplantation to be
successful.
Our country have all the equipments [[that is needed]]

H

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to done the surgery.

Deduction

I
J

We have also lots of mastered doctors [[that can do the treatment successfully]].
These will convince the Malaysians [[to do the organ donation]] (Jui Meng,
2004).

Descriptive
Argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

K

Another reason is [[the number of patients in need of organ transplants are
increasing year by year]].

Elaboration
Description

L
M

1

α

2

xβ

The patients are suffering from various organ failure states
Lots of transplanted organs are needed
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to save their live.
N
Evaluation

O

Enhancement

1
2

1
+2

Some of the organs for transplantation are heart, eyes, lungs,
and the most popular organs for commercial transactions is the kidneys.
One of the reasons [[why the kidneys is the most popular]] because the
increasing demand of it.

371

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Projection

Deduction

P

This shows [[that the Malaysians should be encouraged to do the organ
donation]]. (Jui Meng, 2004; Freeda Cruez, 2008).

Descriptive report 1
General statement

Q

Malaysia is one of the best country in road building.

Specification
Evaluation

Suggestion

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
negative/fin

Althought our country have good road [[to drive our vehicles]],
R

S

1
2

xβ
α

1
2

α
xβ

we cannot deny [[that many fatal accidents occurring in the country every
year.]]
Organs can be taken from the deceased in the fatal accidents
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to be donated
3

β
to save the lives of others.

Evaluation

T
U

This is a very good thing [[to do]].
1

+β

2
3

α

Rather than letting their organs go to waste,
α
xβ

ext/hyp/vary./
replacive

it can be use
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to continue others life (Jui Meng, 2004; Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Reinforcement
Summary

V

1

In conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because
of transplant technology advancements, increasing number of patients in need of
organ transplants,

2
Recommendation

W

and many fatal accidents occurring in the country every year.

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Hence, the Health Minister need to make campaign and public forum as part of
the alternatives
to encourage the Malaysians to do the organ donation.

372

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE11
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
α
xβ

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Now more than 10.000 people need organ donation
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

to continue their life
3

β
because their own organs is not functionable.

B
C
D

1
2

The organs that needed are heart, kidneys, lungs, eyes and pancreas.
Other than that, the transplanted tissues are heart valves, bone marrow, skin and
liver.
So, as a concern Malaysians, we should take this seriously

1
+2

and Ø ^SHOULD^ take this opportunity to help them [[which is suffering from
the unfunctionable organ]].
E
F

We also not forgotten that what is needed to make sure the steps to accomplished
this process.
There are many ways to encouraged organ donation among Malaysians.

G

Firstly, the existing of loving feels.

Specification
Description

H

Deduction

I

Everyone has a loving feels to somebody such as family, partner living and
friends.
So this is the way [[to express our feels]]

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement

1
2

α
xβ

3

α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

by donating the organs to our family

xβ
if our family got unfunctionable organs.

J

1

xβ
If our family do not have any problem,

2

α

3
K

1

Enhancement

1
+2

think about other people
and just imagine they are our family.

xβ
If our family members got this sickness,

373

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Projection

2

α

3

α
xβ

we are the right person [[to help to donate]]
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

because live-relationship donor is most important
4

xβ
to save their life.

Suggestion
Description

L
M
N

1
2

1
+2

1
2

1
+247

1
2

α

We also can help other people [[that is not related to us ]]
but make sure [[we got the permission from our family to donate our organ]].

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

The understanding family will let us to donour
this will make sure [[the process of donation is successful]].

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

At the same time, our family will follow our way [[to donate their organ]]
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because they learn from our sacrifice.
Descriptive report 2
General statement

O

1
2

α
xβ

Secondly, Malaysians must read and watch a lot of books and movies
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to more understand [[what is organ donation actually]].
Specification
Description

P

1
2

α

3
Q
R

Suggestion

S
T

It is because many people do not know
‘β

1
+2

1

1

2

+2

1
2

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that how the procedure is
and when the doctors take our organ.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

The answers is [[the doctors will take our organ || if we are dead]].
The best time to removed the organ is [[when our heart is still beating || even
though we are dead]]
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

and that is called brain death.
From the movies also we can watch really what happen during this procedures.
In the same time, we should choose the right channel [[to watch it]]
because certain of that contained a fake stories of this procedures.

47

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

The referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented
explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406). The relation between the clauses is paratactic additive positive.
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Description

U

The documentary of the life of patients can increase our level confident to be
donor.

Deduction

V

So, this books and movies will help us to be proud be a donor.

Descriptive report 3
General statement

W

Thirdly, the government should make the laws tiredly in our country about
legislation in our country.

Specification
Desription

X

1
2

1
+2

3

It is because [[many people want to donate their organ]]
α

but this will not get some payment or present

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concessive/fin

if we do that.
Deduction

Y
Z

1
2

α
xβ

But, by human trafficking as the source or organs, they can sell their organ there.
So, person [[that need money]] will take this opportunity
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
negative/non-fin

to get money from this way
3

xβ
without thinking the effect.

Suggestion

AA
AB

1
2

In other hand, public forum can be form to make we understand [[how important
donate our organ legally]].
Also, we can know the effect

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if we join the human trafficking.
Reinforcement
AC

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusions, many ways can we follow
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to be a usefull person as Malaysian.
AD

1
2

1
+2

The important person in our country must take note
α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

and Ø do their responsibility
3

xβ
to make sure organ donation in our country will increases.

375

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE12
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

Taxis

Ranking clause

E
F

Descriptive report 1
General statement

G

Specification
Description

H

Evaluation

I

1

1

2

+2

3

+3

Extension

Enhancement

There are many serious and life-threatening diseases [[that occur nowadays]].
For examples, diabetes, hole at the heart, defective kidneys and many more.
[[The cure for these diseases and were proven successful]] are through organ
transplantation.
Organ transplantation means [[changing diseased and bad organs and tissues
with the healthy one from donor]] (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
The examples of transplanted organs are kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and
pancrease (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
The organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians because of no
legislation,

D

Thesis

Elaboration

make full use of dead’s organ
and many patients have these diseases.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Firstly, there is no law in the country [[that prevent someone from remove
their organs]] (Chu Jui Meng, 2004).
1

xβ

* When there is no legal authority,

2

α

the donor can make a live donation legally.

1

α

Furthermore, with the increase of patiences [[that have those serious diseases
||and need a healthy organ]], together with the lack of the organs, we need to
encouraged more people to donate

2

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they can save others life.
Descriptive report 2
General statement

J

Secondly, some dead peoples have organs [[that function normally before
death and does not have any defectives]].

Specification
Description
Suggestion
Description

K
L
M

Evaluation

N

As a human being, we cannot make it go waste and unused.
We should donate it to the one that are need it most.
There is cadaveric organ donation that means donation of organs of the dead
individual (Chua Jui Meng, 2004).
There is no problem [[removing the organs from the dead person]],

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

1
if there is no objection from his family

376

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

Projection

3
Descriptive report 3
General statement

O

1
2

+2

and also the donor has approval it.

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Finally, there is a lot of organs needed
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/nonfin

to save patients’ lifes.
Specification
Evidence

P

Deduction

Q

1

α

2

xβ

The country needs about 1200 kidneys, 450 hearts, 450 corneas and 200 livers
a year (Annie Freeda Cruez, 2008).
Therefore, a public forum articles and news about issue on organ donation
need to spread widely into public
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

so that they will realized the importance of it.
R

1
2

1
+2

This will not only ensure that the donor’s wish is fulfilled
but also increase the number of donor and organ donations among nonpledgers.
Furthermore, we need to change the societys’ mindset [[that they need to view
organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care]] (Annie Freeda Cruez,
2008).

1
2

1
+2

In conclusion, we should encourage more people

1
2

α
‘β

1
2
3

α
‘β

They should know
that there are many unfortunate [[person that need the normal organs the
most]].
It is hoped
that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians

S
Reinforcement
Evaluation

T

U
V

and realize them the importance of the organ donations.

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
hyp/mental
projection

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/nonfin

to save others life after death
4

+β

rather than letting their organs go to waste.

377

ext/hyp/
vary./replacive

LGE13
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

C

Clause
No.

Taxis

1
2

1
+2

1
2

α
‘β

3

Ranking clause

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description

and they have also slowly pledge to become donors.

xβ

just by donating some organs to the people [[that in needs]].

Deduction

J

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

The first one is by media.
1
2
3

xβ
α

If the media say good things about organ donation,
people will start believe it

α
xβ

1
2

α
‘β

K

The second way [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] is [[by
having a public forum || to discuss the issue on organ donation.]]

Elaboration
Evaluation

L

According to Annie Freeda Cruez, (2008), “This will increase the number
of pledger’s and organ donations among non-pledgers”.
From here we can say

1
2
3

α
‘β

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

According to Annie Freeda Cruez, (2008), “Only a few television shows or
movie portray transplantation in a positive manner”.
From this we can see
that how big is the impact just by using media (Annie Freed Cruez,2008)
(pg.7).(Chua Jui Meng 2004).

Descriptive
argument 1
Reiteration of thesis

M

hyp/verbal
projection

But what happened to the people [[that still did not realize the important of
organ donation]]?
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.
And these are 4 ways [[on how to encouraged organ donations among
Malaysians]].

because media has the most connection to most of the people.
I

Projection

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

that a stranger can also become our friend

G

Evidence

Enhancement

From this we can tell
α

E
F

H

Extension

Organ donation has become popular just in a big country like the United
State America, but also in a small country like Malaysia.
Malaysians have now slowly accept the terms of organ donation

D
Thesis

Elaboration

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

hyp/verbal
projection

that this way can might actually work
1

because through this public forum, people can share their opinion, doubt,

378

enh/hyp/cause-cond/

cause/reason/fin
4

+2

and maybe experience on the issue of organ donation of course.

N

From this way also, people can open their mind to the new things. (Annie
Freeda Cruez, 2008) (pg.7).

Descriptive
argument 2
Reiteration of thesis

O

The third way [[to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] is [[by
having a convention on the issue of organ donation]].

Elaboration
Evaluation

P

From this way, people can be explain thoroughly about the good and the
bad things for donating organs.
People can also share their doubt [[that they have at the convention]].
According to (Annie Freed Cruez,2008), Chua Jui Meng (2004), “by having
direct contact with the people [[who know about organs donating]],
people will convince

Q
R

1

xβ

2
3

α

1
+2

and Ø start to believe in organ donating”.
Descriptive
argument 3
Reiteration of thesis

S

Elaboration
Evaluation

T

1
2

α
xβ

Evaluation

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

From this way, people can have a lot of time to think

1
2
3

α
‘β

enh/hyp/cause-cond/
cond./positive/fin

whether they want to donate their organ or not.
In the school, the children will be given an early education on the important
of organ donation.
The school teacher will explain to them [[what is organ donation is really
about]].
In a nutshell, we are not supposed to be.
We are supposed to be open minded about this thing.
People needs people to live.
With this change in mindset, it is hoped

V
W
X
Y
Z

enh/hyp//manner
/means/non-fin

The last way [[to encouraged organ donation among Malaysians]] is [[by
early education in school]].

U

Recommendation

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

α
xβ

hyp/mental
projection

that donating organs will become the custom for Malaysians
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save the lives of others after death
4

+β

rather than letting our organs go to waste.
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ext/hyp/vary
/replacive

LGE14
Functional
Stages.
Identification

Complex
A
B
C
D

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

Elaboration

Extension

Since 1970s, 215 people have donated their organs.
The harvest included 128 kidneys, 20 hearts, 25 livers, 4 lungs, 86 heart valves,
143 corneas, as well as skin and bones (Annie F. C., 2008).
That is what happening in Malaysia.
Organ donation in Malaysia IS quite low

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as Malaysia does not want to help these patients [[that are grateful to be help]].
Thesis
Descriptive
report 1
General
statement
Specification
Description

E

So, this article will discuss about the types of donor, low rates of organ donation
in Malaysia and actions [[to be taken ǀǀ to encourage organ donation among
Malaysians]].

F

Firstly, Malaysians have to know about the types of donor.

G

1
2

1
=2

3

There are two types;
1
+2

H
I

1
2

ela/para/
exempli.

one is the live donor

ext/para/add/
positive

and another one is the cadaveric donor.
The live donors are living persons [[who are genetically related to the recepients
and also a very close]].
These donors are important

α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

because there are some organ [[that cannot be procured from cadaveric donor]].
J

1
2

1
+2

Cadaveric donor is a dead person
and the donation take place after the death of an individuals.

K
L
M

1

α

2

xβ

ext/para/add/
positive

When is the best time to harvest the organ?
It is when the situation is called brain death which the heart is still breathing but
the brain is dead.
The organ can be taken from the donor
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if the donor is willing to
3

Enhancement

+2

ext/para/add/
altern.

or the relatives do not object it.

380

Projection

Descriptive
report 2
General
statement

N

Specification
Deduction

O

Description

P

The low rates of organ donation in Malaysia are mainly cause by the objection of
the donor’s family or next of kin.

1
2

α
xβ

3

Thus, doctors can never take the organ without the consent of the donor’s family
or next to kin.
This problem arise
α
xβ

Q
Evaluation

R

1
2

α
xβ

when the organ pledgers does not inform their family of his intention
when he dies.
Another factor [[that lead to low rates of donation]] is because [[there are some
people thinking about their mortality, ǀǀ and fears that people will forget about
them after death]].
This is totally unreasonable

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

as every people [[live]] will dead
3

+2

S
Deduction

T

1
2

α
xβ

and their names will be remembered.
There are also negative stories about organ donation [[that may develop negative
impression among Malaysians]].
This factor will make the potential pledgers to take more consideration
to donate their organs [[that is not good to the society]].

U
Descriptive
report 3
General
statement

V

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

So, there should be no false stories about organ donation.
1

α
Thus, action need to be taken

2

xβ
to encourage organ donation among Malaysians.

Specification
Suggestion

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

W

1
2

α
xβ

So it is necessary for a public forum [[to discuss this issue]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

in order to encourage organ donation.
Descriptiopn

X

Evaluation.

Y

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

This forum should be discussing about the positive stories about organ donation
and also should be discussing the affect of this donation.
Well, from this discussion hopefully Malaysians are more aware about the organ

381

Z

AA

Reinforcement
Evaluation

AB
AC
AD

AE

1
2

donation [[that might open their eyes to donate organs]].
It will be such helpful

α
xβ

1
2
1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

1
2

α
xβ

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when Malaysians have change their mindset.
If their way of thinking before this is all about selfishness
and now perhaps change to save lives of others.
It is good to see organ donation become custom the custom of Malaysians.
In a nutshell, problems should not arise

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

when it comes to organ donation.
Malaysians have to be more understanding
as organ donation is actually something good [[to be done and not something bad
to the society]].
Doctors and nurses should not being accused of being heartless
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

because they are doing their job
3

xβ
to save lives

Summary

AF

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./cause
/reason/fin

So, [[some input about the type of donor, low rates of organ donation in Malaysia
and action taken to encourage organ donation among Malaysians]] will be
helpful.

382

LGE15
Functional Stages
Identification

Com
-plex
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
1
+2

3

Ranking clause
Organ is a very important part of our body [[to keep us lives]],
but when some organ functional it will cause us something
harmful,

1
x2

Elaboration

Extension

α

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

B

xβ

1
2

48

keep health and lifes.

α
xβ

This cause organ donation is a very important to people nowadays
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save someone lives.
C
D
E

Thesis

Descriptive
argument 1
Reiteration
thesis
Elaboration
Description

of

1
2

α
=β

According to Cruez (2008) only 128 kidney,20 hearts,25 livers,4
lungs,86 heart valves,143 corneas and skin and bone also included
since 1970s.
We lack of awareness to help this people.
We should encourage people
1

3

+2

4

+3

F

G

Projection

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin

so it need to change it
4

Enhancement

such as do a aware campaign,
enforce and renew law,
and give honour to the pledge [[that willing to donate]].

ela/para/
exempli.
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Firstly, [[to encourage people]] is [[held a campaign || to make
people aware about this problem]].
1
2
3

1
+2

In this campaign we should tell them about donation
α
xβ

and change and open their narrow minded
to help those people [[dying begged help continues life]].

48

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/

The referents of the two processes may be related in the world of experience; if they share the same semiotic plane then they must be, at the very least by simultaneity or succession, but this is not represented
explicitly by the conjunction (IFG, 3rd ed., p406).

383

purpose/non-fin
Suggestion

H

1

1

2

x2

In addition we can do public discussion,
1

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason

so people can argue,

Evaluation
Evidence

+

I

3

+2

4

+3

1

1

2

+2

3
Suggestion

J

K

of

L

and make them understand [[why this donation is needed]].

1

α

2

xβ

1

α

2

xβ

but some of it tell not accurate information
and give people negative impression (Cruez, 2008).

1
+2

1

1

2

+2

M

Evaluation

N

1
2
3

α
=β

ext/para/add.
/adver./fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

So, television or media mass should play important role [[to
encourage people]]
by show them a good example of helping people with donate
their’s organ.
Moreover, the increasing popularity of social web such as
facebook, we should took some advantage

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

advertise this campaign

enh/hyp /manner
/means/non-fin

and promote to the youngthers.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Secondly, to encourage people, Malaysian government should
enforce law

and Ø renew some of the law.
Elaboration
Evidence

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

Some movie and television show this thing in good perspective
1
+2

3
Descriptive
argument 2
Reiteration
thesis

and ask about this noble thing

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subject and
fin)

According to Cruez (2008), one of the problem to get a donor is
[[the organ pledge did not tell his family [[that he want to donate
his organ]]]].
This kind of problem should not happen,
xβ
α

<<cl. 7>> when someone agreed to donate their organs,
α

his or her family should not interfere this agreement

384

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

4

xβ

1

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

because it individual decision
5

+2

6

α
xβ

and nothing wrong to donate organ
1
because it noble intentions.

7

x2
so, government need to enforce law,

Description
Evidence

O
P

Suggestion

Q

1
2

1
x2

of

Elaboration
Evidence

R

An addition police also need to caught people [[who kidnap people
to take their organ legal]].

S

Lastly, government should give honour or certificate to people
[[that willing to donate their organ]].

T

1
2

α
xβ

U

enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Almost 2300 organ needed a year
to save lives (Cruez, 2008).

Evaluation

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/para/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

Other problem is cadaveric organ from the death individual.
According to Meng (2004), cadaveric tissues is allowed under two
law such as express request of the donor and absence of objection
from family and next-of-kin.
This law should be use also in brain dead people
so, we can get more organ.

Descriptive
argument 3
Reiteration
thesis

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

This honour can attract more people to donate their organs or
tissue.
Moreover this honour [[that given]] should get some speciality in
any government thing.

V
Recommendation
W

1
2

α
xβ

As the conclusion, people need to open their heart
to help those people [[that need our help to survive]].

Evaluation

X

Maybe one donation [[that we made]] we can save 10 lives.

385

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

LGE16
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

1

Ranking clause

α
xβ

Elaboration

Extension

+2

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

and new organs come from organ donations.

D
E

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Since the 1970s,215 people have donated their organs and this include,128
kidneys,20 hearts,25 livers,4 lungs,86 heart valves,143 corneas, as well as
skin and bones (“Saving lives, the “, 2008).
1

xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
concess./fin

Even though the numbers are increasing,

Thesis

F

2
1
2

α
1
+2

there are still people [[who never new or never exposed to organ donations]].
People in Malaysia should be exposed

People should create a public forum [[to help || and to discuss the good or
positive effect in donation of organs]].

Descriptive report 1
General statement

G

1

α

Specification
Description

H

1
2

α
xβ

and be encourage to donate their organs.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

In Malaysia, organ donations is a sensitive issue
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

as we live in a multiracial country.
I

Projection

Each day, hospitals are visited by a lot of people [[who seek medical help]].
This includes those [[who are suffering from accidents or from diseases [[that
requires operations on their body]]]].
These people require new organs
to help them survive

3

Enhancement

1

1

2

+2

Due to the mixture of races many impression from different religions on
organ donation were created
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and this had effected many people.

Evaluation

J

Public forums are important [[in fixing the mindset of the society || and help
fulfill the wish of the organ pledger || and also increase the number of organ
pledgers]].

Descriptive report 2
General statement

K

The media should play an important role [[in delivering knowledge on organ
transplant]].

Specification
Description

L

1
2

α
‘β

As we all know,
media comprises of wide scope in our everyday live.

386

hyp/mental

projection
M
Evaluation

N
O

Suggestion

Movies or shows or even article or the importants of organ donation need to
be shown.
This is to create positive impression on the operation.

P

1

α

2

‘β

1
2

α
xβ

A lot of people thought
1

hyp/mental
projection

the organ donations is a crucial and potentially harmful process.
Media needs to help doctors [[in sending good messages on organ donations]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to help increase the number of organ pledgers.
Q

1
2

α
xβ

Descriptive report 3
General statement

R

Specification
Suggestion

S

1
2

α
=β

Evaluation

T

1
2

α
xβ

People to be more encourage to donate their organs
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point

when they have good impression on organ donation.
Campaigns on organ donations are very important [[in teaching || and
exposing the social on this issue]].

3

People should be exposed to certain term and fact on organ donation
such as the organ that they can donate, types of organ donatorer such as live elab/para/
donor or cadaveric donor and about brain death (“The Ethics and Law”, exempli.
2004).
People’s mindset will be more open on the good deed
α

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

when they donate

xβ
as they have knowledge in this issue.

Deduction

U

Reinforcement
Evaluation

V

Evidence

W

1

1

2

+2

This will eventually increase the number of organ pledgers
and thus helping more people to help living.

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

In conclusion, a lot of sides plays an important role [[in exposing || and
encouraging Malaysians to donate their organs]].
1

α

2

xβ

Malaysia itself needs about 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200
livers a year
to save patient`s live (“Saving lives,one”,2008).

387

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

Evaluation

Recommendation
Evaluation

X

Y

Z

1

1

2

+2

1

1

2

+2

1

xβ

2

α

Each year, more and more people needs new organs
and that is [[why the presence of organ pledger is very important]].

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

People need to know about this issue
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

and their mindset need to change.
When people’s mindset starts to change,
donating organ will be then be c

to Malaysians.

388

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point

LGE17
Functional Stages

Complex
A

Identification

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis

Ranking clause

α

Elaboration

Extension

xβ

B
1
2

α
‘β

3
4

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

It is very disheartening [[that despite of many of us does not have to courage
to be an organ donor]].
When many among Malaysians itself needed the transplant.
Imagine
xβ
α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if one of the patient with organ failure is your closest relative, a brother of
yours or your own mother,
α
xβ

would it be a sad thing
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there is no one there to donate?
E
F

Thesis

1
2

α
xβ

3

That is why organ donation plays an important role in our lives nowadays.
Organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
α
xβ

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

because of the lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for
organ transplants,
1
to save lives of others

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Evaluation
Evidence

4

+2

5

+3

G

and help others
and transplantation is proven to be successful.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

[[The lack of supply of organs does not meet with the demand for organ
transplants which is increasing throughout the world]] is one of the factor
[[why organ donation should be encouraged]].

+
H
I

1

α

2

xβ

Projection

“The nation needs about 1200 kidneys,450 hearts,450 corneas and 200 livers a
year
to save patients’ life” (Annie, 2008).

C
D

Enhancement

This describes the demand for a pledge to donate organs.
According to Annie Freeda Cruez (2008), low organ donation rates still
prevail
because of there is a negative exposure and fallacious stories about organ
donation.

389

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin

hyp/mental
projection

J

There is only a few television shows or movies potray a positive manner in
organ transplantation.
This develop a negative impression that organ donation is possibly harmful.

K
L

1

α

2

xβ

3
M

1
2

Besides that, donation rates are also low
α
xβ

1
+2

when he dies.
The family will definitely be in shock at the time of their loved one’s death
and ^ARE^ incapable to make any decision.

Argument 1
Point

N

Furthermore, to help and save lives of others are also one of the factor to
encourage Malaysians to donate their organs.

Elaboration
Description

O

Evidence

P
Q

Recently, organ for transplantation can come from two types of donors that is
either the live donor or the cadaveric donor.
The live donor is a donor from a dead person.
Chua Jui Meng (2004) states
that live donors are an important sources of tissues and organs for organ
donations.
Donors includes parents, siblings or even close relative [[who are genetically
related to the recipients]].
Spouses and very close friends [[who are “emotionally related” to the
recipients]] can also be a live donor.
Besides that Chua Jui Meng (2004) also states
that the Ministry is in the process of developing guidelines on organ donation
and transplantation from live donors.
Which shows [[that the Ministry itself is encouraging Malaysians to donate
their organ to help others]].

1
2

α
“β

1
2

α
“β

1

+β

2

α

R
S
T
Evaluation

U
V

Descriptive report 1
General statement

W

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/temp./
simult./point/fin

due to the organ pledger does not inform his family on his noble intentions to
donate his organs

Instead of letting organs go to waste ,
it is much more benefit [[to save the lives of others after death]].
Moreover, studies has shown [[that transplantation is proven to be successful
nowadays]].

Specification

390

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

hyp/verbal
projection

hyp/verbal
projection
ext/hyp/vary
/ replacive

Description
Evidence

+

X

1

α

2

“β

organ transplantation is a form of treatment for serious and life-threatening
diseases [[which is proven successful]].
It involves the replacing diseased and defective organs and tissues with
healthy ones.
With today modern technology and advancement in surgical procedures and
the availability of anti-rejection drugs have contributed tremendously to the
achievement of organ transplantation.
Malaysia’s Human Tissues Act 1974 is becoming more evident with rapid
advancements in the transplant technology over the years.

1

1

As a conclusion, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians
nowadays because of the lack of supply of organ[[that does not meet with the
demand for organ transplant [[which is increasing throughout the world]]]] ,

2

+2

3

+3

Y
Z
AA
Reinforcement
Summary

AB

Chua Jui Meng (2004) describe

to help and lives of others
and that transplantation is proven to be successful.
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hyp/verbal
projection

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

LGE18
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B
C

Clause
No.

1
2

Taxis

Text

Elaboration

Extension

Enhancement

Do you know the benefits of our organs?
Do you know the importance of donation of our organs?
Do you know
that have some people [[who need our help outside there]]?

α

hyp/mental
projection

‘β
D
E
F
G
H

1
2
1
2

xβ
α
xβ

1

α

2

xβ

3
Thesis

Argument 1
Point
Elaboration
Deduction

I

J

There is a fact.
Have some people [[live without some organ]]
since they WERE born.

α

α

2

xβ

to donate our organ

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
purpose/non-fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
purpose/non-fin

for them live like others.
Thus, organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians

1

because it can save others’ life,

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin

3

+2

Ø strong the relationship among society

4

+3

and Ø also prevent the wasting of organs.

1

First of all, if we donate at least one of our organs,
xβ

K

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

Or have a hole at our lung?
Those people are need our help

xβ

1

enh/hyp/temp./
success./later /fin

It is difficult right to us
when we do not have one of kidneys?

α

2

α

it will save one person lives.

1

α

Thus, we also help the doctor
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Projection

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
positive/fin

2

xβ

3

Consequence

L

1

+2

1

xβ

2

α

3

Description

N

and Ø save their patients’ live.

1
+
2

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed sub
and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

for sure their patient will die
and make the doctor become guilty
α
xβ

α
x
β

They will feel useless
because Ø cannot save the lives.

1

α

As we know,
α

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

because Ø has wasted one life.

1
2

2

enh/hyp/causecond./reason/fin
(ellipsed sub and
fin)

If there is no donation or pledger,

4
M

because Ø ^IS^ easy for them to make operation

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./reason/fin
(ellipsed sub and
fin)
hyp/mental/
projection

we can donate any parts of our organ

‘β
3

xβ

4
O

1

xβ

2

1

because this is our request

+2

and no one can prevent us.

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin

When we are died,
1

enh/hyp/
temp./
simult./point/ fin

the doctor will take our organs [[which are the request from us]]

α
3

Evidence

P

+2

and Ø give to the needed.

ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)

According to Meng, C. J. (2004), the usual parts of organ donation are
kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and pancreas.
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Descriptive
Argument 1
Reiteration
Thesis

α
of

Q

1

Furthermore, the relationship among us and society will be more strong

2

because all of we are Malaysians right?

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
concess./fin

xβ
Elaboration
Description

R

1

xβ

2
3

α

Even though have Malays, China and Indian and so on,
α
xβ

but we ^ARE^ still Malaysians
because we are 1Malaysia.

S
T

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin

It is like a family.
1

xβ

2
3

α

When our parents are sick,
1
+2

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin

we as children will take care of them
and Ø will try to help them
α

4
Deduction

U
V

xβ

to cure the problem.

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
purpose/non-fin

Same like this situation.
If our neighbour [[who is different culture]] are sick,

1
xβ
2

ext/para/add.
/ positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj.
and
fin)

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

why not we help them?
α

W
X

Suggestion

Y

1

xβ

2
3

α

Moreover, it will decrease the society problem or problem between other
races.
After that, when all of we are unite,
α
xβ

we can help others
to build their confidence on donating their organs.
One of the ways is [[create a public forum [[that we can share problem
and ask something what we are not clear]]]].
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enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
purpose/non-fin

Z

1

If you are scared to donate,

enh/hyp/
causecond./cond./
positive/fin

xβ
2

the people [[who are in that forum]] will help you in any ways.
α

Argument
Point 2

AA

Elaboration
Suggestion

AB

On top of that, the organ donation will prevent the wasting of organs.
1
2

α

Why people do not want to donate their organ
if they want to suicide or whatever?

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
positive/fin

xβ
AC

1

α

2

It is one of the useless thing
α

if you are waste your organ

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
purpose/non-fin

xβ
3

xβ

4

1

α

2

xβ

AE

because the other person asking our help
to donate the organs

+2

3
Example

1

xβ

5
AD

α

but we are not doing that.

ext/para/add.
/ advers./fin

You can register for the donation from now
α
‘β

1

because we do not know

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin

when we will meet the death.

hyp/mental/
projection

For an example, when we get an accident
xβ

2

enh/hyp/temp./
simult./ point/fin

the person [[who need the organs]] will died just like that.
α

Suggestion

AF

1

xβ

2

α

3

If you do not want to waste your organs,

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
positive/fin

at least you donate one of your organ
α
xβ

to save others’ lives.

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./

395

purpose/non-fin
Reinforcement
Evaluation
Summary

AG
AH

1
2
1

α

As we know,
organ donation is important to the person [[who needs]] the organ.

‘β
α

2

hyp/mental/
projection

Conclusion is, [[organ donation should be encouraged among
Malaysians]]
1

because it can saving lives,

enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
reason/fin

xβ

Recommendation

AI

3

+2

Ø CAN strong the bones between the society

4

+3

and Ø CAN also decrease the waste of organs

5

+4

and Ø CAN prevent the waste of organs.

1
2

α
xβ

Thus, we must make the organ donation as a usual aspect of patient care
so that the patient can get their live back.
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ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)
ext/para/add.
/positive/fin
(ellipsed
subj and fin)
enh/hyp/causecond./cond./
purpose/fin

LGE19
Functional Stages
Identification

Complex
A
B

Clause
No.

Taxis

C
D
E
F
G

Thesis

H
I

1
2

α
‘β

1
2

α
“β

1
2

1
+2
+3

Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description

Deduction

Ranking clause

Unfortunately, there is still many objections regards to organ donations.
This article will clearly explains about the person [[who are encourage to
donate organs]],
types of organs that can be donated
and ways to donate organs.

and Ø need to be solved immediately.
1
2

1
+2

hyp/verbal
projection

that there is no legislation in the country controlling the removal of organs.

Firstly, live donors.
Live donors are the priority source of organs and tissues for transplantation.
Parents, siblings or close relatives [[who are genetically related to the
recipients]] are the priority donors.
They are called as “live-related donors”.
Unfortunately, some of the ethical problems have arised

P

Projection

The law itself states

K
L
M
1
+2

Enhancement

hyp/mental
projection

Malaysians are lack of awareness of these kind of problems.

There are two categories of people [[who can donate organs]].

1
2

Extension

In this new era, most of the human are not aware with their surroundings.
Human nowadays are not responsible for those [[who are not related to
them]].
As we know, Malaysia is a country that is fulled with many cultures, races
and religions.
We as the citizens of Malaysia should responsible for each other regardless of
their races and religions.
Recently, the issues of organ donation have become the major concern to
most people.
As we know,

J

N
O

Elaboration

The organs [[that will be donate]] should not be charged
and organs must be given freely and not under duress.
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ext/para/add./
positive/fin
ext/para/add./
positive/fin

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)
ext/para/add./

positive/fin
Description

Q
R

Secondly, organ donation from dead person.
1
2

α
xβ

Organs can be taken from the dead person
1

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin

if there is no objection from his relatives
3
Deduction
Descriptive report 2
General statement
Specification
Description

+2

S

and there is an express request from the donor during his last illness in the
presence of two witnesses.
Human trafficking as the source of organs should not be practiced at all.

T

The most common organ donations are kidneys, heart, eyes, pancreas and
lungs.

U

On the other hand, skin, heart valves and liver are the most common
transplantable tissues.
Some organ donation can only be obtained from live donors such as bone
marrow.
Donation of organs after the death of an individual is also known as cadaveric
organ donation.
There will no problem arise

V
W
X

1
2

α
xβ

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

α

enh/hyp/causecond/cond./
positive/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
simult./point/
non-fin

<<cl. 3>> if the donor has given an express consent prior to his death.
3

xβ
when removing the organs from a dead person

Y

1
2

α
xβ

There is an increase demand in kidneys
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
reason/fin
enh/hyp/temp./
success./earlier
/non-fin

as it is possible to live with just one kidney.
Descriptive report 3
General statement

Z

1

Before obtaining an organ donation from the donors,
2

Specification
Description
Evidence

xβ
α

AA

According to Human Tissues Act 1974 (n.d., Chua, J. M., 2004), there must
be an express request of the donor.

+
AB

there are a few circumstances [[that need to be followed]].

1

1

2

+2

It is either in written form or orally
or Ø also can be stated orally during the deceased’s last illness in the presence
of two witnesses.
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ext/para/
altern.
(ellipsed subj

and fin)
Description

AC

1

α

2
Reinforcement
Evaluation

AE
AF

Besides that, the donors must inform his family of his pledge [[to donate his
organs || when he dies]]
xβ

1

1

2

+2

As a result, people should think about others’ life.
People should think out of the box

and Ø view organ donation as a standard aspect of patient care.
Recommendation

AG

1

1

2

+2

4

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

Malaysian should change their mindset
α

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed subj
and fin)

and Ø think wisely
3

enh/hyp/causecond./purpose/
fin

so that the family members will not object the doctor’s permission to harvest
his organs.

‘β

α
+β

hyp/mental
projection

to save the lives of others after death
rather than wasting their organs.
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ext/hyp/vary./
replacive/

LGE20
Functional Stages
Identification

Thesis
Descriptive report 1
General statement
Specification
Description

Comple
x
A

Clause
No.
1
2

Taxis
1
+2

Ranking clause

but not many among us are willing to do it.
This is because most of us doesn’t realize how important of organ donation.
Some of us also have negative perspective about it.
Nowadays it has become a necessity thing in our life.

E

So, why not organ donation should be encouraged among Malaysians.

F

According to Cruez (2008),”….. the organ pledger does not inform his family of
his pledge [[to donate his organs || when he dies]].
It is important [[that he does this]]

3
4

α
xβ

Extension

enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/fin

This statement give us explanation [[that organ donation is something nobled ||and
valuable [[to save other’s live]]]].
However, the transplantation of cadaveric tissues must have request from the
donor and no objection from their’s family. (Meng, 2004; Cruez, 2008).

I
Descriptive report 2
General statement

J

Another reason is organ donation rates are low.

Specification
Description

K

Deduction

L

This is because [[there are many bad perspectives and negative impression from
the society]].
This situation will give influence among us

Evaluation

M

1
2

1
+2

1

1

2

+2

and will discouraged people from donate their organ.

1

α

2

“β

ext/para/add./
positive/fin

Some people also does not concern

and realize about the important of organ donation.
N

Projection

ext/para/add./
adver./fin

so that his noble intentions will be honoured” (p.6.).
H

Enhancement

We have been hearing about organ donation in the Mass Media and newspaper

B
C
D

G

Elaboration

ext/para/add./
positive/fin
(ellipsed
subject
and
fin)

Cruez (2008) stated
that, “Society needs to view organ donation as a standard aspect of patients care”
(p.7.)
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hyp/verbal
projection

O

1

α

2

xβ

So, society must take a responsibility [[to change their view and perspective about
organ donation]]
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save others lives. (Cruez, 2008)
Descriptive report 3
General statement
Specification
Description

Deduction

P

Nowadays, there are many fatal accidents happen in the country.

Q
R

So, the people [[who death during the accident]] can be take their organ.
However, it must have permission from their family first.

S

The procedure must be followed according to the Human Tissues Act 1974.

T

1
2

α
+β

The reason for doing ^IS^ [[this to save others lives]],
rather than the organ become unuseful. (Meng, 2004; Cruez, 2008)

ext/hyp/vary.
/replacive

Reinforcement
U
Summary

V
W

1
2

α
xβ

In conclusion, there is a reason [[why organ donation should be encouraged
among Malaysians]].
The reason are [[it is a noble intentions, ||the rates of organ donation are low ||and
many fatal accidents happen in the country every year]].
All of the reasons is for the same purpose,
enh/hyp/causecond/cause/
purpose/non-fin

to save others lives.
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Appendix E- MUET Description of Aggregated Scores

MUET Essay Writing Score
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Appendix F- MUET Test Specifications for Writing
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Appendix G- MUET Essay Questions 2008-2014

Year End 2008
"People are becoming more materialistic. They are concerned with making more money and what
money can buy." What is your opinion on being materialistic? You should write at least 350 words.
Mid 2009
Information and communications technology (ICT) is the cause of today's many social ills. What is
your opinion? Support your answers with examples. You should write at least 350 words.
Year End 2009
People commit crime for selfish reasons. Discuss. You should write at least 350 words
Mid 2010
The world today is turning more to electronic communications such as the e-mail, Facebook and short
Message System (SMS). What is your opinion of this growing trend? Discuss. You should write at
least 350 words.
Year End 2010
In an arranged marriage, the choice of a husband or wife is made by parents or elders. What do you
think of this practice in today's society? Discuss. You should write at least 350 words.
Mid 2011
The most valuable thing in life is friendship. Do you agree? Discuss. You should write at least 350
words.
March 2012
“Education is the most important factor in the development of a country.” Discuss. You should write at
least 350 words.
July 2012
Young people should be encouraged to join community service. Discuss. You should write at least 350
words.
March 2013
Man's careless attitude is the main cause for the destruction of the environment. Discuss. You should
write at least 350 words.
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March 2014
The trend today among youths is to own the latest technological gadgets such as mobile phones and
other devices. Is this a healthy development among young people? Give your opinion. You should
write at least 350 words.
July 2014
"The imbalance between the number of boys and girls pursuing university education creates social
problems." To what extent is this statement true? Discuss. You should write at least 350 words.
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Appendix H- Changes in MUET Score for Writing Component

New MUET Format (Applicable from October/November 2008 onwards)

Paper

Test

Code

Duration

Aggregated Score

Weight

(Minutes)

(Total: 300)

(%)

800/1

Listening

30

45

15

800/2

Speaking

30

45

15

800/3

Reading

90

120

40

800/4

Writing

90

90

30

Old MUET Format (Applicable until Apr/May 2008)

Paper

Test

Code

Duration

Aggregated Score

Weight

(Minutes)

(Total: 300)

(%)

800/1

Listening

30

45

15

800/2

Speaking

30

45

15

800/3

Reading

120

135

45

800/4

Writing

90

75

25
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Appendix I- MUET National Overall Results from 2006 to 2011 (with permission from Malaysia Examination Council)
National Results
2006
BAND

2007

Mid Year
No

6

End Year

%

No

72

0.08

5

835

4

3,104

3
2

2008

Mid Year

%

No

90

0.11

0.91

992

3.37

4,404

11,057

12.02

16,081

24,506

26.64

28,822

1

52,427

56.99

Total No
of Students

92,001

100.00

End Year

%

No

18

0.02

1.21

516

5.37

2,428

19.59
35.12

31,687

38.61

82,076

100.00

2009

Mid Year

%

27

0.03

0.57

466

2.67

2,646

9,642

10.61

22,651

24.92

55,632
90,887

No

End Year

%

No

%

49

0.05

50

0.07

0.55

860

0.94

1,089

3.13

4,295

4.68

4,953

12,830

15.17

17,171

18.70

28,666

33.89

33,745

36.75

61.21

39,953

47.23

35,708

100.00

84,588

100.00

91,828

2010

Mid Year
No

End Year

%

64

0.08

1.43

932

6.53

3,882

17,886

23.56

32,595

42.94

38.89

19,333

100.00

75,906

No

%

28

0.04

1.13

684

4.71

3,663

15,425

18.71

36,389

44.13

25.47

25,766

100.00

82,458

2011

Mid Year
No

Year End

%

37

0.04

0.86

817

4.60

4,390

16,054

20.16

35,800

44.95

31.25

23,408

100.00

79,637

No

%

14

0.01

0.99

719

5.30

5,372

18,226

21.99

37,891

45.71

29.39

21,529

100.00

82,890

Mid Year
No

%

28

0.03

0.76

779

0.91

5.69

4,433

5.17

25,278

26.76

18,192

21.20

46,434

49.16

36,165

42.15

25.97

16,629

17.61

26,196

30.53

100.00

94,446

100.00

85,793

100.00

Universiti Teknologi MARA Results
2006
BAND

Mid Year
No.

6

2007
Year End

%
0

0.00

5

0

4

10

3
2
1
Total No
of
Students

No.

%

Mid Year
No.

%

2008
Year End
No.

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

3

0.75

0

0.00

7

3.41

26

6.53

6

1.90

67

78

26.62

103

25.88

39

12.38

171

109

37.20

188

47.24

125

39.68

120

96

32.76

78

19.60

145

46.03

293

100.00
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100.00

315

100.00

%
0.00

Mid Year
No.

%
0

0.00

1.72

2

16.50

15

42.12
29.56

41
406

2009
Year End
No.

%
0

0.00

0.43

5

3.23

94

131

28.23

227

48.92

10.10

89

100.00

464

Mid Year
No.

%
0

0.00

0.53

6

9.97

27

359

38.07

425

45.07

19.18

60

100.00

943
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2010
Year End
No.

%

Mid Year
No.

%

0

0.00

0

0.00

0.96

1

0.12

11

4.30

36

4.36

36

164

26.11

222

26.91

329

52.39

469

56.85

6.36

102

16.24

97

100.00

628

100.00

825

2011
Year End
No.

%
0

0.00

1.65

1

5.41

35

155

23.31

330

49.62

11.76

133

100.00

665

Mid Year
No.

%
0

0.00

0.13

0

0.00

4.40

17

3.07

289

36.35

173

31.23

458

57.61

286

51.62

20.00

12

1.51

78

14.08

100.00

795

100.00

554

100.00

Appendix J- UiTM BEL311 Final Examination Question
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411

412
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Appendix K- BEL311 Essay Writing Marking Scheme
BEL311- ESSAY WRITING MARKING SCHEME
PART B: WRITING (20 MARKS)

Content Content :
Introduction:
Development
the essay:

6 marks
• Must have a clear thesis statement
of

Conclusion:

•
•

Arguments need to support the thesis statement
Must include THREE main ideas with supporting details.

•

Must include a restatement of the problem/issue you explored or a
summary of some of the main points, and some comments or
suggestions.

NOTE: Please use the attached document entitled ‘Scoring Guide for
Writing’ (Content component) when awarding marks for Content.
.
3 marks
• Must have paragraphing and coherence, and proper use of
discourse markers and
• thesis statement as well topic sentences should be provided.

Organisation:

3 marks
• In-text citations, written in the proper format, should be provided
wherever necessary.
• References in the APA format should be provided.
• In-text citations – 1½ marks (at least 3 citations-one for each body
paragraph) and 2 references – 1½ marks

Documentation:

8 marks
Language:
Excellent
Good
Average
Weak

7 - 8 marks
5 - 6 marks
3 - 4 marks
1 - 2 marks

NOTE: Please use the attached
document entitled ‘Scoring
Guide for Writing’ Language
component (Final Exam) when

awarding marks for Language.
•

Students are required to summarise, paraphrase and
synthesize the information from the articles and use it
effectively in the essay.

Please adhere to our consensus below;
•
•
•

The most appropriate content should be on WHYs (marks for content should be
between 4 -6 depending on how students elaborate.
A mix of WHYs and HOWs is also accepted (marks for content should be between 3 – 5
depending on elaboration made).
If students wrote only on HOWs, marks for content should not exceed 3.
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Appendix L- BEL311 Course Syllabus
BEL311 COURSE SYLLABUS

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MARA
AKADEMI PENGAJIAN BAHASA
SYLLABUS

Code

:

BEL 311

Course

:

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES

Level

:

DIPLOMA

Credit Unit

:

3

Contact Hours

:

6

Prerequisite

:

Preparatory Course For MUET

Course Description

This course is aimed at preparing students to meet the demands of their respective
disciplines. This is achieved by training students to employ the language skills and
strategies necessary to carry out their academic tasks.
Course Outcomes

By the end of the course, students should be able to:
1.
read and respond to academic texts
2.

conduct literature search on topics selected

5.

communicate effectively during group discussions

3.
4.

plan and write an outline for a written assignment
write a text of an academic nature

Course Content
Reading
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skimming for general information
Scanning for specific information
Identifying the main ideas and supporting details
Outlining
Interpreting non-linear texts
Making inferences
Drawing conclusions
Analysing and evaluating reading texts
Distinguishing fact from opinion
416

Note: Students are allowed to use an English dictionary both in class and
during the examination.
Writing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Speaking

Revising writing skills (thesis statement, topic sentences, supporting
details, editing)
Paraphrasing
Summarizing
Analysing and Synthesizing
- Combining relevant information from secondary sources only
Documenting
- Citing sources within a text (using APA format)
Drafting, Revising and Editing
Note: Students are required to write a text of an academic
nature.

•
•
•

Participating in discussions
Expressing opinions and supporting them
Expressing agreement/ disagreement

•
•

Giving suggestions/possible solutions
Evaluating opinions
Note: Lecturers should use materials and conduct activities
related to current/social issues, or the students’ respective
disciplines.

Methodology
Lecturers should adopt an approach which requires the integration of the four language skills
whereby writing should be taught using a process writing approach. Reinforcement of grammar
should also be done through class exercises and self-access materials (grammar textbooks and
web-based materials).
Students will be taught using:
•
language enrichment activities
•
group discussions
•
web-based activities

•
•

reading into writing tasks
audio-visual aids

Assessment
On-going Assessment
(60%)
•
A written assignment (450-700 words)
•
Group Discussion
•
Attendance and Assignments (A/A)

30%
20%
10%

Final Examination (40%)
•
Reading
•
Writing (300-400 words)

20%
20%
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Prescribed Text
None
Recommended Text
Cohen, R. F. & Miller, J.L. (2004) North Star: Reading and Writing, Advanced (2nd ed.). New York:
Longman, Pearson
English, A. K. & English, L.M. (2004) North Star: Reading and Writing, High Intermediate (2nd
ed.). New York: Longman, Pearson
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English. ( 2005). 4th. ed. Essex: Pearson ED
References
Cox, K. & Hill, D. ( 2004). EAP now! English for Academic Purposes. NSW: Pearson ED.
Australia
Dollahite, N. E. & Haun, J. (2006) Sourcework: Academic Writing from Sources. Boston, MA:
Thomson Heinle
Langan, J. ( 2008). College Writing Skills with Readings (7th ed.). New York: McGraw Hill.
Leki, I. (1989). Academic Writing. New York: St. Martin's Press.
Leonhard, B. H. (2002). Discoveries in Academic Writing. Boston, MA: Thomson
Heinle
Lipp, E. (1992). From Paragraph to Term Paper. Boston: Heinle and Heinle Publishers.
Morais, E. (2006). Academic Writing for Beginners: Explorations of the Mind.
Kuala Lumpur: The Beacon Press
Oshima, A. & Hogue, A. (2006). Writing Academic English (4th ed.). New York : Longman,
Pearson
Internet Sources
1.
2.
3.
4.

http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/CiLL/eap/
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/
http://www.ius.edu/writingcenter/quoting.cfm
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/
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Appendix M- Detailed Statistical Table on Clauses

HGE

MGE

LGE

Number of Clauses

514

485

512

Number of Simplexes

241

234

280

Two

273

250

231

Three

183

168

149

Four

62

52

50

Number of Clause Complexes of more than Four

7

7

11

7

5

6

(HGE-3)

(MGE-

(LGE-9)

Number

of

Clause

Complexes

Clause

Complexes

Clause

Complexes

of

Complexes
Number

of

of

Complexes
Number

of

of

Complexes
Complexes
Maximum Number of Clauses in a Clause
Complex

2,3,6,12,16,18)
Number of Embedded Complexes

151

162

202

Maximum Number of Tactic Depth

6

4

5
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